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TAX INCE rIVES IND CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE

UNITED, STA ESg A MICROECONOMET IC ANALYSIS

Marti S.-Feldsteint and Chides Clotfelter*

Introduction

1-
is study uses houtghold survey data to estimate the effects of the income tax, 4,

treat nt of charitable' contributions. The basic estimates indicate that charitable
giving responds to the opportunity cost of giving with a price elasticity of -1.15; the
income elasticity is 0.82. These values are quite robust to afternative specifications and
to different restrictions of the sample. -Theyare alsO very simila to th estimates
obtained in a previous study using a very different type of aggrega dat for 1948
Ihrougp 1968. An analysis of possible interdependence among indivi aches the
negative conclusion that an individual's total giving,does not depend on the amounts
given by others at his income level or with bighe incomes: The parameter estimates
ate pied to simulate four alternatives to .-pie current ,tax treatment: complete
eliMination of the current deduction; replacement of the deduction by tax credits of
20 Percent of 30 percent; and construuive realization of gifts of appreciated assets. .The analysis shovis that because of the current .tax treatment, philanthropic

- organizations receive more in additional funds than the TreaiUry loses in foregone
revenue.

The American public sector relies substantially more on private ;nonprofit
- ,

institutions than is common in most other countries. High& education, health care,
the visual and performing arts, and general community ,services are produced by
voluntary institutions. Even when these institutions receive most of their income from
user charges and public funds, they depend on private contributions to proylde the
basic "equity capital" and to support new ventures.'

!
.

The federal income tax law allows, the valueik contributions to be deducted in
calculating taxable income: The "price:' of one r's contribtrtion to a philanthropic
organization, measured in terms ,of foregone income after tax, therefore varies
inversely, with the individual's, marginal tax rate. There are today a number o widely
discussed propos'for changing the tax treatment of charitable contributions. These
include the complete abolition of the deductkin, the substitution ofa system-sof tax
credits, the introduction of a "floot with tdeduction or credit only for contributions
above tliat leyel, and various modifications of the tax treatment of appreciated assets.2
The current paper will not attempt to deal with the complex and wide- ranging issues
raised, by these proposals. Our focus ison the empirical issue of the magnitude of the
price and incorne elasticities of charitaklecontributions. These parameters are crucial
for the evaluation of the impact of anyproposed change. .

There has been substantial Controversy about the extent to which current tax rules
affect the magnitude of charitable co r.t ributions. The earliest econometric evidence_
was Taussig's study of the 1962 Intern 1 Revenue Seqice T)c File, a stratified sample
with 70,596 individual federal income tax returns with itemized deductions.3 Taussig's
often quoted conclusion was that the deduction has little or no effect on the total
volume of charitable contributions. More'specificarly, Taussig's parameter estimates
indicated a price elasticity of less than 0.10, and 'therefore implied that for each dollar

;
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of potential revenue foregone by the.Treasury, charities receive less than ten cents in
contributions. An error% in Taussig's analysis, the accidental omission of. 22,918
observations, makes this conclusion questionable.4 There are, moreover, serious
problems with Taussig's specification and method of estimation.s A reanalysis of the
1962 data with the full sample indicates a price elasticity of approximately one.°

Schwartz ysed aggregate, time series based on the summaries of tax returns that are
pubIrshe4 IA, the Internal Revenue Service.' The estimated price elasticities differed
among'.-gicome classes and between the pre-war and post-war periods but averaged
about 0.6. Unfortunately, the relatively small number of observations and theuse of
separate samples by income groups precluded precise estimation; more than half of the
estimated price elasticities are less than twice their standard error. Feldsteins used a

thine series of cross sections based on the value of itemized charitable contributions in
each adjusted gross income class for even years from 1948 through 1968. The
estimates indicate that the volume of charitable contributiOrk is quite sensitive to the
price of giving that is implied by the tax treatment; almost all of the estimates of the
price elasticity are absolutely greater than one. .

The studies by Taussig, Schwartz, and Feldstein all suffer from the limits imposed
- by the use of the official tax return data. Perhaps the most serious problem is the lack

of information on permanent economic income and on wealth. Adjusted gross income
becomes a less adequate measure as income rises. Similarly, the influence of wealth
rather than.current income is likely to be important at high incorgpe levels. A second
important hortcoming k the restriction to taxpayers with itemized returns. While this
restriction 'is unimportant fob high-income individuals, it _eliminates substantial

'information on the beh9ior of those with lower income. Demographic characteristics 1
(age, sex, maritalotatus, and race), educational background, occupation, and other'
personal attributes that influence giving may be correlated with income and price
variables in a way that biases the estimates of the price and income elasticities.

The current study presents a new tope of evidence about the effecis'of the income
tax treatment of charitable contributions that avoids the restrictions imposed by the

official tax return data. By using household survey data, we are able to relate
charitable'giOing to economic.income, wealth, tax rates, and personals.haracteristics. It
is very reassuring that the estimated price elasticities are very close to the values
obtained in Feldstelp9 despite the substantial differ ces in the nature of the data and
the level of aggregatipn. .

Chapter I describes the survey data and indic es the definitions used to construct
the key variables. ChaptersLly III, and IV present the basic parameter estimates and
examine whether the price elasticity varies among wealth or income groups. The
special problem of gifts of appreciated property is studied in detail. Chapter V

, specifies and estimates alternative models of interdependent hshavior in which each
individuali contribution depends on the volume of contribMaris matte by others.

Silations of the effects of four possible tax changes are preSehted in Chapter- VI.
e is a brief concluding section.

DATA, SPECIFICATION AND DEFINITIONS

In 1963 and 1964 the Board of Governors of the' Federal R serve SysteM
conducted a national survey of the income, assets, and savings of 2,164' ouseholds.l°
With the assistance of the Internal Revenue Service, the survey was able to greatly
oversample high-income individuals; for example, 18 percent of the sample but less
than 1 percent of the population had 1962 incomes over $25,000. For the current
analysis,we eliminated a relatively small number of households that did not report'one
for more key variables,(charitable giving, income, age, children, and wing) or that
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reported a negative net worth. A further group with very low 1963 adjusted gross
income (le than $1,721) Was also eliminated.' The final sample contains 1,406
households.

The equations that we have estimated relate charitable giving (G) to disposable
income (INC), the price of giving, that is, net cost to the donor per dollar received by
the donee (P), net worth (W), and additional variables measuring age and other
personal characteristics (X). The basic specification uses a log-linear eqtration to
estimate constant elasticities with respect to INC, P, and W:

1n Gi =130 +,131 ln INCi + 02 ln + )33 ln W + + ei (1)
i=4k

Alternative specifications allowing more general nonlinear relations will be desCribed
below.

The survey obtained information on all charitable giving in 1963 (G), including gifts
of assets as well as of cash. The survey estimate of aggregate giving agreed quitaclosely
with the official Internal ReVenue Service value; for itemized returns, actual 1962
giving was $7.5 billion and the corresponding survey estimate for 1963 was $6.2
billion." One can only speculate on how much of the difference is due to

iunderreportifig in the survey and how much to overreporting in the tax returns." In
principle, the survey contains informaticin on the value of gifts to trusts but it is not
clear how accurately this information reflects the actual value of such gifts. There iso
information on gifts of services, gifts made bytorporations that the donors control, or
anticipated testamentary bequests.

The correct concept of disposable income for this study is total income minus the
taxes that would be due if no charitable contributions were made." The bisic
measure of disposable income (YD) in this study uses total income received in 1963
minus an estimate of the tax that would be due with no contribution; the method of
estimating the tax is_described below. To approximate permanent inCome, an.average
of this disposable income measure for 1962 and 1963 has also been used: YDP7--- 0,5
(YD + YD62).'s

There are two disadvantages with this common measure of permanent income: (1)
it uses only income received and excludes the accrued gains on various assets; and (2)
it u'es only two years' income data while the individual may base his own perception
of permanent income on much more infprmation. The first of these may not be a very
serious problem because the basic spedfication of equation 1 includes the value of
Wealth. Nevertheless; this does not allow for the fact that portfolios have
different amounts of accrued income and realized income hor for the differences in
the contribution of wealth to permanent income at different ages. We have therefore
constructed as an alternative measure of permanent income the value of the annuity
that the individtial could obtain from his current wealth and labor income. More
specifically, YDA is the sum of the current labor income and the annual payment of
an annuity based gn the head of the household's age and an interat rate of 5percent,
net of the tax that would be due if no charitablaperftribrioris were made.' 6

The annuity measure'of permanent' income is still restricted to-using.agrent labor
income to approximate permanent labor income. A quite different approach to
measuring permanent income can be based on the permanent income theory of
consumption. Because of the log-linear form of equation 1, we must restate the
permanent income model in a multiplicative form: -

C = k (2)

1 ..YPN/ (3)
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where C is actual consumption, yp is permanent incomeS is actual income and L1 and

V are multiplicative random errors. In addition,ln U andln V are independent of each

other and of 1 n YP. If permanent income is more closely correlated with current
consumption than with current income, it is advantageous to replace INC in equatiOn

1 by consumption and to-use current inc as an instrumental variable in the

estimation procedures." For this method f mea ing permanent income, we include

charitable contributions in the definitio of total consumption' 8 and use YD as the

measure of current income.
The price of charitable giving (P)° is t amount of after-tax income or wealth that

the individual foregoes to add one dollar t eceipts of a donee. If the individual
Uses the "standard deduction," that is, if he does not itemize his deductions, his price

is 1 regardless of his marginal rate. If the individual itemizes his deductions and his
marginal rate is m, the price ofwa one dollar cash contribution- is 1-m. For this purpose,
we define m as the marginal rate applicable to the' first dollar ,of charitable
contributions. An individual who gives a very substantial amount in relation to his
income lower his marginal rate as well as his tax liability. We have not investigated '
the implications of using an 6ndogenous value of P based on the last dollar of giving or
the average cost for the entire gift:19 a .

Contr ibutio appreciated assets create a special problem for measuring the price
of charitable g ing. When an asset is given away, its full value can be, deducted from

the donor's t able income but there is no constructive realization and therefore no
tax to be pd by the donor on the capital gain.20 The opportunity cost (price), of a
gift that is given in the form of an appreciated asset therefore depends not only on the

individual's marginal tax rate but also on the fraction of the asset's value that is

aci,rued capital gain and on the altei'native disposition of the -asset. An example will
clarify the way in which these variables determine the relevant price. Consider an
individual whose marginal rate is 40 percent and who contemplates donating an asset
that is now worth $100 and for which he originally; paid $30. If he gives the-asset

away, he reduces his taxable income by $100;'he therefore reduces his tax liability by
$40 and/ thus increases his after-tax income by $40. If he instead sells the asset, he
pays a t1x of $14 (half of his marginal rate on the capital gain of $70) and increases his
after-tax income by $8t, For this individual, the opportunity cost of the $100
contribution is therefore $46 of foregone consumption. If the price is defined in terms,
of foregone contumption, the price of the gift is P=0.46. This price clearly depends on
the ratio of the asset's original cost (or basis) to its current value: an original cost of $1
implies P=0.40 while an original cost of $100 implies P=0.60. More generally, P=1
-mc(1-B/V)-m where V is the current value of the asset, B is its basis or original cofit, m '

is the marginal tax rate on income and me is the marginal fax rate ontapital gains'An
1963,-mc = 0.5m with a maximum of 0.25.

The preceding calculation defined the opportunity cost of a donated asset in terms
of foregone immediate consumption, that is, it assumed that if the asset were not given

away it would be sold in the current year. The price is higher and the calculation is
more complex if the opportunity cost is defined' iri terms of foregone saving or wealth,
that is, if it is assumed that the asset would not otherwise be sold in the current year.
The individual in the preceding example could retain the $100 asset pr he could give it

away and add the PIO tax saving to his wealth. Viewed in ttiis'way,"his opportunity
cost price is 0.60, the same as for contributions of money; moreover, this price is
independent of the ratio of the igipital gain to the present asset value. Since the
individual who does not give away the asset also has a future tax liability, this tends to

overstate the opportunity cost of a prospective contribution. However, by postponing
the sale-of the asset the individual can suatantially lower the presentvalue of the tax,
and if the asset is never sold during the individual's lifetime, the capital gains tax.-
liability is completely eliminated when the asset passes at death. 2

'12
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It has not been possible to reflect -accurately the full complexity of appreciated
alset gifts. Although the fraction of total contributions in the form of assets is known
for each individual, th0.e is no data on the ratio of original cost to the current value

ifor such assets. There is of course no information bn what would have been done with
such assets if they ha not been contributed. The price of gifts of appreciated aswts
can therefore be k wn only conditional on an assumed ratio of bask to value.
Moteovgr, with the same ratio of basis to value for all households, the prices of cash
gifts and of asset gifts are very highly correlated. In practice, we have constructed a
price index as a weighted average of the cash price and asset price using the share of
contributions in the form of assets for all households in the same broad income
class.22 A Maximum likelihood procedure, described below, was used to estimate an
appropriate ratio of basis to current value. .

The survey did not specifically ask for the individual's marginal rate or taxable
income or even whether the taxpayer itemized his deductions. To estimate this
information we begin by calculating adjusted gross income (AG I) as the sum of income
from all' taxable sources plus short-term capital gains plus half of long-term capital
gains.23 We then classify the taxpayer as an itemizer or non-itemizer in the following
way.24 We calculate the exemptions and standard deduction that the taxpayer would
have if he did not itemize and find the resulting tax liability by consulting the
appropriate tax schedule. We then estimate the taxpayer's potential deductions
(excluding charitable contributions) as the sum of 5 percent of the value of owned
residences2 S plus a percentage of AGI that varies by AGI class to represent other
itemizable deductions.26 The tax liability, if the taxpayer itemizes, is then calculated
and compared with the liability if the standard deduction is used. The taxpayeis
assumed to choose -the method that minimizes his tax liability. The appropriate tax
schedule then defines the marginal tax rate and the corresponding rate for capital
gains.27

Each family's net worth (W) is defined as the algebraic sum of the value of portfolio
and other investment assets, business assets,jeal estate and automobiles, minus the
value of all debts. This definition thus omitcconsumer durables (except automobiles),
the cash value,lof life insurance, and the present value of future pension rights and
social security benefits. ,

The remaining variables will be defined as they are introduced.

4:

II

THE BASIC PARAMETER ESTIMATES

Parameter estimates for the sample of 1,406 households are presented in equation

1 n G = -5.42 + 0.80 ln YD 1.551n P
(0.15) (0.31)

+ 0.10 ln W + 0.12 AGE3554 + 0.25 AGE5564
(0,06) (0.2). (0.25)

+ 0.49 AGE65+.
(0.30)

. 73,

R2 = Q.20
N = 1406

(4)
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The income elasticity is 0.80 and the price elastfcity is.-1,5,5, despite the potential
problem of collinearity between income and Price, the standard errors of the
elasticities are quite small. Although the wealth 'elasticity is relatively low, the very
substantial range of wealth within each income class impties that wealth differences are,
responsible for a substantial part of the variation in contributions. Although the
individual age dummies are not statistically significant, the coefficients suggest that
giving rises substantially with age: families in which the head is between 35 and 54
years old give 12 percent more than similar families in which the head is under 35; for
55 to 64 year olds, the difference is 25 percent, and for those over 65 the difference,is
49 peitent.

iTable 1 compares the.basic parameter estimates for different definitions of ncome
and price using the same specification as equation 4. The constant terms and the
coefficients of wealth and of the age variables are not shown. The price elasticity of
approximately -1.5 is essentially unaffected by the choice of income definition
(equations 1.1 through 1.4).

Table 1

Price and Income Elasticities of Charitable Giving
Based on Alternative Definitions of Price and Incomes

Equ'ation
PRICE

Definition Elasticity

INCOME

Definition Elasticity SSR

1.1

,
1.2

1.3

P

P

P

-1 55
(0.30)

-1.57
(0.30)

-1.54

YD

YPD

YDA

0.80
(0.15)

0.83
(0.15)

0 79

9836

9823

9856,
(0.31) (0.15)

1.4 P -144 0.95 9836
(0.31) (0.17)

1.5 PPR -1:14 YD.. 0.84 9792
((5.20) t . (0.14)

1.6 P1501 11.15 YPD 0.87 9780
(0.20) (0.14)

1.7 P1501 -1.10 YDA 0.81 9832
(0.21) (0.15)

1.8 P1501 -1.07 C 0.99 9793
(0.20) (0.16)

The equations all contain a constant term, a wealth variable and age variables. All estimates
relate to the sample of 1,406 observations.

The price variables are P = 1-m where m is the marginal tax rate; P50 is a weighted average
of P and 1-m-010 mc where mc is the marginal rate for capital-gains,-if-anasset--test-is sails-
fled, and P if the test is not satisfied. For non-itemizers, P = I. The income variables are:.
disposable income (YD), permanent dispos;ible income (YPP), disposable annuity income (YDA)
and consumption with an instrumental variable estimator (CT See text for additional details.

.
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Before considerinethe implication of these elasticity values, it is important to study
the alternative price definitions that reflect the contribution of appreciated assets.

The special problems raised by gifts of appreciated property were briefly discussed ,
in Chapter L, The available data severely limits the possibility of dealing fully with this
problem. The price for the gift of appreciated property that would otherwise be sold is
1-m-mc(1-B/V) where me is the marginal tax rate on capital gains and B/V is the ratio
of the basis (usually cost) to the current value of the asset. There is unfortunately no
data on the B/V ratio for property gifts. Moreover, if the asset would not otherwise be
sold immediately, the present value of the reduction in the capital gains tax is less than
mc(1-B/V). If we denote the preent value of this reduction in the capital gains tax by
amc(1 -B /V) where 0<a.1 is the relevant discount factor, the price of a gift of
appreciated property is 1-m-amc(1-B/V). Since nether a nor B/V is known and since
only their product enters the price variable, we have used a maximum likelihood
search procedure (described below) to estimate the composite parameter a(1-Ii/V).
The value of a(1-B/V) is assumed to be the same for all taxpayers,

For any given value of a(1-B/V) there,is still a problem of,how to combine the
separate price variables for gifts of cash and for gitts of appreciated property.
Although the price for gifts of property is always less than the price for cash gifts,
individuals who make gifts of property almost always also make gifts of cash. These
individuals may prefer cash gifts for, contributions below some minimal size or for
contributions to particular types of donees. Since there is very high correlation
between the two prices,' 8 it is better to use a weighted average of the two prices than
to use the two prices separately. The relative importance of the two prices clearly
differs among the income classes: the survey indicates that gifts of assets accounted for
less than 1 percent of total giving by households with income below $15,000 but for
more than 60 percent of total giving by .households with income over $100,000.
Although weights could be assigncd to each taxpayer on the basis of the composition
of that taxpayer's gifts, doing so would introduce a very substantial element of
inappropriate simultaneity in the definition of price. Instead, households are classified
into seven income -classes with the relative weights for all households in each class

. based on the average composition-of the gifts in that class.
Not all taxpayers can take advantage of the option to contribute appreciated

property. An individual who does not own common stock is unlikely to have an
appreciated asset that is suitable for making charitable gifts.29 As a precautionary
measure, we assume that any taxpayer who does not have common stock worth at
least 3'percent of his adjusted gross income will make only cash gifts.3°

The final price variable will be written P[a(1-B /V)] ito emphasize that it is
conditional on the parameter a(1-B/V). The variable is defined by:

Ila(1-B /V)] ,= 1 for non-itemizers

= 1-m. for itemizers with insufficient common stock

= W1(1 -rni) +(1 -W1) [I-m1-a(1-B/V)mc1} for others

,15)

where the weight Wi is the ratio of the value of cash gifts to total gifts for the income -
class of which household i is a member. For eight values of a(1-B/V) between zero and
one, the logarithm of Ila(1-B/V)1i is substituted for ln Pi in the basic specification
of equation 4. The value of a(1.-B/V) for which the regression has the lowest sum of
squared residuals is the maximum likelihood estimate of this- composite parameter and
the estimatecticoefficients for thirvalue are the maximum likelihood, estimates of the
corresponding parameters.31

The likelihood function is relatively flat between a(1-B/V)=0.25 and a(1B/V)=0.75
but reaches a maximum at a(1-B/V)=0.50. The income, wealth, and age coefficients
are not substantially different from th$, results obtained in equation 4 with the simple
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price variable. The price elasticity falls from 1.55 to 1.14 (S.E. = 0.20). This
specification implies a smaller response tb any given change in prices The estimated
price elasticity is again quite insensitive to the definition of income (see equations 1.5
through 1.8).

The alternative definitions of income hive little effect on the estimated price
elasticity. Because permanent disposable income (YPD) corresponds to the lowest sum
of squared residUals, we present the full equation:

in G = -5.90 + 0.87 In YPD - 1.15 1n P(50)
(0.14) (0.20)

+0.10 ln W +,(114 AGE3554 + 0.26 AGE5564
(0.05) (0.21) (0.26)

+0.45 AGE65+
(0.30)

'(6)

R2 = 0.21'N = 1406
SSR =. 9792

The wealth and age coefficients are almost identical to those of equation 4 and are
thus not sensitive to the measurement of income or price.

Before studying additional modifications of this basic equation, it is useful to
consider the implications of these elasticity values. Since a full analysis is presented in
Chapter IV, only some individual examples are now examined. In 1963 households
with incomes Jetween $8,000 and $10,000 contributed an average of $165.,;.The
average price for these taxpayers was 0.84. If contrbutions were not deductible4he
price would rise by 19 percent (from. 0.84 to.. 1.00) and therefore, given a price
elasticity of -1.15, contributions would fall by about 18 percent or $30.32 This
amount is neither implausible nor contrary the common assertion that the
deductibility of contributions is likely to have nly a "small" effect. on the amount
given by low-income households.33

For households with disposable income bet n $25,000 and $50,000 the average
contribution was $2,125 and the average price as 0.49. The lower average price in
this income class implies that the deductibilit f charitable gifts has a substantially
greater effect than in the lower income class. El inating the deductibility would raise
the price by 104 percent (from 0.49 _to. 1. 0) and would therefore, lower the
contribution by about 56 percent or $1,190.

It is interesting to note the special implication of a price elasticity of exactly minus
one. With this price elasticity, tICvalue of giving responds to changes in price in such a

. way that the net cost to the individual donor is unaffected by the deductibility. Donees
receive an amount equal to the sum of the constant net cost to the donors plus the
revenue foregone by the Treasury. The efficiency of the incentive to charitable gi.v.ing,
that is, the ratio of additional funds received by donees to revenue foregone by the
Treasury, is la percent. The actual estimated price elasticity of -1.14 implies an
efficiency greater than 100 percent, that is, philanthropic organizations receive more
in additional funds than the Treasury loses in foregone revenue.

In concluding this section, it is useful to compare the current parameter values with
the estimates based on aggregate data by income class for the mars 1948 through
1968. Feldstein reported an income elasticity of 0.82 (S.E.=0.03) and a price elasticity
of -1.17 (S.E.=0.09).34 The two estimates are remarkably close to the current values
of 0.87 and -1.15 in spite of the great differences in the source of the data and level of
aggregation.
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III

ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS AND TESTS

This section and the next test the sensitivity of the basic results toga number of
generalizations of the specification and restrictions of the sample. The-evidence all
tends to confirm the conclusions that the price elasticity is slightly greater than one
and that the income elasticity is slightly less than one. We begin by restricting the
sample, firsr to taxpayers who itemize and then to taxpayers under age 60. A variety,
of demographic factors associated with giving are examined next. Chapter IV considers
alternative specifications in which the price and income elasticities are allowed to vary
with income and wealth.

' Taxpayers With Itemized Deductions

A taxpayer who does not itemize his deductions has a price of 1 for allblaritable
contributions. Chapter I explained how we decided whether each household would (in
the absence of any charitable contributions) have itemized its cl9ductions or used the
standard deduction. A total of 486 of the original 1;406 households were treated as
non-itemizers. To see whether the price effect of itemizing is similaM54 theprice effect
due to the variation in the marginal rate for itemizers, we reestimated the basic
regression for the sample of 920 households who itemized (and would have itemized
even in tire absence of charitable contributions). The price and income elasticities of
equation 7 are very similar to the values for the entire sample that were presented in
equation 6. The itemizers' income elasticity

G = -4.80 + 6.93 ln YPD - 1.39 ln P50
(0.20) (0.24)

+0.09 1 rr W + crAo AGE3554 + 6.11Q.AGE5564
(0.09) (0.30) (0.35) .

+Q.84 Aa65+
'(0.42)

R2 = 0.18
N 9'20

Itemized Returns

(7)

is a little higher than for the full sample (0.87) and the price elasticity is also slightly
1----i higher than the value of 1.15 obtained fol. the full sample. Although this suggegis a

somewhat stronger response to changes in marginal rate than to itemizing per se, the
difference is very small and well within the standard error of the parameter estimate.

`Atft,r,

Aged and Nonaged Taxpayers

It seems plausible that the philanthropic behavior of older taxpayers may differ
substantially from thebehavior of younger ones. Decisions about current giving and
charitable bequests are likely to be more interdependent than at earlier ages.35

'Current income may be a very poor measure of permanent income and current giving

7 7
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may reflect patterns established earlier in life. For both reasons, wealth may be more
important than at younger ages. Our sample contains 304 households in which the
had was 60 years old or older.34 Equation 8 shows that the behavior of this group is
not fundamentally different from that of younger households:

in G = - 6.12 +0.79 in YFD - 0.84 in P50
(0.26) (0.30)

+0.22 1n W + 0.13 AGE65+
(0.14) (0.33)

t

R2

N

SSR

=

=

=

18)

0.27
304
2346

The income and price elasticities are somewhat smaller and the wealth elAticity is
substantially larger thah in the entire sample. The size of the sample (N=304) results in
larger standard errors and the usual analysis of variance test shows that dividing the
population into aged and nonaged does notrsigniflcantly improve the explanatory
power of the mode1.3

Other Demographic and Economic Factors

The survey data provide other information about the demographic and economic
attributes of each household. An analysis of the effects of these factors on charitable
giving is both interesting in its own right and useful as a way of testing whether the
previously observed price and income elasticities are biased because of the simpler
speWications. For this purpose, households have been classified with respect to seven
factors in terms of the characteristics of the head of the household: age, sex, race,
community size of residence, employment, home ownership, and education.

Table 2 shows that allowing for the influence of these factors has almost no effect
on the estimated price, income, and wealth elasticities. In particular, the price
elasticity of -1.098 is extremely close to the value of -1.15 obtained in equation 6
when the other explanatory variables are omitted. The additional variables are
themselves also,generally insignificant: only 6 of the 11 coefficients exceed their
standard error and only one is more than twice its standard error. The one factor with
a substantial effect is community size: households in medium-size cities contribute the
most (given their income, price, wealth, and other characteristics) while households in
large cities contribute the least.

The insignificant impact of factors Lich as home ownership and education appears
rycontrary to the common observation that home owners and college graduates give

more than renters and than ,those who did not graduate from college. Such
observations do not of course adjust for the effects of price and wealth. Column 3

presents the unadjusted average38 gifts in each group. Thesq averages conform to the
usual presumptions. For example, college graduates contribute more than three times
as much as nongraduates and the difference of $275 is more than four times the
standard error. Comparing columns t and 3 thus shows that many of the factors
associated with greater contributions are simply indirect reflections of income.
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Table 2

Effects of Erographic and Economic Factors on Charitable Giving

Adjusted Effects Unadjusted Effects

Coefficient

(1)

Standard
Error
(2)

Mean
(5)
(3),

Standard
* Error

(4)

Income (In YPD) 0.772 0.156

Price (In P50) -1.098, 0.201

Wealth (In W) 0.095 0.057

Age
<35 - - 91 (48)
35-54 0.170 ... (0.212) I 159 (33)
55.64 . 0.300 (0.258) 169 (54)
65 + 0.466 (0.320) , 247 (65)-

Sex
,,Male- -0.085 (0.264) 163 (24)
Female 98 (70)

Race
White 0.250 (0.194) 166 (25)
Nonwite 1 1 1 (55)

Community Size
<250,000' - 103 (35)
250,000-1,000,000 0.517 ( .157) 211 (33)
>1,000,000 -0.257 ( .246) * 123 (72)

Employment .,-
Self- employed 0.161 (0.200) 268 (58)
Employee - - 143 (26)
Not working 0.138 (0.318) 161 (77)

Home ownership
Renter
Owner

0.005
_

(0.189) 104
182

(39)
, (28)

Education
College graduate 0.293 (0.26) 397 (64)
Others - 122 (24)

0

IV

VARYING PRICE ELASTICITIES

The specification of a constant price elasticity is clearly an assumption of
convenience. We have therefore examined several alfeThative specifications in whichthe price elasticity is allowed to vary as a.function of income, price, and wealth.
Although there is some variation in the price elasticity, tlje evidence supports the
conclusion that the average elasticity is approximately one.
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Three different forms of varying price elasticity have been estimated. The first
modifies the basic specification by replacing the constant price elasticity by a price
elasticity that varies linearly with logarithm Af income, price or wealth. For example,
when the price elasticity is posited to dependOrtiprice we obtain:

in G = -5.85 + 0.86 ln YPD - (1.16 + 0'004 ln P50) ln P50
(0.14) (0.44) (0.106)

+0.096 lny + 0.14 AGE3554 + 0.26 AGE5564
a (0.056) (0.21) (0.26)

+0.45 AGE65+
(0.30)

R2 = 0.21

N = 1406

SSR = 9780

(9)

. The coefficient of ln P50 varies only very slightly with ln P50 and the additional
coefficient is very much smaller than its standard error. Using the same form of the
equation to allow the price elasticity to vary with income (YPD) or wealth also
produces completely insignificant effects. Even if the large standard errors are ignored,
the magnitude of these effects is relatively small. At the sample mean income, the
price elasticity is -1.08; a 50 percent change from this income only alters this
elasticity by 0.02. Similarly, at the sample mean wealth, the price elasticity is -1.21
and a 50 percent change in wealth only alters the price elasticity by 0.01.

The second method of gene?alizing the constant price elasticity ,specifiCation is to
feestimate the basic equation with different price elasticities in different parts of the
price range. For this purpose, the observations are grouped into those fob, which price
exceeds 0.70, those for which price is between 0.30 and 0.70, and those for which
price is less than 0.30. Equation 10 shows that each orthe separate price sticities is
now absolutely greater than the overall value of -1.15 but that the diff ences are not
statistically significant: the F ratio of 0.65 is less than the 5 percent itical value of
F(2,00) = 2.99.

ln G= -5.97 + 0.88 ln YPD = 1.16 ln P50 (<0.3)
(0.15) (0.20)

-1.26 1 n,P50(0.3-0.7) 1.82 ln P50 (>0.7)
(0.42) (0.64)

+0.084 In W + 0.13 AGE3554 + 0.26 AGE5564.
(0.057) (0.21) . (0.26)

+0.48 AGE65+
(0.30)

:R2 =0.21
N = 1406'
SSR = 9771

where ln P50(<0.3) is 'either the logarithm of P50 if P50 is less than 0.3 or is equal to
zero and ln P50(03-0.7) and 1n P50(>0.7) are defined similarly.
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Similarcpequations with separate price elasticities for different income and wealth
were also estimated. In equation 11, there are separate price elasticities for households
with incomes below $8,000, between.$8,000 and $40,000, and above $40,000. The
price elasticities vary substantially but have large standard errors. The

ln G = + 0.99 ln YPD - 2.07 ln 1350 (inc <.8000)
(0.16) (ago)

-0.75 ln P50(8000 < Inc < 40,006) - 1.1.6,1n P50(inc > 40,000).
(0.32)

+0.09 ln W + 0.14 AG E3554 + 0.26 AG E5564 (11)
(0.06) (0.21) (0.26)

+0.47 AG E65+
01*

(0.30)
R2 = 0.21

N = 1406

SSR = 9750

substitution of the three price elasticities for tritAtgle price elasticity only reduces the
sum of squared residuals from 9792 to 9750; the associated F statistic of 3.01 is just
significantly different from zero at the 5 pprcent leyel (the critical value is 2.99). Each
coefficient is significantly less than zero but not ;Ignificantlytifferent from -1. Only
for the middle - income group is the estimated elasticity smaller than the value of -1.15
obtained for the entire sample; the point estimate of -0.75 has a standard error of
0.32.

Equation 12 Lows that pric lasticities decrease as wealth increases. Households
with net worth less'than $10,00 have an estimated price elasticity of -3.2 while
households with wealth between 0,000 and $100,000 have a price elasticity of
-t.68 and those with higher wealth have ?price elasticity of -1.09. Although the
standard errors are relatively large for the fist two estimates, the three coefficients are
significantly differentltom each other; th ,F statistic of 4.45 is significant at less than
the 0.01 level. Altikqk.rgh the value of -3.2 for low-wealth households seems
inappropriately large, It stiould be noted that the average_price for this group is 0.91 so
that even a price .elasticity, of -3.2 only implies that the- tax 'deductibility of
contributions raises giving by 35 percent.

ln G = -6.12 + 0.86 ln YPD 3.22 ln P50 (W < 10,000)
(0.14) (0.85 .

-1.68 ln P50 (10,000<W<100,000) - 1.09 ln P50 (W> 100,000)
(0.45) (0.20)

. +0.11 In W + 0.12 AG E3554 + 0.28 AGE5564 (12)
(0.06) (0.21) (0.20

AGE65+
(0.30)-

8 1

R2 = 0.21

N = 1406

SSR = 9730
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The third and most general specification is to allow,idt of the coefficients to b
different in different income and wealth classes. Table 3 compares the income, pr e,
and wealth elasticities for the separate population groups with the values obtaine. for
the entire sample; each equation aftQ, contains a constant term and three.age variables.

Although there are rather substantial elasticity differences among the income
)' classes, the standard errors of these coefficients are large and the disaggregation isnot

statistically significant; the F ratio of 1.27 is less than the ,percent critical value of
F(14,00) = 1.69. Moreover, in considering the very high price elasticity in the
low income group, it should be borne in mind that this group has an average price of
0.89, so that even a price elasticity of -2.5 implies that the tax deductibility of
charitable contributions only raises the average value of the gifts by 34 percent.

Table 3

Price, Income, and Wealth Elasticities in
Different Income and Wealth Groups

Eq. Sample Price 'Income Wealth SSR N °

3.1 All -1.15 0.87 0.10 9780 1406households . (0.20) (0.14) (0.05)

Income

3.2 <$8,000 -2.50 0.84 0.09 3719 673
(0.91) (0.25) (0.07)

'3.3 $8,000 - -0.89 0.81 0.08 5224 654
$40,000 (0.41) .(0.35) (0.11)

3.4 $40,000+ -0.70 2.79 0.36 713 79
(0.39) (1.56) (0.31)

Net worth

3.5 <$10,000 -1.69 0.75 0.078 2869 542
(0.97) (0 26) (0.087)

...
3.6 $10,000- -1.83 0.59 . -0.003 4402 634

5100,000 (0.62) (0.22),a (0.195)

3.7 $100,000 + -0.52 1.81 0.48 2277 230
(0.31) (0.44)- (0.27)

3.8 $100,000+ t
Age <60

-1.09
(0.51)

1.12
(0.721

3
(0.36)

1389 131

The results areo similar for the disaggregatiorf by wealth gr,pups. Although the
elasticities differ substantially, the standard errors are gate large. The reduction in the
sum of squared residuals is relatively small (9548 for the three equations in
comparison to 9780 for the combined equations) but statistically significant (F=2.4
and the critical value at 5 percent is F(14,00)=1.69). The very high price elasticity for
the lowest wealtff'group is again associated with a price that reflects almost no effect
of the tax: the average price in thi;group is 0.91, implying that even if the price
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elasticity is -3.69 the tax deductibility of contributions only raises giving by 42
percent. Although the high standard error of this price elasticity serves as a warning
against accepting the point estimate, there is strong evidence that the price elasticities
for fa'niiliel with wealth of less than $100,060 are greater than unity.

The relatively low price elasticity for the wealthiest /group reflects the very large
fraction of older persons in this sample of wealthy hou?eholds. Equation 3.8 shows
that I'm households in which the head is less than 60 but netiworth exceeds $100,000,
the price elasticity is -1.09, essentially, the same as for the whole sample. It is the
wealthy aged, for whom the complex interaction between estate taxes and income
taxes makes the current model least appropriate; only further work on data that links
bequests and lifetime giving will be able to provide an estimate of the prime elasticity
for this group with an adequate adjustment for the effect of estate taxes.3 9

V

INTERDEPENDENCE AMONG -INDIVIDUALS IN CHARITABLE GIVING

................

It is widely believed that the amount that each individual contributes to charity is
substantially influenced by the amounts that he perceives others to be giving. Social
emreriQents confirm that individuals on the street who do not know they are
participating in an experiment are more likely to mak.eCharitable contributions if they
have just witnessed someone else making a contribution.4e Fund raisers emphasize the
importance of "leadership gifts," large gifts by some high-income individuals that
motivate similar individuals to make comparable gifts and lower income individuals to
make gifts that are Jarger than they would otherwise make.

It is not clear, however, whether this demonstration effect appreciably alters each
individual's total glWng or only changes the distribution among different charities. The
existence of an interdependence among individual_ behavior is bpth an interesting
question in itself 4nd a matter of substantial importance for the impact of alternative
tax treatments of charitable contributions. If each individual's givipg does depend
postively on the gifts of individuals with the same or greater income, an increase in the
price of giving for the highest income groups,will not only depress their giving but
would also depress the giving of IcArer income individuals.as well.,a ......

1l'he current section extends ih previous specification to a model in which each
individual's giving is a function oft average giving in his own income class and in the
income classes above him. More s cifically, to the previous equation we add the
variable

° 1_ .1 1 I

E W.. ln G.
* I 11 I

gi E W" ..

, , t''.'
wheri the mean giving per householo1On income class j, and Wij measures the

'''''' "economic proximity" of individual i andincome class j. The, summation is taken only
a 'N

(1'3)

for the individual's own income class and the classes above him." The 'economic
proximity is defined by

Wig, =

X

(1
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where V1 is the mean income in income class j and Vi is the mean income i the
income class of individual i. With a possible value of X, the economic proximity of an
income class declines with the difference between the individual's income and the
mean income of that class. .

The'new variable gr is thus a weighted average of others' contributions with weights
that are specific to each individual. The equation has been estimated with values of g

corresponding to all integral values of X between 0 and 15. The sum of squared
residuals increases with X until X = 1'0 and then remains constant. This value of X
implies that the weights on all other income classes are so Small that the giving by
other classes can be ignored.,42 the value of el is effectively ln G1, the logarithm of
the mean giving in the individual's own income Class. Moreover, the coefficient of this
variable is itself-insignificant:

In di = -4.82 + 0.84 yi YPD - 0.96 In P50
(0.14) (0.28)

+0.10)n W + 0.22 g* + 0.15 AGE3554
(9.06) (0.24) (0.21)

+0.26 AGE5564 + 0.44 AGE65+
(0.26) .(0.30)

R2 = 0.21
N = 1406
SSW = 9773

(15)

The point estimate implies that an individual's giving is increased somewhat by the
amount of the contributions made by other individu in his own income class. To
evaluate the full effect of the other variables in this mod , we must recognize that e, is
itself ga function of these same variables for the other individuals in income class i. We
can approximate the total effects by assuming that all individuals within each class are
identical except for age. The values of inGi and gr are then identical for each age class
and equation 15 can be Solved to yield the price, income, and wealth elasticities. Thor
implied total price elasticity is therefore -1.23, only slightly higher than in the earlier
specification.

The essentially negative conclusions implied by equation 15 prompted us to
consider An-alternative specification. A potential donor might focus o how much
otheri give relative their income rather than on the absolute amount at they give.
We therefore redefine he interdepenclenceAvariable as

i W.- (./V.),ij \41* 1

Wit

where (j/s173) lithe ratio of mean giVing
with this new Ipecification are very st

duals gain decreases as X increases
effec g" is insignificant and the othe

(16)

opean income in income class j. The results
ilar to those with g". The sum of squared
_ntil = 5 and then increases slightly. The
coefficients are affected very-little:

I I

V



= -5.31 + 0.72 ln YPD - 1.01 in P50
(0.24) (0.27)

+0.10 ln W +0.15 g** + 0.15 AG6554
(0.06) (0.19) (0.21)

+0.26 AGE5564 + 0.45 AGE65+
(0.26) (0.30)

R2 = 0.21'
N = 1406

SSR te 9776

1409

(17)

The estimates presented in this section thus provide no support for, the view that
the total amount that an individual contributes is a function of the amount given by
others. Although these results are clearly not definitive evidence against the notion of
such interdependence among individuals, we believe thit the burden of proof now
rests with those who support a theory of interdependent giving.

VI

SIMULATED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE TAX CHANGES

This section uses the estimated price and income elasticities to calculate the effects
of alternative changes in the income tax treatment of charitable contributions. The
simulations show, fpr each income class, the change in the average gift, the change in
the average income tax paid and the resulting change in net disposable income after
tai and contributions.43 It is a perhaps ironic and unintended effect of several of'the
Proposals that although they increase the taxes paid by the higher income groups, they
also increase the net disposable income after tax.

Four possible tax changes have been examined. The first-alternative is the complete
ielimination of the deductibility of charitable contributions, that is, raisi g the price of
'giving to 1 for all households. The second proposal is to replace the ded ctibility with
a tax cre it at the rate of 20 percent, that is, changing the price of givin to 0.8 for all
househol s, includini those that do not currently itemize.44 No that. this is
equivale t 16 a matching scheme in which the donor receives neither a credit nor a
deduction but the donee receives a matching grant from the government equal to 25
percent of the total contributions that it receives. The third proposal is also a tax
credit but with a rate of 30 percent, or, equivalently, a matching system with a
matching rate of 43 percent.

The inal alternative is to con inue the deduction of chalitable contributions but to
elimin e the taxpayer's ability t contribute appreciated property without paying any
tax on he capital gains. More pecifically, this proposgl is to tax the donor on the

'capital ains component of his gift, that is, to make the price of all gifts 1-m where m
is the rginal rate of income tax.45 The importance of this change for each taxpayer
obviou ly depends on that taxpayer's'airrent use of gifts of appreciated property. For
the si ulations we have treated this proposal as equivalent to changing the price from
P50 to 1- 111.4 6 8
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Associated with each of these proposals is an across-the-board change in all tax rates
designed to keep the tax revenue unchanged. The calculation of this compensatory
change and the actual process of simulation can be described most easily for the first
proposal. Complete elimination of the deductibility of charitable contributions has
two effects:,(1) For itemizers, it raises the price of giving from P50 to 1. (2) This
yields additional tax revenue to the government equal to E;(1-P50i)Gifi, where Gi is
the amount given by individual ',before the change in the tax rate and fi is the weight
to individual i based on the original sampling probabilities.47 The ratio of this
additional tax revenue to the total tax receipts is the factor by which all tax rates can
be reduced and leave the government with the same total tax revenue that it had
before the elimination of the deduction. This reduction in all tax rates reduces each
individual's tax liability and therefore increases his value of "income after the tax that
would be due if no contribution were made" (YD and YPD). The resulting change in
each individual's contribution is then calculated from the equation:48

ln Gi - ln Gi = 0.87 (ln YPDi'- lo YPDi)

+ 1.15 ln P50.
(18)

- 1 .
.gir

where Gi is the predicted contribution after the tax change and YPD; is the original
value of "per ent income minus the tax that would be due if no,..contributions were
made" plus the alue of the tax reduction. for individual i. Since eliminating the
deduction raises e price of giving to 1,1n P501 = 0 and therefore does not appear in
equation 18. _" T

The analysis of the effects of a 20 percent tax credit is more complicated. First,
each indiiiidual's price is changed from P50 to Q.80. If each individual's giving
remained unchanged, this would yield additional tax revenue to the government equal
in value to E;(1-P5Qi-0.20)6ifi. If all tax rates are cut by the ratio of the additional
tax revenue to the original revenue, the indi'vidual's income increases to YPDs. This
"trial" value of YPDs.is then used tq calculate a new gift according to

In G'- In G = 0.87 (ln YPD'- ln' YPD)

I- 1.15 (ln 0.80 1 ln P5 )
( )

The new.G' values of giving imply a different t to the government of the tax cr 11

and therefore a different total revenue gain from the tax change: E(1-P50-0.20)
The incomes are again adjusted (to YPD ) and a new set of gifts (G") are calcul ed
using a pecification analogous to equation 19., AlthOugh this processini ht be
repeated again, the additional accuracy that could be gained at this stage is tot s all
to warra t the additional computations..

. -
A s' filar iterative procedure is used to assess the 'effect of changing e tax

treatme t of appreciated assets but this time the tax reduction alterv.he price rm as
well as e income term. Thus, the first round simulation becomes

1r G'- 1 n G =0.87 (1n YPD' - in YPD)

I

I

-1.15 11 n(1-ml in P501
i

I ,

where m' is the-marginal tax rate after the tax cut h s been put into effect.
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able 4 prqsents the predicted effects of the four tax changes on.the average
'cocontributions per household in each gross income class." Consider first the complete
eli ination of the deduction. The simulations indicate that this would reduce the
ave ge gift (in 1963) from $157 to $116, a reduction of 26 percent.50 Of course, the
relative change differs substantially among income classes. Households with incomes
below $5,000, a group that includes many non-itemizers, had an average current price
of 0.94. Removing the deductibility of contributions only cases the average price by 6
percent. It is not surprising, therefore, that the average contribution only falls from,.
$59 to $53 or 11 percent.s' In contrast, households with incomes over $100,00D
faced an average price of only 0.14 and would respond to the tax change by cutting,
their contributions by 95 percent5 -25 3

Table 4

Effects of Alternative Tax Changes on Average Contributions

Average Charitable Contribution (S)
income

Class Curren; Eliminate
($000) Law Deduction

.0-5 S 49 53
5-10 150 - 126
10-15 193 148
15-20 315 228
20-50 670 381
50-100 2062 767
100 + 22528 1173

Average 157 116

0-5 1.00
5-10. , 1.00
10-15 1.00
15.20 ' 1 00
20-S0 1.00
50-100 1.00
100-+ 1.00

Average 1.00

0.89
0.84
0.77
0.72
0.57
0.37
0.05

0.74
...:

20% Tax
Credit

30% Tax
Credit

Constructive
RealizaCion

of Asset Gifts

60 64 60
156 177 158
185 211 196
284 325 321
475 ., 545 684
940 1063 2198

1380 1521 8029

141 159 155

Contributions-Relative to Actual 1963 Gifts

1.02 1.08 1.02
1.04 1.18 1.05
0.96 1.09 1.02
0.90 1.03 1.02
0.71 0 81 ck 1.02
0.46 0.52 1.07
0.06 i 0.07 0.36

.90 1 1.01 .0.99

The replacement of the deduciion' by a 20.pereent tax credit (including a credit to
non-itemizers) only decreases average giving by 10 percent while a 30 percent credit
actually increases average giving by'l percent. This substitution does, however, have a

'''substantial effect on the distribution of contributions among different income classes.
A 30 percent credit raises the average gift of hotiseholds with incomes below $20,000
but decreases the average gift of households. with $50,000 to $100,000 by 48 percent
and the average gift of households with income over $100,000 by 93 percent. Stich a
change in the sources of total givirri would have an important impact on the
distribution of gifts among different types of donees. Religious organizations receive a
large share of the gifts of low- and middle-intonie families while higher income families
give primarily tO education, health, cultural, and community organizations.s4

8
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Table 5

Effects of Alternative Tax Changes on Tax Payments and Disposable income

Income
Class

($000)
Eliminate
Deduction,

Tax Ratios

Consfructive
Realization,

of Asset Gifts
20% Tax 30% Tax

Credit Credit

0-5 0.99 0.98 0.97 1.00
5-10 .1 1.00 0.98 0.97 1.00
10-15 0.99 0:48 0.99 1.00
15.20 --. 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00
20-50 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.00
50-100 1.01 1.02 . 1.04 0.99
100+ 1.17 1.19 1.21 1.11

Net Disposable Income Ratios

0-5 1.00 1.00 1.00' 1.00
5-10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
10-15 1.01 i 1.00 1.00 1.00
15-20 1.01 1.00 0.98 1.00
20-50 1.01' 1.01 1.00 1.00
50-100 1.03 1.01 1.00 1.00
100+ 1.12 1.08 1.05 ... 110

I

The tax ratio is the ratio of taxes due under the alternative to 1963 taxes under the curnintsw.

The net disposable-income ratio is the corresponding ratio of mcdme minus tax minus
contributions.

All ratios are rounded to the nearest 0.01.

Finally, the constructive realization of gifts of appreciated assets causes a substantial
reduction (64 percent) in giving in the highest income class and very small increases in
all other classes. These increases occur because-the tax change and the reduced
contribution yield substantial additional tax revenue from the highest income class
which permits increasing disposable income in all other cjAses. These increases in
income outweigh the small increases in price. Just as with the introduction of a credit,
there is almost no effect on total,giving but a largeechange in the relative importance of
different donors a9d therefore a significant shift in the diAribution of total giving
among di erent types of donees.:

Table 5 shows the effects of the four tax proposals on the tax paid in each income
class and on the net disposable income after both tax and charitable contributions. As
in Table 4, each of the changes in the tax treatment of charitable contributions is
accompanied by a proportional change in all tax rates to keep current total tax
collections unchanged. The tax ratios, that is, the ratio of the taxes under the
proposed alternatiye to current taxes, are all between 0.98 and 1.04' for,households
with incomes (before tax) of less than $100,000. The only significant chinges in tax
liability occur for households with incomes over $100,000. The Smallest increase in
tax liability (11 percent) results from the constructive realization of appreciation in
gifts of assets. The largest increase (21 percent) occurs when the current deduction is
replaced by a 30 percent tax credit.

The net disposable income ratios show a rather surprising result. Althoughlough there is
almost no change (less than 3 percent) for households with incomes below $100,000,
the highest income households actually have an increase, in net disposable income of,
between 5 and 12 percent. The fall in charitable contributions in this highest income
group exceeds lthe increase in taxes, leaving the households with a greater net income
for personal consunition or accumulation.

3,E3
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VII

CONCLUSION,

This paper has presented a detailed analysis of the sensitivity of charitable giving to
alternative tax treatments. The evidence indicates that the elasticity with respect to
the price or net cost of giving is slightly greater than one. This implies that any increase
in price will reduce the total contributions received by charitable organizations b,y
more than it increases the taxes, collected by the Treasury.

The price and income elasticities estimated in the current study are very similar to
the values obtained by Feldstein" with a very different type of data: total-
contribUtions on itemized returns as reported by the Internal Revenue Service for each _

adjusted gross income class in the even years from 1948 through 1968. Some
preliminary analysis of a yet different type of data, a large sample of individual tax
returns for 1962 and 1970, appears to provide further support for these elasticities.°

The appropriate tax policy in this area depends on a complex set of issues and value
judgments. The key empirical question is the extent to which alternative tax
treatments would affect the volume and distribution of charitable contributions. We
hope that the current study will provide a useful empirical basis for any' future policy
analysis.
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Footruites

1. Paul Ginsburg, Capital in Nonprofit Hospitals, unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Harvard Unifiersity,
1970, discusses the analogy be,tween charitable contributions in nonprofit organizations and equity=5"
capital in profit-making orgalizations. The charitable endowment provides the basis on which to
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Im ts on Philanthropy (Tax Institute of America publication, 1971); Gerard M. Brannon, "TheEffe t cif. Tax Oed ctibility on the Level of Charitable Contributions and Variations on the

v.The e," mi , 1973;12. Goode, The firchVidual Income Tax (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings,Intl 1964); Harry C. Kahn, Personal Deductions in the Federal Income Tax (Princeton:
Prince niversity Press, 1960); Paul R. McDaniel, "An Alternative to the Federal Income Tax
Deduction Support of Private Philanthropy," In Tax Impacts on Philanthropy (Princeton: Tax
Institute of America, 1972), pp. 171.209; McDaniel, "Federal Matching 'Grants for Charitable
Contributions:'A Substitute for the Income Tax Deduction," Tax Law Review, Vol. 27:3 (Spring
1972), pp. 377-413; Joseph A. Pechman, Federal Tax Policy (New York: W.W. Nortpn & Co., Inc.,
1971); Stanley S. Surrey, et al. Federal Income TaA:ation Mineola, N.Y.: The Foundation Press,
Inc. 19 2); U.S. Treasury Depart ent, Tax Reforms Studies and Proposals, in U.S.( Congre*,_
House ays and Means Commit& and Senate Finance Committee, 91st Congreti, lst Sessioh,
1969; illiam S. Vickrey, "Privat Philanthropy' and Public Finance,:' mimeo., 1972; Vickrey,
"One Economist's View of Philan hropy." In Philanthropy and public Polity, Frank ,Dickinson
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(ed.), 1962, pp. 31.56; Murray L. Weidenbaum, "A Modest Proposal for "Mx Reform," The Wall

Street Journal (April 4, 1973), p. 18; Melvin I. White, "Proper Income Tax Treatment of
Reductions for Personal Expense," Tax Revision Compendium, Compendium of Papers on

Broadening the Tax Base Submits to the Committee on Ways and Means, House of
Representatives, U.S. Congress (Washi ton, D.C.:. U.S. Government Printing 'Office), Vol. 1

(1959), pp. 370.371.

3. Michael K. Taussig, "Economic Aspects of the Personal Income Tax Treatment of Charitable
Contributions," National Tax Journal, Vol. XX, No. 1 (March 1967), pp. 1.19.

4. We are grateful to the Brookings Institution for making available a copy of the 1962Tax File
Tape. Professor Taussig has explained to us that he was aware that his copy of the tape was missing

a large number of itemized returns and that he had tried to see if 'there was anything systematic
about the missing observations.

5. 'These are disctissed in Martin Feldstein, "On the Effects of the Income Tax Treatment of
-4 Charitable Contributions: Some Preliminary Results," National Tax Journal (forthcoming), 1974,

and Feldsteirkand Amy Taylor, "Taxation and Charitable Contributions: An Analysis of Individual
Tax Return Dly,a for 1962 and 1970," forthcoming, 1974.

6. The results of this reanalysis are described in Feldstein and Taylor, op. cis.

7. Robert A. Schwartz, "Personal Philanthropic Contributions," Journal of Political Economy,

Vol. 78:6 November /December 1970), pp. 1264-1291.

8. Feldstein, "On the Effects of the Income Tax Treatment of Charitable Contributions: Some

Preliminary Results," op. cit. .

9. Ibid.

10. Dorothy S. Projector, and Gertrude S. Weiss, Survey of Financial Characteristics of Consumer?

(Washington: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, August 1966).

11. The value of $1,721 represents the 20ttbriercentile of adjusted gross income. These households -

were excluded to eliminate observations 'in Which current income was very different from
permanent income. Other methods of dealing with this problem are described below.

12. Nfo information or actual itemized giving is piii;lished .zir..odd-numbered years.

13. The difference may also reflect the methods of valuing gifts fortax -purposes and errors in tf
division of the sample into itemizers and nonitemizers. Although we used all of the availab
observations in this calculation (not just the 1,406 observations used in the regression), households

Mp
ar refused to tell how muChihey gave were treated as giving zero; these households were

excluded in the regression sale.

14: The usual measure of disposable income, i.e., income minus taxes actually pad, is endogenous

because such taxise.depend on the amount of charitable contributions. This is unimportant for
lowincome individuals and for aggregate data but could matter with the current sample.

15. YD62 is converted into 1963 dollars by the consumer price index. The value of YD62 cannot
be calculated as accurately as the value for 1963 because thelax for 1962 must be approximated
on the basis of 196) data by assuming the same average tax rates.

16. It would be interestin& to try alternative definitions of this annuity, including the use of a
human wealth measure, allowing for social security benefits, income for the surviving spouse, etct

17. Since In V i; uncorrelated with In U, this is a consistent procedure. A more efficient method
could be developed by extending this along the lines suggested by A. Zellner, An Introduction tO
Bayesian Inference in Econometrics (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1971) and A.S. Goldberger,.

"Maximum-Likelihood Estimation of it egressions Containing Unobservable Independent
Variables," International Economic Review, 13:1 February 197 ), 1-15.
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18. The definition of consumption used by Projector and Weiss, op. cit., is inconsistent; it includes
cash contribution's but not gifts of assets. It therefore underestimates consumption relatively more
for high-income households. We also estimated with consumption defined net of contributions, the
two sets of coefficients are very similar.

19. A deduction is not allowed for contributions exceeding 30 percent .of adjusted gross income,
but any excess can be carried forward. The limit affects extremely few individuals, especially after
the carryover is taken into account. No attempt was made to take this into account.

20. Since income of the donee organization is not taxable, it can sell the appreciated asset without
paying any tax.

21. If the individual gives the asset away to another person, there is no constructive realization and
the tax is postponed until the recipient sells the asset. The original owner can also consume most of
the value of the asset by using it as collateral to borrow funds which he then consumes, thus
enjoying the consumptio i postponing or avoiding the capital gains tax. See Martin J. Bailey,
"Capital Gains and I me Taxation," In A.C. Harberger and M. J. Bailey (eds.) The Taxation of
Income from Capit (Washington, D.C.:, The Brookings Institution, 1969); for evidence that a very
large share of accru d capital gains are never subject to capital gains taxation.

22. Using weights b d oh the household's own contributions would be inippropriate because it
would make the price variable a function of contributions.

23. These items of, taxable income refer to the husband and wife but exclude income of other
family members. Unfortunately, the data on contributions is for the entire family. We can assume
that the-difference is likely to be small. The estimates' reported_below actually use pretax income
and wealth of the entire family but tax variables based on the husband and wife. We have also
reestimated equations using pretax income of the husband and wife only and obtained virtually the
same results.

24. The classification actually finds whether they would or would not itemize in the absence of
charitable contributions. This is in keeping with our definitions of price and disposable income.

25, This is intended to reflect the deductible mortgage interest on the owner's equity plus the
local property tax.

26. Together with the 5 percent of the value of owned residences, the,percentages of AGI are
intended to estimate all itemized deductions other than charitable contributions (including
interest, medical expenses, state and local taxes). A search procedure was used to find the
percentages, within each broad AGI class, which made the weighted proportion of taxpayers who
itemized in the sample equal to the actual proportion of returns which were itemized in 1963.
These percentages are for all itemized returns, not just those that would have itemized if there were
no dedifttion for contributions

27. The calCulation ignores state income taxes. There is no information on Jae taxpayer's state of
residence. These rates were generally still quite low in 1963.

'28. The orrelation between 1-m and 11-m-mcWB/V)Ct would be l'if me were proportional to
m. In fao , = 0.5 m for all taxpayers with marginal rates below 0.50 and mc = 0.25 for all other
taxpayeri. Fon non-itemizers, both prices are 1.

i. Other forms of liquid assets do not in general appreciate. Bondprices were generally falling in
e period before 1963. Although gifts of real estate, works of art and other property are possible,
&se are relatively uncommon and are unlikely for individuals who do not hold common stock.
ur analysis takes no account of gifts of "incorhe property," e.g., personal papers and artists' own

creations.
, 4
30. The 3 per ent is arbitrary but, conservatively small. A comparison of the sum of square
residdals with nd without this qualifying test shows that the test improves the explanatory powe
of the model.

I

,
.>

31. This, of c tirse, assumes that the di turbances aiie normal, independent and homoskedastic.
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32. More exactly, (1.19)-1.15 = 0.82, implying that contributions are decreased by 18 percent or
$30.

33. This has been stressed by Henry Aaron, "Federal Encouragement on Private Giving," in Tex
Impacts of Philanthropy, Symposium conducted by Tax institute of America (Princeton, Tax
Institute of America, 1972), Kahn, op. cit., McDaniel, "An Alternative to the Federal Income Tax
Deduction in Support of Private Philanthropy," op. icit., and Vickrey (1962), op. cit., among
others. Although the effect on the average gift is small, the aggregatioeffect is substantial. We
return to this in Chapter IV-below.

34. Feldstein, "On the Effects ,of...," op. cit. These iggregate equations defined income as
adjusted gross income and did not contain wealth or age variables. The maximum likelihood price
variable also assumes a basis to value ratio of 0.50.

35. Eli Schwartz, and J.R. Aaronson, "The Preference for Accumulation vs. Spending: Gifford
Estate Taxation, and the Timing of Wealth Transfers," National Tax Journal, 22:3 (September
1969), pp. 390-398; Feldstein, "Estate Taxation and Charitable Bequests," forthcoming, 1974, and
Carl Shoup, Federal Estate and Gift Taxes (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1966.)
on the effects of taxation on charitable bequests.

36. This group contains some who are completely retired and others who have reduced their work
without being completely retired. Because it is not possible to distinguish the "partly retired" from
those who are fully employed, we focus on age alone.

37. For the complete sample, the sum of squared residuals is 9792 While for the two subsamples it
totals 9760. The P statistic is 0.91, less than the 5 percent critical value of 2.21 with 5 and 1394
degrees of freedom. The price elasticity for those below age 60 is -1.43 with a standard error of
0.27.

38. These are weighted averages in which the relative weight is the inverse of the sampling
probability for the household.

39. For example, a wealthy aged individual may prefer to forlgo the income tax deduction and
make a charitable bequest because this increases the size of his gross eslate and therefore the
amount that can be given free of estate tax to his Wife under the 50 percent marital deductionlli

40. Dennis L. Krebs, "Altruism An Examination .of the Concept and a Review of the
L iteratu re." Psycological Bulletin, Vol 73:4 (1970), pp. 258-302.

41. The specification of g* uses 7 income classes with lower limits of zersii, $5000; $10;000;
$15,000; $25,000; $50,000; and $100,000.

42. Only the alues for income class I matters because of the high value of A. With X = 10, psed
relative weight o giving in other classes is always less than 0.006.

3. No al4Cmpt is made to calculate tle;effect on total giving because the simulations are done
ith the same restricted sample of 1, households as the joriginal regressions.

1 006

44. I ignore the possibilitj, that some households pay no taxes and cannot benefit' from a tax
credit.4Itern4tively, the proposal bight be regarded as paying a cash subsidy to any household in
which thecredit exceeds the tax liability. 7 .

4
4, ....,

45. Non-itemizers would be unaffected by this proposal and would continue to face a price of 1.

46. Recall tlfat P50 for household i is equal to

Wil 1-mi) k (1-W1)1

- where WI rs the ratio of cash gifts to total' gifts for households in that income clash mi is the
marginal rate of tax on income and mc1 is the m to of tax for capitaligains. See Chapter II
above.

47. If #the entire sample were sed, Eifj would equal the otal number of households. All of the
current cal ulations are based 4n Eft for the restricted grou of ,406 households.
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48. The parameter values are taken from equation 6. Recall that Gi is one dollar more than the
contribution actually repoited lt the individual: Note that the age variables, wealth variables, and
constant terms can be ignora, betatise the equation calculates only the relative change in eachindividual gift.

49. The income classes are defined in terms of total'income before tax. 404

50. Because these averages include the: gifts of both itemizers and non-itemizers, the reductioh of26 percent is necessarily smaller than the 34 percent reduction for itemizers only that was
previously reported in Feldstein, "on the effects 'DC,: .," op, cit. For non...itemizers, this proposal

_raises giving since price is unchanged while income rises.

51. It might seem at first that contributions should fall even less since a 6 *tett price increase
and a price elastic ty of 1.15 .imply a fall of only 7 percent which the tax cut, by raising incomes, .partly offsets. Buil.the relevant price change is not the unweighted average but the weighted average .in which the weights are the original' amounts of the contribution. Since lower original prices areassociated with larger original contributions, the weighted average effect is larger: 'del.-the

. .unweighted effect. -

52. An increase in price from 0.14 to 1.00 would in it If cut giving by 90 percent. But, as the -previous note indicated, the negate correlation betwee original price and original giving implies
that this underestimates the effect of the tax charg

53. This represents a substantially greater change than the 78 percent decrease caltulated inFeldstein, "On the Effects of...," op. cit., because that calculation made no allowance for the
effect of gifts of appreciated assets. Although the average price for this group is P50 0.14, theaverage price of cash gifts is 0.22.

54. See Feldstein, "Taxes and Cliaritable Contributions: Differences in the Impact of Altdnative
Tax Policies on Religious; Educational and Other Organizations,", mimeo, 1974.

.55. Feldstein, "On the Effects of...,".opcit.
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THE INCOME TAX AND CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS:
ESTIMATES AND SIMULATIONS WIT

THE TREASURY TAX FILES

Martin S. Feldsteint and Amy Taylor*

Introduction ,

This paper presents new evidence on the price and income elasticities of char-
itable giving based on the special Treasury tax files for 1962 and 1970. These data
sets provide very large samples.of individual observations with exact information on
the tax price and charitable giving. The basic parameter estimates are very similar to
earlier results that were obtained using aggregate pooled cross-section time-series
datal and household survey data.2 The parameter estimates are used here with the
1970 Treasury Tax File to simulate the effects of several possible alternatives to he
current,tax treatment of charitable giving.

Chapter I describes the basic specification and data that are used to derive the
estimates. Chapter II presents parameter estimates for 1962 and 1970 using dif-
ferent definitions of the key variables. Chapter III combines data for 1962 and
1970, thus using the historical change in tax rates as the *5 for estimating the
price elasticity. The fourth chapter discusses the evidence on separate elasticities by
income class. The simulation method and results are presented in Chapter V. There
is a brief concluding section.

I

SPECIFICATION AND DATA

Because charitable contributions are deductible in determining taxable income,
the current income tax system makes the "price" of charitable contributions less
than the price of other goods and services. An individual with a marginal Lax rate of
40 percent can give $100 to charity by foregoing $60 of personal consumption; for;
him the net price of charitable cortributions is only 0.6. More generally, for an
individual whose marginal tax rate is m the price of charitable giving is P = 1-m.
(When the contribution includes a gift of appreciated property, the -price is lower
and more complicated to compute. We return to this below.)

The basic specific tion of the-behavioral equation relating charitable giving (G) to
incomeAY) and-pri (P) is the constant elasticity relation:

log Gi )30 )31 log Yi+ )32 log' Pi

' (1.1)
+_)33 MART + )34 AGEi + ei

where MAR. is a dummy variable indicating that the taxpayer is married and AGEi is.

a dummy variable indicating whether the taxpayer was ver age 65. The primary,
definition of income that is used in this study is adjuste gross income minus tHe

tP'rofessor, Department of Economic; Harvard'Untversity.
*Department of Economic; Harvard University.
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tax that would have been paid if no charitable contribution were made. The
marginal tax rate is based on the corresponding taxable income, that is, the taxable .
income of the individual if no charitable contribution were made. In this way, the
income and price variables are exogenous, at'least to the extent of not depending
on the individual's charitable giving. (Other measures of price and income have been
studied and will be discussed below.)

The 1970 Treasury Tax File is a sample of individual tax returns for the year
1970. `These returns are a stratified random sample of all returns for that year with
a sampling fraction that increases with income until there is 100 percent sample for
incomes over $200,000._To limit the computational costs of analyzing these data,
we drew a 20 percent random sample from the tax file. After eliminating' the
returns of non-itemizers, the sample contained 15,291 returns.

As we indicated above, the price variable depends on the marginal tax rate for
the taxable income that the individual would have had if he had made no charitable
gift. For most taxpayers this was calculated easily by adding actual charitable giving
to actual taxable income and using the tax tables to find the marginal rate on this
expanded taxable income. Special calculations were made for taxpayers who used
income averaging or the alternative tax method. The Treasury assisted us by adding
the state marginal income tax to each record, together with an indication of
whether federal taxes are deductible in computing state taxable income. Each
individual's total marginal tax rate was calculated by combining state and federal
marginal tax rates, with full allowance for the reciprocal deductions where
appropriate.

Contributions of appreciated assets create a s cial problem for measuring the
price of charitable giving. When an asset is given away, its full value can be de- .

ducted from the donor's taxable income but there is no constructive realization and
therefore no tax to be paid by thetonor on the capital gain. The opportunity cost
(price) ot a gift th4 is given in the form of an appreciated asset therefore depends
nor only on_tbe inewidual's marginal tax rate but also on the fraction of the asset's
value that is accrued capital gain and on the alternative disposition of the asset. An
example will clarify the way in which these variables determine the relevant price.
Consider an individual whose marginal rate is 40 percent and w contemplates
donating an asset that is now worth $100 and for which he origina paid $30. If
he gives ,the,asset away, he reduces his taxable income by $100; he therefore
reduces his tax liability by $40 and thus increases his after-tax income by $40. If he
instead sells the asset, he pays a tax of $14 (half of his marginal rate on the,capital
gain of $70) and increases his after-tax income by $86. For this individual, the
opportunity cost of the $100 contribution is therefore $46 of foregone consumption.
If th price is defined in terms of foregone consumption, the price of the gift is P =
0.46 This price clear! depends on. the ratio of the as t'S original cost. (or basis) to
its Trent value: an riginal cost of $1 imples P = .40 while an original cost of
$10 implies P = 0.6 . More generally, P.= 1-mc(1- /V) m where V is the cur-
rent value of the asse , B is its,basis or original cost m is the marginal tax rate on
in e and me is the marginal tax rate on capital, gat s.

he preceding 'calculation defined the opportuni cost of a donated asset in
ter s of foregone immediate consumption; that is, it assumed that if the asset were
not given away it. would be sold in the current ye r. The price is higher and the
cal ulation is more complex if the opportunity cost is defined in terms of foregone
saving or wealth, that is, if it is assumed that the_asset would not otherwise be sold
in the current year. The individual in the preceding example could retain the $100
asset ,or he could give it away and add the $40 tax saving to his wealth. Viewed in
this way, his opportunity cost price is 0.60, the same as for contributions of
money; moreover, this price is independent of the ratio of the capital gain to the
present net value. Since the indiiiidual who does not give away the asset also has a
future' tax liability, ihrs tends to overstate the opportunity cost of a prospective
contribution. However, by postponing the sate of the !asset the indjvidual can
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substantially lower the present value of the tax, and if the asset is never sold during
, the individual's lifetime, the capital gains tax liability is completely eliminated when

the asset passes at death.3 - .

If we denote the present value of the reduction in the capital gains tax by a
mc(1-B/V) where 0 < a < 'Pis the relevant discount factor, the price of Lift of
appreciated property is ,i-m-a.mc.(1-B/V). Since neither 0 nor B/V is known nil
since only their koduct enters the price variable, we have used a maximum likeli-
hood search procedure (described below) to estimate the composite patameter
a(1-B/V). The value of a(1-B/V) is assumed to be the same for all taxpayers.

For any given value of a(1-B/V) there is still a problem of how to wmbine4the
separate price variables for gifts 'of cash and for gifts of appreciated property.

individuals who make gifts of property almost alw s also make gifts of cash. These
Although the price for gifts of property is always, ess than the price for cash gifts,

individuals may prefer cash gifts for contributions below some minimal size or for
contributions to particular types of donees. Since there is very high correlation
between the two prices,4 it is better to use a weighted average of the two prices
than to use the two pricd separately. The relative importance of the two prices
clearly differs among the income classes: the data indicate that gifts of assets
accounted for less than 1`perce t of total giving by hotiseholds.with income below
$15,000 but for more than 6 percent of total giving by households with income
over $100,000. Although weighs ould be assigned to each 'taxpayer on the basis of
the composition of that tax payer's gifts, doing so would introduce a very substantial
element of inappropriate simultaneity in the definition of price. Instead, households
are classified into seven income classes with the relative weights for all households
in each class based on the'aver,age composition of the gifts in that class.

Not , all taxpayers can take-advantage of the option to contribute apprecialed
property. An individual who does not own common stock is unlikely to have an
appreciated asset that is suitable for snaking charitable gifts. As a precautionary
measure, we assume that any taxpayer who does not report divictetods or capital
gains will. make only cash gifts. .

The final price Variable will be written Prtx(1-B/V)) to emphasize that it is
conditional on the parameter a,(1-B/V). The variable is defined by:

P [a (1-13/V)I i = 1-mi for taxpayers with insufficient comiwn stock,
= W.

i
(1- m.) + (1-W1) [1 -mi -a (1-B/V.)m" ci 1 - (1.2)

for others

where' the weig t W. is the r tio of the'value of ca h gifts to total gifts for the
income class of which househ Id i is a member. For a ternative values of a(1-B/V)
between zero and one, the lo ithm of P[a(1-B /V)) i s substituted for In Pi in the
basic specification-oequation 1.1. The'value of a(1- /V) for which the regression
has the lowest sum of square residuals is the maxim m likelihood estimate of this
composite parameter and the estimated coefficients fo this value are aximum

,likelihood estithates of-the corresponding parameters.
Tie TreaZdry:fax File for 1962 is very similar-to the 1970 File.' T 20 percent

random sample of itemized returns provided 13,770 obseriations. he primary
difference in procedure is that the marginal tax rate refers 9nly to the federal tax
rate since no information on state rates was available.

r
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ft

THE BASIC 04 stCTION EST

The estimate of the basic equation with data for 1970 is presented in equation
2.1

ln G = -1.419 1n P + 0.768 ln Y + 0.317 MAR
(0.070) (0.023) (0.048)

+ 0.443 AGE 2.580
(0.038) (0.201)

;
l'

The price _elasticity is -1.419 and the income elasticity is 0.768. In spite of the
potential problem of collinearity between price and income, the standard errors areVery small. The coefficient of the durfimy variable foi married payers (0.317)indicates that marred couples give 32 percent more than single i iyiduals with the
same income and price. The coefficient of tit age dummy indi s that taxpaying
units in which one or both of the taxpayers is over 65 years old give 44 percent

.. more than younger taxpayers with the same income and wealth.*.,
....Equation 2.2 shows that the price and 'income elasticities for 1962 are very'

similar to those for 1970:,

1n G = -1.305 in P + 0.745 ln Y + 0.265 MAR
(0.036), (0.018) (0.042) - ,

+ 0.132 AGE 2.100 't . (2.2)

R2 = .404
1970

(2.1)

(0.034) (0.160)

. R2 = d.g2
1962, '

The elasticity estimates are also very similar when the sample is restricted to
married tax payei's below age 65: '.

ln G = -1.274 n P + 0.789.1n Y, - 2.351
(0.04i) (0.020) (0.176)

R2'.= 0.52
(2.3)

1962 ,
The special problems raised by gifts of appreciated property were ti71ly dis-

cussed

-; ,-)
, _.,,,

in, Chapter I. 'As we noted there, the available data severely liinit the -1possibility of dealing fully' with this problem. It is necessary to summarize both the
effects of allowing the contribution, of property at market value without con-
structive realization for capital gains taxation and the possibility of alternative
untaxed dispositions throUgh personal gift or bequest by a single measure of thet'
"discounted gain to value, ratio." Since no data are available on the actual gain to value
ratio of contributed assets or the alternative way in which the asset wouhl
otherwise -have been used a maximum likelihood parch over possible discount0

1

ain to value ratios is eltiffloyed. The sum of squared-residuals changes very Itttless than 1 percent) as the discounted gain to value ratio varies between z'
where asset gifts are equivalent to cash gifts) 'and ,one (where asset gifts are' all

appreciation and have no basis. (In 1962, at the very highest marginal tax,irates,
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individuals could face a negative price for gifts of appreciated property if the dis-
counted gain to value ratio was sufficiently high. We imposed a lower bound of
0.10 on the price variable for the current estimates.) The minimum occurs at 0.875
in 1970 and at zero in 1962. Neither of these extreme values seems plausible.
Although the assets given away may have an actual ratio of gain to value near,
0 875, sophisticated taxpayers are aware of the alternative opportunities for avoid-
ing capital gains taxation. The discounted gain to value ratio is therefore almost
certainly lower than 0.875. But a value of zero implies that there is no incentive to
give assets instead of cash and thils conflicts with the substantial proportion of. the
gifts of high-income individuals in the form of 2111tpreciated assets. Moreover, the, two
previousstudies of this questions both found thatkthe maximum likelihood estimate
was a discounted gain to value ratio of 0.50. Imposing this value witii the current
data implies the follown& equation for 1970:7

2-

10 G = -1.285 in P(50) + 0.702 ln Y + 0.341 MAR
(0.09) , (0.024)- (0.048)

+ 0.419 AGE 2 1.933 (2.4)

(0.038) (0.214)

R2 = .406
1970

Using this pifice variable for appreciated asset gifts does not-alter any of the'basic
implications of equations 2:1 and 2.2. The price elasticity of -1.285 is slightly,
lower than the previbus estimate but still implies substantial' price sensitivitV.8 The
estimates for 1962, shown in equation 2.5, are also quite similar to equation 2.4:

ln G = In P(50) 20.75714 Y + 0.184 MAR
(0.033) (0.185) (0.042)

+11.134 AGE 2.066
(0.035) ('0.166)

R2 = '0 :52
' 1962

(2.5)

Before studying any further modifications of this equation, it is useful to, con-
sider the implications of this estimate of the price elasticity. Among families with
disposable incomes between $10,000 and $15,000 in 1970, the average price of
giving was 0.80 and the average gift was about $300. If Contributions were not
deductible, the price would rise by 25 percent Porn 0.80 to 1.00) and therefore,
given a price elasticit'y Or-1.285, contributions would fall by about 25 percent or
$75:9 This amotint is neither implausible nor contrary to the common assertion that
the deductibility of contributions is likely to have only a "small'effect on the.
amount given by lower incomehouseholds.t°

For households with disposable income between $50,000 and $100,000, the
average contribution was $2,000 and the average price was 0.42. The lower average
price in this income class implies that the deductibility of charitable gifts has a
substantially greater effect than in the lower income class. Eliminating the de-
ductibility would raise the price' by 138 percent (from 0.42 to 1.00) and would
therefore. lower contributions by about 67 percent or $1,344.

It is interesting to note the special implication of a price elasticity of exactly
minus one. With Iltis Price elasticity, the value of giving responds to changes in price,
in such a way th'at the iNt cost-to the individual donor is unaffected by the
deductibility. Dorfees reCehre an .amount equal to the sum of the net cost to the

!) 8
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donors (which remains constant) plus the revenue foregone by the Treasury. The
efficiency of the incentive to charitable giving, that, is, the ratio of additional funds
received by donees to revenue foregone by the Treasury, is 100 percent. The actual
estimated price elasticity of -1.285 implies an efficiency greater than 100 percent,
that is, philanthropic organizations receive more in additional funds than the
Treasury loses in foregone revenue.

The current parameter values are very similar to those obtained in earlier studies
with 'very different bodies of data. Feldstein' I used aggregate Internal Revenue
Service data by income class for the years 1948 through 1968. With the same price
and income definitions as in equations 2.4 and 2.5, the aggregate analysis implied a
price elasticity of -1.17 (S.E. = 0.09) and an income elasticity of 0.82 (S.E. =
0.03). Feldstein and Clotfeltert 2 analyzed household survey data collected for the
Federal, Reserve Board in 1963. The corresponding price and income elasticities ere
-1.15 (S.E. =- 0.20) and 687 (S.E. = 0.14). .

The implications of this research stand in sharp contrast to the results of an
earlier and ofteh cited study by Taussig.I3 TausSig examined a sample of 47,678
itemized individual income tax returns for 1962. He found extremely low price
elasticities (absolute elasticities riot greater than 0.10) and concluded that the cur--
ent tax deductibility of contributions therefore does Iiitle to stimulate charitable.

ing.I4 We believe that the basic reason for this striking difference in results is
at...TaLssig used inappropriate measures of price and income. More -specifically,

Taussig used the. marginal rate for actual taxable income, that is, income net of the
individual's own charjtable contribution. An individual wha gives more to charity
therefore has, ceteris paribqs, a lower marginal rate and a higher price. This intro-
duces a spurious positive association of price and giving and thus biases the elas-
ticity with respect to 'price (or marginal rte toward zero. Taussig's measure of
income was also

was

dependent on the individual's actual contribution,
that-is, income was also measured net of taxes actually paid rather than of the taxes
that would have inen paid with no charitable contribution. Equation 2.6 shows the
,results of/sing ,this inappropriate measure of price (PT) and income (YT)*),cith our
1962 Treasu'ry Tax File sample of married taxpayers less,than 65 years old:

'. . ,
lnie= -0.520 1n pr+ 1.053 ln YT --4.734

(0.045) (0.019) (0.166)
. ' , (2.6)

R2 = 0.51
.ti,,1962, >. .

The price elasticity f -70.520 is very much lower than the value of -1.274
obtained in equaticin 2.3 with the more appropriate measure of price. Taussig's use
of incorrectly dependent price and income variables thus accounts for more than
two, thirds of the difference betwefn our estimate and Taussig's earlier result. It is
not clear to us why Taussig's estimated price elasticity was actually smaller than the
value we obtained in equation 2.6." One possibility is a problem with Taussig's

., data. Taussig's samples of 47,678 itemized returns was part of the 1952 Treasury
Tax File used in the current study. Unfortunately, part of the original data tape
containing 22,918 returns (33 percent of the total sample of itemizers) was missing
in the computer tapes with which Taussig worked. The frequency distribution of
the Taussig sample, by-income class, and other attribtites16 are quite different from
those for the comPlete sample. If Taussig's observations were a random sample from
the Tax File, this loss of data should not,affect the expected value of the estimates.
Ito is worth noting, hdwever, that with this incorrect definition of price and income
the 'results are quite sensitive to the particular sample. When equation 2.5 is re-*
estimated with the 1970 sampt the estimated-price elasticity is'aCtually a small but
insignificant positive valueAr25 with a tariclard error of 0.079. It should be
remembered in contrast that equations 2.1 through 2.4 show that the 1962 and -'
1970 results agree quite well with eachother when the correct measures of price and
income are used. '

4 :9 9
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III

THE- EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN TAX RATES

The basic problem in estimating the impact of taxation it charitable giving is to,
separate the effects of price and income. Since price depends on marginal rate and
marginal rate depends on income, there is a correlation between price and income.
The relatively small standard errors of the price and income elasticities in the
equations of Chapter II show that the traditional problem of collinearity is n
serious in the current context. It is possible, however, that there is a more a-
mental problem of underidentification. Suppose that the true relation between
giving and income is not one of constant elasticity but involves a more general
functional relation. Although the logarithm of price has a low correlation with the
logarithm of income, it might have a high correlation With the "correct" function-of
income. The attempt to estimate this correct functional specification would then
lead to very imprecise estimates of the price elasticity.

, AWe do not believe that this is a serious problem. The bivariate distribution of
price and income in Table 1 shows that there is substantial variation of price within
individual income classes. Nevertheless, we have developed an alternative to the
cross-section regression that permits price elasticities to be estimated without any
restrictive assumption on the effect of income on giving. ,

The new method utilizes the fact that tax rates were substantially reduced in
1964. At eaoh real income level, the price of charitable giving in 1970 was higher
than the price in 1962. The average charitable contribution at each i me level was
also lower in 1970 than in 1962. A separate price elasticity could calculated 'for
each income class if we could be confident that no exogenous factor was re-
sponsible for any change in giving. This restrictive assumption is unnecessary if we
wish to calculate a 'common price elasticity for all income levels. We shall allow for
an exogenous "trend" factor that raises or lowers giving at all income levels by a
common factor, and then estimate the price elasticity in away that involves no
assumptions about the effect of income.

Table 2 shows the changes in the price and amount of giving between 1962 and
1970. More specifically, column 1 indicates the 1962 net income class (adjusted
gross income Minus tax liability with no charitable contributions) and column 2
shows the real income in 1970 corresponding to the midpoint of that class. Column
3 shows the ratio of contributions to net income for taxpayers who itemizer in
each income class in 1962 (02) and column 4 shows the corresponding value,at the
1970 income level (g70). The estimate for 1970 is obtained by interpolating from a
list of ratios similar to column, 3 that Was derived with the 1970 Treasury Tax File.
It is clear that in every case (except the class with incomes over $750;000 in 1962)
the value of charitable gifts declined bet err 1962 and 1970; the ratio of g70 to
g62 is presented in column 5. Column 6 through 8 present the corresponding
information about the price for cash- gifts. In every case (again except the class with
incomes over $750,000-in 1962) the price was higher in 1970 than in 1962.

hange in price and corresponding change in giving can in principle be used
o calculate price elasticities for each income class on the assumption that the

change in giving is due only to the change in price. That is

(g7(:1 070 \ilk
"

i
\ gq/k \ F6T/k ....

);
where the subscriptik denotes the k-th income class. The results of this calculation
are shown in column 9. The price elastidties,,decrease rapidly until the $20,000
income leVel and then vary between 1.1 and 2.7

! I,. 0;02

(3.1)



Table 1

Distribution of Charitable Giving liy Price and Net Incomes 0*

the average ratio of charitable giving to net income)'

, 2,000- 4,000- 6,000-
Price 4,0430 6,000 8,000-

1

0:31 `'-' - . .

0,31- - -
0.37 .,

C

0.37 -, - -
0.46

0.46- , - -
, 0.61

0.61- - -...

0.72

0.72- -
0.75'

0.75- -7. -
OA

0.78- 61
.0.81 0.081

.81- 3. 283' 1,01.6
0.86 0.068 0.081 0.053

.86- 111 -233- 222
-4:60 0.326 0.091- 0.069

746
.'0.044

,987
0.043

. :89
0.073

' (Eath cell presents the nu\liber of returris and

Net Income ...

8,000- 10,000- 15,000- 20;000- 50,000- 100,000- 500,000 -
10,000 15,000 20.,000-- 50,000 100.000 500,000 1,000,000 1,000,000+

II ' .- 260 2,992 33 16
0.093 0.159 0.359 0.740.

. _ - 2,508 2,105 , 73 46
0.077 0.137 0.315 0.307

I- - - 1,410 5,845 i 2,333' ' 42 12
. 0.049 0.055 0.092 0.064 0.039

- II 6,045 's- 2,099 1,599 45 8
0.039 0.053 0.057 0.026 0.013

.r .....--
1 4 2,476 5,334 308 Tit ' 9

.
7

2,81,0 0.039 0.031 0.033 0.061 0.038 0.016 0.013

- 1,748 3,554 769 37 55 3 +° 1

0.029 0.057 0.038 , 0.038 . 0.037 0.006

254 4,867 1,259 J 321 ' '26 36 4 1

0.044 0.029 0.029 0.041 0.073 0.028 0.019 0.002
.

1,909 2,161 253 109 20 34 2 10.00 0.031 0.043 0.069 0.094 0.030 0.010 0.006

0 427 , 214 70 20 74 6 2/420,049 0.058' 0.103 0.082 0.032 0.015 0.004 0.001

54 40 15 58 37 113 18 6
0.063 0.092 0.027 0.078 0.036 0.028 0.020 0.010

*Nil income is AGI, MMus the federal tax lability with no charitable Contributions. Thee retOns are for married taxpayers less than age 65.
, `i
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Table 2

Tax Changes and Charitable Giving: A Comparison of 1962 and 1970.

Income
(S000's)a

1970

Ratio of Contribution
' to Income Priceof Cash Gifts

Arc
Elasticityb

Price of Gifts
Including Assets (p50)

1962 g62, g70 g70/g62 p62 p70 p70/62 p62 370 "10/p62(1) (2) (3) (4) ".. (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) :(12)
10-12 13.6 .035 .031 _ .886 .750- .763- 1.017 4,1813 .749 .761 1.016

'16.6
........- ..---- -- - --- -ra, ....,12-15 .037 .032' .865 .718 .7 35 1.024 - -6.114 - .717 .733 1.022

21.0 - .040 .033 .825 .654 .695 1.063 13.149 .653 .692 1.059
20-30 , 30,8. . .048 .041 .854° .532 .605 1.137 -1.229 .5513 .600, 1.132
30-40 43.2 .060 .04§ .767 .434 .517 1.191. -1.518 .432 .506 1.171
40-50 55.5 .092 .064 .696 .369, .452 1.22; -1.736 .367 .440 1.199
50-60 67.8 .115 .067 .583' .303 .420 1.386 . -1.6543 .287 .392 1.366
6Q-70 80.1 .152 .075 .40 .295 .4 08 1.383 -2.181 .279 .380- 1.362
70-85 95.6 .179 .097 .- -542. .275 .378 1.37 5 -1.923 .218 .348 1.349,
80-100 114.1-, .189 .118 .624

..638
.296 .398 1.345

....
-11591 .280 .370 1.321 '

100-150 154.1 .224 .143''' .318 .382 1.201 -2.454 .290 .323 1.114
150-200 215.8 .229. .162 .707 .350 . .400 1.143 -2.590 .314 .323 1.029
200 -35J) 339.1. .256 .202 .789 .370 .413 1.116 -2.159 .325 )-.338 1.027
350-500 524.0 "-.230 c .195 '.848' .366 .423 1.156 .-1.137 21 .349 1.087

.500:750 - - - -/770.6 .257 . .213 .8;9 .418 .448 1.072 -2.697 .366 .366 11000A-
750 -1000c 1078.9 .284 (.300) = (1.056) .4 35 (.421) (0.968) -k.675 .384 (.33) 0.812

-.
a. Income is AG1 minus the federal tax liability with no charitable contributions.

1970' incomes correspond to the same real income as the mid point of the 1962 range.
b. Arc elasticity estimated as A = (1n,(g70/1362)1 / (In (p70/062)1

.c. Figures in parentheses are uncertain because of interpolation procedure.

,
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1

The very high elasticities in the first three, income classes are associated with very.°small priice changei. This suggests that there was a systematic exogenous fall.in giving
. in addition to the price effect.addition

To estimate both the price effect and the exogenous change, we replace equation
3.1 by -.. .
. . . , .,

. ,
g70 '.. ...,*(P7 0) n,

= L. ---- . (c2)\ g 62 k p62 k, ek

where C is a constant (presumably less than 1) and ek is an independent random
variable.

After a logarithmic transformation, the estimated equation is:

. g62
ln = -.083 - 1.540 ln (p70/p62) 0.3)

.1.040) (0.214)

rk2 .77

N =16
The price elasti ty of -1.540 is very similar to the price elasticities estimated forindividual cross# ction data for 1962 and 19.70. The constant term of -0.083
implies that there was an exogenous decreasebf 8 percent from 1962 to 1970.or
approximately percent per year.

A similar calculation can be done with the price variable measured to include the
effects of appreciated asst gifts.. Column; 10 through 12 compare the price based
on a 50 percent "discounted gain to value ratio." The estimated response to thechange in this price is:'

In (g70/g62) = -0.143 - rip)(50)701

(0.03k(0.189) (50)62j
(3.4)1

= 0.78
=

The price elasticity of -1.39 corresponds well to the cross - section estimates of
-1.28 for 1970 and .7-1.09 for 1962.

There is avotenlial problem with the data for the lower income classes. The
fraction of individuals itemizing at each income level below $20,000 decreased
between 1962 and 1970. There is a danger therefore of comparing dissimilar house-
holds. in these income groups. 'Fortunately, the estimated price elasticity is quite,
insensitive to the exclusion of the bottom three income groups: the- estimated price
elasticity changes onlyllqm -1.393 to -1.344.

These estimates give equal weight,to, each of the income classes. However, each
observation represents-a different number of individual tax returns in our sample.
Fortunately, the estimates arts, not sensitive to weighting the observations, With each
observation weighted by the'.nurnber of individual_ returns in that class, the price
elasticity rises from -1.393 to 1.575.

In shorts the method: of thissection provides strong evidence that there is no
identification problem in the cross-section estimates. The current methods literally
hold income constant in relating the change in giving to,,the change in price. The
results strongly confirm the ,,cross-section estimatesy price' lasticities between -140and-J1i. k -

1 kJ 3 4
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FSTIMATING SEPARATE PRICE-ELASTICITIES
'. BY INCOME CLASS'
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The assumption that there is a single price 'elasticity for the entire population is
clearly a simplification. Individuals will of course differ in their sepsitivity,to price.
Using a single "average" price elasticity to describe everyone's behavior is neverthe-
lesS appropriate if these differences in price elasticity are distributed randomly in
the population. But if the "average" price 'elasticity differs substantially among
income classes, it would be inappropriate to simulate economic policies on the
assumption,of a single constant elasticity.

It is worthwhile, therefore, to examine .whether price elasticity does vary with
'income. There are several \vays to do this. The simplest method is to extend the
Current specification by, alli5wing an interaction term,,the product of the'logarithm
of price and the logarithm of income. This allows die price elasticity to vary
continuously with income but farc'es the variation to assume-4-a smooth and
monotonic form with the sale relative senstivity to income changes at all levels:

'The results of such a specification with the .1970 dal are presented in. equation
4.1:

1 = .5.351 ln P + 0.51,9 ln Y
(0.475) (0.031)

- 0.602 ln Y ln P+ 0.307 MAR
(0.042) (0:04'9)

.

'1 0.395.AGE t 0.114
(0.638) (0.306)

R2 =4406
1970.

the 'coefficient of the cross-product term implies that the absolute price elasticity
'rises substantially with income, Indeed, for incomes below $7,455 the implied-price
elasticity has the wrong sign. This indicates that the attempt to fit such a smooth
and monotonic relation between price and income tis not appropriate. In order to fit
the obseniatikms well at high income levels, the functional form is forced to be
inappropriate at low levels.

A more general specification allows the price elasticity.to vary among income
classes .and imposes nosarticular paranietric form on the relation between income
and price elasticity. There are two WayS in which this can be done. A Separate
equation-can be estimated for each income class, thus allowing not only the price
elasticity but also the-income. elasticifo, and the effects of marital status and age to
vary by income class. Alternatively, a single regression can be estimated with a
separate price elasticity by income class but a common income elasticity and
common effects of,marital status and age. Both 'methods have bwn used.

Table 3 preients the estimated price and income elasticities in four income
classes when all coefficients are allowed to vary. For incomes above $20,00,0,tthe
results iii Loth years' are similar to the constant, elasticity regressions of equations
2.4. and 2.5. There is some irtdication.that the price elasticity increases With income
but, except for the highest income class in 1970, the differences are relatively small.
The results for taxpayers with incomes below $20,000 differ substantially from the
baSic constant elasticity 'regressions. The results also differ greatly between 1962 and
1970. The estimate for 1962 is -3.67 with a'standard error of 0.45. In contiAst, the
-1970 estimate is only -0.34 with a 'standard error of 0.52. Both of these estimates

(4.1)

require further'comment.

.104
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' Table 3 . _

Price and Income Elasticities by IncomeCras.s*

Income ,
Class'

1962
Price Income Price

1970
. Inbome

(S0b0's) P(50) (P(50) .

4.20 -3.67 0.53 -0.35 0.80
(0:45) (0.07) (0.52) (0.10)

20-50 -0.97 0.61 -0.85 0.89
(0.26) (0.19) (0.31) (0.16)

50-.100 -1.10 1.90 -1.12 0.87,
(0.19) (0.20) * ,i(0.22) 4, (0.20)

100+ -1.29 1.02 -1.74 4 1.03
(0.04) (0.04) (0.08) (0.04)

All -1.09 , 0.76 -1.28 0.70
(0.03) (0.19) (0:06) '.02)

Based on separate regressions for each income class with dummy variables fo
martial Status and age. Price is based on a discounted gain to value ratio of 0.
yit

Consider first the high price elasticity for 1962. This value is not very different
10-, from the low income price ,glasticity estimated pre(dously with the Federal Reserve

Board survey data for 1962; -2.50 with a standard error of 0.9,1.' 7 It should be
remembered also that this price elasticity reflects'a response to a relatively small price
differential among lower-income households. The vast, majority; of ,households with
incomes under $20,000 faced a price of 0.8 or greater. Eliminating the deduction
would therefore raise "their price by less than 25 percent. Even wish a price
elasticity of -3 this would reduce , their giving by less than 50 percent.

. The estimated price elasticity for low-income households in, 1970 reflects the
collinearity,between price and income this subsample. In higher income groups

. there are some taxpayers with low marginal rates and other taxpayers with high
marginal rates. But among low-income thxpayers there 'are no high marginal rates.1
The large standard error of the price elasticity indic'ates that th'ese dateare just not

' .1, sufficiently rich to provide accurate informaton bn, both price and income elastici-
ties. However, by restricting the.income elasticity and the effects of marital status
and °age to be the same at all income levels it is possible to.obtain more precise
estimates of the price elasticity. In effect, this procedure avoids the collinearity
proble'm by using information about the effect of income at all levels in the estima-
tion of the effect of price at each level. Equation 4.2 presents, the estimated
equation. for 1970 with.five separate price elasticities:

1 n G = -2.264 in P(50)<10 - 1.818 ln P(50)10/20
(0.418) (0.235)

1.469 In P(50)20/50 - 1.168 In P(50)50/100
(0.135) (0.085)

(4.2)

1.267 ln P(50) > 100 + 0.782 ln Y
(0.96i) (0.031)

o

+ 0.365 MAR +.0.44 AGE - 2.843
(0.050) (0.039) (0.324)

= 0.403
1970
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where P(50)<10 is equal to P(50) if the taxpayers' income is less than $10,000 bilt
equal'. to 0 otherwise, P(50)10/20 is equal to P(50) if the,taxpayers' income is
between $10,000 and $20,009 but equal to 0 otherwise, and so forth.,The implied
price elasticity in the lowest income class is now -2.26 with a standard error of
0.42 and thus rather similar to the cbrrespond,ing. price elasticity with other bodies
of data. The other price elasticities at income below $50,000 are also slightly higher
than the constant price elasticity of equation 2.4 while the price elasticity between
$50,000 and $100,000 is very slightly lower.

These attempts tq estimate separate price elastkities for individual income classes
indicate the diffictilty of obtaining such information. The disaggregated results`are
generally muQh less accurate than the oveF.111 price elasticity. The low-income
itemizers are an unrepresentable sample of low income households. Nevertheless the
current estimates and the previous evidence on this question do present a reasonably
consistent and clear picture. First, there is evidenCe in all the sources of data that
the price elasticity exceeds one for incomes over $20,000. There is some indication
that the 'elasticity may increase at the highest income level. Any estimate less than
one has a large enoygh standahl error to' preclude excluding the ppsSibilhy that the -

elatticity exceeds one.-Second, the evidence suggests a higher absolute pride elastic-
ity for taxpayers with incomes below $20,000, probably in the -range of -2 to -3.

V.

SIMULATEb EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE TAX. CHANGES

This

section used the basic pararrieter estimates for 1970, (equation 2.4) to
calculate the effects of alternative changes in the income tax treatment of charitable
contributions. The simulations, show, for each income class, the change in the
average gift, the change in the average income tax and the change in net disposable
income after both taxes and contributions. The effect on aggregate giving and on
gifts to particular types of donees will also be presented. All of the estimates are for
1970 and use the 14i0 Treasury Tax File. . ,

Any change in the income tax law will alter the price of charitable contributions
that a taxpayer faces., Let PI be the current price faced by individual i and P; be the
price after a proposed change in the tax law. Similarly let qi be the current
charitable cohtribution of that individual and Gi the contribution after the change
in the tax law. Consider first how the calculation cilithe effect of a tax change
would 'be done if all households filed itemized returics. For ,a change in the tax law
that alters only price and not income' 8 or the demographic dummy variables, it
follows that-the predicted change in the individual's contribution is:

ln G; - ln Gi = -1.285 (ln P; - ln Pi) . (5.1)

Since the current actual piing is'known for individual% equition 5.1 can be used
to calculate the expected giving under the alternative tax system. If the tax change
alters income as wel1,4 9 the change in giving'is:

_1nG;- 1nGi=- 1.285(1nPj- '1nP1)
(5.2)

+ 0.702 (ln Ysi - .

fro extend the calculation to taxpayers who do rqi itemize, it is necessary to
estimate the amounts of the contribution$ that are currently made by these
individual;. Let be the estimated gift in 1970 by individual i who used the
standard deduction. Similarly, let 6; be the gift that the -individual would make,

10 6
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un er the alternative tax treatment of charitable contributions. Since c un-

k own, the value Of G; cannot be estimated from the expected chaTige In giving as
it/ was on the basis of equation 5.1 for taxpay ers who itemize. I nstead,..4e now
ettimate 6, and G; separately on the assumption that the wily _relevant defference
between itemizers and inn-itemizers with the same income is the different price
that they currently face.

Because' the estimated equations for itemizing taxpayers do not explain their
giving perfectly, there is a residual difference between actual giving and the giVing
predicted on the basis of equation 2.1. Each residual reflects.the use of a loglinear
approximation and The omission of variables other than income, price, and the two
demographic effects. These residual differences are automatically taken into account
for itemizing taxpayers by the method of equation 5.1. the non-itemizing tax-
payers, an estimate. of the residual is calculated by averaging the residuals,of all
itemized returns, in that individual's income class, for this pufpose nine income
classes ar.e used. With' uestimated ih this way, the calculated value of giving by
non-itemizer i is simply the value predictedby equation 2.1 with the appropriate ,

,values of P and Yi,plus the estimated residual ui.
1

The Treasury Tax File provides a weight for each individual return. The estimates
for each individual can therefore be aggregated to yield totals for each income class"
and for all households that file.returns.

The data for estimating the effect on individual donees are much less adequate
than -the data that are available for estimating the effect on all types of donees
together. Every second year the Internal Revenue Service publishes the value of
itemized charitable contributions in 17 'adjusted gross jncome classes. For 1962
only, the published report divided these contributions into five major types of
chanties.- (I) religious organizations, (2) educational institutions, (3) hospitals, (4),
health and social welfare organizations (including United Funds, the Red Cross, and
speufic disease associations) and (5) a residual group including libraries, museums,
zoos, musical organizations, and literary, educational, and scientific foundations.
This is the only source of data on the distribution among different types of
charities of the contributions of middle- and high-income households. Feldstein2.'
used.these data to estimate separate price and income elasticities for giving to the
five different types of donees. that analysis showed that gifts to religious
organizations and to health and welfare organizations have lower price and incom
elasticities than gifts to the other types of charities. This was confi 'rmed
estimates using three, different specifications. Tfie current simulations use the quite
conservative assumption that thg price elasticity is actually the same for all the
donees and that only the income elasticities differ.22 This tehds to rtduce. the
sensitivity of gifts to educational institutions and hospitals relative tolhe sensitivity
of gifts to religious and health and welfare, organizations. Since the educational

4,ipstitutions'and hospitals are still much more sensitive than other types of donees,
this type of conservative assumption is probably warranted by the general
inadequacy of the data on giving to individual types of donees.

Cor*ider first the implications of completely eliminating the deduction without
substituting any other provision that7 encourages charitable giving. The simulation
imitates that this would reduce total giving-in 1970 from $17.3 billion23 to $12.8

. billion, a decrease of 26 percent. Eliminating the deduction also'increases total tax
revenue by $3.5 billion. This implies that the current ddductibility ,induces .$1.29 of
additional charitable giving per dollar of revenue lost.

Table 4 shows that the reduction in contributions differs substantially among the
five major types.of donees. Religious giving falls least, only 22 percent. This reflect's
thetconcentration of religious giving in the lower- income households'for whom the.,'.
price change implied by eliminating the deduction %kOuld be least. In contrasi, gifts
to educational institutions and hospitals would fall nearly 50 percent. Comtfiunity
health and welfare organizations are more similar to religious organizations while thg"
residual category contains museums, orchestras, zoos, and other charities favored by
higher-income donors.

16 7 t1.
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Table 4
I

effects of Eliminating the Charitable Deduction
_

Contributions in'197Q
(in millions of dollars)

1433

\

Religious organizations
.

Actual

Predicted .
with no

Deduction
Percentage

Change

$10,441. 3 8,158 -22%

Educational institutions 679 355
4 ,

-4?
, *

Hospitals , 289 156 -
z46

Healtiand welfare
organdations

,..,
2,499 1,819 -27, .

All others .3,417 2,281 -33

Total giving S17,324 512,770 -26%

Table 5 presentsdetailed results of the effects by income classes.24 The average
'contribution, in 19970 is given for broad income classes in column 3, and ,the

401-responding prediction if the deduction were eliminated appears in column 4. The
rlatios of predicted contributions to actual contributions that are presented in
column 5 show that the relative reduction in giving is much greater among
high-income 'classes than in lower-income classes. While taxpayers with adjusted
gross incomes betwee'n $10,000 and $15,000 would reduce theii gifts by 22 percent
(from an average df/$290 to $225), a reduction of 75 percent is predicted 'for
tax0yers in the $100,000 to $500,000 -class (from $9,184 to $2,246).

Eliminating the charitable deduction would raise the average taxes paid in every
income class but the increase Would be greatest at the higher income levels. Column
6 shows the ratios of the tax payments if the deductiohs were eliminated to the
actual fax payments in '1970. Although taxes rise by only 3,4 -percent in the .
$(0,000 to $15,000 class, taxes rise by 14.8 percent in the class of taxpayers with
incomes o f. $50000, to $1,000,000. .

The distributional effect of eliminating the deduction is quite different if we
focus on the change in net disposable income rather than the change' in tax
payments: Net disposable income available for personal consumption or saving is
defined as adjOsted gross income minus both the taxes actually paid and the
charitable contributions. Because ,charitable contributions fall sharply in the higher
income groups when the deduction is eliminaNd, their predicted consumptions and
savings increase despite the greater taxes that they pay. Column 7 presentrthe ratio
of predicted net disposable income to actual 1970 nef disposable income. Net
disposable income rises at every irrcorne level, with the increase ranging from less
than 0.3 percent for incomes under $50,000 to more than 5 percent over $500,000.

Most of those who have suggefted eliminating the charitable deduction have
proposed 'that some alternative be4roduced to encourage charitable giving. Table 6
summarizes the effects that several tifferent common proposals would have on total
charitable giving, total taxes paid, and oncharitable gifts to educational institutions.
Perhaps the most common-proposal has been to replace the deduction with a tax
credit. While the deductiordi makes .each individual's, price depend on his own

.
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Table 5

Distributional Effects of fihninating the Charitable Deduction, 1970

AGI , Number-df. Avrage Charitable Contributions . Tax
:.

Class Itemized iGii . Gif . Gii/Gi 7 Ratio
($000's), . Returns

Net Disposaide
Income Ratio

(1)

,

(2)

4
.

.".

.-

.Z

(3) (4) (5)

-

.c

.'

i

(6) (7)

0-5

5 -01r,

40-15

15.20

20-50

50-100

100-500

.500-1000

(- 1000+'

Average

.28,350,064

21,540,224

U,686,661

5,532,010
g

3,568,912

353,158
.

74,631
.

1,795

.655

$ . 90

267

290

392
0

'690

2,022

9,154.,

-.72,038

257,678

237

'.

/
*

$ 86

175

221

7277

408

756

..a2 ,246 -
... .

12,646

54,912

175

0.949

0.844

0.77/3

0.707

0.591

0.374

0.245

0.176

0.213

0.737

1.02 9'

1.033,

1.034

1.037

1.015

1.053

1.090

1.148
4

,.1A3e

1.042

1.001

1.001

1.002

1.003

1.

1.01

1.048

1.099

.. 1.002

4
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Table 9

Effects of Alternative Tax Treatments of Charitable Giving
(in billions of 1970 dollars)

- Percentage Change
,.r_ 1r1. ( it or Gifts toSimulation 0 Total - Tax Total EducationalNo. Proposal , , Gifts Payments' , Gifts Institutions

1. . Elimihate deduction -4.555

a. 25% tax credit +0.685 -
.

..

I

30% tax credit . +2.304 .

4. Floor on deduction: 3% of AGI C ; Ei -3.515

5. Constructive'realization of gifts :,,, 1, 1'4.458
.6. Limit maximum charitable deduction to tail paid - -0.07.3;

,.. .
7. 30% optional credit, all returns +3.448. t .

. ., t. i
.

Extend the deduction to non-itemizers i
,

___, +1.537.s.
'

8. . 30% optional credit, itemizers only ' '.

+1.241. --,

+0.046 - 0.5.
-2.957 +20

-,....._ _
-1.308 + 9

-4-720:993 + 7

+3.524 -26 48
... '-0.725 + 4
-

-24.°S ... .

-2.060 +13 -17

+2.727 -20 '-36

+0.287 - 3 - 8

-8.259 - 6

-2
+ g

,

+. 4

+ 3

-3. max. $2500) .4.975: , , ...,- -- -

10. Increase standard deduction (min. $1500,

.,
. r .. .... -. t .:-,) , .0- i:*Allprice elasticities based on appreciated asset gifts valued at "discounted gain-to value ratio." Total gifts, $ 17.3 billion. ' /- /Educational gifts, $679 million.

. .

1
,

r

1 1,0
. > /
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marginal tax rate, the tax credit would make every taxpayer face the same price."Proposal number 2 of Table 6 shows the predicted results of replacing the currentdeduction with a uniform tax credit of 25 percent. With this rate of credit, totalgiving and the total tax collectibits of the Treasury-remain approximately at theircurrent levels: giving increases by $0.69, billion while tXes fall by $0.73 billion.
Although the aggregates are essentially unchariged, the impacts on particular doneesand particular individuals differ, substantially. Gifts to religious organizationsactually increase by about- 9.$ percent while-gifts to educational institutions fall by24 pertent. The net disposable income of individuals with incomes between $10,000and $15,000 would remain almostfunchangegd while individuals with incomes above$500,000 would increase their net _disposable incomes by 6.4 percent. Proposal 3shows that even a 30 percent tax credit, which would cost the Treasury anadditional $2 billion in foregone revenues, would still leave educational institutions
witl'a 17 percent reduction in gift.

A4ther coMmonlitoposal is to continue the current deduction but to limit it tocontributions in excess of some per-cent of income. Simulation 4 of Table 6 showsthe effect' Of a 3 percent of adjusted gross income floor. Total giving 'would fall by20 percent and gifts to educational institutions would fall by 36 .pecceqt. This
probably overstates the effect because it assumes that individuals do not accumulatethe contributions for several years in order to take advantage of the deductions Thefrequent comparison of this floor to the 'current medical expense floor isinappropriate because of the much greater ease with which charitable gifts can bepostponed and "bunched" to obtain the deduction.

Several critics of the current tax Treatment of charitable gifts have-proposed
changing the treatment Of gifts of appreciated property by treating such gifts asrealization for tax purposes. This would eliminate the desirability of donatingproperty and would substantially increase the effective price for high-in-come
donors. Simulation 5 of Table 6 shoWs that this change would have a relativelysmall total effect but would reduce gifts to eduCational institutions by 8 perceht.Moreover, the net disposable income would rise for high-income taxpayers: ,For

Q individuttriiicOmes over $00,000, the simulation shows that net 4:1iNiableincome would rise by 2 percent if the constructive realization, of property gifts wereinstituted.
Much of the public and itical criticism of the current tax treatment of

charitable gifts occurs because some high-income individuals. makeesubstantialcharitable gifts but pay no inc me taxes. Although the current rules that limitcharitable giving to no more than 50 percent) of adjusted gross income were.intelided-to prevent such avoidance of tax, individuals with sufficient noncharitable
deductions are still able to pay nota* while-Inakinrsubstantial deductible gifts.;There is a simple way to eliminite this problenf by changing the 'nature a the'contribution limit Co a limit in relation to tax paid instead OT the ,current limit infelation to adjusted gross income. For example, each individual's charitablededuction might be limited- to no- more than the amount of tax that he actuallypays in that year. Simulation -6 of Table 6 sh*OWs that this would have very littleeffect on total giving (a reduction of 0.5 percent) or, ,on 'gifts to educational
institutions (a reduction of 2 percent).

Not all proposals to change the tax treatment of charitaille gifts would redi
-giving., Some have proposed tt increase the incentive to lovkincome households
while maintaining the current deduction for higher-income households. One way todo this is by ah optional credit, leaving inqjviduals, the Opportunity to use.eithpr thededuction or a credit of, say, 30 percent. Proposal 71 shows that such an optionwould cost an addition'al $3 billion of foregone revenue but would increase totalgiving by 20 percent and educational gifts by 8 percent,. If the optional credit were'limited to itemizers only (on the,grounds that_nootiterhizersare implicitly given atax reduction for charitable 'gifts in the standar de .0 ti ..l tothgovernment would fMl to only $1.3 billion while gifts would increase by only 9

. 1

t
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percent (see Simulation 8 of Table 6). A quite different type of stimulus would be
achieved by extending the opportunity fQr charitable deductions to those who do
not itemize other deductions (option 9). This would cost approximately .$1 billion
in lost taxes and would stimulate giving by 7 percent, primarily to religious
organizations. Some change of this type may be regarded as important to offsetbthe
effect on giving that would.otherwise result from the currently proposed increase in
the 'standard deduction. Simulation 10 of Table 6 shows that, increasing the '
minimum standard deduction to $1,500 and the maximum standard deduction to
-2;500 would, in 1 MThaye deCreased fotal giving Izy some 6 percent.

VI

CONCLUSION ^

This paper has presented a detailed analysis of the sensitivity of charitable giving.
to alternative tax treatments. Three different sets of estimates were developed:
cross-section estimates for the 1962 and 1970 Treasury 'Tax Files and estimates
based on the change in tax rates at each income level between these two years. All
three sets of estimates agree in .placing the key price elasticity between' -1.0 and
-1.5. This value implies that the current deductibility of charitable gifts is a very
efficient incentive, yielding more in -additional gifts than the Treasury foregoes in
potential add itio nal.reve

The price and income elasticities estimated in the current study are also very
similar to the, values obtained in Feldstein and Feldstein and Clotfelter27 with
very different types of data. Feldstein used total contributions on itemized returns
as reported by the Internal Revenue Service for each adjusted gross income class in
even years from 1948 through 1968. The basic estimate of the price elasticity, with
that data/vas -1.17. The analysis of Feldstein and Clotfelter,used a large survey of
individual households with a sample that was heavily weighted toward high-income
households. With that data the key price elasticity was 71.15. In short, there is very
strong evidence .from a variety of sources for the current conclusion jabout the:
relatively high price elasticity of charitable giving.

Legal, discussions of the appropriate' tax treatment of charitable gifts have
stressed the abstract logic of a consistent definition of taxable incoroe.28,In
contrast, we have emphasized the dmpirical effects of alternative policies on both
donees and donors. We believe that tile effect of alternative tax treatments on the
volume and distribution of gifts among donees and on the distilbation of tax
liabilities and of net disposable income among taxpayers are the crucial aspects for
evaluating these proposals. We 49pethat the evidence presented in this study will
-proVide a useful.foundation for future,p`olicy disc ions.
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EFFECTS OF _THE CHARITABLE DEDUCTION
ON CONTRIBUTIONS BY LOW-INCOME AND

MIDDLE-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS: EVIDENCE FROM THE
NATIONAL SURVEY 'OF PHILANTHROPY

Michael j. Boskint and Martin S. Feldstein*

o Introduction

Economists and tax lawyers have long debated the efficacy and propriety of the
income tax deduction for charitable contributions.' The effect of the-dettiction is to
lower the individual's net cost of giving if he itemizes his deductions. MOre
the net cost to the donor per dollar, received by the charitable donee is NW to one
minus the individual's marginal tax rate.' If the elasticity of total giving with respect
to this price (or net cost) is absolgtely greater than one, the charitable deduction
causes donees to receive more in additional.gifts than the Treasury foregoes in revenue.
Alternatively, if the price elasticity is absolutely less than one the deduction is less
than fully efficient in this sense.

In a series of recent papers, Feldstein and his collaborators' obtained estimates of
the price elasticity that cluster around -1.2 from a variety of different data sources.
All but one of these studies4 (Feldstein and Clotfelter, 1974) are ba.sed, on the gifts of
taxpayers who itemize their deductions. Since substantially more than half of the
hougeholds either do not itemize deductions or do not file any tax return, the
estimated price elasticities have been obtained primarily from .the to half of the
income distribution. While this part of the population accounts for a disroportionate
share of charitable contributicins, extrapolation to the entire population may not be
warranted:- A variety of policy proposals that are currently being considered, for
example, a tax credit for all taxpayers for charitable gifts or extension of the
charitable deduction to non-itemizers, would alter the price of giving for households \,
that do not now itemize. An accurate estimate of the price elasticity for this incohie
group is required to predict the effects of such policips.

The purpose of the present paper is to provide such a price elasticity estimate for
low- and middle-income households., We use, a new data source that provides survey
information on charitable giving in 1973 by non itemizers as well as for,those who
filed itemized returns. Chapter I describes that data and discusses the problems of
definition and measurement.

*Chapter II presents the basic results of our study, estimates of the price and income ,

elasticity of, giving to charity by low- and middle-income househOldts. T e third
chapter discusses the separate price elasticities estimated for different &groups
within the Population of households with incomes under $30,000. The cu results
indicate that these households are very sensitive to tax-induced variations In the cost
of giving; the estimated price elasticities generally exceed two.

Chapter IV tests the hypothesis that there is a separate "itemization effect," that ,
4, that the mere fact of itemization and not the lower price caused by the deduction
indyces an increase in giving. The estimates cause us to reject this hypothesis. The
higher giving by itemizers can be explained by the price differential alone.

Finally, Chapter V offers a brief conclusion developing the implication of these
results for tax policy.

t Pro fessor, Department of Economics, Stanford University.
* Professor, Department of Economics, Harvard University.
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After this paper was written the Michigan Survey Research Center notified us of a
small error in the definition of some of the,vailables. We have, reestimated the basic
equations.and our results are essentially unchanged.

I

THE DATA " .

The data for this study wert collected by the 1974 National Study of Philanthropy,
a special household survey conducted by the Survey Research Center of the University
of Michigan. TIC survey was sponsored ,by the Commission on Private Philanthropy
and Public Needs to provide observations on contributions of money and time, as well
as on income, tax rates, and other related information for about two thousand
households.s Because our focus is on he behavior of low- and middle-income
households, data for households with incomes over $30,600 were deleted. In order to
ameliorate partially the problem of using current rather than permanent income, we
have also deleted all households that reported incomes below $1,000. The key
variables used in the analysis will now be described.

Charitable Contributions'

The dependent variable of our study is the value of the households's gift to charity
in 1973 in the form of both cash and prourty. Because we will estimate a loglinear
equation to obtain constant price and income elasticities, the small fraction of
households that report no contributipn pose asproblem. We believe that most of those
who report no giving actually did giVe a small amount which has since been forgotten
or was regarded as too small to mention. Three alternative. modifications of the
reported giving have 'therefore been examined. First,' we. assigned a gift of $1 to all
those who reported no giv ing;.if reported giving is denoted G, this esfimate is G1 = G if
G>0 and G1 = 1 if G = 0. The second alternative assigns $10 instead: G10 G if Q>0
and G10 = 10 if G = 0. Finally, ,we try adding $10 to everyone's reported giving; this
variable is denoted G + 10. We also estimated equations using a regression specification
which directly accounts for the non-negativity and piling up at zero or charitable
contributions. The results of this procedure (which are available upOn reqUest) are
quite siniiittr4o our basic results.6

Price

For households that itemize their deductions, the price of a one dollar charitable
gift is 1-m, where m is the househord!'s marginal tax rate. For those hOuseholds that
do not itemize, the price is simply 1. Because charitable deductions are almost always
a small part of a taxpayer's itemized deduction, we assume that the decision to itemize
is exogenous.

No adjustment is made for the sped-al-tax treatment of appreciatedproperty since
such gifts are very unimportant in the income range thinve are concerned with ii this
paper. In 1970, the last year for which data are currently available, only 4 percent of
charitable gifts were not in the form of cash for taxpayers with incomes below
$30,000.

1'b
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Two different definitions of the marginal tax rate have been studied. P1 was the
estimated marginal tax rate that the individual would face if he made no charitable
gift, that is, P1 is the price for the first dollar of charitable giving. Alternatively, P2
uses the estimated marginal tax rate that the individual would face if he made the
average charitable contribution in his income class. Both measures assure that the
Individual's price measure is exogenous, that is, not a function of his own amount of
charitabluiving.

The relevant marginal' rate was estimated for each taxpayer on the basis of his
reported total income, the number of his dependents, family status, and an estimate of
the amount of noncharitable deductions.

Income

The survey collected information on the respondent's income bracket but not his
exact income.8 We have used the midpoint of each narrow bracket to measure gross
income.

The net income variable, Y, is defined as gross income minus the federalAncome tax
liability that'would have been paid had no charitable contribution been made.

The survey collected some data on wealth but'did not obtain any information on
debts or the value cif pension rights. We have therefore not explored the implications
of wealth here.9

Age

The fraction of income contributed to charity increases with age. Feldstein' and
Clotfelterl shoWed that this is true even after adjusting for price, income, and wealth..
The current study therefore includes three age dummy variables to Measure
proportional shifts in giving: A3554 = 1 if the head of the family is aged between 35
and 54 and equal to zero otherwise, A5564 = 1 if the head is 55to 64, and A65+ =1-if
the head is over 64. The omitted category is households with heads under age 35.

Separate ,=estimates were also macle with the sample limited to households
containing d?"-mar'ried couple with,/he WO between the ages of 35 and 54. This should
eliminate the special problems ofTrankitory income associated with young households, k
the aged, widows; and so forth.. ,,

Other Variables

A variety of other variables were included it some formulations: the sex of the
household head, race, education, religion, and so-forth.

THE BASIC RESULTS
. .

Equation 2.1 presents the basic estima0 of the price and income elasticitiys for the
sample of households with incomes between $1,000 and $30,000:

1 t 7
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k1t870 'flax File

%.° .). Ntk. t,Tntstrained b. $4,00.000,000 j2.10 0.40
....e.,..z,

1970 Tax Elle, 4,s*

Constrained ;16,000-20,000 " -1.59 0.23
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ln (G+10) = -2.405 ln P1 + 0.697 ln Y + 0.440 AGE 3554
(0.259) (0.069)`

+.0.754AGE55644 0.861 AGE 65+ - 2.235
(0.090) (0.095)

.

N = 1621, R2 = 0.30, SSR = 2123.46

(2.1)

Note first that,thq4estimated price elasticity (-2.405) is very large and significantly
greater numerically than one. The elasticities and age effgcts are all estimated quite
precisely. I

The estimated price elastiCity is quite consistent with resifts obtained for low- and
middle-income groups in the previous'studies.- The table below summarizes the
previous elasticities. With the exception of the imprecise and insignificant
unconstrained value based on the 1970 Internal Revenue Service Tax File, 11 the
average of the previous estimate; (-2.4) is the same as the current estimate.

The estimated price elasticity for low- and middle-income' households is thus
substantially larger than the corresponding elasticity for higher income group. The
previous studies for the entire population found overall price elasticities that clustered
around -.1.2.12

.,*

-,, A COMPARISON OF PRICE ELASTICITIES 1-
;

FOR LOW- AND MIDDLE-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS
..,,....... . cf

Source of Dita. ' Income Class Price Elasticity Standard Error
0,_

1962 FRB Surveya $1,721 -8,000 ;2.50 :-. 0.91

1962' FR BSuivey, .
,Constrainedb $),721.8,000 .-2.07. 0.80

062 Tax File 44,000-20,000 -3.67 0.45
,147:&Tax File $4,000-20,000 -035 0.52

3. See Martin Feldstein and Charles Clotfelter, "Tax incentives and Charitable Contributions in
the United States: A Microecbnometric Analysis," iqurnal of Public Economics (forthcoming),
1974, for a description of Survey and estimates. ,

b. Constrained estimates are separate price elasticities by income class within a single equation for
all observations.

. - i 0- - ,

c. See Feldstein and Amy Taylor, "The Income Tax and Charitable Contributions: Estimates and
Sirmiktons with the Tretsury Tax Files, " Harvard institute of Economic Research Dispassion
Paper number 409, April 1975, for a description of the Treasury Tax File and the estimates.
These figures refer to itemized returns Only.

1 8 k
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The estimated price elastidity of -2.4 implies that contributioare,very sensitive
to their tax treatment. he current deductability of contributions substantially
increases the total value o ifts by these lower- and middle-income households. For

.each dollar of revenue that the Treasury foregoes because of the charitable deduction,
donees receive an additional $2.40.'

As we 'noted above, several alternative adjustments were mac* to deal with
households that reported no gift to charity. Replacing these zero reports by $10
(instead of addihg $i;CI to all reported gifts)' slightly increases the estimated price
elasticity:

in G10 =- -2.506 ln P1 + 0.72041n Y + I145(rAgE 3554 .

(0.266) (0.056) (0.071)

+ 0.767.AGE 5564 + 0.884 AGE 65+ -2.505
(0.092), (0.097)

o
(0.265)

N = 1621f R2 .31, SSR =2229.809

*(2.2)

Since the logarithmic transformation becomes quite steep as we approach zeros the
adjustment that adds only one dollar to the zero reported by some households yields a
high price :elasticity that may overstate the difference in giving for small price
differences:

ln G1 = ln P1 +0.938 ln Y+ 0.581 AGE 3554
(0.311) (0.079) (0.099)

1.022 AGE 5564 + 1.159 AGE 65+ 4.969
(0.129) - (0.136) (0.070)

N = 1621, R2 = .26, SSR = 4349.61.7'
,:

(2.3)

In all three equations, the age coefficients confirm the importance of age'as a
separate determinant of giving. For example, the basic estimates of equation 2.1 imply
that those aged 35 to 54 give 44 percent more than those less than that those 55 to
64 give 31 percent more than those aged 35 to 54, and. that .those over 64 give 42
percent more than' those aged 35 to 54. To show that this effect is basically a
proportional sfilft and does not involve a changing price elasticity, we present a
reestimate of equation 2.1 with the sample limited to households headed by a male'
between theages of 35 and 54:

1n (G+10) = -2.913 in P1 +0.776 ln Y 2.61.9

(0.111) (1.001)

N = 543, R2 0.29, SSR =
. .

Finally, we can report t the substitution of P2 (the price based on avaage gift)
for P1 (the price, based on e first dollar of giving) has essentially no effect on the
estimated parameters. Equan n 2.5 presents the results with P2 that correspond to
equation 2,1 with P1;

z.
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(G+10) = -2.412 ln P2 0.700 ln Y + 0.440 AGE 3554
(0.259) (00.055) (Q.069)

+ 0.754 AGE 5564 + 0.863 AGE 65+ - 2.229 (2.5)
(0.090)' (0.095.) (0.492) °

N = 164, R2 = 0.30, SSI4t= 2122.898

.ie All of our basic 'results thus indicate that the price elasticity of charitable giving is
numerically somewhat larger than -2 for those households with incomes between

'. $1,000 and $30,000. We turn next to the question of whether the price elasticity
varies Within this income range. . .

it/

Ill

ESTIMATING THE PRICE4ELASTICITY.BY INCOME CLASS .

Since the price elasticity of charitable giving for the lower part of the income
distribution is potentially so important in making sensible tax policy, we have
attempted to obtain information on price elasticities by"finer income ranges than the
results reported above We have estimated price elasticities for several different income
ranges using several alternative formulations of our basis constant elasticity equation.
It should be recognized that as we examine finer and finer income ranges, the amount
of variation in price and income decreases Ind our sample size also detreases; it then
becomes more difficult to obtain accurate separate estimates of price and income
elasticities. 3,,

We begin by deleting households with incomes over '$20,000. The estimation bf our
basic specification for incomes'in the $1,000 to $20,000 range yields

in (G-1;10) = 72.239 in P1 + 0.685 in Y + 0.398 AGE 3554 1

(0.291) (0.063) (0.076)

+ 0.781 AGE 5564
(0.098)

+ 0.829 AGE 65+
(0.100)

"4".

- 2.102
.0.559y

(3.1)'

N-= 1368, R2 = .24, SSR = 1820.578 .

In spite of the potential problems of reduced variation and sample size that were
mentioned above, we still obtain relatively precise estimates of the price and income
elasticities. The price elasticity is again approximately -2.2.

When equations3.1 is reestimated with the sample restricted to households headed
by males aged 35 to 54, the estimated price elasticity is -2.76 (standard error, 0.35).
Similarly, for households with married couples of 'all ages, the price elasticity is -2.5_
(standard error 0.5). Finally, adding several otherexplanatory variables (the sex of the-
householdlhead, rage, religion, education, whether parents gave regularly) resulted in a
price elasticity of -2.35 with a standard trror of 0.26. Addition of these explanatory
variables reduces the sum of squared residuals to 2068.69, a statistically significant
improvement in fit. The separate estimated coefficients reveal that households headed
by a college graduate or somebne whose parents gave regularly gave about 25 percent
more to charity, ceteris paribus, than those without these characteristits.

1
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A second approach to estimating separate price elasticities by income class is to
allow the price elasticity to vary while keeping the income elasticity the same for all
income classes. (This is' the specification described as the '"constrained" elasticity in
Table 1.) Eqyation 3.2 allo%Vthe ,price elasticity to differ between the income classes
$1,000 to $10,000 and $10;000 to $20',006 while maintaining the assumption of a
constant income elasticity and constant proportional age effects:

ln' (G+10) = -2.140 ln P11 - 2.2271 ln P12
(0.477)' (0.316) ".

f

+ 0.679 ln Y + 0.397 AGE 3554
(0.067) (0.076)

.
+ 0.783 AGE 5564 + 0.828 AGE 65+ - 2.047

(0.098) (0.100).

N - 1368, R2 = .24, SSR = 1820.484
1

where Pills the price for those with incomes between $1,000 and $10,000 (and zero
'otherwise) and P1,2 is the price for those.with incomes between.$10,000 and $20,000
(ay,d.zero otherwise).

The separate price elasticities are quite close to the overall elasticity of -2.2;
"indeed, a formal test of the hypothesis that the price elasticities are equal yields F =
0.12, well below,the critical F of 3.8 at the 5 percent levekThere is thus no evidence
in this estimate that thosd with incomes ender $10,000 save different price elasOges
than_the group with slightly higher incomes.

As an alternative way of obtaini4 a separate price elastkitifor households with
incomes below $10,000 we estinlateg a, separate regression for households in this
income ranges alone. This allows the income elasticity and all of the age effects to take
values that are specific to this income group. Equation 3.3 again shows

.t

(3.2)

At

In (G,t10) = -2.
(0.51

4 ln1"1 + 0.498 ln Y
(0.098)

+ 0.245 AGE 3554 + 0.691 AGE 5564
(0.117) (0.135)

+ 0.711 ,AGE 65+ - 0.477,
(0.120) (0.844)

N =,645, R2 = .15, SSR =795.719 -

that chari'able contfi lautions appear to be quite priceelktic for this low income
group; the estimated price elasticity is-2.7.

The 'very low estimated income elasticity (0.48) is substantially lower than the
values that were estimated with a wide income range. Since at the lower end of the
income scale current income is more likely to include large negative transitory
components, we reestimated equation .3.3 after deleting hopseholds with incomes
under $4,000. This raises the income elasticity to the usual range (0.92 with standard
error 0.29) but leaves the price elasticity essentially unchanged (!2.68 with standard
error 0.55).

(3.3)

1' 1.
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The results reported in this section support the conclusion that chaptable giving is
quite price elastic over the entire range of income and may be greater forlower-income
households. Since the current tax law lowers the price of giving to charity only for
those who itemize their deductions and since a substantial percentage of low-income
and middle-income households use the standard deduction instead of itemizing, the
question arises as to whether the differehce in charitable contributions across
households which we attribute to price really reflects au effect of itemization itself. To
this we now -turn.

TS)

IS THEREANIITEMIZATION EFFECT?

To test for the presence of a pure "itemization effect" in addition to a price effect,
we consider two alternate appro4ches. First, we use tae sample of non-itemizers, all of
whom face a price -of '1, to estimate the income elasticity. of charitable giving. This
estimate is clearly not "contaminated" by either c011inearity or any possible
itemization effect. This income elasticity is then used as "prior, information" which is
imposed as a constraint on the itemizers in the sample,to estimate the price elasticity.
Since, this price elasticity is based on data for itemizers only, there is again no
itemization component in the estimated price elasticity.

Equation 4.1 shows that the income elasticity fonon-itemizers is 0.64.

1 n,(G+10) = 0.635 ln Y + 0.304 AGE 3554
(0.063) (0.105)

+ 0.867 AGE 5564 + 0.6931 AGE 65-F - 1.631
(0.131) l (13.1167)- - (0.569)

(Non-iteMizers onfy.) N = 724, R2 = 0.16, SSR = 889:191

s ..
Using this as an extraneous estimate of the income elasticity foc the itemizers, we find
a price elasticity of -2.3: . .

,c, ln(G+10) - 0.635 in Y = - 2.347 In P1 + 0.533 AGE 3554
(0.093)

-

+ 0.683 AGE 5564 + 1.097 AGE65+
(0.124) (0.165) . (4.2)

- 1.671
(0.205)

. (Itemizers only) N = 897, R2 = 0.08, SR = 1645.70
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Similarly, 'imposing this income elasticity on the full sample yields a price elasticity of

ln (G+10) - 0.635 ln Y = -2.567 + 0.442 AGE 355:1 'e
(0.216) (0.069)

+ 0.747 AGE 5564 + 0.836 AGE65+
(0.818) _ (0.092)

1.682
(0.055)

N = 1.621, R2 = 0.146, SSR r 3843.588

The estimated price elasticity therefore appears to reflect a genuine-price effect and
not the effOt of itemization per se.

4norel---e-ct test of the itemization effect is obtained by estimating separate
constant terms for itemizers and non-itemizers in the constant elasticity function..Any
itemization effect would show up in different constant terms. This is formally
equivalent to estimating two separate equations for the two groups subject to the
constraint that the incpme elasticity and proportional age effects are the same for the
two groups. For our basic-specification, this yields the equaVon 4.4:

ln (G+10) = -2.220 item - 2.416' non-item - 1.529 ln P1
(0.492) (0.527) (Q793)

+ 0.721 ln Y + 0.443 AGE 3554
(0.058) (0.069) (4.4)

+ 0.756 AGE 554 + 0.859 AGE 65+
(0.090) (0.095)

N = 162T, R2 = 0.39, SSR = 2124.668 -
,

Where item = 1 for itemizers (and zero otherwise) and, nonitem = 1 for non-itemizers
(and zero otherwise).

The two constant terms are similar in magnitude and not significantly different.
Compaiing equation 4.4 with equation 2.1, we may use the sum of squared residuals
from each to construct an F statistic tojest the hypothesis that the coefficients of the"
itemizer and non-itemizer dummy variables are equal. This yields an F (1,1617) =
1.36; since the 0.05 initial valUe of F is 3.84, the difference between the constants is
clearly insignificant This implies th t the lower price elasticity (-1.529, s.e.'= 0.793)
is irrelevant since equatidn.2.1 is ready to be preferred to this unnecessarily elaborate
specification.1 3

V ,

COMMUSION

We have examined a new and rich:. body of data onphilanthropic activity by
households with incomes below- $30,00b. Using a variety of estimating equations and
subsamples of the.population, we find that in each case charitable- contributions ate
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itquite price elastic throughout this range of income. Almost all of the evidence
indicates a price elasticity that is absolutely greater than 2.

Our -experience in ,discussing this work has taught us that some economists are at
first surprised and skeptical about the high price elasticity because it seems "contrary
to intuition and common observation." We do not agree with this view. Among
'families with adjusted gross incomes between $10,000 and $15,000 who itemize their
deductions, the average price of giving is about 0.80 and the average annual giving.is
about $300. Eliminating the deduction would raise the price to 1, an increase of 25
percent. Would eliminating the deduction reduce average giving in this group by $100?
If so, the elastiCity is approximately -2. We doubt that intuition and common
observation are capable of answering this question. We therefore do pot find tOtthe
statistical estimates are in conflict with our informal judgement about the behavior of
individuals in this group.

This discussion does imply an important caution in interpreting high price
elasticities for low-incorne families. \n elasticity of -2 may not be appropriate for
very large decreases in price faced by this group. For example, a 50 percent credit
would lower the priCelrom 0.80 to-0.50, a reduction of 37 RErcent. A price elasticity.
of -2 would imply an increase in giving from $300 to $768, Oat is from a ri,et cost of
$240 to a net cost. off' $384. While this cannot be excluded as impossible, it may be.
larger than is likely. It is not possible to learn how the elastlicity might.change_outside
the range of current and past experience for this group.

Fortunately, however, the current estimates are appropriate for the analysis of the,
policies that are more likely. The extension of the charitable deduction to
non-itemizers, or the availability of an optional credit at 25 or '30 percenikare well
within the range of experience that we have studied. The current estimates therefore
have important policy implications: Tax incentives to encourage giving by low- and
middle-income households would induce a substantial increase in the flow of funds to
charitable organizations.
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ESTATE TAXATION AND CHARITABLE BeQUESTS:

Michael j. Boskint

Iritroduction
S

Charitable bequests in the United States amount to well over two billion
dollars.' Especially when combined with lifetime charitable contributions,2 this
voluntary giving accounts fOr a substantial share of the total resources devoted to
the educational, health, scientific, culturah religious, and welfare. sectors of the U. S.
economy. The amount and composition of such 'bequests are affected by the rate
structure and deductibility of charitable bequests under the estate tax. This paper is
devoted to an attempt to estimate the effects of the estate tax on charitable
bequests.3

The estate tax4 affects private philanthropy in several interrelated ways. First, a nd
most obvious, consider the disposition of the estate ,at the time of death. Once
debts and expenses are subtracted from the gross espte, the remainder, thee..
economic estate, is divided among bequests to heirs, charitable bequests, and takes.
Since' there is a $60,000 exemption and a- marital deductioj of one half of 'the
estate,' the tax applies only to the wealthiest 7 percent of estates.6 For this group,
the tax and deductibility have two effects: Firstthe tax reduces the estate available
for division between heirs and charity;r second, deductibility lowers the price of
giving to charity relative to giving to noncharitable donees. For an estate with a
marginal tax rate of u, the price of bequeathing another dollar to-charity rather
than to noncharity heirs is 1-n, sind in taxes are saved by doing so. The first,
or wealth, effect reduces charitable (as well as other) bequests, while'the second, or
price, effeCt increases charitable bequests,.. , 4.

The progressive rate structure of the tax implies that both the wealth Ind the
price effect increase with estate size.9 It is well known that the composition of
lifetime charitable contributions and of charitable bequests by type of donee varies

'markedly as wealth increases.The extremely, wealthy tontribute a smaller prorfortion
of their total charitable contributions to religibus organizations than to educational,
cultural, and social welfare organizations. Hence, the net effect of estate taxation on
charitable bequests, and their composition by donee, depends upon the magnitudes
of these wealth and price effects. Akt4

Next, consider an individual planniiig his estate during his lifetime. For our
purposes, an individual has five potential- uses of his wealth at this stage: (1)
personal consumption, (2) transfers to relatives (or others) during his lifetime, (3)
lifetime charitable contributions, (4) bequests, to, relatives, and, 0) charitable
bequests. At this Stage, the estate tax tio affect both charitable 'Contributions
during the lifetime via substitution between giving during life and planned giVing
at death and charitable bequests via substitution between lifetime expenditures
and increasing the size of the estate.l°

$,Finally, consider the disposition of noncharitable bequests by th,e estate's heirs.
The estate tax reduces the after-tax wealth received by these heirs; some fraction of
this decrease may have been destined, ultimately, for charitable contributions or for
charitable bequests.

While proposals for reform of the estate tax are numerous, no changes have ,becn
made in the tax in over two decades. The last presidential election campaign
indicated that there was little support for an increase in rates. Nor does integration

t Professor, Department of Economics, Stanford Uttiversity.
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with the gift tax appear likely in the near, future. For our purposes, perhaps the
mostv relevant policy options relate to the restriction, or abolition, of the charitabLI
bequest deductl9n. Proposed changes range from placing a ceiling on the deduction
through replacing the deduction by a flat-rate credit to outright elimination of the
charitable bequest deckiction. Also potentially relevant, of course are changes in the
income, and the gift, tax.

The interaction of the estate tax with the gift tax and the income tax in a model
of lifetime utility maximization is discussed in more detail,in Chapter I.

While the data required to estimate the full model are unavailable,' ' we can
estimate the effects of the estate tax on the allocation of estates between charitable
and noncharitable bequests treating estate size as exogenous. These estimates are
based on data from samples of in ii estate tax returns from 1957-59 and 1969.
A description of _these data, a' brief survey of previous studies on this topic, and a
discussion of sonftecial estimation problems are presented in Chapter II.

The basic empirical results estimates of charitable bequest equations are
reported in Chapters III and IV. These sectiohs deal with the 1957-59 data and the
1969 data, respectively. In each case, we report results of alternativo formulations
of the basic equations and alternative definitions of the key variables.

These results are then usedlioth to evaluate the efficiency of deductibility the
additional charitable bequests induced per dollar of foregone tax revenue and to
simulate the effect of changes in the tax laws on charitable bequests. These estimates
are presented in Chapter V.

The estimates of the price elasticity of charitable bequests generally exceedone,
suggesting that the deduction increases charitable bequests by more than it decreases
tax revenue.

Proposed changes in the treatment of charitable bequests which substantially
increase the price of giving to charity, especially by the very wealthy, would result
in a substantial reduction in charitable bequests; this reduction', would come at the
expense'of the education, health, and welfare sectors of the ecoAomy.

Since the available data are far' from ideal for the problem at hand, certain
caveats, in addition to a summary and conclusion, are presented in Chapter VI.

44

A MODEL OF LIFETIMECIITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
AND CHARITABLE BEQUESTS

Consider a model of in'di1/idual utility maximization; in which .utility is derived
from consumption during the lifetim90,cL, gifts to relatives and friends du-ring the
lifetime, gL, lifetime charitable co*ibutions, CHL, and bequests to relatives or
friends, gD, and to charity, CHD.

We represent the estate planners' preferences over these commodities by a
utility- function of the usual type:I2

(1)U(CL, gL, CHL, CHD, gD)

The estate planner faces the usual type of budget constraint relating expenditures to
wealth: .4

P.CLCL PgLgL PCHLCHL PfGDgD PfCHDCHD < KO + WH (2)
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where Ko is initial assets, WH is work income," and Pi is the price of commodity
i. The superscript f refers to the forward price" of the commodities "purchased"
at death.

Note that the size of the estate (in present value terms) bequeathed, E, is simply
the portion of wealth not spent in the lifetime:

K0 WH (PCLCL PGLGL 0+ PCHLC4L") (3)-

The size of the estate thus depends upon initial assets, labor income, and spending
and saving decisions during the lifetime.'s

Wk assume that the "estate 'planner" maximizes' utility subject to the budget
constraint. This produces the usual maximization problem:

max ce = U(CbgL,CHL,CHD,gr)) +.X (Ko + WH
PCLCL PgLGL

(4)
PCHLCHL PGf DGD PfC-HDCHD)'' %.

Differentiating (4) with respect to each commodity yields the first-order necessary
conditions for a max.irritim:

-s

aGe au
CL--` sXP

acL ac.L.

aGe au
XPGL

aGL 'aGL

aC au
acHL acHL xPcHS =

0

aGe au
'xPtGD o

aG D aGD 4

aC
acHD

au
aCHD )''fCHD =

aC
= ' ' CL 'L T'GL'L P.CHLC

0

a

'(5)

PGDGD - PcHDCHD = 0.

sso
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Taking the ratio of pairs of these necessary conditions we obtain

au

pGL P-GL
; and

au PCHL
auk

au

aGD PfGD

au of
aCHD,

HD

9

(61

The interpretation of these equations is the familiar one: the estate planner will
allocate his resources so that the ratio pf the marginal utilities of each pair of
commodities equals their relative price. Note that, in general, these marginal rates of
substitution depend upon the consumption levels of all of the commodities. Only in .
the restrictive case of additively separable utility between lifetime goods and
bequests will we have the marginal rate of Substitution betweeni-say, GL and CHL
(or Gb, and CHD) independent of GD and CHD (GL and CHL). .

Let us turn now to a consideration of the prices of the different commodities.
First, we take the price of personal consumption as numeraire, that is, Pct. '= 1.
The price of lifetime giving to charity is complicated by the special provisions of
the income tax laws. Charitable contributions are tax deductible.up to a maximum
percentage of AGI. If contributions fall strictly within the limit, the price'of giving
a dollar to charity is 1-m, where my is the marginal tax rate applied to lifetime
income;" for lifetime contributions beyond the limit, the price is 1. The picture is
complicatedstill further by contributions Of appreciated assets; see Feldstein'-2 for
a discussion of this point. Consider next the transfer of resources 'to family or
friends during the lifetime. A gift tax is payable on lifetime gifts, beyond a certain
amount and above a small annual exclusion. While much "gift" giving is un-
Aoubtedly unreported, for persons subject to the gift tax, the price of giving de-
pends upon the rate structure of the tax. If we call the gift tax marginal tax rate
mg, a dollar of gifts produces only 1-mg of gift after-tax. Hence the price of giving

a dollartiftertax 1-8 is-
1-

E-: a _ ., .,...... . . . _

. mg
Consider next the forward prices of bequests to charity and to family or-friends.

In order to provide a dollar of charitable bequests, anrestate plannOr, facing an
interest rate r19 must forego -"± dollars ofyifetime consumption. Viewed another

. . l+r '
1way,. the estate planner must invest $.174-1 at a return r to yield $1 for charitable

bequests. If inflation is expected, with prices expected to increase at a rate
-i-

AP 2° the forward price equal.. 141-L4-f) P Finally, the provisions of the estate0 l+r Cl..*, ,

tax (for persons with a, taxable estate) alter the price of bequests. An additional
dollar left to family .or friends produces an after-tax inheritance of only 1-me,
where me is ,the marginal tax rate under'the estate ,tax. dente, the forward price of

bequests21 to family or friends it (1+611 PCL. These considerationl are
...,. . (1-me)(1+r)

summarized in the following array:
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PGL =

PCHL =

ri

PGD

PCHD

1 -mg
if gift tax applicable

1 otherwi

if charitable Action limit not binding1- my d

1 if limit bin
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(1 +,C,P)

(1-me)(1+r)'
if estate taxable

1+AP 0 if estate not .taxable
l+r

1+AP

1+r

Substituting these expressions for the prices back into (4), applying the incometax to earningse and interest income,22 and solving the resulting first-order
conditions yields the following system of demand equations:

CL, = f (KO + r1(6)(1-.my),
1 1+AP 1+AP)

1 -mg
1 m

Y, (1-m )(1+r) l+r

1 1+AP 1+AP= g (KO (WH 1(017a r 1 Mr
In1- (l'ine)(1+0 l+r

g

1 1+AP 1+APCH = h (K0 + (WH rK0)(1-m), 1 m,L
1.4n Y (1-me)(1+r) l+r

(7)

GD = i (K0 + (WH + rK0)(1-my), , 1
Y 1-M , (1-me)(1+r l+r

1;
P

)ltAP ,and
1 1+AP'

,

g

1+APCHD = (1(0 (WH /*KO) (1.-nly);: 1 my,
(Urn )114,1 14.r
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We see immediately that the estate 'tax has four type* of effects on philanthrodt.
It has a wealth effect on CHD via decreasing after-tax estate size,.an "own" price
effect on CHD (we _expect the wealth effect of the fix to decrease CHD, and the
own-price decrease induced by the tax to increase CHD), a "cross-price" effect on
CFII and, indirect effects on the CHL and CHD of subsequent generations via the
effects on GL and GD. 2 3

,

We turn next to a discussion -of the estimation of these effects.

H

A CURSORY DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS STUDIES,
ESTIMATION PROBLEMS,' AND DATA

Previous Studies

There have been several attempts to infer something about the effects of estate
taxation on charitable bequests from available data Shaeffer24 reports some simple
tabulations from the Treasury Special Study of Estate Taxation (discussed in detail
below). He notes the enormous difference in the type of charity favored by
different size estates. Since no attempt is made to estimate' wealth and price
effects, his discussion .of policy options is based on a series of assumptions regarding
these key parameters.

Vickrey25 attempts to infer something about the price elasticity of charitable
bequests from the 1959 data He Calculates the net cost of charitable bequests as a
percentage of the disposable estate and notes that this ratio rises with gross estate
.size. He concludes:26 "On the whole, the evidence would seem to indicate
that ... demand for 'gross charity' has an elasticity smaller than one ... while the
deductibility may increase the gross amount of contributions, it does so by less than
the tax relief grantpd." He goes on to question- the wisdom of granting this tax
relief from general funds, 'especially since the relief granted favors the wealthy
disproportionately. It must be neited that Vickrey's analysis of the 1959 charitable
bequest data obviously does not enable,bim to separate wealth and price effects. His
inferences are not based:on the estimation of demand relationships and his
tudgment concerning the price elasticity of demand for charitable giving is best
viewed as a reasoned conjecture.

The only,attempt to- estimate a demand for charitable .bequests relation is.that of,.
McNees." McNees uses the 1959 Special Study data (see 6elow) to estimate
equations relating charitable bequests to wealth and price. He used economic estate
and the marginal tax rate (rather than one minas the tax rate) tto represent the
wealth and price effect: His basic equation28 is the following ordinary least squares
regression (using only the data on estates with charitable bequests):

C = 101.2 + 30.4r4-4k25 x 10-6 E2

312.5 D 184.1 W +, ..
.. .

where C is charitable_beq11uests, g is the marginal tax rate, E is economic estate, D is
the number of categories of persons receiving bequests (his index of dependency)

N and W is a dummy variable for Widows. Other variables appear in the equation, but
they are not important for the discussion that follows.

Since the E2 and u variables have coefficients which are measured quite
precisely, McNees concludes that "The model performs astonishingly well." As an
introduction to the host M statistical problems involved in attempting to estimate

S
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the demand for charitable bequests, it is worthwhile tb take a closer look at some
of thgoimplications of McNees' results.

Let us examine the predicted charitable bequests from McNees' I;sic equation
for a few possible cases. McNees' estimates predict that estates bequeath negative
amounts to charity!29 Consider, for example, a widow leaving funds to children,
grandchildren and brothers or sisters. Hence W and D = 3 in McNees' equation.
The predicted values of charitable contributions reiriinomic estates of $60,000,
$100,060, and $1,000,000ary approximately -$1,223,000, -$683,000, and
-$251,000, respectively!

Clearly, something is potentially severely wrong with the way McNees analyzed it
this body of data/ Several obvious problems come to mind: Ordipary least squares
does not prevent the expected value of the dependent variable from being negative
for particular values of the explanatory values, nor does it account for the piling up
of the density at zero. Further, McNees uses only the observations for which
charitable bequests are positive; he throws away the information in the bulk of the
data

..Estimation Problems

There are a large number of potential difficylties in estimating the dema-nd for
charitable bequests. Among these are the constraints on the admissable value
of charitable bequests (between zero and economic estate), the piling up' of its
density at zero, the lack of adequate data on lifetime income, wealth, and charitable
contributions, the possible collinearity of price and wealth via the estate tax, the
appropriate specification of the relation of charitable bequest by donee to total
charitable bequests, the lack of information fors estates not fill estate tax returns.
The study by McNees amply illustrates the problems one may purchase With an
3ncorrect specification. While some of these problems are insurmountable with
available data, we shall attempt to be as careful as possible in dealing with
those potential problems which are solvable with available d(ta and in pointing out
how the other problems might affect our results. Hence, this subsection will discuss
the problems briefly and indicate the actual estimation techniqbes used to produce
the results reported below. A brief discussion of the possible (and unfortunately,
unavoidable)-biases in the results is found in Chapter VI.

The simplest way to organize all of these problems is to recall from equation (7)
that charitable bequests are a function of after-tax weals four. after-tax prices.
An ideal body of data would provide information sufficient t measure accurately
these six variables: c itable'llequest wealth, and the four p ices. Unfortunately,
nobody of data exi is th4 provides such information. The best data available, and
in many respects they are ''quite good, contain no information on lifetime income;
hence,, wealth and the prices relating to lifetime gifts and contributions are not
ditectly observable. Thus we are forced to adopt a specification which uses estate
size as a substitute for wealth and whiCh omits some price variables. This may

. render the estimated coefficients on wealth and the price of charitable bequests
inconsistent. This potential specification bias is discussed in Chaptet VI.

The same problem of inconsistent estimates may arise because estate size itself is
endogenous. Again, we do not have information on wealth during the lifetime; there
are no obvious variables which would seem to make good instruments for the
application ,of instrumental variables.' This problem is also discussed in Chapter VI.

There are several imptirtant econometric problems with which we can deal
explicitly. Fist, consider the potential collinearity between the price of sharitable
bequests, p, And estate size, E. Since p=1-p, where /./ is the marginal, tax cate
which in turn depends upon E, it might be difficult to separate out the separate effects
of E and p on charitable bequests. Indeed, if p was an exact linear function of E, such a
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separation would be impossible., We have three factors in our favor in overcoming
this problem: our' large sample sizes, the nonlinearity in the-tax schedules, and the

'wide tax brackets. We shall see below that these factors sharply reduce the correla-
tion between E and p. and enable us to estimate their separate effects quite
precisely.

Two further problems that arise when we specify charitable bequests as a simple
linear function, ,Land p are the restriction to single linear_E and p effects and the
simultaneity of p and CH0. First, a simple linear relation-between CH D and p
'implies that a.nhe-,.unit rise in p has ,the same effect on the absolute level-of CH0
throughatAolann in Jo. This assumption is quite unrealistic and will be relaxed
in several ways below.3 Second, given E, the larger is CH0, the smaller is the
taxable .estate and the marginal tax rate, and hence the higkr is the price. Hence,
there exists a relationship between tbe after-tax price of_An additional dollar of
charitable bequests and the estate si and charitable bequests. As with_the.Dmitted
price variables, this creates a correlation bet wen one of the explanatory variables
and the error term in the regression. Hence, ordinary least- squares estimates-
(potentially of all of the coefficients) will be inconsistent. In this case, fortunately,
a natural instrument does exist: The price for the first dollaf of bequests. This, of
course, is highly correlate with the price for an additional dollar, but presumably
uncorrelated with the e r term. Thus, the results reported below all use this
"imputed" price.

Perhaps the most serious estimation problem, and one Jhat exists quite apart
from which explanatoiy variables are included in the regression, is that CH0 must
be non-negative and in the data pilesup at zero. Some four out of, five estate tax
returns bequeath npthing to charity. Ordinary least squares takes none of these
things into accotipt We saw from our discussion,of McNees' results that his
equation, based on applying ordinary least squares to the estateS with charitable
.bequqts, predicts inadmissable (negative or larger than E) varies of CH0 for

"11. reaknable values of p and E .31
In view of the large concentration at zero, our desire flit accura e estimates of

coefficients and their standard errors and out interest in prediction (se Chapter V),
We adopt the following truncated normal regression model:

-

CHEN Xi + ui if a' Xi + ui > 0

=0 if a 'XI7+1.1i =1<- 0

where CHD1 re esents the charitable bequests of the ith estate, the Xi are, variables
such as price, and estate size, a is a vector of unknown constants and the ui are
independent . (0, a21. EstimatiOn of a and a2 proceeds according to the method
pioneered b Tobin32 and extended by Amemiya.33 The estimates are consistent
and asym totically normal," the conditional expectation, e(CHD; a 'X), is
necessarily non-negative, etc. It should be noted that while this procedure is clearly
preferable in our case, its higher computational cost must be taken into account
when deciding upon an apprdpriath estimation procedure."

Two additional, and probably minor, problems remain. First, our samples are
ttuncated in the sense that they include observations only on estates that filed tax
returns. Estates of less than $60,000 are not required to file an estate tax return;
indeed, over 9 out of 10 estates did not file one. There is, therefore, an unknow%
amount of charitable bequests accounted for by this group. Since charitable
bequests are quite small and infrequent in the lower ranges of estate size am6ng
estates filing a return, the Charitable bequests thus ignored are unlikely to be large
relative to the total. included. Further, extrapolation of results for the upper tail of
the distribution of the remainder would be quite hazardous. One might therefore
interpret the results repoited below as conditional upon filing an estate tax return.
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w jritereste in charitable bequests by type of donee. We might
choose to model charitab1 e bequests to each donee as a separate commodity; or we
could form some restrictions upon the coefficierits across ,charitable bequest (by
donee) equations to make them consistent with some aggregate charitable bequest
equation. We adopt the former approach for convenience, since we have no strong
prior beliefs to the contrary..

Having in mind these issues and our suggestions as to how to deal with them, we
turn to a discussion of the data.

$
Sources of Data

The first source of data on individual estate tax returns used in this Study is a
sample of nearly 5,000 matched estate and gift tax returns collected in the Treasury
Special Study of 1957 and 1959 Estate Taxation. These data are described in detail
in Shoup." We note that the sampling rate was 1 ih 100 for estates with a gross
estate under $300,000, 1 in 6 for those between $300,000'and $1,000,000, and 100
percent for those with gross estates over $1,000,000. These data contaiR informa-
tion on estate size, charitable bequests, the composition of charitable bequests by
type of donee, marital status, age, lifetime gifts to persons, and trusts.374 They
contain no information on the estates of other family members, nor ,do they
contain information sufficient.to identify state death tax rates.

Summary data for these returns are presented in, Table' 1; the mean values of
selected variables are arranged by adjusted disposable estate class. A cursory
examination of this table reveals a large variation in estate size, price, and charitable
bequests in total and in composition by tipe of donee. For example, it is clear that
the wealthier estates prefer bequests to education, social welfare, and "other" the
latter including closely held private ,diaritable foundations. Estimates of charitable
bequest equations based on these data arb presented in Chapter III.

The second source of data on individual estate, returns used in this study, is a
sample of- over 40,000 federal estate tax returns filed in 1970.38 The sampling rate
Was 100 percent for returns with gross estates over $300,000 and 24 percent for
returns with gross estates under $300,000:By1-96k7 percent of deaths resulted in
the filing of an estate flix retqfn.38 These data contain information on estate size,
charitable contributions, sex, age, and marital status of decedent, and so forth.
Unlike the 1957-59 special study data, they do not contain information on type of
charitable bequest, donee, nor do they contain information on trusts. However, they
do contain information on the asset composition of the estate. Further, the IRS F1es
kindly provided me with information sufficient to approximate state estate, and
inheritance tax rates for each estate. This introduces substantial additional variation
in prices and estate size.

Summary data for these returns are presented in Table 2; the mean values of
selected variables are arranged by adjusted dispo%able estate class." A cursory
examination, down the rows of Table 2 reveals considerable variation in prices,
estate size, and charitable bequests.4' ,Estimates of charitable bequ4st equations
based on- this datAppear in Chapter IV. These estimates are quite similar to
estimates based on the 1957-59 data. However, the larger sample size and more
recent time period lead me to place greater reliance on the results from the 1569
data than on those from the 19,57-59 data.

4,

Definition of the Variables
. 's,

-4
,

'
,4

Since the available, data do not usually allow us to generate variables which
conform precisely to our theoretical constricts, we have experimented with-
ilifferent definitions of the most important variables (wealth and price) 'and
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Table 1

Mean Values of Selected Variables by Adjusted Disposable Estate Classa
1957-59

Adjusted
Disposable

Estate Class

[

Adjusted
Disposable

Estate '

,

Economic
Estate

in 'thousands of dollars

Charitable
Bequests Religious

.,,*

Education/'
Scientific

Health/
Social

Welfare Other

I Price for
Add? $ of ......
Charitable
'Bequests .

Price for
First$ of
Charitable
-Bequeits- -

._ -- N

4200 $103.7 $1Q9.8 $1.3 ' $0.4 , 2 $0.2 $0.7 $0.0 :---10.88-- -------'10:85-

200-500 323.4 390.5 5.8 1.7 1.5 2.6 0.0 0.70 0.68

500-1,000 761.8. 988.9 28.3 ' ..8 8.3 '
.

13.6 1.5* 0.65 0.64

' 2,4417 2,922.4 529.9 33.5 142.3 203:3 150.9 0.57 0.56

O

a. Adjuited disposable estate equals the gross estate less debts and expenses less the tax that wouldlave been paid in the absence of any charitable
contributions.

1 `ts .3
7
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Table 2

Kean Valbes of Selected Vaxiables by Adjusted DispOsable Estate aassa
1969

Adjusted
Disposable

Estate

Adjusted
Disposable

Estate
Economtr'

Estate 4
Charitable
Bequest

Price for
Add'] $ of
Charitable

($000's) ($000's) ($000's) ($000's) Bequest

op< 100 $68.6 $71.9 $2.6 $0.88

100-250 154.6 177.6 7.0 0.75

250-500 342.6 429.2 '20.7 0.66

500-1,000 683.7 913.6 64.7 0.61-

>1,000 2,04,5,0 3,37,0.0 573.2b
0.48

a. Adjusted disposable estate equals the economic estate less the tins tlatt would have
been paid in thi absence of any charitable contributions.

. b. See footnote 40.

...alternative functional forms. Fortunately, these alternative formulations Rroduce .

similar results,The definitions of the variables used in this study are the folTowing:,

Charitable bequest. Any bequest ,qualifying for the charitable deduction. The doneetypes are self - explanatory. However, Pother" includes many closely held
charitable foundations of "general" purpos,e.

-
Wealth. (estate size). Since we do not have any data on wealth, we used two .

measures of estate size: theeconomicestate (gross estate less debts and expenses)
and adjusted disposable elate, the economic estate less the 'taxes "that would _

have been aid in the absence of any charitable contributions. Note that the
disposable after-tax) estate equals the economic estate for those who `bequeath
everything' beyond aJlowable exemptions and deductions) to charity and equals .
the.adjpsted disposable estate for those who leave nothing to charity. Grossin1 up the estate to account for lifetime gifts produced'no substantial changes in
results. .

Price (of giving to chanty). The price of a dollar of ,charitable bequests also is
'

defined' in two ways: the price that would have to be paid on an additional
dollar bequeathed to charity and the !nice that would be paid on the first dollar
bequeathed to charity. Since the price is equal to one minus the% marginal tax,
rate, and since, for given estate size, the tax rate- declines and price rises as
charitable ,bequests increase, the simultaneity bias discussed above leads us- to
prefer the imputed price variable. For the .1957-59 data, the marginal tax rate is-
the federal rate. For the 1969 dta, the marginal rate is the sum of the federal
and state rates, adjusted, for the -0ed-Uctibility of state against ,federal (and
occasionallyvice versa) taxes. Since state rates frequently vary Ilk the 'relation,

.1' ship of the person receiving the person ptgviding the inheritance, the state .
rates used refer to spouses for ,thartied persons and children for non - married
persons. No account is taken of the effect of tax postponement via use of
.trusts.42 --4, .

_-
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Marital status. While the returns separate widowed, divorced, and single among the
non-married, preliminary analysis suggegted the married-not rnarried distinction to
be the only important one. Further, se did snot appear to be an important
determinant of bequest behavior. Hence, only a married-not married distinCtion is
maintained.

Age. Age -is entered as a dummy variable separating younger individuali probably
including some whose deaths were not forseeable far in advance and whose estate
planning may not have been well formulated.

Trust use. This variable appears in the 1957-59 regressions, in part, if ,is used to
facilitate comparisons with McNees. Two uses are made of trust informatian: the\
percentage of noncharitable bequests made in trust form, and whether trusts .

were used.

Location. ;4\ dummy variable taking the value one for community property states,
1957.59. data only.

Asset composition. The 1969 data contain information on asset composition:
stocks, bonds (by type), real estate, cash, insurance, 0notes, non-corporate
business assets, and To forth. Complete disaggregation produced very mixed
results: most coefficients were small and not measured vyyprecisely. Aggregation
into liquid assets, however, did produce some interesting results. Note, however,
that the asset composition of the estate may also be endogenous and subject to the
same prOblems as those discuise'd above -for estate size.'
With\twse definintions in mind, we-`turn to a discussion of the empirical reSults.

III

EMPIRICAL RESULTS: 1957-59 SPECIAL STUDY DATA

We repod#n this section some estimates of charitable contribution 'regressions
applying the truncated normal regression technique described above to the 1§57-59
Treasury Special Study data. We examine this body-of data for three reasons; 1) to
facilitke comparison, with McNees' results; 2) to provide an independent set of.

"a,..estimata in addition to the 1969 results reported in Chapter IV; and 3) to provide
some minimal information on compositional effects by type of donee,-

The simplest possible dentand relation includes only estak size an imputed price
as explanatory variables. Results from this formulation which was discussed
earlier in Chapter II are reported in Table 3. The coefficients appear to be-
estimated quite precisely." The implied elasticities of1giving with respect to estate
size and price, calculated at mean values, are 0.46.and 1.67 respectively:I-he
potential colfinearity between price and estate size',Is not important. The sell* size
of almost 5,000, the correlation between estate size and priceof bnly about. 0.5,
and the nonlinearity and Wide, brackets of the estate tax schedule all combine to
enable us to-estimate the separate price and wealth effects quite precisely.

McNees" used 'several eiplanatory variables in' addition to estate size and a'
single linear price term. Table 4 reports the truncated normal regression using
similar additional explanatorfevariables: whether or not married, an age dummy, a
community property state dummy, trust use and perCentage trusts and young with
"dependent." Once again,, virtually all of the coefficients quite
precisely. However, the introduction of the additional explanator. ,riables reduces
the price elasticity to about -1.2 and slightly increases the estate size elasticity.
Recall from our discussion above that including a possibly endogenous explanatory
variable, such as trust use, may render all coefficiehtsinconsAtent.45
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Table 3

Charitable Bequest Regression

1465 .

Coefficient of:a
Elasticityb of

giving with respect to:

Econqmic estate 0.4420 0.459
(3h8)

Imputed price -2773.54 -1.67
(-48.6)

a. Associated "t" statistics in parentheses.

b. Calculated at mean values. ,

'Table 4

Charitablesitequest Regression

Coefficient of:a

1
Elasticityb of

giving with respect to:

Economic estate 0.4751 0.520
(31.0)

I

Imputed price -1906.69 -1.183
(-16.3)

oo's

Not married -814.43'
00.5)

Age <65- -442.99
(-4.4)

Trust use -114.99
(-2.9)

.
Young with dependent -624.71

(-2.4)

Percentage trust 234.84
(1.8)

,-Ctmmunity prdPertY state
< Aviv,

-293.98
(-2.9)

a. Associated "t" statistics in parentheses:

b. Calculated at mean values.

.
It is instructive to compare our price arid estates size elatticities Obtained via the

truncated' nomfal procedure using all of data with the elasticities implied in_
McNees' basic equation based on an ordinary least squares regressionAvith just the
non -limit observations. McNees' estate size elasticity is (24.5 x 10-6 x E2 / C). For
an estate size of $100,000, the implied elasticity, is minute (.025 or so). The tax
elasticity (the negative of the price elasticity) is (30.4 µ / C ). Again, it is unclear
exactly howµ and C were entered in the basic equation. Ifµ is entered in.decimal.

'i.yorm and C in thousands of dollars, the implied price elasticity is close to unity.
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er, this then implies a wealth elasticity of very close to zero. all other
cases the implied price elasticity is either zero (in which case the implied estate
elasticities are on the order of 25 to 40) or an outrageously large 40 to 75 (again
corresponding to a zero estate -size elasticity). HenCe, despite all the obvious
shortcomings, the itstIltsin Table 4 at least are plausible.

Table 5 reports resu}ts of a regression identical to that just discussed, except that
our alternate definition of wealth or estate size, adjusted disposable estate, is used.
Again, the coefficients are measured quite precisely. The implied price elasticity at
the mean is virtually identical, but the wealth elasticity is considerably larger,
approximately unity. t,,

k.

Table 5

Charitable Bequest Regression
(1957-59)

Coefficient of:a
Elasticityb of

giving with respect to:

Adjusted disposable estate 0.560 1.051
(165)

Imputed price -882.44 -1.185
(-14.2)

Not married -520.74
(-4.3)

Age <65 -204.45
(-7.3)

Trust use -134.39
(2.2)

Young with dependent -26711
(-2.2)

Precentage tests 85.05
(3.7)

Community property state -171.64
(-3.5)

a. Associated "t" statistics in parentheses.

b. Calculated at inearivalnes.

The estimated coefficients of the other variables in the regression are measured
somewhat less preciscily than those of the income and price variables, but in most
formulations are significantly different from zero by conventional tests. They
suggest that persons dying before age 65, persons dying before age 65 with a
dependent (revealed :by a bequest to a spouse or child), those in community
property states, and those not married bequeath less to charity than their counter-
parts with the opposite characteristics. The coefficients on trust use and percentage
trusts suggest that the net effect of trust availability on charitable bequests is
probably not large.

The picture differs considerably, however, when we adopt a less restrictive
formulation of the price term in the regression. We noted in Chapter II that a

1 3 9
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simple linear dependence of charitable bequests on price is quite restrictive, for it
implies that a unit change in the marginal tax rate is associated with the same
absolute change in charitable bequests. In the truncated normal model, of course,
the associated change depends not just on the expected bequest, given a bequest,
but also on the probability of giving. Still, a single price term appears unduly
restrictive. Hence, in Table 6 we present a regression with this restriction relaxed.
We allow the price coefficient to vary,over4the range of price in three steps: less
than 0.6, between 0.6 and 0.8, and greater than 0.8. A formal test of the
hypothesis that the three price coefficients are equal may be made by the likelihood
ratio test. We note that the statistic In X , the ratio of the maximum of the
likelihood function over the restricted to the unrestricted parameter space, is
distributed as x2(, where K is the number of restrictions. In our case this nilmber is
a large multiple of the 5 percent critical value of the x2 distribution. Hence, we
overwhelmingly reject the hypothesis of a single price coefficient.46 The implied
elasticities, calculated- at mean values within price classes, are -0.9 for the lowest,
-1.4 for the middle, and -1.8 for 01' highest price class. The corresponding wealth
elasticity is about one half using adjusted disposable estate. Hence, easing up the
restriction on the price effect has sharply. Deduced the-wealth elasticity.

Table 6

Charitable Bequest Regression

4Ik

(1957-59)

Coefficient of:a
Elasticityb of

giving with respect to:

Adjusted disposable estate 0.5932 0.540
(53.9)

Imputed price <.6 -1473.00 -0.935
( -3 2.0)

.6 < Imputed price <.8 -707,01 -1.405
(r23.6) _

Imputed price .8 -607:13 -1.792
°(-13.5)

Ndt married -505.11
(-17.5)

. Age <65 -157.95
(-4.4)

Trust use 37.47
(2.5)

Young with dependent -217.43
(-2.3)

Community property state -23.93

(-0.7)
a. Associated "t" statistics in parentheses.
b. Calculated at mean values.

Results of regressions similar to those reported in Table 6 for total contributions,
that is, with price effects differing in the three ranges, ate repx)ried in Table 7 for
regressions disaggregated by type of donee. Recall from chapter II that several
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Tablp

Charitable Bequest Regressionsa
Disaggregided by- Type of Donee

Adjusted disposaple estate 0,0155 10.2] .0.1261 [0.41
(8.7) (14.3) .

Price <.6 -269.01 [-0.71 -1304.41 [-0.71
(-14.3). (-13.5)

.6 <Price <.8 -263.54 - L-1.,11 -1549.39 [-1.4]
(-19.5) (-21.7)

.` . ,
, Price 1.8 -304.57 [ -2.01 -1773.37 1-2.41

(-15.0) 04-15.9)
.....

Not married - -133.92 -358.51
. (-10.3) (-5.3)

<65 -63.48 0379.82
(-3.8) (-4.1)

Trust use 7 ,24.4 -9.58
(3.7) (-0.3)

Young with dependent -93.58
(-2.0)

Community property 'state -68.88
(-4.1)

Education/
Religious Scientific

-426.84
(-1.7)

-74.93

a. Associated "t" statistic; in parenthese;; elasticities at mean values in brackets.

Social Welfare Other

0.1905 [0.61 , 0.608 [0.71
(14.9) , . (14.8)

Pr k
- 1290.89 [ -0.71

,
-9119.9 (-1.81

(-15.1) (-16.8)........--___
-1326.77 [-1.31 -9547.3 1-3.81

(-22.1) s

-1448.04
. (-16.1)

;459.1
( -8.1)

-327.13
(-4.4)

87.02
(2.9)

-249.77

114

(-1.3)

13.1
(0.2)

A.
rn
00

(-21.8)
.-

14.0] 47.4 [-5.21
(-15.1)

-803.4
(-2.0)

-431.2
(-0.8)

184.49
(0.9)

-186.75
(-0.2)

4' -0.839
(-0.1) re,
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strategies were open to,us in modeling the disaggregated regressions. In particular,
we have chosen not to attempt to place constraints across equations forcing the
disaggregate results to reproduce those for total contributions. We divide charitable
bequest donees into religious, education/scientific, social welfare, and other. The
results are extremely revealing. First, the wealth elasticity is around one half for
education and social welfare. However, it is substantially lower for religious
donations. This is consistent with the'casual observation that total bequests increase
more than proportibnaely and also shift away from religious organizations as wealth
increases. The price elasticities all follow the same pattern: they decrease
substantially in absolute value as the price decreases. Leaving aside the other
category, which includes many closely held private foundations, the price elasticities
hover around minus two for those with low marginal tax rates (hence high prices),
around minus one for the middle range, and somewhat below one for the highest
tax, loWesr price range. If these results are at all reliable, they suggest that the
deductibility of charitable bequests stimulates at least as much giving-to charity as

revenue lost to the Treasury across the three major donee categories for the low and
modest tax groups. The deductibility is less than fully efficient in this sense for the
highest tax rate range if these results are correct. These elasticities may be used to
simulate the relative impact of alternative tax law changes oh bequests by type of
donee.

For example, the wealth elasticities reported in Table 7 suggest that the tax law
changes which decrease average tax ;cites, olding the marginal rate constant (for
example, increasing the exemption while lusting the brackets to retain the original
marginal rates), wiu help education and social welfare proportionally more than
religion.

We noted in Chapter II some crucial advantages of our second body of data: the
1969 estate tax returns. We turn now to a discussion of the empirical results from
these data

Iv

EMPIRICAL RESULTS: 1969 DATA 1

%.
We present in section the estygres of charitable bequest equations derived

from 1969 es -returns!" The Tesults differ somewhat depending upon the
exact formulation, but the estimated price elasticities are usually unity or larger for
the low and modest price range and less than unity for the highest range. The
estimated wealth elasticity is one half or less except for the wealthiest estates.

Table 8 presents estimates of charitable bequest equations comparable to those
of Table 6. The measure of wealth is adjusted dispogbli estate, and three separate
price coefficients are -estimated over the price range. As in all of the results, all of
the coefficients are estimated quite precisely. The wealth elasticity of 0.4 is of the
same order of magnitude as the corresponding estimates for 1957-59. The price
elasticities, evaluated at the mean values of estate size for each price class and for
non-marrried persons over 65, differ markedly over the price range. The highest
tax-lowest price group has an estimated price elasticity of -0.2. Demand appears to
be quite inelastic for this group; we shall see below that a less restrictive representa-
tion of the price effect changes this conclusion. For the Middle range of tax and
price, the.estitpated demand elasticity is about unity. Finally, for the low tax-high
price group, estimated demand is quite elastic. Note also that fhe collinearity
between estate size and price does not appear to preven precise estimation of the
separate wealth and price effects. Again, wide brackets nd non-linearity in the tax
function plus the large sample size are more than, ufficient to overcome this
potential problem.

it
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Table 8

Charitable Bequest Itegreision

Adjusted disposable estate

(1969)

Coefficient of:a
-Elasticity of

giving with respect to:

0.3262 0.40
(19.7)

Imputed price <.6 -3k7.06 -0.20
(-3.9)

.6 <Imputed price <.8 -442.89 4 -0.96
(-8.7)

Imputed price 1.8 -668.07 -2.53
(-24:0)

Married -224.9
(-6.8y

Age <65 -245.2
(-5.7)

a. Associated "t" statistics in parentheses.

b. Calculated at mean values.

.

The two other explanatory' variables included in the regression arp dummy
variabl or married persons and persons dying before age 65. Married and younger
perso both bequeath less to charity,ceteris parIbus. The conjecture, of course, is that
marri and younger persons have mire, and more dependent, dependents: spouses,
and you r children. The substitution of charitable bequests for bequests to heirs is
likely to greater the wealthier the heir and the more distant the relation. 'While no
direct infor ation is available on potential heirs and their own estates, we may con-
jecture that p s_ dying before age 65 on average have children in their twenties and,0

thirties, whereas tho ond age 65 have children somewhat older and, on
average, with somewhat hi er current income. We shall deal further with the
married-not married distinction below. '

We noted the negative effect' of being married oh charitable becgests. it is
worthwhile to explore this relationship still further. Hence, we ran a separate
regression of the type reported in Table 8 on a subset of. the dat3 referring to
married persons only. Again all coefficients appear tope measured quite precisely.
(See Table 9.) The estimated adjusted' disposable estate elasticity. is virtually
identical for the married group. However, the estimated' price elasticities are all I

much larger in absolute value than for the population as-a whole. A formal test of
the hypothesis of no marital status effect on the three price coefficients was made
using the likelihood ratio method comparing the equation reported in Table 8 to an,
equation with six price variables the three price classes divided into married ,and
ndn- married. This produced a X2 statisti% many times the critical x2. Hence, it
appears not-only that married persons give less to charity, ceteris parlbu4 btif that
theircharitabld bequests are much more sensitive to the,relative price of giving. i

Tkble ;10 reports estimates of an alternative way of varying the price (and) this/
time also the wealth) effect over the range of price (wealth). We enter wealth:- at&
price linearly and also enter,Leach multiplied by the corresponding natural logarithm.
Recall from Chapter 11 ;hit in the truncitect normal model, the price (or wealth)'
effect equals the probability of givirig a positive amount times the derivative the

.
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Table 9

1471

Charitable Bequest Regresgon
(1969 - Married)

Coefficient of:a
Elasticityb of

giving with respect to:

Adjusted disposable estate 0.6261 0.44
(10.4)

Imputed price <.6 -2156.13 -1.02
(-20.6)

.6 <Imputed price <.8 J-118,1?.53 -2.24
(- 6.1)

Imputed price >.8 -1982.60 -3.96
( -10.3)

Age <65 -447.51 C. (-3.2)

a. Associated "t" statistics in parentheses.

b. Calculated at mean values. ../
...,_,

Adjusted disposable estate

Estate x log estate
o .$

Price

Price x log price 6

Married

Age <6p

Table 10

Charitable Bequest Regression
(1969)

Coefficient of:a

-1.083
(-8.6)

, 0:178
(13.1)

-175)8.9
r-F76.1)

- 2540.2
.9)

go°t-539.5
(4-19.2)

'T622.68
(-18.1)

a. Assoiated "t" statistics in parentheses.

b. Calculated at mean values.
ti

Elasticityb of
giving with respect to:

0.1

o

-2.0

ndex function with respect to price (health). In this case the dei-ivative is not just
the price coefficient, but the, coefficient on the simple price term plus the
coefficient on the p log 'p term multiplied by one plus log p. Hence, the price
effect om the index vies over the range of p.j

-44T
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The estimated wealth elasticity is sharply lower at ,0.1; the estimated price
elasticity, at mean values, is -2.0, somewhat higher in absolute value than the
previous specification.

We note that the likelihood ratio tests for each of these two sets,of regressions
of the hypothesis that there is only one linear price effect (and one linear wealth
effect in the case of the regression reported in Table 10) is overwhelmingly rejected.

It is not just the price effect that may differ in different ranges. The wealth
effect, too, may vary over the range of wealth. Hence, Table 11 reports estimates
based .on a forniulation with four estate size variables and three price variables.
Again,. the individual coefficients arc all*asured quite precisely. The estimated
wealth elasticities (evaluated at mean, prices within each wealth, class) increase with
estate size. The elasticities for the two middle estate sizes are close to the estimate
for the single elasticity reported iq Tables 8 and 6. The smallest estates appear to
have a 'Somewhat lower wealth elasticity and the largest estates a substantially larger
wealth elasticity than the middle groups. The three separate price coefficients also
are measured very precisely. The pattern, is the one we now expect: the elasticity
decreases in absolute value as the price decreases. However, all three elasticities are
larger by one half or moxe in absolute value than those reported in Table 8. The
hypothesis of a single estate size coefficient conditional on three price coefficients is
overwhelmingly rejected by the appropriate likelihood ratio tests.

Table 11

Charitable Bequest Regression

Estate <250,000

(1969)

Coefficient ofia
Elasticityb of

giving with respect to:

1.036 0.24

.-.. (5.3) p.

256,000 <Estate <500,000 4 0.7399 0.37
(7.8) .

500,000 <Estate <1,000,000 0.654 0.57
(11.4) c .

c
Estate >1,000,000 0.610 1.23

(42.2)

.Imputed price <.6 -2036.61 -0.69
(-23.8)

.0 <Imputed price <.8 ,
i vs

-1739.17
(-30.8)

-1.69

/
Imputed price 1.8 -1924.33 -3.18

(-62.5) . .

Married r -427.77
t1,6.6).

Age <65 -601.32
(717.3)..: .. k, \ \ \ \ \ , \ .

% liquid assets 498.40% %

(16.7)
,

a. Associated "t" statikics in parenthesei.

b. Calculated at mean-value's.-

I
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The ageand marital status dummies work in the expected direction once again.
Lt the regresigion in Table 11 we also include a variable reflecting the asset

composition of the estate.48 It appears the more liquid the estate, the larger the
charitable bequest. However, the composition of the estate is likely to be
endogenous and again we may be Subject to an error in spicification producing
inconsistent estimates.

It is'also instructive to note that since the brackets of the estate tax rate
schedule are so wide we have a substantial variation in estate size for persons with
the same marginal tax rate (and henceprice). We performed some regressions within
price classes of charitable bequests on estate size and dummy variables for marital
status and age.'This enabled us to "pick off"..the wealth coefficient. The results
were very similar to those reported in Table 11.49

Finally, we report iv Table 12 the results from the least restrictive formulation
of the demand equatiohs. estimated. This formulation, in addition to allowing the
four separate wealth' effects, allows three separate nonlinear price effects. Within
each of the three price classes, two variables are entered: price and price times the
natural logarithm of price. This allows some curvature to the price ,effect§ and,
unlike the results reported in Table 10, .potentially allows this curvature tai vary
across the three price classes. Again, the coefficients are estimated quite precisely;

e likelihood ratio test of the hypothesis that the coefficients of the three
nlisipar price effects are zero is rejected at the usual levels of significance.

However, the implied elasticities calculated at the :mean values of the relevant
variables are quite similar to those reported in Tab" 11: extremely elastic in the
high-prices low-tax fange; quite elastic in the middle range; and somewhat less' than
unit elastic 16w-price, high-tax range: As with the results reported in Table
10, the implied wdalth elasticities are somewhat smaller, particularly for millionaire
estates, than with the sillier formulation. When the percentage of liquid assets is
included in the regression, The implied elasticities are quite similar.

Taken at face value; the estimates reported in this section and thelprevious one
leind support to the argument that the charitable bequest deduction is efficient (in
the sense of stimulating at least as much additional giving to charity as, revenue lost
by the Treasury). Recall, however, that we noted many problems relating to the
specification of these relationships,: omitted variables, the endogeneity of estate size,
and 5,0:Tprth. We shall discuss proble in, more detail in Chapter .V1. For
now, We turf) to an example of dhlOVIlle result niay be used to simulate the effects
on charitablrii,bequests of, tax law cAanges.

v,
. THE EFFECT OF ALTERNATIY ESTATE TAX
. REFORMS .'ON CHARITABLE' BEQUESTS

T

Suggestions on the appropriate role of death taxation arcnumerous." The
desirability of a deduction for charitable bequests (andfor charitable contributions
under the income tax) has been a much debated subjeci,among economists and tax
lawyers.81 There are two major arguments against the deduction: It is allegedly
inefficient and it is allegedly inequitable. While I disagree with both of these
contentions for reasons soon to be stated, it is instructive to examine the arguments
agairiTtlje deduction. First, it is alleged that the deduction is inefficient because it
loses more revenue for the Treasury than it produces for charity. This argument
contains three potentially fallacious assumptions: That the price elasticity of
demand for charitable bequests is less than one; that the elasticity of the tax base
with respect to the rates is zero; and that the additional revenue could or would be

, 4.g
,
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Table 12

Charitable Bequest Reiression
(1969)

e

cF

Estate <250,000

250,000 <Estate <500,000 k

Coefficient of:a
"Elasticityb of

giving with respect to:

0.5452
(2.1)

0.2187
(1.7)

0.29

0.24

A

500,000 <Estate<1;000,000 0.3159 0.40
1 (4.0)

Estate 11,000,000 !0.2881 0.54
(15.2)

Imputed price < .6 -1350.4 -I. -0.65
(-4.0)

pinp <.6) -2190.7
(-4.1)

.6<lmputed price <.8 -570.9 -1.71
(-3.6)

pinp (.6< p < .8 -916
(-2:2)

Imputed price> .8 -933.6 -3.82
(-17.3)

pinp 9 p .8) -3318.9
(-6.2)

C

Married 1:t -384.0
(-9.4)

Age<65 -225.2
. (-5.2)

14:.;

a. AssOciated "t" statistics in parentheles. .\ b. Calculated at mean values (vqin corresponding classes).

dispensed efficiently by the federal governinent as by thousands of private
philanthropists. Little can be said about the third assumption except to note a
curious disregarding: of the economists' usual favorable disposition toward decentrali-
zation. Of the zero elasticity of the base with respect to the,rateassumption, again
little direct evidence is available to, support or challenge this assumption. However,
the assumptiOn is clearly one extreme, and if there is any substitution from
charitable bequests to lifetiine coii*mption or charitable contributions (within the
percentage of AGI limits) the usual estimates of, foregone revenue are too large.
Finally, we have presented above considerable evidence to-suggest that for all but
the .exeptionally large estates, the price elasticity of demand is JargerAintbsolute
value) than one. Hence, the Treasury foregoes less thanv,tgradditiorial c Writable
bequests generated by the deduction even if we assume thatttlitIstate tax base cioltct
not shrink the charitable bequest deductioA were elimirigt4.4.74'4_
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Second, it is alleged that the charitable bequest (and lifetime contribution)
deduction is inequitable because it mates a different price for giving to charity for
taxpayers with different tax rates, for the higher one's tax rate, the lower the price.

'A decedent with a taxable estate of two million dollars has a marginal tax rate of
49 percent; one with a taxable estate of fifty thousand dollars has.a marginal rate
of 25 percent. Hence, the price for giving an additional dollar to charity is half
again as high for the latter as for the f9rmer. The deductibility of charitable
bequests and contributions thus introduces an inequity_arming taxpayers. Such an.
argument is correct as far as it goes, but it ignores other dimensions of equity. First,
it ignores the ultimate beneficiaries of the services of the philanthropic organization.
It is clear that the consumers of the services of philanthropic organizations come
from a much less well-heeled range of thewealth distribution, on average, than do
those using the charitable bequest deduction under the estate tax. Second, a large
amount of volunteer time, for example, a doctor, working one day a month at a free
clinic,' results in the same differential government subsidizatio*since the foregone
earnings would be taxable at rates depending upon income. To my knowledge, little
public outcry can be heard demanding that volunteers for charity mail a check to
the government for the foregone tax revenue on their foregone earnings. In this
respect, the deduction equalizes the relatke prices of leisure and giving to charity.
Finally, equity also encompasses the effect of tax policies on tiNlistribution of
income and wealth. Feldstein' 2 has shown that abolishing the income tax deduction
for charitaBle contributions would 'make the post-tax-and-contribution distribution
of income less equal. For the estate tax case, we are already dealing only with the
extreme upper tail of the wealth distribution and abolishing the deduction will most
likely increase the lifetime consumption of the extremely wealthy and result in
larger inheritances for noncharity heirs. Worse yet, abolishing the deduction might
decrease the savings rate .for wealthy elderly persons. This would decrease future
income, and if the elasticity of substitution in production is less than one, the share,
of this smaller income accruing to labor would fall. Hence, the primary objective of
the estate tax, breaking up the concentration of wealth, might be dealt a severe
blow.

Proposed changes in the charitable. bequest deduction range from its abolition,
through substitution of a flat-rate credit, to flip-flopping the progressive rate
structure in granting the deduction. Many would favor a floor, and/or a-ceiling, to
the deductidfl. While all of these policies-are amenable to analysis with the empirical
estimates presented above, we shall, for present purposes, limit ourselves to A
discussion, of three policies: The abolition of the credit in favor of an across the
board rate cut preserving the revenue yield of the tax,s 3 a flat-rate credit replacing
the deduction, and a ceiling of 50 percent of the estate on the deduction.

Based on my estimates from the 1969 data, abolition of the deduction would
increase revenue to the Treasury by about $940 million.54 The new, revenue
preserving, rate schedule is thus approximately three fet...Vhs of the current oneWhe
price of bequests is then increased to unity.

It is clear from Tables 11 and 12 that given the size of the price elasticities, the
elimination of the deduction wih sharply curtail bequests. For example, eliminating
the deduction increases the price of bequests by approximately 50 percent for
estates in the $500,000$2,000,000 range. The estimated price elasticity for this
'group is -1.7. It is clear that raising the price to unity sharply curtails charitable
bequests.

On the other hand decreasing the tax rates to three fourths of their original level
&creases the tax by this percentage, but decreases the estate by a.much smaller
percentage (which, however, increases with estate size). Given the estimated wealth
,elasticities, it is clear that the increase in charitable bequests generated by the
overall rate reduction will be far less than the 'decrease caused by eliminating the
deduction.

148
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We have estimated the aggregate decrease in charitable bequests due to
elimination of the deduction and the decrease in the rates sufficient to retain
revenue yield in the following way: For each estate w estimate its expected
contributions given a price of unity and the lower tax rate based on the results of
Table 12. We then sum the result and subtract this number from expected bequests
with the current tax structure. We calculate the percentage decrease and apply it to
the actual level of charitable bequests from 1969 estate tax returns.

The difference in expected charitable bequests from taxable returns, as reported
in Table 13, is $1.1 billionif we delete the "outlyer," the corresponding figure is
about $0.8 billion. Thus, in aggregate, we estimate that abolition of the deduction in
favor of an equal yield across the board rate reduction will cut charitable bequests on
taxable returns by one half or more.

Table 13

f The Iffectbf'Alternative Policies on Charitable Bequests

(in millions of dollars)

Abolish Replace
deduction/ with 30% 50%

rate reduction credit ceilings

Change in:
Total charitable bequests -1,100 -360 -189(-338)

peques t to: religion -152 -7 A. -19( -34)

education/science -361 -164 -76(-136)

health/social welfare -587 -191 -95(-176)

Tat. revenue 0 +227 +43( 0)

Loss to charity per dollar of
additional revenue $1.60 $4.40

a. Numbers w parentheses refer to changlif the effect is to cut all the way back to exactly
50 percent of estate.

Of course, most returns which are not taxable will not be affected by the
chadger., those returns which are not taxable due to' charitable deductions Will also
cut bequests to charity. However, it is likely that aggregate bequests, taxable plus
non-taxable, will fall by slightly more than charitable bequests on taxable returns
alone.

Before turning to a discussion of the effects by, type'of donee, let us compare
the effect of the abolition of the deduction on total charitable bequests with two
other policies: Replacing the deductiOn with a flatrate credit and imposing a ceiling
of 50 percent of the estate on the deduction.

Replacing the deduction by a 30 perceat-rate credit raises the.price of
charitable bequests for estates with marginal tax rates greater than 30 percent, and
lowers it for estates with marginal tax rates less than 30 percent. For all estates, the
price is equalized at 0.7. Both because the price rise is not as large for large estates
as with abolition of the deduction and because it is actually a price decrease for
:modest-sized estates, the indicated total decline in charitable bequests, while
substantial, is not nearly so severe as with abolition of the deduction: $360 million,
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or one third of the corresponding figure for abolition of the deduction. The
Treasur would gain approximately $227 million in additional revenue; hence, each
dollar of additional revenue would lose charity about $1.60.

.
Finally, a 50 percent of estate ceiling on the deduction would affect those 2

percent of decedents giving more than 50 percent of their estate to charity. The
total charitable bequests in excess of ,what would be allowed with a 50 percent
ceiling is still a substantial amount, $338'million, about one sixth of charitable
bequests. The predicted effect on total charitable bequests is to eliminate over one
half of these bequests in excess of 50 percent of the estate, or $189 million. The
Treasury would gain a slight amount, $43 million; hence, each dollar of additional
revenue for the Treasury would lose Fharity $4.40.

It is also worth mentioning the probable effects of constructive realization of
capital gains on charitable bequests. While our data do not include inforMation on
accrued capital gains, other sources' s indicate that the very wealthy tend to hold a
great deal of such gains until dealth. The effect of constructive realization on
charitable bequests depends crucially upon whether assets bequeathed to charity are
included in constructive realization. If they are, a wealth effect will decrease
charitable bequests;56 also, lifetime giving would be clobbered in the short run (if,.1
as seems likely, constructive realization of appreciated property passing through as
gifts to charity were !so adopted). Once capital markets and individual portfolios
adjust to this change pay expect far less saving in the form of accrued capital
gains, and probably a ecline in the size of net estates; this again implies a decline
in charitable bequests. However, if assets bequeathed to charity are exempt from
constructive realization, the picture is further complicated. At impact, such a policy
would decrease the price of charitable bequests so long as accumulated capital gains
exceeded planned charitable bequests. This would result in an initial increase in
charitable bequests for such estates, in part or in toto offsetting the decrease in
charitable bequests due to the wealth effect Mentioned above. Again, individual
portfolios and capital markets would adjust to the change to substitute away from
accrued capital gains to other forms of saving and lifetime consumption, thus
weakening the initial price -effect. This policy is so often discussed that obtaining
informatiw on accrued capital gains in estate is alniost as high a priority' as
,matchin*lifetime giving with charitable bequests.

Another frequently discussed estate tax reform is to tax each estate just once per
generation by allowing a 100 percent marital deduction. While no information exists
following the .disposition of estates within families, a few, general qualitative
conclusions may be drawn from our estimates concerning the effect of a 100
percent marital deduction on 'charitable bequests. For those decedents with a
spouse, this policy would increase" the price of charitable bequests relative to
bequests to the spouse from 1 -p p-to 1, where p is the marginal tax rate (it would
leave unaltered the price of charitable bequests relatjve to bequests to non-some
heirs). From Table 9, we see that marapiet1 persons are even somewhat more sensitive
to price in determining charitable bequests than the whole population. Hence, for
this group, the 100 percent marital dedyction would reduce charitable bequests
substantially. However, the increased bequests to the spouse might well show up as
the subsequent -charitable bequests of the,spouse. Hence, at the very least, a 100
percent marital deduction will postpone charitable bequests until the death orthe
spouse. How much of the total decrease in charitable bequests will accrue-ultimately
to charity is difficult to say. Were a ceiling placed on the 100 percent Marital
deduction, say of $1,000,000, this price effect which is unfavorable to charitable
bequests would be confined to modest-sized estates- and would not affect the
charitable bequests of the extremely large estates responsible for the bulk of
charitable bequests. Such a policy-also may be combined with ti limit on the
deductibility of charitable bequests, for example, the 50 percent limitation discussed
above. The combined effect would be a substantial decline in charitable bequests.

(
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Turning now to our attempts to estimate e effect of alternative estate tax
reforms on charitable bequests to different donges,,we immediately note
several distinct problems. First, and' ost im rit, the only available data on
charitable bequests by donee type are film' the 1 -59 Treasury Special Study. We
noted -above several problems with this data First, it is 15 years old. Second, there
have been several changes in estate tax statutes since 1957-59; in partiCular, while
the rates have not changed, the regulation. ncerning closely held private founda-
tions have been changed substantially. A dr-Insignificant amount of charitable
bequests accounted for by the 1957.59 data made by the' extremely large estates
showed up in the "other's category, including a high proportion of "private other."
It is very difficult to say how much of this type of charitable bequests is still
occurring; further, a large share of these funds probably do /rind up/eventually, as,
donated to one of the other categories: religion, education, science, culture, health
or welfare. Finally, the sample size is much smaller for the 1957-59 data than for
our 1969 data The sampling rates are quite low for all but the millionaire estates in
the 1957-59 data and this problem is exaccerbated by the fact that only one in five
estates bequeath anything to charity. For all of these reasons, I place much more
reliance on the 1969 estate tax return data, and my results therefrom, than the data
from 1957-59.

With this in mind, we are faced with two potential strategies: We may estimate
the effects of the tax reforms on charitable bequests by donee type &bin equations,
such as those reported in Table 7 or the analog of that reported in Table 12, based
on the, 1957-59 data, and then build up the total effects by simply adding across
donee types; or we may start from the 1969 aggregates and work oul way down to
the effects by donee type. If we adopted the forme? approach, it would be
extremely cumbersome to obtain a precise consistency between the totals implied
by summing the disaggregated results and that obtained using the estimates for total
charitable bequests. While this is also the case if we adopt the latter method, the
aggregate estimates from the 1969 data are the ones in which we have the most
confidence. Hence, we approximate the effects of tax reforms by type of donee
assuming the 1969 price effects hold for each donee type (recall from Table 7 this
assumption appears valid) and that the 1969 wealth effects, adjusted by the ratio of
wealth effects found for each type of donee in the 1957-$9 data, hold. We also
work with the distribution of giving by donee type found in the 197 -59 data; the
other category is simply excluded assigned to the remaining categories in
proportion to their charitable bequests. This may result in a very slight overestimate,,
of charitable bequests to education/science add health /welfare. The disaggregated
results are rendered consistent with the total via an iterative'i3Medure. Again, we
have less confidence in the precise estimates by donee type than Nk,e do in the total;
however, the qualitative picture is not changed at all by adopting alternative
reasonable procedures.

The estimates in Table 13 reveal the story we expect based on the distribution pf
charitable bequests by donee type and the estimates of the price elasticities: The-
bulk of charitable bequests go to donees other thar religion. This concentration
increases dramatically as we move up the,wealth scale. Since there are substantial
price effects, policies raising the price of bequests, to charity, especially to the very
wealthy, sharply curtail charitable bequests to education/science and healt13/welfare;
bequests to religion are affected only slightly.

For example, abolition of the deduction combined with a rate re '&3'614i-has a ,
predicted effect of reducing' beqtrests to health/social welfare by 'over one-half
billion dollars and to education/science by over one-third billion dollars. The latter
is approxiMatelY the size of total lifetime giving under the income tax. Replacing
the deduction with a flat-rate 30 percent credit would also curtail, if our results are
accurate, bequests to education/science and' health/welfare substantially. Since the
price increase is less severe for the wealthy and there is actually a decrease fpr the
smaller estates subject to tax, who favor religion relatively more he/wily than .
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wealthier estates, religion essentially breaks even under this proposal. Finally, the 50
percent of estate ceiling provision, which affects a small number of primarily
wealthy estates, would probably also decrease charitable bequests to the non-religion
categories by large amounts.

In brief summary, these policies which raise the price of charitable bequests to
the wealthy will -substantially curtail charitable bequests. This decrease will come
almost exclusively' at the expense of the education/science and health/welfare
sector

While other policy options are under discussion, the moral of the story is clear:
AI large increase in the price of charitable bequests for the group giving most to
charity the extremely'wealthy is likely to'cause a sharp decline in charitable
bequests.

We turn now to-a brief conclusion.

CAVEATS AND CONCLUSIONS

= _D

Taken at face value, our results indicate that over a wide range of the estate size
range, charitable bequests are quite sensitive to the price reduction created hy their
deductibility.-Defining the efficiency of deductibility in the usual waythe ratio GC.*
the induced charitable bequests to the revenue loss to the Treasury (assuming a zero
elasticity of the estate tax base with respect to the rate)it appears that
deductibility is at least fully efficient for the small- and modest-sized estates in the
group filing returns. Only for the largest estates does deductibility appear to be less
than fully efficient. We note, however, that the largest estates are responsible for a
dispropthionate share of total charitable bequests.

Throughout Chapters II, Ill, and IV we warned the reader that the unavailability
of sufficient datavon lifetime economic activity introduced certain potential biases
into our estimates. It is worthwhile pausing for a moment so examine the possible
direction and magnitude of these effects. The simplest way ito explain these
potential biases is to disN,ss them in terms of a linear model corrresponding to
equatiqn system (7).5" Recall from that discussion that charitable bequests are a
function of wealth, the relative price of charitable bequests, and other prices. Recall
also from our discussion in Chapter II that no data are available simultaneously on
charitable bequests and the relative price of charitable bequests, on the one hand,
and the corresponding lifetime variables: wealth and the relative prices s and
lifetime charitable contributions.58

Roughly, then, we are regressing CHD on E and PcHD when we shgtiId be
regressing CHD on wealth(, PCHD, PgL, PCHL, and PCL.

We thus have omitted several variables and used a proxy for another.
Suppose, for example, the wealth variable is properly specified; then omitting the

"cross-price" variables yields expected price and estate size coefficients:

E (bPCHD) =13PCHD-+- a PCL aPCL a4GL OPGL aPCHL OPCHL

E (bE) = 13E + 7PCL RPCL 7PGL OPGL 7PCHL R PCHL

where the Ifs are the true coefficents and the a's and 'y's are the coefficients which
would he obtained from the auxiliary regressions" of the excluded variables on the
included 'ones. Thus, any biases will depend upon the correlation between the
included and excluded variables and upon the true coefficients of the excluded
variables.6°

1,b 2
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Unfortunately, we 'have little to guide us about the sign of the potential bias.
Economic theory tells us very little iboy,t.across-price effects. Further, we are
uncertain as to the sign of the auxiligy regression coefficients; the obvious
correlation among the-prices is complicated by the presbnce of estate size as an
additional regressor in the auxiliary equation.

Further, we usually expect that crossirice effects are not large relative to direct,
price effects. In addition,-the true coefficients of the excluded prices may not all be
of the saMe sign. All of these factors tend to make me believe that the sum of the
effects making up the bias of the price coefficient may not be too large relative to
the true coefficient. The most pressing problem is to obtain some evidence on
substitution between lifetime charitable giving and charitable bequests.

A similar argument may be made for the bias in the wealth coefficient. The (3's
may be small and of opposite sign. Hence, we are unsure as to the direction of bias
and doubtful the bias is large.

Similar reasoning may be applied to the misspecification of the wealth term.
With this discussion in mind, it is perhaps best to conclude with a word of

caution. I have my doubts as to the magnitude of these bia'ses; perhaps subsequent
work with better data will conclude that estimates presented above are too elastic.
However, until better data become available, it w Id be wise not to base public
policy upon. the assumption that the price elastic' of charitable bequests is quite.
small.
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Fodtnotes

1. American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel (-1973). !Awe
hence,-excluding charitable bequests by estates not required to fil

2. Lifetim. e contributions amount to another ;17 billion; three
religion. Hence, an*, al charitible bequestS to education, scien
organizations amounl to about one half ci the corresponding Vet(

3. Charitable pequests are also (potentially) affecfrd" by the income
Chapters I and VI.

r

4. We speak here of the federal estate tax. The effectsof state estate
analogous to those of the federal estate tax. See Chapter IV.

t.
5. If less than one half of the estate Is transferred to ,the'spouse,
limited to the actualtransfer.,

6. U.S. Internal Revenue Service (1972), p. 1.

on 1969 estate tax returns;
estate tax return.

hs of this total went to
and_welfare

charitable contributions. -,

.,

tax and the gift tax. see

and inhsitance taxes'are

.,
the marital deduction is

S._

o

Al
7. This is strictly trut so long as charitable contributions are less than the amount by which the
economic estate exceeds the marital deduction =plus specific exemption.'

8. Wider the usual assumption; of demand theory.
I,

9. Unless the marginal pfopensity to bequeath to charity is at least unity.
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10. Thus, ,the estate tax may affect saving and/or work effort. If it affects capital accumulation,
it will also affect real income Per'capita in the long run. If charitable contributions are at all
income elastic, contributions will also be affected in this way.

'11. We would 'need 'datiimlifetime charitable contributions, wealth, earnings. and transfers at
death for the same individu41

12. There are allernative ways of modeling lifetime contributions and bequests. For example,
we could take utility to be the discounted streain of instantaneous utilities over the lifetime,
plus a utility of bequest:

U = Crt u(Ct,Gt,CHt)dt + V(GT,CHT)

4

and maximize this sublect to a budget constraint relating expenditures to wealth. Such a model
-is primarily useful in deriving implications about the patterns of ct, CHt and Gt over the life-
'cycle. Since we do not have any data on CHt for the same families over the life-cycle, such a
formulation would have to be implemented wit oss-section data on individuals at different
ages. Data on Lilt by yedr and CHT for the sa families are not available.

Another way of modeling the problem uld be to adopt a two period utility function:
u(CL, CHI, GL) + V(CHD, GD). The separability restriction will be discussed in ,detail
below.

13. We treat Weft earnings as exogenous for'our purposes. Of course, estate taxation may. -, .,.also affect labor supply behavior. 4--.
.

,
..

.
-;

-.4, , ...
.,:-. .. 4 ., .

14. The forward price of a commodity is the price Sat would have to be paid in the present
for delivery of a commodity at some eoint in the future. For our purposes the estate planner
may simply buy bonds delivering the required amount of money in the future.

I
15. Alteinative conjectures- on the effect of estate taxation on E are discussed in S. Fiekowsky,
"On The Economic Effects of Death Taxation In The United States," unpublished Phd.D.

' thesis, Harvard University1959, and R. Musgrave, Thf Theory of Pub /id Finanscg (McGraw-Hill,
1959). o

(
16. Of course, over the life-cycle, as Mom% varies, so does f . We may think of miy at either
some averaging over rates over the life-cycle, or ara flat rate tax used to illustrate our poiot.

:-,
.17. M. Feldstein,'"On The Effects of The Income Tax Treatment of Charitable Contillutiobs:;,..
Some Preliminary Results," DisfussiOn Paper No. 337, Harvard Institute of Economic Researth,

' 1974.

18. We assume throughout that decisions are based on real, after-tax values.

k 19. This interest rate reflects the combounding of shorter period rates over many periods. It is'
quite likely to be on the order of 3 or more with modest annual interest rates and modest time
horizons.

-20. The expected inflation rate may differ by commodity. Someone planning to give to a
hospital may account for the higher inflation rate in Ocal- services than in general
consumption.'

t.21. Strictly speaking, this applies only to additional bequests
and-the marital 4eduction. For bequests to grandchildren and
skipping, the postponement of tax by the use of trusts complicates
Jantscher, Trusts and Estate Taxation, Brooking-Institution) 1966:

pnd the specific exemption
Others 3involvingz generation
matters considerably. See G.

,22. Again, we use a flat rate tax for illustrative purposes.
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23. The Clirect effects on GL and GD plus any indirect effects via changes in work effort or
saving behavior Of course, these second-roUndteffects are discounted at an appropriate interest
rate. Hence, the most important are probably those generated through surviving spouses.

24. J. Shaeffer, "Philanthropic Contributions: Their Equity and Efficiency," Quarterly "view
of Business and Economics, 8:2 (Summer 1968), pp. 25-34. _

25. W. Vickrey, "One Economist's View of Philanthropy," in F. Dickinson, ed., Philanthropy
and Public Policy, NBRR, 1962;,.

26. Vickrey* also discusses tie income tax treatment of charitable contributions. His conclusion
appears

fir.

42.

a summary SJIti6ieced together from data on both bequests and lifetime
giving.

27. S. McNees, "Deduytibility Of Charitable Be uests," National tax Journal, 26.1 (March
1975); Pp.' 79-98.

-28. McNees also presents regression estimates disa4gregated by type of donee and by estate size.

297 It is unclear from McNees' presentation whethe
or as they appear on the data tape, thousands of dolla

C and E variables are entered in dollars
have assumed that they are entered

i thousands of dollars, McNees' equation predicts that largd estates bequeath substantially more
an the ftrIl estate to charity if the data are entered in dollars.

- ..

30. Martin Feldstein has stressed the importance \ of this restriction to me.

31. Least squares in this case causes other problems. See A. Goldberger, Econometric Theory,
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1964).

.

32. J. Tobin, "The Estimallcin ,of Relationships for Limited Dependent Variable,"
Econometrico, 26(January 1958), pp.24-36.

33. T. Amemiya,, "Regression Analysis Why the Dependent Variable Is Truncated Normal,"
Econometrico, 4:6(4,ovember )973r.

34. If the relation is correctly specified.

35. gany other estimation strategies are possible. See Goldberger, op. cit.

36. C. Shoup, Federal Estate and GA Taxes, Brookings Institution, 1966. Appendix A.

37. Also included was information on lifetime charitable contributions. However,-these data are
considered extremely unreliable. See Shoup, op. cit. \

38. The bulk of these returns relate to death in calendar 1969. Separate analyses by date of,
death produced results similar to those repOrted below.

39. While this 7 percent of estates probably accounts for the bulk of charitable bequests, the
amount bequeathed to charity by the remaining 93 percent (with gross estates less than
$60,000) is,not known.

40. There is one extremely lafge estate hich bequeathed an enormous amount to charity.
Whether this is a usual or an excepts nal occurrence is difficult to Judge. Separate results
deleting the extreme upper tail of the state size distribution produced results quite similar to
those reported below.

41, These data are ,tabulated in more etall in U.S. Internal Reveruit Service, Statistics of
Income, 1969: Estate Tax Returns, 1972.

42. See Jantscher, op. cit.
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43. All tables in this section refer to unweighted regressions:Regressions weighted by theinverse of the sampling rates produced similar estimates. Regressions weighted by the squareroot of estate size produced quite similar results. Grossing up estates to include lifetime gifts
also made little difference. Convergence (defined as no changes up to the fourth decimal placein any coefficient) w,its normally. achieved in 6 to 10 iterations. The "t.ratios," of course, arereally asymptotically normal variables. Several other formulations of the equations are discussedin Chapter IV.

44. McNees, op. cit.

45. We shall discuss this in more detail in Chapter VI. For the moment, the reader is advised toexercise caution in the interpretation of these results.

46. Note that the hypothesis of a single price coefficient is not the same thing as ;hat of asingle price elasticity.

47. The comments of note 43, supra, apply to the 1969 data as well.

48. A regression including the different types of assets and debts produced mixed resultS, most/ coefficients not being measured very precisely, some with "wrong signs," etc.

49. It is worth noting that reestimating the -equation repOled in Table 11 deleting the retiNs_with grots estates above $10 million produced results very similar to those reported in Table 10_,The 'only major difference was a modest decrease in the wealth elasticity in the highest wealth
class.

50. See R. Musgrave and P. Musgrave, Public Finance in Theory and Practice, (New York:,
McGraw-Hill, 1973); J. Pechman, Federal Tax Rolicy, 2nd ed. (New York:, Norton, 1971); E.Rolph and J. Break, Public Finance, (Ronald, 1961); and Shoup, op. cit.

51. See W. Andrews, "Personal Deductions in an Ideal Income Tax," Harvard Law Review, 86:2
(December 1972), pp. 309.385; B. Bittker,, "The Propriety and Vitality of a Federal IncomeTqe% Deduction for Private Philanthropy," in Tax Impacts on Philanthropy (Princeton, N.J.:, TaxInstitute of America, 1972); P. McDaniel, "Federal Matching Grants for Charitable Contribu-tions: A Substitute for the Income Tax Deduction," Tax Law Review, 27:3 (Spring 1972), pp.377.413; S. Surrey, et al., Federal Income Taxation (Mineola, N.Y.; The Foundation Press, Inc.,1972); and Pechman, op. cit.

Feldstein,..
53. Under the zero elasticity of the base assumption; perhaps this is best viewed as a very shortrun balanced budget operation.

54. rOne-huge,estate made enormous lifetime gifts to aiaritiirCvhich were included in the estateand deducted. If we assume that these funds would have been in the taxable estate, the revenueyield would be larger than mentioned in the text. If we deleted this "outlyer" completely, weire probably incorrectly assuming that no super rich people die and leave everything to charity.Emil Sunley suggest that one such death a year is possibly too often. We assume one half of the
Charitable deductions would be taxable. Other assumptions would not drastically affect the
results.

55. Eg., M. Bailey, "Capital Gains and Income Taxation," in A. Harberger and M. Bailey, eds.,The Taxation of Income from Capital, Brookings Institution, 1969.
56. Note, however, that the capital gains tax would be subtracted from the estate and hence

"would-be offset, inpart,by a lower estate tax,

57. This discussion, of course, is only heuristic; it does save us the cumbersome task of
discussing the much more complicated truncated normal analog.

58. We switch here to PgD as numerarie.

59. H. Theil, Principles of Econometrics (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1971).
t 60. Note that the same reasoning applies to a duscuSsion or estimating lifetime charitable

contributions when the price of charitable bequests is excluded.
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CHARITABLE BEQUESTS, ESTATE TAXATION, AND-
INTERGENERATIONAL WEALTH TRANSFERS

Martin S. Feldstein'

Introduction

Charitable bequests are an important source of support folt nonprofit organiza-
tions and a significant factor in the dispersion of personal, fortunes. In 1-970
charitable bequests exceeded $2 billion or 10 percent of the total philanthropic gifts
made by individuals.' Such bequests are parlcularly important for educational
institutions, accounting for approximately 24 percent of all individual gifts.2 A very
substantial portion of the net value of large estates is contributed to charity. Among
estates with a gross value in excess of $1 million in 1970, gifts to charitable
organizations were inore than 33 percent of the value of gifts to individuals. Among *,
estates with gross value in excess of $5 million, charitable bequests were more than
125 percent of the value of lats to individuals.

The current estate tax law excludes from the taxable estate all such charitable
bequests. The tax law thus makes the "price" of charitable bequests less than the
price of rDequesW to individuals.3 More specifically, an individual. with a marginal
estate tax rate of 60 percent can bequeath $100 to charityhby foregoing a bequest of
$40 to his personal heirs; for him (or them) the net price of charitable bequests is
only 0.4. Because the estate tax is very progressive, the net price of charitable
bequests falls sharply as estate size increases.

This feature Of the estate tax law raises three related questions: (1) Does the
deduction of charitable bequests increase the total amount of such beprests or.does
it lower the-ctaxes paid by the estates that make such bequests and thus merely
increase the amount that is available for distribution to individual heirs? (2) If the
deduction does increase total charitable bequests, are the extra bequests that are
induced larger than the estate tax reyenue that the Treasury foregoes because of the
deduction?4 That is, what is the efficiency of the charitable bequest deduction, the
number, of dollars of itional bequeits induced per dollar of foregone revenue? (3)What' is the effec deduction of charitable bequests. on the net estate's
received by individual eirs? If the induced increase in charitable bequejts is,greater
th e foregone revenue indittqual heirs receive less than they would if the
dedu ion were eliminated. But if-the induced increase in charitable bequests is less
than theforezone revenue, individual heirs are better off than they would be if the
current deduction, were eliminated-. 7'

The answer to all three questions depends.on thetelasticity of charitable bequests
with respect to price. The primary focus of thaaper will be on the estimation of
this price elasticity. An estimated price elasticity that is not significantly different
from zero implies that the current deduction does not incr4se charitable giving. In
contrast, a significant negative price elasticity implies that/charitable organizations
do receive more than'they would if the deduction were eiiminated.11f,the absolute
price elasticity is greater than one (that is, if the price elasticity, is algebraicallf-less
than minus one), charitable organizations receive mace in additional contributions
than the Treasury foregoes in reyenue. The absolute elasticity is,itself measure' of
the efficiency of the deduction, that is, the ratio of additional4aritable5equests
to lost tax revenues It is also clear that an elasticity greater than oneAmplies that
the current deduction reduces the size of the net estate received* individual herirs;
although the deduction reduces .the `taxes paid, charitable gifts are increased by

IProfessor, DePar'iment of Economics, Harvard University.
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more than taxes are reduced so that the net estate after taxes and charitable gifts is
reduced, ""Obviously, a price elasticity less than one implies that ,the deductior.
increases the size of the net estate availablepr individual heirs.

The . evidence presented in this paper_sliggests that the price elasticity of
charitable bequests is sAiiiificantly negative and probably between Minus one and
minus three. This resuft;is therefore quite consistent with Boskin's estimates that
the price elasticity is between minus one and minus two. This agreement is

particularly reassuring because Boskin used a very different type of data and
estimation method., . .L4 ,,..,..

The current ,paper examines the sensitivity of the estimated price elasticity te"
al tnative definitions of price and to alternative funtional forms. Changing the
me urc of price has little, effect on the estimated price elasticity. In contrast, the
price lasticity is q'uite sensitive to the choice of functional form relating charitabler,
bequest to price and estatp--,s4t. In particular, a number of functional forms imply
pqsitive price elasticfies oVer the entire range of estate sizes or a large part of that
range. These unstable and unacceptaole price elasticities must be borne in mind and
regarded as a warning that these results may be subject to serious potential error.
The evidence there is clearly not as"stron& as it was in previous studies of the effect
of tax4tion on charitabOgifts by living individuals!'

The data and the measurement of variables are discussed in Chapter 1. Thebasic
parameter estimates are presented in Chapter 2. Separate estimates for large estates
are developed in the, third chSpter. In Chapter 4, gifts to different ty6es of donees. I._are studied. There is-I--brief concluding section.

,-

1

DATA AND MEASUREMENT

At irregular intervals the Internal Revenue Service pglished the value of
charitable contributions in each gross estate class during a single recent year.' The
current study uses a time series of these cross sections for the available years from
1948 through 1963.8 With 15 gross estate classes:9-the sample has 135 aggregate
observations. Although there was no change in the estate tax rates during the
sample period, the tax rate at every real level of gross estate has beenwincreasing
because 'of inflation. This source of variation reduces somewhat,the collinearity
between.primand estate size that exists within a single year.

A variety of functional speciljkations relating charitable giving (Grroestate size
(E) and a price (P) have been investigated. The most -basic specification is the
equation:

Git

E it
+ Pit + 7 Eit cit (1

The subscript i denotes the gross estate size class and the subscript t denotes the
year. The variable eit is an unobservable residual that reflects random disturbances
and specification errors. The- more general specifications described below allow the
effects of estate size and price to vary with the levels of estate size and price.

The variable Git is the average charitable bequest per return in gross estate class
i and year t. The bequest is defined as the gross amount given by the individual
estate to charity and not as die net cost of that contribution to the individual-heirs.
These amounts include the value of donated assets as well at gifts of ,money.
Bequests are measured in constant 1957-59 dollars by deflating with the consumer
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price index. Of course, only those estates that file estate tax returns, that is, those
with gross estates in excess of $60,000, are included in tha sample.

The basic measure of estate size (E) useth in this study has been gross estate_
minus all noncharitable deductions except the marital deduction. Thls measure
assumes that the marital deduction takes priority iwthe individuars estate pl. a

Fortunately, a variety of other definitions of estate size, including gross estate
minus noncharitable deductions, 'gross estate minus the tax liability if no charitable
bequests were made, and gross estate itself yielded very similar estimates for the-key
price elasticity. In practice, the value of the Eit is the average real value of the
estate per return in gross estate class i and year t, measured in constant 1957-59
dollars. Although the results are not sensitive to the available measures pf estate
size, it is clear that none of the available variables is an ideal measure of the
decedent's economic situation. The value of previously created trusts and ofgifts
inter vivos, as well as the number and financial positions of the decedent's potential
heirs; should all influence charitable giving.

The price variable -(P) measures the estate's opportunity costs per dollar of
charitable bequest in terms of foregone personal bequests to individual heirs. An
4state with marginal tax rate m can choose between (1) contributing one dollar to
charity and (2) having 1-m dollars for additional personal bequests to individual
heirs. We therefore define the individual's price of charitable giving by P=1-m. In.
practice, Pit IS measured by using the marginal tax rate for an estate with the
average "taxable estate' in gross estate class i and year t. Two different measures of
"taxable estate" and therefore of price have been used: P1 is based on the actual
taxable estate plus charitable bequests and P2 on the actual taxable estate plus both
chaqtable bpguests and the marital deduction. Both measures yield the marginal tax
rate for the` first, dollar of charitable bequest. This makes the price variable
exogenous; using actual taxable estate would make the'price variable depend upon
the charitable bequest itself. The first measure of price assumes that the decedents
choose their marital bequests before they decide on their charitable gifts while the
second measure assumes that both decisions are made jointly.'° Fortunately, there
is little difference nthe results corresponding to these different measures of price.

Contributions of appreciated assets create no special problem for measuring the-
p'rice of charitable. bequests. When an asset is bequeathed, either to an individual or
to a charitable orgbnization, its full value can be deducted from the donor's taxable
estate -and there is no constructive realization and therefore no income tax to be
qiid by the decedent or by the recipient. Assets gifts have the same price as cash gifts.

Estates are subject not only to federal estate tax but also to taxes levied by-
individual states. Because the federal government gives a.direct tax credit for a
portion of the state taxes paid, tAe two rates do not fully cumulate. To assess the
importance of the state tax rates, the following calculation was performed for 1963.
For each of the 15 published gross estate classes, an estate at the midpoint of the
class vas 'chosen. On the assumption that the full marital deduction is used and that
the remainder is ghien to the decedent's minor children, the inheritance tax in each
state for each Size-estate was calculated. The excess of this inheritance tax over the.
federal tax credit is the "excess state tax." Weighting the excess state rates by the
number of estates in each size class and state yields.the average excess state rate by
size of estate. In every case, this avera0 excess state rate was less than 1,percent.

' On the basis of this it was decided to ignore the state inheritance taxes.' '
Table 1 presents the values of Git, Eit and Plit for eactufirOss estate class for

1963, the most recent year in the sample. For each estate class, the table also shows
the ratio of gifts to the pstate after all noncharitable deductions (column 5).

Each of the obserVations represented a different dumber of estate tax returns. In
the very highest estate size classes, there are relatively few returns each year and
substantial year to year variation' in the ratio of bequests to estate size. Although
the available data are not a sample but a report of all estates, one can,regard each
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Table 1

Charitable Bequests by Estate Size, 1963

60-69

70-79

80-89

90-99

100-119

120-149

150-199

200-299

800-499

500-999

Average ,
_Gross Estate Charitable

Size Class Bequests

(in 5000's) (In $000's)
(1) (2)

1.02

1.10

1.35

1.49

1.80
'

2.68

,_____,), 4.00

6.53

14.19

36.23

1,000-1,999

2,000-2,999

3,000-4;999

5,000-9,999

10,000+

Average
Net

Estate*
(in $000's)

(3)

55.89

-63.88

72.14'

80.46:
...

93.16

11347

145.49

203.42

.322.23

580.47

112.69 . 1,169.99

190.23 2,053.78

0 378.66 3,207.53

828.04 . 5,568.44

3,409.8
7 41022E3

Charity as :
Percentage of

P1 Net Estate
(4') (5)

...

1.00 2.15

1.00 2.10

0.91 2.32

0.93 2.35

0.89 2.50

0.82 3.10

0.75 3.58

0.70 4.15

0.70 5.60

0.68 7.77

0.13 11.63

0.55 11.14 .
I

0:47 14.60

0.37

0.23' .,,.?, 27.99

17.84' '

taxable estate plus 'charitable beqUests.
*Estate value is measured by gross estate minus all noncharitable deductions. P1 is based on

years's actual observatias a sample froin the population of possible decedents. If
the underlying microeconomic relations have constant v iance, the process of
averaging implies that the error variance will be larger for e observations based on
a small number of returns. We have therefore ighted ch of the observations by
the square root of the number of returns represe that observation;

II

EFFECTS OF PRICE AND ESTATE SUE- -

veh
Equation 2 presents the estimated parameters for a simple specification:.

9it
Eit

0.118' - 0.107 P111 + 0.994 10 Eit .

(0:010) (0.083)
-

160
R2 = 0.82
N = 135

(2)
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The value of the estate is measured by the gross estate minus all deductions except'
I charitable bequests and the marital deduction. The price P1 is based on the taxable
estate plus charitable.bequests. The ratio of charitable bequests to estate value is
significantly related to -both 'price and estate size. The equation provides a quite
good explanation of the overall variation in the bequest ratio R2 = 0.82. Despite
the potential problem of collinearity between estate value and price, the standard
errors of ;he estimated coefficients are very small.

The specification of equation 2 implies that the price elasticity of charitable
bequests varies with price:

dG P 4(G/E) P
111

P'0.107 (3)dP dP (G/E) (d/Es)

The price elasticity has been evaluated for the average value of P and the
corresponding value of G/E at four different sizes of the taxable estate. For taxable
estates of $80,000-, the average price in 1963 was 0:89 and the predicted ratio of
charitable gifts to estate value vas 0.022. This implies a local price elasticity of
-4.04. By a similar calculation the price elasticity at $120,000 is -2.06, at
$500,000 is -1.45, and-at $5,000,000 is -0.31."

The very sub'sIntial changes in estimated elasticity may represent true behavioral
differences bin may also reflect only the restricted functional form. As Table 1

showed, the 'ra lib of gifts" to estate size rises very rapidly for large estates. The
specification If- uation 7 imposes a linear relationship which may distort the
implied elasttet As an alternative, equation 3 transforms the dependent variable
so that changes in price and estate size cause proportional changes in the ratio of
gifts to estate size:

Git
in = -0.989 - 3.18 el it + 0.38

(0.16) (0.14)

r-

.; 10-7

it

Ett

R2 = 0.83
N = 135

(4)
Eit

The coeffidients are again very significant and the overall explanatory power is quite
high." The corresp,onding elasticities are derived from:

dG P d(G/E) P

dP G " dP (G/E)

NI
d I n(G/E)

P (5)dP _

-3.18 P

The specific elasticities are now -2.83 for a gross estate of ,$80,000, -2.39 forld
estate of $120,000, -2.16 for an estate of $500,000, and 1.18 for an estate of
$5,000,000.

There are of course other ways to generalize the specification of equation 2. Of
particular iri,portanci Ise, the potential nonlinearity in the effect of estate size. It
seems reasogble torOpect that an extra $1,000 of estate value will have a larger
effqct in smalI.estates than in, very large estates. This is confirmed by the estimates
of equation 6. "
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Git
= 0.138 - 0.20 Nit + 0.076 (P1)?;

Eit
(0.21) . (0.118)

.

+ 0.20 10-7 E it - 0.53 10 -15-15 2

(0.06) (0.16)
R2 = 0.88
N =135

The priceprice elasticity is now derived, by an extension of equation 3, from

..

(6)

dG P P
= (- 0.20 + 0.15 P)

dP G (G/E) _ (7)

The implied price elasticities vary substantially but at a lower level than in the
simpler specification of equation 2: -1.96 at $80,000, -1.09 at $120,000, -0.69
at $500,000, and,--0.11 at $5,000,000.

ynfortunately, other generalizations have sonflicting implications. Equation 8
extends the previous specification by introducing a cross-product term between
price and estate size. To prevent this term from being dominated by the very largest
estates, the logarithm of estate size is used. ,

.....Git,
0.096 - 0.56 P1it + 0.16 (P111)2

Eit (0.18) (0.10)

+ 0.17 I0-7 Eit - 0.36 10 -15 E2.it
(0.05) (0.14)

+ 0.029 P1it In(Ea) .

(0.004)

t R2 = 0.91
N = 135

(8)

Each of the terms in this new specification is statistically significant but the
elasticities, calculated from.

dG P
dP

z - 4- 0.56 + 0.32 P + 0.03 In (E)j GliE (9)

now have the wrong sign for all size estates: +1.50 at $80,000, +0.70 at $120,000,
+0.54 at $500,000, and +0.18. at $5,000,000. Although these results,are clearly
unacceptable, they serve as a warning that the previous estimates may be more
uncertain than their standard errors imply.

A specification similar to eqUation 8 but in semilogarithmic form also shows the
importance of nonlinearities and of the interaction of price and estate size:

16 2
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G it
In = 1.75 - 22.12 Nit + 7.90 (P1)?t.

En (2.55) (1.43)

- 0.16 10-6 Eit + 0.42 10-14
(0.07) (0.19)

+ 0.76 PI it 1n(Eit)

Again the elasticities I piled by

it

dG P
= (- 22.12 + 15.80 P1 + 0.76 1n(B) PdP G

R2 0.94
N =13e 5

1491

(10)

are positive and unacceptable: +2.01 at $80,000 but +1.92 at $120,000, +2.48 at$500,000, and +2.00 at $5,000,000.
The final' specification to be considered is the simple constant elasticity

relationship:

In tit = - 10.28 + 1.56 1n(Eit) + 0.19 1nP1it
(0.04) (0.18)

. (12)
R2 = 0.99
N = 135

The price elasticity is insignificant and has the wrong sign, a further warning about1 the reliability of the semilogarithm elasticities. All attempts to generalize this
specification by adding the squares and crossproduct of In PI and 1 n E alwaysresulted in the insignificance 'of all priCe terms and n9 improvement in theexplanatory power of the equation.

Table 2 summarises the parameter estimates for the linear and semjlogarithmic
equations. The corresponding elasticities are presented in Table 3. In general the
results are less volatile and more plausible for the second form.

Each of the specifications has been reestimated-using the alternative definition of
price (P2) which is based on taxable income plus both charitable bequests and themarital deduction. The parameter estimates are presented in Table 4 and the
corresponding price elasticities in Table 5. Comparing the R4 values inTables 2 and
4 shows that P1 has aireater explanatory power, that is, charitable; bequests-are
.generally determined after allowing for the marital deduction. The elasticities aresimilar in Tables 3 and 5 but the original alues based on P1 are generally morereasonable.

°

The assumption that Oingle behavioral equation can represent both the small
estate's and theovery large estates is of course a great simplification. Moreover, because
of the weighting of observations the parameter estimates of Chapter II are healfrY

a

III

BEHAVIOR OF LARGE ESTATES

*

I
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Table 2

Effects of Price and Estate Size on Charitable Bequests:
Price Measured by P1

Equa-
don :.

Dependent
Nar iab_,_le.

-
Constant PI

-0.107
(0.010)

-0.200
.

(0.205)

-0.56
(0.180)

s' -3.182
(0,164)

-12.59
(3.81)

-22.12
(2.55)

-

P1)2
vitY

E

.004)x10

0.201x10-7.
(0.057)

_,
0.166x10 '

(0.048)

(01.317065;10-7

-0(1..170361)x10-7

-0.163x104
(0.068)

E2

-0.527x10-15
(0.159) .

-0.364x10-15
(0.136)

.

(29.60)

0.422x10 14
(0.193)-

:, :

I-2.1

-#4c

.'' 2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2,62.6

_-

G/E

G/E

G/E

ln(G/E)

1 n(G/E)

1n(G/ 1\

0.118
(0.008)

0.138
(0.088)

0.096
(0.075)

:' -0.989
(0.141)

2.831
(1.64)

1.745
(1.06)

0.076
(0.118)

0.161
(0.100)

5.685
(2.201)

7.904
(1.425)

Price variable P1 is based on the taxable estate plus charitable bequests.
Standard errors and shown in parentheses.
All estimates refer to 135observations from the period 1948 through 1963:

*

it

1 8 4

.:

t2Plln(E)

. : ia--

,O.42

j

0.88

0.029 0.91
(0.004)

0.83

0.86

0.759 0.94
(0.056)
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2.1

2.2
.

2.3

2.4

2.3

'

Pri

I

1.50,

- 2.83

- L09
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Table 3

Elasticities of Charitable Giving:
Price Measured by P1

EstaIe Size
$120,000 $500,000 $5,000,000

-2.06 -1.45 . -0.31
, , ,i.

-1.09 -0.69 -0.11.

0.70 0.54 ., 0.18
4.

, -2.39 -2.16 - -1.18

-0.92 :0.83 -0.45
-..

:1---'.2 2.48 2.00

c- influenced by"the behavior of the smalleestates:'The current section focuses on the
observations corresponding to estates with real net values (that gross estate minus
charitable and marital deductions) of at least $500,600.13 These estates accounted
for 78 percent of all charitable bequests in 1963. Thjs reduces the sample to only
54 observations and makes precise estimation even more difficult. Nevertheless, the
results 'are\ iluite interesting and nearly all of the calculated price elasticities imply a
substantial price sensitivity.

Table 6 presents the estimated parameters for the same specifications as in Table
2. The price variable is again P1. With the exeption of equations 6.3 and 6.6, the
price variable has a significant effect on the ratio of giving to estate size. Table 7
shows the price.elasticities corresponding to these equations. 4

1

---IIEQUESTS BY MAJOR TYPES OF DONEES

I,n six of the nine sample years, the Internal Revenue Service published separate
estimates 'of charitable bequests made to three, major types of donees: private,
educational institutions, public educational institutions, and religious organizations.
These disaggregated data are analyzed" briefly in the current section.

Unfortunately, the gifts identified as going to these three categories of- donees
account for a relatively small proportion of total bequests. Table 8 presents data by 1
estate size for 1961, the last year,of the sample with di regated information. The
residual category of "other" donees received some perc of charitable bequests-
from small estates and more than 70 percent from estates o ore than $500,008---
It is not clear whether this large residual category actually r is gifts to `ogler
types of donees, especially to private family foundations, that wr ter distribute
these funds to particular institutions, or merely the problems of identifying
particular types of donees frolp available records. In either case, the disaggregatedr
data and their iniplicatidns must be regarded with substantial caution.

N
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Table 4

Effects of Price and Estate Size on Charitable Bequests:
Price Measured by P2

Equa-
tion

Dependent
Variable

,

,,-v

Constant P2

-0.110
(0.011)

-0.402
(0.185)

-0.582
(0.153)

-3.208.
(0.200)

-16.15
(3.77)

-21.43
(2.13)

4.1

4.2,.

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

G/E

"G/E`

GIE .

ln(G/E)

. -

1 n(G/E)

ln(G/E)

0415
(0.009)

0.217
(0.078)

0.106
. (0.065)

-1.107
(0.163)

4.063
(1.58)

0.799
(0.905)

5

(P2)2

0.199
(0.109)

0.179
(0.090)

7.980
(2.229) 11

7.404-r\--
(1.245)

e

E

-0.101x10, 7

(0.009)

0.i50x10'
(0.054)

0.162x10-71
(0.045)

0.461x10 -7
(0.160)

-0.153x10-0
(0.111)

-0 .120x11)"6
(0.062)

,

Price variable P2 Is based on the taxable estate plus both charitable bequlksts and teeeMarital deduction.
Standard errors are shown in parentheres.
All estimates refer to 135 observations in the period 1948 through 1963.

.
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E2 PI ln(E) R2

-0.391x10 I5
(0.109)

-0 .354x10 I5
(0.131)

0a29x10-14

.(0.324)

0.338x1014

- (9:181)

0.030
, (0.004)

0.849
(0.068)

0.80

0.87

0.91

0.78

0.82

0.97

I.

4
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Equation

Price Elasticities

$80,000

Table 5

of Charitable, Giving:
Price Measured by P2

i Estate Size

$5 000 000$120,000 $500,000
. .

4.1" -5.47 -2.45 -1.65 -0.33

4.2 -0.20 -0.10 -0.06. -0.01
. .

...4.3 1.46 0.77 , 0.59 '0.20

4.4 -2.86 -2.41 -2.18 -1.19

4.5 -0.17 -0.14 -0.13 : -0.07
. .

4.6 2.64 2.48 3.87 2.40

Table 8 implies that the gi a Ordecloas going to religious organizations received
an almost constant share of to giving and of total estates for all size estates up to
$1 million. These gifts were about 0.7 percent of total estates between $60,000 and
$1,000,000 and rose only to about 1 percent for estates between $1 million and $5
million. By contrast, gifts to private and public education rose rapidly as, a
percentage of total estates.
' Because of the obvious inadequacy of the disaggregated data, only a cursory
analysis has been performed. Table 9 presents the estimated price and estate size
coefficignts for. the basic specification of equation 1 and the corresponding price
elasticities.

The parameter estimates indicate that the share of the kstate recorded as going to
private education is quite sensitive to price, except orhaps forthe largest size
estates. Gifts to public educational institutions show approximately equal sensitivity
while gifts to religious organizations are least sensitive. -

° It should again be emphasized that most of the charitable bequests were not
allocated to any one of these three categcnies and thal4he analysis therefore ,may
substantially misrepresent the effect of taxes on individual types of donees. The
current results are put forward as preliminary estimates used on the only available
data A mine careful classification of charitable bequests by the Internal Re Venue
Service would provide an opportunity to provide a much better analysis of tale
effect °rule estate tax on different types of donees.

V.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study has analyzed the only available time series data on charitable bequests
by estates of different size. The evidence generally implies that charitable bequests
are quite sensitive to the price of such 'bequests that is implied by the current
deductibility of charitable bequests for estate tax purposes. Most of the functional
specifications that yield negative price elasticities over the entire range indicate high
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Table 6

Effects of Price and Estate Size on Charitable Bequests by Large Estates*

Equa-
tion

Dependent
Variable Constant P1

-0.255
(0.052)

1.309
(0.604)

1.642
(1.914)

-3.157
(0.417)

13.519_
(4.446)-

.

-5,652
(13.79)

Ao

(P1)2 E

0.416x10-8
(0.155)

0.368x10-7

(0.136)

0.389x10-7
(0.181)*

-0.375x108
(1.240)

0.237x10-6
(0.100)

.

0.112x10-6
(0.130)

E2 ,
.

-Ow:835173;10-15

-0.862x10 15
(0.448)

..

-0.524x1014
(0.263)

-0.244x10-14-

(0.323)

1,

PI ln(E)

'

R2.-...

0.78
S

0.81

0.81

0.78

0.84

0.85

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

-

6.6

.
- G/E

G/E

G/E

1 n(G/E)

In(G/E)

ln(G/E)

0.235
(0.034)

-0.371
(0.234)

-0.421
(90361)

-0.594
(0.273)i
-6.366
(1.72)

-3.482
(2.60)

-1.042
(0.420)

-1.226 u
(1.085)

0

-12.510
(3.095)

.
c; -1 .9 62

(7.815)

0.010
(0.056)

:

0.588
(0.401)

*Price variable P1 is based on the taxable estate phis ,daritable bequests.
Observations refer to estates with real 1958 value of at least $500,000.
All estrates are for 54 observations in the period 1948 through 1973.
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' Table 7

.. nce Elasticities of Charitable Giving for Large Estates

4

Equation $500,000 $1,000,000 $5.000,000

6.1 -2.72 -2.05 -0.58

6.2 : -9:50 . -6.42 -2.13

6.3 -1.65 -1.40 -0.70

6.4 -2.15 -1.99 -1.17

6.5 -7.82 -7.25 -4.26

6.6 -1.27 ' - -0.92 -0.19

price elasticities, almost always greater than one and Often substantially greater.
These results are strengthened by separate estimates for large estates that indicate
even higher price elasticities for these bequests. ,

The implications of such high price elasticities are clear and important. (1) The
current deductibility 'feature of the estate tax law induCesta substantial increase in
charitable bequests. (2) The charitable organizations receive more in additional
bequests than the Treasury foregoes in potential estate tax revenue. (3) Private
intergenerational transfers of wealth to individuals are therefore reduced; because
charitable gifts are increased by more than taxes are reduced, the personal heirs now
receive less than they would if the current deduction Were eliminated.

Nevertheless it is important in concluding ,this paper to emphasize that the
specific estimates of the price elasticity of charitable bequests are quite sensitive to
the particular specification of the equation. The equations that best explain the data
for the entire sample imply positive price elasticities.icii'klarly, the simple constant
elasticity specification also has a positive price elastieitY:tyen the specifications
that imply, negative price elasticities often have implausibly large elasticities. Finally,
the data for disaggregated analysis by type of donee were quite inadequate because
of the very large unallocated fraction of charitable bequests.

What 'interpretation should therefore be giv.en to this study as a whole? Some
readers will undoubtedly conclude from the instability of the parameter estimates
and the frequency of implausible estimates that the current evidence is without
value. Others however will stress that nearly all of the acceptable specifications
imply substantial price elasticities and that this result supports the conclusion
reached by Boskin with individual cross-section data. I prefer to leave each reader to
decide for'himself how the current evidence should modify his own prior beliefs.
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Table 8

74

t
Charitable Bequests to Major Types of Donees, 1960

Estate.,
Size

Oats
SOOOts)

All

Gifts

Charitable Bequests as Percentage of Net Estate

Education

Gifts
4

Donee as Percentage of Total Charitable Bequests
Private

Education
Public- . -

Education Religion
Private -Mblic

Eddeation Religion Other

160-69 1.91 0.07 0.05 0.68 3.91 -2.75 35.32 58.02

70-79 1.60 0.16 0.06 ,O.57 9.8a -3.48 35.48 51.16

, 80-89 1.93 0.13 0.08 0.66 6. .78
vt

4.27 33.93 54.92

p0-99 1.78 0.06 0.04 0.62 3.21 2.47 35.20 59.13
alle47,4

100-119 1.99 0.09 0.05 0.65 4.75 2.65 32.49 60.11

120-1.49 2.18 0.16 0.05 055 7.43' 2.32 60.44

150-199 2.66 0.16 0.06 0.66 6.00 2.38 24.82 66.81

200-299 3.50 0.29 0.14 0.77 8.40 3.88 21.95 65.78

300-499 4.41 0.39 0.16 0.80 8.94
*

3.59 - 18.20 69.27

500-999 5.84 0,65 0.30 0.65 J 11.18 5.09 11.13 72.59

1,000-1,999 8.49 0.66 0.19 0.71 7.80 2.26 8.36 81.58

. 2,000-2,999 12.74 1.24 1.07 1.07 9.72 8.39 8.37 73.53

3,008-4,-999 11.27 0.91 0.26, 1.23 8.12 2.33 10.90 78.65

5,000- 9,999- 16.81 4.26 0.48 0.19 25.36 2,86 1.13 70,65

10,000+ 31.12 . 1.46 0.84 0.11 4.70 .69 0.36 92.24

1



Table 9

Effects of Price and Estate Size on Charitable Bequests, by Major Ty

Eqiia
don Donee Sample : Constant PI Estate R2

1.., ) ,,
9'.1 Private All 0.021 -0.021 - 0.26-2x10-8 .50

Education (0.005) r (0.006) (0.049)

9.2 Public All. 0.011 -0.011 _ ''-0.393x10-1° ,31
. .Education (0.002) (0.002) (1.7.23)

..,_
9.3 ' Religious All 0.010 -0.005 -0.196x10-9 .09 ,

Organizations (0.001) (0.002) (0)142)

9.4 Private ) >S500,000 0.085 -0.116 ' 0.616x10 1° .43 ,
Education (0.028) (0.043) (12.22)

9.5, Public >$500,000 0.023 -D.026 -0.528;c10 9 .09
Education (0.010) (0.015) (0.417)

9.6 Religious >$500,000 : 0.007, 0.001 -0.811x10 10 .01
Organizations (0.007) (0.010) (2.982)

171.

Price Elasticities by Estate Size
$80,000 $120,0011. $40,000 $5,0(10.000

-7.42 -2.83 4.78 =030
. ,

-84)7 72.99 -2.11 -0.57

. , '44

-0.80 -0.60 -0.52 -0.26

-12.82 -1.01

- - -3.50 -0.90

- 0.09 0.05
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Footnotes
1. See American Association of Fund-Raising

Counsel, Inc., Giving USA 1974.*
2. Council for Financial Aid to Education,

Voluntary Support of Education 1971-1972 (NewYork; CFAE, 1973),

3. Becairse of Abe special marital deduction, an individual can give half of his estate to his wifeand deduct that amount in computing the taxable estate. The deduction of charitable bequests
lowers the price of charity relative to the price of bequests to individuals other. than thedecedent's spouse and bequests to the spouse in excess of the marital deduction.
4. In 1970 additional

federal estate tax liabilities would have been $1.0 billion if charitable
bequests were not deducte4 in. calcula ing taxable estates and if total estates nevertheless
remained the same. Total estate' tax co ections in 1970 were $3.4 billion. This calcUlation
ignores state inheritance and death taxes.

5. Michael Boskin, "Estate Taxation and Charitable Bequests," Journal of Public Economics
( forthcoi*ng), 1974.

r
6. The studies of the effects of taxation on charitabl§iving by living individuals are presentedin Michael Boskin and Martin Feldstein, "Effects of the Charitable Deduction on Contributionsby Low Income and Middle Income Households," mimeo, 1975; Feldstein, "The Income Tax-

%and Charitable Contributions: Part I Aggregate and Distributional
Effects," National TaxJournal, 28:1 (March 1975), pp. 81.99; Feldstein, "The Income Tax and Charitable Contribu-

tions: Part 11 The Impact on Religious, Educational and Other Organizations,"
National TaxJournal (forthcoming), 1975; Feldstein and Charles Clotfelter, "Tax Incentives and CharitableContributions in the United States: A Microeconometric Analysis," Journal of Public Economics(forthcoming), 1974; Feldstein and Amy Taylor, "The Income Tax and Charitable Contributions:Estimates and Simulations with the Treasury Tax Files," mimeo, 1975.

7. See, for exalhple, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income 1965: Fidiciary GiffindEstate TaX\Returns (Washington DC: U.S.,Government Printing Office, Pub. No. 406 (11-6), )p.
62.

8. For estates after 1963 the Internal Revenue Service published
bequests by."economic, state

,.-class" rather than "gross estate class" so that the data are no longer compat-able.
9. The .gross estate class rower limits are (in $1000 units): 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 150, 200,
360, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, 5,000, 10,000.

'PI
'10. The individual faces two prices when making the joint decision: the price of charity and the

price of gifts to a spouse. oth first dollar prices are the same since'neither gift is, taxed.
1(1. The assumption that the eirs are a spouse and minor children lowers the state inheritancetax. It would in" inciple be de irable to examine this in greater detail but the current resultssuggest that such ffort may not be ,itirirthwhile.

.12. The R2 mlues for the two eqtiations cannot be compared
directly because the dependent

variables are different.

13. More specifically,
an observation is included if the mean net 'value in 1957-59 dollars is atleast $500,000.

14. It remains impossible to obtain valid estimates of the constant elasticity logarithmic equa-
tion or its generalizations.

The coefficient of the price variables are generally positive and alwayssmaller than their standard errors. The tax schedule is apparently such that the correlationbetween In P and In E is too high to permit
meaningful 'estimation.
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A NOTE ON THE -ESTIMATION OF PERSONAL
GIVING

Ralph L. Nelsont

Introduction

At various prices in the several statistical reports that accompany the Filer
Commission',s main report there appear estimates of the total giving by living
persons. Some of the estimates have been made directly, as paft of an effort to
measure the aggregate amount of private giving. Others are the by-products of
analyses of the economic, tax, and socio- ciemographic factors that influence giving
behavior. The several estimates use data from a number of income tax return and
household survey sources and are arrived at by a variety of analytical procedures.

A".conscientious reader of these reports would- be met by what at first glance
might appear to be a distressingly high degree of inconsistency among tbe estimated
totals for what should be the same thing. He might, therefore, jump to the
conclusion that these researches have provided Min with no clear notion of the true
magnitude of personal giving. The purpose of this note is to demonstrate that this
conclusion is not warranted.

This variation in the estimates of giving by living persons is the primary reason
for confusion about the true total amount of private giving. Giving by none of the
other major donor groups, corporations, foundations, bequests, and endowment
earnings, are exactly measured and in some cases the basis for estimation is less solid
,than it is for giving by living persons. However none of the other sources accounts
for more Than a very small fraction of the total (less than 9 percent) whereas "living
donor" giving amounts to between 70 and 80 percent of the total.

There are several reasons why the estimates cannot be expected to be in close
agreement. They relate to different years, ralect progressive stages itrAprocess of
refinement, and are based on variant definitions'of contributions. Table 1 presents a
comparison of estimates adjusted to relate to the common year 1972. The estimates
range from $15.8 to $32.2 billion, the highest being twice the size of the lowest.

Most of this rather large difference in estimates reflects the presentation of
estimates in successive stages of refinement. Each 'of the three estimators named,in
Table 1 made a number of estimates. Each estimate reflected the data availabVfor
making the estimate, lithe estimating technique, and the assumption about giving
behavior used in producing the estimate. Having made several estimates, each
estimator presented what could be taken to be a "preferred" or "final" one. These
are indicated by asterisks in the table. The three "preferred", estimates $19.8,
$19.9, and $23.6 billion, a range of $3.8 billion, or approximately 20 pelint.

Given the potential for variation, the observed differences are neither unexpected
nor unreasonable. In view of the several types of information sources and
differences in estimating techniques one should not expect exact agreement in the
totals. Nor, for some of the estimates, has precise estimation of the total been the
primary purpose. This is particularly true for the estimates bared on the findings of
sample surveys of the giving patterns of families.

Reports of these surveys repeatedly stress that the findings are primarily useful
for analyzing Patterns and. making comparisons. Blow-ups to estimated population
totals are properly regarded as providing total measures which are subject to a large
element of statistical sampling error.

Though susceptible to statistical error, the sample survey and econometric
analyses provide valuable new insights into giving behavior which not only have

)

f frroiessor, Department of Economics, Queens College of the City of New York.
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Table 1 -

Several Estimates of Personal Giving in 1972,
Made for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs

(in billions of dollars)

Data Source and Method Estimate
of Estimation j for 1972

Person Making
Estimates

Martin S.
Feldsteina

Econometric Estimation

1970 Treasury Tax File = Four Price Elasticities

1962 Treasury Tax File = Four Price Elasticities

1970 Treasury Tax File = Constant Price Elasticity

Survey Researchb Expansion of Sample Survey to Population Total
Center (Morgan-
Dye-Hybels) No adjustment for contributions overrep&ting and

income underreporting

Partial adjustments for contributions overreporting
and income underreporting

"Best" Aggregate Estimate: Downward adjustment in
number of high-income families

"Extreme Assumption Estimate;" Adjusted for possible
"pervasive underreporting of income"

Ralph L. Nelson Total Itemized Contributions (IRS) Plus Estimated Total
Nonitemized Contributions

Broad (As Reported on Income Tax Returns) Definition
(of Giving

No effect assigned to liberalized standard deduction

Reflects liberalized standard deduction'

NarroW Definition of Glingd

No effect assigned to liberalized standard deductione

Reflects liberalized standard deduction

Notes to Table 1

422.1
20.8

19.9*

4
32.2

26:9

23.6*

20.6

18.4

19.8*

13.8

17.0

* Signified estimate either explicity preferred or assumed to be preferred by person making the
--- estimate. Nelson designated his "tax return" estimate as preferred in part becabse the other two

types of estimates were based on unadjusted tax return data. See note (d) below for reasons fornarrowing the definition.

a. As reported to the Commission on Private Philanthro d Public Needs in table entitled
"Simulated Changes in Total Giving and T es (11. ns of 1970 Dollars)" and dated February 3,
1975. The 1970 estimate was extrapolate 1972 by applying a 15 percent growth value over
the two years. This growth rate was based on annual series developed by Nelson and by the
American Association of Fund-Raisjpg Counsel and presented in Giving USA.

b. James N. Morgan, Richard F. Dye, and Judith Hybels, "Results from 71vo National Surveys of
Philanthropic Activity," paper prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public
Needs. Appendix II, Tables A-II.6 and A-II-7. Estimates apply to the year 1973 and were
extrapolated backward to 1972 by applyirig a 9 percent growth rate from 1972 to 1973. Basis
for estimating growth rate was the same as in (a).

c. As revised in background memorandum to Wade Greene, dated June 2, 1975, in section entitled
"Estimates of Total Giving by Income Class, 1972."

d. The narrow definition excludes the overreporting of gifts and the legally deductible out-of-pocket
donor expenses (travel, telephone, etc.) incurred in voluntary ph4lanthropic activity and not
recorded as revenue by recipient organizations.

e. As presented in report to the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, Private
Giving in the American Economy, 1960-1972, January 8, 1975.
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,relevance in policy design but which also enable those making estimates to more
precisely fill the large gaps present in the direct aggregate data on giving. The
known aggregate for personal giving is the giving by persons itemizing contributions
on their income tax returns, as tabulated by the Internal Revenue Setvice. The
unknown aggregate' is the gNing of persons who do not itemize contributions
because they either choose to take the standard deduction or do not have to file
tax returns. -

Both the household survey and econometric studies contain many new and mush
improved measures of the differences in giving behavior between itemizers and
non-itemizers. Moreover, both studies provide us with detailed examinations of the
reasons for the differences. These, combined with the quantitative measures
provided by these studies, permit us to arrive at much more refined an)
unambiguous measures of the giving of non-itemizers than hitherto has been
possible.

In summary* we have found that, when made comparable in time period and
definition, there is a much higher degree of consistency among the several estimates
thin there at first appears to be. For the year 1972, as reported above, the range of
differences was found to be less than 20 percent. We turn now to a detailed analysis /.,
of estimates, partly with a view toward determining just where in this range the 410
exact amount of personal giving might be expected to fall.

-

Three Components of the Estimate

In the detailed analysis of the estimates, three separate but related components
of the estimates will be examined. The first deals with giving by individuals and
families who do not itemize their contributions on their inbome tax returns.
Particular attention will be given to the giving of non-itemizers whose pretax income

'=-1(Adjusted GrOss Income, or AGI in Interns Revenue-language) for 1972 was less
than $30,000. Of the pretax income of all n -itemizers, 98 percent was received
by individuals and families having income less tha 30,000, A correspondingly high
percentage of non-itemized contributions, therefore, came from incomes of less than
$30,000. Focus on these income groups, therefore, will tell substantially the whole
story of the non-itemizers.

The second component to be examined is the giving of families whose 1972
pretax income (AGI) was greater than $30,000. As will be shown below, the
estimates, made in the Survey Research Center study typically assign a very high
proportion of total giving to the upper-income groups. The size of the estimate for
these,g,roups is found to depend on two things. The first relates to the validity of
t e data on contributions, that is, whether one should rely on the amounts reported
y the respondents to the survey questionnaire or on the amounts reported as these
espondents' income tax deductions for contributions. The second relates to the

estimated total income of upper-income groups and in particular to the correct
number of families in these groups. .

The extrapolation of the survey findings for these highettincome groups has led
'to questionably high estimates of their contributions. Expansion of the survey
results for the year 1973 places giving by these higher income families at an
estirrfated $7.37 billion.1 Yet for 1972, the year before, the Internal Revenue
Service reported that families with $30,000 or more in pretax income itemized a
total of $.3.76 billion in contributions. iven the 'very low proportion of the total
income in these incohie classes whose e lents .did not claDn a contributions
deduction (about 5 percent), the total tt ntributions from all high-income givers
could not have exceeded $4 billion by very much. Literally interpreted, this would
mean an improbable 84 percent growth in upper-income giving between 1972 and
1973.
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The third component of the estimate, separate from bu
concerns the adjustments that are. made to allow for th
contributions and for ambiguities in defin. ijn. The two pro
as incorrect reporting in part is a result iffering percept

At
a philanthropic contribution. In addition o this, incorrect
either the underreporting or overreporting of contributions.

Illustrative of the general problem is the correction that
Center 'felt compelled to make in successive revisions of it
Giving data reported by the respondents in the survey yielde
giving $3 billion higher than that made using the itemized con
returns of the same respondents. The same discrepancy existe
unadjusted reported incomes or on reported incomes adjusted

The tax definition of giving is a relatively specific' one,
comparison of the Feldstein, Morgan, and Nelson estimates, serve
common measure for comparisons. Yet even the tax return data m
thW degree that they reflect underreporting of contributions by
overreporting by others. The former results from forgetfulness

"[latter from either unconscious or conscious exaggeration. Though
and impressionistic, the scattered evidence of the matter suggests
there probably has been overreporting.

A specific adjustment of the estimates for overreporting will n
relative size, as in he comparisons presented above all estimates are
or entirely on t amounts reported on tax returns. However, a clea
degree of oven porting will lead to an improved measure of the a
given and produ e donor estimates more concordant with those based
recipient organiza ions.

t related to the first two,
e incorrect reporting of
blems are partly related,
ions of what constitutes

reporting also involves

the Survey Research
s aggregate estimates.

an estimate of total
tributions on the tax
d whether based on
or underreporting.2
and in the above
d adequately as the
ay be incorrect to
some persons and
"Ind caution, the

largely indirect
that on balance

of change their
based primarily
rer idea of the
ctual amounts

on data for

Giving by Non-Itemizers

As mentioned above, this analysis relates to the non-itemized giving
whose 1972 AGI was less than $30,000, and which accounts for all but a
proportion of total non-itemized giving. All three investigators, Feldstein
and Nelson, found that for families of comparable income level, the non
gave significantly less than did the itemizers, and this difference is reflecte
set of estimates. However, the techniques for imputing the giving ofenon-i
were unique in each case and produced wide differences in the estimates
non-itemized giving. Each involved comparison of the behavior of itemize
that of non-itemizers, and the methods and results varied with the approach u

Feldstein, individually and in collaboration with others, constructed a num
econometric behavioral models which relate giving to factors such as tax
income, age, and marital status. Hg estimated the equations using Treasury da
a cross-section of tax returns. The equations, thus derived, were used to predic
giving of non-itemizers. Drawing upon survey data on giving by both itemizers
non-itemizers, he found that the principal operational effect of non-itemization
a price effect. Non-itemizers give less because they pay an after-tax "price" of
percent of the amount of their gifts. Itemizers, on the other hand, pay someth
less than 100 percent by virtue of the tax savings resulting froin the deductibility
their gifts. He found some minor effect for itemization as such, apart from the pri
effect but regarded it as not statistically significant.3

Feldstein's findings of the primacy of the importance of "price," as versus pur
itemization, are consistent with the findings of an earlier household survey study
made by Roistacher and Mo,rgan. There it .was noted that "The effects of
itemization seem to be mostly the effects of income [working through the right to
itemize and the marginal tax rate and the ability to give) ..."4 In that study

of families
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itemizers

in each
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of total
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itemizatiorPis found to be incidental to homeownership, and homeownership to be
a function of income and the interrelated variables of age, marital status, and fartily
size. These, however, are also factors' that directly (and strongly) influence giving
behavior. Feldstein's multiple regression equations also assign' great importance to
income and age and thus broadly corroborate these'findings.

Feldstein's estimate of the giving pf non-itemizers turns, primarily on the
measures of

on
elasticity produced by the econometric analysis., It turns most

particularly on the elasticity measures for the below $30,000 income classes in
those variants of his analysis in which separate elasticities are estimated for the
several (four) income classes he specifies. He found that, in this income range, price
elasticities were quite high (-2 to -3). As the price for non-itemizers (100 percent) is
substantially higher than that for itemizers (72 to 85 percent), he estimates that, all
else the same, giving for non-itemizers is substantially lower than that for itemizers.

The effect on the estimate of non-itemized giving is illustrated in the following
tabulation which compites two of Feldstein's estimates for the year 1970.5

Estimated Price Elasticity

$4,000 to
$20,%00 Income

$20,000 to
$50,000 Income ,

Estimated Total Giving (in billions)

All Non-
Families Itemizers

-3.67 -0.97 18.1 ' 5.2
-0.35 -0.85 19.2 6.3

4It is seen that the higher measure of price elasticity produced a lower estimate of
total non-itemized contributions. The two estimates were based on different data
sets, the first on the 1962 Treasury Tax File and the second on the 1970 Treasury
Tax 'File. In each case it was specified that separate elasticities be estimated for each
of four income classes, and divergent' measures, particularly for the $4,000 to
$20,000 income classes were found. Feldstein has more confidence in the higher
price elasticity--estimate for low-income givers yielded by the 1°462 Treasury Tax
File than for the lower elasticity estimate yielded by the 1r70 File, stating that
"these 09101 data are just not sufficiently rich to provide accurate infprMation on
both ptice and income elasticities."6

Inrifiost of his simulations of the effect of tax changes on giving and in his
preferred estimate of total giving, Feldstein returns to an earlier, less detailed
model.' This is one that assumes the same price elasticity for all income classes.
While believing that the evidence of high price elasticity for low-income givers is
"reasonably consistent and clear," he. encounters difficulty in sorting out price and
income effects, particularly in the lim-income subgroups of his various data samples.
He finds that "The disaggregated results a generally much less accurate than the
overall price elasticity. The low-income itemizers are an unrepresentable sample of
low-income households."

There is another source of uncertainty about the implications of Feldstein's
econometric findings foi' the response of low-income givers to proposed changes lit
the tax trpatmint and thus the "price" of their giving. This, uncertainty arises

'because 'die analyses ark based on cross-sectional data which, in essence, are a
"stop-action" snapshot of families in a system of changing giving propensities,
wholesale shifts in income'classes and tax brackets, and unfinished ,adjustments to
new equilibrium relationships. This is one element in the more general problem that
arises in the use of cross- sectional data to predict behavioral changes:

The changes (in giving resulting from changes in tax policies), computed
from cross-section data pertaining to different indivichials at a point in time,
may approximate how individuals will respond to chartes in tax policies

1 7 7
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through time. However, it can be that respo6ses to changed tax policies
through time can be different from those predicted, by a cross-section°
analysis.9

For the purpose of estimating the total giving in the period to which the
cross-sectional data apply, the econometric equations are much less .subject to
qualification. For this purpose,, the equations can be_ regarded as a system of
structural relationships whose parameters provide the means for estimating total
giving, particularly that of the non-itemizers for whose unreported giving the
equations provide a multi-factor basis for imputation. Separation of the effect of
specific factors is not,as critical to the estimate.

In presenting an estimate of the existing level of total giving,as a reference for
measuring tile effects of tax changes, Feldstein uses the estimate based on the
assumption of the same price ,elasticity for all income classes. The procedure is
described as follows:

e

In 1970 total giving on itemized returns was $13.0 billion. - The remaining
$4.3 billion is our' estimate of the total giving by taxpayers who filed
non-itemized returns (i.e. who used the standard deduction). This amount,is
estimated for each non-itemized return [using the multiple estimating
equation) and aggregated with the appropriate weights.' °

The estimate of $17.3 billion for 1970 translates into one of $19.9 billion for 1972,
as presented above in Table 1. This assumes a 15 percent growth in giving over the
two-year period.

The findings from household surveys reported by the Survey Research Center,
like those of Feldstein, suggest that for families of comparable incomes, non-itemizers
made significantly lower, contributions than did itemizers. This is summarized in
Table 2 for families in the survey with 1973 incomes of less than $30,000, the
income range from which the bulk of non-itemized Contributions originated. The
differences described in Table 2 are of the same order of magnitude as those
implied by Feldstein's elasticities applied to the "price" (complement of tax rate)
differences between itemizers and non-itemizers.

Table 2

Average Giving of Itemizers and Non-Itemizers
to Low- and Middle- Income Classes

1973

Average Giving Per Family
Income Class

Less than $ 4,000
$ 4,000 - $ 7,999
$ 8,000 2$ 9,999
$10,000 - $14,999
515,000 - $19,999
$20.000 - S29,999

Itemizers 4' Non-Itemizers

Ratio: Non-Itemizers
to Itemizers

$ 119 $ 69 0.58
215 89 0.41

341 - 117 0.37
467 201 049
600 32,9 0.55
800 354 0.44

Source. Morgan, Dye, and Hybels, "Results From Two National Surveys of Philanthropic
Activity," Table 24.

I
This examination of the two types of study illustratqs the value of multiple

research approaches. In both the econometric and household survey studies the
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primary objective was the description of behavioral patterns and the analysis of the
family characteristics that influence giving. Estimation of total gRying, was a
carefully qualified secondary product of the analysis. In the process,-however, both
types of study have given us a much clearer picture of the behavior of
non-itemizers. In this way they have laid the groundwork for much improved
estimates of total giving,,,The implication to be drawn from these studies is that
rvn-itemized giving accounts fgr a much smaller parl of total personal giving than
rOny may have believed it to be.

Whereas the Feldstein and Survey Research Center estimates are based on
extrapglations of micro-economic data, that made by Nelson is based on data on
aggregate giving and income. Nelson begins wh aggregate itemized contributions as
reported by the IRS. To this he adds an estimate of the total contributions of
non-itemizers and non-filers. i estimate is arrived at by applying a specified
giving percentage to the a ate Adjusted Gross Income of everyone other than
those itemizing contributions.

The percentage chosen to apply to the income of non-itemizers and non-filers is
critical to the estimate. Nelson adopted the percentage estimated by C. Harry Kahn
as presented in his study, Ptrsohal Deductions In Thf Federal Income Tax. 4421r
based 'his estimate on an anal of changes in contributions percentages across
years when changes were rre in the standard deduction. Kahn's latest estifflate (his
series ended in 1954) reflected 48 liberalization of the standard deduction
and resulted in an upwar revision in the earlier percentages applied to

Aonfjtemizers and Don-filers. - .... ..
No brgad changes were ade in the standard deduction from 1954 the final

year in Kahn's series, th ugh 1970. Accordingly, Nelson applied an unchanging
percentage rate to his estimates of the aggregate AGI of everyone other than itemizers
over the 1960 to 1470 period, and in his original (January 1975) report, through
T972. The assumption of an unchanging percentage giving rate for non- itemizers is
open to question. Hcokever, a number of offsetting trends were observed, which led
to the belief that the constant percentage assumption would yield tolerably accurate
estimates of nbn-itemized giving.' ' -.

For the ref4rence year 1972, however, the assumption of unchanging giving
percentage became much less tenable. Itemized and non-itemized giving in that year
reflected, the broad liberalizatign of the standard deduction contained in the Tax
Reform' Act of 1,969. After ' ore than two decades of unbroken increase,`the
number Of returns ,containin emized contributions fell sharply in 1972. This
development was explicitly lit 'tided in a recent upward revision of the estimate for
1972,' 2 and dre-W-upotf inforthation provided by the Feldstein and Survey Research
tepter studies. pbth ,si-th ies suggested that the giving rate for the "new" non-it mizers
(that is, itemizers in 1970, rtpn-itemkzers in 1972) was higher than that for th "old"
non-itemizers(that is) non-iterhizers i0 and 1972).

The effect of this revision wi.i--- he 1972 estimate of total p rsonal
.4-

givin from $18.4 billion to V19.8. b Ilion, yr by 7.6 percent. The origina giving
percentage applied to total "non-it

1.84)percent. Both., estimates Cl'
d" A I was 1.44 percent; the revised rate

- 14 o tributions deduction on income tax
eturri" definition of personal givip ray be directly. comparable to the

estimates contained in the other two king of s u,dies.
....

Giving by Upper-Income Families

The- second component of the estimate to be examined is the giving of
upper-income families, those having 1972' pre- ax incomes of $30,000 or more. One
of the more generous estimates (Survey Resear h Center "Best Aggregate Estimate ")
'credits upper-ii-icome- dyers with 29 percent f the total 1973 personal giving,.or

e
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ei$7.4 billion of $25.7 billion. One of the less generous estimates (Feldstein, S arate
Elasticities fOr four income classes, 1962 IRS data) credits upper-income giv s with y
about 15 percent of total 1970 personal giving, or approximately $2.8 billion of
$18.1 billion.

Illustrative of the problem encountered in estimating the contributions of
upper-income givers is the effort by the Survey Research Center to expand its
sample survey findings to an estimate for the total population. In its first attempt,
it expanded its suryey results with no adjustments for either the overreporting of
contributions or the underreporting of income. It estimated a total of $13.8 billion
of giving by families reporting income of $30,000 or more, 39 percent of total
estimated giving of $35.1 billion for all' income groups.

It found that the income data in one of the two samples.used in the survey was
not reliable for reported incomes uitUer $50,000 because of "pervasive under-

, reporting of income." This produced a misleadingly high percentage of giving to
, income. When this was ,expanded by the proportion of such apparent income

recipients in the population, thejesult was a major overestimation of total giving.
With the removal of the unreliable (Census) sample of reported incomes under

f .$50,000'from the estimating process, total estimated giving declined from $35.1 to
' $32.4 billion, of which $12.6 billion, or 39 percent, came from incomes of $30,000

or more. .
The next adjustment took account of the discrepancy between a family.'s giving .

as reported to the survey taker and that reported on its income tax 'return
,( "amount deducted"). This adjustment applied to those respondents fop- whom both
amounts were available and where the amount deducted on thbir income tax returns
was different from, ,and usually lower than, the amount reported to the survey
taker. The adjustment thus takes partial account of this particular kind of overstate-
ment though it retains any overstatement present in the income tax deduction. The
adjustment reduces total estimated giving from $32.4 to $29.3.. billion in the
estimates with the aforementioned correction for income overreporting." Even
with the adjustinents, however, incomes over $30,00 account for $11 billion or 37
percent of the total.' 4 . .

One final adjustment was made because the earlier procedures "inretrospect
°overestimated the numbers [of households] in the income groups over $50,000.""
If actual numbers of tax returns over $50,000 are used, instead of the original
blown-up numbers, total giving is estimated at $25.7 billion, down from $29.3
billion. Giving by families having $30,000_ or more in 1973 income totals $7.4
billion, down from $11 billion, and accounts for 29 percent of the total, down
frorp 37 percent,

!though the estimated giving of families having income of $ 0,000 or more was
reduced from $13.8 to $7.4 billion, it is probably still too high. It will be recalled
that this $7.4 billion of 1973 giving was roughly twice the 336 billion in 1972
giving 'reported by the IRS for families with incomes of $30,000 or more. After
allowing for a 9 percerit growth from 1972 to 1973, the discrepancy still exceeds
$31billion.

r,In summary, the Survey Research Center's "Best Final Estimate" of $25.7 billion
for 1973 probably still refl cts some underreporting of income and overrepolling of
co tributions, both biases eading to,an overestimation of total giving. Having been
re uced by $9.4 billiOn from the first estimate, probably an additional $2 billion to
$3 billion of fat" remains toobe rendered were it possible to carry to completion the
above-describf d.refinements. If so, the 1972 "perfect"-estimate, allowing for 9 per-
cent growth ficnn 1972 to 1973, would then be in the range of $20.8 to $21.7
Nikon. This would be reasonably comparable to Feldstein's preferred estimate of
$19.9 billion and to,Nelsont revised estimate of $19.8 billion.

.1
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'Overreporting of Contributions

The third component to be examined is the matter of overreporting. In the
reconciliation presented abOve, all estimates have been either based on or related to
the statistics of personal giving as developed by the IRS in its tabulations of
individual income tax returnsLacking direct evidence on the focus and degree of
overreporting no attempt was made by either Feldstein or the Survey Research
Center to adjust their Alitributions data for this practice. Nelson, in his original
report, presented estimates that made explicit adjustment for a combination of
overreporting and legally deductible out-of,pocket donor expenses (travel to
meetings, phone calls, and so forth) nat recorded as contributicfns by donees. Up to
this point in the present reconciliation, this adjuStment was not made, the objective

° being to make the Nelson estimates comparable in Vinition to the other two
estimates.°

. The Nelsol) "correction" involved a downward adjustment of tax return giving
data of 14 percent. This was applied uniformly to all income classes and all years.' 6
The adjustment was based primarily upon a direct comparison of the "same" gifts
as reported on donor tax returns and by recipient organizations made Illy Dr.
Kenneth G. Lutterman for the year 1959.'7 Which part of the 14 percent
represents legally deductible expenses incurred in voluntary philanthropic activity
and which part represents overreporting is problematical. Efforts to try to measure
it more precisely would probably flounder for lack of hard evidence..

In view of these problems no attempt has been made to develop a precise
estimate of the amount of overreporting present in the tax return data on giving.
Accordingly, the discuision presented in this section must necessarily be tentative,
with possibly relevant indirect evidence presented to suggest something abtit
patterns and incentives. ,,,

Though indirect and conditional, the evidence is not inconsistent with the
hypothesis that overreporting may well be sufficiently common and large enough as
to have a measurable effect on estimates of total giving. For purposes of illustration,
this analysis will "concentrate On ssible overreporting by taxpayers in the $10,000
to $30,000 income range. Th. is the income range from which more than half of
itemized contributions e, as well as roughly one third of non itemized
contributions. If signi icant, overreporting in this income range could have a
material effect on estimated total giving,:first through the direct tax return data on
itemized contributions and, then, by extrapolation of these data to the estimate for

4' non-itemizers.
. .The incentive to overreport contributions may be reasonably strong fo; taxpayers

in these income Classes.' Facing marginal federal tax ra es of from 19 td 36 percent,
well as.2state ihcome taxes in many cases, these ar the income groups in which, .

to use the words of the Surve' Research Center rep rt, "the ability to itemize is
borderline, changing, and probahly.ihfluential."' 8

While it woul be hard to document, the use of professionals in the preparation
of income tax re ms may lead to some overreporting of contributions. Indeed, one
of the possible b> nefits to the taxpayer feom such help is advice on the amounts of
'deductions not I ely to be questioned by the IRS. The-Survey Research Center
foundkthat most (almost three in five) of the households in these income classes

*used Paid prole' ssionals in the preparation of their income tax returns, with'
accountants and ax services accounting for most of the income tax assistances. (See
Table 3.)

.

The risks of overreporting to taxpayers in these income Classes may not be/great.
-The probability an IRS audit is likely to be small, and the additional tax and
penalties, if par of the contributions deduction were disallowed, wound not be
"severe. The reve tie gain to the IRS syould be modest, possibly hot covering the
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Table 3

Income Tax 'Help Received, By Income
(percent of income class)

Type of Help

No Gol'Help`

Income Help Paid Free

SO-999 53%

$10,000-
19,999 36

$20,000-
,29,999 38

$30,000-
49,999 34 '-.

$50,000-
99,999 27

1

$100,000-
199,999

$200,000- '

499,999 .v._:,

$500,000- t
or more i 0

All , 44 -

Source: Morgan, Dye, and Jybels, "Results from two National Surveys of Philant opic

Activity," Table rc. , .

Friends
Accoun Tax Relative,

tant Lawyer Services IRS Other

35% 12% 15% 4% 19% 2% 9%

57 7 y25 5 28 1 5

58 4 35 3 20 0

63 3 45 6 13 0

69 4 ' 60 -7 5 0 , 1

.
93 0 69 . 18 0 0

...)
100 0. 100 0 0

4

100 0 100 0 0 0 0

46 10. 21 5 22 1 7

cost of the audit, given the ty f itemized ntrib ions in these income
classes. In 1970, for example, item d contribu veraged $315 in the
$10,000-to-$15,000 AGI class, $415 in the $15, I I to-$20,0:00 GI class, $557 in the
$ 0,000-tb-$25 000 class, $699 in th $25,110-to-$ 30,000 cl s. Disallowance of,

y, 10 to 201percent of these cont ibutions at marginal rates of 19 to 36
percent would yield only modest addit onal revenues to the IR

A tax incentive to itemize, as distinct from the incentive to give, may be one
interpretation of .the responses of households to the questionnaire survey conducted
by the Survey Research Center. Of the 253 'people in the Survey who,had started to
itemize in the past 5 years, onIV 21 (8 pericent) said that it had had any effect on
their giving. Of the 137 who had stopped itemizing, only 10 (7 perCent) said that
this had had any effect on giving. Yet as shown above in Table-2, there wyre large,
differences in reported giving between the itemizers and non-itemizers in the survey.
How much of the differences reflects a underestimation of their behavioral response
to tax incentives and how much an exaggeration of their contributions it is not'
possible to know. However, the findings, taken together,.are not inconsistent with
the assumption of at least some exaggeration.

The efforts of the Survey Researh Center to adjust for overreporting of .
contributions,in its refinement of the estimate qf overall personal giving have been
mentioned above. There the problem was one of memory bias, that is, the incorrect
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rec It amounts given to various cliaritie§. The bias is apparently common when
det iled questioning of respondents is involved, and it is in the direction of net
ov eporting.'9 The protedure used by the Survey Research Center to correct for
this bias was to substitute the respondents' income tax charitable deduction, if
available, for the total gifts reported 'to the survey taker, the latter being "often
somewhat larger."

On the assumption that some of the same kind of memory bias may be present
in the contributions figures reported on income tax rfiturns, the Survey Research
Center's correction is reexamined in more detail 'fiere. In the aggregate, the
correction reduced the estimate of total giving by about 9,percent (see above). The
correction for the $10,000-to-$30,000 income classes is summarized in Table 4.
Here it is seen that the bias was much more pronounced in the $20,000-to-$30,000

_income class than in the $10,000 -to- $20,000 class, however this in part may be
statistical, a reflection of sampling variation. Overall,, the correction averages out to
about 9 to _11 percent, about the same as the correction made for the aggregate
total.

Table 4

Survey Research Center's Adjustments for Overreporting of Giving,
Two Income Dis,tributions, 510,000o-830,000 Income Classes

1973a

Original Income Distributionb Revised InZome Distributions
Average Gift:

Total Adjusted for
Income Class Reported Overreporting

510,000-519,999 422 408

520,000-529,999 849 720

Average

Percent Total

Gist:

Adjusted for Percent
Change Reported Overreportmg Change

- 3.3 378 365 - 3.4

-15.2 830 672 -19.0

a. Includes,both itemizers and non-itemizers.

b. MorgaR, Dye, Hybels, "Results Fromq.zgiational Surveys," Tables A-11-I and A-11-6.
c. Ibid., Tables A-11.4 and A-11-5.

Though indireoFt and suggestive, the available evidence points to the; probabie
existence of moderate overreporting.of contributions on tax returriikeThe amount of
overreporting is not capable of any degree of precise measu nt, nor is the
balance between unconscious and conscious exaggeration. However, the degree of
overreporting is probably large enough to warrant an adjustment in the estimates of
total giving based on tax return data, though any specific adjustment must presently
be based on a subjective eAlUation. The ,author feels that a .5 to 7 percent
adjustment would not be inappropriate; if anything it might err on the side of
understatement.

. Conclusion

A 5 to 7 percent adjustment for overreporting has been applied to the
"preferred" estimates made by Feldstein Morgan, and Nelson, as these were
reconciled, revised, and presented on pages 1508 above. Thus corrected, the estimates
probably represent the most defensible available range of estimates of the number'
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of"true" philanthropic dollars coming from living donors in 1972. The'range so
computed is from $18.4 billion to $20.6

This examination of the several studies of personal giving has 'demonstrate&
several things. First, it has shown that much of the apparent disagreement among
estimates of total personal giving results from differences in time period, definition,
and stag of refinement. Second, it has illustrated how the variety of comparative
descriptions and analyses could be used to provide better measures of aggregate
giving. This has been particularly. true in using comparisons of itemizers and
non-it izers to estimate non-itemized giving, the major "unknown quantity" in the
a ate, Third, analysis of progressive refinements in the estimate provided a more

ecise notion of the amount of giving by upper-income families, a finding of
'particular importance to certain groups of donees. Fourth, the rich detail of the
household survey study yielded a number of patterns suggestive of the probable
degree of net underreporting in the contributions d4ta. This provided the basis for
better informed, though still subjective, correction of the estimate:

Footnotes

\1, James N. Morgan, Richard F. Dye, and Judith Hy Is, "Results from Two National Surveys
of Philanthropic Actitqty," paper prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and
Public Needs, "One Final Adjustment: Our 'Best' Aggregate Estimate," Table AII.7.

2. Ibid., Appendix II, Table AII-4, A-II-5, and AII-6.
4.

3. For the most recent elaboration of this analysis see Michael J. Boskin and Martin S.
Feldstein, "Effects of the Charitable Deduction on Contributions from Low-Income and
Middle - income Households: Evidence from the National Survey of Philanthropy," paper
prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, pp. 1446-48. Though
based on household survey data, the findings are in general accord with those based on tax return
data on which his estimates of aggregate giving are based.

4 Elizabeth A. Roistacher and James N. Morgan, "Charitable Giving, Property Taxes and
Itemization on Income Tax Returns" (Survey Research Center, 1974), p. 47.

5. Price elasticities: Martin S. Feldstein and Amy Taylor, "The I come Tax and Charitable
Contributions: Estimates and Simulations with the Treasury Tax F ," paper prepared for the
ConIrnission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, Table 3. Aggregate estimates. Feldstein,
see note,(a) Table 1.

6. Ibid., p. 1430.

7. Ibid., p.1431.

8. Ibid., p. 1430.

9. Arnold Zeliner, "Evaluation Econometric ike;earch on the Income Tax and Charitable
Giving," paper prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Ne\eds,p.1520.

10. Feldstein and Taylor, op. cit., p. 1432.

11,5 Such accuracy was judged acceptable in the con text of a research effort involving the
estimation of a variety of donor and recipient components under the constraint of time ,and
budget limitations. Any error in the estimate would relate to a 10 to 1S percent component of
total giving from all sources.

12. Memoran um from Ralph L. Nelson jtQ Wade Greene, June 2, 1975.

13, The" adju,, tment, with no correction for jncome underreporting, is approximately the same,
reducing estimated total giving from ;3 .1 billion to ;32.1 billion.
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14. This adjustment for overreporting is partial in yet another - sense: "Except, for using 'amountdeducted' where different from 'total giving,' we have not made any adjustments for response
bias in the aggregate estimates. Any cautious user Of our results should be aware of this problem
(i.e., that of the 25 percent nonresporidents, those with less giving to report may have been
more reluctant to be interviewed.)".Morgan, et. al., op. cit.:, p. 242.

15. Morgan, et, al., op. cit.; p. 243.

16. One reason why Nelson made thjs adjustment was to provide for greater conceptual
agreement (in an accounting sense) in the estimates based on varied donor and recipient datasources.

17. Kenneth G. Lutterman, Giving to Churches: A Sociological Study of the Contributions toEight Roman Catholic and Lutheran Churches (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University ofWiseonSin, 1962), Table 4.1, p. 415.

18. Morgan, et. al., op. cit., p. 239.

19. Ibid., pp. 241.42.
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EVALUATION OF ECONOMETRIC RESEARCH ON THE
INCOME TAX AND .CHARITABLE GIVWG

,

Arnold Zellnert

This 'paper was-written in resp se to a request from the. Commission on
Private -Philanthropy and eeds for an evalUa. tjon of the econometric
study measuring price and income elasticities of charitable giving by individuals
prepared for the Commission by Professor Martin S. Feldstein and his associates.

Does the Feldstein Study Represent the Current
State of Econometric Skills?

The analyses performed by Professor Feldstein and his associates emptgy standard
econometric and statistical techniques in a khowledgeable fashion. The methods
employed appear to be thoroughly understood by the investigators and the results of
their applications are clearly and accurately presented. The methods employed include
statistical estimation and testing procedu. Their statistical estimation procedure,
classical least squares, is a standard and used method in econometrics and
statistics that is regarded as yielding very satisfactory results when applied correctly.
Similarly, the procedures employed to construct confidence intervals for and test
hypotheses about the values of income and price elasticities-are standard econometric
and statistical procedures that are generally regarded to yield satisfactory results when
applied correctly. Thus, the major statistical methods employed by Professor Feldstein
and his associates are widely used and accepted methods.

As regards the economic principles underlying the analyses of charitale giving,
most econoretrician% and others would agree with Professor Feldstein and his .
associates that an individual's income and the price of charitable giving,are important
factors that affect the amount that an individual gives to charity. Most would also
agree that certain other characteristics of individuals might be related to the amount
that is given to charity, for example an individual's age, wealth, and his marital status.
Variables such as income, price, wealth, age, and marital status have been employed in
many previous studies similar to the one under consideration. Thus with regard to the
problem of choosing appropriate variables to include in their analyses, Professor
Feldstein and his associates have utilized an approach that Was been used in many
other econometric studies. Further work to show explicitly that standard economic
tbeory also justifies the use of just the variables employed in the analyses would be
worthwhile,,and is usually regarded to be a standard operatiohal pr cedure in good_
econometric work. It is probably the case that standard economic t

procedure
can justify

the use of the variables employed in Professor Feldstein's empirical nalyses and this
should be ade explicit-in the final report.

Profes r eldstein and his associates have used their empirical relationship for
charitable gi ng to predict what might happen to the amount of charitable giving if
the tax tr at ent of charitable contributions were changed. In the research.papers the
results f ch calcurations were reported. Since these calculations are of great
implortkra, it is 'critical that they be performed and reported in the best possible
manner. Tw points are particularly relevant here. First, any calculated predictions
shOuld be accompanied by measures showing how reliable the predictions are. ,

Standard methods are available that provide such measures, technically called

t H.G.B. Alexander Profes r of Economics and Statistics, GradU ate School of Business, University

"
I
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of Chicago.
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"prediction intervals." Prediction intervals indicate quantitatively the margin of
uncertainty, associated with a prediction, and their calculation would provide readers
with extremely valuable information about the precision of the predictions. These
prediction precision measures should be calculated for changes in the total giving of
various groups of givers. Second, it appears that Professor Feldstein and his associates
have used their empirical relationships to predict the logarithm of charitable giving for
each individual and frpm this prediction have obtained the prediction of actual giving.
It would be desirable to take account of the logarithmic nature of their model and use
methods in the literature to calculate better predictions for charitable giving.
Technically, this is the problem of getting good predictions for a variable, here
charitable giving, that is related to other variables in a "log-normal" regression. Thus,
to be consistent with the current state of econometric practice, it is necessary for
Professor Feldstein and his associates to take account of the logarithmic nature of his
relationship f'df charitable contributions in calculating predictions and to calculate
measures of precision to accompany his calculated predictions.'

Are Appropriate Econometric Techniques Employed?

The main objectives of Professor Feldstein's econometric analyses appear to be
determination of the form of the mathematical relationship or equation relating
charitable giving to other variables such as income, price of charitable giving, and so
forth, and determination of the sensitivity of charitable giving to changes in income
and in the price of charitable giving. Since the price of charitable giving
approximately equal to 1-m, where m is an individuals marginal tax, determining the 7
form of the relationship connecting charitable giving, the price of charitable giving,
and other variables will provide an important link between tax policy with respect to
charitable contributions that are tax decjuctible and the amount of such charitable
contributions that an individual makes.

In efforts to find an appropriate form for the aforementioned mathematical
relationship or equation, hereafter refeIred to as the EqUation for Charitable Giving
(ECG), Professor Feldstein and his associates follow usual econometric practice in
formulating a tentative form for the ECG. They then proceed to use the data on
charitable giving and other variables to try to determine whether or not the tentative
form for the ECG is supported by the information in the data. In checking whether
the postulated form ofethe ECG is supported by the evidence in the data, they pursued
the desirable practice of using not just one sample of data but several samples of data.
In addition, they checked the postulated form for the ECG using changes in charitable
giving and other variables froi 1962 to 1970. Further, in response to suggestions
made y Dr. Joseph Pechman, they invespigated the possibility that the ECG might be
differe11t for low, intermediate, and high income groups of indivithia4s-and indeed they
did find such differences. Last, they devoted some attention to a form of the ECG
,suggested by Professor John,Brittain that allows for'clifferent responses to a given
proportionate change in the priCe of charitable giving at different income levels. Also,
they experimented with different concept of income and other formulationS of the
ECG that permitted different price responses for individuals at different income or
wealth levels.

The analyses described in the previous p'ragraph entailed a considerable amount of
. .

work that has yielded interesting approximations to the form of the ECG that exhibit
sensitivity of charitable giViing to changes in income and the price of charitable giving.
With respect to the econometric and statistical techniques employed in these analyes,
Professor Feldstein and/pis associates have employed statistical testing procedure to
determine an appropria ' form for the ECG. With respect to these procedures, the
following points are rele ant: . ''

I 8 7 i

.'
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1. It is usual practice to analyze the deviations of individuals' actual charitable
contributions from those predicted by, a tentatively entertained ECG. These deviations
or "residuals" wilt tend to be large and-exhibit systematic patterns if the ECG has been
incorrectly formulated. If study of the deviations or residuals reveals no such patterq,
this finding should be reported. On the other hand, ex istence of systematic patterns
may indicate that the ECG has been incorrectly formulated. Further, the residuals
should be analyzed to determine whether their dispersion is approx ately the same
for different income classes since the validity of many of the tesg applied in the
research reports depends oh their being approximately the same. In summary,
additional work to provide this and other results of "residual analysis" to check the
adequacy of the form of the ECG and the assumptions underlying testing procedures
would be very desirable and would be regarded as good econometric and statistical
practice.

2. The simulated "Distributional Effects of Eliminating the Charitable Deduction,
1970," reported an Table 5 of the paper, "The Income Tax and Charitable
Contributions: Estimates and Simulations with the Treasury Tax Files," by Martin
Feldstein and Amy Taylor, are based on their equation (2.4). This equation
incorporates the assumption that the price elasticity of charitable giving is the same at
all income levels (equal to -1.285). Since the evidence supporting this. assumption is
very weak, additional calculations are needed to appraise the sensitivity of the results
to the indicated possible variation of the price elasticity at different income levels.
Also, in all of these calculations, the figures in column (4), G;, should be accompanied
by a measure of preciSion (a prediction interval). Further, the numbers in columns (2)
and (3) and (2) and (4) should be multiplied together to yield totals and the predicted
totals should Se accompanied by measures of precision. Similarly, the figures in
column (5) that are predictions should be accompanied by a measure of precision.

3. The suggested elaboration of the form of the ECG proposed by Profess& John
Brittain is a rather standard form that should be investigated further. It and variants of,
it appear to offer more hope of gettirig a satisfactory form Mir the ECG than do the
"stricted" variants investigated by Professor Feldstein and his associates.

. In the paper, "Tax Incentives and Charitable Contributions in the United States:
Microaonometric Analysis," by Martin Feldstein andSharles Clotfelter, the results
additional simulations, all based on the assumptions that the income elasticity is

O. at all levels of income and that the price elasticity is -1.15 at all levels of income,
are esented. The assumptions that the elasticities do not vary with incomg.have not
been oroughly investigated and thusthe simulation results reported in Tables 4 and

\_.5 should be treated cautiously. An example of the procedure for testing that the price
elasticity does not vary with income is given in connection with equation (11). In
equation (11), the- price elasticities at difftrent income levels .are not very precisely
determined. For example at the lowest income level the estimate is -2.07 with a
standard error of 0.80. The number 0.80 indicates th t the measured price elasticity
of -2.07 is not very precise. In fact, the true price e asticity is with probability .95
somewhere between about -.5 to -3.7, given that the equation is pro erly formulated.
Similarly, the other price elasticities in this equation have not been determined very
precisely. Indeed the main conclusion here should be that the elasti Wes are not very
precisely determined. It is not clear Why the authors concentrate at entOn on testing 4
that the price elasticities are the same.' They should explain why they emphasize this
hypothesis in their work. Further, the assumption'that the income elasticity is the
same for all income levels that is built into equation (11) should be examined more
closely. Its invalidity could affect the determination of the price elasticities.2 In
Summary, it is good practice to explain' why attenti n is focused on-a particular

me levels, and to consider
be desirable to ex Ain
en or, among relevant

hypothesis here equality of price elasticities'at different
other alte native hypotheses that aFe of interest. Then i
how pow rful the testing procedure is in discriminati
alternativ hypotheses.

I )
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5. More attention should be_given to the possibility that similar results can be
obtained with differTt data sets because the effects of errors in formulating the ECG
are approximately tfre same in different data sets. Residual analysis, suggested above,
would be relevant for checking this point.

#.4
Have the Data Bases Beetil Used Appropriately?

As far as I can determine, Professor Feldstein and his associates have been careful
and thoughtful in their use of the data bases that they employ. hey have provided
useful discussion_of measurement problems and have corrected ,nother researcher's
earlier work in which variables were measured incorrectly. They have paid particular
attention to the problem of zero reporting of charitable contributions and the extent
to which itemizers differ from non-itemizers in their charitable contributions. In
addition, they have constructed interesting and useful alternative measuresof income
to test, the sensitivity of their results to use of alternative income col-Kepis. Finally,
their use of not just one but several data bases in an effort to show that their results
hold generally is extremely important and v y good econometric practice.

Are the Limitations of Econometrics Generally
and the Specific Methodology Employed

Discussed Adequately?

Professor Feldstein and his-, associates provide very little discussion of these.
limitations, probably because they have assumed that sophisticated readers would be
familiar with the general limitations of- econometrics generally and. the specific
methodology that they employed. In my opinion, it would be desirable` to provide a
short general discussion of such limitations in the report. Some of the issues that might
be discussed.. include (1) the differences between use of data generated by controlled
experiments and the non-experimental data that were employed in the analyses to
determine the form of the ECG;'(2) the adequacy of crosssection data, that isdata
relaying to different individuals at a point in time, fdr determining how any'-one
individual would respond in his charitable givj.ng to changes in, income and the pi ice of
charitable giving at different points in time; Artd,, (3) possible "systems responses" to
changes in tax policies affecting charitable giving. Regarding the last point,
consideration should be given to possible adjustments of public and private charities to
changes in tax policy.

As stated in t e previous paragraph, it is my impression that Prof enor feld4ein and
his associates ha e an awareness and good understanding of the possiblelimitayiions.of
their approach d of econometrics generally and thus it should not be diff ult for
tlem to provide the necessary qualifications.

Are the Conclusions Reached Justified?

One Of the major conclusions of Professor Feldstein's
charitable giving and income are important determin
individual's reported charitable contributions. He and
extensive calculations supporting this conclusion and in
very significant contribution.

1'6 .t...,
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In his paper with Amy Taylor, Professor Feldstein concludes th " All three sets of,
estimates agree in placing the key price elasticity between -1.0 a -1.5. This value
implies that the current deduCtibility of charitable gifts is a very efficient incentive,
yielding more in additional gifts than the Treasury foregoes in potential revenue." In
his Simulations, reported in another of his papers, he employed a value for this price
elasticity equal to -1.15 for all individuals in attempting to appraise the possible
effects of various tax changes on average contributions by income classes extending
from the lowest $(}-5,000 per annum to the highest, $100,000 per annum and over.
These quantitative predictions depend critically on, among other things, the particular
value assigned to the price elasticity. The following points are particularly important in
appraising the conclusion presented above and the results of the simulation
calculations. ,

.

1. If the price elasticity were -1.15 for everyone or were within the range -1.0 to
1.5 for everyone, then indeed holding all else constant, the conclusion cited above,

that ;'this value im45lies that current deductibility of charitable gifts is a very.ef
Incentive, yielding more in additional gifts than the Treasury foregoes in tential
revenue," would be v lid.'Note that assuming the same price elasticity for veryone
does not imply the sa e elasticity of charitable giving with respect to the marginal
income tax rate. For ex mple, a 25 percent increase in the marginal tax rate from 0.20
to 0.25 implies just a 6. 5 percent decrease in the price of giving from 1-.20 = .80 to
1-.25 = .75. The fact that a given percentage change in the price of charitable giving is
not the same as the corresponding percentage change in the marginal tax rate means
that the absolute price elasticity is not equal to the elasticity of charitable giving with
respect changes in the marginal tax rate. In fact, with marginal tax rates rising with
income, (a price elasticity that is constant for all income levels mathematically implies a
greater sensitivity of high-income givers to marginal tax rate changes than of .

lode-income givers.3 Given that many readers may'think in terms of the sensitivity of
---eharitable-giving to marginal tax rate changes, it would be worthwhile to emphasize

that a constit price elasticity does not imply a constant elas,ticity with respect to the
marginal tax ?ate. In fact, it impliesiligreater response of high-inconle taxpayers to a
given proportionate change in theiinarginal tax rate than of low-income taxpayers to
the same prdportionate change in their marginaltax rate.

2. While Professor Feldstein indicates a fairly largc margin of uncertainty for hiYi
estimate of the price elasticity -1.0 ta -1.5, this margin of uncertainty is piobably not"
broad enough to reflect all uncertainties, particularly for low-income individuals. While
each low-income individual does not contribute a great deal to charity, there are a
large number of low-income givers and thus the group's total contribution is
substantial. Given the evidence presented, it seems unwarranted to assume that the
price elasticity for low-income individuals is equal to -1.15 as assumed in the.
simulations. S'mply 'put, the pr' ce elasticities for different inco e groups have not

r
then determi d very precisely. or example, in Table 3 of the Fe dstein-Taylor paper,

he-1970 dat give a price elastic ty estimate of -0.35 with a stan and error of 0.52 for
e $4,000-21 It t e group while the 1962 data provide n estimate equal to r

3.67 with a .tandard error of 0.45. These point estimates of - .35 and -3.67 differ
by about a f ctor of 10 and have very different polify implic tions. More work is
needed to un erstand the sources of such variation in the estimat s before they can be
used confide tly for serioUs policy simulations. Simulations based on various assumed
values of the price elasticities for different income groups would be useful for
determining the practical importance of the differences. Also more calculations to
improve the form of the equation for charitable giving would be desirable. .

The estimated price elasticity of charitable giving, 110 to -1,5, relates to alL
type f charitable giving. If the mix of titpes of charitable giving varies with income/
level an ferent kinds of charitable giving have different price and income
elasticities, the aggregate estimate of -1.0 to -1 5 is a very complicated average of the
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underlying different priCe and income elasticities. This, point deserves attention and
analysis in order to obtain a better appreciation of the aggregate estimate, -1.0 to
-1.5.

4. In Table 3 of the Feldstein-Taylor, paper, there is some indication that the,
incomeoelasticity of charitable giving increases with the level of income. This point
deserves further study and provides a basis for being cautious about the results of
simulations based on the assumption that the income elasticity is the same, and less
than one, for individuals at widely different income levels. The aggregation effects
mentioned in (3) above deserve consideration here too. Also, with respect to the
calculations performed using current income and/or proxies foripermanent income and
wealth, the income elasticities, of charitable giving with respect- to "permanent" and
"transitory" components of income should be set forth explicitly and discussed. This
is important since changes in charitable giving may depend critically on whether an
income change is viewed as being a temporary or a permanent change.

5. In connection with the calculations purporting to show the effects of changes in
tax policies on the volume of charitable giving, more attention should- be given to
explaining exactly what "background" assumptions are being made in the simulations.
The changes,, computed from cross-section data pertaining to different individuals at a
point in time, may appro)Zimate how individuals will respond to 'changes in tax policies
through time. However, it can be that responses to changed tax policies through time
can be different from those predicted by a cross-section analysis. Explicit discussion of
this point would be helpful for readers to obtain a fuller understanding of the results
of the simulation analyses.

In summary, Professor Feldstein and his associates- havep4rovided much that is
valuable in understanding the tantitative determinantspf charitable giving. That all

8findings are not precise or final as one would like is a usual state of affairs in
many _Important investigations, for example the relationship between smoking and
cancer incidence. I congratulate Professor Feldstein and his associates for their
successful efforts in reducing the range of uncertainty about the relationship of
charitable giving and its determinants.

Footnotes

1. The description of their test below equation (11) is not accurate.

2. In Table 3 of the paper by Feldstein and Taylor, it is seen that the Income elasticity for 1962
has a value of .53 (s.e. 0.07) for the income class 420' thousand -and rises substantially with
income. For 1970, there is also a rise in the income elasticity with income.

-dm
3. Specifically, if log G = - log(1-m), whete is the price elasticity, we have dWG = 7

-7m dm
and thu the elasticity of charitab1&gi

1-m

Note that the value eiiiithe factor

lowing table indicates:

m

1-m

ing, G, with respect to m
1-m

rises with m from a value of 0 for m=0 the fol

m: 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .6 .7 .8.
m

1.-m
0 1.11 .25 .43 .67, , 1.0 . 1.5 4.0 9.0

i. 00.0.-- i
t
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,
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CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS UNDER THE FEDERAL
INDIVIDUAL INCA VIE TAX: ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTIONS

'George F. preak t

.

Introduction ;;'

.
This paper discusses the most frequently suggested ways of changing the

treatment of charitable contributions under the federal individual income tax.
Arguments for and against each policy option re presented and analyzed, arid,
quantitative estimates of both the aggregate revei e Impact of the various alternattives and the changes they could be expected make in the level of charitable
giving are given. The distribution of these tax and giving changes by taxpayer
income classes is also shown, and the impact of the changes in giving on different

kinds of philanthropic institutions is summarized.
Two different sets of quantitative estimates are used. The first was provided by

the Office of Tax Analysis, U.S. Treasury Department, and employs the 1970
Treasury Tax File- updated 1974. These estimates show the direct impact-oa
Treasury revenues of a given policy change but do not incorporate any indirect
revenue effects created by in uced changes, in charitable giving. For some policy
options; such as elimination of the charitable deduction, this is nb problem since
there would be no indirect revenue effects, while for others the indirect effects, .,.
though present, would bp relatiVely unimportant. In'still Other cases, howeveri the
indirect effects would matter, and for ,therri one needs a simulation mode(;'
incorporating both the effects of stipulated tax changes on the amount of money
given to charity by taxpayers at different income levels and the feedback effects on
Treasury revenues of those adjustments in giving. Comprehensive estimates' of this
kind have been prepared by Martin Feldstein and his assotjates,uaig the 1970 .. -
TreasuriOrax File, and these provide the data for most of the tables given below.' ,

The Feldstein studies provide a wealth of empirical informatiop about the
potential reactions of private donors to changes in the tax treatment of charitable
contributions. In particular, they show high sensitivities on the part of such donors

et° changes net only in their disposable incomes but also in the terms on which their
dollars can be given away. Under present law, a one dollar cash contributibn costs
taxpayers using the standar,* deduction one full dollar, whereas it costs those who
itemize their deductions,-*where from $0.86 to $0.30. This price of bring, as
economists call it, is/eye:A lower for high-income taxpayers giving app ciated
property directly -ta charity, since the capital gains that have accrued on such ssets
are not under present law subject to income tax. That such tax-created vadat' s in
the price of givingicould have important effects on the amount of giving h long
been recognized, but early empirical studies mplied that donors) were highly
insensitive to. such RI e variations. ThR in Om uggested that the. treat ent of
ch4itable contributions could be changed in v ions ways without causing much
change 'in the behavior of donors. Whatever complacency may have been treated by
such beliefs, however, has now been shattered by the Feldstein studies.

The significance of the Feldstein findings and it should be stressed, that they
have been derived by the use of much better data and the application of more
precise and sophisticated econometric techniques than previous studies may'be
seen by considering the benchmark case of a pOce elaiticity of giving exactly equal
to unity (-1.0). In technical terms, this means that a 10 percent increase in the
price of'giving would cause donors to reduce their giving by exactly 14ercent. In

-1(
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tax terms, it means that donors can alway be expected to give the same amount of
thew-own money to charities and simplit add to those sums Wateyer help the
Treasury offers them through the tax laws. When a 60 percent_tax bracket donor
gives $100 to charity now, the' net cost (or price) t4 him is only $40 since his $100
charitable deduction reduces htS federal tax liabilities by $60. If that deduction
were eliminated and if his price elasticity of giving were Unity; however, he would,according to this assumotion,grve only $40 to charity. The donee institution wouldtherefore lose the $60 that the Jreasury gained from thr-change in the tax law.Clearly, that kind of taxpayer reaction has to be taken seriodsly by policy makers.But even greater impacts on charities are possible. The Feldstein studies mostly
produce price elasticities greater than unity, implying that a taxpayer might wellrespond to the loss of his charitable deduction, by reducing his gift by more thanthe increase in his tax liabilities. In the example just used, the $100 contributionmight be reduced to $30. Thus the *charity would lose more ($70) than theTreasury would gain from the tax change ($60), and the gayer would end upwith more disposable income than he had' before. Tax increases on the rich thatactually increase their disposable incomes are not easy to conceive of, butelimination of the charitable deduction might well be such an anomaly.

fiNot everyone, of course, will be willing to accept the high price elasticities ofgiving produced by the Feldstein studies. Neveritheless, they are the best estimates,
available, and they are accordingly used to compare the quantitative effects of thedifferent policy options discussed in' this paper. Specifically, all of the changes
shown in both aggregate giving, and the amounts liven by taxpayers in different,
incolbe classes are based on a price elasticity of giving of -1-.285 and an incomeelasticity of giving of 0.702, which are the preferred Feldstein values. It is believed
that the resulting quantitative estimates may be used by policy makers with, a high
degree of confidence. Actual results' might differ from those predicted- by OMestimates, but the differences are not likely to be great enough to than et the, pgeneral picture significantly. Somewhat less reliable than these aggregkte fprec4sts arethe more specific ones shoving how different kinds of charitable insthutions wouldbe affected. This is because the Feldstein estimates of these effects are, of necessity,based on less comprehensive data.

Potential changes in the income tax treatment of charitable contributions are lyredivided into nine major policy options and are discussed in Chapter 1. Chapter II dealswith two mixed options that combine elements of the nine basic choices earlierdealt wifh.

MAJOR POLICY OPTIONS

Extencl,the Charitable Deduction to All Taxpayers

Treasury tax model estimates 'for -1974 indicate that 40 percent of federal
individual income taxpayers itemized their personal deductions, and 60 percent took
the standard deduction. The former group, who were the only ones able to deduct
their charitable contributions for tax purposes, received babout two thirds of ,both
adjusted ross income (AGI) and taxabl6 income and paid over 70 percent of thetotal tax The first policy 4 ion would move the char,itable deduction out of thepersonal eduction category 'and make-it an ;'adjustment to inc0Ine" deductible in
the compu ti9n ofAGI. In this way the deduction privilege would be available to all
taxpayers, whether they took the standard deduction ornot.

In principle,' the case for this proposal stands or falls with the case for thedeductibility of charitable contributions in general. One approach to this basic issue,

393
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which may be tekned the purist case, argues on the pro side that deductibility is
required becausaritable contributions are not properly part of a tax base that
seeks to measure personal abilities' to pay. A tax geared to such a base, it is argued,
would impose auniform graduated burden on _total personal consumption and

'accumulation, hd charitable giving cannot realistically be included in either. Such\
gifts Obvidusly do not increase the.contribytor's wealth, and unlike his consumption
expenditureS, which have 'as their object the taking of eyonomic resources for his \
own'exclusive use and, enjoyment, charitable contributions maw resources availableto others, frequently on a nonexclusive bas While private goods are suitable
objectiveS for equitable income -taxation, co active goods are not; and while all
sources, -of ,income should be treated equally for tax purposes, uses should be
defined and differentiated so as to arrive at a practicable definition of personal /
consumption,plus accumulation.

`This-'case, which' based on philosophical and economic considerations toocomplex go into flere,2 is vigorously disputed, by advoates of a comprehensiveincome base.3 letheir view all sources and uses of income should b3--t-reated
equal tax purposes, /the only permissible deductions-being those-required- t
der e net income accurately in the first place. Some uses of income, such las ts'and 'contributions, are admixtedly made, for the benefit of 'others, but It is
contended that they mdst bring at least, as plea,sire to the tienor as other
possible uses of his funds or they would not be made. The rebuttal to his is that
the pleasures in question are entirely intangible and that no income to can, or
should, expect to include in 'its base all of the many intangible pleasures of life.
Broadening the concept of personal consumption,. and therefore taxable income, to
encompass such elements would logically mean taxins things such as the value of
volunteer services, the imputed value of housewives' work, and even leisure.4bis
being the case, would it not be more equitable to confine the teach of/the ax
system to tangible consumee pleasures, the great majority of which can\ successfully

,be taxed?

These brief comments no' more than touch the surfaCe of 'a highly colnplex,
technical debate. It is one that offers the policy maker much food for thought but
no definitive answers. What is important is that 'those- who have to make the
decisions be aware of th(Tundamental nature of th-e,dispute which envelops the
question of how charitable contributions should be treated under the income tax. If
such contributions are judged not to be a part of either personal consumption or
saving, the solution is simple they should be fully excluded from.the income tax
base, and any limitation on that principle must be justified by compelling counter-
vailing arguments. If, on the other hand, charitable contributions are considered to
be part of personal consumption, the issue is much more complicated. Acceptance
of this view means making determinations as to whether, 'specific private philan-
thropid activities are deserving of public support, whether th support should be
provided through tAe government expenditure or tax sYsten-4 and if the latter,
which particular tax incentive is most efficient and desirable. Deductibility is, one of.
a number of means by which the goal might be achieved.

The pragmatic case for full deductibility of charitable contri tion draws on
both of tfie.se Contradictory lines of thought. On th' one hand lit is argued that
contributions are an ambiguous element.in family budgets, not x?ctly the same as
other kinds of consumption expenditures but not entirely different either. Some
special treatment under the income tax is thereby-suggested, though not necessarilyfull deductibility. On the other hand, it is argued that philanthropic activities are
well worthy of government support, that the decentralized, pluralistic, individualistic
system of choice created by tax deductibility has_many_attracitions, that nc clearly
superior tax incentive scheme has yetbee*idefitified and hehce, that deductibility,
given its other attractions, is the best Zfution. Though not a,clearcut choice when,
judged by the test of either the technical definitions of taxable income or the most.
efficient public incentive, deductibility does have the/politic?' advantage of drawing
support from both'sides. No other policy alternative has,suyh ibr9dtb, of appeal.

I
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Acceptance of full deductibility as the optimal income tax status of charitable
contributions raises two main questions about the current federal law (1) Is full

- deductibility now iaitable_to all taxpayers,-directly or indirectly, and if not, how
should_it be made, availabie-andj2) should

questions
constraints be placed on full

deductibility, and if so which ones? These. two questions will be considered in turn.

. The purist case for full deductibility requi es only that all taxpayers be granted

the, privilege. However, if incentives are Is° an issue, as they are under the
pragmatic case, consideration must also be given to non-taxpayers. Unfortunately, it
is not clear how dose the present federal income tax comes to meeting purist case
goals. On the one hand, it may berargued that full deductibility is already extended
to all taxpayers, directly for, those who itemize and indirectly for those who take
the standard deduction, because the latter is a proxy for itemization, adopted for
simplification pUrposes, and its level is, or at least should 'be,:set so as to include'
average charitable Contributions at the lower income levels. On the other hand, ii.
may be argued that direct deductibility is preferable to indireCt and that it can be
provided for all by moving the charitable deduction "above the line" without
creating any significant administrative or compliance problems. This, then, is the
first policy option to be considered. . .

Feldstein's estimates indicate that moving the charitable eduction above the line

47...., ,war-14,dtave reduced 1970 federal individual income taxes by $1 billion and
increased charitable giving by $1.2 billion, or 7 percent. Whereas gifts to religion
would have risen by 8 percent, contributions to education and hospitals would have

increased by only 3 percept. TaX reductigens, of course, would have been
, concentrated in the lowest income groups, being 4 percent for those with incomes

below $5,000, 2.5 percent between $5,000' and $10,000, 1 percent between
$10,000 and $15,000, and negligible above that 16d.

1

, .,
.

1 ..,-- Pla,ce Maximum Limits on the Charitable Deduction

The sea5nd question raised above concerns the possible need to place some kind
of lipit or the deductibility of charitable contributions. Under the purist case, of
course, there is no. such need since charitable contributions are not part of the tax
base in the first place. If that base were comprehensively defined so as to include all

elements of, ability to pay taxes, there would be no need for purists to be
concerned -About the'.effec of full exclusion. Under a non-comprehensive tax,
however, it is 'quite possibl or a taxpayer with relatively large amounts of exempt,

or partially exempt, into to contribute enough to charity to wipe out his tax
liability entirely: Providing this kind of privileged status for some, by permitting
them to contribute only .to their own privately chosen public. goods while everyone
else has to contribute to collectively chosen public goqds is an option of dubious
merit. One way to constrain it is to place a ceiling on the deductions that a

,taxpayer can ctaim in any one year. Whether the present tri-level ceiling is adequate
for this purpose will not be considered here. An important start toward evaluating
it, however, can be made by weighing the revenue impact of lowering the basic 50
percent ceiling.

Treasury tax model estimates place the 1974 revenue ,gain from lowering the
ceiling to 40 percent at $133 million, an amount that is only-0.11 pIrcent of total
tax revenues. For returns with itemized -deductions the relative tax increase would
be only slightly larger (0,16 percent), but it would, of course, be concentrated in
the highest income grotips(see Table )). Perhaps more important than the revenue
increase is the estimate that-about.2,500 returns with itemized deductions that are
now free of tax would be moy d,into the taXable category. This is not a large
number, but it is about 3 perc: '6f the returns with AGI of $1 million and over.

Another policy option, vit't ','deals more directly with the problem at hand,
woUld be to restrict the charitable deduction to a maximum of one half a each

:11 0
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Table 1
Tax Effectsof Lowering Ceiling on Ch.aritable Contribution Deduction

to 40 Percent, by Adjusted Gross Income Class, 1974

AGI Class
(in thousands)

Percentage
Tax Increase

Percent of Nontaxable
ReturnA Made Taxable

S0 -10 0.00% 0.00%

10-20 # 0.01 0.00

20-30 0.01 0.03

30-50 0.01 0.00

50-100 AIt:. 0.08 0.07

100-500 0.48 0.27

500-1,000 1.78 0.48

1,000-2,000 5.30 3.11

2,520 and over 5.55 1.65

donor's "gross taxable income," derived for each itemizer by adding his charitable
contributions, to his taxable income 4 presently defined. Feldstein estimates that
this would have increased 1970 individuai income tax revenues by 6 million and
reduced giving, mainly by those with incomes above $100,000 year, by $74
million. Educational institutions and hospitals would have bee he only donee
groups siuffering contribution losses as high as 2 percent.

Compulsory Allocation of Charitable Deductions

Still another approach to the present problem would IA/ to require that each
taxpayer's total chacitable contributions be allocated to deductible and non-
deductible categories in proportion to his receipt of fully taxable and tax preference
income. Using for this purpose the 1969 minimum tax law's definition of
preference income (mirius the $30,000 exclusion but not the taxpayer's Ordinary
income tax liability), Feldstein's simulations place the 1970 revenue gain from
coMpulsory allocation at $81 million and the induced reduction in charitable giving
at $151 million. While the, average contributions to religion or to health and welfare
would not have fallen perceptibly, those to education would have gone down by 4
percent and those to hospitals by 3.5 percent. -

Restrict Deductions for AppreciatecrAssets to Cost Basis

utpry allocatiOns of the kind just discussed are based on the reasonable
assumption that when income is earned, and expenditures made, in money, there is
no way of matching particular sources and uses. A given cash contribution cannot
be said to be made from either taxable or tax-exempt income because it may be
presumed that the donor's behavior,' though influenced by the toal amount of
after-tax money income he receives, is not changed by shifts in the composition of
that after-tax income. For cash contributions, then, it is perfectly reasonable to
assume, as Policy Option 3 does, that the gifts come proportionately from taxable
and nontaxable income.
. In the case of gifts of appreciated property, however, specific allocation is
possible. When a person gives to charity an $11,000 asset that he bought 'for
$1;000, he is under current tax law, contributing $1,000 of taxable income and

.196
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$10,0Q0 .of tax-exempt income. Specific allocation would restrict his charitable
deduction for tax purposes to his cost basis of $1,000.

Few data exist on which to base estimates of the revenue and distributional
effects of such a change in tax law. Treasury tax model tabulations, for example, do
not separate contributions of property from carryovers of unused prior-year
deductions. Sirke 1972 data show the division in that year to The 87 Percent
property contributions and 13 percent carryovers, however, it is here assumed that
these proportions also apply to the non-cash contributions reported in other years.
The errors introduced by this assumption should not be large, and they are certainly
less troublesome than those created by lack of any, knowledge of the portion of
property contributions made up of unrealized appreciatiOn in value. T e procedure
adopted here is to make two alternative assumptions that, we hope, acket the
_true, but unknown, figure. In the first simulation shown in Table'2 it is assumed
that one third of the value of contributed property is unrealized appreciation. This
is equivalent to disallowing 29 percent (29% = .33 x 87%) of reported non-cash
contributions. In the second simulation the assumption is that two thirds of the
value of property/ contributions is unrealized appreciation, which is equivalent to
disallowing 58 percent of recorded non-cash contributions.

.--

Table 2
Revenua Effects of Disallowing Deduction of 29 Percenta and 58 Percenta

of Non-Cash Charitable Contributions, by Adjustid Income Class, 1974

Disallowance of 29%a of Disallowance of 58%a of
Non-Cash Charitable Non-Cash Charitable

Contributions Contributions .

AGI Class
(in thousands) Amount

of Tax
Increase

(in
millions)

Percent Tax
Increase on

Itemized
Deduct ion
Returns

Amount
of Tax

Increase
(in

millions)

PerFent Tax
Increase on

Itemized
Deduction
Returns

SO-10 $ 6.3 d.16% $ 12.6 0.32%

10-15 1.7 0.06 11.3 0.11

15-20 11.7 (.08 23.8 0.16

20-30 11.8 0.08 32.2 0.16

30-50 17.7 0.13 36.0' 0.27

50-100 31.5- 0.27 66.1 0.58

100-300 93.1 '1.07 196.2. 2.24

500 -1,000 25.0 2.67 51.0 5.G4

1,000 and over 38.0 3.51 89.7 8.29

.All classes $245.2 0.29^- $519.8 61

Source Treasury tax model projected to 1974.
4

a. For derivation and meaning of,these two percentages see adcomjianying
text.

. .

It is estimated that restricting deductions of appreciated' assets to the donors'
cost bases would increase federal income tax revenue by $245 million in 1974 if
one third of the claimed market value of those assets is unrealized appreciation, and
by $520 million if two thirds of the market value is ynrealized appreciation. Tax
increases on returns with itemized deduttions would be minimal except for returns



01AGI above $100,000 as Table 2 Shows. For retufriS with incomes of $19mIllion
ancrmor income tax burdens would b raised by 3.$ percent if one third of the

f4akieof ohtributed assets' is ivreafized appreciation, and burdens would rise by 8.3
--,--;:-Trercen if two thirds of the value realized appreciation.

e difficulty with restric deductions for aftreciatedZassets to cost basis is'
thatthe form in which a c aritable gift is made rhay be affected by tax considera- .
-tions to the detriment of philanthropic activities. If the taxpayer with the $11,000
asset and'ecost basis' of $1,000 is in the 70 percent tax bracket, for example, his
tax gain- from giving it directly to charity would be only $700. If he Tirst soldathe
at and then cloOated the'proceedS, however, his tong-term,aapital gains tax would 1. ,
be $3,500 (assuming no effects either on his minimum tax liability or on the

'amount of his salary qualifying for the maximum tax), the tax reduction resulting
frcim the cash contribution of $11;000 would be $7,700, and, net tax gain;
therefore, would be $4,200. Clearly, he would prefer the cash transaction, but ifthc
asset were pf a kind particularly suited to the !Milan ropic organizatifin, it would
frequently prolfer'the direct gift of p perty (even the sale were made subject to
the condition that the charity have fi t refusal righ s on any subsequent sale, the.
charity might have to wait a long time to secure the asset)., Problems df this-soft
could tit avoidecrby requiring constructive realizations for tax purposes 'oef all
accrued capital gains on contributions of property. Such a change in the law would
make donor's indifferent between cash and non-cash 'contributions since the. tax
consequences would be the same in either case.

.

Tax Unrealized Appreciation en Property Contributions
' as a Long-Term Capital Gain

?
The revenue *effects of constructive capital-gains realizations for tax purposes on

all direct co9tributions of property have.tbeeh simulated on the basis, of the same
two assumptions used in the preceding segion. This means that 29, percentottnd 58'
percent of recorded noncash contributions is assumed toe taxed as,a long -term
capitil gain: Adlitional tax revenue in 1974 wduld4be $114. and $240 million.;
respectively; and as shown in Table 3, he increases would beWgnificant'only for
itemized deduction returns with AGI of $100,900 and'more. As would be Apected,
the figures in Table 3 are aboUt one half of the cOrresponding.,ones,in fible 2, the
only differences being'that some .taxpayers would, be unaffected by the constructive
realization' assumed in Table 3' because they would have unwed c4Aital loss
carryovers. . .

That Constructive realization of capital 'gains on ch'grilableidonations-of property
is, a policy chaRge that would haye'only minor imgact on Treisury revenues is
'confirmed by Feldstein's simulations. rising different assumptions about the relative
importance of the'accrued gains toltaxed and incorporating the feedback effects
on revenues of donor reactions to the chang,..His estimates of 1970 revenue gains
range from $180 to $370 million, and this wolAid bd'aCcompanied by rethictionsin
'charitable giving of $351.1 to $46million. Those reductions, however, would not be
uniforrnly allocated by type of. charity: While" education, and hospitals would
experience losses of 7to 8 percent,.contribUtions to religkin and health and welfare
.institutions%would to' Own by only 1 to 2 percent. These estimates,-moreover, may' be on the law sidelf "the leadership qualityof large gifts of property is as important
as rtiariy- lielie've it to be, By setting an appropriatesta9clard; .it is argued, such
donors induce others to give signific,ahtly -greater amounts ,than they otherwige
would.'How importIrq such dernon4ration effects may be cannot be quantified, but
their undoubted existence should be kept in mind in assessments of the signiticance
of Feldstein's estimates that constructive realization would reduce charitable gi3ing
by $1.25- to $1.97 for every dollar oradditionaL revenue obtained by the Treasury.

a:
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Table 3
Revenue Effects of Taxing 29 Percenta and 58 Percenta of An-Cash

ContribUtions as Long-lerin Capital Gains, by Adjusted Gross Incorne,,,,
- -Class; 1974

AGI Class-.
(in thousands)

. . .

Taxing 29%a oft Nan -Gash axing 58% *Cif Noh-Cash ..
a

Contributions as a Long- .. ' Contributions as a Long'
. TerM Capital Gain Term Capital Gain '

Amount Percent Tax Amount) Percent Tax
of Tax Increase on of Tax Increase on

Increase Itemized Increase Itemized
(in ' Deduction ,' (In Deduction

millions) Returns millions) Returns

$0-10 $ 3.4 0.09% $ 6.7 0.17%
1.

10-15 2.8 0.03 5.7 0.06

15-20 5.8 0.04 11.8 0.08

20 -30 ,, 8.0 0.04 16.2 0.08

30 -50 8.2 0.06 17.3 0.13

55 -100 12.9 0.11 27.6 . 0.24,

100 -'500- 40.4 0.46 86.2 0.98

5004000
.

11.4 ill
.

1.22 24.6 2.63
.

1, 0Cr0 and over 21.0 1.94 43.7 4.04

All classes 113.9 0.13 239:8 0.28

Soiirce: Treasury tax model projected to 1974. ,

a. For derivation and meaning of these two percentages see accompanying
text.

Table
Revenue Effects of Eliminating the Charitable Contributi6n Deduction,

by Adjusted Gross Income Class, 1974

AGI Clags
(in thousands)

.

Amount
of ,Tax

Increase
(in

millions)

**

4

Percent Tax Increase On Percentage
Distribution

of Tax.
Increases

Itemizedi

,Deduction
Returns

Ali
Returns

9.,
$0-10 $ 32$ 8.2% 2.1% 6.7%

.-
10-15 519... 5.1 2.4

..
10.7

.
15-20 /658 4.5 3.2 13.6

20 -25 519 ;-' 4.2 3.5 10.7 ,.
30 343 4.3 3.8 7.1

3 0-,50 662 4.9 4.5 13.7

50-100' 661 5.:4 .. 5.6 13.7
.9....

100 -500 759 8.71 8.5 15.7

500-1,000 142 15.1 15.0 2.9
:. . e

. .

1,000 -2,500 T83, 23.3 23.3 2.8. ..
e Ag.500 and over 116 22.7 22.7 2.4

, All classes $4,835 5.7 4.1 100.0

Sosiree: Treasury tax model projected to 1974...
1
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Finally, it should. be noted that -constructive realization of, capital/gains' on
charitable donations of property is not a. po4y likely to be.enacted in isolation. If
adopted for charitable gifts, it will be asked, why should construaiverealiziations
not also arpTy te) all other gifts, as welras to property transferred at death?

.Certainly .the impact on the amount of charitable giving would differ with the scope
of the constructive realization pqlicy adopted. Many uncertainties, in short,
surround this particular change in the tax treatment of charitable contributions.

. Nevertheless, it does appear that increases in relative tax burdens would not be
-large, except for high income donors,, and that educational 'institutions arid hospitals
would be the main losers.

Eliminate the Charitable Contribution Deduction
.

-

All of ,,the preceding' poliYY options are consistent with the view that charitable
contributions, by their very nature, are not part of 4 properly defined individual
income tax. We turn now to options consistent with the opposing view that-
charitable donations are waif personal consumption, and hence of an equitable
income tax base, and that special tax treatment of them is justified, if arall, only as
a mean<Of stimulatingng philanthropic activities. If it were decided either that private
philanthropy needed no government support-or that the support, would best be ,
men outside the tax system, by regular federal expenditure programs of some kind,
the existing charitable deduction provision should simply be eliminated. .

The Treasury tax( model estimates that elimination of the charitable deduction
would increase 1974 federal individual income revenues by $4.8 billion, which is 5.7
Percent of the tptal,fax liability on itemized deduction returns, and 4.1 percent of
the tax liability_ on all returns. The 'distribution of these tax increases, by adjusted
income class is shown in Table 4. For itemized deductio n returns, which are the
Only ones affected, the percentage increases in tax range from slightly over 4
per.cent .on realms with, AGI.between $15,000 and $30;000 to 23 percent on those
with $1 million and more. Whereas taxpayers with AGI below $10,000, who filed

'57 percent of all returns in 1974; would pay less than 7 pert of the -total tax
increase, the top 1 percent'of tax returns those with AGI of $50,000 and more
would pay 37.5 percent. The policy would make 211,000 presently nontaxable'
returns taxable, the great majority of them (98 percent) having AGI below $15,00b.
The tax increase On these converted-status returns would be $80 million, which is

Percent of the total tax increase of $413 billion'.
Unlike all previously discussed policy- options, elimination of the charitable

contribution deduction..would have a major impact on federal.tax revenues. This
means that other parts of the budge* are likely to be affected as well, and `this
complicates analysis of all other economic effects of the policy change. The most
important of these effects are those on the level and composition of private philan-
thrdpic activities, but they are likely .to be quite different depending upon whether
the higher tax revenues resulting from the elimination of the charitable contribution
deduction induce matching federal tax reductions or increases in expenditures of
one kind or another. Since the nature of 'these induced fiscal reactions cannot be
predicted, attention at this point must be confined to the direct effects of
eliminating. the charitable deduction.

These effects depend critically:on the sensitivity of giving to tax-induced chatnges
in donor incomes and in the terms, or price, A which contributions may be made./
Elimination of deductibility, of course, raises the _price' of giving to unity fort
,everyone; that is, the cost of giving a dollar becomes a full dollar rather,,than a
dollar minus the tax saving resulting from deductibility. Feldstein's standard
estimates, whiCh put the reduction in total giving at $1.29.for every dollar of
increased revenue to the Treasury, imply, for example, that- elimination of

.Or

$

2 0
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deditibility in
compared with
important is the

1970 'would have reduced charitable, giving by $4.6 billion,
the Treasury, revenue gain of $'3.5 billion. Perhaps 'even more

predicted composition of such a decline in charitable contributions:I

Donee Category

Religtbn

Education

119Spitals

Health and welfare

Total

Other

Percentage Decline

42
Charitable

ntributionsa

22%

48

46

27

26

a. Simulations ire for 1970 and are based onhhe
Treasury tax model for,that year.. included in
the "Other" category are libraries, museums,
musical, literary and scientific orgAnizations
and zoos.

A

Finally,, the paradoxical nature of these findings should be noted. If elimination
of the charitable deduction_ would, as Feldstein predicts, induce donors.lo reduce (.their' giving by more than their increased tax payments to the Treasury, such a.change in the tax law would result in higher disposable incomes 'than before for
many taxpayers, particularly at the highest income levels. Under such circumstances,
elimination of_the deduction would be progressive in its effects on individual taxburdens but re.gressiye in its effects on personal disposable incomes. In. Feldstein's
standard simulation/ for example, taxpayers with AGI below $50,000 would havevery small increases in their disposable income (less than 0.5 percent on theaverage), but for those-with AGI above $500,000 tax increases of 14 to 15 percentwould be combined with higher disposable incomes averaging S to 10 percent. e

. Substitute a Single-Rate Tax'Credit for the al,Charitabl
Contribution Deduction

If charitable -contributions are regarded aspart of theindividual income tax base
so that tax deductibility is not a matter of principle, and if private philanthropic
activities are deemed worthy ofJovernment support, the basic choice is whether
that support should be'provide'd through the expenditure or the tax system. Those
who favor collective determination of priorities in this area will prefer,to rely onexpenditure subsidies or on direct government operation of the activities inquestion. Those who favor. individualistic, pluralistic choices could opt either for
open-ended matching government grants to private philanthropies Or for some kind

-4 tax subsidy to donors. The former have the advantage of flowing directly to the
organiiations,whose activities are to be encouraged, but involved a greater risk that
the program would not long remain free of government tontrols.4 -Collective
priorities, in other words, might gradually be substituted far the individualistic onesnow operating through the tax syste . How great these risks ray beis impossible
to'say, but those who ppce a high va e on individualistic philanthropic choices are
likely to feea good, deal more comfor lewith tax subsidies.

Given a choice., of tax subsidies, the main qugstion concerns the terms on which
they should be Offered to taxpayers. Several possibilities deserve consideration: .

I t
1. ant of the most controversial features of the present deductibility privilege

for charitable contributions is the set of variable subsidy rates that it offers to

1

-
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.taxpayers. 'Whereas takers ,qf the standard_ ceduction.arefgNen no
,

price incentive' at
all 'to stimulate their giving and jtemizers in the first tax rate bract must thbm-
selves put up 8,6 cents of every dollar they donate to charity, donors at'the top of
tax tate scale need put up only:30 cents. This favoring of the ricb over dip poor is
regarded by many as a blatant inequity of the deductibility system. Supporters of
the system, on the (Aber hand, reply that in the broader context of the proper role
of private philanthropy in the society, it is progressive income taxation that, creates
the inequities in the first place. DedUctibiliiy, they argue, merely counteracts those
inequities" and its job' is to try to niaintain the level and composition of private
philanthropy that would prevail in the:absence of a progressive federal individual
income tax, which has clearly inhibited giving by the rich more than it has curtailed
gNing by the poor.' In technical terms the assumption is that for each tax bracket
the negative income effect of the federal, tax on charitable giving is approximatelj,,
Offset by the positive 'price effect of deductibility. Whether this is so or not, of
course, is an empirical question, but suppcirters of the subsidy rate structure implicit
in deductibility xan always respond that it is the most, plausible arrangement until
the superiority of %orpe. other way of achidving the same goal is clearly
de mdnstrated.

2: For' the economist the optimal rate structure for the charitable, contribution
subidy 'would be determined by the ratio of the external benefits of private
philankropy. to tip total benefits, both' external and'internal. Though donations
clearly provide both pleasure to 'doncirs'and more tangible benefits to the clients of
the supported ,philantlirOpies, it cannot be' assumed that the social value a the
latter ,s always fully reflected in the former, When it is 'not, externalities are said

exist, and by acting on the basis of their own perceived benefits, donors will
tend to undersupport the activities in question. These free-markerinadequacies can
be eliminated by having the gover'nment offer private donors subsidies whdse rates
are higher the greater the proportion of external benefits generated by the
philanthropic activity in question. Appealing as this approach may be.in principle, it
is riot---ye4,-'apclmay--Relle-r4re, capable of offering any precise policy guidelines.
Nevertheless, it is a helpful rationale to have in mind. Relatively crude applications-
of it include the detipction made between eligible and ineligible charitable
institutions in the provisions governing the tax deductibility of donations,.and the
lower (20 percent) ceiling on donations to private foLindations. Further study of the
mix of public and private benefits,generated by different philantbrcipies might lead
too set of distinctions more sensitive to 95cioeconomic realities.

q

3. A subsidy rate structure with considerable appeal is one under which the
government's matching contribution rate rises with the ratio of the private donor's
contributions to his income:6 This may be thought of as niore efficient than a
single-rate subsidy on the argument 01'4, other things equal, private 6eluctance to

1' give rises as the proportion cit income donated increases. Or it may be regarded as
more equitable,,,oh the argument that donation of a larger-proportion of one's
income is more socially medforiolus. One difficulty is that neither ratio* appears
at present"to offer any precise policy guidelines. Another is that the structure would
be inConsistent with the 'economically efficient one if very large donations, because
of their. high. public -visibility, provided' more private pleasure to' donors than do
small donations for the same purposes. A crude application of this general approach
ig the deduction floor proposal (Policy Option 9), discussed below. -

4. A final possibility is to offer the same subsidy rate to every taxpayer by
substituting a siiitle-rate tax credit for the existing chlaritable deduction. This policy
option has the obvious equity appeal of not discriminating among donors on the
basis of income, as does deductibility. On the-other hand, the credit would
distriminate between donors of cash and donors' of their own services, whereas.

2u2
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Table 5
Effects of Eliminating the Charitable Conti ibution Deduction an4 Substituting

25 Percent, 30 Percent, and 50 Percent Tax Crcxlits, by Adjusted Gross Income
Class for All Tax Retckms, 1930

25% Tax Credit ao% Tax Credo 50% Tax Credit

AGI Class
(in thousands)

_
.
SO -S

Percent' Percent .

Charm. Change in
-- Charitablein Tax Contribution

-13% 21%

Pervnt
Change
in' Thx

-1,8%

Percent.
Change in
Charitable

Contribution
_ . .

29%

Percent
Cljange
in. Tax

..-50%

Percent
2Change in

Charitable
Contribution

81%

5 -1@._ -5 40 -7 31 -24. 102

10-15 -2 12 -4 23 =16 : 92

15-20 ' 0 3
2

-2 li -11 78

20-50 1 -14 0 -5 -6 49 .

50-100 4 -45 3 -40 o. -4

100-500 8 -64 7 -61 -37
.

500 -1,000 13 -74 13 -71 9 -51t .

1,009 and over 12 -70 . 11 -68 7 9

All classes -1 4 -3 13 -13 - 74

if

'Amountsa
_2(in billions) 5-0.72 $0.68 5- 2.06 F2.30 5-11.03 572.79

.
0- 4

a. Before the policy change, ,tax revenues were $83.03 billion knd charitable contribu-
tions were $17.32.

Source: Feldstein simulations based pn the 1970 Treasury Tax File.

Table 6
Effects of Enacting an Optional 25 Pet:cent Tax Credit for All Taxpayers

aid (or Itemizers Only, lay Adjusted Gross Income Class, 1970

AGI Class -
6(1 thousands).

All Taxpayers

Percentercent
Change in

Change
in Tax Charitable

Contribution

ItemliZrs Only
-.1

PPercent erceht
Change in 4

in Tax
Change Charitable

Contr
. ,

$0-5 .... -13% . 21% -2% ' 4%'..-
.

5-10 -5
r

20 -2 . 7

10-15 -2 13
.

t

II
, .

, 51

15-20 , ,-1 5 0 2
2 .

20-50 0 1 ... 0 0

/
50-100 0 0 - , 0 . 0

.1
(--"

100-500 0 0 0 0. , ..,

500-1,000 0 -2
-9

- -2, '-
1,000 and over -2 -1 -2 -1 ,,e'

i
All classes -2 12 -1 ' 4

Amounts
(11 billions) $-1.84 , $2.08 $ -0:56, ' $0.63

Source: Feldstein simulations basTliop thQI97(rTreasury 'Fax File.

13, ti,
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deductibility is neutral in this regard. When a peLson in the 60 percent Lax bracket
contributes $1,000 of his earnings to charity, for example, the net cost.to him
under deductibility is $400, similarly, if he earns $1,000 less in order to use .that
time to give his services to charity, the net cost is also $400. Under a 30 percent
tax credit, however, his net cost Would be $700 in the first instance but pnly $400
in the second. In _this sense the tax4credit may be said to discriminate against those
whose personal services are not of high value to charities and,who must accordingly
contribdte in cash if at all.

Shifting from deductibility to a tax credit would also have important effec'ison
the level and composition .of private philanthropic giving., Table. 5, based, on
Feldstein's 1970 simulations, shows some of those effects. Shifting to a 25 percent
credit, for example, would reduce Treasury tax' revenues only slightly (by less than
1 percept) but would change individual tax liabilities substapally, raising those at
the top of the income scale by about 13 percent and lowering those atthe bottom
by a similar percentage. Though total charitable contributions would not change
much (an increase of only 4 percent),:high-income donors would give much less and

'Iow-igcome groups would increase their contributions moderately. As a result, funds
for hospitals and edqational institutions would fall off by 22 and 25 percent,
respectively, while givig to religious institutions would rise by 19 percent and to
health and welfare organizations by 3 percent.

The downward pressures on giving to hospitals and education created by a shift
to a ctiarttable tax credit could be avoided by increasing the+ amount of the credit,
but only at the cost,of considerable loss of revenue to the Treasury. A 30 percent
'credit; shown, in the middle columns of Table 5, would reduce tax revenues by $2,1

illion (2.5 percent) and raise total contributions by $2.3 billion (13 percent); 6ut
Id4ein's simulations show that hOspitals and education would still suffer donation

losses of 15 to 17 percent while religion gained 20 percent. A 50 percent credit, in
contrast, would increase giving to all major groups of charities-by 30 to34 percent
for hospitals and education, and by 74 to 83 percent for health and welfare
orgagizations and religion. As Table 5 shows, however, the revenue cost of the 50
percentcredit would have been $11 billion in 1970. .

Enact an Optional Tax Credit for Charitable Contributions

The propensity of different income groups to give to different kinds of charities
presents policy makers who regard charitable deduction as a tax subsidy,
or tax expenditure, with a potentially 'fficult tradeoff. The more the tax subsidy is
equaliied for all taxpayers, the greater will bo the reallocation of funds among
different charities, and these changes may not satisfy criteria of either economic
efficienCy or 'political feasibility. Moreover, as long as the price elasticity of
charitable giving exceeds unity, lowering the charitable tax subsidy for the wearthy
and raising it for the middle and'Iower income groups would, contrary to standard
expectations, increase the disposable incomes,bf the wealthy and reckicohthose of
the other income groups.

If concern -for the vigor or private philanthropic support for education and
hospitals is important, enacting an optional tax credit for charitable contributions
would satisfy that concern while moving the structure of tax subsidies toward
equality. Feldstein's 1970 simu tions, for example, show that an optional 25
percent credit, Wended to all payers including those taking the standard
deduction, would increase giving to hospitals and education by 4 percent and to
religion and health and welfare by 11 to 14 per-cent. The 1970 revenue cost of this
policy option would have been $1.8;fbillion, with most of it, as Table 6 shows,
concentrated in the lowest income groups. If an optional credit of 25 percent were
offered to deduction iterniiers only, however, the revenue cost would have been

2 0 4
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only $559 million, distributed in much the same way- as the broader Credit (see-
Table 6). Giving to hospitals and, education, io this case; would have risen by 1
percent and to religion and health and welfare organizations by ?bout 4 percent.
The casefor the more restricted optional credit, fof itemizers only, would rest on
the canon of tax, simplicity. For this purpoe the standard deductiOn would be
made available to many low-and middle-income .taxpayers and would be set high
enough to include an .allowance for average levels of charitable giving by these
groups.

),

./.Table 7 .

Effects of Optional 3U P bon{ and 50 PeCcent Tax Credits. for All
faxpayers and (or 19 Irmo Only, on Income Tax Rmenues

and CliCt tftGle CpiltAbUtioas,' 1970
so, ,Oin billions of aollarsh1/4.

; ty,ir table Percentage Increase in
Optional Inebin4 INOCOM.ributions Contributions to

Hospitals Religion and
Tax TO4v C`141---

Credit Resienis
He/cent and Health and

Education Welfare

Credit &Canted vi payers

30% $ -2.96 3 3.45 4040 8% 19-22%

50% . 11.41' 13.28 tot;, 42-44 76-83

CrecIA:Can--'ted t'o Itemizers Only

30q -1.31 , i, 1..53 ' 9 4 9-10 `

50% -7,17 lis.3s 48 32-34 ' 50-52_ , c

Source Feldstein simulatiods based on the 1970 Treasury Tax File.

The tradeoffs inhereneifi inoving the charitabletax subsidy .closer to equality for
a1 1-.taxpayers, by mers Of an optional tax credit, are shown ir.), Table 7. While
. higher optional cfedits may improve. interperSonal tax equity': they also cost

increasing amounts .of Treasury revenue and .may stimulate philanthropic giving
more than is socially desirable. Moreover, the, higher the optional credit rate

-- ---considered, the leSs reason there is to prefer it to a straight substitution of an equal
rate fix oredit foF, the present deduction. This is because the latter policy, which is
always superior on equity grounds, haS effects on giving That diverge less and less
from 'those of an optional credit as the rate of the credit is increased. At the 50,
percent cfeclit level, for example, the two policies have the following effects:

Percentage Increasei' Income
in Contributions toPolicy Option Tax Charitable

Granted Revenues Contributions
Hospitals4,, ' Religion and* - All Taxpayers (in (in billions), O '' And , Health and. :;";., billions) . - Education Welfare

50'1 optional tax
credit

50% credit sub-
stituted for
present
deduction

5-11.4 313.3 .42%44% 76-83%

-11.0 12.8 30-34 74-83

'2 u
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Place a Floor Under Deductible Charitable Contributions
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A proposal with wide support, both as
ea means of stimulating philanthropic

giving more efficiently than does the present tax law and as a Way of rewarding
particularly meritorious social behavior, is to restrict the deductibility of charitable
contributions tb those that exceed a certain amount or a specified percentage of
adjusted gross income. 'In support of this proposal, it is argued that charitable
contributions that are a serial' proportion of the donor's income may be-regarded as
so routine and ordiilary that they would be made whether there is a government
subsidy or not. If thfs is' so, the 'efficient incentive policy is to restrict deductibility
(or a tax credit) to contributions above the critical income percentage. Unfortu-
nately, there is little empirical evidence that one might.use either to set the level of
the percentage floor or 'even to determine whether or not there is a sharp
distinction between routine and discretionary diaritable contributions in the first
place. Moreover, the standard deduction prevents tax 'returns from providing a
source of information about the charitable giving of lower income groups.

Given these uncertainties, the 1970 Treasury,., tax model has been used to
simulate a number of different alternatives. The effects of three of these policy
option are shown in Table 8. The first, involving a relatively modest floor on
charitable deductions of $100 a return, would increase Treasury revenues by $0.9
billion, reduce total giving by $1.2 billion, and allocate that reduction of 7 percent
fairly evenly over all major categories of charitable institutions. The pattern of tax

Increases. would be uniformly regressive over the income classes shown in Table 8,
but given Feldstein's elasticity estimates, these increases would be fully offset by
reductions in contributions, so that no income class would end up with ,a lower
disposable income. In that sense' the $1-00 floor would have a strictly proportional
tax burden incidence.

Table 8
tit cis of Enacting Alternative Charitable Deduction Floors, By Adjusted

Gross Income Class, for Itemized Deductwp Returns, 1970

$100 Floor $500 Floor +2% of AGI Floor

2^'

AGI sa Percent
Percent Change in, --(mthousands)- Change Charitable

_ in Tax Contri-.
butions

Percent
Change
in Tax

Percent
Change in
Charitable

Contri-
buttons

Percent
Change
in Tax

Percent
Change in
Charitable

Contri-
buttons

. 30.-5 -17517-trr -2:7T ,2. 7% -5.0% .1.3% -2.3%
---

5-10 - 1.4 -6.5 3.0 -14.2 1.9 -8.9 ,`,-,
-1.2 ', 3. ft -19.3 2.3' ' -151

15-20, 1.2 1 -9.1, 3'.1 -2.3 ,2.7 -21.3
20-50 1.0 -8.8 3.1 -27.7 3.3 -29.8", ,.

50,1011._____--04..--Z.,..4.4.::` '-2.,5 -28.9 3.9 -45.7
100-500 , 0.4. °-3.2 1.6

. -
-13.0 5.3 -14.0

500-1,000 0.1 -0.6 0..141* -2.6 6.7 -39.8
'kb

1,000 and over 0.0 -0.2 0.2 -0.8 4.9_ -34.0
All claases 1.1 -6.8 2.9 -17.5 2.8 -17.2

Amounts 30.92 $ -1.18----
(ln btlifohs)

1

.37 $ -3.04 $2.32 $ 4.98

Sburem Feldatein !Simulations based on the 1970 Treasury tax model.

---7-'" 2 0 6 , )
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The second policy option, using a higher floor of $500, -would Increasetax
revenues by $2.4 billion in 1970, reduce total giving by more than $3 billion, and
spread that 18 percent reduction fairly evenly over different. donees, the cuts
ranging from 17 percent for religion to 21 for hospitals. Thp pattern of tax increases,
shown in Table 8, is roughly- proportiOnal up 'to an AGI of $50,000 and regressive
thereafter, but again the amount of, philanthropic giving would falloff enough to
raise disposable incomes tor.all AGI classes slightly, none of the increases being
larger Than .3 percent ..

An alternative kihd of deductidn floor, similar to that now used.for medical
expenses, would be one proportional to adjusted gross income. The Feldstein
simulation for a 2 percent floor, shown irx the last columns of Table 8, estimates a'
reve ue increase of $2.3 billion and a reduction in total charitable giving of $3
billi . This 17 percent reduction, unlike the one of comparable size for the $500
floor, ould not beltiread evenly among donee institutions. Whereas education and
hospitals would suffer fund losses of 30 percent, health and welfare organizations
would lose 18 percent and religion only 14 percent. While the pattern of tax
increases is steadily progressive up to an AGI of $1 million, disposable income
changes would be insignificant below $100,000 and would show average increases of
1 'percent, 3 percent, and 5 percent, respectively,, for the three AGI classes above
that level shown in Table, 8.

A troublesome problem with the use of charitable deduction floors is the
incentive they provide taxpayers to bunch their contributions in specific years.
Enactment of a 2 percent of AGI floor, for example would induce a taxpayer who
Customarily gave 2 percent of _his iRcome each year to charity, bdt for whom the
change would mean loss of all deductibility for his contributions, to think carefully
about changing his pattern ofgiving to, say, 0 percent, 0 percent, 6 percent or some
other uneven distribution,,that would maximize the tax-saving value of a given
amount of long-term giving. Such changer in stile timing of giving would be much
more feasible for the wealthy than for the middle and lower groups, and unless
effective constraints were written into the new deduction floor law, the equity of
the, policy change would be questionable. To be effective, in other words, this year's
deduction floor must be A function not just of this year's 'income but also of past
levels of both income and charitable giving. Similar problems,cit may be noted,
woulCatpply to government grants with matching percentages based on the propor-
tion or income contributed by private donors each year. Whether these difficulties
can be resolved at acceptable administrative and cbmpliance costs is still an open
question.

..Ik,

MIXED POLICY OPTIONS.

The options described above would not necessarily ,have to be adopted in he

pure forms described, but elements from two. or more of them might be combined
into a single tax ,,,reform package. To illustrate the possibilities, two mixed policy
options may be consideredmplicitly. .,.

The first, shown in thefirst two columns of Table 9, combines extension of the
charitable deduction to all taxpayers -with the imposition of a $100 floor. The
opposing revenue effects of these two changes more or less cancel each other, the
net increase in tax burdens being only 0.6 pertent 7nthe aggregate and clOse to 1
percent only for 'taxpayers with adjusted 'gross - incomes between $15,000 and
$59,000. LfeSs,,,cOrnp to offsets occur for charitable gifts, the disincentive, effects of
the floor doknati at all' income levels. On the other hand, extension of the
dedukion does m rate those disincentives, especially at the lower income levels.
Whereas the floor alone would induce taxpayers with AGI between $10,000 and

.
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Table 9
Effects 01 Two Mixed Policy Options on Tax Revenues and Charitable
Contributions, By Adjusted Gross Income Class (or All Returns, 1970

AGI Class
(in thousands)

Extend Deduction to All AGI Floor Plus
Returns, Enact $100 - J 251 Tax Credit

Floor All Returns

Percent Percent Percent Percent
Change Change in

ge,Chan Change inng
Charitable Charitablein Tax TaxinContributions Contn butions

80-5 0.57,- -1.0% -7.8% 13.2%
411,

5-10 0.5 -2.3 -1.5 6.4

10 -15 . 0.6 -4.0 0. 4 -3.6

15-20 0.9 -6. 7 1.3 -13.0

20-50 0.8 -7.5 2.5 -27.8

50 -100 0.6 -7.1 6 -54.7

100-500 ,0.4 4 -2.9 8.1 -68.7

500-1,000 0.2 -0.5 13.6 -76.2

1,000 and over 0.0 -0.2 12.2 - 72.5

All classes . 0.6 -4.0 1.2 -9.1

Amounts
(IQ billions) $0.53 $-0.69 $0.98 $ -1.57

Source: Feldstein simulations based on the 1970 Treasury tax model.

$15,000 to reduce their giving by 8.2 percent (Table 8), the floor plus extension
would reduce,dieir giving by only 4 percept (Table 9). Aggregate giving would:also
drop by 4 percent, and this reduction would be spread uniformly over all recipient
groups..

The Second -mixed policy option, shown in the last two ;columns of Table 9,
combines a 1 percent of AGI floor with a 25 percenk 1x credit. TVs would
increase Treasury revenues by nearly $1 billion, and thtse tax changes, which would
be negative in the lower income levels, would be distributed progressively-Ty. income
class except for the very top.Induced changes in charitable giving, however, would
keep taxpayer disposable income virtually unchanged below an annual AGI of
$1(10031t, and "'above that level disposable in es would r'se by 1.7 percent
between $100,000 and $500,000, by, 4.5 percent ,,,ween $-500, 0 and $letnillion,./-
and by 9.4 percent above that level. Significant relative cha es in charitable .,,

contilbutions would occur at all income levels, ranging from; increa of 13 percent
at the bottom to decreases of over 70 percent at the top {Table . Though the
drop in aggregate giving would be only 9 percent, education and hospitals would'
lose 33 to 35 percent while religion would lose only 4 percent.

'Footnotes,

1 Martin S. Feldstein, "The Income_ Tax and 'Cparitable Contributions: Part I Aggregate and
Distributional Effects, and Part II The Impact on Religious,.Educational and Other Organiza-
tions," National Tax Journal (March 1975 and June 1975); Feldstein and Charles Clotfelter,

44'Tax Incentives and Charitable Contributions In the United States: A Microeconometric
Analysis," paper prepared for the Commissi9n on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs,'1975;
and Feldstein and Amy ,Taylor,'"Theipme Tax and Charitable Contributions: Estimates and
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Simulations with the Treasury Tax Files," paper prepared for the Commission on Private
'Philanthropy and Public Needs, 1975.

2. See, in particular, William D. Andrews, "Personal Deductions in an Ideal Income Tax,"
Harvard Law Review, Vol. 86 (December 19,72), pp. 309+85, and Boris I. Bkttker,';The Propriety
and Vitality o*' Federal Income Tax Deduction for Private Philanthropy," in Tax.institute..of
America, Tax Impacts on, Philanthropy (1972), pp. 145-70.

5,13. A concise and cogent presentation of this point of view. may be found in Stanley S. Surrey,
Pathways to Tax Reform (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,...1973), pp. 223-32:

4, For a detailed analysis of government grants for -these purposes, see Paul R. McDaniel,
"Federal Matching Grants for Charitable Contributions: A Substitute for the Income Tax
Deduction," Tax Law Review, Vol. 27 (Spring

4
1972), pp. 377-413.

5. It may be noted that a major reason for Inaugurating the charitable contribution deduction
in 1918 was to protect private philanthropy from the effects of higher wartime tax ratys, See C.
Harry Kahn, Personal Deductions in the Federal Income Tax (Princeton University Press for the
National Bureau o) Economic 12'esearch, 1960), Chapter 4,

6. One example is the plan proposed by McDaniel, op. cit., p. 397.
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THE PUBLIC FUNDING AGENCY

Eric Larrabee t .

.0.

'One might well trace, over more than a century, the transfer of social endeavor
from the private to the public sector. To replace the robust communality of the
colonies, w re need could be treated in common land the church often was the
state, for that matter), there had to be choices made between individual initiative
and' governme . One by one in transportation, education, conservation, recrea-
tion private routes were discarded and public, ones adopted. Events as remote
froni one anot r as .the replacement of turnpikes, by public roads, .the near-
elimination of the proprietary medical schools, the development of theme Forest
Service and of extensive state and national parks all might be considered, without
stretching the point too far, as variations on. a common theme: one of trial, error,
and trial again. . . .

Motives varied. Typically tffe' transition followed upon `the °discovery or recogni-
tion that wished-for social ends could not be reached through the market system,
either because they had become too expensive for t e,voting majority to afford, or
because the field was one in which competition wa irrelevant or ineffective, or
because self-evident desirable standards of qu'ality or safe were being sacrificed. In
some instances government was able to render an activity ec omic by converting it
into a monopoly, as in the early days of public transports -ion, when railroad
rights-of-way or streetcar franchises were gifts of considerable value the recipient.
In others it brought institutions into being by extending indirect ben ts, as with
the land-grant colleges, while in still others it ,became itself the operating ..:ent. In
recent years, however, through the nfechanism with which this paper is conce d,.
government has conveyed monies directly to existing institutions, for purposes
which those 'nstitutions were already engaged. It has 'done this through what might
be called pub foundations, or Public Funding Agencies.

Conspicuous! the fields in which they operate include scholarly, scientific, and
medical research including those asp,ects of higher education that are research
bound -- and cult re, or the arts, as broadly defin'ed (most examples herein will be
drawn from the la er, since this has been the author's p?incipal-concerrrforthe
past five years). T e most striking feature of this new domain for government,
therefore, is that i was previously occupied, -and continues tp be occupletir-by
private jiaTrons a private foundations whom no brie least of all government
wishes ,to, see w' draw. Though,ie true that in these'areas,private sources
of support ca no longer_bear the full burden,. or respond. fully to increased'
demand, and t it _may also be true that government has been drawn in out of
necessity, it wo most sleftmtely not beweicome or useful for government to take
ofer entirely, or even to dominate._ The virtues of pluralism and voluntartsm heed
not be labored at this juncture, other than to point out that.government is by no
means universally believed tafhe capable of replacing them. In this matter it is the
publicector, and not the private, which is under pressure to,prove itself.

Public funding of this kind Gery often serves as a foi.ced supplement to that of
the individual patrons and Johndationswhii previously carrieg the load, and it is
very properly still under 'scrutiny,,aslusk -Publicfundinehencies and private
foundations bear certain superficial resemblances to one another, since the former
often behave in. the stylefthe latterTirOrn, -406, tij4-.Barly adopted much of
their theory and technique. But there are funciamentalrences. The money that
a public agency has at its disposal is renewable on anintktial or periodic basis, and
subject to governmental review, both executive and leg4srtive.- Once it is "locked

.

tFormer Executive director, New_York State Council-on-the Arts.
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in," in the termino logy of the political process, there rs reason to suppose that it
_will continue, but there is no certainty. The political climate for scientific research
has, bebn notoriously unstable, to the considerable discorrifort of those whose
careers were committed to it. The temptation to suppose..that public money and
interest on endowment are the same thing must be resisted.

Kublic money is also firmly wgdded to public service. All funding Comes with
some .sort of string attached, and in this instance the string more binding than all.
others is that which ties the organization asking for funds to a de3ionstrated sense
of public duty or obligation. Within limits, a generalized social purpose will serve,
since it must have been sufficiently compelling to produce a favorable reaction from
voters and their elected representatives in the first place. Scientific research and the
existence of museums or symphonies ha;ie come to bp thought of as so defensible in
principle as to be secure from that quarter. Most of the questions which arise relate
to quantity or gross configurations of distribution, normally the ideological umbrella
covers all. Oil those rare occasions when any specific funding decision is disallowed
politically, this outrage can be protested successfully if the funding forms a part of
a larger pattern of support which has the public's blessing. But the implication is
inescapable that service to the public is part of the bargain.

From this flow's a paradox -1,- or, rather, a series of ParadOes./The mandate of
public service is very broad, perhaps as broad as carr-be, imagined in a highly
organized and compactmentalized society. There are.Yhy few things that a public
funding 'agency seriously wants to do for which a public service rationale cannot be
found. All claims, untg,_21.9.Y.011,-9.0.1grY415e.,,...Ate.,..legitinteie. If Syracuse, why -hot
Bedford-StuyvesarifrIrthe Metropolitan Museum, why not the Earth People's Park? °

If Lincoln Center, why not the Videofreex? The potential range of activity
enormously enlarges itself. The imagination of the potential donqr is liberated by \,
the assumption that his gift,hai. been, in effect, validated in advance by its,-political
referrent. Contrary to what one might expect, therefore, the public-service require-
nient has the opposite of a restricting effect on initiative4iid innovation.

The second paradox is that the public funding agency can, if. it has the willing-
and fortitude, take a strong position on the side of quality, The claims of every

supplicant for funds are plainly not equal, nor do all of them equally advance those
goals for which the political process has made the funds available a proposition 1

quick to be understood and accepted by the political mind- From many other
analqgies politicians readily appreciate that the pie must somehow bt divided.in" a
way which_caslescribvbeforehand and ,explained.afterward. An easy out is to
fall back on quotas and and in numerous fields of which education, is
the roost notable this_is the pattern which all-too-much government support has
previously followed.. But the fields to which public funding agencies contribute are
newi,enoughgovernmentally, and have themselves a strong enough tradition of
quality control, so that there the issue is still open. It is vulnerable to challenge (a

poikpltoyhich-y;,e--shall return); but it not foreclosed.
fs thfr

Yet wholly able, to take on a prb em that private giving has been either
paradox is that governmen funding has proved to be more'ready, if not

reluctant or, as a matter of principle, unwilling= to engage: that'of outright,
long-term subsidy. The ideal of public service requires, among other things, that the
needs of the supported organizations be defined at least to some degree as the

LefilM themselves define them. Their priorities must be taken seriously, and
it s .proved useful on occasion for them to pla part in framing whatever
p shed.criteria and guideline& the agency employs. on the list any organiza-
tion would write IS the need for baiic operating fun_ s and a famtliar criticism of
private giving aft-Ft- be yearchasThien-that it tends to focus on projects and isolable
programs to the exclusion of the dreary, day-to-day demands which eat up income
and build up-deficits ..fo this complaint, at long last, the public funding agencies ,

have in recent years begun to addcess,themselves. . .3....-------
I
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Finally, by the very virtue of their being "public," the public funding agencies
ire' embedded iR a complex 'syvem of infractions with their social, economic, and
Daliticar environment which are constrictive in principle but often supportive in
practice. That the agencies are not wholly independent, that they cannot act .
arbitrarily, that in fact they can scarcely,function at all aPart frOm their dense and- .

nutritive context these are sources of strength. The very existence of p6blic
funding agency represents a high degree of commitment on the part of the society
which sets it up, and this Corms a reservoir of confidence and good will which can
be drawn on, when necessary, to validate both purposes and performance. By the
same token, of course, if the: system is not responsive and fully deployed, no,
amount of merit or energy on the ,part of the agency alone will avail. if the several
elements that make up the system are out of balance, no amount of protecting one .
from another of attempting to purify the process, so to speak, by deflecting the
forces which come to bear on it will salvage the' goal of wise funding decisions.
The agency itself cannot 'be made more effective, or safer from abuse; by isolating
it. Malfunctions In the system come about when one, of the component parts fails
to perform its function, performs it badly, or seeks to perform it in such a way as
to dominate or neutralize the others.

Reduced to brief outline, a characteristic, pattern would be somewhat as f-414ows.
The overall, size and shape, the matrix, of the public funding agency's operation will
be cfetelirtined by its sponsoring political entities, both executive and legislative,
who will,:rOake funds available, together with some statement as to how th," are to
be spent. i more detailed, spending program will have been prepared by lbetagency,
both staff_ and governing board, Often subject to review and approval by the
executive Or legislative. Specific funding rdommenaations will be generated by the
agency staff, which will have assembled information abqut the field involved and
analyntl requests or 4t9lications from those desiring funds. The question of
merit -7 scientific, scholarly, or artisitic will be passed on by a panel of profes-
sional advisers, convened: for the purpose. Their recommendations cobbined with
those of the staff will go to a governing board, council, or commission for final ,
ratification. Funds'. will then move to the constituency to be served, to provide
those services to the public for which the agency was created.

Thus far, and so baldly stated, there is little contrast here tb p-ocedures that
have prevailed in private giving for a long time. The total number of elements in the.
system, is five, and one may visualize them in a rough-and-ready sequence according
to hypothetical progression of control over the funds. The decision-point moves
from Political matrix to agency staff to professional advisers to governing board to
constituency. But the distinctive feature, and it niakes a vital difference, is that the
sequence returns on itself, for it is the constituency that continually creates and
recreates the pOliticati matrix. Only if the constituency is large and vocal Will the
votes be there. This is the most fundamental, and alsO the most formidable, of the
interactions among the five elements, since it links the two most powerful in a bond,
full of possibilities for achievement and disaster.

It is not invariably necessary for a public funding agency to be structurally a part
of government in order to behave in the manlier described. Many variations are
possible ih which' the agency, while retaining ,considei-able independence, becomes
the designated or_shartered Thstrument of its parallel governrkental entity. In the
cultural field, forexamble,, a number of county governments have made substantial
funds available to county arts councils or cultural associations, with the acknowl-
edged purpose of removing the burden of decision from government and placing it
in the hands of a body regarded by the public as competent. A-similar purpose
underlies the creation of "districts" or "authorities," which seem particularly
appropriate when they handle a sequestered fraction of tax revenues, as in the case .
of the St. Louis MtiseuM,which receives city and county funds from something
called the Metropolitan Zoological Park and Museum District, which itself receives
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nine cents on every one hundred dollars of assessed propertvgaluation. (I am
setting aside the co eivable eventuality of a cultural authority having bonding
powers, in- order to d capital expenditures, though in some quarters this is

thought to be badly needed), What will be described below is, therefore, less in the
way of any universal rule than of a model or type-case situation through which the
strengths and weaknesses of, the public funding agency as aithenomenon can be ...-ettked. , . ,

I use the word "matrix" ittrespect to the political component because it seems
to describe best the formative and shaping character of political actions. What the
agency sees itself surrounded by is not so much-a legal and organizatiunal frame-
Work as the sum total of a series of decisions and votes which have their own fluid
and continuous life. They do not rest long in one place and they do not cease, but
their cumulative impact is always present and fprcefully felt. From the agency's
point of view one of the worst aspects of the political process is this ongoing
commitment -of the prolongation of issues, this instinctive dbhorence of any resolu-'
tion whiCh makes further political action at,a later date unnecessary. Perhaps this is
the inevitable reaction of the professionar who' comes to government as a hired
hand. After a lifetime spent in tie role, George Kennan could--only say: "Where
others saw a stage on ,which momentous issues were being dramatically resolved, I

saw only a sordid, never-ending Donnybrook among pampered and inflated
egos ... (Memoirs: 1959-1963,(1972), p.322.)

The' initiative behind a public funding agency will normally come Trom the
executive, though this is not invadable or pitrequisite. If the constituency is massive
and loud enough, the agency and its cause will acquire one.or more champions in
the legislative, who will stand up for its interest and organize the defense of its
budget. Politically speaking, this is normal and well-understood behavior, in no way
resented by other Politician's who are engaged in doing the same thing with other
issues and are grateful ,to have a colleague to turn to when issues concerning the
agency come up. The legislator must be willing, on a other hand, to be personally
identified with the agency's purposes, which is not True of the executive, who need
only regard those purposes as politically defensible or at least expedient and make
his endorsement known. An extreme view is embodied in Heckscher's Law (named
after its inventor, August Heckscher, .Commissioner of Parks, Recreation, and
Cultural Affairs, New York, 1967-73) which holds that culture always prospers all
th,e more under statesmen who never heard of it before assuming office.
. The actions of both the executive and legislative ,are descriptive rather than
prelcriptive. The formative function is most legitimate and efficient when it restricts
itsTf to controlling ithe size and scope of the agency's operation and to setting. forth
in only general terms its objectives and the criteria it should use. Legislation that
attempt's to construct or prescribe the machinery of implemefitation infringes on the
functions of other component parts of the system, and forces them into imbalanCe.
The phrase "legislative intent" reflects the valid notion that laws passed for
specific purpose need not encode and program every device for putting themselves
into effect; what matters is that th> purpose be clearly expresged. Well-drafted
legislation leaves no doUbt in the minds of /the executive as to what is intended to
be executed, and .it can have great 'usefulness and ,value. In the ideal legislative
process, the intentions of the executive and the doubts and reservations of the
legislative will have been hammered into some kind of compromise, which.w.ill have
the, authority and persuasiveness natural to metal capable of surviving such
tempering. The mandate of a public funding agency can have force in proportion to
the intensity of the fires in which Ins forged.

It goes without saying that a precondition of favorable action on public funding
is that its purpose shall have been recognized as politically compelling, preferably, on

,a nonpartisan:basis, as most often has been the case with funding for the'arts or
seiefififie ets4th. Doubtless there is an aspect of fashion here; after Sputnik, higher

,

0
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- education could do no wrong (less so now) and within the past five years the arts
have enjoyed rapid escalation (less so now). But the absence of partisanship has
bgen a hopeful omen, and will Probably remain so as long as public desire for the
sefyieerbeing funded continues at its present level and continues to expremitlelf.
For the long haul, direct opposition seems likely to come mainly from those who ,,
believe public funding of all kinds to be excessive, or.during those periods when
high taxation and budget reduction become violent political issues. 1p normal times
the 'most immediate questio'n will btathat of who gets the credit.

Quantity is another matter. It will be debated out of all proportion 'to its
importance, or of any relationship between the debate and its ultimate putcome.
Tffe periodical renewal 'of the funding has the effect

an
making it permanently

discussable Like all political budget contests this is an exercise in, pressure and
counter-pressure. Knowledge of the actual heed may be ,quite extensive in the
constituency, the agency staff, Of' budget professionals in the executive branch and
in the legislatii"ie committee staffs;,but the final figure will be less ,affected by all '
their expertise together than by the Torcefulness of the executive and the sensitivity
of the legislative to public interest and, involvement. Not that thitl'-is scandalous or
necessarily deplorable, since it _often prbdues the required results, but it does turn
back upon the funding agency its staff and its board an obligation not only to
be politically active and resourceful, but to do all thiey. can of the- large-sdle
budgetirlt the cost accounting of long-term goals, which the political process,
unaided, cannot aspire to perform.

The ritual of periodic reaffirmation requires that the're be, at each new funding
cycle, a public struggle in which the agency measures itself against other
departments of government and their competitive calls upon the public purse.-The

, annual (or whatever) budget battle is the largest fact the life of the agency
administrator. For more than half, or even as much as three quarters, of-his year to
be consumed by it would not be exceptional. Having persuaded the executive to
endorse its budget request, which is the first task, the agency must then
mobiliie withoueappearing to do Sc, since this would presumably be illegal all r.
the power of its constituency to inflbence the legislative. Lettersmust be written,
telegrams sent, phone calls made, interviews requested' and conducted literally by
the tens of thousands in a state the size of New York. And all this strenuous,
time-consuming expenditure of effort h8 only what might be called a negative-post-
tive effect; that 'is, for the effo to be there is of no great consequence, but for it
not to be There is fatal.

The expression of public opinion has the effect on politicians of enabling them
to colkider a proposal on its merits. As longs,- no one is for it, they cannot
possibly be for it; but as soon as enough strongVoices have spoken in its defense
they can safely'begin to think about it dispassionately. Setting rhetoric aside, their
actual .concern is also less likely to be about the total sum than about the manner
in which it is spent. They will want to know, that it is prudently administered. They. -
will went to know that it is not merely stitliDlating increased need which they will

' then be asked to meet next year. In the case of the public funding agencies most
especially, they will want to know that goyernment money is not going to have be

'L.ffect of dryipg tip the previous flow of funds from the private sector. In,New York
State this concern produced a so-called "maintenance of effort" clause in the annual
appropriation act for the arts, requiring evidence that state funding would not
"substitute for or 'replace" that from "cuspmary" non-state sources wording
which the state arts council staff managed to have modified into a far more,mild
and flexiblelform than many legislators wished.(and-In this, a significant. indication .

of their attitude).
Politicians have constituents, and constituents are known to exert themselves op

their own behalf, with the result that both legislators and executive may be temptelf2r2,1-_
to intervene with the agency in order to increase their own aura of power and
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competence. Since the greatest fears of abuse attach to this danger of improper
influence on specific funding decisions, it is well to note that in contemporary
experience examples of it are usually rare or minor enough to be toleyted.
Firmness on the part of the governing board and vigilance on the part of the
constituency are the only ultimate safeguards, though there are element in the,
normal political make-up that can serve as reinforcement. First of all, the politician
is far more interested in the appearance of administrative supervision than in its
reality. Administration is not his native province, nor is it to his advantage to gather
unto himself any more decisions r with their invariable consequenq of offending
somebody than he can conveniently avoid. The reputation of being a pipeline to
decision is not one he craves, since spipelinessare difficult to turn off. In the
presence of a constituent he may storm and bluster, but in private he may just as
well be sympathetic and'understanding about the agency's dilemma, since it is so
like his own. The time when he is seriousand must be taken seriously, is when he
speaks for his district Far more common than individual interventions are reminders
of the agency's responsibility to a particul4i- section, often geographic, of its con-
stituency. Such piessure as this is not only legitimate but often helpful, since it. can
serve to counter-balance other 4pressures and to illuminate the agency's routines in A
legislative context.

One other, and by no,,means negligipe, function of the political entities is to
make or to approve appintrnents fo the agency governiqg board and staff. As for
the latter, it is essential that both the executive and the legislative, refrain from
using public funding agencies as dumping grounds for political job-placement; the
principle gf professionalism must be accepted at the outset and vigorotsly
maintained, on the 'grounds that its sacrifice is a`patential source of em4Lassment
more Serious in the long run than any short-runJoss in patronage. Since public
funding agencies are engaged is fields where professioplism is obviously called for,
there should be no hesitation In asserting this p4fc160. Here the many precedents
in government for precise job definition will stand the' agency in good stead, and
the worst in oads of civil service can be resisted as long as genuine professionalism is
oppose the, . To be sure there is a hazard in that exempting a job from civil
service, and ope g it to quality judgment, also opens it.to political appointment,
and it is for this r anon that the political commitment to professionalism must ,be'
deep and enduring.

As for appointments to the governing board, the executive. (who normally makes
them, with legislative approval) must understand that their quality is one of the
ornaments, or even more visible defects, of his administration. Appointments to a
board are a tangible expression of policy, and,an opportunity of assurance to the
executive's constituency that he has its interests at hiart. If he wishes to make the
agency's constituency. his own, this is his best chancello do so. His task, simply putt,
is to find appointees who -are acceptable both to the ( egislative arm and to the)ency's constituency. He should use the agency staff to inform him of how given

Vdividuals stand in the constituency's estimation, and if he is wise he will now and
then defer to the staff's opinion, since doing so will gain him credit at little cost.

The importance of the governing board varies directly with its perception of that
importance, and it Is fot this reason that the method of selecting members takes on
such weight. In most instances they will be defined as citizens distinguished for

_their achievgment or interest in the area with which the agency is concerned, and
67

they must indeed perceive themselves as distinguished, inAsmuch as their duty is to
take ultimate responsibility for the agency's actions. They must be prepared to
tand as a barrier between the agency's decision-making, process and all farms of

interference or attack. If they are not prepared to do so, everything else is in danger
of coming unstuck. -Matters of dignity and self- esteem, which might otherwise seem
trivial, become meaningful in this context, since, the routine work of governing
boards can be defined as whatever they consider necessary to verify to their own
satisfaction that the decision-making process is one they can properly defend. A

2 i 7
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board member who takes everything on trust and another who wants to scrutinize
every decision are thus 'presumptively of equal value.

A shortage of good trustees is unixersal in the nonprofit sector, but in searching
for them the public ftinding agency has one advantage in that wealth of a gift for
fund raising are not among the requirements, -with, the money coming from
elsewhere. Other qualifications are very similar, foremost among them the
ability mpre rare than, one might imagine to think and act comfortably in the
ar'ea where policy and specific decisions meet. intelligent trusteeship calls fir an
extraordinarily delicate combination of forcefulness and restraint, it is the ability to
direct without meddfing,.to hold a firm but easy hand on the rein. Of their nature
boards aresChizophrenk and oscillate between inten,se concentration on individual
items and general complaints about not having enough time for high-level policy.
Acceptance of the pull-and-tug between these polar opposites is fundamental to

,effective performW1ce as a board member. . .
A signal disadvantage of publirc,agency boards is that their memberk ar 6-1-

necessity political appointees. To suppose that an executive, under sthhtisual
requirement of legislative concurrence, will make appointments to a prestaably.

sti ious board without taking political considerations into account is unrealistic.
'Sin ne of the, functions of the board is to inspire legislative confidence and
app oval for its appropriation, for it to be wholly unpoWcal might just as well
mean) being wholly ineffective. At a very minimum the board will be "political.'
vis-a -vis the internal politics of its constituency. But every effort must nonetheless .

be made to insure that the board as such does not become a partisan body. Once,
again the nonprofit sector has an advantage it can exploit in the candidates for
appointment who can b'e found among the impeccably distinguished, but politically,-
neutral, members of the professional guild in the agency's field. The presence of 1.;
artists on a board concerned with the arts is no guarantee of eliminating politics, .
but they do serve to anchor it in some other reality that is, the reality with which
the board is presuming to deal. Another advantage lies in the fact that local
communities frequently have so few citizens who take an active interest in politics,
and the nonprofit sector that they tern out, in effect, to be the same people; they
will already have made the accommodation which board membership asks of thm.
Put another way, there are at least two sources of independent-minded persons
which canbe relied on to continue producing them. .

, Once appointed, however, board members must rise above the reasons for their
appointment. They must be representative, but they mot not act in the capacity of
representatives. The board ctvgall will inevitably be a "balanced" ticket,,in the sense
that it must demotstrate to #4:4easual observer an earnest effort to take account of
the major elements in the agency's constituency and the community a(large7 But

and members once in_office and in action must be willing tO set aside, or even
n, theiloparochial origins in order to speak and vote on behalf of a more

lastly defined ptzlaT&imerest, -which they alone now embody. Boards of public
ing agencies areffict one of the "feW places where the public interest as

urelY defined can take on body and subslancei and routinely become a serious
.:.factor in decision making. . ' ,

Since they were chosen because they were "interested" citizens in the first place,
board members will continually be open Us-criticism for conflict of interest. This is
a chronic affliction, and, will recur in connection with the agency staff and their
professional advisers; it is' tiie nature of the systeM itself. Complete impartiality
can be purchased only...**eltrice of ignorancp. Part of the difficulty is that
conflict of interest, as 'at id&a, arises frdm the laW, with its adversary procedurgs,
where conflict is a meaningful condition. Governmental standards of ethical condat A
derived from the law, in order to be workable, are necessarily so vague that the
entire subject becomes a cloudy one, in which appearance matters almost as much
as reality. To seem to have a conflict is as bad as having one. Under the circum-
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stances it is impossible to avoid having board members who are connected one way'
or another with organizations the agency will wish to fund. The only solution is
to acknowledge this openly and invoke the usual "foundation" rule of removing the
individual from the discussion of any organization with which he is associated. In
the long run; board members can disarm such criticism only by scrupulous restraint
on theinirown part and demonstrably fair and judicious performance on the part of
the board. The greater the degree to which the board learns to work together as a
unit, the greater its immunity to conflict -of- interest charges and the greater the
authority with which it will speak. This power cannot be conferred; it has-to be
achieved.

The relationship of the board to the agency staff will be the problematitat bat
necessary one which, unto eternity, all organizations have had with their boards of
directors. It ls never perfect, and what it chiefly calls for is a mutual acceptance of
the imperfect roles to be played. The staff serves the board, but it must do more
than merely implement; it must serve thoughtfully. Agency staff members should,
Have, first of all, a psychological or career, commitment not te-government but to

subject matter with which the agency deals. Insofar as possible they should be
Ifrofessio n a Is from the field involved, especially in the middle range of staff where

:'the field covered by one person may narrow to a specific discipline. A career
background in government alone is unsuitable, if only because it may provoke

fity. accusations of bureaucratic thinking even where they are not deserved. The situation
is clitssically suited to what has been called the "4and-outer" in government, the
person who consciously constructs a career pattern on the assumption that publit4

4 service will from time to time form a lOgical part of it.
The virtue of being a professional is being able to deal with other professi6iials as

an equal, with the object of establishing trust. Fore a major portion of the agency's
staff time will be spent dealing with the cqnstituency, and most directly with the
constituency's professional guild, People who permit themselves to be assessed, as
any supplicant for funds must do, wish to be assQred that they are being assessed
by equals, or else the relationship between the to will fester. While it-is probably
asking too much4,for!agency staff members toligual their fellow professionals in
performance, they can at least be equal to ihim in their commitment to profes-
sionalism. At the same time tlyey should not be professionals manqu4s, trying to
realize gustrated ambitions bY,,oyer-influencing or over-directing the organizations

'which they' fund. 'Professionalism has a concealed .double edge, in that the more
"professional" the :agency staff becomes, the more harsh and incisive may by its
judgments, and the more unpalatable to those being judged.

For the public funding agency, /unlike most of government, is still expectid to
respond to its public personally arfd politely. Where these high expectations "come
from, or whether they are justified, is unimportant alpngside the fact that they

,exist; they are a compliment to the agency, by implication, but they present it with,
certain staffing requirements which are not easy to satisfy. For agency staff
members a saint-My patience and equanimity are useful attributes, if not essential
ones, in view of the prevalent belief among some applicants that the best way to get
money; out of government is''to be obnoxious. They should also have, in full,
immunity to the ego-inflation which sometimes accompanies presumed control over
large sums of money. And-they must, lastly, have -it fixed firmly in their heads that
asking for money is a derneaning experiente for Most people, and That the state of
mind of the supplicant can easily be abused and abraded, however unintentially,

:..,4hless heroic doses of tact and sympathy are applied. The vocation of public
philanthropy has as its first commandment, put yourself in the other person's place,
and stay there.

The work of the agency staff is mainly analytical; in close contact with the
. organizations to be funded, agency staff members develop the information op which

evaluative judgments bf the organization can be based, and they refine those
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judgments into preliminary form which may well, if unchallenged during further
'review, become the final form. It is very difficult for them not to conclude that
they are in fact making the final judgments, since this is so often the case, and it is to
remind them of their coordinate and cooperative position that advisory panels and the
agency board exist. The staff's prerogative is to make the first jnove. They must be
able .to arrive at thoughtful perceptions based on a realistic concept of need that
is, to reach a sharp and dispassionate overview of an organization's performance
measured against its potential, its audience, its socio-economic context, its poSition
in the heirarchy of its aid, and so forth. In the present generation most practitioners
have acquired .these skills through on-the-job training, since formal academic
*programs innonprofit administration are few and recent in origin. There are
benefits in this pragmatic approach; experience which includes site. visits and
face-to-face contact with ,the organizations continues to be not only' the best
training but the best practice.

In the.scourse of time the staff will become a principal repository of knOwledge
about the area with which the"'aiency is concerned. Its central pOsitkri, combined

. with its own information-gathering imperatives, give it a uniqt1d dommand, over its
subject matter. In some instances it may be able to spare the resources for direct
commissioning of research, and its operative needs for research bah in long-range
planning and in making its case politically. are greater than those of private
foundatipns. But most of its empirical expertise is unlikely to be formalized and
Will more often simply accumulate in the minds of staff members, who in any event
are too busy to do anything else with it. Pragmatism does have limits, and theme
nonprofit sector is notorious for its lack of conceptual thinking. The entrance of
the arts into the arena of public policy,,to the extent that it has even been noticed,
has virtually been unaccompanied by thoughtful_ discussion and debate as to what
this development implies.,1-low many Imphony orchestras does a given area need in
proportion to what it can afford? Can an art form become economically obsolete
and nonetheless be :worth saving artificially ?_These_ and others like them are
questions that agency staffs must confront daily, and for7\AX iarlKeyThiust seek
workable, solutions without whatever reinforcement a theoretical framework might
give them. In order to function at its full capability, therefore, the agency staff
must become something Of a seminar on the subject of its own operation. It must
be a thinking entity; it must originate the ideas which fuel and energize it board.

Professional panels serve, a dual furictioLL Primarily they are the ecognized
arbiters on questions of quality and professionalism. They take the information
provided by the agency staff and subject it to scrutiny of their own viewpoint as
active practitioners; they come in directly from the field, with some of its, dirt still
under their fingernails. Their perspective is invaluable_ anrifieir judgments have
implicit authority. But they are also a highlY, usefulfriformation link between the
agency and the constituency, since it is from the constituency's profestional guild
that they will normally be drawb. It is, tJ.eir opinion df,tbe agenty its practices
and personnel which the constituent mo'st likely tOltigt.

The rulings\of the professional panels have a Salufary,1 f astringent effect. They..
serve the essential purpose of exorcizirrg any potential '6(tyranny on the part of
the agency staff, with Whom theN can be, expected tOsdisagree, provided the
governing board is informed of the disagreement and prepared to overrule both,-if
necessary. Pariels will sometimes feel resentment at being overruled; they come to
think of themselves as the voice of the only abstract and disinterested value system
in an otherwise skewed and distorted process. They therefore be persuaded,
contrary to their instincts, that the validity and pla sibility of .the. total systems
vspuld be jeopardized if their decisions alone were in riabliktd; Vail. Panels have
a higher degree of epidermoid irritability than any o her compo, latsf the system,
since they are self-defined as the most sensitive and vulnerable. Wh-en/heir decisions
are reversed, they, in theirtucn require to be assured that this was not for'whimsical
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or arbitrary reasons, since a lack of confidence on their part in the total process
would quickly communicate itself to the constituency at large.

Appointments to' the panel cap safely be made by the agency director on
recommendation of his staff, but membership must be rotated (three-year terms
yiith a third of the mehibers being replaced each year is normal and workable).
Rotation is essential to prevent the formation of cliques or the predominance, of a
limited viewpoint, but it is also mere useful than might appear in maximizing the
number of persons who have served on panels at one time another, since doing
so is a highly educational experience in the difficulties and complexitieS of funding
decisions, and serves to educate the constituency. ttgomote sophisticated the
panels, the more sophisticated the process. Panels hav n occasion been anony-
mous, but increasingly the custom is to let the membership be known, at the
very least after the funding cycle has been completed. In the name of participatory
democracy carried to excess, experiments have been undertaken with panels whose
sessions are open to the public, though this example seems unwise to follow
generally, since it so seriously reduces the level of candor to be found in the most
productive panel discussions.

Most panels. can be trusted to write their own rules and frame their own
procedures, though in the course of things they will be deerendent on the review
and analysis conducted by the agency staff and its independent auditors. Above" all
the pal;iel must safeguard its own integrity. If the pinciple of confidentiality is

adopted it should be strictly enforced, by sanctions which may have to Include
dismissal from the panel. Situations implying conflict of interest are endemic to
panels, as they are to governing boards, and must be handled in the same way by
recognizing the reality and removing the individual from the decision. Where panels
have a great and often either unused or misused opportunity is in the gray area
which borders on overall agency policy, where a panel will be uliarly sensitive to
changes in climate or priority which take place from one year e next within its
area of special competence. Responsibility for any e a change in agency
priorities rests with its governing board, but from the panels can come fresh and
authentic advice which is well worth listening to. The panels are an intense focal
point where the needs of the constituency and of the political matrix converge.

The constitues4 in'its turn is composed of three layers, roughly in the form of
a pyramid. The top, and siiiallest, layer consists of the professional guild, or those
people who make their ca*ers in the area of the agency's interest or are directly
employed.-by the organizations the agency supports (I include in this group the
administrators and trustees,of such organizations, since in most practical matters
their interests are the same). The second, and much larger, group is,made up of
those why? use or are affected by the services the organizations provide, which for
conveniOce can be called the audience. The third, and larger still, includes the
entire portion of the population that can, be shown to hold a favorable view of the
agency's purposes, even though they. ao, not avail themselves directly of the
organizations or their services. The tota1,6f the three groups forms what has been
described as a "favorably inclined coalitioLV.' and if its size is larger than half of the
adult population, then a favorable situ kin for public funding can be saidto exist.

For the constituency to make its in enCe felt it must be organized, and here
the conventional structures of citizens' ups, committees, and the like have
generally proved to be workable. They are fa iliar and well-understood devices and,
thoffgh-Tany in the nonprofit sector are unaccustomed to the amount of work and
group co ion necessary to secure public funds, th'ey ve usually been quick to
learn. The citizens' group will of course exercise itself.%) the, normal activities of
generating publicity, interviewing legislators, mourifing letter and telegram
campaigns, and so on, for all of which it its well suitedti,For the more precise and
functional side of working with government for exatiNe, daily contact with the
legislative process it iS less well suited, and here it must enter into an intimate but
tactful partnership with th4 agency stAff.,
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Since the agency itself wilt most likely be forbidden by law to engage in
lobbying on its own behalf, great care must be given to avoid crossing the invisible
but very 'real line which separates what is technically illegal but permissible from
what is not only illegal but definitely not permissible. The restriction on lobbying is
one of the classic contrasts between reality and a necessary fiction in American life,
where any agency that does not .keep an eye on its own interests does not survive
for long and yet there must be limits put on the interventions which can be
allowed. Lobbying is a full -ti job, since,very close attention must be paid to the
day-to-day changes in mood and the pattern of events, and the reaction must be
instantaneous. In the nonprofit sector, however, this necessity is not always
tecogniz46, both because -there has been so little experience of it and because the
expense seems excessive, with the result that much of the burden falls back on the ..
agency. Perhaps the only answer is to say that with prudence and good sense a.
reasonable subdivision of labor can be found between the agency and its citizens'
group.

The prime failing of citizens' grot,iii is that they can all too easily fall into the
hands of those who have the time an esources to give them. There is no guarantee
of their being representative, no matter how vigorous an effort is made to sign up
names train all corners of the constituency. The letterhead may look impressive, but
the actual direction may still reside with a small minority. Few patit.s.of the United
States, moreover, are immune to the metropolis-hinterland syndrome, which is a
built-in source of potential conflict between one part of the constituency and
another. In the metropolis there is a conviction, often well justified, that there only
does quality reside and are standards maiptained. In the hinterland there is a

perennial sense of grievance waiting only,,,to be detonated by some real or imagined
slight. Unless the conflicts between therrt are contained, they can result in fatal
misadventures, the worst of all occurring when one part of the constituency begins
to lobby directly with...the executive and the legislative do its own behalf. When the
constituency becomes internally politicized it is in grave danger of fragmenting and
of losing that bulky and monolithic authority which originally commended it to
political attention.

From the poiht of view of those being funded there is a great deal to be, said for
predictability. ft requires a very strong commitmenton the side of the process of
value judgment to enjoy the consequences of that judgment whenapplied to
oneself. Many cultural organizations would prefer, as in some states (North Carolina,
for example) they are, to be line items in the state budget, in their own right. In
other states some have so succeeded in imposing their will as to achieve similiar
results by different means; in Missouri about 70 percent of the state arts council
budget goes to two symphony orchestras. Yet the defects in such solutions seem to
me far to outweigh their few advantages. One argument against direct subsidy, and a
strong one, has always been that it perpetuates an organization without regard
to variations in the quality of its management or delivery of service, where the
public funding agency can at least point to such variations when they occur.
Moreover, when increased funds are needed, it is far easier to mobilize public
opinion behind a broadly defined fieldof endeavor than behind a handful of
institutions, usually large ones, which have boards composed of people with private
means. Most important of all, to structure public funding so as to favor a limited
group of recipients belies thp presumption of social purpose for which the funding
was Rudertaken; to do so cannot be morally defended nor, over the long haul,
poliMly validated and incorporated ,into an acceptable, mix of governknental,

ations.
is no need to deny, even now, that the system of which the public funding

agency fdrms the centerpiece is subject to a variety of stresses and strains. The
system is dynamic; its elements re in active response to one another. At times it
seems almost as though feelings of dissatisfaction were an obligatory accompaniment
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t) Its oper ation. Perhaps this is because public philanthropy is not very convincing
as philanthropy'. It does not have the connotations and overtones of a gift but,
rather, tends to lie thought of as a matter of due, almost of right. Since tax money
'derives from 'the people, there appears to be nothing illogical about pie people's
getting it back. The organizations that receive public funding eventuakcome to
think of it as their, money as, in a very real sense, it is.

All of which increases the pressure to eliminate value judgment from the process
and,replace it by formulas. Those who desire to do this can argue, quite plausibly,
that the system as described in this paper is inherently unstable; anti their very
argument, to-be sure, increases that instability. In the field of, arts funding a number
of proposals nave been made or adopted which, in pursuit of stability, have or
would have exactly the opposite effect. 111 California a proposal has been given
serious consideration by the legislature to replace the direct funding organizations
by "user-oriented" funding, in which they would be paid only for the services
requested of them, in the for of tours, programs in the schools, and the like. The
measure of 'quality would be crificed in favor of What would be, in effect, a
popularity contest; and the orga ations themselves would be forced into divisive
and destructive competition. In New York the legislature has imposed on the state
arts' council a requiremeQt that at least half of its total grants funds go to so-called
"primary" arganizations,Vd that "arts services" be distributed throughout the state
on a basis t(f seventy-five cents per capita, per county, while at the same time the
mandate for quality judgment was not altered. The attempt to comply with this
bizarre piece of 'legislation that is, to make over fourteen hundred .funding
decisions on the basis of merit and non-merit simultaneously naturally proved to
be an administrative-nightmare.

-What happened in New York State is an archetypical example of the internal
politicization of the constituency and its unhappy consequences. Pressure for the 50
percent allocation 'to "primary" organizations came initially from the major
institutions, many of.them located in Nei, York City, which felt they were being
unfairly treated and so informed the governor. He adopted their proposal in his*,
executive budget, only to have it thrown ?tit by the legislature, which recognized tit
for the special-interest measure it was. The following year, however, pressure for the
per capita provision came from the upstate legislators, who had been persuaded that
upstate institutions were being unfairly discriminated against in favor of New York
City. The combination of the two pressures constituted a tradeoff and was therefore
acceptable, if not attractive, politically. Once the game had, begun, and people could
see it being played, open season was declared on the arts council budget. The year
after, the third year, amounts in the hundreds of thousands of dollars were
sequestered from the council, by the legislature for specific purposes, in one case for
a "bicentennial bargP to ply the waterwan.of e_thsta.te during4976, in another for
the oper ing expenses of Artpark, a performing-arts facility owned- by the state and
operate by the Department of Parki" and Recreation. Whether this process of
nibblin to death can now be halted or reversed remains, at present writing, an open
qussti n.

The pressures for routine and regularization also increase in prop ortion td the
amount df funds made available, not for named programs but for basic support. the'
trend in this direction has been withOut question the most significant development

..ire government funding for ttie arts in thg United States in recent years. Looking
back,`it is easy enough now to see that the turning point came in 1970, when in
J nuary of that year the council of the National Endowment for the- Arts voted to
d p a previous restriction limiting its funding to the "new and innovativeand

ed to consider the 'don-going or improved," a euphemism for day-to-day
operations. That same year the budget of the New York Stale Council on the Arts
was increased from $2.5 million to $20.5 million (an amount then larger than the
federalkappropriation for the entire ,country), in an effort to save from imminent
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collapse the several hundred cultural instNittions concentrated in New York State.
Overnight the state funding becene vital to their existence. It has continued (with
fluctuations) 3,nd now stands at $34.1 million. In 1974, for the first time, the New
York State Legislature permitted the words "basic support" to appear in the
appropriation act, and tht council was able to allocate fu sciously and openly
for that purpose. In 1975, fa( the first time, the N ional Endowment made a
major grant ($1 million, over' two years, to the Metropolitan Opera) without
designation, as to purpose, for-basic suppoftt

.Whatever else one says is state of affairs, it is certainly in sharp contrast to
the conditi n hitherto aced by ivate philanthropy. Never before had there been
such'a wi spread and legitimate 'expectation of sustained funding from a source to
which pu c pressure could be apj5lied if the funds were not forthcoming. Many
thoughtful custodians of, thg prii/ate purse had wisely feared the arrival of this day,
when;ifie leverageZharactetistiOf private giving would be imperiled because decisions
werel no longer free and judicious. The reluctance of foundations and individual

'donors to become involved in ongoing support had' all along a solid basis in
psychological and economic fact; it is dangerous terrain to enter. But it- can no
longer be avoided; the crisis in the nonprofit sector is too severe. The road to a
long-term balanced pattern of stippOrt leads through a partnership in which
government, private donofs, and (someday, with great good fortune) business
corporations will play interrelated roles. It would not be impro er to expect that a
good portion of the sustaining role_rniglat_le borne by gove ment, should the
nature and limitations of that obligation gvef"Alev carefully nough defined.
Experience to date has indicated that this can be &rile bueonly if t equilibrium
of forces implied by the model and type-case system f interlocked 'el ents is
preserved.

I trust this account has made clear hay closely I t corns, nents of the
system do interconnect. A network of structural and ction .tionships ties
them together; countless filaments of working nteds and daily Iontacts weave back
arkd forth between them. It should also be clear that the c. ponents have the
.capability of correcting one another; each is watched and can potentially be
restrained by one or more of the others. But it is o ly apability. Though the
interests necessary to a balanced performance are all represented, they will be
effective only if someone asserts them. This is to say no more,than that the public
funding agency, as it has thus far emerged, is a live institution, not yet permanently
frozen into forrhulas and rigidities: If it works, at this stage in its development, it
works because people make it work.

5'
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PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS AND THE 1969 TAX REFORM ACT

Chairman and Staff, Council on Foundations, Inc.

Introduction`

This report seeps to present a. Succinct, factual account of the role and
significance of America's philanthropic foundations. Particular attention is direqed
to the effects of the Tax Reform- Act of 1969 on these orgtthizations: Two sets of
recommendations are offered. one involves action by foundations themselves and the
other involves government policy and changes in the law.

The term "foundation" is not precise, even apart from uses having nothing to do
with philanthropy. We are mainly concerned here with those institutions that under
the 1969 Tax Reform Act are classed as "private foundations" as distinct from
other charitable organizations. This distinction is based not on purposes which.must
in all cases conform to the public, interest,1 but rests primarily on the extent to
which a single donor, or family, or company has provided an organization's basic
financial support. Moreover, under current law, private foun ations are defined only
by exclusion. They are the charitable organizations r msaining after various
groups churches, schools, hospitals, governmental unit publicly supported
organizations and their affiliates have been filtered out. We -shall ajso, therefore,

namely, "a nongovernmental, nonprofit organization, with funds and progr
rely on F. Emerscrn Andrews' more direct and commonly accepted definition

managed by its own trustees or.directors, and established to maintain or aid
social, edUcational, charitable, religious, or other activities serving the common
welfare."2

The Council on Foundations, whose officers have conducted this study and
repared this report, is an association of some 775 foundations, mainly of the

endowed and grant-making types. Its members are situated in all parts of the United
States, include both small and large foundations, and.currently administer over 65
percent of all estimated foundation assets in the United 'States. The ,council
functions under an elected board of directors broadly representative of the founda-
tion field but also including nine public members. The council's chief purpose is to
advance effective and responsible practice throughout the foundation field:

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE
Its

Brief History r. _
N

The origins of charitable foundations extend far back beyond the Christian era,
and at least partial analogues are to be found in many civilizations besides our own.
The philanthropic impulse, which is their ultimate source, seems to be both age-old
and world-wide. In the Anglo-Saxon world the status of foundations and other
charitable endowments as legal entities enjoying certain privileges and a standing
distinct from that of their donors is anchored in the Common Law. As reflected in
both state and federal statutes, it continues to have that underpinning in the United
States, even as it also does in'England.3

The emergence of the modern American foundation as an instrument for searching
and systematic grant making dates from the post-Civil War period. Major founda-
tions were established coincident with the birth and growth of-great fortunes in late
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nineteenth and early twentieth century America and before any significant- tax
advantages for their donors were involved!' Simultaneously, under the leadership of
men like Andrew Carnegie and John D. Rockefeller, foundation philanthropy came
increasingly to seek to identify and deal with the causes, as distincrfrom the
symptoms, of human misery and deprivation; it sought, that is, to turn the we.;
of systematic investigationexperjrnentation, and research to the attack many
different kinds of human need.s -

Until World War II the number of lajown endowed, grant-making f ndations in
the United States was nbclarge;ir In the period 1940 to 1969, how: er, a prolifera-
tion occurred under a'combination of favorable econbmic_conditio and strong tax
incentives to charitable givingThus of tie 5,45,4 foundations liste4 in edition 4 of
the Foundation Directory (1 71), 915 p were set up ,after 40, but that
expletive growth was primarily in foundations that are small in size.6 Among
foundations with assetsof over $10 million -as of 1968.69, 9 percent were
established before 1920 and a total of 38 percent before 1940, while of those with
under $1 milli& in assets only 1 percent were set up before 1920 and only 4 percent
before 1940. (See Chart Alrarittrabl-e-A=VAppen'dix A.)

With the proliferation_ jf _fqundations, there unfortunately came abuses.
Investigations in the 1966s'revealed thg same persons had set up foundations more
for personal advantage than for public berie,fit.1, Some, it was found, were benefiting
friends and relatives, others were being uSed tt Maintain control qcompanias; some
were hoarding assets and making almo§Phoreturn to charity; and in a few damaging
instances it appeared that foundation grants had been made to ad" arx partisan
political interests.

Such 4jdence as is available appears to indicate that these, abuses and indiscre
tions were not widespread, and most of them' could havei;)Beert eliminated by
vigorous enforcement of existing taw. NeverthelesTa they were sufficient in the tax
reform 'climate of the late 1960s-to cloud the reputation of the foundation field
generally and to trigger the passage of .stringent legislation a-lidding all private
foundations. This legislation and its effects are the principal subject of Chapter III
of this report.

Foundations had from time to time been under attack from various quarters and
fqr various conflicting reasons_ Wing before the _19605.8 Nor were he abuses and
indiscretions cited above by any means the_sole grounds of the congressional attack
experienced by foundations in 1969. There was_an accumulation of Qther influences
and pressures.

From a "conservative" perslibetive, foundations were too much engaged in social
change in the support of social science research, for example, and voter registra-
tion among minority groups. From a "liberal" perspective, conversely, foundations
remained on the whole too wedded to the status quo; both their, will and their
efficacy in contributing to needed social changes were questioned.

Simultanemoly' populist suspicions of concentrations of wealth "extracted at The
expense of vibrkingmen and' consumers" were rampant, coupled with similar
suspicions of intellectuals and experts. Rekindled in significant degree by Governor
George Wallace, these hostilities were reflected by influential-members of Congress
from both major political parties in the hearings and debates leading up to the
passage of the 1969 Tax Reform Act.

Meanwhile, the needs and aspirations of a growing Arherica for more and better
education, health care, and other social serviets had combined to generate Urge
federal spending programs in those areas and to put enormous pressures on the tax
system. Would it not be better, some asked, for government agencies to take over
these services entirely? And in these circumstances, economic theorists and legislators
alike were inevitably led to look to close off tax deductions, exemptions, and
credits where they could. As it proved, those tax preferences enjoyed by foundations
and donors to foundations were the most vulnerable. More than any others, they
larked organized constituencies.
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A_further potent factor was a theory of taxation *that gained marked new

influence in the 1960s. According to this theoiy, all authorized exemptions and
deductions, including those for giving to charitable purposes, were held to be
government expenditures or, in effeit, to represent government money. Charitable
organizations were thus more easily jhought to be subject to governmental

1determinattons_and controls. ......_ . - .
In 1969 these ences, V'various combinations, prompted many members of

s
Congress 4Forri;poth `parties to question the tax intent' es and the freedom of

-t decision about.. the disposition of 'wealth enjoyed revio ly by, those who had
wished to establish foundations. Alongside the i antes of abuse, these mingled
doubts and pressures served to bring about the elaborate regulations and stringent
sanctions under whit-A their trustees and managers must now conduct the affairs of
private' foundations. \

Rationale

Before moving on to the pfeSent dimensions of the, fbundation field and apparent
effects of the 1969legislation, it is important to recognize something too often
overlooked by foundations themselves. In the 1969 Tax Reform Act, the Congress
gave renewed legislative endorsement to fouridations as significant social instruments
entitled tosubstantial tax privileges, even if not to all those previously enjoyed. It is
also worth remembering. that when the Senate considered a proposal to impose a
40-year-limit on the lives, of private foundations it rejected the proposal by a very
*large majority.

The continuation of tax benefits for foundations undobbtedly occurred for
'reasons that reach below or, at least, have proved to date sufficient to
countervail the sorts of doubt and criticism just discussed: Basically the reasons
,lay in our country's long traditions of voluntarism and pluralism and in a persistent
sense of the worth and vitality of these traditions in the minds'of most Americans.

The latter is strongly reflected, for example, in a representative sample of
opinion undertaken by The Gallup Organization in 1972.9 This survey revealed, that
71 percent of the American people believe that private giving to health agencies,
colleges, anda-genties stietr s the United 4, is as important dr more importaiit
today than; n the pase.A m 52 percent, think such contributions are rport
important. Somewhat surpris gly perhaps, even higher proportions of those under
the age of 30 expretSIII ffamative views. As for foundations specifically, 64 _

percent of those polled regarded them favorably, and Only 10 percent expressed
unfavorable attitudes. When the main new regulations governing private foundations
were explained, 73 percent thought them to, be sufficient or excessive; only 6
percent thought additional restrictions to be desirable.

Indeed foundations can flourish rly in societies in which personal freedom and
responsibility are valued and where private initiatives for the public good are
deemed to be important, even intrinsic, social 'assets. At the root, the case for the
is that for private philanthropy in general. As expressed by Dr. Landrum R. Boll-
the justification of foundations and philanthropy alike rests fundamentally on three
beliefs:

1. The importance of encouraging voluntarism in the satisfying of social needs,
of maintaining the human, empathetic feeling of personll responsibility irl_tbefetr\,,
of social needs.

2. The wisdbm of decentralization, down to the local grass roots, of some
portion of the tasks of providing our educational, cultural, charitable services.

2 2 7
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3. The usefulness of having available some alternatives to many, Government
servicn, even when those Government services may be universally accepted as the

norm.l°

Within pb4lantfiropy thus broadly conceived, foundations have the particular
character' is of leryjng as sources of available capital ftr the private philanthropic
service se for oriii-Ur society in all its range and lariety. They thus help make
possible, many useful public services that would in most cases otherwise have to be
provided by tax monies. They offer the other door on which to knock," without
which many volupteer activities would not-be initiated and others could not be
continued. They Are there to respond to both new ideas and shifting social needs
with a freedom and flexibility that is not common to or easy for government
agencies. Finally, as centers of independent thought and judgment in their o'wn right,
they help support freedom of thou'ght, experimentation, and honest criticism
directed at pressing needs of the society, including even the scrutiny and evaluation
of 'governmental programs and policies.

¶ 1

. I,

DIMENSIONS OF THE FOUNDATION FIELD AND PROGRAM TRES1DS.

Types of Foundations
1

in identifying a philanthropic foundation an ortanization's rik me is often of little
value;'' And even among the genuine articles, there are endFmous differences in
asset Size, scope of interest, and mode of operations. .-

According to IRS classifications, there were about 30,000 "private foundations"
in the United States as of September 30, 1974.'2 Of these, about 1,100 were
operating' foundations, that is, they were primarily involved in conducting programs
with their own personnel or facilities, rather than by making grants to other
institutions origgencies." Almost 29,000 were classed' as "private non-operating
foundations," This number incleides, however, many institutions which are not
pcimarily grant-makers but are also not classified by the IRS as operating founda-
tions." Based on examination of the 1971 and 1972 IRS files, The Foundation
Ce r estimates that there are currently approximately °private foundations

kwith discretionary grant-making powers. This estimate will be subject to revision as
the IRS applies its r ministrative regtflations to a variety ofno profit organizations.

Reference must e made at least in passing to another very important type of
grant-making foundation. This is the community foundation or trust, of which there
are some 250. Collectively, they administer over $1 billion in assets. A few The
Cleveland Foundation, New York. Community Trust, and Chicago Community Trust

each hold assets at or above the $100 million level. Some 20 maintain
endowments of more than $10 million, but most are far smaller. Community
fdundations are characterized by multiple sources of funding, boards of directors
selected to reflect public interests and concerns of their communities, and a local or
regional focus in their giving. Because of their several. public characteristics,
community foundations are classified as "public charities" undier the 1969 act
(along, with churches, colleges and universities, hospitals, and other "publicly
supported" organizations and affiliates of these groups) and accordingly are subject
to fewer and different regulations than are the private foundations. In part because
of their favored tax status, the estimated assets of community foundations grew by
30 percent in 1972and another' 10 percent in ,.1973.15 Much of this *rase
appears to have come from the termination of private foundations:16

- 0.- ,- ;
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Since'a separate report on community foundations has been submitted to the .
Filer Commission,'' ' this report will not be concerned with them as a separate type,
But it should be noted that in the'Clioosing of charitable objectives, processing of
applications, and making of grants, the work of the community foundation and the
private foundation- is often indistinguishable. For instance, many of the private
foundations confine their giving to the needs of their own regions and localities.

Among the private non-operating foundations a somewhat special class is formed
by those established by corporations as a means of instituting and carrying out
systematic programs of charitable giving. They are estimated by The Foundation
Center and The Cinference Board to number about 1,500, of which only about 273
have assets of over $1 million. In the most recent (1973) Conference Board Biennial
Survey of Company Contributions, 58.percent of total corporate giving reported for -
1972 was accounted for by compan-yrwfoundations. Frequently, corporate giving
through the instrument of a foundation or otherwise tends to relate to the needs of

Icommanities where the company jr0ants and employees are located. Few company
foundations have 14rge endowments, most receive and distribute annual contribu-
tions-lrom the parent company. Again, however, the well-run company foundation
faces much the same problems and works in much the same ways in determiping
priaities, in assessing alternatives, anti in making the choices that it hopes Will do
the most ,good, as does any other well-run grant-making foundation. But since
ompany foundations, too, are the subject of a separate report to the Commission,
in connection with other forms ,O company contribtions, they will not receive
further treatment here.' 8

J
. $P

Assets and ,Their Dist

The total holdings-of the private grant- aking foundations .can only be
4.se

estimated. The nearly 25,000 foundations on record in The Foundation Center had
assets with a market value totalling about $31:5,billion in 1971 and early 1972, and
these numbers almost certainly include most if not all foundations with assets over

7$1 million (Table A-5, Appendix A). It is probable that at the end of 1974 the
assets of these 25,000 foundations were down at least 25 percent to 30 percent in
market value as against The FoUndation Center's figure,' 9

11,

The' Foundation Center estimates Abaconly_aboLi0,500 grant-making founda-
tions have assets of over $1 million nd -that-overall-the distribution of assets to
numbers of foundatipas is approximately as follows:

Assei Size Number of Foundations

Under $1 million 22,400
$1 --$5 million 1109
,$5 - $10 million 356
$10 - $25 million 265
$25 - $100 million 146
$100 million and up 38

Of the 22,421 foundations in The,FoUndagon Center's databank for fiscal year
1971 with assets under $1 million, more than half had assets of less than $50,000,
but many of these were clearly passing through annual contributions from donors
and ethers were apparently being phased out, as the recorded grants of this group_
for the .year totalled. $144 million while their total assets were only $176 million
(Table A-2, Xppendix A). Average assets of fqundations holding assets under $1
million 'were $115,936. And this is the vast majority of the field.

Tables A-3, A-4, A-5 (Appendix A) show the geographic distribution in fisc,4I
year 1971 of foundations with assets under $1 million, with assets over $1 million,

2 2', 9
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and a composite of these'two records.", Notable are the concentrations of both
numbers and assets in the industrial regions of the Middle Atlantic states and the
East North Central states, but with very substantial 'representations also in the
South Atlantic, West Soath Central (especially Texas), Pacific, West North-Central,
and New England regions.

A separate study of the geographic distribution of the giving of.the 50 largest
foundations in 1971-72 and also of all foundation grants bn record in The
Foundation Cutler for 1972 showed' it to be in both cases widely spread through all
parts If the country. But as might be expected, it was considerably heavier to
institutions and agencies locateU in the nation's most heavily' populated centers than
to those in less industrialized "areas.' Even so, it is clearly no longer proper if it
ever was to think of the philanthropic foundations as mainly` creations arid
Mstruments of some "Northeastern Establishment." While a few of the oldest,
largest, and most highly organized of the foundations continue to be located on the
eastern seaboard, there are today many other fpundations engaged in substantial
grant making throughout the United States.

Distribution and Trends by Fields

The spread of foundation giving by broad fields of activity in each of the years
1961 to 1973, as recorded by The Fourklation Center, is presented in Tables A-6 to
A-13 (Appendix ek): For the 13 years, the distribution has been as follows: k

Areas of Giving 'Grants
(dol lars in millions)

Percent of Total

Education $2-,631 32%
Health 1,265 15
International Activities 1,117 14
Welfare 1,084 13
Sciences 1,036 I 13
Humanities (including Arts) 710 9 ,
Religion 368 4

Unfortunately, Ole nature df the available data and the breadth of the fields into i
which they have been classified make it impossible to detect more than the most
general trends from these records. Education has consistently been the largest
beneficiary of foundation sup'port. Religion has consistently been the field least
favored by foundations, and .by a considerable proportion, while year after year it
remains the largest reci kent of the giving of individuals.22 Since about 1968 there
has been somewhat o a decline in foundation support for certain international
activities, following a extended post-World War II period during which several of
the large foundations were expendigg very substantial sums annually ta help build
up the foreign area training and research capabilities of America's universities as well
as to complement govbrnment programs oi assistance to devsipping countries.
Otherwise, the relative ranking of fields has remained quite constant offer the 13
years.

Within education, 'higher educatioritappears to have benefited in cons*erably
larger *mints than other areas (Table A-7,, Appendix A); to cite the estimates of
Giving USA again, over the six-year period 1968/69 - 197/t4 foundations, have
regularly contributed between 22.5 percent apd 25.9 percent of all private giving to
colleg s aryi universities.23 Although support for the arts and huManities is a small
Seg t of total fouridation support, Giving USA estimates that foundations
acc nted for some 15'percent of total contributions to this field in 1974.24

4.
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Matters of Scale and Impact

Of all private gibing in the United States some $25.15 billion in
1974 foundation grants amounted to about $2.11 billion, or 8.4 percent.2s

That percentage surprises many people. They assume foundations are bigger,than
they are. Those who believe that foundations exercise excessive financial 'power
should compare $2.11 billion dispersed by some 25,000 separate entities with the
more than $25 billion, dispersed annually bythe Department,of Health, Education
and Welfare over and above Social Security payments. Other perspectives as to
foundation power are gained from comparing the 1973 combined volume of $667
billion of business, expressed in Sales, of the top 500 industrial corporations with
the combined volume 'of business of all of the foundations, expressed in grants, of
$2.11 billion or the $555 billion in assets of those corporations with the same $30
billion of foundation assets. Or consider the country's pension trusts, reported as
amounting to' $150 billion in book value in 1972. Several considerably exceed in
size the assts of The Ford Foundation which at $2.0 billion at last report were
twice as large as the next largest foundations, and many more times larger than the
general run. In brief, an important characteristic of the financial resources
represented in the foundations is that they are broadly dispersed and available to
help -..pond to the grefit variety of human needs in their just as varied
circumstances. And to our knowledge, there is no private grant-making foundation
that feels it has adequate resources to meet the number of interestinra'nd woothy
applications it receives.

To a particular college, hospital, or even for a whole community, the assets of a
particular foundation may, of course, loom very large indeed the degree
depending tViost probably on both the relative size of the two parties and the
intensity of the former's sense pf,need. And there have undoubtedly been occasions
when foundation "pipers" thus have been able to lead would-be grant recipients
into lines of action, or fields of endeavor, that they might not otherwise have
ch6sen." On the other hand, there are needs to be met and new undertakings to

Abe attempted which require very substantial commitments if major results are to'be
sought. An example is theAockefeller Foundation's pioneering investment since
1942 of more than $120 million in the agricultural science and techhology out of
which came the new high-yielding grains for ."The Green Revolution." The searching
and extensive analysis of American higher education accomplished by the Carnegie
Commission on Higher EdLcation, under the chairmanship. of Clark Kerr, required
some $6 million over a six-year _period. And where, one cart ask, would the hard
pressed symphony orare'sfras beloday in 60 cities of, America without the nearly
$84 million f/hich The Ford Foundation, working in conjunction with local groups
and local leaders, has been ,able toprovide over the past decade for their nurture_
and strengthening?

None of these threN, foundations is small by any measure except those of
government and big business, and we have not meant to imply otherwise.
Furthermore, it is surely the case that they, and the whole legion of smaller
foundations as well, would contribute much less than they do if they were entirely
passiVe. Their choices of charitable lobjectives and of individuals and agencies to
work withd941ave an influence and do make a difference in some degree at least.

I 0surirsnary, vie #, in both' the aggregate and the individual case, the
significance of fountirtiitossets usually lies less in- their magnitude than in such
capacjties, as can develop usually in concert with recipient7 agencies to direct limit assets toward beneficial results, to accomplish things'
that otherwise might. got be accomplished or accomplished as well.28 That is a
prime ch'allehge to .,0* endowed foundations: on the one hand, to be more

_searching, more objective, and have a longer eye to the future than the giving of
individuals' usually tends,,to be;- on the other hand, to, be more flexible, more

23/:
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adaptable to specific. situations and to specific institutional potentials, less
bureaucratically constrained than governmental appropriations and governmental
agencies generally can be.29

I
4

THE 19.69 TAX REFORM ACT AND ITS EFFECTS ttz'

Summary of Principal Provisions

Some one fifth of the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 were dirdtted
at-private foundations. The Internal Revenue Code now distinguishes such founda-
tions from "Ablic charities" in the following ways:

It imposes a 4 percent tax on the income a foundation derives from
investments (Section4940).

It strictly regulates dealings between a foundation and those who manage,
control, or make large gifts to it. 'These restrictions also apply to closely related
persons andothey apply without regard to whether the foundation, is better off as
iresult of the dealings (Section 4941).

It requires that non-operating foundations pay out for their charitable
purposes each year the greater of net income or a fixed percentage (up to 6 percent
and more) of asset vattie. The Secretary of the Treasury has authority under a
formula to change the rate (Section 4942).

It limits ownership by a foundation in a business to stated percentages of the
equity interest (Section 4943).

It penalizes foundations for purchasing risk); investments (Section 4944).3!

4 bats lobbying, partisan political activity land targeted voter registration
drives by a foundation; and it requires foundations carefully to monitor and account
for is made to1ndividuats and to donees rethat a not "public charities1, (Section

It requires foundations to file wig) the Internal Revenue SerVitelld to
publish and make available to the general public annual reports showing assets,
earnings, grants, administrative costs, and other information in greater detail' than is
required of public -charities. Private foundations must also file copies of these
reports with appropriate state officials (Section 6033).

.

The act's .provisions are enforced by taxes ranging from 5 percent to 20
percent of the amount involved in a violation, increasing to 100 percent to 200
percent, subject to certain ceilings, for failure to correct. Very' aggravated
circumstances can result in a tax equal to all of the foundation's assets. Further,
foundation managers are personally subject to penalty taxes for "knowingly"
violating the self-dealing, jeopardy 'investment and program restrictions, and
reporting requirements (Section 4941-4945,'052). 44,

It discourages .contributions to private non-operating foundations (as
distinguished from operating foundations and public charities) by (1) reducing the
income tax deduction a donor can take for ,gifts.dappreciated property to

2
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non-operating, foundations, (2) limiting such deductions to 20 percent of a per4son's
income for the year (as against 50 percent for gifts to other charities), and (3)
foreclosing carry-forwards, for gifts in excess of the 20 percent limit (Sectitn 170).

The foregoing short summary cannot adequately reflect the very complex
regulatory machinery_ which the Tax Reform,Act imposed on private fourklatinns.
its intricate character.is reflected in the facts that the statutory language affecting
foundations Rips some 60 pages and that the regulations published to date have
multiplied this required reading some fivefold. Nevertheless, after an initial period of
dismay and confusion, most foundations have rnanaged to learn live with the new
law, and .there is an informal consensus that it has in fact r moved much of the
potential for abuse and improved the responsiveness of the f d to public needs and
interests. At the same time there are certain less benign c sequences of the act to
which we will direct attention later.

1974 Council on Foundations Survey

In attempting to assess the impact of the legislation on Private foundations, a
questionnaire was prepared, pretested, and mailed in March 1974 by the Council on
-Foundations to'its 547 private foundation members aryl to the 1,700 additional
private foundations identified by The Foundation Center as having assets of over $1- -million. (The details of this survey anckits results are recorded in Appendix B.)

The Council's questionnaire was designed to obtain botht objective factual
information concerning ,the impact of ,the Tai. Reform Act in certain areas of
foundation operation44and subjective impressions and recorvendations from this
respondents as to their expefience under its provisions. 'These responses are
incorporated in the following discussion of the effects, of the 1969 act.

.

The t ffects-of the Act

The Tax on Irriestment Income (I.R.C. Section 4940)

The imposition of a 4 percent ,tax on the net investment income 'of private
foundations one of the mast troublesome features of the 1969 Tax RUorm Act,
and ledrevoe the most consistent objection (75 percent) from the foundations
responding to the council's survey. Mahy find the tax objectionable in principkfrand
potentially a dangerous precedent for the withdrawal of the tax exemption which
has traditionally been extended'to charitable organizations on the grounds that they
c9ntribute to the public good. More'are troubled because*the 4 percent tax draws

, away and consigns ,to the general revenue funds that otherwise would be goi g to
the support, of charitable activities that is,' it r cer the funds available tip
foundations to distribute to those whd are seeking their id.

The 4 percent tax became effective for private foundat n accounting years begin-
ning on or after January 1, 1970. The Internal Revenue Service reports that through
the end of the government's 1974 fiscal year (June 30, 1974) the tax had produced
$227 million, against auditing and supervisory costs'as follows:,

c) ;
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Government
Fiscal Revenue
Year From 4%
Ending tax

IRS Costs
IRS Costs All Exempt
Foundations orgdnizgtions
(in millions) (in millions)

1968
1969
1970

$ 1.6
2.1
3.5

$ 7.1
7.5

11.0
1971 $24,50,6002 8.6 15.4
1972 56,045,000 12.9 '19.3
1973 76,617,000" 12.3 18.6
1974 69,800,000 13.3 23:0
Total $227,05T,000 ' $54.3 $101*.9

-
a. Because of the. interrelationship of government's June 30 fiscal year end, the effective

date of the tax and returnfiling dates foi private foundations, this figure probably includes
less ffian half of the revenue yield of the tax for its first full year of operation.

The figures illustrate'dramatically how far sums collected by.the 4 percent tax have
exceeded IRS requirements for auditing and supervision of both foundations and
the whole tax exempt field." They also show how much IRS attention to founda-
tions was stepped-up between 1968 and 197.2.

Prior to passage of the 1969 act, a' number of, foundation representatiues-,-
including spokesmen for the Council on Foundations, had advocated the institution
of an annual filing fee for foundations based on asset size and scaled to cover the
costs of improved IRS auditing.and supervision. This idea was generally accepted in
the Senate, but strong sentiment in the House.Ways and Means Committee to make
foundations share in paying some of the costs of government precipitated the
enactment of the 4 percent tax.32 In the council's survey, almost as many
respondents (72 percent) advocate an Auditing fee scaled to IRS costs as wish repeal
of the tax (Exhibit 2, Appendix B).

An onerous aspect of die-tax for some foundations is the inclusion of realized
-capital gains in the calculation of "net investment income" against which the tax is
currently assessed. Applying the 4 percent excise tax to such gains perifilizes
foundations that are seriously attempting to diversify and upgrade their portidos in
keeping with the spirit of the:act.' 1p addition, applying The tax to capital gains
when incurred in anticipation of divestiture reqUirements can, in effect, amount to

'forcing incurrence of tax. Moreover, there have even been cases, albeit isolated,
where the 4 percent tax on gains was so large that the "distributable amount" the
amount-the foundation is required to distribute for charitable purposes fora given
year has been .wbstantially lessened. The gain me, the U.S. Treasury 'is minimal,.
respondents point obt, while the attendant losses to charities are not.

1 !I**

Administrative Costs and Staffing '

Those appears to be a general OnsensUs in the field that the Tax Reform Act has-"cost" the private foundation sub4tantial sums of money through added
administratixe, expenses occasioned by the intricacies of the. legislation requiring
more man -hours by attorneys, accountants, and professional staff in addition, the
act's heightened emph'asit on the responsibilities of foUndation managers has produced
more adequate staffing for largeer fouddations and the first full- or part-time
professional staff for a number of middle-sized add smaller ones; however, for
foundations too small to justify regular staff, the new requirements have presented
greater problems and meant shako increases in their ratios of expenses-togradts.

fr
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These general impressions are bane out by the findings of the study conducted
under the auspices of the American Bar Foundation which compared administrative
expenses for a sample of foundations for the tax years 1967 and 1970.32 The
council's survey recolifirmetflbese findings. Comparison of legal and accounting fees
for 1968 tax year and the most recent tax year showed an overall increase of over
100 percent (Figure B-3, Appendix B). The respondents, 212 of whom reported no
legal or accounting expensesin 1968, on the average attributed 71 percent of. this
$3355,000 increase. to the requirements of the 1969 aCt.

Other administrative expenses, while sulastantial4r faighef r the latest tax year,
increased in the survey by a smalleri percentage 66 perce than those for legal
and accounting fees (Figure B-4, Appendix B). The per ntage of the increase
attributed by the respondents to the TRA was also lower 6 patent suggesting
that other factors, such as those relating to. accountability and responsibility to the
public, were at work. Taken together, however, those increases in overall
admipistritive expenses attributed, by tile respondents to the 1969 act amounted to
over $13 million for the most recent tax year, as against

if!?
1968.

Several students and critics of the field have commented on the relatively small
number of professionals employed by grant-making foundations.34 Other critics
have alleged that administrative overhead is often unreasonably high," while the
opposite view is taken by those who feel it is too low." A recent examination of
the administrative expenses reported by 56 of the tartest foundations concludes that
they are, by this measure at least, relatively "efficient" averaging, in a recent year,
5.4 percent as the percentage of general,administrative costs to grants paid and costs

directly related to program." The councils's questionnaire asked for all administra-
tive expenses other than the 4 percent ta,; therefore at 7 percent the average
reported by nonoperating foundations is understandably higher (Table B-1,
Appendix B). Nevertheless, that figure compares favorably with an average of 13
percent for 3,000 New York State charitable organizations recently studied.38

With increasing asset value of foundatiorrs, grants and administrative costs also
rise,' but not progartionately. On the average, for foundations with under $50 ,
million in assets, total ad/ninistrative costs represent 10-12 percent of grants and
expenditures. For found ions with assets of $50 million or more, administrative
costs represent only 6 percent of grants and expenditures (Tablcri1-23 Appendix B).

The Zurcher-Dustan study gives a rough base-line figure, 1,062, for the staffing
of all grant-making founcigtions in 1970.39 Tilt' council's survey shows how rapidly
the rendent foundations have added staff between 1968, and 1973 (Figures B-5,

6, Appendix B). Executive staff reported by the respondents numbered 972 in
their last tax year, having grown 25 percent Over the pehod, while 46 of the 350
respondents added their first executive during the period.49 A similar 25 percent
increase was reported in "other employees" for an addition to total personnel of
814. The Tax Reform Act was cited as4the principal reason for the increase in
staffing by a clear majority of 'those reporting increases. More respondents
emphasized this as the causative factor in additions to "other staff" than in,
additions to their eXecutive ranks.

The continuing thinness of staffing is shown by the fact that for the last tax
year, 39 percent of the council's respondents listed no executive staff and 56
percent listed no "others" on their payrolls. With 23 percent of the total executive
and other staff reported, the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations continue to
represent the other end of the spectrum. FlOwever, the median size in foundations
reporting executive staff was 2, and the median for "others" on payroll was also 2.
Thus while the survey shows a considerable growth in numbers during the period
covered, foundation staffs are still typically small, and probably too many fouoda-
tions are still' completely unstaffed even when they control substantial assets.

Operating foundations report larger staffs than grant-making foundations in the
same size range (Table B-3, B-4, Appendix B). Thus, although no operating founda-

2 t_
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tions have assets comparable to the largest non-operating respondents, the average
total staff for all reporting operating foundations was 27, as compared with 12 for
non-operating foundations. Similarly, administrative costs of operating foundations
were almost twice as high a percentage of grants and other expenditures as those for
non-operating foundations 13.9 percent compared with 6.9 percent.

Reporting to the Public (I.R.C. Section 6033),

As indicated in an earlier section of this paper, foundations and the IRS were
criticized in 1969 for the inadequate information available to government and the
public concerning foundation activities. The lack of adequate information inevitably
added to the aura of suspicion and distrust that clouded the field during the 1969
congressional hearings. One direct result was the Tax Reform Act's requirement of
increased reporting, to both the federal government and the governments of states
where foundations are domiciled. In addition, the act required that a form of
report (990AR) outlining the foundation's finances and programs be made available
to the general public at the foundations's place of business and that this availability
be announced by a newspaper notire, each year;

Foundation compliance with these formal reporting requirements appears
generally to have been good, and the forms designed by the IRS to implement the
statutory requirements have been workable, though complex. One part of the
council's survey sought to determine the extent to which the general public was
taking 'advantage of the required published notices o'f availability to examine the ,
foundations' 99OARs. As seen in Figure B-7 (Appendix B), this particular channel
c1k infOrmation is little used. Seventy-three percent of the foundations responding
stated that in 1973 no one had asked to see their report, and more than half of
those who had received suyh requests indicated fewer than 10 inquiries during the
year.

This apparent lack a public interest in examining the foundations' 99OARs can
be accounted for in part by the increased availability of more complete reports at
the libraries maintained by The Foundation Center in most areas of the country.
From a nucleus of two complete collections of 990 information in New York and
Washington,4;aThe Foundation Center has been expanding its network of regional
collections to ver 50 additional cities by the end of 1974. Thus a person seeking
foundation support fora charitable undertaking can now examinohe reports of a
number 'of foundations in-his own geographical area by going to a central facility
for that area.

addition to- meeting the statutory requirements, incKeasing numbers of
foundations, particularly the larger ones, now publish and distribute annual or
biennial reports describing their objectives and activities in some detail (Table B-5,
A'ppendix B). Nevertheless, only 40 percent of the foundations responding to the
council's questionnaire have adopted this practice (Exhibit 3, Appendix B).4 2

Other means of publicizing foundation activities which have been increasingly
adopted by the field include press releases describing significant grants, occasional
newsletters to supplement published annual reports,.and furnishing of information
to professional journals and other media that have shown a interest in a particular
foundatiOn's program. However, one of the easiest methods of providing such
information to the public namely, encouraging grant recipients to publicize grants
received is a practice followed by only about one quarter of the foundations
r4spondingto the council's survey.

The-Pay-Out Requirement (I.R.C. Section 4942)

One of the findings of they 1965 Treasury report on foundatiohs referred to
earlier was that appreciable numbers of foundations, especially some of those
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holding control stock of single. companies, were offering negligible to small returns
to chars y despite the tax exemption they enjoyed. Congress, in the 1969 act,
properly sought to rectify this situation. It required that private non-operating
fcrundations pay out annually the greater of (1) their current net income or (2) a

/fixed "minimum investment return" (MIR); whichever was higher, The latter rate
was set at 6 percent of asset value, with non-operating foundations established
before 1969 having a five-year transition period in which to adjust." The Secretary
of the Treasury has continuing responsibility to review, and if necessary modify, the
MIR on the basis of current money rates and investment yields in relation to the
market conditions that prevailed in 1969.

T I estimates of the American Association of Fund-Raising unsel
indi ate, nut surprisingly, appreciable rises in the level of foundation giving
following the 1969 legislation.44 The council's survey likewise reveals, as e
that the grants and program expenditures of the respondent foundations had
increased considerably between 1969 and their latest tax year (Figure B-8,
Appendix B). However, these increases are not alone attributable to thepay-out
requirement, some foundations, for instance, were enlarged by new gifts, and others
came into being. It is notable that 31 percent of those in the council's survey
attributed their increased distribbtion over this period to the stiffer requirements of
the 1969 act. ``

The applicable rate of the MIR for most foundations in 1973 was 4-3/8 percent.
The average actual pay-out rate, however, for the respondent fo

ce
ndations in their

last reported tax year was 5.6 pernt, and 47 percent of the sa le reported that
their adjusted net income exceeded the applicable MIR (Exhibi 4 ppendix B).
This suggests that there has been a search for higher current yields on investment
portfolios, and responses \o a question concerning changes in investment practices
confirms this trend among endowed foundations to seek higher yields. Exhibit 4
also shoWsihat 139 of the respondents have reviard their practices since 1969 as a
result of the 1969 act,, 'and well over half the revisions reported were intended to
increase yields. However, in the overall figures it must be recognized that the
respondents include company foundations and others which annually receive and
distribute fresh contributiohs; in such cases it has Tong been common for founda-
tions to distr ute annually amounts in excess of what they may have earned on
their investme ,

Private fo ions are required to value ,their investment assets in order to
calculate their minimum investment return. About 20 percent of the council's
respondents had problems with the complex valuation procedures (Exhibit 5,
Appendix 0). Of those reporting difficulties, the largest number had trouble with
the valuation of securities for which market prices were not readily available. Other
recurring problems relate to the valuation of real estate holdings and the uncertain
state of the law with regard to the application of "blockage.' rules for large holdings
of 4 single stock. In addition, concern was expressed about the costs, of the
additional bookkeeping and. appraisals required by this part of the statute. On the
whole, however, the fact that the large majority of the respondents seem to have
been untroubled by 'valuation problems is encouraging, and it can probably be
expected that a number of the reported difficulties will be ironed out as both the
IRS- and the foundations gain experience with the act.

As to the "total return" concept of investme , which in 19 was influential in
promoting the legislative adoption of the high percent rate as he norm for the

. required annual pay-out, it is notable that only ercent of those reporting changes
in inyestment practices in the council's survey appear to have adopted this
investment philosopy. Instead, as indicated, more seem to have been driven to seek
higher interest and dividends than to invest in the sort of growth which it was once
'opined might let "the well-managed foundation" both meet a 6 percent pay-out
requirement and "maintain its size in real dollars."45

1
A oj 7.
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In point of fact', the financial experience of the 1950s and 1960s on which those
1969 expectations were based has proved to have represented an extraordinary and
relatively brief period of American financial history. The evidence of this is. found
in experience over many years, not only in the recent sharp downturn of equity
markets whereby many foundations instead of experiencing growth have
experienced marked declines in asset values over the past year." Various teCent
studies by distinguished economists, covering most of the past century, show that over
extended periods funds invested broadly in American capital markets have yielded no
more than 4.5 to 5 percent in real total return,'" not the 6 percent and upwards
that experience drawn only from the late 1950s and early 1960s seemed to make
predictable when the last Tax Reform Act was !Sassed.

Inflation is of course in no sense an effect of the 1969 act, but its effects
intertwine with those of the pay-out rate and hence call, for comment here. Even
when the country's general rate of inflation was thought likely to increase at no
more than a "normal rate" of 2 percent to 4 percent annually, the built-in tendency
of the costs of labor-intensive services (such as are involved in most activities that
foundactibns support) to rise at appreciably higher rates raised in some minds serious
concerns about an inevitable futu're attrition of foundation assets. When coupled to
the 6 percent pay-out requirement set for 1975 and thereafter, this higher rate of
growth in the cost of the kinds of services that foundations normally support
poftended a progressive decline in the ability of existing foundation assets to
maintain their current real levels of support. Given any realistic expectation of
foundations' earnings on investments, their foure "purchasing power".for these
kinds of services could only decline.4 8

OrAt rates of inflation such as are now being experienced in this country, the
dimensions and urgency of the problem are much more grave. The values of all
charitable endowments are being eroded so rapidly that one can hardly talk about a
pay-out rate that will, within present circumstances, permit-foUndations to maintain"their size in real %dollars." For the near term, such a rate would have to be
inconsequential in most instances; the best one can probably aim ,attis something
that represents substantial current foundation aid to charities and a gradual, rather
than precipitous, reduction in future foundation capabilities. But looking beyond
the economy's current problems, it would seem reasonable to take into account the
Ang-term experience of broadly invested funds as reported above:

In any case, it is noteworthy that only 2 percent of the respondents in the
council's survey would see a pay-out rate of less than 3 percent to be "reasonable"-
(Exhibit 6, Appendix B). A significant majority (62 percent) place their choices in
the 4 to 5 percent range which would seem io represent the sort ,of effort to
balance present and future requirements suggested above. But 15 percent express
satisfaction with the 6 percent requirement.

Generally not understood by these respondents, hbwever, is an aspect of the MIR
legislation that? seems likely to be increasingly troublesome namely, the formulaused by the tary of the Treasury to set the annual variations of the require-

ula has drawn little attention to date because a 5-year transition
period has been in effect for most foundations, and the norm of 6 percent of assets
set for the MIR had not yet been reached for them. The effective rate for 1974, the
final year of the transition period, was 5.5 percent for foundations established
before 1969, which are the great majority. '

the 1969 TRA specifies that in determining the minimum investment return rate
for the year, ,the Secretary of the Treasury is to take into account, "the relationship
which 'the 'money rates and investment yields* for the calendar year immediately
preceeding;the beginning of the taxable year be r to the money rates and
investment yields for the calendar year 1969." The Iepartment of Treasury has not
been forthcoming' until rently on how it has set t e annual pay-out requirements
as against 1969 values, but earlier indications are now confirmed that until 1975 it

,
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had relied almost entirely on money rates, and more specifically, on those of
5-year-maturity Treasury notes." On that basis, the pay-out level would have risen
well above 6 percent. in 1975 perhaps, indeed, toward 7.5 percent se of
the high returns of 5-yar-maturity Treasury notes and other money rates ring
1974.

After exploring the consequences of using various other, more broadly
representative ingredients in the formula in .order to seek to reduce this sort of
fluctuation, and finding noadequate solution in so doing, the Secretary of Treasury
used his authority to set the 6 ,percent norm as the rate that would apply in
19775." But for the future the problem remains. A fundamental difficulty in the
formula embodied in the law adjusting the MIR lid in the very short time- frames
(two selected single years) that the language of the TRA specifies. Experience shows
that both short-term interest rates and rates of total return are highly volatile. On
short swings they can be far higher than the long-term average of 4.5 to 5 percent
as they were in the late 1950s and early 1960s; or they can be m40 lower, as they
were before and after that period. A pay-out formula tied to a comparison between
returns in any two single years is thus inherently too unstable to accomplish the
declared purposes of the act."

We shall return to this problem in Chapter VI and suggest ,atiernative, preferable
bases on which a substantial and reasonable annual pay-out might better be
established. Here we only observe again that current evidence contrary to that
adduced in 1960 seem5 overwhelmingly to establish that diversified and balanced
endowments cannot be expected to earn 6 percent or more per year in real total
returns over extended periods of time.

Program Restrictions (I.R.C. Section 4945)

White the 1965 Treasury report recommended many of the measures adopted in
the 1965 Tax Reform 'Act, the former emphasized the desirability of maintaining
the independence and flexibility of foundation programming. In 1969, .however,
Congress took several steps to limit this independence and flexibility. Two of
these the new rules for grants to individuals and the requirement for "expenditure
responsibility'' on grants to organizations not qualified as "publicly sup-
ported" have been troublesome to many foundations and to many fund-seeking
agencies and individuals as well. They are also believed to have inhibited many
foundations from engaging in such grants.

The council survey makes clear that the 1969 act has, in fact, had a restraining
effect on those foundations that had made scholarships and similar grants to
individuals before 1969.'Thirty-two percent of the responderitS made such egrants
frequently or occasiohally before 1970. Only 19 percent report that they do. so now
(Exhibit 7, Appendix B). Increasing familiarity, with the new ,requirerneiits for
submission of criteria, reporting, and the like may persuade- mdre foundations, to
return to or adopt- this important form of grant-making. However, the negative
attitudes of Some IRS field agents on this maiters2 and the confusing positions
being 'taken by Treasury and the IRS concerning scholarship grants by company
foundations to children of company employe suggest that an educational effort
is needed with regard to both regulators and regulated* this area of giving.

Regarding "expenditure responsibility," the statute and regulations are clear that
private foundations may make grants to other than "publicly supported" agencies
provided certain statutory requirements for record-keeping, reporting, and so-forth
are met. Thirty-nine percent of the council's respondents reported that they iad
made contributions to such grantees prior to the 1969 30, while 16 percent made
such grants in 1970 and 20 percent made such grants in their last tax yea 04 Thus
half of the foundations that were making' uch grants before 1969 hatrerdrafxrrbak

2 8:9
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from them. In other words, the new requirements appear to have been a real
deterrent to some foundations that were forme,reprepared to bet on new and often
inexperienced grantees. Furthermore, there carr,,,be little doubt that foundations that
previously had only given to ,traditional and ..safe agencies have bee 'confirmed in
this tendency by the expenditure responsibility requirements of the 969 act; thus
the majority of the respondents continue to avoid such grants as a fatter of policy.

A third set of prograM restrictions introduced by the 1969 act bars foundations
from lobbying for legislation not directly affecting their own functioning and from
support of partisan political activities. Here again they are put under stricter
constraints than the criterion of "substantiality" that has continued to apply to
public charities. There is little basis in logic for greater restrictions in this respect on
private foundations than on other tax-exempt entities;55 yet, very few foundation
spokesmen have seemed inclined to cont5st these prohibitions. This caution is not
unwarranted. A few ill-conceived intrusions of foundations into_partisan politics
during the 1960s some of which may have been more apparent than real raised
much congressional ire and undoubtedly contributed to the extent to which the
private foundations were made whipping boys in the 1969 legislation.

Excess Business Holdings (I.R.C. Section 4943

One of the most compliCated sections of the Tax Reform Act is that which
requires divestiture of large holdings of stock in one,company. Because the periods
allpwed for that divestiture are quite le,ngthy, oanging from 10 to 35 years, there
has been an understandable delay in both the issuance of final regulations for this .
section and action on the part of many affected foundations to begin divestiture.
The very substantial security offerings made by a number of foundations in
post-TRA years appear to have occurred primarily for the pbrpose of obtaining cash
to meet -pay-out requirements. Some indication of the potential impact, of the
provision when the transition periods run out can be seen in the fact that 13
percent of the respondents to thii survey question now have such holdings, with a
total value of over $1 billion (Exhibit 9, Figures B-9, B-10, Appendix B). Let it also
be noted that these requirements of the act also bear on the birth-rate iswe as
discussed below.

Exhibit 9 shows a split between various alternative methods of proceeding with
i,dive,stiture, including sale of the stock-holdings back to the issuing company. Even

though the time periods for divestiture are quite generous in the case of foundations
established before 1969, it is noteworthy that more than half of the 73 foundations

,responding. that they had excess business holdings indicated that ttid+had as yet
made no plans for meeting the requirements of the statute.

IRS Supervision 0 e

Prior to 1969, the law required foundation transactions only to be at "arm's
'length" and "reasonable." Where these standards seemed to be violated, removal of
tax exemption was the only sanction available"to the government. The 1969 act
not only established much more detailed and demanding regulations, but, also armed
IRS auditors with a range of new Sanctions including penalty taxes against both
foundations and foundation managers that can aggregate well over. 100 percent of
the amounts involved in some situations to enforce conliance.

IRS expenditures on foapdation auditing, subsequentlr increased about eight-
fold.56, The reported goal of the IRS has been to cover every private foundation
with an audit during the five years 1970-1974, with an additional select group to be
audited every second year. 5 -7!&.v

e
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The violations uncovered by this expanded auditing program have apparently not
been extensive. Published information of the IRS indicates only the following
coHections in penalty taxes from the act's inception through June 30, 1974:

Sec. 4941 - Self-dealing $360,000
Sec. 4942_- Failure to Distribute 254,000

Income
Sec. 49'4-3 - Excess Business Holdings k 94,000
Sec. 4944 - Investments Jeopardizing 9 24,0130

Charitable Purposes ,
)Sec. 4945 - Taxable Expenditures 17,000

The council's.surv, ey clearly reflects .the increased supervision. Ninety percent of
its respondents report having been audited since 1969, and 36percent have-been
audited twice during the period .{,Figure B-11, Appendix B). IRS agents_averaged six
days on each foundation audit (Figure B-12, Appendix B) an average which
excludes several larger foundations, one of which reported that its audit ran for
approximately two and one-half years and covered records from four fiscal years.
IRS audit activity was further tabulated by type of foundation and size (Tables B-6,
B-7, Appendix B). On the average, company foundations were audited less often
than non-company foundations. Foundations with over $5 million in assets averaged
two 'audits since 1969, while those with less than $5 million averaged one.:

Survey respondents were asked whether the agents auditing them seemed
knowledgeable' in foundation law and practice and if they made any efforts to
influence the dir ion of the fotIndation's grant-making activities (Exhibit 10,
Appendix B). Only of the 489 respondents indicated that the agents did not

-seem knowledgeable auout foundations, and only 21 of 530 respondents indicated
that IRS auditors attempted to influence their foundations',grant-making activities,
particularly by discouraging scholarship apcl expenditure-responsibility grants. Most
foundations, however, found IRS" agents to be knowledgeable and reported no
efforts to influence programs.

Birth and Death Rates
I.. .

' An rmportapt, but still difficult to quantify, effect of the Tax ReforM Act is its
impact on thecreation or birth of new foundations and the termination or death of
exigiting' ones. In the spring of 1974, the Senate Finance Subcommittee on
Foundations asked the IRS for figures on foundations, terminati2ns, the number o
501(c) (3) organizations created after 1969, and the asset value of foundations
formed after the 1969 Tax ACt. Although the IRS indicated earlier in the year that
its data were not organized in ways to provide answers to the questions, subsequent
communication from Commissioner Alexander addressed these matters." The
Commissioner reported that current assets of foundations established since the 1969
Tax Reform Act were some $977 million. On the other hand, organizations
classified as private foundations since the 1969 act and which subsequently
terminated they exemption produced the following numbers:

..-4
Termination Assets

Operating foundations 43 r--ii 1,502,768
Non-operatng foundations 14:8 2 83,419,554' it

....I;
4,9357- - '$8j,922,3 '

,

Although. these death-and birth-rate' data are ot directly Con/Oa e figures
might lead one to the conclusion thatitthe ratio of ne Orivate fol.inda ion dollars to

14 177,/- i' .z.,*" .4,2; ,- i'
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those no'.lost to the field is quitq -favorable. Closer inspectign.of this information
...indicates that such a conclusion ishq justified. The IRS termination figures do not
include the many organizations that discontinued operations as a result of the Tax.
Reform Act of 1969 before they were classified as priyate foundations, nor do they
encompass foundations that have already distributed substantially all of their assets
but have not yet filed a final return. At the same time, while the data on founda-
tion termination appear to be considerably understated, the asset holdings of new
foundations, .conversely, seem much too high.

Our 'research strongly suggests that IRS birth-rate figures must include many
fgundations already functioning before the, act took effect, with nothing new about
them except that they had to apply for and did receive an IRS exemption letter for
the first time after the 1969 act took effect. Then, too, the IRS figures would
include a substantial group of organizations established in nascent and irrevocable
form as pre-Act testamentary or living_charitable trysts, but which matured and
only found their way into IRS exempt organization milts thereafter. Pre-Act
foundations in this category would include, for example,...testamentary charitable
trusts established. by persons who died before the Act's effective date but funded at
the close of the administration of the estate, after the Act took effect. iRS figures
on new organizations also do not discriminate between operating and non-operating

foundations. Their figures would apparently also include recently formed entities
-Drimarily funded by foundation granti, such as the Drug Abuse Council and The
Police Foundation.

Data collected by The Foundation Center for purposes of The Foundation
. Directory, -edition" 5, reinforce these riorvations. Even with access to returns of all-

} organizations, filing as private foundations in post-TRA years, the center could
idenfify Only abo 0 organizations qualifying for Directory size limitations ($1
million in assets iMannual charitable expenditures of $500,000 or more). with

. possible post-TRA cre tion dates. Assets of these organizations are about $200
million for the year pf record, which does not begin, to approlth the-$977 million

,figure of I RS.59 Mbreovver, a maP -of-these "new" Directory foundations also
?appear to fall under the "2 aw" or "foundation created" categories described
:aboye. .

41, Jr?,. a cation to the" s411-.'more recent, analysis of the cr dons and
OlitiOns of pt S/ to four', sin a ):2-state area shows that a very sharp drop'

occuf60,4n the ere ion pf ..fiwnclations from 1968 to 1970, with a levelling off
at tievi lowe Likewise there was' a sharp int ease- in
dissolutins. Alth ugh" diSsoluti41s. were by 1972' ancrihe n of
creations was remaining f a r Constant:the "death " of fOuridatiOns
tb far exceed the "birth rate." These trends are in sarp contrast, to the sit ion
prior to,` 1969, whiCh showed 1,228 nda 5 being established as

opposed, to 71 terminations. In these "1 tes,irf 1972, 128 foundati8ns were
establ hed, while 605 foundations werete(miiiate-ctifFigure B-13, ApRendix Et).

e'study just referred to also traced the hiStbry of /he some 1,300 organiza-
tions in existence in 1962 that were surveyed, for the'5,965 Treasury report on
private foundations." It was found -that ,1-15.percent-- of . them- .-.- 160 founda-
tions are no longer in existence and that lessillatl 5 percent had acted to change
their status to that of a public charity. In thigrOup,'theVe were twice as many
dissolutions (99) during the three years after the 1969 act became effective as in
the previous eight years. Although the , study shoWs that dissolutions were
concentrated primarily in smaller foundations, both medium and large foundations
also showed an accelerated rate of dissolution after 1969. ._-

T,114 most comprehensive collection of current evidence is that developed by
Professor John Simon of Yale Law School in testimony before the Senate Finance
Subcommittee on Foundations in October 1973.62 Citing 11 different and

miscellaneous indicators,63 Professor Simon concludes that early returns provide
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some support for the "grim estimate" that "The bell may well have faintly tolled
for the private foundation; it is now to be found only in captivity and ther are
strong doubts,about its ability to reproduce."64 .

.

One element of the grant-making community has clearly benefited from
heightened death rate of private foundations namely, the community foundation
sector. As previously noted, a limited survey in early 1973 identified Tiifte <20
community foundations that had received assets valued in excess of $60 million
frcIfi 91 dissolving private foundations since the act took effect. This flow has
continued, and we believe that many other types of public charities have received
substantial sums from such terminations. There is also a concurrent birth rate
phenomenon. Community. foundations currently 'report less resistance by donors to
suggestions that they establish a fund within the commuity foandation, instead of

..4reating a new foundation.
Thus some of the contributions that would have been made '''to private

foundations before the enactment of the 1969 Tax Reform Act are undoubtedly
being given to public charities. That appears to have been the intent in the minds of
at least some legislators when the more stringent requirements for gifts to private
foundations were imposed in 1969. However, it has not been possible so far to
determine whether any major shift-over has occurred, and, as pointed out by John
R. Labovitz, the diversion of funding from the private foundations as a whole may
actually receive less funds because donors will be less willing to contribute without
the previous advantages of giving to private foundations." .

Birth-and death-rate trends are also reflected' in figures on post-act gifts to
existing foundations. In the council's basic survey for this report about one-third of
the responding foundations received new gifts during their most recent tax year. Tables
B-8 and B-9 (Appendix B) show breakdowns for inter vivos gifts and bequests by

.foundation asset category. About 21 percent received inter vivos gifts and about 15
percent received testamentary gifts; these figures include some 3 percent that
received both. Total new money reported was $161.2 million, with two thirds
derived from bequests. , 0

A comparison of the council's survey figures with a ,Treasury- estimate of
contributions to foundations in496266 suggests that there has 'been a significant
drop in the proportion of gifts ,reteived., from living donors. The 1964 Treasury
survey of 1,300 organizationsrepprted.a total of $833 million of contributiqdsto
foupdations in 1962. Over half of this total was in the form of gifts from/livi,ng
individuals, while approximately 21 percent was in the form of bequests. This ratio
change suggests the significance of the much less favorableincome tax trpatment,
discussed below, of contributions to private non-operating foundaiions. A
comparison between the two studies also supports the observation that gifts to
foundations have declined in recent years.

MoreXer, an indeterminable but substantial portion of these "new" gifts can be
presumed to have been made pursuant to estate plans established well before the
Tax Reform Act and governed by prior law. The "-two largest gifts reported,
accounting for more than 25 percent of the gifts, seem clearly of this nature. Nor
have existing plans escaped unscathed. As one survey respondent put it in explaining
the absence of current ibutions, .

.-

In our case ... o r founder has been unable to contribute one dime because
their [sic] annual contributions are far in excess of 20 percent of their gross
income. To avoid drying up we will be forced to limit our grants more or less
to annual earned income whereas, in the past, we always paid out much more
than we earned because the family channeled its gifts to [the] Foundation.

A prospective donor has many hurdles to jump before he can decide to establish
a new private foundation. He must consider administrative burdens, program
restrictions, the investment tax, pry-out obligations, and filing requirements. An
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intangible is the in terrorem efftct of the possibility of personal liability for penalty
taxes under the self-dealing, jeopardy investment, and taxable expenditures sections
of the Code, Donors and their advisors may be, reluctant to ask people in whom
they have confidence to serve as foundation managers in these circumstances.
Beyond these.factors, three tax rules specifically relate to and directly discourage the
process of creation:

The primary disi9centive is the rule which in effect treats a gift of appreciated
property to a private non operating foundation as...if the donor had sold the
property and realized a gain, unless the foundation redistributes an equal
amount (in addition to other pay-out requirements) within a year.

There is a 50 percent to 20 percent differential in the amount that an
individual can deduct for cash contributions to a "public charity" as,
compared with a gift to a private non-operating foundAion, coupled with the
donor's inability to carry forwardixcess foundation contributions.

The stock divestitbre requirements of the act's excess business holdings rules,
not infrequently acting in concert with foundation pay;out requirements,
present considerable problems for, potential founders whoseNiest egg consists
of a family business interest.-

The first two of these disincentives apply for income tax purposes only, but as
Professor Simon's subcommittee testimony poirits out, " ... most foundation
donors want to begin to'fund their foundations while th), are alive; if they have to
wait until death for the foundation to get going, there is a good chance they will
not start at all."

The negative effects of the divestiture requirements can also be strong.' To
abstract briefly what is generally considered the most complex section of the
Internal Revenue Code, private foundations are prevented, now and in the future, zr...%.

from receiving a gift of anything but a de minimis part of a donor's control stoc
unless the combined voting interest of the foundation, the donor, and those related
to him (or closeleassociated with the foundation) is brought below 20 pertent
within 5 years Of the gift. Moreover, special liberalizing rules' applicable to
divestittre of control 'stock already held by existing private foundations do not
apply to new control stock gifts. Gifts of control stock not treated as made prior to
May 27, 1969; do not benefit from special accumulated earnings rules encouraging
to corporate redemptions, and only a 5-year diVestiture period is allowed for new
gifts, as against 10- to 35-year transition periods for control stock held by founda- e

tions on May 26, 1969.67
41 Yet available evidence suggests that control stock is. a major source of' new
foundations of substantial size. Control stock 'likely to be appreciated stock.
According to the Peterson Commission's report to the 5(41-late Committee on
Finance in October 1969, substantially more than one half of all foundations in the
$10-million-and-over categofy have at some time held stock of companies in which
the foundation and the donor together owned at least a 20 percent interest pre-
cisely the form of

.
asset covered by the- Tax Reform Act prohibitions.

#

IV

ENDEAVORS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

What concretely do foundations do? How do they do it? What do they
accomplish? Because of the great differences among foundations with assets ranging
from several thousand to several billion dollars, blanket statynents and massed
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statistics give highly inadequate answers. This section, therefore, is devoted to a
series of examples arranged under four topical headings.. past achievements of
prominent, nationally an.d internationally oriented foundations, a case history of the
role of foundations in the development of educational (public) television, founda-
tions focusing on community needs; foundations acting in relation to government.
In their varied ways, all are instances of private initiative working to advance the
public good.

Or,

Large Doings of the Past

Much fourption giving has been in no sense memorable, except perhaps to the
institutions, agencies, and individuals it has' helped when they have needed help.
Nevertheless, there are dramatic accomplishments on record, and no survey should
ignore them copppletely. Not only, do we still enjoy the benefits of many of them;
past accomplishtnents also suggest the potentiality of equivalent future contribu-
tions.

The list that follows catalogues just a few of the more dramatic and measurable
achievements for which some of the older and larger foundations ha e been
responsible, or to which they have helped give critical support:68

Building a grass-roots network of free, municipally supported, public lib ries
across the United States;

Bringing to maturity and quality a system of medical educatioh for the United
States and Canada;

^Devising and implementing a pension plan for faculty members of therieh's
colleges and universities that has become self-sustaining;

Increasing faculty salaries and stimulating over half a billion dollars of alumni
support for colleges and universities in the decade of the 1950s;

Freeing the South of hookwov;

Reducing greatly world scourges such as 'malaiia, yellow fever, typhus,
, influenza, rabies, yaws, bilharziasis, syphilis, tuberculosis, and amoebic

dysentery;
. ..- ...i.

.' Prompting systematic research of,, population issues, advancinkiimproved
methods of family planning, and answering the call of underdeveloped nations,

Ckfor technical assistance in these matters; .

Developing important instruments for, scientific research, including the
ultracentrifuge, oscilloscope; mass spectrograph, electron microscope, and,the
laSer; , , .?

, 4

Helping physics and astronomy to emerge from primitive states and reach ,1
their current maturity; and laying the necsary background for radio
astronomy to emerge as a science;

Building the research base leading to our current knowledge of DNA, termed
by some "the single most significant advance in biology of the twentieth
century";

Enabling Gunnar Myrdal to complete the studies that led to publication pf An
American Dilemma, which focused attention on and helped awake aWar,eness

Hof the plight of the American Negro;
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' The development of policy-oriented research institutes outside of universities
) and the governMent, such as the Brookings Institution in the social sciences

and Resources for the Future in the environmental field;

The genesis of action-oriented research agencies, such as the American Law
Institute, and funding, their projects, such as the writing of the Uniform
Commercial Code, which for more than two decades has governed most
commercial transactions in this nation;

Preparation df the Restatement of the Law and Uniform Code of Evidence to*
guide understanding of the law in the separate states and to bring some
uniformity to it;

Making available to the American people natural areas such as the Cape
Hatteras National Seashore.69

4

*ETV: A Case History L

Perhaps a more useful because it is more integrated perspective can be gained
by examining the* part played by foundations in the founding and gi-owth of
instructional and .public television through the last_ quarter of the century. The
abbreviated account that follows underscores that just as industrial systems have
grown in complexity and cost in this period, so have systems in the service sector.
For educational and charitable institutions, as for those that are profit-making,
access to substantial amounts of uncommitted capital becomes necessary to take
advantage of opportunities and to survive challenges and threats. So it was in
educational television.

In the 10 years after General Sarnoff first demonstrated television at the 1939
World's Fair in New York, the possibility of nonprofit educational television
channels was not seriously considered. In 1948, however, the Federal Communica-
tions Cominission' "froze" the licensing of TV stations to give itself time to work
out 'a plan for allocatThn among' fiercely competing interests of the remaining
fitpited space on the 'broldcast spectrum. The National Association of Educational
Broadcasters (NAEB), a nonprofit organization formed by a few university holders
of commercial radio licenses, used the "freeze" to explore the possibility of
educatiorral television as a nonprofit alternative to commercial television.

As a result of a germinal conference funded by foundations at the University of
Illinois in 1949, Ole NAEB and other educational and community groups, public
and private, resolved to petition the-FCC to set aside some channels in each e of.
the United States to give -educators and communities time to qualify fof Tevision
licenses And to build and operate nonprofit educational television stations. The
Kellogg Foundation. gave NAEB just under $300,000 in 1951. Other foundations,
including the Fund for Adult Education created 'by The Ford Foundation in that
year made grants. of comparable magnitude to newly created agencies representing
educational institutions and community -based and public groups. The grants enabled
these several parties to present a compelling case to the FCC.

Over the objections of commercial operators, the FCC in 1952 found a need for
nonprofit stations and ruled that "because educational institutions require more time
to prepare for television, a reservation of channels is necessary.," At the same time, it

, held that the 242-station "reservations Aould not be for an excessively long
period."

If the nonprofit ,sector was to hold the ground that it had won, it had to
organize itself to act, and quickly: The individual units of th'at sector had
accumulated no capital to take advantage of this unexpected opportunity in an

.4.14
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ent new, field'. Its members were widely dispersed and poorly prepared to
,

mars-h-slkthe requisite skills and resources. They especially lacked,,,the expertise to
build and operate a technologically intricate system. Augean tasks lay ahead which
the service sector institutions considered at a conference in 1953. It, too, was 1
funded by foundations, and the support included both large and small foundations
coast to coast. '

Iri the 22 intervening years, the same sort of mix of foundations, in ever more
substantial numbers, Sias helped to realize the potential of television as a teaching

---
tool and to develop a network of some 240 educational television stations now

\valued at billions of dollars. ,

With its especV capacity, The Ford Foundation has led others in contributijns

N,4N4e
o the national facilities without which local stations could V have become

ective: In all, it has given over $250 million since 1952 .

1. To create and sustain centers of technical expertise for, community groups
nneeding help to apply to the FCC, purchase technical equipment, build and operate
stations, and raise money for all these needs;

2. To provide dollar incentives to nonprofit groups to raise money to get
stations on the air and keep them there;

3. To make available to local stations quality programs needed to hold local
audiences by funding productions at stations such as WGBH in Boston and KQED
in San Francisco and at central programeing centers that ultimately developed; such
as NET; > . it

4. To tie together individual stations into a network in which each can draw on
;the strength of others; and

5. To develop open circuit and closed circuitteloAsion as a tool for teaching in
le schools and collegeS,through the funding of experiments in television and program-

tning such as the work, of the Children's T levision Workshop, producers of Sesame
Street.

Ford was, however, not alone. In the 20 years, 1952 through 1971, 200'of 534
foundations, with assets Above $10 million are known to, have made, one or more

'ETV grants.", Only 41- of these 200 foundations published annual reports in each
of these years. They shoW that over the period each of the 41 made multiple grants
toward ETV totalling same $21,267,000. Obviously, the sum Would be greater were
equally complete records available as tt the other 80.perCent (159 foundations)
known to have made at least some grants in support of educational television.,
1 The study data also evidence that foundations such as Carnegie, Kellogg,
Rockefeller, and Sloan, each with assetg well above $100 million and a national
orientation, gave for some of the same five purposes as did The Ford Foundation.
The grants of such foundations tended to be of substantial amoynts consistent with
their capacity and the, large demands of the electronic media. Perhaps most notable
was the work of the Carnegie Commission on Educational Television, established
and funded_ with a grant of $500,000 by the Carnegie Corporation of .New York. It

-issued its. report in 1967. When Congress that year undertook federal legislation to
assist public television, it drew heavily on the commission's work, and, except for a
proposed excise tax on television sets to be used to fund ETV, adopted its major
proposals." ,

Together with foundations in the $10-million-to-$100-million range priented
toward regional and community interests, these larger foundations helped consortia,"

....of educational institutions and citizens .groups in communities to brjng some 240
stations into existence, to equip them, to produce programs for them, and to hook
them into a developing network. For the most,part, their grants were designed to
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meet needs that would have been difficult to meet from other sources. Often, time was
a factor not permitting canvass of individual contributors. When states and munici-
palities 'were unlikely contributorS to network facilities located outside their jurisdic-
tions, larger foundations met such needs. When foundations with assets ranging down
from $10 million to less than $250,000 contributed to ETV, most gave to their local
station for general operating support on a recurring basis, sometimes as often as an-
nually, in amounts ranging from a few hundred dollars for the smaller foundations to
several thousand dollars a year for the larger ones. Often these grants were helpful in
calling forth other private support."

Grants for ETV by Pittsburgh foundations illustrate what was happening in other
areas around the-United States. Fourteen of the 20 foundations in that city with
assets above $10 million or making annual grants of $500,000 or more have made
grants to ETV. Mostly, their grants were to the Metropolitan Pittsburgh station,
WQED. The 5 whose grants are known back'to 1952 have given in all $1,875,000.
The other 9 larger Pittsburgh pundetions, whose grants are know9 for all or someyears only as far back as 1959, have given at least $1,418,000. Of 12 other
Pittsburgh foundations whose assets range from $200,000 to $6 million, sampled at
random, 10 have made multiple_ operating grants to Station WQED or other
Pittsburgh television needs in, the period 1959 through 1973, totalling $354,000.
Meanwhile, in addition to providing help to national agencies With technical'
resources on which Pittsburgh Station WQED could draw, The Ford Foundation .
contributed $2,813,400 directly to it.

In summary, the aid given by foundations,- its timeliness, its experimental
character, the larger vision it helped to uphold, the support and also the stimulus
that it has afforded, all have been critical in the development of the medium both
locally and nationally." Moreover, the case history has relevance beyond ETV
alone. When- communities across the land perceive need to establish, conservation
commissions, mental health facilities, or similar services, they must have access to
flexible capital in order to grasp opportunities. They require technical help, central
facilities, and incentives to attract other contributors. Often they must buy time t6
demonstrate a service and to bring it to maturity. Such needs are more complex
today than previously brganizatibnally, technologically, 1 and financially. Withre duced sources qf capital committed for charity or only one source,government the not -far- profit service sector would be handicapped.
\ ,1

Regional Examples

By far the largest number of foundations Concentrate their entio on local
communities. A great many award scholarships to local youths or giv money to
educational institutions' for that'purpose. They help to felfill personl spirations, a
productive function where input is difficult to measure. Most a as sources of
ongoing support, as well as fall-back souroes of working capital for the educational,
religiouS, cultural, and welfare organizations which directly serve their communities.

)Almost* all of the 'boards of srpstees3 of such foundations serve without
compensation, and they act to keep expenses of administration at a minimum. Few
have full-time staff. Almdst none of the 2244300 - 24,000 with assets under $1 or $2
million make payment for staff. Their assets limit them to response) to a few
community causes and institutions. They do not draw attention to their grants nor
issue public reports beyond those required by the'InternaC,Revenue Code.

Slowly, the same heightened expectations of people that affected government
programs in the last two decades have been Affecting these foundations. Many
private foundations with community-oriented programs, .particularly those with
assets of several million dollars or'- more in the larger metropolitan areas, are
changing in prOgYam and style in response to newly perceived community needs.)\
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They now make more grants to relieve inner-city distress, to stake newly created
agencies, and to extend services to minorities. They,arecommunicating more with
each ,other about their work and in many places cooperating in the collection of
information to guide grant decisions. The following accounts Of foundation
performance in San Francisco, Spokane, and Boston are illustrative.

San Prancisco CaliforMa, itt?

Twenty -three foundations in the San Francisco Bay area, most, of which have
staff support, rheet together periodically to survey community needs and to.
exchange information and experience. Members of the group vary in size and style.
from the James Irvine Foundation, which has assets over $100 million and makes
gifts to more traditional charities, to the Vanguard Foundation whose 12
donor-truslees, aged 20 to 26, in 1972 contributed $73,000, from which they
authorized grants of $50,000 for projects "too controversial or too risky to find
funds at most other foundations."

Early in 1974, these 23 foundations issued jointly A Newsletter For Founda-
tions Of Northern California. It featured a story about grant of B4-Area founda-
tions to counteract thg "battered child syndrome":

Late in the 1960's the Rosenberg and van Loben S oundations, with assets-9f
$43 and $5 million respectively, began funding wities that were climaxed by1 a
1969 symposium on "children in Peril" and a series of programs *n the subject
over KQED, a public TV station, and itself a product of foundation grants. Those
two foundations joined by others including the Luke B. Hancock, Zoilerback
Family, and Marshall Steele Sr. Foundations, with capital of $8 million, $15 pillion
and $500,000 respectively had by 19173 helped in establishing Nfrtlien
California's principal therapeutic and crisis center for battered children in the
Oakland Children's Hospital and the San Francisco Extended Family Center, which
works with parents who abuse their children. Th?, Rosenberg Foundation had
established also a "hotline" used by citizens to report incidents of suspected child
abuse and by parents who call about their4 own abusive tendencies. At.SYn Francisco
General Hospital, long-term research on the battered child syndrome has received
funding from the San Francisco Foundation, a community foundation with capital
of $46 million. The work of these foundaticins resulted in the establishment in 1974%
of a c9mprehensive city-wide crusade,,,,to protect battered children.

In this case, inttitutions in the private or aided in their nal ive by founda-
dons, are leading in the amtlioratioif locally of. a un I ill nd at the same time ,
energizing agencies in the goiernment sector to le'spon to need.

Spokane, Washington
I

Spokane, population,170,000, is a neat, clean city, profid of its rural setting in
the "Inland .,EmpIre" area of Washington State. Citizens there share a sense of
community cohesion and neighborliness and a Commitment tO voluntarism. This
small city may be slightly luckier than others of comparable size intaving seven
foundations.with assets over $500,000, one with assets above $6 million, one above
$4 million, two above $2 million, two above $1 .million, and the Spokane
Community Foundation with. $600,000. Of the donors of these funds, outsiders
would be most likely to recognize the name of Eric Johnston, movie czar of the
1950s. His widow and married children and their-families in Spokane serve a
trustees of an endowment of $2.7 million. Trustees of the other foundations can
also be identified as donors and heirs or persons closely associated with them,, suc
as business a ciates, attorneys, and bankers or banks. With few exceptions, the
are 'residents of okane.
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One who inspects the 1972 federal tax 'returns for Spokane's private foundations,
available upon request at the New York or Seattle collections of The Foundation
Center, will learn that the Sacred Heart Medical Center was, engaged in a building
campaign thakear, for several foundations made capital-sized gifts to it. One was a
generous contritigtor of $60,000 to the building fund of St. Joseph's Children's
Home, while another favored college programs in the Spokane area, giving much
toward scholarship aid. Almost of them were solid contributors .to the city's
United Crusade and to old-line national agencies and the usual array of local service
agencies such as Boy Scouts, Catholic Charities, Goodwill Industries, the Spokane
Symphony, and Sing-Out Spokane.

One contributed $325,000 to the Spokane Park and Recreation Foundation, a
city unit. Sevei-al made large grants to the State of Washington toward the cost of
the main auditorium to be built for EXPO '74. The EXPO buildings replace a
deteriorated area cleared in governmentally subsidized urban renewal, .and the City
of Spokane will inherit the reconstituted site and the auditorium and convention
facilities when EXPO closes.

Except for ooe foundation, no ,many grants found their way out of Spokane.
Few of the reported grants are her greatly "innovative" or socially activist, and
critics could fault the Spoka foundations on this. On the other hand, from the
nature of the stitutional recipients and the reported purposes, mt.' can expect that
each grant went 'help some worthy group and was of general benefit to Spokane
and its citizens.

' Boston, Massachusetts
.60°

In 1969 a group of charitable grant-makers in Boston formed The Associated
foundation of Greater Boston, through which they study the city's needs and
develop facts upon' which their individual boards of trustees make their independent
grant decisions. Today over 30-foundations participate in the association's program.
They include ,private foundations witli _less than $1 million in assets to the'city's
community foundation whose portfolio is valued at $73 million. The Associated
Foundation of Greater Bos'ton is only one of 4 growing number of formal coopera-
tive arrangernents among fOundafions in cities, states, and regions of the United
States. It has stored on computers more than 2,500 grants made by its members
from 1971 through 1973. The easy availability of that information has helped in
developing the four short case histories below, which describe grants that are
illustrative of the kinds of community needs to which local ToundatiOns and
associated groups are responding in Chicago,, Cleveland, Kansas City, St. Louis, Los
Angeles, Atlanta, Winston-Salem, and other areas.

East Boston is a predominantly Italian and Roman Catholic neighborhood in the
shadow of the control tower at Logan International Airport. Father "Mike" Groden,
who heads the Planning Office for Urban 'Affairs, believes that Roman Cathqlic
schools in East Boston, which operate independently under several clerical orddrs,
can achieve economies, be more efficie, and improve offerings to pupils, if they
will collaborate. The schools, already etliened .financially, cannot expend the.
extra money to work out the new systems that appear to be needed. Accordingly,
at least four of the foundations, responding toFather.Groden's applications, have
contributed for planning to tenable the "East Boston Collaborative" to test the
theory. Governmental- money,is not available to the Collaborative because of
constitutional limitations.

Neighborhood groups7church,denominations, and other sponsors in the nonprofit
sector have sought to respond to the call by the federll government to build'
low-income housing. Unfortupately, the high degree bf organization needed to
locate sites obtain municipal permits, qualify for federal aid, and design, build, and
operate housing projects is outside the experience and .beyond the skills of many

60 .
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such groups To meet these complexities, Greater Boston Community Development,
Inc. (GBCD) was formed in 1970-and has been'sustained with grants from national
and local foundations as a nonprofit housing packager. Its consultants and staff of
architects, lawyers, planners, and accountants are made available only to nonprofit
sponsors of subsidized housing. Recent commitments of $150,000 by local founda-
tions to GBCD are being used to adjust its program to crises created by the
moratmoratorium on building and other major shifts in federal housing policies.orium

volunteers were ,working effectively in the school systems of other
cities, they Were n6t used in Boston schools before 1966. In that year and the two

'folloting years the Massachusetts CouncV for Public Schools raised over $50,000
frprelocal foundations to start a prograin under which it has trained and placed
over 1,500 volunteers in public schools in Boston and its suburbs. Now most
funding for the program comes from the participating public school system.
Foundation money was needed at the outset, however, to encourage a reluctant
school system to try the concept and to enable it to establish a free format outside
of a bureaucratized public system. Current commitments of over $50,000 to School
Volunteers of Boston from several foundations attest that they continue to support
the volunteers as they seek funds to start new projects within schools, such as a
recently established bilingual education program.

When, in 1973] federal funding cutbacks threatened severely to limit summer
recreatio al and job programs for Boston youths, foundation members of The
Associa d Foundation of Greater Boston called a joint meeting of the private and
public service agencies doing such work. The foundations offered to give over
$300, 60 to be allocated primarily to those service agencies that agreed to
conso idate certtin programs, jointly use resources and carefully evaluate overall
resul as the basis for estimating needs in later years. In this case, The Associated
Fou dation of Greater Boston promoted cooperation between the local public and
priv to sectors to meet gaps that had developed in federal support and to keep the
tax cost of programs at a minimum.

te

Relations to to Government

"Nor is it Lough to say_ at, if private foundations cease to exist, government
would have to. take up the ck. If fistundatidns are on a parallel course with
government, they are on a very der reed," So counselled Senator Vance Hartke
of Indiana from the chair of the Senate Subcommittee on Foundations in May

-1974. .
Are foundations on such a course? W,e44,have seen that in educational television

they helped the private sector to lead government into a publicly desired course;
end in an Francisco, Spokane, and Boston their grants have both filled gaps left by
federal and local governments and helped to mobilize the private sector behind
govern ent programs, such as low-cost housing. Symbiotic relationships often
develop between private and public programs. 'That is the nature of the private-
public relationship in our nation.74

The following additional examples of recent, foundation programs spotlight
current work of foundations and illustrate how they often can do what government
cannot do, or cannot do so well.

The Robert Wood Johnson, Richard Kifig Mellon, Kellogg, Commonwealth,
Rockefeller, and other foundations have. since 1970 given $2 million for the start-up
core costs for the Institute of Medicine, anew unit of the National Academy of
Sciences. Though federal money for start-up was nonexistent, government will be a
chjef ,user of the institute's services. Already, federal agencies have contracted with
it for $6 million, mostly to do congressionally mandated studies. In this instance,
ViricIalions are hap* to provide government an independent, nonpartisan source

i
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of information that it needs to help work out how our nation will allocate hundreds
of billions of dollars in the future for delivery of health care.

I n 1973, the Twentieth Century Fund, a private operating foundation,
committed $300,000 to establish a National News Council "to promote better
performance by the print and the electronic media and to defend freedom of the
press." No institution can be perfect. Who keeps the press honest? Who draws
public attention to its errors and wrongs? The council is an, experiment with a
citizen board to serve those functions, CBS supports the concept while the New
York Times does not. The National Nevis Council is an experiment that if not
totally off-limits to the government because of the First Amendment, k clearly not

t the kind of function that it should or would undertake. ,

.Although revenue sharing has large implications for the future of American
federalism, thee appears to be little or no monitoring by government agencies of its
effect on the poor, the degree of citizen involvement, and compliance with civil
rights requirements. To enable citizens groups to do such monitoring over a
two-year period, the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation and the Rockefeller Brothers
Fund, in 1973, committed a total of over $660,000. The League of Women Voters
Education Fund, the Center for National Policy Review, the National Urban
Coalition, and the Center for Community Change will each do continual Monitoring
'through community organizations to trace in detail the processes involved in
allocating, expending, and evaluating revenue sharing funds. A National Clearing
House established by the four sponsors seeks to increase public understanding and
involvement in this important new concept for meeting community needs.

In 1972 and 1973, according to Foundation Center records, foundations had
made 203 grants, ranging from $5,000 to $490,000 and totalling $7,964,000,
toward various legal. programs. Many of the grants were made, to public interest
agencies to enable citizens to gain access to justice in courls and administrative
tribunals so as to protect individuals and public interests. A.group of foundations in
Boston, for example, includipg that city's community foundation, make it possible
for the tenants of public housirig to represent tenant interests to the city and its
Public Housing Authority. The Norwin and Elizabeth Bean Foundation (assets of
$4.5 million) and other foundations in New Hampshire support New Hampshire Child
and Family Service in its program to advocate the interests of children and families
to state and local officials. -. - .... 2 _ i . _ _ J

Thus do foundations not only often work alongside governmental agencies to fill
gaps in institutional funding and to provide the free funds that permit flexibility,
and experimentation, but so also do they serve on many fronts that "eternal

1

vigilance" of the citizenry which alone can keep government and its myriid units
alert, efficient, and honest.

..

V

CRITICAL ISSUES: PRO AND CON

k.

Post-1969 Perspective

There can be little doubt that the 1969 Tax 'Reform Act has-done much to clean .,

up foundation abuses, to reduce the casualness with which some foundations were
managed, and to induce a heightened sense of philanthropic purposefulness on the
part of many foundation trustees and staff members. Indeed, the private founda,:
tioris now must function under regulations and sanctions, far more demanding than
'those that apply to any other type of charitable organization. Moreover, a greatly
stepped-up program of IRS auditing and supervision is there to insure that founda-
,tions do so.
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There are features of the 1969 act that seem overly restrictive of private
foundations and some that relegate them to a dubious sort of second-class
citizenship. The report will come back to these concerns in the recommendations of
part two of Chapter VI. But the task of so regulating foundations that they must
meet bona fide charitable purposes has been accomplished, and on the whole
accomplished well. That being so, we suxest that to regard foundations as marginal
institutions and objects of suspicion is no longer warranted.

It is in this context and with this perspective that Chapter V examines the main
forms of criticism and doubt that continue to be directed at foundations. But at no
point do we seek to claim perfection for them. They can no more attain it than can
any other human institution. Recommendations about how foundation performance
often can and should be improved are discussed in part one of Chapter VI.

Critics on All Sides

Foundations will continue to be subject to various criticism: For example, from
those who would have foundations be more directly involved in social change and
those who would have them be less so; from those who would have foundations
emphasize -novel ventures and explorations and those who plead the needs of
existing charitable institutions and programs; from those who find certain founda-
tions to be too "liberal" in their orientation and others who regard the whole field
as too much tied to the status quo; from those, too, who feel that their segment of
society or their particular interests are underrepresented in foundation giving; and,
often, from those who have sought grants and failed to gain them.

With respect to many of these criticisms and their inherent conflicts, we suxest
that some general principles enunciated by the directors of the Council on
Foundations remain sound namely,

Grant-making foundations differ greatly in origin, size, purpose, organization,
and mode of operation. In this diversity they correspond to the mutliplicity
of society's bona fide charitable.ndedsAand because of it, satisfactory generali-
zations about4rndations are difficult. Within their general philanthropic
mandate, it i ing that some foundations should, be concerned_partieularly
with the search for fresh solutions and iiiidiatikte, lines of-develorept while
others center more on the support and strengtheningof existing institutions of

-4-'prove n worth; that some should favor progressive social causes and others
more conservative ones; that some should focus on local or regional needs
while others seek to extend their scope of effective concern to human welfare
the world around. In these respects no orthodoxy can properly be prescribed
for foundations though partisans of vario4limited interests keep trying to do
so. The one common requirement is an essential public spiritedness.

r-
Another way to put this is that the institutions and prararps to which foundations
may give money without penalty must all fall within the scope of the federal
government's definition of what is "charitable," "scientific," "literary'," or
"educational." In fthis,.sense they alhconform to national ,Policy. It is a policy that
continues to be capacious, valuing multiple and diverse initiatives.

. Accountability

Even so, it has sometimes been argued,-..priyate foundations are insufficiently
accountable. They lack both the "bottom-line" imperatives of profit-making
institutions and those checks and balances that apply to "public charities" because
of their dependence on multiple sources of support. Against this position, however
are to be set important rejoinders.
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First, except in a miniscule' percent, the beneficiaries of foundations are those
same "public charities,:' and in the case of all other grants, stringent regulations
now require foundations to account for each dollar spent. SeCOnd, hi the
management of their fiscal affairs, the reports they must file and make available, the
audit program to which they are subject, and the continuing congressional oversight
under which they have been placed, 'foundations are, in fact, now more strictly
accountable to public° officials than are any other nonprofy tax-exempt organiza-
tions of ouociety. Third, even the most ANvative programs of foundations are
subject to the ultimate test of -the marketplace. If they are not picked up by some
public body, they are not likely ,to have wide influence. Fourth, the salutary
capacity of 'critics to be critical in our society spares foundations to no greater a
degree than if does other institutions. On the whole, both foundations and public
understanding benefit from such scrutiny and criticism, even though in particular
instances it may tend toward sensationalism".

Finally, the relative independence which foundations enjoy in their choices of
both general program objectives and specific objects for support is intrinsic to what
they have to offer that is useful to a free and open society. If foundations were to
be put on a tight rein of program accountability, or if they were to be made subject
to quick,expectations and demonstrable payoff, the loss would be felt in the
capability for venturesomeness, critical thought, anT self-determination of many of
the agencies and institutions that can now call qn foundation support.

SC

Accessibility

Ready entree for less-privileged groups to the beneficence of foundations and
other forms of pKate philanthropy is a genuine problem and one pojeadily
resolved. Over the past decade or so the injustices suffered by minority groups and
the poor have received considerable foundation attention and assistance, and indeed
Without it, such limited progress as has been achieved by the oups probably
would be lagging even worse that it is. On the other hand,,manyVindations remain
traditionally oriented, and there are also some that are deliberately cautious, giving.
only to established institution; at minimal risk. In some respects the 1969 act
reinforced the latter tendencies in foundations already marked by them. But the .
act does not, in fac-t, exclude foundation entry, into experimentation, social action,
or controversy.

None of this is to suggest that enough foundation support has been, or is,
available to risky causes and the socially underprivileged. It is to suggest titat there
is not enough foundation money to go around. One can turn to almost any group,
including such traditional ones as universities and museunis, and be exposed to
sharp complaints about its excessive neglect by the foundation?.

To decide for themselves where and how they will place their support among all ,

the many competing interests and opportunities which have just claims fcr
assistance is a proper prerogative of foundations. Unquestionably, however, in most
cases gaining foundation support is harder for the less sophisticated and less articulate
than it is either for traditional "upper-class" institutions or'for minority agencies
which have developed promotiopal skills and a track record over a period of time.
Some foundations and "middleman" orgdnizations are sufficiently aware of this
problem to try to assist new inexperienced groups in forming manageable and
supportable proposals. There is clearly a need for more foundation involvement of
this sort.

Donor Influence

It is sometimes argued that foundation boards Should somehow be required to be
broadly representative and that limits should in particular be imposed on the
influence of donors and their families.

-44,4 254'
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One form of the argument holds that since alfairly rapid redistribution of wealthi
is a normal objective of a democratic society, js is anomalobs for our government to
let individuals or families retain control of large assets, and get a tax advantage in
the process, by setting up foundations on whose boards they retain a dominant
position, To this argument, It 'can properly be rejoined that wealth put in a
foundation is wealth dedicated to charity. It cannot be used for private purposes.
Stringent- limitations imposed by the 1969 legislation insure, that. They preclude
prolonged retention of interest in closely held businesses, compel substantial annual
distributions in support of charitable activities, and require full annual reports by
foundations to the Internal Revenue Service, to state,auth6rities, and to the public.
Basic is that a foundation's resources must be spent on public purposes. In this very
important way, wealth, in a foundation is redistributed wealth. 4

Another form of the argument is more political th'an economic. It holds that
decisions over the allocation of (tax-exempt) fouridation assets will better meet the
needs of a democratic society if they are made by broadly representative boards
instead of by "elitist" donors and associates.

There can be no doubt but that the racial and ethnic minorities and young
people have scanty' representation on foundation boards and to a less degree this
is also true of women." Nor can it be doubted that individuals from these groups
would often bring to foundation-governance useful perspectives, and competencies
and Thus would help foundations to bemore open to and more knowledgeable about
critical areas of so'cial concern. But to hold these views and work to advance them,
as the council has done, does, meanean that either a forced limit on donor
influence or a requirement of broad public representation are proper matters for
legislation. Indeed, such steps would seem likely to be counter-prodi on a
number of counts..

In the first place there is the value of diversity. A function of foundations is to
be independent, self-determining alternatives to government in the meeting of social
needs. Concerned 'donors and their offspring often represent valuable voluntary
commitments of thought and concern, as' well as of dollars, and they thus
Contribute to the energetic pluralism that we want in the nonprofit service sector of
our society.

There is also the matter of efficacy: In many inst%r-farrrily-directed founda-
tions have shoyvn; and are showing, broad and knowledgelble sensitivity to social
needs.76 ConVersely, there are many other instances where publicly that is,
nelh-family controlled charities ,haVe. been run more to the benefit of their
managers than the causes keclaim to §iipport. Indeed, if one surveys-the bread
sweep of foundations in all their diversity, it seems-clear that "independent" boards,
assure no higher degree of creativity and innovation in the conduct of charitable
functions than characterize many of the foundations under substantial family
influence or ,control. In many instances it is the latter which seem to be most
sensitiYe,to the underprivileged and the boldest in efforts, to do something with and
for them,.

Finally} the incentive factor needs also to be considered. Donors' expectations of
participation ,and leadership are important considerations in the creation and
augmentation of, foundations, and these incentives should especially not be
discounted in the light of the many other disincentives that now pertain to the
Nail and growth of foundations,

In summary, while foundations generally may be expected' lb do better, and
perhaps also gain better public acceptance, when they reach out to include, both on
their boards and in other of their decision-making processes, persons drawn from
the underrepresented segrtents of our society, it seems to us clear that tbits
broadening and ventilation should be accomplished as a process of evolution,
prodded on by exhortation and example, rather than be enforced through
legislation. This is to say that theisame restraint that goiternment exercises with
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respect to other charitable institutions in the matter of board composition should
apply to foundations too, unless they were shin not to be serving genuine needs of
the society in legitimately charitable ways. Such a demonstration appears to be
generally unlikely, given the other constraints under which foundations have betn
put since 1969.

"Whose Money and to What. Effect ?"

We referred earlier to' increasing influence within the government of a view that
the deductibility of gifts for charitable pgrposes represents "government expendi-
tures" or "government subsidies." This way loPooking-at the charitable deduction is
advanced, by some who urge its elimination or its possible replacement by direct

,- governmental grants. Any such developments would unquestionably discourage the
creation-of new foundations and the addition of money to existing ones. Even more
threatened by this tax-expenditure view of charitable giving is the life of the myriad
public charities that depend on a constant in-flow of voluntary support, including
that from foundations. Therefore it seems appropriate here to look more fully at
this set of issues.

Is a gift to one's church, the United Way, or one's college a'personal
consumption just like renting an apartment, buying a suit of clothes, or eating a
steak? Should the incometax system be stripped down to make it a much simpler
mechanism for raising revenues and that alone, or should it continue to contain
incentives for channeling personal expenditures toward what have been judged to be
socially desirable ends? Do the funds to which charitable exemptions and

. deductions attach represent "government money," or money that belongs to the
'charitable sector to which it has been committed?

There are,ve must recognize, basic and therefore irreconcilable differences
among both tMexperts and economists on these three interrelated questions."

With respect to the first, we hold with those who maintain that a charitable
contribution is distinct from per onal consumption and therefore that an
individual's taxable income should e the amo t contributed because it
helps to produce common social go s and benefits ra er than goods and benefits
that perkin mainly to one's self or to one's family. As Professor Bittker has argued
before the Filer Comrhission and elsewhere, this view appears to be better grounded
in history and also to be more realistically related to, what voluntary institutions
andthe private giving which sustains them mean in the American society, They are
indeed part of its veryibric and have long been so."

With respect to the second issue tax siinplificat)on hose who advocate that
the income tax system should be confined to reve,nue rai g sometimes claim
the support needed by the private nonprofit se a sect could more equitably nd
efficiently be achieved by providing federal funds tcti an individuals;charitable'
donations. While these proposals have considerable appeal when considered in the
abstract, when examined in detail their practicality is questionable on a number of
grounds, including heightened possibilities of politic il !interference, the complica-

*,tions which any sucti, matching-grant system -would create for governmental
administrators, and the ctfurchistate issue.

The third and most frequently _debated question is whether tax deductions and
exemptions for charity represent government expenditures or subsidies. Viewed as
government outlays, charitable exemptions and allowances strike these observers as
undemocratic, because these so-called outlays are allocated not by the Congress but

'eby priVate -institutions and private donors. A' strict revenue-raising approach is see
as a remedy for. this evil.

But if this is an evil, it exists only to the extent, that exemptions and allowances
are truly governmental expenditures or subsidies. Under Professor Bittker's analysis,
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they are not and cannot be governmental outlays. funds given to or distributed by
charitable organizations are not considered part of taxable income in the first place
and therefore are not available for governmental "experiditure" or "subsidy." Even
if the Bittker view is not accepted, the notion that exemptions and deductions
represent government outlays rests on the unproved assumption that what society
chow not to tax is money under governmental control and therefore the subject
of a governmental expenditure or subsidy. In this view, as Irving KristoJ has
observed, "Whereas a subsidy used to mean a governmental expenditure for a
certain purpose, it now acquires quite another meaning i.e., a generous decision
by the government not to take ygg.money... At issue is a basic principle of social

political philosophy the principle of what used to 'be called 'private
property'."79

It i¢ at this root level, we submit, that the tax expenditure view of charitable
giving must be faced. When in the past Congress has decided for reasons of equity
or social purpose that certain classes of activity should_not be taxed, this used to be
understood to be a decision not to take money from people who, own it. For
ourselves, we continue to believe that fttids not taxed belong to the people,
considered as individuals and in voluntary, associations, and not to the government.

Indeed, our historic,traditions point the latter way. We have never indulged the
general assumption that all untaxed `funds belong to the government.80 And when
our elected representatives, responsive to the electorate, vote to exempt certain
purposes and activities from taxation and to provide -tax deductibility for gifts
supporting those purposes_ and activities, it is reasonable p-rAnclude that those are
dcisions designed to leave citizens in control of the' own money for use or
allocation among those designated common purposes and activities, rather than to
consider those deductions and exemptOns to be money which the government
.somehow has spent or provided.

The tax exemption of charitiek and the tax deductibility of charitable donations
clearly imply, and are predicated upon, those activities and donations being
committed to the service of the public good on a nonprofit basis. In this sense they
embody, a public trust and properly should periodically be assessed for the degree to
which they do or do not meet bona fide public, as against solely private, interests
and needs., But none of this makes those' resources and donations properties of
government and hence something that government can expend or provide as
subsidies. It means, rather, that in the experience of this nation many elements of
the bublic good haye been seen to be immensely well, if not perfectly, served by
the cultivation of extra-governmental initiatives and by the availability of non-
governmental resources to help thou to serve °a broad range .of charitable needs.

This fact leads directly to a more pragmatic consideration. If charitable,donations
and endowments built up from them are held to be government money described
either as costs, expeRditures, or subsidies thiimplicatioin is clear that centralized
au'thority rather than plural injtiatives should have control of or at least be
entitled to determipe their management and disposition. Whereas that might lead
to greater equity' in our society, it would be at the expense of_freedom and
flexibility and entail the loss of much of the creative energy that flows from
personal commitment and a sense of self-direction in individuals or institutions
addressing themselves to helping to meet public needs, Moreover, whetherdurther
centralized control over the distribution of funds now going to charitable purposes
could assure their more efficient allocation and expenditure is problematical, to say
the least.

On a still more practical level, the evidence is that tax deductibility for donations
has served as a very important encouragement to charitable giving by private
individuals and, as such, it has been an important support for many of our key
nonprofit service institutions and agencies. It has channelled into public purposes
more dollars than would otherwise have been taken into the general revenue by
taxa tio n.8 '
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Moreover the greater incentive for giving which the.current tax system affords
to higher-income individuals has meant that they carry a very substantial portion of
the voluntary support of many of the country's charitable institutions. Pr example,
in 1970-1971 some 75 percent of the voluntary support received by a b ad range
of public and private institutions of higher education came from less than rcent
of the donors, in sifts of $5,000 and more." And it is to be noted that som. 22
percent of this privatekgiving went to public colleges and universities for purpo s
such as augmenting student aid programs, supporting innovation, and encouraging
the pursuit of excellence in both teaching and research.83 The importance of
independent private .*funding to .those objectives is reflected directly in the
determined efforts of many public institutions of higher education.to secure it.

Examples are also to be found in great national resources, like the National
Gallery of Art in Washington, which today serves over 1.25 million visitors a year,
regardless of their ability to pay, and the Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer
Research in New York, created by the gifts of individuals. The evidence is also
visible in thousands of towns and cities throughout the land in the form OrY,CA
and YWCA buildings, 4-H Club and Girl SCout camps, Audubon Nature Ceinters,
local wildlife and ft:II-est preserves, reading libraries, physical anckmehtal
rehabilitation slinics and parks, swimming pools, tennis courts, hockey rinks, and
other recreational facilities constructed and supplied for general public use through
private fund drives. Almost all such drives hinge on the reality that 50 percent or
more of the money must come from the early commitment of the 5 percent or so
upper-tax-bracket persons who are consistent mainstay givers to such causes.

.In many of these illustrations, including th universities, the private support

are being one, and enjoyed, that might never h d been initiated by public officials
provide bV persons in higher tax brackets pro ably has meant that certain things

hone,
drawing on the public treasury. The results, we would insist, have been to create
and Make available to broad' sectors of the American society far finer and more
varied oppOrtunities for education, health, various other social services, and the use
of leisure than would otherwise have been the case. At the same time, because these
benefits are so widely enjoyed, it is probable that there would in many instances
have to be real, rather than metaphorical, government expenditures to'fill the gap,
were the large gifts that now launch and support such undertakings to be reduced.
That is to say, the contributions which upper-income persons are making when they
make large charitable gifts would have to be made up out of the general revenues at

,greater-cost to'the ordinary taxpayer.

Reaffirmation

Major issues that we have been facing in this report are (1) how important to the
,Character and well-b,eing of our society ,are the ?functions -foundations perform,

including their contribution to diversity and (2) how well are foundations meeting
the opportunities' and responsibilities currently afforded them.

Neither question can be answered with ,any high degree of precision, for the
issues lie beyond quantitative measure%ent. This report has, therefore, not
pretended exact answers. It has, however, developed and presented evidence that
seems to its authors to be objective and convincing.

With, respect to the second question, which has to do with the efficacy and.
purposefulness of existing foundations, our findings are that the 1969 act has done
much to, rid the field of abuses and stir many of its members to a more conscious
and active sense of philanthropic obligation. Moreover, what the foundations can
contribute has perhaps never before been more required. With many grievous social,
problems calling for strengthened effort and fresh approaches, with severe cutbacks
irithe availability of federal funds, with private sector educational, medical, and
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other social welfare institutions in grave financial trouble, the resources and.the
initiatives that foundations can provide are desperately needed. The recodi of
useful foundation participation in the attack on such problems over the years is
both strong and far-reaching; it extends into communities, small a well as large,
throughout the United States; it also reaches out Co issues and developments of
worldwide significance.

With respect to the first question, which is fundamental, we have already shown
our predilections but also sought to document how the private initiatives and
responsibility represented in philanthropic giving and service make for a more
humane, less bureaucratic, more open, and more variegated society than where the
resources for and management of all social needs are under dirdct gov,ernmental
control. This is in no way' to gainsay the importance of governmental programs.
Indeed, the magnitude of the needs and aspirations of Americans foi more and

-better education, health care, and almost all other social services M outstrips the
capacity of private agencies and resources working alone. It is not an ejther/or
matter. America needs well-conceived, broad-reaching, equitable gover mental
programs of social and cultural service. But there are also great advantages not to
be lightly surrendered, in the stimulus, competition, flexibility of response, readi
to question and to dare, and in the opportdniffel for personal commitment afforde
by independent minds and agencies working in these same areas.

It seems appropriate, then, in concluding this chapter to revive the stroney,
affirmative words of the Treasury report of 1965 about philanthropy and founda-
tions as assets of the American society:

Private Philanthropy plays a special and vital role in our society. Beyond
providing for areas into whichgovernment cannot or should not advance such
as religion), private philanthropic organizations can be uniquely qualified to
initiate thought and action, experiment with new and untried ventures,
dissent fromsprevailing attitudes, and act quickly and flexibly.

Private foundations have an important part of this work. Available even to
those of relatively restricted means, they enable individuals or small group4 to
establish new charitable endeavors and to express their own bents; concerns,
and experience. In doing so, they enrich the pluralism of our Social order.
Equally important,.because their funds_ are frequently free of commitment to
specific operating programs, they can shift the focus of their interest and their
financial support from one. charitable area to another. They can, hence,
constitute a powerful instrument for evolution, growth, and improvement in
the shape and direction of charity.84

VI

RECOMMENDATIONS

To Foundations

There is much room for improvement in Nundation performance. It is, however,
of a kind best achieved through concerned effort of foundations. Both to serve
charity. better and avoid punitive legislative reactions, foundations should carefully,
weigh all criticism directed at them, for the characteristics that give strength to
private foundations often contain the seeds of weakness.

Personal contributions of money and ,se_ rvice rendered without compensation,
which add to charitable resources, can also offer excuse for Less than full attention
to foundation business. Though small boards whose members are compatible can act.
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with dispatch,)they can close themselves to valuable outside perceptions. The desire
for simple organization and minimal expenditure in giving away money can also
result in insufficient staff or study to give it away well. The freedom of discretion
and lack of operational involvement that make foundations flexible can isolate them
from "real hie" and render them less attentive to the concerns and sensitivities of
others than they may be aware. The follOwing recommendations alp made to help
private foundations guard against hazards to which they are subject.

A.

Recommendation 1. "Not our money, but charity's" should be the key principle
guiding each ,act of foundation donors, trustees, and managers, whether in earning
money or giving it away. To minim'zigany tendency to act out of Concernsielated
to personal benefit or convenience boards of foundations should consider and
adopt policies to implement this pri ciple.

1'
adation 2. Periodically, each foundation should critically reexamine

e its rationale, purpose. programs, policies, and procedures to take
changing circumstances and 4o assure attention to matters that might

Ise not be directed to its concern. Investment portfolios should be subject to
nt systematic review and to against those achieved by

stitutional investors. Even more important the development of appropriate
es for' the evaluation of funded projects and a periodic review of overall

ful lessons can often be learned to guide further decisions. Moreover,
t of both their on performance and that of their grantees can be
ppropriate part of the accountability that foundations owe the

public on the f hds entrusted to them. Because foundation grants.and programs
differ so- much in size, purpose, and other characteristics, no single method can be
prescribed for assessing either grantee performance or overall program. But, often,
outside viewpoints will add objectivity and broader perspectives to the judgments of
foundation staff and trustees.

Rgcommendation 3: In order that programs may be more representative and
relevant, foundations should make a special effort to recruit board mOnbers and

'staff from groups not traditionally represented. The paucity of board members
drawn from certain racial and ethnic minorities, women, young people, and persons
in occupations disassociated from the profit-making sector suggests that more
foundations should affirmatively seek to identify and consider for board
membership and staff positions individuals who can bring into the foundations both
relevant competencies and the points of view of these groups. In many cases, the
addition of experts and professionals in fields related to the foundations' programs
should be considered.

The use of advisory panels and of consultants is among the many other ways
that foundation boards can open thenjoetves to a range of viewpoints in both their
periodic examinations of pur ose, policy, programs,. and procedures and, their
ongoing business. 13

Recommendation 4: Foundations should search for ways to inform relevant
audiences about their objectives and their work, While the 1969 act imposes more
demandihg reporting regrements upon foundations than on other nonprofit
institutions, the publjc ne. and deserves even more information if it is to under-
stand and use foundations effectively, Published annual reports, periodic newsletters,
press releases, and, interviews with the media, are among the methods to be
considered.

jecommendation S. Foundations should level%) policies to guide. their
relationships, and their responsibilities, to applicants and recipients of grants.
4Foundations that comprehend that the success of their programs depends upon the
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ingenuity, a d *rformance of their grantees will accord these voluntary
agencies the respect an courtesy they .deserve. Prompt processing of grant requests
improves applicant relate ns and can distinguish foundation responses from the more
cumbersome ways gf govdrnment. In particular, a clear statement of the founda.
tion's grant-making areas should be available to potential applicants td save them
the effort and frustration of applying when aitl cannot be forthcoming because of
policy or other 4imitations. Foundation procedures should also assure that before
co itments are made, consideration is given to whether they may entail ongoing

. res nsibilities and, how they are to be met.

Recommendatio 6: Foundation bard members should periodically examine the
duties of trustees, the time, that they can commit to their responsibilities, and the
need for or, capability of staff to conduit the foundations's busines The 1pereased

ndation'needs and expectations of charitable, applicants, the interrelationship
. and government activity, the greater complexity of our society, and th inistra-

tive burdens imposed by the Tax Reform Act, all necessitate closer board attention,
scarper information-gathering ,systems, andmore professional operation than in

erearlieras. ,

. ,..

'Recommendation 7: Individual foundations should seek ways to increase
c,communicatioe, coordination, and cboperation with other foundations and other

grant makers with related program interests as a way to increase performance and
capability and to seduce duplication of effort. ,The potential utility of joint
fact - gathering, joint staffing, joint administration, and joint funding should be
considered, especialiy by small foundations.

Recomniendation 8: Foundations should consider, how best to apply. the pro-
,

ceeds of their limited capital for those tasks that cannot, will not, or cannot so well
be done by others, includinegovernment, and hdw to make each invested, grant
dollar yield more than a dollar's value to charity. This often 'takes patience as well
as imagination and a feadiness td trade on the ideas of others,, not only to ride
one's own.

These recommendaticfris are made with_ the recognition that they have varied
applicability. Many foundations, particularly mature foundations of large and
intermediate size, have long followed such precepts; and ever-increasing numbers of
others, impelled ioLuirt.by the Tax Reform Act of 1969, are embracing them. Most
of the recommendations will apply with greatest force to the approximately 800
foundations with assets alibve $5 million, the scale of whose annual grants may
justify formal organizational structures. Some of the recommendations will have less
releVance for the approximately :1,700 foundations with assets between $1 and $5
million and much less for the approximately 22;400 whose assets are $1 million or
less. Since the annual grants of foundations in the laskcalegoty average less than
$20,000, recommendations as tdreview of organizational structure, ,need for staff,
and publication pf annual reports will be realistic only for a limited number. In
essence and spirit, however, the 'recommendations counsel care, concern, responsibil-
ity, accountability, and humility. Those attributes arereqpired of every grant maker,
great and small.

I
Recommendations Relative to the 196§ Act and. Other Issues

The recommendations that follow are for the.rvost part specific and detailed:''
The actions of policy makers will often depend more on broad perceptions of the
public interest. Because we can mks seeing the forest by looking at the trees,
proposals as to a general policy toward foundations may be useful at the outset.
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What should that policy be? Is there a rationale to guide policy makers?
Unfortunately, the controversies that swirled before and during the enactment of
the 1969 legislation, led to adoption of an ambivalent national policy toward
private foundations. They were sanctioned but taxed. A limit on their life was
rejected, but obstacles were erected to their future growth. If foundations do have
utility to other institutions in the private service sector, that sector is weakened to
the extent that foundation resources are drawn off by government and the flow of
new resources cut off. Fundamentally, public policy toward foundations should be
guided by concern notNiust for foundations in their own right but even more for the
needs and capabilities of the sorts of agencies and institutions to which foundations
provide assistance.

Present policy suggests uncertainty and a "show-me" attitude toward foundations
by the Congress. One evidence of this is the creation by the Senate Finance
Committee of a Subcommittee on Foundations, which has held several hearings to
explore the condition and work of foundations and the effect of the Tax Reform
Act on them. Such oversight hearings85. afford Congress continuing opportunity to
assess foundations and to close loopholes, should any appear, through which they
might be used to achieve personal rather than charitable ends. Hearings before such
committees also permit foundations to outline their work and their continuing
efforts to improve performance. Uncertainties about foundations can be explored,
and policy issues can be illuminated. Therefore, such scrutiny Ay Congress is to be
welcomed.) \

. .
.., Some commentators/ urge a larger role for governmeiii.'"They propose, for

example, that foundations be given some set time in which to become more socially
active or to follow some other prescribed course. Others suggest that foundations be
regulated_ as to size, _length of lift,the composition of their boards, or in other ways
that, in the viewof the,particular observer, will improve their management or more
wisely direct the application oftheir resources.

.i. We reiterate our recommendation that unless foundations should be shown not
to be 'ttry in g genuine needs of the society and in legitimately charitable ways,
government should continue to exercise the same restraint toward them that it
exercises as to other charitable institutions in matters such as those' of board
,composition, sizeilife span, the choice of program objecties, and the determination
of how to try to reach those objectives. Fiscal abuses and partisan politics ruled out

as they are now in stringent detail foundations should be accorded the freedom,
enjoyed by others in the private nonprofit service sector to work toward self-
improvement and higher levels of public service. .

Phrased more categorically, this recommendation is that as a matter of policy the
governmeit should accord foundations, in the absence of specific abuses, equal
tr tment with other bona fide charitable organizations, The tallup survey cited

rlier indicate& generally favorable public' attitudes toward foundations and a
publle belief that_ they serve the public well, foster desirable experimentation, and
are a useful supplement to government. If these beliefs ..accord With fact, public
policy should be supportive. The great pqWer of, governMent and its pervasiveness
Make governmental restraint a virtue in the absence Of abuses mandating govern-
mental intervention. f

.

Recommendation I: Reduce and redesignate the 4 percent excise tax. In the
in terest of the institutions and persons who are. the 'actual and potential.
beneficiaries of foundations, it is recommended that the tax be adjusted to the real
costs a administering the laws governing foundations and that the proceeds be
earmarked for this purpose.

Careful auditing of the foundation field is a proved_necessity, and the payment
of reasonable fees to meet its costs is unobjectionable:HoWever, any tax" on founda-
tions is a viol4tion of a basic principle whereby charitable organizations have been
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given tax exemption because their resources are devoted to endeavors that serve the
public interest. It is therefore recommended that the tax be redesignated an auditing
or supervisory fee.'

Two lesser suggestions: (1) '1't would seem more logical to base such a fee on
foundation assets rather than on investment income, since the latter base penalizes
foundations intent ,pn getting as good investment, returns as possible in order to
make as large distributions as possible to charities. (2) If net investment income is
maintained as the base for computing the fee, it would seem reasonable to exclude
long-term capital gains as an income item, since when these are realized by founda-
tions, it is to maintain high levels of giving or to meet ether reguirements of the law.

Recommendation 2: Adjustment of the level of the required annual pay-oLt. The
current requirement as a percentage of assets ("minimum investment return" in the
legislation) should relate more closely to the real rates of return over long periods
from funds broadly invested in American capital markets.86 This suggests,an annual
requirement set at 5 percent of assets, the rate originally proposed in 1969 by the
Tregury and endorsed at that time by both the Ways and Means and Finance
Committees. ,At 6 percent and with the possibility of fluctuating higher, the current
MIR is clearly out of line with the apparent purpose of the 1969 act to strike a
balance between insuring a substantial current return to charity from foundation
holdings and sustaining their capability to provide such returns in the future."
Instead, the current MIR compels foundations with well-balanced holdings to invade
capital beyond any realistic expectations of long-term capital appreciation to cover
such invasions. It thus means gradual, progressive reduction in the support founda-
tions can extend to charitable endeavors.

If a MIR rate adjusted periodically to shifts in the equity and money markets'is
judged to be preferable, the high degree of volatility in the current formula should
be corrected. It should (1) utilize long (five- to ten-year) time-frames for its
comparison of relative values, (2) give due weight to total returns on balanced
portfolios, (3) employ a 5 percent norm rather than a 6 percent norm.88 A
reasonably steady MIR is important in order to enable foundations to choose
,ensibly among investment strategies and to make forward grant commitments in a

rational manner.
The requirement that all adjusted net income must be paid out annually, if that

is higher than the MLR, should'he maintained as a protection against pay-out levels
drdpping excessively when asset values drop as in 1974.

Beyond these major concerns, the lack of any transition period for new founda-
tions to reach the full pay-out requirement also merits reconsideration. To meet the
requirement, some foundations are having to dispose of substantial holdings, and
this sometimes poses special difficulties where real estate or the securities of a single
company .are involved. Forced divestiture on a short tinie-scale can depress values
for both the foundation making the Sale and9ther holders of the same assets. The
very uncertain and generally disadvantageotharket conditions recently experienced
emphasize these problems. Transition rules allowing somewhat more flexibility in
these situations to post-1969 foundations, as previously to pre-1969 foundations,
could result in long-term gains to charity.

Recommendation 3: Removal of special,limitations on gifts to foundations. Now
that private foundations have been brought under strict and effective regulation in
the conduct of their fiscal affairs and their fidelity to bona fide philanthropic
purposes is under far closer governrqntar scrutiny than is that of most so-called
public charities, the second- or third-class citizenship accorded foundations with
respect to the receipt Of gifts makes little sense.89 We refer here particularly to the
20 percent limit on, tax deductions for gifts to private foundations as against those
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to public charities and to the less favored treatment of gifts of appreciated securities
when made to private foundations.

These provisions of the ;1969 act are distinct discouragements to the creation of
new foundations and the augmentation of existing ones, particularly those of
substantial size. It is estimated that there are less than 500 foundations with assets
of $10 million or more, and these are largely the ones to which individuals and
organizations must turn when major financing is needed for new programs and
approaches. Moreover, to obtain support in any one field of work, grant seekers can
usually turn to only a handful of these foundations, since they tend to specialize to
some extent.

Thus the net effect of these disincentives is to add to the likelihood that
foundations will have a declining role in the meetipg, of significant needs. A
consequence will be reduced freedom and flexibility- the part of other nonprofit
institutions and in the society generally. For these combined reasons, we
recommend that foundations be treated like other bona fide charities as to dieir
eligibility/0 receive tax deductible donations."

Recommendation 4: Adjustments in certain divestiture requirements. These
requirements of the 1969 act are also at least partial disincentives to the
establishment of new foundations in cases where the control stock of a given
company is involved; but_ with respect, to foundations established before 1969,
extended transition periods (10-35 years) are provided and the basic piovisions of
the act seem sound.

(a) A longer transition period for new foundations. For foundations established
after 1969 and for gifts of control stock received by other foundations after that
time, the period allowed for divestiture is oply five years. This can be the cause of
severe difficulty and loss, not only to a potential foundation but to others as
well. Change in hip law to permit a 10-year transition period on divestiture for
post-1969 situations would reduce these problems. It would also remove most of
the inequity that now pertains between pefsons.facing e post-1969 requirements
as agaps, those who are facing the pre-1969 ones Such change is therefore
reco mrhen ded.

(b) Easing of transactions with disqualified persons: It is fair to assume that
foundations will frequently look to disqualified persons in divestiture situations, and ,

the transition rules were developed to permit this. Yell, the rules of the statute and
the regulations contain a number of handicaps." One is that after a divestiture 4o a
disqualified person, the IRS can still claim that the purchase price was inadequate
and assess a self-dealing tax. There is no advance ruling procedure ayailable to
ensure against such a tax. [Lis submitted that there should kle. '

In addition, there are certain special, narrow TRA provisions which facilitate
divestiture of control stock 'owned by a priVate foundation on May 26, 1969, but\
which are not available with 'respect to gifts of "excess" holdings received after May
26, 1969.92 Yet, foundations face the same limited marketability problems
regardless of when such stock was received." The same provisions should apply to _

both new and old holdings, and they should be broad enough to provide a real
rather than only an apparent avenue for divestiture. ...

(c) Removal of excess business holding taxes,, for inadvertent purchases: Finally'
,under section 4943, a private foundation can be taxed because of stock purchases
by a disqualified person even though the foundation cannot control such purchases
and may not even be aware, of them.94 Although proposed regulations would give
some limited divestiture relief in such a situation, it is questionable whether there is
sufficient statutory authority for the regulations. The statute should be amended to
authorize reasonable divestiture procedures under which such purchases would not
subject the foundation to tax.

2i4
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Recommendation 5.: Easing of certain program restrictions.
a. A flbor for expenditure responsibility requirements: While staffed founda-

tions that wish to ma e grants to activities and agencies without official tax-exempt
status or to private perating foundations have shown that they can meet the
expenditure responsib ity requiremarts of such grants, doing so is harder for smaller
fOundations, and having to do so is a deterrent to risk taking.

We recommend that a ceiling of $5,000 be set below which the aggregate annual
grants to one recipient by a foundation would be exempt from the expenditure
responsibilit requiremenls of the 1969 act. Such a change would benefit new and
inexperienced oups seeking fo ndation assistance; it would aid privately endowed
custodial homes .r the you and the aged, museums, and the like, whose own
resources are inade ate; it .uld encourage more venturesome grant making; and it
would reduce some of th administrative costs, and hence free more funds, in the
case of those found; io that ardThow making expenditure responsibility grants.

b, Easing of the rules governing scholarship programs of company foundations:
The IRS has been interpreting-the la mean that company foundation scholar-
ship programs that include children of employees are unacceptable unass no more
than 25 .percent of the children of employees who apply and meet eligibility
requirements are given awards. This is surely an extreme limitation that denies aid
to a very high proportion of the eligible group and tends to discourage the very idea
of-such scholarship programs.

We recommend that the tax status of th-ese schol arship programs should not bedetermined on any set percentage among eligible beneficiaries a mere
administrative convenience, whether the figure be 25 percent ovhigher. Rather, each
program should be examined and judged on its merits that is, on its capacity to
provide needed aid ?o deserving students while not becoming a form of compensa-
tion for company employees.

Recommendation 6: Against a set term for foundation life. Charities, just like
business corporatiOns, can be given perpetual existence at the time they are
organized, and the protection afforded by law to their continued existence has deep
and strong roots in our jurisprudence. Beyond that, there is probably no compelling
reason why any foundation should exist forever, but neither are there compelling
reasons for set term to their lives. The issues are ones to be judged finally in terms
of the ability of foOndations to continue to be of useful service and of the need for
and acceptance of these contributions on the part of the general society.

So long as foundations show a capacity for self-renewal and for sensitive and
responsible service over time, their continued existence is at least as justified as that
of any other endowed charitable organization. Indeed it is noteworthy .that a
number of America's oldest grant-making foundations are today among the livelier
and more progressive examples of the species: for example, Southern Education
Foundation (an outgrowth of the George Peabody Education Fund), Russell Sage
Foundation, Carnegie Corporation of New York, Rockefeller Foundation, and the
Oleveland Foundation." There are no apparent traces of an inhibiting "dead hand"_
in ariy of these. As to the American society's needs for the sorts of free and flexible
capital committed to charitable purposes that foundations provide, it seems unlikely
that these needs will diminish in,the years ahead. Therefore, any legislated require -
merit that would necessarily reduce the availability of foundations' resources,
considered in aggregate, would represent bad policy.

.Assumjng the absence of legal constraints, whether a given foundation can do the
most good by spending itself out of existence or., by conserving its capital is,
however, a very proper matter for its trustees to consider. It is a question that such
boards should consciously weigh and answer for themselves periodically, even as
program objectives also shouJil be reexamined and redefined from time to time.:
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Circumstances do keep changing, and foundations must be responsive to them where
possible by conscious choice rather than by drifting. Likewise, these are decisions

better left to the responsibility of foundation trustees alert to the shifts of
circumstances than foreclosed by legislative fiat.

Recommendation 7: Superviion. Almost all the evidence is.that the IRS has
sought to conduct in an objective and. nonpunitive fashion the enlarged'
responsibilities imposdd on it in 1969 for the oversight of foundations; yet, there

are troublesome drawbacks in the assignment there of broad regulatory duties. The
basic function of the IRS is tax collection. Consequently, IRS supervision of the
exempt organizations is almost bound to have a relatively low status in terrucif
bot ff assignments and policy considerations. .

he establishment in the new Pension Reform Act of 1974 of a new Assistant
Commissioner for Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations, aided by 20 new
supergrade positions, appears to represent a beneficial upgrading of the supervisory
function for tax-exempt organizations within the IRS. This new office should help
to separate somewhat more distinctly, if not fully, supervision of these various
nonprofit organizationfrom the tax-collecting functions, of the IRS, and it may
also make easier the recruitment and retention in these duties of high-caliber
personnel familiar with philanthropy. The Council on Foundations looks forward to
cooperating closely with the new assistant commissioner, as does The Foundation
Center, particularly in the area q..;,f data retrieval and publication.

Even with this recognition of the importance of exempt organizations, however,

it seems unlikely that either the Treasury Department itself or the new office of
assistant commissioner within- the IRS will assume the responsibility of looking
beyond regulations and sanctions to what might better protect, strengthen, and

encourage philanthropic activity in the society.96 Because the function of defending
philanthropy and challenging it to heightened performance seem to us to be
appropriate elements of national policy, a superior superviiory arrangement would

A. in our view be the establishment of a national commission independent of any
existing agency, just as the SEC is independent. Such a, commission would have
these characteristics: -

responsibility only for the field of charity, not other forms. of tax-exempt
organizations;

a basis in the assumption that charity serves, th blic interest and that its
supervision should be less punitive than suppo ive, except in cases of manifest
abuse;

a thoroughly objective and fair-minded stance, insulated from partisan politics;

recognition of the basic powers and responsibilities of the states in regard to
charities, and effective collaboration with them in the furtherance of common
objectives;

leadership and staff cdmposed of individualitwith.the necessary background
and experience to deal comp4tently" 'With Itie rtds and problems of the

charitable field."

While this listing suggests it, we wish in closing to emphasize our sense that the

states should become' more alert to and active about the/ basic powers and
responsibilities they have in regard to all forms of charity, inclUding the founda-

tions. States attorneys general are often cldser to the situations. in which the
chatities are functioning, and the equity powers of state courts can often be used

to bring, about corrections more rapidly and with a better eye to the public interest
than can the application of federal regulations and sanctions.

29.6
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Append' bc A

GROIATH AND DIMENSIONS OF THE FOUNDATION FIELD,

Chart Al

Period of Establishment of 5,436
Foundations, By Asset Classes
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1,000
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0
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1900

1900-
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KA111".
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)
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1969

Source: The Foundation Directory, El/it/on 4., Marianna 0. Lewis (Ed.), The Founda-
tion Center (Columbia Uniiersity Press, 1971
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Table

990 Tax Exemption Letter Yeara

Year of Tax EXemptions
Letter 4

Number of
Foundations

, Total Assets
, as of

Fiscal Year 1971
(in thousands)

1961'

1962

1963

210

197

212

$ 285,963
273,588

1,146,696

1964 336 -441, 731,987
1965 233. 603,028
1966 206 322,102
1967 177 174,009
1968 180. 119,329
1969 167 473,469
1970 229 291,615
1971 155 182,400
1972 45 195,991

Totals 2,347 : $4,900,179

'ihetoundation Center

This Table updates CHART 1, but does so on the basis of tax-exemptiorr
,),;':letter year. As of the end or1963, organizations were ms longer required

to operate for one year or more before applying for tax-exempt status.
Therefore the exemption letter year could correspond more closely to
year of establishment. Information is included for foundations that
either made grants of $25,000 or more in the year of record, or

Ipossessed aIseis of $500,000 or more. The year of record is fiscal
year 1971 or early fiscal year 1972. It is obvious that the 1960s and
early 1970s have witnessed a decline in the new formation of
foundations'as comaarqd.with the,g/owth of the 1950s. Note that
detail of assets doestot add-to'itiital because of rounding, and that
28 comm City foUridationi with tole' assets of $15 million are included

the data.

2,44441-

A
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Table A-2

Assets and Grants For Foundations With Under
Si Million In Assbts,a By Asset Ranges

.

1601

Asset Range
(in thousands)-

Number of
Foundations

Total Assets
(in thousands)

Total Grants
(in thousands)

Number of
Grants

'4

0-S50

50-100

100-150

150-200

200-250

12,681

2,899
1,651

1,118

799

.
$ 176,138

209,008

202,376

193,702'

177,909

$143,947

39,314

28,784
24,418

21,913

152,630

.--

50,339

33,578

22,926

19,060

<

.

250-300 554 151,240 17,697 13,782

300-350 408 132,136 15,585 10,927

350-400 384 143,810 15,487 10,479
400-450 284 120,536 11,394 7,837 ,

450-500 266 125,902 . 13,316 6,542
500-550 217 113,821 9,129 6,367
550-600 207 119,285 11,030 6,309

600-640 184 / , 115,510 12,985 5,557
650-700 151 101,565 6,831 4,552
700-750 '," u 134 96,878 8,032 3,471

750-800 118 91,394 8,719 3,279

800-850 103 84,916 ' 5,635 2,989
850-900 95 83,250 12,297 2,606 ..
900-950 77 71,242 6,809 2,264 alb , x,

950-1000 91 88,611 6,397 2,046

Totals 2,421 $2,599,410 $419,719 367,540

Source: The Foundation Center

a. Information recorded for foundations having less than $1 million assets in fiscal
and early fiscal year 1972. Includes information on 60 community foundations
of $13.8 million and grants tptgui.6 million (665 grants).

k

11,

1971
assets
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Table A-3

Assets and Grants For Foundations With Under
$1 Assets,a By Region and State

Place Number

New England 2,241
Maine 78
New Hampshire 158
Vermont 31
Massachusetts 1,325
Rhode Island 113
Connecticut 536

Middle Atlantic 6,634
New York 4,801
New Jersey 661
Pennsylvania 1,182

East North Central 4,756
Ohio 1,255
Indiana 422
Illinois 1,702
Michigan, 742
Wisconsin 635

West North Central 1,610
Minnesota 482
Iowa 272
Missouri 532
North Dakota 34
South Dakota 17
Nebraska 130
Kansas 143

South Atlantic 2,448
Delaware 105
Maryland 385
D.C. 244
Virginia 328
West Virginia 56
North Carolina 356
South Carolina 115
Georgia 352
Florida 507)

East South Central 571

Assets Grantsb
(in thousands) (in thousands)

$ 253,935 $ 29,718
6,787 753.

17,825 1,200
4,162 165

155,954 18,209
14,592 1,886
54,615 7,505

746,308 I 113,734
543,188 84,011

66,658 8,801
136,462 20,926

542,710 '81,650
156,404 21,815
50,432 6,944

175,015 29,775
96,208 13,227
64,651 9,889

190,758 26,861
64,791 10,869
25,643 2,872
65,442 8,416 '

3,621 403
\ 1,163 90

12,108 1,496
17,990 2,715

, 303,986 35,083
15,313 2,214
45;732 5,668
27,214 4,135
36,693 3,817
9,445 657

49,715 5,771
15,150 1,307
45,269 5,400
59,455 6,114

P 57,532 7,442..Kentucky 145 15,333 1,663
Tennessee 229 .e 26,843 3,792
Alaliama, 120 8,915 , 1,282 _,,
Mississippi 77 ;605111 "'"" ''r"1Yr"`.

West South Central 1,430 164,627 21,035
Arkansas 118 13,502 1,862
Louisiana 181 19,181 2,576

i -Oklahoma 149 17,733 2,855
Texas , 982 114,211 13,742

2'1.0

(Contintied)



Table A-3Cont.
.

Asse% and Grants For Foundations With Under
$1 Milton In Assets,a By Region and State

Place Number Assets
(in thousands)

Grantsb
(in ttousands)

Mountain 558 67,094 6,703
Montana 42 5,344 271_
Idaho 31 3,383 292
Wyoming 9 832 86
Colorado 237 28,772 2,978
New Mexico 29 2,240 '59
Arizona a 4 98 11,732 1,304
Utah 80 8,701 1,329
Nevada 32 6,090 284

Pacific 2,093 245,383 33,882
Washington 231 291291 3,162 40;
Oregon 167 23,931 2,734

. California 1,633 180,460 27,251
Hairaii 58 40,928 690 ,

Alaska 4 '773

Outlying Areas .

Virgin'Islands 2 14

Torals 22,342 52,572, 5 $356,126

Source: The Foundation Center

a. Information shown for 22,342 foundations that had assets less than $,1 million in fiscal year 1971,
or early fiscal year 1972, that made grants less than $500,000 in this period, and including some
1,183 that had zero assets or submitted final returns during this period. Information included
for 62 community foundations with assets of $13.8 Million and grants totalling $1.6 million.

b. Grants-paid data lacking for 2,423 foundations.

7 271

efr

ti
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' Table A4

Assets, Gifts Received, aid Grants For Foundations With Over
' $1 Million In Assets,a By Region and State

Place Number Assets
(in thousands)

Gifts Receivedb
(in thousands)

Grantsc
(in thousands)

eviL 23,ukna_ 182 $1,072,459 $ 65;914 $ 47,593
Man 2 4,246 144
New Hampshire 8 16,109 39 533
Vermont 2 9,319 '151 44
Massachusetts 106 572,816 4,376 24,419
Rhode Island 10 34,095 2,298 2,232
Connecticut 54 435,874 58,750 20,221

Middle Atlantic 780 14,957,317 538,400 749,593
New York 548 10,966,185 152,060 621,152
New Jersey 59 1,609,512 315,408 39,281
Pennsylvania 173 2,381,620 -70,932 89,160

East North Central 502 5,513,619 147,305 263,350
Ohio 161 984,023 33,510 61,655
Indiana 37 1,167,373 17,181 26,929
Illinois 157 818,276 28,100 61,600
Michigist 90 2,278,872 55,741 93,261
WisconAg 57 265,075 12,773 19,905

West North Central 160 ' 1,296,181 43,423 68,054
Minnesota 68 704,761 15,682 30,906
Iowa 17 54,331 980 5,633
Missouri 59 469,156 21,602 28,107
North Dakota
South Dakota 1 1,163 2 17

Nebraska 10 49,257 1,701 2,745
Kansas 5 17,513 3,456 646

South Atlantic 255 2,450,301 50,050. 184,466
Delaware 28 230,410 2,038 74,830

tvjb Maryland 24 97,099 5,032 5,114
D. C. 29 170,945 7;284 7,907
Virginia 24 81,870 2,040 2,989
West Virginia 1 1,507 11

North Carolina 46 784,687 7,863 38,011
South Carolina' 12 81,526 5,160 3,094
Georgia 57 847,925 8,726 46,130
Florida 34 154,332 11,907 6,480

East South Central 44 21:079 3,235 14,515
Kentucky 9 94,638 855 2,492
Tennessee 21 112,957 1,810 10,228
Alabama 13 40,024 570 4,767
Mississippi 1 2,760 28

West South Central 197 1,759,603 50,031 97,530
Arkansas 4. 8,560 490 443
Louisiana 20 74,506 1,175 2,759
Oklahoma 26 266,787 4,330 10,462
Texas 147 1,409,750 44,036 83,866

(continued)

2 2
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Tab 16'A-4Cont.

Assets, Gifts Received, and Grants For Foundations With Over
$1 Million In Assets,a By Region and State

_

Place Number Asseis
(in thousands)

Gifts Recer. edb
(in thousands)

Grantsc
(in thousands)

Mountain 42 351,426 3,946 14,454
Montana 1 2,682 487
Idaho 4 5,171 13 624
Wyoming 2 5,611 86 358
Colorado 20 200,948 131 7,945
New Mexico

. 3 10,834 3,535 121'
Arizona 5 15,447 9 217
Utah . 6 7,621' 192 , 407
Nevada 1 103,112 4,295

Pacific 218 1,302,783 75,406 70058
Washing ton 27 84,587 9,578 6,275
Oregon 14 - 61,143 ' 331 1,916
California 165 1,077,208 64,770 , 59,084
Hawaii 12 79,845 727' 2,783

Outlying Areas
Puerto Rico 1 8,490 - 1,529 25

Totals 2,381 $28,962;558 $979,259 $1,509,638/
Source: The Foundation tentet
aolnformafion shot for 2,381 foundations that either had assets of $1 million or more in fiscal
; year 1971 or y fiscal year 1972 or made grants of $500,000 or more 10. this period. Includes

data on 48 munity foundations with assets of $780 million, giftscceived totalling $82.5
million ants totalling $38.5 million:

b. Gifts re reported for 2,078 foundations.

c. Gran s- id data lacking,for 58 foundations.

lor

Is

'14

a
7

S
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Table A5

Numbers, Assets, and Grants of Foundations,a By Region

J (in dollafs)

Place
Foundations Assets Giants

Number Percent Ainount Perceiz t Amount Percent

United States 24,723 100% $31,535 100% $1,866 100%-

New England 2,423 10 1,326 4 77 4
Middle Atlanbc 0 7,414 , 30 15,704 50 ' 863 46
East North Ceirtral 5,258 21 6,056 19 345 19
West North Central 1,770 7 1,487 5 95 - 5

South Atlantic 2,703 , 11 2,754 9 220 12 '
East South Central 615 3 308 1 22 1

West South Central 1,627 7 1,924 6 119 6
Mountain 600 2 419 1 21 1, 1

----2 Pacific 2,311 9 1,548 5 104
Outlying Areas_3 2 A 9

Source: The Foundation Cen

a. Informaa shown fo oundations as of fiscal year 1971 or early fiscal year 1972.
Includes data on 110 comm ity foundation's with assets totalling $793.8 million and grants
totalling $40.1 .million.

"Less than 1 percent.

/* Less than $1 million.

4
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Tab IsA76

Grants Reported in FoundationNews,
1961 Through 1973, By Major Fieldsa 40%

.0/

(ill-millions of dollars) - ,,, ,
. ....i. .

,,,1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 .. 1966
74---`..,

, '
_Fields Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % **" Amount % .

' Education. $107 - 31% "$145 46% $ 83 '26% $186 33% $164 25t, $157 24%
-..........

International activities 62 17 52 17- 82 25 74 13 128 2Q 141 21.-
. rHealth 68 19 h 10 .35 .11 129 23 -103 16 . 62 90

-
,-Welfare '1... 43 12 20 6 .. 24 7 44 8 104. r 16 .8) 12

Sciences 37 11 45 '14 47. 14 , 58' 11 60,, 9 69 11_
... t

Humanities 25 . 7 16
,

5 48 15 39 7 ° 39 6 117 , 18

,

Religion , \ 9 3 2 5 2 26 5 ,. M 8 34 5---,i-.,

. .
Totals --'---- $351 100 $316 ~1100 $324 100 $556 100 $649 100 $661 100/j L Grantssof $5,000 or more are recorded for 1973, wile grants of $10,000or more are recoided_from 1961-1972. Information comes from the grant.,' \0 listings in Foundation News Initially The Foundation Center gathered grant information from-the published reports, press releases,fand newspaper

I clippings of foundations. Later, grant records were kept ow the basis of Form 990ARs, and M 1972 the information base changed to voluntary' reports by foundations and selected annual reports. Note that detail may not add to totals because -of rounding.\.
0

(continued)
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1967
.

Amount %

$190* -33%

84 '15

, 81 14

82- 14

79 .13

39 7

24 4

$579 100

a"

Table A-6 (Cont.)

1968

%

1969
4

%

Grants Reported
1961 Through

(in millions
- .

1070

1973,

-v

in Foundation New4
By Major Fields

of dollars)

1971 1972

% .

1973 TOtal

%Amount Amount Amount %

.

Amount
.

% ount Amount % Amqunt

-$304

93

77°
-

74

106

73

23

415
1

12

10.

10

,14

10

3

100

$202

75

106.

102

114

37

41

.. 30%

11

16

15

17

5

6

100

5281

59

121

.136.

93

52

51%

36%

7

15

17

12

1

6

100

$343

106

.156

174

111(

103

73

32%

10

.15

16.

10

10

7

'100

o

5

123

133

130

65

17

'

:

27%

12

16

18 -

17

8

2

100

$258

66 -.

172

67

§7

57&

9

36%

9

24

9

12

8
,

2

100

'$2631

1117

1265

10811

1036

7.10

368

...

32%$

14

15

13

'13

9

4

1005753 $677 1793 $1061 $769 5716 , $8211
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Table A?

' Foundation Grants in Educationa

Number of Grants

.
Amount of Grants

Percent of Total, (in thousands)
Areas of Giving 1972-v-- 1973 1972 1973 1972 1973

Adult education 11 '21 $ 784 $ 3,200 1% 1%
Buildings and equipment 228 214 23,216 24,855 11 10
Communications.* 136 172 7,599 13,61A 13 5
Educational associations ' 137 15 4,501 5,447 2 2
Educational research .. 133 136 11,769 16,787 6 6 "
Elementary an4 secondary o

education 345 391 15,723 14,257 , 8 6
Endowment 20 25 9,169 96,334 4 37
Fellowships. 36 48 1,432 5,326 1 - 2
Higher educationb 653 477 88,681 49,777 43 19
Libraries 75 112 7,023 9,904 3 , 4
Personnel development 67 114 7,953 10,887 4 4
Scholarshjps and loans 204 151 7,287 7,137 3 3
Vocational education 28 23 1,238 420 1 1

Totals 2,073 1,979 $206,375 $257,945 100 100
°a. Grants reported in Foundation Grants Index, Volume 13, 1972, and Volume 14, 1973.

b. The Foundation Center's infoniiation base changed in 1972 Tpom keeping grant recordson the
basis of Form 990ARs, to using selected annual reports and voluntary reports from the founda-
tions. Thus foundation support for higher education did not necessarily drop in 1973. More
grants were categorized by specific purpose, e.g., endowment 2nd fellowships, rather than using
the more general category "higher education."

../

Table A8

Foundation Grants in iiealtha

: Amount of Grants
Number of Grads , (in thousands) Percent of Total

1973 1972 1973

$ 9,710 1% 6%

Areas of Giving

Dentistry.
agencies

Hospitalsb ,

Medical care and rehabilitation
Medical education
ktntal health
Nursing
Public health

Totals
- -

rted in Foundation Grants Index, Volume 13, 1972, and Vo ume 14, 1973.
li. figures do not necessarily indicate declining of foundation support or hospitals. As

previously indicated, aue to a change in the way grant records were kept, more grants were
categorized in 1973 into specific categoriei such as "medical education" than in genera)
categories such as "hospitals." ,

.

-
,

.-7.

1972 1973 1972

25
76

630
263
272
211

85
75

75
19
81
0

7,-- 355
203
43
81

$ 1,407
4,420

57,624
10,668
26,281

8,503
5,467
8,239

1,637 1,517 $122,609

262 4 r
44,9 1,5' " -41 26
21,9564 9

4'

13
59,224 21 34

5,992 . 7 3
2,905 4 2'

26,791 7 , 15

$171,755 \ 100 I 100

S
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Table A9

Foundation Grants in International Activitiesa

,..."*Number of Grants

Amount of Grants

Percent of Total(in thousands)

Areas of-Giving 1972 1973 1972 1973 on 1973

General
Cultural relations

7
0 50

2
44

S 108
4,037

$ 17
2,171

1%
4

*
3

Education 214 174 27,559 19,765 29 30
Exchinge of persons 17 11 1,249 1,579 1 2

Health and welfare 180 200 17,081 16,477 18 25
international studies_ 140 . 103 18,223 8,328 19 13
Peace and international ..

cooperation 44 32 5,965 ' . 2,046 6 3
Relief and refugees 22 15 729 863 1 1

Technical assistance 108 75 19,774,-* 14,961 21 23

Totals
..
782 656 100$94,725 S 66,207

....NM

100

*Less than 1 percent.'

a. Grants-riporied in Foundation Grants Index, Volume and Volume 14, 1973.

Table A-10

Foundation Grants in Welfarea

Number of Grants
Amount of Grants

Percent of Total(in,thousands)
Argaiof Giving- 4972 1913 1972-' 1973 1972 197:

General 2 1 $ 121 $ 67 1% *

Aged ;67 76 * 1,929 1,756 1, 3

Child welfare . 232 224 7,579: 8,407 6 13
Community Deveopment 228 187 17,418 13, 879 13 21

Community funds 43 113 2, 95, 6,514 2 . 10
Delinquency and crime 105 129 33, .33° 3,003 25 4
Handicapped 147 133 6, 3,682 5 5
Hous g and tr sportation 4 111, 74 7,085_ 2,846 5 4
Race relations ' 191 91 15,115 s 5,095 11 8
Rec ation an conservation 161 '101 13,380 3,310 10 5

-Social agencie, 289 192 7,587 4,129 6 "6
Youth agencis 459 485 20,273 13,882 15 21

Totals 2,035 1,806, $133,357 $ 66,570. wo Dv

*Less than 1 percent. . .
...,

a. Grants reported in Foundation Grants Index, V1 lume 13, 1972, and Volume 14, 197'3.

b. This high total for 1972 is mainly accounted fo by a $30milliion grant.by The Ford Fo%inda:
don toward setting up the Police Foundation. ' -



Table A:11

Foundation Grants in Science and Tec,hnologya , ..

A Amount of Grants
Number of Grants (in thousands)

1972
Percent of Total

Areas of Giving. 1972 1973 1973 - A .1.972 1973

General Science's 6

Physical Sciences
$ 242

General 5 1 $ 706 $ 10'
Astronomy and space 12 -'''' 9 296 246'
Chemistry 85 72 5,842 2,566

--.. Earth sciences and oceanography 24 19 2,673 6,253 ....
Mathematics _ 4 . 5 227 532
Physics 44 25 659 318

Subtotals 174 131 $ 10,403 $ 9,925 11%
Life Sciences ..

Environmental studies 133 135 ' $ 13,741 $ 8,452
Agriculture _ 35 36 3,066 2,001
Biology 74 29 8,656 2,116
Medical research 6 295 236 42,593 23,942

Subtotals , 537 436 $ 68,056 S 36,511 53 42
Social Sciences , \

General 9 51 S 656 $ 2,589
Anthropology and archaeology 12 10-- 378 179
Business and labor _ 100 '- 80 9,609 ' 4,866
Economics .26 28 1,589 ., 2,743 t
Law 140 184 12,695 9,036
Political science 95 59 12,328 6,260
Psychology 49 89 6,190 6,290
Sociology 55 47 7,436 4,195

Subtotals 486 548 $ 50,881 $ 36,158 38 42
Technology 21 32 $ 668 $ 4,212 ---5

- - Totals 1,218 1,153 030,008 S 83,048 100 100
:

a. Grantseeported in Foundation Grants %index, Volumrs,J3, 4972, and Volume14, 1973.

":;7*
T oA)- 2

Areas of Giving

General 1
Art and architectine
History
Language and literature
Museums
Music
Other performing arts
Philosophy

Totals

,Foundation rants in'theHumanitiesa

Amount of Grants 7,.:
Numbei of Grants (in° thousands) ''' Percent of Total

1972 . 1973 1972 1973 1972 1973

, 49 52 $ 1,813 S 4,928 3%. 8%
122 4 12 ' 3,704 4,766 9 8

A.:. 74 72 _ 2,415 ' 2,717 4 5

7r, 26 17 1,100
:,

`1.-,71 1 2
164 132 /5,885 33 28
217 145 - 16,224 8;412 25 15
188 201 . 16,066 18,830 25 1.3

4 4'' 145 209 * 1'

835 715 S 64,931-. S 57,118" 100 100

Less than 1 percent
a. Grants reported:in Foundation Grants Index, Volume 1301972, and Volume 14, 1973.

279
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Table A 13

Foundation Grants in Religiona

. .Number of Grants

.

Amount of Grants
Percent of Total(in thousands)

Areas of Giving 1972 1973 1972_ 1973 1922 1973

General - 1 - $ 50 * 1'.

Buildings and equipment 27 17 $ 1,077 324 6 4
.Churches and temples 63 21 1,505 247 9 3

Religious associations 116 28 .4,306 1,440 25 17
Religious education 16 2 609 . 80 3 1

Religious welfare 91 70 4,717 2,386 27 27
Theological education 81 37 4,884 3,578 28 41
Theology 7 3 324 510 2 6

401
--.4.--
$'17,422 $ 8,615 100 100Totals 179

*Less than' 1 percent

a. Grants reported in Foundatiorr Grants Index, Vol me 13, 1972, and Volume 14, 1971--

Table 4-14

Estimated Contributions to Philanthropy in the United States
from Living Donors, Charitable Bequests, Foundations, and Corporations,

by Five-Year Intervals, 1930 to 1970, and 1973

(in millions of dollars)

Gifts of Charitable Corporation
Year Living Donors Bequests Foundations Gifts Total

1930 $ 991 $ 223 $ 30 $ 10 A $ 1,194

1935 715 106 50 .. 10 881

1940 1,068 143 60 38 1,309,
.

1945 2,71 192 75 266 3,304

1950 3,668 206 - 133 I, 252 4,279

1955 '' 4,7139 398 400 415 6,002

1960 7,150 772 650 c 482 9,054

1965 9,280 1,020 1,130 790 112,220

1970 14,4,00 2,200 1,900 800 119,300

1973 18,160 3,060' 2,360 950 24,530

Sources. Internal Revenue Service; American association of FundRaising Counsel, Inc., Giving, .
U.SA.; Andrews, Philanthropic Giving; he Foundation Center, The Foundation .
Directory.

Froni F. Emerson Andrews, "Philanthropy in the United States. History and Structure (New York:
Tho Council on Foundations, Inc., 1973), p. 9.

. ,
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Appendix B .

A suRvgx0F THE EFFECTS OF THE 1969 TAX REFORM AC
AMONG PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS '

CONDUCTED BY THE COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC.
FEBRUAR MARCH 1974

QUESTIONNAIRE TO PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

This questionnaire is intended to proide factual information for submission to the Commtssion°
on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs. The terms used in the questions, such as "operating
foundations" and "expenditure responsibility" -ate intended to have the meanings given them in
the Tax Reform Acto of 1969. Where exact figures are tmavailable, please use approximations.
Note especially that operating foundations should not `answer questions 11 through 14. The
responses will be used for statistical tabulations, and individual respondents will not be identified.

NAME OF FOUNDATION ADDRESS

GFORM COMPLETED BY
(Name and Title)

1. Is the foundation operating or non-operating'

2. Please fill in the following totals describing the foundation:

a. Market value of assets as of 12/31/73:

b. Grants and expenditures on direct charitable activities
made during your last tax year.(excluding
administrative costs):

c. All administrative costs for your last tax year
(induding legal, accounting, and investmenrexpenses,

A but excluding.4% tax):

d. Gifts received during your last tax year,
by bequests:

J
inter vivos gifts: $

3. a. Doesthe foundation have-a policy against making expenditures responsibility grants?

Yes No

b. If "No", and such grants have actually been de, what was the approximate percentage
of expenditure responsibility grants to total dollar value of grants as of:

Your 1910 tax year % f14

1

your last tax year %

4. Before the fax Reform Act did the foundation make the type of grants which. would require
expenditure responsibility under the 1969.Act?

5. Does the foundation make grants to individuals for travel, study, or similar purposes?

requen tly _Occasionally Never

6. Did the foundation make such grants to individuals before 1970?

Yek,

Frequently Never

tg

No

/
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7. Does the foundation publish an annual report? Yes No
ff

8. Does the foundation Publicii its grants in any other ways? .('
v Please describe the ways: Yes No

9. Does the foundation normally encourage grant recipients to publicize grants?

_Yes No

10. In 1973, approximately how many people asked to see your most recenr990AR?

# peisons er

OPERATING FOUNDATIONS PLEASE OMITQUESTIONS 11 THROUGH 1'4

11. In your last tax year, was the foundation's minimum investment return greater than its
adjusted net income?

Yes No

12. a: Has ihe foundation's annual payout for charitable ptirposes incresed since 1969?

_Yes _No
b. If "Yes ow much more did the foundation spend in its last tax year than in 1969? .

$

c. Approximately what percentage of the increase was due to the requirements of the
1969 Act?

%-

13. Is the foundation experiencing any valuation problems in applying the minimum
investment return rule?.

Please describe the problems: Yes _No
N. Has the foundationevjsed its investment practices since the 1969 Act?

N _Yes. Were friese a result of the 1969 Act?

If "Yes", please summaiizelt revisions:

/ Yes No

15. Does the foundation have excess business holdings which must eventually be disposed of
under the 1969 rules?

No _Yes. What plans has the.foundation for
disposition? .

1972 1973
Market value of such holdings as of Dec. 31

Tfotal dividend dr other return on such holdings $

282 4
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16. Please fill in the following:
Approximate % of

1968 tax 0 Last tax change attribut.
year year. able to 1969 Act--

a. Total legal & accounting fees $ i %

b. Other administrative expenses $ i %

%c. Number of executive staff

4. Number of others on payroll

- 17. How many IRS auc116-flas the foundation had since 1969? # audits
Ar;

18. How many time was spent by IRS agent(s) on each audit? # days - .,

19. Did the agent(s) seem knowledgeable in foundation law and practice?

Yes No

20. Did the IRS make any efforts to influence the direction of the foundation's gran ing
activities?

Yes

%

In what ways?

21. What do you personally think about the following recommendations concerning the 1969
Act? (Check one column for each letter)

a: The 4% tax should be eliminated

b. The 4% tax should be redesignated as an
auditing fee set in accordance with actual
IRS costs -

c. The level of the payout reqUireinent:...
should -be- reduced

*el

d: Restrictions on inter vivos gifts t s.\
°I.-4.. private-non-operating foundatio

*441- ataritHae-ettmtnated II

. Agree Disagree Uncertain

22. The 1969 Act sets the basic pyaout rate at 6<with provisions for 'transition ofiziods and
adjustments to reflect market conditions. What percentage do you think is a reasonable
basic payout rate? , a o

%

23. Please list further comments, including recommendations for changes In the 1969 Act pro.
visions effecting foundations:

, I

;

err

'a.

I.
.1

' .r

Please ma
1

I the questionhaire by Apt!! 1st tO:;

Council on Foundations, Inc.: i
888'Seventh Avenue
New York, New York 10019

r
40' 6 3

1
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Exhibit 1, 4

POPULATION OF THE STUDY

Some foundations became members of The Council on Foundations after March 2071974, but
-were not listed as members for purposes of this survey. Community foundations and corporate
contributors were also excluded from the list of council members eligible to respond, leaving a
total of 547 council members eligible to be included in the survey rest,

Council members 685

Less corporate contributors 25
Less community foundations 113 138

, .

Council members eligible to respond 547

(Includes 76 company founds-
Lions and 98 foundations with
assets under $1 million)

IWO

Information on ail private foundations with assets of over $1 million was drawn from the
up-to-date mailing lists of The nundation Center. A total of 1,1701 private foundations with
assets of over $1 million (excluding members of the Council on Foundations) were included in the

survey population._

Noncouncil members

$1 - 4.9 million assets 1263
$5. 9.9 million assets 228
$10- 25 million assets 141

Over $25 million assets '79 1711

Less 10 terminations 10

Noncouncil members eligible to respond 1701

(Includes 210 company foundations) ,

The response to the cotIncirs questionnaire was rea y good, given the ship."( time perioi
allowed for reply -in order to meet ,the deadline for this report to the Filer Commiisim
foUr-page questionnaire was completed and returned before.May 1st by 572 founcr,atiotol al

overall response rate of 25 percent. Understandably, the response from cancil membe
foundations was much better than the average, since- they had been informed through ourAcariou
publications of the creation of the commission and were accustomed to providing the council witl
various types of information. The response from our oWts-members was 65 percent, as contrastei
with 13 percent from non-members to whom theAuestionnarie was sent.

Within the population responding to the questionnaire, the geographical spread followed that c
the know distribution of foundation assets across the country: e.g., response was strongest fror
the Middle Atlantic and East North Central regions.

7-

REGIONAL GROUPINGS

New England West North Central
Maine i Minnesota
New Hampshire Iowa
Vermont Missouri
Massachusetts North Dakota
Rhode Island South Dakota
Connecticii t : Nebraska/ Kansas

e

4

EasrSouth Central
Kentucky i 4

Tennessee
Alabama
Mississippi

Biimei
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Middle Atlantic
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

1617

South Atlantic West South Central
..Delaiyare Arkansas
Maryland Loui ana
District.of 'Columbia 0 oma
Virginia Texas
West Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida p

East North Centql Pacific Mountain ...".
e Ohio . -F :. Washington Montana

Indiana Oregon Idaho
Illinois ;California. Wyoming""
Micpigan Alaska N- c0i0fad0 : -
Wisconsin ' Hawaii ", New Mexico,

,....2
se

Arizona,.
Utah
Nevada

Regions

Middle Atlantic

East North Central

Pacific 7 .
South Atlantic
New England

West North Central

West South Central

Mountain

East south Central

REGIONAL LOCATION OF RESPONDENTS

N'= 571 foundations

Foundations (percent of)
10 15 20 25 30 35

'34%

20%

,171;1

Stites

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut "-4
Delaware _

District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Wind's

3% ,

8%

8%

7%

STATE LOCATION OF RESPONDENTS

N = 571 foundations

Perce t

.3

.2
. 7.6

I.0
3.5
1.0
1.4
1.0
2.3
.7
.2

6.1

,
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Exhibit 1 (Cont.)
a

States Percent

Indiana 1.7
Iowa 1.0
Kansas .3
Kentucky .2
Louisiana .7
Maine .2
Mary land .6
MassaEhusetts 4.0
Michigan 5.6
Minnesota 4.6
Missouri 1.6
Nevada .2
New Hampshire .2
New Jersey 3.3
New York 24.5
North Carolina 1.2
Ohio 4.5
Oklahoma .9
Oregon 1.0
Pennsylvania 6.6
Rhode Island .2
South Carolina .5
Tennessee .5
Texas , 5.8
Utah .7

Virginia 3
Washington 1.4
West Virginia .2
Wisconsin- 1.7
Wyoming AI ' .2

100
or

\1'YPE OF RESPONDENTS

Within the responding organizations there is a good cross-section by typeprivate operating,. .
private nonoperating; large, medium, and small; and' independent and company related.
Community foundations, while an important component of the whole foundation field and of the
council's membership, were not asked to respond to this questionnaire, since they are categorized
as publicly supported organizations and face few of the regulations affecting "private"
foundations.

...-- Of the 286 company foun ations eligible to respond, 6 foundatons, or 22 percent of thole
eligible, returned \

.--
Of the 1,062 noncompany foundations eligible to re nd, 508 foundations, or 26 percent

of those eligible, returned questionnaires. .

AccoriliQly, the -r. sample is more highly representative f noncompany foundations.

Percent

11

89

100

Foundation Classification

, Gc;rnpany ;foundation
..tijoncompany foundation'

I
286

N = 571 foundations
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Exhibit 1 (Cont.)

Ninety-one foundations responding to the survey were "operating foundations," while the
majority were "nonroperating foundations."

Percent Foundation Classification N = 566 foundations

1 6 Operating foundation ,
84

100

Nonotaaating foundation

Ten foundations were both company and operatineoundations.

Exhibit 2

TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOME

Percent The 4% tax should be eliminated

75 Agree
14 Disagree
11 Uncertain

100

Percent

N*524 respondents

The 4% tax should be redesignated as an auditing fee set in
accordance with actual IRS costs

72 Agree
17 Disagree
11 Uncertain

100

Exhibit 3

FOUNDATION REPORTING

.Percent

N = 516 respOndents

40 Publ an annual report
60 a DO n t publish an annual report

.
100 , ..,

° N = 566 respondents

Percent . ' /

43 Pub, cite grants jn other ways
-5Z-,,, Do iibt,publicize grants in other ways

100 N =-56,---8 respondents

Percent

28_

72

100 N = 557 rispondents

Encourage-grant recipients to publicize grants
Do, not encourage grant-recipients to publicize grants
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Percent-

53

47

100

Exhibit 4

REVISIONS IN INVESTMENT PRACTICES

Minimum investment return was greater than adjusted net
income in last tax year

Minimum investment return was less than adjusted net
income in last tax year

N = 447 respondents

Percent Revisions in Investm t Practices ^

39 ,Revised investment practices since the 1969 Act
61 Did not revise investment practices since the.1969 Act

100 N = 465 respondents

Percent Reason for Revisions of Investment Practices

77
23

100 r N =181 respondent,s.

Percent 'Revisions in investment Practices 44 a Result of the 1969 Act

1 No longer make mortgage loans . V.

21 Increased investment in bonds
29 Shift from low yield growtk investments to higher income- producing

securities
8 Diversification by sales and/or stock exchAnge
6 More emphasis on fixed-income securities
3 Disposed of stock representing excess business holdings /avoid adding it

8 Invest for total return

Revised investmentpractices as a result of the 1969 Act '"
Revised investment practicesv,bsut not as a result of the 1969 Act

8

16

- 100-

Employed professionalinvestment counsel
Other revisions

or
N = 1.31 r espondents

r
Exhibit 5

DIFFICULTIES WITH VALUATION PROCEDURES'

Percent Foundation Valuation Problims ,

. " '--
'21

valuation problems in applying the minimum14`e
investment return rule

79 . Not experiencing valuation problems in a pi{ ing the minim
'N. investment return rule

i -
100 N= 458 res

, I

c .

.

Of the.98 foundations stating that they were experiencing valuation problems, 93 listed
problems that could be categorized as folloWs: .. , , -

,----N1.7., '
/

7

rcj

2

.
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Percent

1,

.)

Valuati 4 Problems in Applying Minimum Investment Return Rule

1621 .

15 Real tate valuation problems
8 V ation of cash assets is a problem
3 Assets other than.securities cause problems

15 Costly and time-consuming bookkeeping aud appraisals
18 Problems with securities with readily available prices
27 Problems with securities for which prices are not readily available

8 Real estate valuation problems and problems with securities with
readily available prices

4 Costly appraisals and problems with securities with readily
available prices

2 Valuation of cash assets anci assets other than securities

100 N = 9llesliondents

Exhibit 6

THE PAYOUT REQUIREMENT

Percent Reasonable pay -out Rate (%)

24,

6
3

29
14
19
2

15
1

9

100

Average = 5%
Median = 5%

1 - 2.8
3

3.5 - 3.8
4
4.3 - 4.8
5.

- 5.5 -5.8
6
6.5r- 8.5
Other (including no set rate).

0
Exhibit 7

RESTRICTIONS ON PROGRAM

N = 466 respondents

1

Frequency of Foundation Grant Making to Individuals fdtTravel,/
Percent' Study, or Similar Purposes Before 1970

10 Frequently
22 Occasionally

. 68 Never

100 = 555 respondents':

Frequency of Foundation Grant Making to Individuals for Travel,
Percent Study, or Similar Purposes- 1974

8 Fi4quentrith,,,
11 Occasionallyr
81 . Never N = 460 respondents.

ozz
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Exhibit 8

RESTRICTIONS ON PROGRAM

Foundations that Made the Type of Grants before the Tax Reform Act
Percent that would Require Expenditure Responsibility Under the 1969 Act

61 Did not make such grants
39 Made such grants

100
3111

N = 524 respondents

Ipproximate percentage of expenditpre responsibility grants to total
Percent dollar value of grants as of foundation's 1970 tax year

25 Less than 4%
19 4 %.9%
14 10% 19%
19 20% 49%
23 50% and over

100 N = 85 respondents

Approximate percentage of expenditure responsibility grants to total
Percent dollar value of grants as of foundation's la'st tax yeai

. . 31 Less than 4% . ,
-

17 4% - '9%
19 10%= 19%
1 7 20% 49%
16 50% and over .-... ,

1

100 N = 107 respondents

^

Pelent-9--
13

87

100

Percent

Exhibit 9

EXCESS BUSINESS HOLDINGS

Foundation Excess Business Holdings

Have excess business holdings which must be disposed of under
the 1969 rules

Do not have excess business holdings which pug be disposed
of under the 1969 rules

.
,

N = 565 respondents

Plans for D14eSition of Excess Business Holdings

58 No plans at present/itudying the problem
10 Sale of holdings to the company
19 , Public offering. //

4 Orderly reduction of 1clings in normal course of business
,

6 Gift to public charity
3 Liquidate foundation

. 100 s

dwoolvv.orese,* ***** ,...Atti

2 :-J 0
r

N = 73 respondents
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. , Exhibit 10

AUDIT EXPERIENCE

1623

84 Agent(s) seemed knowledgeable in foundation law and practice
16 Agent(s) did not seem knowledgeable in foundation law and practice

100 N = 489 respondents

Percent

4

96

100

IRS made efforts to influence the direction of the-foundation's
grantmaking activities ".

IRS did not make efforts to influence the direction of the
foundation'sgrant-making activities -

N = 530,respondents

Percent 1RS-Efforts to {(ii fltience Grim-making Activities
%O'p Made favorable omments on performance ,

9 discouraged method of grant distribution in one area
22 Encouraged foundation to avoi4 expenditure resporisibility grants
26 Provided general guidance . ')

4 Advised agjustmenz of policies regarding relatives of foundation
,employees. ,

4 Questioned projects for minorities
4 -Disallowance of a pension . .

22 Discouraged scholarships as carried out
,

100 ,...-- , s's.
,

N = 21 responde'nts .

'
. . Exhibit}.} !'-'v

,
vrDEATH.RATE AND ErIRTH-RATE EVIDENCE

..,
-. ..

(Excerpted from written testimo of John G. Simon presented in Hearings Before the
\..Subcommittee pn- Co ittee BiPPInance, United States Senate, Octoder 1 and 2,

1974 pp. 174-175.)
. .

It Death-Rate Evidence

As for de'aths, We have these clues: -.. '
(a)- Each month the Internal Revenue Bulletins announce exempt organizations which'

"hive terminated their existence ,or toy other reasons, no. longer qualify as organizations (eligible
*.-go receive deductable contributions)." (IRS discontinued announcements as to terminations In

September, 1973.) The Council on Follitdations has examined the bulletins for a sample month
'(May) since 1968 (the'Tax Refrain Act was.enacted in December 1969), And finds the following
numbers of terrnating organizations-2that appear to have bee.n private foundations: N'

. .

May, 1968 11 . May, 1971 .°... ' 31
May, 1969 . ' 23 May, 1972 SS
May, 1970 n ' May, 1973 74

The New' York State Attorn'eg Ge.neral's Office, repprted to
.
an American' Bar

Association committee in 1972 that in 1.96'9, 1970 and 1971 the following numbers of private
foundations had dissolyed with the consent of that office:

1969 28
1970 i t6 °

- 4r 5 I:

1971 '91
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Exhbit 11 Cont.)(

(c) Charles W. Rumph, Assistant Attorney General of California, reported to the
Su bommitiee on Domestic Finance of the House Committee on Banking and Currency, in April
1973, that "tplrivate foundations are being dissolved at a rateirarly double what it was prior to
the (Tax Reform) Act."

(d) The Council on Foundations, basing its information on monthly Internal Revenue
Bulletin termination announcements, estimates that there were approximately 624 foundallons
included in the terminations reported during the first eight. months of 1973.

(e) Twenty community foundations have reported to the Council on Foundations that
betw,een January 1, 1970 and the summer of 1973, they received the assets of 91 dissolving priv,ate
foundations, the transferred assets had a market value in excess of $60 million.

(f) A report by The Conference Board, "The Impact of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 on
Company Foundations," states that 24 out of 240 company foundations have either been
terminated or are in the,process of being phased out."

Birth- Rate'Evidence

The_ birth rate phenomenon has two components. formation_ of new foundations' and the
addition of capital to existing, not-fully-funded foundations. With respect to the first point, the
following evidence strongly suggests a reduced rate of formation:

(r) The Council on Foundations has counted the number of "ne organizations" which
appear tp be private foundations and which are listed in two supplements the I.R.S. Cumulative
List of Organizations Supplement 1969-1 (Jan.-Feb. 1969), publish nor to the Tax Reform
Act, and Supplement 1973.1 Tn.-Feb. 1973), published three years after the passage of the Act.
The results:

Jan.-Feb. 4969 Supplement: 433 new private foundations.
Jan.-Feb719.73 Supplement: 181 new private foundations.

(Even the January-February 1973 figure of 181 foundations may be misleadingly large. Many of
these organizations may have been created prior to passage of the Act but were only recently
added to theo Cumulative List because of the notice provisions of Code Section 508 and other
factors. Other foundations among the list of 181 may have been formed after passage of the Act
but in accordance with provisions contained in wills executed, or trusts created, prior to passage,
i.e., provisions no t affected by the Act.)
1'

(b) On April 24, 1972, the Committee on Charitable Trusts of the American Bar
Association's Section on Real Property, Probate and Trust Law reported, on the basis of a survey
of 90 law firms in New York State and reports from other states, that lb] ecause of the burdens
of the Tax Reform Act, there'has been a marked slowdown in the e3 brishmeigKef--new privaq

- foundations." ir it.
(c) In a survey published last January in .TAXES magazine, 13. lawyers and accounIalets

representing 256 private foundations stated that they would have recommended formation of only
ne quarter of these foundations had the Tax Reform Act been in effect at the time of creation.

Twelve of these advisors also repolted that they had in fact recommended the formation of 17
foundations since passage of the Act, compared to the 36 they would have recommended if there
had been no change in the law.

On the second aspect of-birth rate, contribution of new capital to existing foundations, the
available information is quite spotty. But once again there are dues:

(a) The Council on Foundations has examined two random samples of 100 foundations,
with assets of more than $5 million. The first sample of 100 foundations was examined for gifts
received in accounting years ending before January 1, 1970; the second sample of 100 foundations
was examined for gifts received in accounting years beginning after December 31, 1969. The
examination showed that:,

2
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Exhibit 11 (Cont) .
-*I

, t. .

Forty -two foundations in the first group , recerved gifts in 1967, 1968 or 1969, totaling in
value ,,37 million; 29 foundations in the second group received gifts in 1970 or 1971,
totaling in value $35 million.

This comparison probably does not begin to me.asure the full impact of the Tax Reform Act on
gifts to existing foundations, for many of the gifts received by the second group of foundations
appear quite clearly to have been made under wills executed or trusts created prior to the passage
of the Act, in other words, if only gifts under post-Act instruments were counted in the second
group, the drop-off.would be much more marked. (Unfortunately, one cannot always tell from the
information returns whether or not a gift received by a foundation was made under a preTax
Reform Act instrument)

(b) The Conference Board's report in the impact of the Tax Reform Act states that "there
is abundant evidence that gifts of appreciated property to company foundations have been either
cut back sharply or eliminated and there is no reason to expect any change in this situation."
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Figure B-1

Total Market Value of Assets

' (564 foundations reported total assets of $17,383,329,122)
-

ec

30

8
a. 10

40%

)3%

'
7

5

38%

9%

, .a ,' o yr,o g) a%o , CD. CA5c6eg et,
o CA
CD. CA.a ,r,

- ..2 40, (.,, 41.
.0 .- %

'''.
; Marttet value of assets as of 12/31/73

4
- .

Average assets= $30,712,596 "
Minimum ,assets recorded = 81;463

4

Maximum assets recorded = $2,1338,110-,000
Median for assets recorded =,84,361,728

t 4 i

FIGURE I showsthe spread by sire of assets among the responding foundations. The total market
value of assets reported by all respondeni foundations was over $17,000,000,000, representing 63
percent of the total assets for the entire field, as estimated by the American Association of Fund-
Raising Counsel, in Giving USA,:1974,0..N. '"
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Figure

Total Grants and Expenditures cm Direct Chafitable Activities

(567 foundations reporte\d total grants
and expenditures of $967,668,764)
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Grants and expenditures on
. direct charitable activities

Average grants = $1,706,647
Minimum grants recorded = $4,970
MaximUm grants recorded = $226,048,000
Median for grarfts recorded = $293,880

While size of assets is one useful way of measuring foundations, their impact on society, and
particularly the nonprofit sector, is better nitasured by figures covering grants and direct
expenditures on charitable activities. The..respondents to the council questionnaire show
total grants and expenditures df $967,000,000 for their most-recent tax year, or approximately
half of the estimated $2,000,000,000 plus expended by all foundatons in 1973 (ats reported by
American Association of Fund-Raising Cdunsel 1n Giving'USA, 1974, p. 13).
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, . andTotal Legal Accounting Fees, 1968 and Lail Tax,..44:1.,. 6 ,

0

, .

0(360 foundations reportedtotal fees
, * (433 foundations pported total fees

.

. of $2,977,924 for 1968 tax year),
of $6,332;635 for last tax year) 'i

' '44, .

60- .. .
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52%
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40
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22%
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0
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29%

21% - 2r%
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. . .
I Total Legal and Accouriting Fe,e s, 1968 Tax Year Total Legal and Accodntng Fees, Last ;Tax Year

.4f. s 1968 tax year Last Tax yeat
Aver* legal and accounting fees . , $ 8,272 .'y $ 14,625
MhififiuM legal qnd iccountingfges recorded'{ 2 4
Maximum legal And accountineees recorded . A. 530,947, , ` 805,590
Median legal and accounting fees recorded 1,81,3 ,' 4;880.
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Figure B-4

Total Other AdministrativeExpeniei, 1968 and Last Tax year

(399 foupdgtiOns reported total other administrative
expenses of $36,187,056 for 1968 tax year)
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Total Other Administrative Expenses, 1968 Tax year

Average othetatIministrative expenses
Miknnum other admhnstrative extlenses.recoided
Maximum other adminAttative expenses recorded
Median other administrathfe expenses recorded

(466 foundations reported total other admnustra five
'expenses of $60,065,180 ft)! last tax year)
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Total Other Administrative 'Expenses, Last Tax Year
- ,

1968 tax year ' Last tax year

e . 90,694 $ "L28;895
1 3

7,317404 . 8,/99,137
' 10,373 20,047
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Total Executive

1968 Tax Year

(304 foundations reported total executive
-staff of 785 peoplp)

.-...

Percent of Founditions Repdrtifig
.

,
50 .40 : 30 20 . . 10 ,

Figure B-5 '

Staff, 1968 and LastTax
., ' ..

. e.

Number of
executive

staff
0 *0

2

3

, 4:5

6-9

" 10 or.more .'
;-

i
..-t

Year -

. Last Tax Year i ,

(330 foundations reported total executive
k staff of 977 people)

, t,
Percent of fioundatiOns Reporting
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, 42% .i

last tax year
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:23%

!

tax year

11%

,
.

'

e :12%

12%

1968

9%1
L.-

5%

5%

6%

r

5%

4

Average number of executive staff l

Minimum executive staff recorded e

Maximum executive staff recorded
Percentage of respondents listing no staff
Median for executive staff recorded
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Figure 13-6 . #,

Total Number of Others on Payroll, 1968 aryl Last Tpi Year- r
1968 Tax Year ' Last Tax Year

99 foundations reported total
',others on payroll or 2,455 people)

Percent of Foundations Reporting.
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39%
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payroll

(251 foundationereported,total
otheri on payroll of 3,077 people)
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Average ntcr of others on payroll
,Minimuntritimbei of others ortpayroU recorded

Maximum number of others on payroll recorded
Percentage of respondents listing no others on the payroll
Median for number of others on the payroll
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Figure 1:17
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' Total Numbef of People Asking to See 990ARs

. (570 foundationi reported total of 3,193 people)
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Pay-Out: Total Amount More ThatFoundations Contribute
' , ,-1n Last-Tax-Y-ear-Thatr In 1969

. .

(0(455 respondents, 75 percent reported annual pay-out for c 'table
purposes has increased,since .1969 and 2S percent reported it ha /ot
increased.) ,,?, ,.

(293 foundations reported a total pay-out increase of $210,398,995.) ., I
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otal amount more that foundations contributed in last tax year than in 1969.

_,444Average pay-out increase = $718,085
_:..Minimum pay-out increase recorded = $20 .

Maximum pay-out increase recorded = $25,438,000
Median for pay-out increases recorded = $120,517_
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1972

I Figure 13-9 - -En .,--1, , :-.1 --r- 1,---,
,

t.)
-PcTotal 1972 and 1973 Market Value of Excess Business Holdings \ -

J ,
173

. (65 foundations reported totals
of $1,442,966,452)

Percent of Foundations Reporting

50 , 40 30 2(1 - 10 . 0

9%

15%

38%

15%

23%

4,
st

Market Value
of Excess Holdings

1,:ess than.$100,000 )
$100.000 - $499,999

$506,000 - $9%9,999
,

51,000,0010- 59,999,990,

110,000,000 and over

Avgiage value of excess holdings
Minimum recorded
Maximum recorded
Median

o

'.*

(68 foundations reported totals
$1,267,497,186)

4

Percent of Foundations Reporting

0 10 20 30 40

6%

13%

19%

43%

1972

$ 22,199,480
1,993

441,000,000
1,785,257

1973

$
2,4010

529,000,000
1,770,000
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Figure B-.10

Total 1972 grid -19733 Dividehcis-ciaiihet:Retdrnsigh'iXcels

1972

(45 foundations reported totals
of $49,975,087)

Percent of foundations Reporting
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Dividends on,
Excess Holdings
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$500,000 and over

1
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(50,founations reported totals
of $54,759,306)

pkcent of Foundations Reporting

1972 1973
/Average dividends on excess holdings 768,847 $ 805,284Minimum dividends recorded 527 547Maximum dividends recorded 18,249,140, 19,500,000Number of fouhdations with excess holds
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Figure

IRS Audits.

(512 foundations reported a total of782 audits since 1969)

Number ofnRS Audits Percent of Foundations Reporting
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Figure 8-12

- TotalNumber of Days Spent By IRS Agents* ,n Foundation Audits
(4/14 foundations i4orted a total of 3,630 days)

. Percent .of Foundations Reporting ..
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Figurr13-13

Foundations Established/Terminated, 1968 - 1972,
Cumulative of 12 States

J
New FoUndations

Established
Existing Foundations

Terminated

:68 '69

Year

From "Analysis of Foundation Center Data on Creation, Dissehtion and Reclassification
of Private Foundations," Washington, D.C., October 25, 1974, prepared by Caplin &
Drysdale and The Fbundation Center in Washington, D.C.
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^ Table13-i
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-:-- 1,-'1''. 1- 4

Foundation Financial classificatin - "",

Foundation Financial InfOrmation

4 'FoiMdaiion Clasidfication
.

Company
foundation

Non-company
foundation

Operating
. foundation

Non-operating /
foundation

Total market value'of assets as.
of 12/31/73

Average market value of assets
as of 1'2131173

Number of respondents

$321,715,415

5,274,023

61

53,050,887 e

8$5,659

62

2,036,703

37,717

54

$17,060,667,717

33,850,520

504

$931,502,781

10,431,426

86 .-

68,864,164

829,689.

' 83

9,236,069

111,278
..

83

, $16,442,699,262

. 34,616,200

475
Total grants and expenditures

during last tax year

Average grants and expenditures
during last tax year

Number or respondents

914,577,877

1,814,638

504

898,312,508

. 087,211

476
- Total administrative costs for

last tax year .
Average administrativegosts for
: last tax year

. d . , ,
Number of respondents

68,804,185
).,

411.

140,131.

491 ,

60,336,629

131,739
I

, ' 458i, .
,,,

-
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Table13-i

Foundation Financial Information By Market Value of Assets
.

Foundation Financial Information

Total Market Value of Assets as of 12/3173

Less than
$1,000,000

, $1,000,000:
$4,999,999

45,000,000-
$49,999,999

$50,000,000
and over

o

Total igrants and expenditures
during last tax, year _ $17,807,896 $52,064,566 $187,984,431 $707,163,107

Average grants and expenditures
during last tax year 240,647 232,431 890,921 13;095,T

Numb4 of respondents 74 224 211 54

Tdtal administrative cysts for
last tax year 1,712,030 5,444,011 21,398,207 41,531,57,5

Average dministrative costs ,

asf tax year 29,17/ 27,519 104,381 785,618

Number of respondents 68 216 205 53-r



Table 8-3

Staff, By Foundation Classification
4

-Fopndationttaff
Company
foundation .

Total executive staff for
last tax year 62

Average executive staff
for last tax year \ 2

. .
. ,.

.-

/
Number of regxmdents .31

Total number of others4on .
payroll for last tax year

...

54 ,,

.

Average ritimber of others on
payroll for last tax year°

\.
3

.

Number of respondents 21
-

;.>

3

Foundation Class cation

,

'

)

Non-company
foundation

Operating
foundation

Non-operating
foundation

'

915

3

319

3,023

' 13

230 °

198

3

-.

63

, .:.
1,2031

24

50

,

'

k

vt.

'

'.

761

'
3

. 285.

, °

1,872

.9

tri

200

t)

-r



r Table B-4

'Staff, By M c t Value Of Assets. ,

,

Foundation St

Total executive staff for
last tax sear

Average executive staff for
last tax year'

Number of respondents ..
.

Q

0 \,...

Total number of others on payroll
for last tax year

1.,..... , ,_.',,, ',--:-.., . .....0 -

Aybragir mber or others on payroll
for Year

tbbe4f respondents/

.._. r Total Market Value of Assets as of 12/31/73 - #

Less than
51,00000

S1,00100°-
' S4,999,999

$5,000,000-
$49,999,999

$50,000,000-
and ozer

.

e.

60

2

34

52
a

3

18

4%

l

247 '

2

357

3

142

,

"

299"

6
"/ .

52'll4 11
0

.-

2,021 ,

, 41 .

_117

,.
."174

a 3

66

791

'7-

114
4p a--

V

.,
ti

r
a a 0
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Table B-5

Itundatjon Reporting, By Market Value, of Assets

I,

A...

Foundation publishes annual report

- Total Market Value of Assets as df 12/31/73

Less thin $1,000,000- $5,000,000- $50,000,000-
01,000,000 $4,999,999 $49,999,999 an0 over

Yes

No

30% 25% 48% 0 83% .

70 - ' 75 . 52 - 17

100 100 : 100 100

1

Number of respondents

44

74'

a

44%

56

. -
4,2231

31%

69

1
)

a .

211

.

,

53

80%

20

Foundation publicizes grants in

48i .

. *52

other ways

Yes
s.

No

100 100 100 ioo

'Number oftespondents 73
ilaA . 212 '.. ../- 54'''-'

311

4.

.1
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Table B6

Number of igs Audits, By Foundation Classification

Number of IRS Audits

a ti Foundation Classification

% . Cothpany
foundation

Non-company
foundation

Operating
foundation.

Non-operating
foundation

.1111.

Total number of audits
Since 1969 - 85 696 125 449-

Average ntimbet of audits 4

since 1969 SO

2 , '2 2
.

Number of respondents 57 4S4 78 429

4

c
1

rL
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-Number of IRS Audits, By Market Value of Assets

f

IRS Audits 7.

Total nutber of audits since
1969

4c.
Average number of audits

since 1969'

Ntimber of respondents

Total number of.clays spent
by IRS agents on foundation
audits

Average number of days spent
by IRSIgerits on foundation
a udits

Total Market Value of Assts as 12/31/73

0,, Lets's than $1,000,000- A $5,000,000- $50,000,000:
5'1',000,d00 $4,99999 $49,999,999 and over

o

1-

197

194 .
.690

I. .

4-
respondents ' 58 19J

,

309, 87

2 2

22

194'' 53

1,632 1,102

. 181 50
T.

4.`

Vo



Table 13-a

/

Inter Vivos Gifts, By Market Value of Assets

Inter Vivos Gifts

ti
Tdtal MarketValue of Asse s as of 12/31/73

Less than
$1,000,000

s 1,000,006-
$4,999,999

ss,000,000-
' $49,999,999

$50,000,000
and over .

Ir

Total inter %ivos gifts received
during last taic year ,

Average in vivos gifts received
during last WC year

$3,935,833

140,565

'$16,233,981

318,313

$27,360,019
-

.
. I .

739,460

$6,277,683

:.
764,710

r110 .

*umber of respondents
0

3

Sir 37 8



Table 2-£1

If

Bequests, By Market Value of Assets

: i '11 d, 41 I) gl, f

Bequests,

Total Market Value of Assets as of 12/31/73

Less than
, $1,000,000

$1,000,000
$4,999,999

$5,000,000-
$49,999,999

$50;000,000
and over'

Total bequests received
-during last tax year $4,070,800 $5,871507 $15,422,667' $$2,094,261

/
Average bequests received

during last tax year 452,311 225,904 - 358,667 10,261,783

Number of respondents 9 26 43 e 13*.

1
3

0
-1

ON
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Appendix C ,

REASONABLE INVESTMENT EXPECTATIONS AND
THE PAYOUT OF !RIVATE FOUNDATIONS*

. ..
One of the consequences of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 is section 4942 of the Internal

Revenue Code, which re uires that private foundations distribute to charity the greater of their
current investment into e or their "minimum investment return." Subject to so ffit special
cases, the minimum inves ment return was fixed at 6 percent of year-end market value, with a
prdvision-for an annual adjustment of this rate. It was apparently anticipated that this payout
recieirement would leave private foundations able to maintain the "real" value of their assets
and their spending, provided they mad an effort to invest their assets productively. That is, it
was apparently assumed that these foundations could expect a total return of 6 percent plus the ,
effutive inflation rate.

On the basis of the analysis that I shall describe, my conclusion is that a foundation with a
reasonably aggressiiie arid`productive investment strategy can probably afford to pay out between.
4.5 percent and 5 percent of market value, and anticipate that the mtliet vale of its funds and
the market Value of its spending will keep pace with inflation in the nation generally. In order
to keep pace with the particular -rate of inflation that appliesto the activities of private
foundations (the rate of inflation, for example, in higher education), these foundations should
probably be paying out from 3 to 4 percent per.year of market value.

Investments gf Private Foundations

The assets of private foundations are invested for the most part in :common stocks,
fixedincome securities (which I shall refer to as bonds) and money market instruments
including Treasury Bills, high grade commercial paper, and the like. A number of other possibly
more remunerative investment media are available to private foundations, of which perhaps the
most obvious are mortgages and real estate equities, but these are also difficult to manage and
may be riskier. These other investments present significant problems in termp of developing a
capable management staff and achieving necessary diversificatiop. Whatever their availability may

-be, there seems to be little evidence that they offer the-prospect of improved rates of return
without increased risk. That is, to the extent that thele other investment vehicles could be
expected to be more profitable than common stocks, they can also be expected to offer, more
risk than common stocks.

This js not to say that an all-common stock Portfolio will commend itself to mosNcustees
either. Although there will be some exceptions, I believp that the trustees of most private
foundations, would- feel that to invest all of the assets or thqir foundation incommon stocks
would be to take excessive investment risk:. I think this is a reasonable conclusion, and
one that would be supported by the trustees of most educational institutions and indeed by
most professional investment managers. The appropriate risk level for most private foundations,
then, is probably that r,isk level corresponding to a portfolio that is partly invested in common
stocks and partly invested in spmething less risky, and thereforeprobably less profitable, than
commori.stocks.

The point of all of this is'simplY that whatever the overall investment strategy of a private vir
found*ion is or should be, and whatever kinds of investments are made, the overall risk of the
portfolio should probably correspOnd to the risk of a portfolio that is diversified 'between
common stocks and bonds, and therefore the overallsate of retiirn, expectations for the
foundation should be consistent with expectations for a eortfolio divided between common
stocks and bondsa"balanced" portfolio. Statistics on about 150 college and university
endowment funds suggestthat a portfolio ingested 60 percent in common stocks, 30 percent in

and 10 percent in, short-tern investments is about average. I believe that risk
characteristics of such a portfolio are apprqpriate to most colleges and universities and are
probably appropriate to most private, foundations. The question then is, what can one
reasonably ,expect such a portfolio to produce in the way of total return, and how much of this

.404

J. Peter Williarsnson, The Amos Tuck SChool of Business, Dartmouth College, October 1975.,
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total return as available for spending if the fund itself and the annual spending are to keep pace
with inflation.

Long Run Rates of Return

The first careful study of long run rates of return on common stocks was that of Fisher and
Lone, whose araalysis of rates of return on New York Stdck Exchange stocks for the period-
1926-65 was published in the journal of Business of the University of Chicago in 1968.1 The
single feature of this research that has most impressed investors, in common stocks is the 9.3

'percent rate of total return that an investor would have obtajned over the full 1926.65 period,
counting appreciation and assuming reinvestment of dividends, had he divided his money over
all stocks listed on the New York Stdck Exchange. This number has been taken by many,
investors as a fair estimate of what one might expect in the way .of compound average annual
return in the stock market. (Of course private foundations ,do.not reinvest dividendsthey are
not permitted to under the Tax Reform Actand the Fisher and Lone study computed only a
7.3 percent average total return without reinvestment of dividends.)

During the 1926.65 period, the average annual rate of inflation as represented by the
Consumer Price Index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics was about 1.5 percent per year. So the
average "real" compound rate of return for the Fisher and Lorie study might- be taken to be
about 7.8 percent Or year (9.3 percent -1.5 percent). And without reinvestment of dividends,
the "real" rate was somewhat lower.

In 1974, an analysis of rates of return on common stocks, long term high grade bonds, and ,
treasuiy bills, for the period 1926-73, was reported by Ibbotson and Sinquefield.2 This analysis
was based upon published and computed indexes, rather than the performances of individual
stocks, and was nothing like as exhaustive as the Fisher and Lorie study. But for purposes of
practical forecasting, it is probably more Useful. Table 1 below summarizes many of the
conclusions of the study. The table shows for three classes ofNinvestments, for the period
1926-73, the geometric or compgund average return, the standard deviation which is a measure
of the year-to-year variability in the rate of return, and the geometric average annual "real"
return, which reflects tile 2 percent per year average inflation over this period, as represented by
the Consumer Price Index. All of th6 rates of return embrace both appreciation and dividends or
interest. I have updated the Ibbotson and Sinquefield numbers, and the 1926-74 averages are
shown in parentheses.

l Table 1

4t,-+-1"267-t°42.1):,,-,::
Geometric Standard Geometric
Avg. Annual Deviation Avg. "Real"

ti Rate of in Rate of Annual Rate
Return Return of Return

(figures in parentheses are updated to cover 1926.74)

S tan da 4ic Poor's Composite
("5001 C-pmmon stock Index 9.3% (8.4%),/ 21.9% 7.3% (6.2%)

Long term Righ grade bonds 3.6 ( 5.).. 5.0 , 1.6 (1.3)'.

Treasqry bills , . 2.2 (2.3)\ 1.8 .2 (.1)

Rate of inflation 2.0 (2.2)

The geometric or compound average rate of return is the best measure of the profitability of-
an investment. But the geometric average "real" raiewof return is an even more usetul number.
So far as common st*ks are concerned, the 7.3 percent average,"real" retUrn deduced by
Ibbotson and Sinquefield is not far from the 7.8 percent "real" return that comes from the

;;- 3 ./
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.... I..Fisher and Lone analysis. One can always argue aboUt\ what periods of time are truly
representative and should be used as a basis for making long-run predictions. ,.the....p,gried
1926-65 includes enormous variety in economic conditions and s ck market performance.
There are those who would argue that the depression of the 1930s as an event that cannot be
anticipated for the future, so that the experience of this period s ould not be built into any
long run forecast. But there are others who will argue that the gr at bull market of the 1950s
and early 1960s was an event that no one can reasonably exeect be repeated. So lam left
with the conclusion that the'1926 -65 period is not a bad period t use for prediction puilposes.
I think it is significant that, even thou& 1973 was a poor ye ,r for common stocks, when
Ibbotson and Sinquefield updated this period to 1973 they ended up with an-_average "real= .
return over the full period that was not very different from the verage "real" return found by
Fisher and Lone.

file Ibbotson and Sinquefield work indicates a geometric av rage "real" rate of return for
long term high grade bonds of 1.6 percent a year. From this and from, a number of other- =-
studies of long term interest rates, I estimate a long run geometric average "real" total return of
1.3 percent on longterm bonds. I have even more confidence in /the case of bonds than I had in
the case of stocks that long run rates of return are correlated w'th inflation, and that those who
purchase bonds will demand what they consider to be a rea onable' "real," interest rate plus
4Nhat they predict le be a long run inflation rate. .

The geometric average "real" rate.of return on Treasury Bills computed by Ibbotson and
Sinquefield was almost zero. I think it is reasonable to predict -"real" interest-rite on Treasury
Bills over the long run as approximately zero. It turns out that Treasury Bills are about the best
inflation hedge one can find, in she sense that Treasury Bills yields correlate very_closely. with,
rates of inflation, and are high when inflation is high nd, low when inflation, is tow`.
Unfortunately, they simply are not pjofitable in "real" term . This should come as no surprise,
since one would expect that the better one is protected aganst inflation by an investment, the
less one is going to make in "real" terms.

, ,, , tz--,,, / ..

4,

"Real" Rates of Return

Table 2 shows long run average "real" rates of return for stocks, bonds, and Treasury Bills.

a

Table 2

*I
1926-1174 Aveage

"Real" Total Return Rates

'Stocks .1 5.5 6.2%

Bonds 1.3%

Treasury Bills 0%

I, think this table may be useful in evaluating a spending level. But before drawing any
conclusions from the table, I will point out that in deducing "real" rates of return I have been
making use of the Consumer Price Index, which is a measure of inflation for the nation as a
whole. There are some who would ague that other price indexes are more appropriate far our
purposes, and the GNP price deflator is certainly a candidate. But what I think is more
important is the strong likelihood that inflation for charitable foundations is likely to be 2 or 3
percentage points higher than inflation for the economy as a whole. Very briefly, the rate of
productivity increase in the econoniy to whole seems to have been around 2.5 percent during
the first half to three quarters of this century. But increases in productivity in education, the
performing arts, and I would suppose most of the activities crried on by charitable foundations
or supported by charitable foundations has been about zero. This would suggest that the costs,

I borne, either directly or through grants, by charitable foundations have been increasing by some
2 to 3 percentage points above the general rate of inflation.

3i8
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Tables 1 and 2 and my discussion so far have been based entirely upon market indexes,
which we might take to -correspond roughly to the results of completely unmanaged portfolios
(with no management fee? or transactions costs). It may welt be that charitable foundations
expect their investment managers to add, through their skill, to the returns one might expect on-
unmanaged portfolios. The management itself, of course, introduces transactions costs. So, for
prediction purposes, the question comes down to whether it is 'reasonable to expect investment
managers to more than pay their way. That is, is it reasonable to expect the results of their skill
to more than cover their feesand ,transactions costs? Based upon my obServations of the
investment performance of college and university endowment _funds, foundation funds, pension
funds and mutual funds, I am skeptical that a foundation can anticipate any significant
improvement in rate of return from its investment - management other than the covering of costs.
(Investment management has much to offer, of course, besides the hope of higher rates of
return.)

The performance record of college and university endowment funds can give us some
indication of what has been accomplished with actual, as opposed to theoretical, portfolios. The
available data for these endowments do not go back as far in time as the studies I have so far
referred to, but it is possible to examine performances over as many as fifteen years ending
June 30, 1974. (This is the latest fiscal year-end for which data are available.) Over the 15-year
period the average annual rate of total return for 51 endowment funds was 4.78 percent. After
adjusting by the Consumer Price Ind6x for inflation, the average annual," real" return was 1.12
percent. These rates are about 1.25 percent belowthe average_total return rate on the Standard
and Poor's 500 Index for the -same p-e-rio-d." (The equity component of these funds in 1974
fanged from 39 percent to 100 percent, and averaged about 60 percent.) The 51 funds had an
aggregate value in 1974 of ;3.2 billion, perhaps one fifth of the value of all college and
university endowments.

Over 10 years ending June 30, 1974, the average annual total return for 80 college and
university endowment funds was- 2.88 percent, and, the Average "real" return was minus 1.85
percent. These rates are abotiel percent below the average total return on pie S & P 500 Index,
and the equity component for these funds fanged from 29 percent to 100 percent in 1974,
again averaging about 60 percent. The aggregate size of the 80 funds in 1974 was ;4.2 billion,
representing probably about a quarter of all college and university endowments.

While these performance records alone are not a sufficient basis for predicting the future rates
of return-on charitable endowment funds, they do make clear that the funds cannot keep up
with a stock market average. And in fact over the 1,5-year period not one fund was able to
achieve an average "real" total return as high as 5 perceht a year.

Appropriate Spending Rates

The" analyses lead me to the conclusion that foundations can afford to spend 4.5 percent a
year of market value and expect to keep pace with national inflation. To do so at a 5 percent
spending rate may be difficult but is not impossible. At a 5.5 percent'spending rate the
likelihood of falling behind inflation is substantial. In terms of keeping up
inflation that is probably inherent in charitable foundation activities, at a 3
rate I thinlaa foundation has a good chance of maintaining its purchasing p
percent spending-rate it has a fair chance.

My conclusions have been based upon the assumption that a foundation portfolio is invested
60 percent in common stocks, 30 percent in bonds and 10 percent in short-term inyestmints.
Some trustees would feel that 50 percent in stocks and 50 percent in bonds would be more
appropriate. In this case, my 4.5 percent to 5.5 percent range becomes 4 percent to 5.5 percent,
and my 3 percent Jo 4 percent range becomes 2.5-to 4 percent.

As an aside, I might say that I believe these spending ranges are also appropriate for college
and university endowments, so long as4 the institutions plan to keep pace with inflation. But
higher spending rates are justified, and are in fact used, by colleges and universities that can
count on significant growth in their endoWments through gift addiOns and are not required to
rely on investment performance alone, as are most private foundations.

th, the rate of
a we

; and at a 4

Results of Spending: 1926-74

M a check--1144

on the conclusions I had reached using average performances of indexes, I

calculated what would have happened to a poriTlio over the time period 1926;74 at different
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levels of spending. I assumed that the fund was invested 60 percent in common stocks, 30
percent in bonds and 10 percent in Treasury Bills, and that adjustments were made each year to
maintain the allocation. And I used the Ibbotson and Sinquefield year-by-year figures to
simulate, the investment performance of this fund, and the Consumer Price Index to deflate (or
in some years to inflate) the fund value and the spending to reflect constant purchasing p6wer
dollars.

At a spending rate of 4.5 percent of year-enciparket value, a portfolio worth $1,000 at the
beginning of 1926 would have been worth about $970 (in 1926 purchasing power) at the end
of 1974. But in almost aliof the other years between 1926 and 1974 the fund would have been
worth at least $1,000 in terms of 1926 purchasing power. At a spending rate of 5.5 percent 'a
year, on the other hand, that $1,000 would have shrunk to a purchasing power of about $580
at the end of 1974, and the purchasing power would have been below $ 000 in 5 out of the 6
years following 1968.

Allowing another 2 percentage points of inflation, to account for the extra atiOn in the
activities of foundations, would have led to a shrinkage from $1,000 to about $ in the
purchasing power of the fund from 1926 to 1974, at a 3 percent spending rate. But for almost
all of the other y,ears between 1926 and 1974 the purchasing power would have been $1,000 or.

'more. At a spending rate of 4' percent, however, the 41,000 wquld have been reduced to a
purchasing powe, of about $480 by .the end of 1974, and in all 6 yeart following 1968 the
purchasing power would have been well below $1,000,

I experimented with the possibility that the spending rate in.a particular yeai. might be seta-
the TreasuryBill rate of the precedin_g year. This is at least a plausible idea, since we know that
Treasury BM rates tend to move wit% inflatiOk The results, howevel, indicate that this would
be a quite impractical rule. Applying this rule6v1r the years 1926 tirough 1974 to a 0,000
fund invested 60 percent in stocks, 30 percent in bonds, armed_ 10444 iR,40,04,1itosury Bills would
have produced a wildly erratic spending pattern, ra a lbw of $1,86Th "real" terms in
1937 to a high of $33.5.60 in 1970:(Thepurchasi ower of the fund would have been well
protected. It would have. tripled by, 1i" end of 1974. t the pattern of spending would have
been quite irrational.

These spending tests seem to confirni quite well
spending rate will leave A foundatiOn in a good p

ti

conclusion that a 4.5 percent
keep up with, inflation in the,

economy generally, while a spencluirg rate of 5.5 perce t will make keeping up very difficult
indeed. If the test is keeping up with inflation inherent in the activities of private foundations)
then the corresponding range is 3'percent to 4 percent.

,Footnotes to Appendix C

1. Lawrence Fisher and James H. Lorie, "Rates of eturn on Investments in Commog Stock:
The Year-by-Year Record, 1926-65," Journal of Bu nef.sof the University of Chicago,'Vol. 4,
No. 3, July 1968, pp. 291-316.

,. %:-43=,. A.',,, ' ..,
.7 F. 4 ',---- ,

2. Roger G. Ibbotson and Rex A. Sinquefield, "Stocks, Bor419, Bills, and InflatiOn: The,Past.a41
the Future," paper presented at the Seminar on the Analysis of Security Prices, Center,for
Research in Security 'Prices, Graduate School of Business, University of Chicago, May and
November, 1971.

3. This aspect of inflation has been dealt with by William J. Baumol and William G. Bowen in
i Performing ArtsThe Economic Dilemma (New York: The Twentieth Century Fund, 1966) and,

in the Ford Foundation report, The Finances of the Performing Arts (19'74), as well as in a.

variety of books on higher education. The higher education picture is well summarized in G.
Richard V6nn, "Inflation in the Higher Education Industry", National Association of College
and University Business Officers Professional File, Vol. 6, No. 1 (January 1975).
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Footnotes

1. That is, to qualify for tax exemption, aims and activfties must fall within the definition of
;Charitable" contained in regulation section 1.501(c)(3)-1(d)(2) issued under the Internal
Revenue Code. Throughout this study the terms "charity" and "philanthropy" are used more or
less interchangeably and in-the broad legal sense of "charitable" as including, for example, the
a.dvancement of science and the defense of human rights no less than relief to the poor and
distressed.

2. The Foundation Directory, Edition 4 (New York..The Foundatio; Center, 1971), p. Ph.
Andrews was founding head of The Foundation Center and served as its president until 1967.

3. Marion R. Fremont-Smith, Foendations and Government. 'State and Federal 'Law and
Supervision (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1965). Chapters I-1V in particular present
historical and legal background.

4. For example, George Peabody Education Fund, 1867, General Education Board, 1902;
Carnegie Foundation for the AdVancement of Teaching, 1905, Milbank Memorial, Fund, 1905,
Russell Sage Foundation, 1907; Carnegie Corporation of New Yqrk, 1911,, Rockefeller
Foundation, 1913; and The Cleveland Foundation, 1914.

5. This sort of orientation to philanthropy may be said to have been an American contribution,
as distinct from the older charitable trusts of England and Europe. However, the approach is no
longer exclusively ours, nor, indeed, do all U.S. foundations espouse it;

6.'The 1971 Foundation Directory, published by The Foundation Center, lists only foundations
that either had $500,090 in assets or made grants of more than $25,000 in the year of record
(1968-69).

7. For instance, between' 1962 and 1972 Rep. Wright Patman issued eight lengthy
"installments" on foundations and conducted at least three sets of public hearings. He has also
published several other reports, made spettches, and testified before other congressional
committees on a'number of occasions. While often inaccurate in points of fact and sometimes
exaggerated, his work has nevertheless been instrumental and thus therapeutic in pointing out
major financial abuses,in the foundation field.

8. When John D. Rockefeller was seeking a federal charter for the Rockefeller Foundation in
1910-12, there was vehement opposition denouncing it as a "new form of the dead hand."
During 1913.15 the Walsh C mission- investigating the general conditions of labor in the
United States pictured foundat ns as a "grave menace" because of their presumed influence in
the direction of corporations,' which they had large holdings. In the agony of the Great
Depression, they were again fre uently attacked on these grounds. On the other hand, in the
McCarthy era, following World War I1,, )e. main attack was on the purported fiber "stn,,of,
foundations in supporting left-wing ca Wes a set of charges somewhat dissipated n the
Cox Commission, established, by Congress in 1952 to probe the infiltration of foundations by
communists, found instead that foundations had'rendered important services in medicine, public
health, education, and natural science and had, ,if anything,'a good.Tecord in forestalling any
potential communist infiltration bf American Institutios. One member of the commission, Rep.
B. Carroll/ Reece of Tennessee, refused to accept the evidence, and another committee was
Iqfmfd in 1954 under his chairmanship to attempt to investigate again whether foundations
were Working to overthrow the government by supporting "subversive organizations." A mixed
report produced no apparent results.

9. The Gallup Organization, Inc., Public Awareness and Attitudes Toward Philanthiopic
Foundations (Princeton 1972), report of a survey commissioned by the Council on Foundations,
Inc.

10. In Hearings Bifore the Subcommittee on Foundationl, Committee on Finance, United
States Senate, October 1 and 2, 1973, on Private Foundations, p. 74. See also his further
observations, p. 107 ff.
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11. For varied ,reasons many. organizations use the name "foundation" but meet neither the
IRS' nor F. Emerson Andrews' definition. One example is the Seattle Sailing Foundation, much
in the news during the summer of 1974 because of the brilliance of its contender, "Intrepid," in
the America's Cup trial. It is a fund-raising organization with public charity status.

There are many such examples inthe IRS-Cumulative List of Organizations eligible to receive
deductible contributions (Publ. No. 73 rev. to October 31, 1973). An examination of two
random samples from that list and the January and April 1144 supplements showed that 25
percent, or one out of four, of the charitable organizations with names that include the word
"foundation" had a, "public charity" tax classification, but only one 'organization in the two
samples was a community foundation. If organizations bearing the foundation name that have
claimed a "public cbarity" status but have not yet been classified by IRS (Code "5"
organizations) are included, the percentage of organizations that are not private foundations
rises from 25 percentto 37 percent.

Such confusions of nomenclature can sometimes have adverse consequences for the reputation
of the private foundations., In three notable instances during 1974 where adverse publicity has
come to foundations for apparently unseemly practices, the entities involved were in fact not.:
foundations, though they carried the name; they were public charities and hence were not bound
by the far stricter rules and regulations under which private foundations operate.

12. The IRS total of 30,000, private foundations does not include some 8,600 non-exempt
charitable rusts which are filing as private foundations because all or some Chapter 42 taxes
apply, Many of these have discretionary grant-making functions and operate in much the same
way as do the private foundations. 140,

13. The 1969 Act provides a rather complex definition of an operating foundation and gives
certain more liberal rules for them. Essentially, an organization that makes expenditures of a
certain level of ,magnitude "directly for the active conduct" of its operations is an operating
foundation. All other private foundations are technically "non-operating" and come under
certain stricter recibirements. In fact, many of the larger "non-operating" foundations both
conduct programs of their own and make grants.

14. Examples of thi9 category are Charles Thompson Memorial Hall of St. Paul, Minnesota, The
Animal Rescue League of Manchester, New Hampshire, and American Med(cal Society on
Alcoholism of New York. See Cumulative List of Organizations eligible to receive deductible
contributions (pub. No. 78 rev. to October 31,1973}. '

15:American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc., Giving USA, 1973, and 1974,
pp16-17.

16. A Council on Foundations' survey of contributions receive 60 community foundations ^4*
over the 5 years 1968-192 indicated that 46 percent of ;40 milli n Feceived came from private
foundations. In a second survey 20 community foundations indicated that between January 1,
1970, and the fall of 1971, they received assets of 91 dissolving private foundations, with
transferred assets having a market value in excess of ;60 million.

17. Norman Sugarman, "Community Foundations," paper prepared for the Commission on
Private Philan ropy and Public Needs, 1975.

18. R. Palmer Baker, Jr., and J. Edward Shillingburg, "Corporate Charitable Contributions,"
paper prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, 1975.

19. The asset value of foundation portfolios, of course, varies significantly with the state of the
stock market. A sample survey -conducted in late 1974 by the Council on ,Foundations,
involving 18 of the largest and 12 middle-sized foundations, showed them to have had $ 10.87
billion in assets at the end of 1973. Eight and nine months later, the figure was $8.04 billion.
This $2.83 billion drop, in assets exceeds total foundation giving in 1972-73. The overall decline
for these foundations in the eight-to-nine-month period was 26.07 percent of assets.

20. Note that the definitional criterial differ in Tables A-2 and A-3. Table A-2 present data on
foundations with under $1 million in assets, while Table A-3 excludes those conduit foundations
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that had less than Si million in assets but made. grants in *excess of S500,000. thesell
loondatiOni4ypiially act as'concliiits and have been included in Table A-4 to reflect their size
more accurately.

21. A special study by the council orc Foundations, reprinted in Hearings Before the
Subcommittee on Foundations, Committee on Finance, United States Senate, October rand 2,
197.3, --on- Private Foundations, pp. 36-56. In this study New York Cityand Washington, D.C., as
the headquarters of many national andinternational charitable organizations, show particularly
heap, clusterings of grants received.

22,- See Giving USA, 1975, op. cit., p. 14. Religion is estimated.to have received 43.1 percent
of an-private giving and education only 14.8 percent during 1974:

23. Ibid,-p..25.

24. [bid, p. 44.

25, !bid, p. 6. See also Table A-14, Appendix A, where.F. Emerson Andrews traces the history
of contributions by sources through 1973. Living individuals are the major source of private
philanthrOpy. e--

26. The Ford Foundation, for example, received in the neighborhood of 30,000 proposals in
1973; ag-ainit these, it made 1,1)6 grants totalling approXimately $210 million. The Rockefeller
Foundation in 1972 had toy .issue '5,790 declinations, while it made 439 grants and
appropriations. Tp be sure, not'all the'tequests fit announced fields of interest or merit serious
consideration on other grounds. But many more do than can be accotimodated by the average
foundation. For example, in 1972-73 about one out of seven new p'roposals received by the

-Kellogg Foundation fell wj,thin its announced program interests. Of 415 el(tble proposals, the
foundation gave support to 122. It estimates it could have increased its grant making threefold
if resources had been sufficient.

27. A 1971 doctoral dissertation by Alan Hedrick Jones examined "Philanthropic Foundations
and The University of Michigan, 1922-1965," in order to determine the impact of philanthropic
foundations on institutional control and public responsibility at a single institution. The author
concluded that the gbals and directions of the university and its scholarship and development
were- served rather than.altered by foundation -grants. However, university personnel were not
precluded from becoming interested in certain projects because money was available.

28. As detailed in The National -Planning Astciation's studies tot the 'Filer Commissign,
foundation support in fiscal year 1973 surpassed federal expenditures in only one out of five
brat/ ajeas.-Iri'science,education, social welfare, and health, foundation expenditures were on
the aver/age equal' to 4 percent of the support by the federal government. Only in the case of
arts and humanities did foundations outspend the federal government. These comparisons simply
reemphasize --that more- importantby far than the volume of foundation giving is where and how

'- it is applied.inlhe individual case and with what effect.

29. -The report returns to these considerations in Chapter-IV.

3d. For two earlier studies assessing the impact of the 1969 Act, see John R. Labovitz, "The
Impact of the Private Foundation Provisions of the Tax'`Reform Act of 1969: Early Empirical
Measurements"(Washington, D.C.: American Bar Foundation, 1974), Number 2, and John H.
Watson, III, The impact of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 on Company Foundations (New York:
The Conference Board, 1973).

31. Reported IRS costs do not, however:include allocations for space, equipment, supplies, or
travel.

32. Report of the C=ommittee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives to Accompany
H.R. 13270, August 2, 1969, p. 19. The committee originally suggested a tax of fs percent
upon a private, foundations's net investment income, while the Senate called for an annual
audit-fee. tax of "1 percent of the non-charitable assets of a private foundation Also see
Conference Report.No. 91-782 to Accompany H.R. J3270, December 21, 1969, p. 278, and
Senate Report No. 9/.552 to Accompany H.R, 13270, November.21, 1969. pp. 441.442,
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33. Labovitz, gop. cit.,
leek

34. For example, Arnol J. Zu cher and Jane Du stan, The Foundation Administrator (New
,Yotk: Russell Sage Foundation, 972), p. 20. ,The study found that 25 percent of the full-time
paid administrators.ivere employe by The f ord Foundation and another. 1.5 percent serve the

Rockefeller Moundation, while an additional 12 'percent comprise the staff of 11 othzt
prominent foundations.

35. Ae.TaxExempt Foundations and Charitable Trysts: Their Impact on Our Economy, Eighth

Installment, Staff Report ,for-the Subcommittee on Domestic Finance t ple_sents figures

to suggest that foundations expend about $1 in administrative expenses for every1,2 Ifisiributed
to charity. However, institutions listed include a number of large .opeeiting charities, such as
'several private hospitals, whole operating expenses are treated as adininisttative costs; hence the

ratios of administrative costs to grants made in its tabulations are misleading in the extreme.

36. Waldemar A. Nielsen, The Big Foundations (New York: Twentieth Century Fund, 1972), p.
277. Nielsen advises foundations to spend more, not less, on staff and administration. He states
that high administrative costs and vigorous programs seem to be correlated,.as are low costs and

timid programs.

4'37. Malvern J. Gross,
pp. 1,47.

'38. Ibid.

39. Op. cit., p. 19.

1.

Jr:, "Foundation
,

Cost Analysis," Non-Profit Report-(/iP ril 1974), Vol. 7,,

o

-;

,
.._

.40. When listing executive staff, several large foundations obviously excluded priagrain officers.

This is apparent from the maximum number of 'executive staff lifted 17 people. Where /--
.part-time employees were listed by foundations, these have been teillled in-our tabulations to
equal the,number of people on full-time status.

,41. During 1973 litfrary users of .The Foundations Center's New York collection'mcmbered

- 7,544 as opposed tc06,719 for 1972 and 5,797 for 1968, The total number of tele*dne
reference calls during 1973 was 6,069 in contrast to 5,583 in 1972. Visitors to the Washington,

.C., library numbered,3,844 in 1973, an increase of 80 over 1972.

A recent, separate census from the- files-cif-th.e Council on Foundations and The Foundation
Center sholvs 381 foundations in the United States to have issued annual reports in booklet or

*fol0e17 form for general circulation-for-the year-1972 or later. This is an increase of 10.7 percent
over 1974's total, which fn -turn was-up 12 percent.in,the,previouiatear.

43. Thus 1975 is th first year for which' the full 6' percent requirement Was applied-'to
foundations establis d before 1969)

,

44: As estimated in American Association of FundRaising Council, Inc., Giving USA, 1971,
1972, and 1973, foundation giving rose 5.4. percent in 1972.

° .

45. See the repoIt of the influential Conimission on ,Foundations and Private Philanthropy,
,Foundations, Private Giving and Public Policy (Chicago, 1970), pp. 147.i 49.

. '
x.46. See note 19,tipra, on council survey indicating-a,26 percent decline in the assets for 30I

foundations from January to September 1974.
-

47. A basic reference is the study by Lawrence Fisher and James `H. Lorie, "Rates of Return rip

Investments in Common .S talc The Year43y-Year Record, 1926.65,r; The Journal of Business
of the University of Chicitgo (July 1968), Vol. 41, No. 3. It showed total returns from an
unweighted "index" of all, New York Stock Exchange stocks from 1926 thrqugh 1968 of 7.3
percentwithout reinyestingidividends. The rate cif inflatiOn was about 2.3 percent annually for that
period. Roughly extrapolating the same data base to the present.would bring total returns to

less than 5 percent. A capitaliration weighted index (the Standard & Poor's 500 Stock '(ndex)

shows real 'total returns of 4.4 'percent from 1926-1973. Nicholas Moldowsli'y's data for
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1871-1958 (presented in Financial Analysts Journal, 1959), extended into 1974 by applying to
them relevant portions of a study by Peter Bernstein of the span from 1901-1971, indicates real
total returns from a broader list of, stocks over a longer period of between 4.5 percent and 5
percent. All these figures, clustering in that range, are consistent with Philip Cagan's recent work
on real total riettims in Common. Stock Values and Inflation The Historical Record of Many
Countries (New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., March 1974 Supplement).
See also unpublished study by J. Peter Williamson, "Reasonable Investment Expectations and
The Pay,out of Foundations" (July 21, 1975).

48, See Joseph Goldberg and Wallace Oates, "The Costs of Foundation-Supported Activities,"
Foundation News (July/August 1973), p. 35 ff. See also testimony of Robert F. Goheen and
supporting documentation in Publk .Hearings Before the Committee on Ways and Means, April 9
and 100,1973, on General Tax Reform, pp. 5,801, 5,809-10, 5,823-32.

49, Letter of Assistant Secretary of TreasurVgrederic W. Hickman to Sen. Hartke, November
22, 1974. .

-

450. This is recognized in Sen. Hartke's '*tatement of the Subcommittee on Foundations" in
The Congressional Record, October 4, 1974. With respect to the standard used for the MIR by
Treasury, the-statement advocates more wieght for the Equity side of foundations Investment
policy" and proposeS the sort of formula that will incorporate the experience of yields of
equities and money rates over 10-year peri&s, as in the recently enacted Employee Retire-

. ment Income Security Act of 3974.

52. See discussion-of-audit experience, pp, 1572-73,

53. Organization Management, Inc., The Tenth Annual Confer nce on Federal Tax and Other
Problems of Non-Profit Orgnizations, Michael I. San rs (F ary 1974). Sanders_points but
that the rule limiting then mber of sOolarships can be tded to children of employees
to not ore than 25 percent of the eligible applic. s-defe charitable objectives.

54. helsmaill increase in the percentage of foundations making expenditure-responsibility grants
between 1970 and the last tax year is offset by a reduction in the percentage that
expencliturewresponsibility grants represented of total grants made by the foundations (Exhibit-8,
Appendix'4J-.

-55. See on this point John G. Simon, "foundations and Public Controversy: An Affirmative
View,' The Future of Foundations (Englewood Cliffs, Prentice Hall, 1973), pp. 58.100
and, most particularly, pp. 73-79. ,

56. See p.1566. Estimated man-years directeXto the supervision of private foundations by IRS
liliewise rose from 112 in 1968 to 895 in 1972 and are.estimated at 672 for 1974.

57. Testifnony of Lee H. Henkel, Jr., chief counsel, Internal Revenue 'Service, Hearings Before
the Subcommittee On Domestic Finance, Committee on Banking and Currency, House Of
Representatives, April 5 and 6, 1973, on Tax Exempt Foundations and Charitable Trusts, p.
223, By December 31, 1974, the IRS is reported to have audited 28,397 private foundations.

58. Letter from Commissioner Donald C. Alexander, Internal Revenue Service, to Howarcl
Marlowe of Sen. Vance Hartke's staff, October 2, 1971 reprinted as Appendix C, Hearings
.Before the Subcommittee on Foundations on the Role of Private Foundations in Public
Broadcasting, September 9 and 10, 1974, pp. 146-148.

59. B4ause of the size limitations referred to, Edition_ 5 lists only about 10 percent,
numerically, of all private foundations. HoWever, Directory-listed foundations are believed to
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60. "Analysis of Foundation Center Data on Creation,. Dissolution and Reclassification of
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The Foundation Center in Washington, D.C.
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97. This 'description rests heavily on the ,testimony of Alan Pifer in Hearings Before the
Subcommittee on Foundations, Committee on Finance United States Senate, 'October 1 and 2,
1973,, on PriVate Foundations, pp. 265-267. Alonethe same lines, see in the same source the
testimony of Marion R. FretnontSmith, pp. 267-271, and Sheldon Cohen, pp. 271-276. Since
other fuller studies on the establishment of such an independent agency and the powers thil
might be assigned to it have been developed for -the Filer Commission, we shall not expand
further on this recommendation.
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PAY-OUT REQUIREMENTS FOR FOUNDATIONS

Eugene Steuerlet
.11"'

introduction
4

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 requires private foundations to make minimum
annual charitable distributions equal to their actual income or a stated percentage
("applicable percentage") of their investment assets.I The applicable percentage for
each taxable year is to bear the same relationship to 6 percent, (the rate set for each
foundation's taxable years beginning in 1970) as money rates and investment yields
for thecalendar year immediately preceding the taxable year bear to money rates and
investment yields for the calendar year 1969.

The purpose of this paper is to examine These minimum distrjbutional requirements
for foundations. The first chapter presents a brief historical review of the current law
and proposals to change it. The second chapter deals with serious technical-problems
in the pay-out requirements which lead to inequities across foundations- and
inefficiencies in the distribution of their funds. Some proposals to amend the 19P-0
act so as to eliminate these problems are presented in Chapter III. The fourth chapter
discusses from a broader perspective the role of public policy in requiring minimum
distributions and analyzes the effect of such requirements on the growth (and
perpetuity) of the foundation sector. In Chapter V we examine the impact of these
requirements upon the broader charitable sector. Finally, a' brief conclusion is
contained in Chapter VI.

I

HISTORICAL REVIEW

A 1965 Treisury Report2 noted that feddral tax laws encourage and, in substantial
measure, finance private charity. It therefore took the view that society was entitled to
current benefits from these tax laws. Contrary to this view, the report found that a
number of foundations were making substantial deferrals of grants for charitable
*poses and instead' were accumulating the income that was earned on their assets
Recognizing that this income could be accrued both directly through dividend
interest payments and indirectly throCigh appreciation in the value Of assets, the report
recommended that each Private non-operating foundation be required to distribute net
income a reasonably current basis and that where actual income was below a
"reasonable" rate of return for a divefsified portfolio, each foundation be required to
distribute a percentage of its investment asset value equal to that "reasonable" rate.of
return. The Treasury Secretary was to be given authority to adjust the applicable rate
from time to time depending moon market conditions.

Both the Jotinson Administration.in 1968 and the Nixon Administration in; 1969
supported this proposal. The April 22, 1969, Tax Reform Proposals of the Nixon
Administration suggested a 5 percent minimum distribution requirement but made no
mention of annual or periodic adjustment. While the House of Representatives
accepted this 5 percent rate, the Senate did not, and a fair amount of debate ensued
there on the question of the appropriate rate for pay-out. The Commission on
Foundations and private Philanthropy,3 chaired by Peter G. Peterson, reported to the
Senate Finance Committee, its conclusion that the 1959-1969 experience of balanced

Office of Tax Analysis, U.S. Department of Treasury, Washington, D.C.
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inve tment funds indiated that a reasonably managed foundation could maintain its
size inn real dollars with .a pay-out of about 6 to 8 percent. While the Senate Finance
Committee kept the 5 percent minimum pay-out that was contained in the House bill,
Senator Percy successfully advanced an amendment on the floor to raise the minimum
pay-out to 6 percent". Since a pre_vi,ous unsuccessful effort had been made to impose a
"limited life" on foundations, support for the 6 percent rate came not only from those
who felt that such a rate reflected the real rate of return on assets held by a typical
foundation, but also from those who did not wish to grant an indefinite life to
foundations. Similarly, opposition to the 6 percent rate was supported by those who
felt that a lower rate more appropriately reflected returns on assets, as well as by those
who did not wish to inhibit the growth of foundations by any means. In any case, the
Treasury Department supported, the 6 percent rate before the Conference Committee,
and the Percy amendment was maintained in the final act.

The 1969 act also allowed for annual adjustments in the pay-out rate by requiring
that "the applicable percentage for any taxable year beginning after 1970 shall be
determined and published by the Secretary of Treasury or his delegate and shall bear a
relationship to 6 percent which the Secretary or his delegate determines to be
comparable to the relationship which the money rates and investment yields for the
calendar year immediately preceding the beginning of the taxable year bear to Money
rates and investment yields for the calendar year 1969."4

Thus, the required pay-out would rise of fall as the previous year's "money rates
and investment yields" rose and fell. As discussed in Chapter II, there was far too little
debate on the problems that would arise with this method of adjustment.

Table 1 presents the pay-out requirements that were applied to foundations for the
years 1970 to 1975.

Table 1

Pay-Out Rates for Foundationsa ts

Foundatton;Organtzed

Yft
Before

May 26 1969
After

May 27, 1969

' 1970 6.0% NA
1971 6.0 NA
10/2 5.5 4.125%
1973 "5-15 4.375
1974 6.0 5.5

-1975 6.O 6.0

a. Foundations must distribute this percentage of net worth or
actual income, whichever is higher.

In applying the prescribed formula for determining these payout rates, the
Treasury Department in recent years has been using the yield on five-year Treasury
securitiess as its measure of "money rates and in investment yields." However, the

.application of the formula has not,always been strict.6
Note that transitional rules applied to foundation lished before enactment of

the 1969 law. No "applicable percentage" was a lied to these foundations.before
1472, and thus they were not requirecfto distrib e 6 percent of net worth until 1975.
Along with this increase in pay-out requirements for "older" foundations came the
steep stock market declines of 1973 and 1974. Combined, these changes served to
enhance the view of many foundation trustees that the pay-out requirements were
forcihg a decline in foundation net worth.

Since adoption of the 1969 act, several attempts have been made to reduce
diStributiOilal requirements. For instance, in 1971 a bill was introduced in the,House
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to allow foundations to compute theirminimum pay-out using the acquisition date
value of their assets rather than current fair market value. This type of proposal would
work to nullify the intent of the actual law to take into account all returns of the
foundation's portfolio, whether realized or not. Other attempts usually involved
simple proposals to lower Oe basic 6 percent rate to 5 percent, 4 percent, or less.

In November 1974 the Subcommittee on Foundations of the Committee on
Finance of the Senate held hearings on the "Impact of Current Economic Crisis on
Foundations ..." Again, arguments against forced "invasion of corpus" were heard,
along with the contention that the basic 6 percent rate was unrealistic when compared
with current market conditions and rates of return. A later statement of the Senate
subcommittee recommended that a definite standard be set for setting the applicable
percentage, although the subcommittee made no recommendation as to the
appropriate rate around which that percentage would revolve.

In December 1975 the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs
stated that the current "payout rate is higher, by a significant degree, than the yield
that can be anticipated from a balanced investment portfolio."7 It therefore
recommended that a flat pay-out rate of 5 percent be fixed by Congress. However,
there were dissents from that opinion. The dissenters in particular noted that "the
slow dispersal of a foundation is not necessarily a bad thing if new ones are being
continually created."

At about the same time as the release of the Filer Commission Report, the Treasury
Department stated in a letter to Senator Curtis that it supported his bill to establish a
fixed minimum pay-out of 5 percent. Part of this support reflected a position that 5
percent more closely approximated the long-term rate of return on foundation assets.
However, no matter what rate was chosen, the Treasury voiced considerable support
for elimination of the annual adjustment in the pay-out rate and its replacement with
a flat rate.

Finally, early in 1976, Treasury ruled that based upon money rates and investment
yields in 1975, the minimum pay-out rate ,wou Id be raised to 6.75 per6ent for 1976.

As one can see from this brief historical review, much of the public debate
regarding distributional requirements for foundations centered on the empirical
question of the actual rate of return received by foundations on their ortfolios. This
paper does not direclty address that question, but assumes that the, a I rate can be
appropriately Measured by the historical rate of return received on the assets of a
typical foundation portfolio. It is important that the empirical ques ion of rates of
return received by foundations be seRarated from the policy q esti n of the
appropriate level of pay-out for foundations. The answer to the empwal question
provides information by which the policy question can be addressed, but the empirical
question is in no way dependent upon the answer to the policy question. In the
remainder of this paper, alternative policies toward foundations (for example, "limited
life," "no growth," or "grdwth and perpetuation") will be expressed in terms -a the
relationship between the long-term pay-out rate and the long-term rate of return
received by the foundations. A more restrictive policy (limited life) is one in which the
pay-out rate exceeds the rate of return while a more liberal policy (growth and
perpetuation) is one in which the rate of return exceeds the pay-out rate. Chapters II
and III treat the difference between the two rates as given by a predetermined national
policy toward foundations. These chapters address the question, How should the
current formula for required pay-outs be adjusted so as to promote equity among
foundations and efficiency in the distrubution of their funds? The remaining chapters
will separately discuss how the growth of individual foundations and the foundation
sector is affected by any difference between these two rates.

I .1, A s
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II

EQUITY AND EFFICIENCY OF CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
--

No matter how large or how_small the required rate of pay-out over the long run, a
policy of required distil utions for foundations should meet certain tests of efficiency
and equity. First, any w should meet a -standard of horizontal equity that is
foundations should not be forced to make greater distributions because of a
conservative investment policy in any particular year. Second, the pay-out rate itself
should not vary with short-term fluctuations in interest rates nor with changes in
nominal yields due to inflarron. Finally, required distributions (as well as the pay-out

c4ate itself) should not fluctuate greatly from year to year. Unfortunately, the current
set of distributional requirements,fails to meet.all of these tests.

Horizontal Inequity in Distributional Requiremen

A.foundation's minimum require cl distribution is not merely a stated percentage of.
its investment assets, but rather the maximum of that number and actual income.
Since actual income is based upon an accounting concept of realization which ignores
non-realized capital gains and losses, actual income could be greater than economic
inc me. This occurs when the average price of the foundation's assets decline in value.
Thus, introduction of an extraneous "actual income" rule means that foundations will
on average distribute more than an "applicable percentage" of their net worth. While
in principle there is no reason why the average required distribution rate should not
rise above the minimum pay-out rate, use of an "actual income" rule is not, an
equitable nor efficient means of increasing the average percentage of assets distributed.
Certainly those foundations most affected by, the "actual income" rule are ones that
actually realize a greater proportion of their total income, that is, those foundations
that invest primarily in bonds and similar assets rather than stocks. Since bonds in
general average lower rates of return over time than do common stock equities,
foundationstwith a lower rate of return are in effect required on average to distribute a
larger portion of their net worth. If the purpose of including actual income in the
distribution rule is to raise the average distribution rate somewhat above the minimum
Pay-out ;ate, then that can be accomplished more easily by increasing the pay-out rate
itself. In any case, foundations should not be penalized as under current law for
conservative investment policies.

Deficiencies of the Current Formula

Recall that the Secretary of the Treasury is required annually to adjust the pay-out
rate so that it bears the same relationship to 6,percent as money rates and investment
*yields for the calendar year immediately preceding each taxable year 'Aar to money
'rates and investment yields for calendar year 1969.

Since "money rates and investment yields" were never specifically defined in the
law, the Treasury Department decided to measure these rates by the yield on five-year
Treasury securities. Most foundations, however, invest primarily in assets whose yields
are not closely,,correlated with the yield on Treasury securities. Consequently, the
annual adjustments to the pay-out rate did not reflect changes in the real rate of return
on assets held by foundations.

Why, theh, did the Treasury Department use five-year Treasury securities to ,
measure money rates and investment yields? The Treasury Department was

\constrained by the requirement that the pay-out rate be adjusted to reflect market
eturns for the calendar year immediately preceding each taxable year. Prices of assets

such as stocks vary a great deal from one year to the next. If Treasury were to. "'
. . ,
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calculate yearly investment yields by including price changes as well as dividend yields,
then pay-out rates of - 33 percent, -20 percent, or +50 percent would be common.
The alternative available to Treasury is to use an asset that has less price fluctuation
and whose interest varies less than short-run interest rates (a bond with a few years to
maturity, for example) and to let its investment yield approximate the arrarL:e
investment return of foundations. Treasury's use of interest rates on certain TreasuTy
obligations thug represented an unsatisfactory, although simple, resolution to its
dilemma.

The current formula for calculating the "applicable percentage" is deficient in
another respect: it fails to take into account the effect of changes in the rate of
inflation upon the rate of return on assets. With an increase in the rate of inflation,
nominal yields can easily rise at the same time that real yields remain constant. If the
pay-out rate is indeed supposed to adjust to the real rate of return on assetg>then
inflation must be explicity taken into account in any formula for determining that
p4-out rate.

In summary, the Internal Revenue Service Code sets an initial pay-out rate equal to
6 percent for 1970, and then proceeds to require adjustments in that pay-out rate
according to a yearly rate of return which Treasury interprets as the nominal rate of
interest on some of its own obligations...Thus, the pay-out rate now fluctuates with
changes in nominal interest rates and yields without regard to wheth changes in
nominal interest rates represent changes in the long-run real rate of retutfi received by
foundations on their assets.

Instability of Distributions

Even if the wording of the law was changed so that the "applicable percentage" was
made constant or changed only as the long-term real rate of return on assets was
perceived to change, one major problem would ,remain. Because the "applicable
percentage" is applied to the aggregate fair market value8 of all assets (less acquisition
indebtedness) of the foundation, the size of required distributions may fluctuate from
one year to the next whether or not .the "applicable percentage" changes. The
percentage change in the size of required distribution will be equal to the percentage
change in the aggregate fair market value of assets even when the pay-out rate remains
constant.9 Given the volatility of stock and bond prices, the present formula subjects
minimum foundation distributions to similar volatility.

This sizable fluctuation in required distributions creates two problems. First, it
leads to suboptimal planning on the part of the foftdations. Many projects need
substantial lead time to develop. Sudden increases in the value of a foundation's
portfolio may require a foundation to make distributions for which it may have
inadequately planned.0 On the other hand, sudden decreases in valuation may
encourage a foundation to abandon projects and commitments if it felt that requirecr
distributions had been too high in previous years.

Second, because foundations are heavily invested in the stock and bond markets
and because charges in stock and bond prices generally act as a leading indicator of a
similar directional change in national production, minimum foundation
distributions are pro-cyclical in nature. That is, a decline ( increase) in stock prices will
lower (raise) the amount of distributions that foundations must make,'and this
reduction (increase) in distributions will likely accompany a downswing (upturn) in
the economy. Required distributions are thus pro-cyclical in terms of national income
and counter-cyclical in terms of needs. When unemployment, national inconie, and
similar meatures' indicate that the needs of society are greatest, distributions from
foundations are likely to be reduced along with other private charitable giving. Later in
the paper, it is argued that the principal justification for the separate existence of
private foundations within the charitable contribution sector. is that foundations must
be able to fulfill functions and meet needs unlikely to be met by other parts of that
sector. Yet, the current formula for calculating minimum distributions requires

J.
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increased pay outs when least needed, encourages decreased payouts when most
needed, and thus effectively acts as a disincentive to foundations to play a significant
and separate role during recession7 periods.

III

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REVISION IN REQUIREMENTS
'r FOR DISTRIBUTION

In the previous section it was concluded that distributional requirements could meet
certain tests of equity and efficiency only if (1) foundations were not forced to
distribute a greater portioff of their assets because of conservativi' investment practices,
(2) pay-out rates' adjusted only to changes in the lcmg-term expected real rates of
return on assets, and (3) minimum required distributions did not fluctuate too much

from year to year.' 2

How might the current law for minimum distributions by foundations be revised so
"as to meet these. standardikif equity and effiCiency? First, the "actual income" part of
the minimum distribution 'rule should be eliminated. It makes nq sense to have a
pay-out rate based upon a concept of economic income that recognizes unrealized_
capital gains and losses and then to have an alternative distribution rule based upon
realized income only. All distributional requirements should be consistently based
upon a concept of total income and not nominal realized income. Besides, as rioted in
the previous chapter, the actual income rule in general requires greater distribution's
from those foundations that have a lower real rate of return.

The second revision necessary is to eliminate the requirement that the pay-out rate
reflect money rates and investment yields for the preceding calendar yew/. The
mandatory pay-out shotild be related to the long-term real rate of return on
foundation investments; that rate can be-approximated by geometric mean of the total
real rate of return to an "average" foundation portfolio held over an extended time
span. There exists a fair ,amqunt of information by which such a calculation can be
made. For instance, both the diAdend and price change components of allhocks listed
on the New York Stock Exchange for a period of about five decades 'is currently .
available. A suitable arrangement could be made whereby the pay-out rate, would be
recalculated every few years (or every year if desired) so that returns for the most

, recent years would be included in the computation. The beginning year for calculating
the geometric mean rate of return ,could lie either fixed or adjustable, for example, the .

rate could be calculated by the geometric mean of annual returns from 1926 to
present or from 40 years ago to present.

Since a measure ofa long-run rate of return baffld upon a historic series will vary
much less than will annual "money rates and investment yields," adoption of this
revision will eliminate much of the annual variation in the pay-out rate itself. More
importantly, this revision would assure that changes in the pay -out ratereflecteeenly
changes in the long-run real rate of return rather than short-run nominal yields

Nonetheless, even with adoption of this second revision, there will remain sizable
fluctuations in required distributions from 'year to year because of the fluctuations-in
the base to which the pay-out rate is applied. To increase stability of distributidns,
minimum distributions should not equal the, pay-out rate times the monthly average of
the value of foundation portfolio in the previousimar the,procedure adapted in the
current law. But rather, the base to which the pay-out rate i§ applied should be a
.weighted average of. the value of the foundation's net worth over several years.

'Two minor problems arise when the base is thus expanded. First, inflation ,
understates the value of the portfolio in a past year if that values is no Convettec12

(inflated) totr.preent vartie. Secondly, new contributions must be treated separately
from that portion of netAvorth that is due to past contributions. These procedurePare
dealt with later. Af this point, however, assume that the world iS one with no-inflation

.
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or,deflation and that no new contributions are received by the foundation. How then
might such a minimum distribution formula be derived?

The simplest and, administratively, the most feasible way would be to let the size of
the previous year's distribution .serve as a summary measure of the value of the
portfolio in previous years. In other words, let

Dt = Miriimum distriburtOcin year t;

At = Asset value at beginning of year t;

a = Pay-out rate;

(3 = An arbitrary number indicating the of the total base to be de-
termined by the value of the portfolio in the cioreot year. ,

Then let

Dt+i Dt + f3 [ccAt+i - (1)

If the rate of return on the portfolio for each year t equals the minimum payout
rate, and the foundation only distributes t e minimum required by law, then formula
(1) can be seen to collapse to the requiremAt that Dt+i = Dt .

Equation (1) can also be rewritten aS

Dt4.1 = (1 - 13) Dt + /3 IccAt+i

thus inferring that required distributions in time period t + 1 are a weighted average
of distributions in time period t and the pay ut rate times value of assets during
period t+1. it can also be noted that

Dt+2_. Dt+i + ryccAt+2 Dt+i

pccAt,*" + (1 - f3).13«Kt+1 + (1 -0)2 Dt

Dt+n = [3ccAtim + (1 - 13)730:At+n,i + (1 OP, 13« At+n-2+
" . + (1 -0)n-113ccAt+i fl Mt+nDt

In formula (2) the last term [(1 -Prn Dt) approaches zero as n becomes. large.
ThuS, required distributions in a given year can be viewed as equal to the paycout rate
(sc) times a weightedaverage (0, (1-0) B,j1-(3)2 f3. :5) of total asset value of the
foundation (At4; At+n_1, in-cir*urrent year and previous years.

The advantage of using a weighted average of pfevious asset values as shown in (2) is
twofold. First, greater weight is given to current asset values than to past asset values.
A simple averaging method would require assignment of equal weights to asset values
for teach year included in the average. Secondly, formula (2) collapses to the
administratively simple formula shown in (1'). A foundation need know only its net,
worth in the current year and required distributions in the previous year to cgculaie
its required' distribUtionsfPr the Current year.

So fey it his been asgumed that the value of the dollar was constant and that the,
foundation received no new contributions. By successively relaxing these restrictions, .

modest revisions are added toforniula (1). Q

To account for inflation, formula (1) can still be used, except that Dt would be

converted to reflect the. level of prices in time period t + 1. Thus if the rate of inflation

in period t is it, then Dt+i = (1' - (3) (1 + it) Dt + [3 («Al)). _(3)

1 12)
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It can be seen that such an inflation adjustment effectively converts each A
term in equation (2) into the term A4z (1+im) by period n, or that the

mum distribution is still cc tienes a weighted average of the n
in previous years, only now net worth in past years is conve

Again, there is no added work for the
distribution, since the numbers (1 - 13) (1 + it)
Treasury, and theltrtsdations need only plug

rth of the foundation
d to current dollars.

dation to calculate its minimum
an be calculated yearly by

e vaXiies of Dt and A t+1 into fprmula

(3). In fact, with low rates of inflation, the di Terence in required distribution between
formula (1) and {3) is of a low enough ord of magnitude that it may be simpler to
forego the adjustment altogether.

Next, there must be-an appropriate method for separating new contributions in
period t frorn'the net worth of thaoundati n in period t + 1. Otherwise, distributions
from new contributions will be required at a rate that is only a fractions 3 of the
pay-out rate.. Formula (3) can be revised so that

D4+1 = (1 - (3) (1 + it) Dt,+ 13 [cc (At+I -Ct) I + cc Ct t (4)

Where Ct = value of contributions in time period t.

Note, however, that the reformulation proposed in (4) is not necessary to limit
eventually the growth of the foundation 'S portfolio from the reinvestment of its
income. If a new contribution were merely treated as part of At+1 as in (3) or (1),

then in the first few years the required distributions deriving from the contribytion
alone would be less than the pay-out rate. Thus, at first, there is a lower pay-oat for
new contributions than there is for other retained assets of the foundation. However,
eventually the rate of required distributions on all assets approaches the pay-out
rate.

8.

In Chapter V we argue that foundations receiving new contributions would be more
likely to distribute funds toward currently recognized needs of soc'Iety. Pay-out
requirements for foundations were established by. Congress to WO the.groVh of
foundations from income, not contributions. For new contributions, therefore, it may
be reasonable' at first to lower the pay-out rate (for example, by foregoing the
atljustment in formula (4)) or to allow a carryover of the required pay-out (cc Ct) for

a short period of time. Since, foundations often need time to plan for expenditures
from new contributions, such an alternative treatment of contributions could improve
the efficiency of the distribution process. ;

The revised distribution rules proposed here would succeed where the current
formula fails. The minimum pay-out rate would adjust to the long-term rateof return
on\assets,. and minimum distributions would become more stable over economic
cycles. Efficiency in distributions would be enhanced and equity across foundations
would be promoted.

A summary of the recommendations of this section are as follows:

1. Eliminate the requirement that distributions must equarictual income phenever
actual income'is greater than the pay-out rate rnultipliedby the net wadi of the
foundation. Adoption of this recommendation will lower average distributiorial
requirements. An equivalent rise in the pay-out rate may then be desired.

Adjust the pay-out rate periodically to reflect the long-term real rate of return
on a typical foundation portfolio rather than the nominal rate of return on Treasury
notes.
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3. Oeteemine each foundation's minimum required distribution by a weighted
average of previous year's distribution and the current net worth of the foundation
Maftipliech by the payout rate. Equivalently, apply the pay-out rate to a weighted
average of the net worth of the foundation in previous years. In addition, allow an
extension of the time during which distributions required because of the previous
year's con tributions must be paid.

IV

A QUESTION OF PERPETUITY.

Any pay-out requirement, no matter how small, affects the ability of an
organization to grow. Certainly, the greater the amount of income that is disbursed,
the lesser the accumulation of funds in a foundation's portfolio. Some individuals have
extracted from this simple relationship an argument that the current pay-out rate will
"bring about a slow but certain death sentence" to foundations.14

Sog in this paper this argument has been ignored in order to focus better op
inadequ cies in the present law which are present no matter what the average pay-out
rate ov time. Now, however, we *Must turn to this argumentobecause nowhere, it is'

'felt, ha the relationship between growth and a required pay-out been systematically
analyze

The fect of the pay-out rate cip_ a foundation receiving no new contributions will
be discu sed first. Then the relationship between the pay-out rate, the rate of return
on assets and the rate of contributions wilt beAalyzed in order to examine the effect
of this relationship on the growth and sdrvivat of the foundation sector as a whole:

-Growth of Individul Foundations

What will the pay-otit rate, mean to an established foundation receiving no new
contributions an distributing the minimum required _by law? Clearly, the answer ,

-zfepenrlstrporrth of return orf s assets. The relationship between these tw4ates
and. the net worth of the foundati n is demonstrated in Table 2. In this-Talre,the
half-life of a foundation indicates t e amount of time it will take for the'reaPnet
worth of the foundation to halve, given the difference between the Ay-out rate and --
the real rate of return on assets. This simple calc latipn reveals that when the pay=
rate is marginally greater than the real rate of r assets, the het worth o 441'
foundation receiving no new contributions will be reduc d at a very gradual

Recall from the first chapter the current efforts to reduce the basic pay-out rate to7
5 percent. One of the principal arguments given for this reduction was that 5 pervnt
represented the real rate of return achievable by a. foundation portfolio and that.
pay-out requirements weLe therefore about 1 percent higher than this rate t)f return.
Table 2 reveals that if this ,argument is correct, the real net worth of an _ "average"
foundation receiving no new contributions will halve in-about 70 years.

Table 2

Half-Life of Foundations Receiving No Contributions

Pay-out Rate Mmus .Half-life
Rate of Return on Assets

.00 Infinity:

.01 69
.35 ,.
23
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Should the pay -out rate, then, be lowered to 5 percent? The answer depends upon
the objective of public policy toward foundations. The argument was made earlier that
this policy should be formulated in terms of the relationship between the,pay-out rate
and the real rate of return on assets. Once it is agreed what the appropriatedifference,
if any,,between these two rates should be, then the pay-out rate can adjust as the
perception and knowledge of real rates of return also change. A simple method to
allow for periodic adjustment in the pay-out rate was pVesented in the,. previous
chapter. In any case, a consistent public policy toward foundations requires that the
relationship between the pay-out rate and the long-term rate of return on assets also be
consistent. Therefore, the argument to lower the estimate of the long-term rate of
return after a period in which equity prices have declined can only be valid if one is
also willing to raise that estimate when those prices rise.

This micro-analysis of the effect of a pay-out rate on individual foundations
receiving no new, contributions will now be followed by analysis of its effect on the
growth and perpetuity of the foundation sector as a whole. While the micro-analysis
may be of more concern to established foundations, policymakers must be as
concerned with the general effect of distribution rules sector-wide as they are with the
specific effects of these rules on certain foundations.
. To assume that the effects'of a pay-out rule on the foundation sector would be the

same as its effects on individual foundations receiving no new contributions would
involve a fallacy of composition. The ability of a given foundation to grow is
dependent not only upon the relationsbip between the rate of return on its assets and
the pay-out rate, but also upon the rate at which that foundation acquires new
contributions. In like manner, the foundation sector's survival is dependent upon the
survival of existing foundations only if it is predicated that no new foundations will be
formed.

A Model of Foundatiop-Sector Growth

To examine the relationship between %he real rate of return on assets, the
foundation pay-out rate, the rate of growth of contributions, and the size (or survival)
of the foundation sector over time, make the simple assumption that each df aloe
rates ate constant over time. That is, let

r f. real rate of return on foundation sector net worth;
p foundation pay-out rate;
e = rate of growth of contributions to the foundation sector.

Also let
F = net worth of foundation sector at the beginning Df time peri 1;

Ct = contributions made to the foundation sector in time period t;'

Wt= national wealth in time period t;
)

At = net worth of the foundation sector in time period t;

w = rate of growth of national wealth;
x = ,1 + = 1 + annual rate of growth (decline), of value of foundatitm assets,

given minimum payout and excluding increases due to contributions;
g = 1+e = ratio of 'contributions to the foundation sector in time period t+1 over

those received in time pehod t;
a = 1 +w = ratio of national wealth in time period t+1 over national wealth in

time period t.

Suppose that the contributions are made at the beginning of each,time period. Then
the net worth of the foundation sector at the beginning of any time period can be,

calculated as follows:
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Al = C1 + F (5)

A2,= x 4C2 = C1 [x + g] + Fx- (6)

A3, =-A2 x,-h,C3 = C1 [x2 + gx +, g2] + FP (7)

An A Cn-1 = C1 [xn-1 xn-2 +". :*""+ gt xn-t-1

+ + gn-1] + F xn-1
(8)

C1 h (n) + F xn-1 where

r nil

h(n) = E 04-.1 gt
t=0.

Now h(n) = gn-1 [1 =

r
Hence A = C

1 gn-1
,

.

n
Wr

1 - 2---(

+ F . xn-1 '' (8')
D

g

These equations demonstrate that the question of the foundation sector's survival is
almost superficial. No matter how._ high the required pay-out rate, the foundation
sector will strive asiong as it receives new contributions.

A more important question is, Can the foundation sector grow given a pay-out
requirement? To answer that question, the short-run and the long-run effects of a
pay-out rate on the net worth ofthe foundation sector need to be analyzed. ,

To deal with the short-run effect we will examine the change in net worth of the
sector from one period to the next, given a ,stock of assets "F" in' the first period.
From equations (5) and, (6) note that the asset value of the foundation,sector will
decline if 0 ,

A2 - Q

-4- C1 [x + g - 1] + F [x - 1] < 0

/[g + r - p] <F [p - r]
.

C
1 [P -r]

F g- [p-r] (9)

Since "g- (p-r)" is only slightly different from 1, equation (9) states roughly that
the'net worth of the foundation sector will decline in any year in which the payout
rate is greater than the rate of return on assets plus the ratio of new contributions to
value of assets.
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The long-run effect,'however, may differ from this short-run effect. From equation
(8), we note that .....1

.
0 e

An - An_i' = C1 '[ xn-1 +I, (g -,1) . (xn-2 + xn-3 + +

x gn-3 gn'-2)) + F xn-2 (x

xn-1 +
e h (n71) + F xn-2 (r - p)

Only the last term [F xn-2 (r-p)] can be negative with stable or growing contri-
butions (that is, where (g-1) = e > 0) and even then only when the pay-out rate is

higher than the rate of return on assets. If p > r, as n becomes, large, xn-1 and xn-2
become small and An - Ani approximately equals'Ci e h' (n1 ) which in turn
approfimately equals e.* An-1 no matter how large the pay-out rate. Thus, over the

Div- growth rate of foundation-sector net worth will not be less than the rate
of growth of contributions to that sector.

If one is concerned about an institution or a sector's impact upon the economy
over time, the concern should be more with the size of that institution relative to the
size of other institutions than with the institution's absolute size alone. Therefore, it
may be useful to analyze under what conditions the net worth of the foundation
sector, rises relative to national wealth:

From (s')

An C.1 , n-1

Wn W1 an-1

F xn-1

W an-3
1

Under these conditions, the size (assets) of the foundatiop sector relative to
national wealth will have a finite limit as long as

x<g,a or

p > r-e

or, other words, the pay-out rate is greater than the rate of return on assets minus
the rate of growth on contributions, and the rate of growth of contributions is less
than or equal to the rate of growth of national Wealth. Since this latter requirement4A

'appears quite reasonable over the long-run, it will be assumed throughciut the
remainder of this chapter.

The effect of the pay-out rate Upon the growth of foundations is summarized in
Table 3.

As we have mentioned before, much debate has centered around the question of
whether the pay-out rate set by the Secretary of the Treasury has approximated the
real rate of return on assets or' whether,, given current economic conditions, the
pay-out rats has been higher. This debate his' much less significance to the foundation
sector than It does to individual foundatittn. As long as the pay-out rate is greater
than the rate of return on assets minus the rate of increase in contributions, the net
worth of the foundation sector will stabilize at some size which is a fraction of na-
tional wealth. And as long as the foundation sector receives new contributions, its
survival is assured. The case where the pay-Out rate is equal to the rate of return is
then merely a requirement that falls between these two extremes. The perpetuity of
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Effect of Pay-Out Rate on Foundation-Sector Growth

Case Pay-out gate Effect '41 Il (/4
(1) p < re Both the atisolute and relative of the foundation sector

grows without bounds

(2) p > re The wealth of the foundation sector as a whole stabilizes
at some fraction of national wealth

(3) p > rw Foundatials receiving no new contributions decline in ,

size relative to national wealth.

(4) / p = r The pay-out rate equals the real rate of return on a ssets.

";
By some accounts, this rule best describes congressional
intentions with regard to the payout rate. Foundations
cannot grow in real terms without Liew contributions.
The sector as a whole, however, witl grow in absolute
size without bound as long as new contributiorti are re-
ceived, and, in fact, it will grow by exactly the amount
of the new contributions.

(5) P > r +Pt
t

Ct
In a given year "t," the net worth of the foundationT

A sector will decline when the pay-out rate is greater than
the rate of return on assets plus the ratio of current4lic
contributions to net worth. However, over the long-

, run, case (3) above will hold.

the foundation sector is not threatened, nor will it be able to grow without limit rela-
tive to national wealth.

It would be well at this point to examine the relative magnitudeof the parameters
we have been discussing. From equation (8'), we can derive the fact that

C n C (1 + e)
A = n for large-Tr-Let us assume that case 13) holds. If the

n e-r+p e+plr
rate of growth of contributions equals the real rate.of growth of the economy
(approximately .04) and if the pay-out rate equals the rate of return on assets,
then An = 26- n. That is, 'in any given year, the value of the assets held by the

foundation sector will be approximately 26 times the value of assets contributed to
the sector in that year. As noted in Table 4, if the pay-out rate is greater than or less
than the rate of return on assets by one or two percentage pants, the relative size of
the foundation sector will change. However, the sector's survival is not in doubt, and
total net worth remains quite large relative to current contributions. -

In summary, a model of foundationsector growth has demonstrated that there
exists-a, wide range of pay-out rates which allow the _government to limit the r9,1.4616---
wealth of the foundation sector without in any way threatening its survival, growth, or
perpetuity. In fact, the growth of the fo-undation sector will be primarily dependent
upon the growth rate of contributions to that sector. The base for that rate of growth
will be affected, by the pay-out. rate, but, under reasonable assumptions, that base will
still be quite large relative to current contributions. Over the Iong-run, most payout
rates will limit the net worth of the foundation sector to a fractional share of national
wealth. However, the size of that share will still vary with the size of the pay-out rate
itself.

t
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Table 4

Net Worth of Foundation Sector Relative to Current Contributions

Payout Rate Minus
Rate of Return on

Assets
- - r)

Rate of Growth
of Contributions

(e).

A as a
MuRiple of

Cn

+02 .03 20.6
.04 17.3

+.01 .03' 25.8
.04 t 20.8

0.00 .03 34.3
.04 26.0

-.01 .03 11.5
.04 34.7

- 02 .03 103.0
.04 52.0

V

THE EFFECT OF DISTRIBUTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
FOUNDATIONS UPON TH'ECHARITABLE SECTOR

Having examined the effects of various dtpri6utional rules and pay-out rates upon
individual foundations and the foundation sector as a whole, the next step into take a
brief look at their impact upon the efficiency and growth of the broader philanthropic
or charitable sector..

Recall that the foundations most severly limited in grdwth by a pay-out
requirement are those for which no new contributions are forthcoming. Therefore, the
relative importance of these foundations will decline 45 theimportance of charitable
groups _receiving new contributions increases. Yet a foundation able to acquire no new
contributions. is one for which, at the martin, all current charitable givers firfd its
service less valuable than some alternative use of their chartable funds. Therefore,
pay-out requirements enhance the efficiency of the charitable ,sector by encouraging
the distribution of funds toward those needs that are recognized by current or recent
donors and through organizations where these donors feel that charitable dollars will
be effectively spent.

To be efficient, distributional requirements should also encourage foundations to
play those distinct roles within the charitable sector' that can only be provided by
organizations with substantial accumulation of funds. In particular, foundations can
provide support for projects requiring a stable source of funds for long periods of time
and can meet needs of society when distributions from t/he (est of the charitable sector
decline during recessionary periods. Unfortunately, current distributional requirements
discourage these distinct roles by creating too much variation in the amount of
required pay-out from year to year. The reforms suggested in Chapter III would
correct this situation by leading to amore steady flow of funds which would, not
decline,precipitously in recessiorfary periods. _

As for growth, it must be observed that a decline in asset value for an individual
foundation or even for the foundation sector does not necessarily mean a decline in
asset value for the charitable sector. Many of the distributionsof foundations are made.

. as gifts of assets, buildings, works of art, and soforth, to other organizations and public
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charities. Hence, it is primarily control of assets (either by donors or through trustees
that is limited by the requirement of a minimum pay-out by foundations. The share o
national wealth controlled 'At-the foundation sector may be limited, but the net wort
of the charitable sector'ector does not face similar restriction.

VI

CONCLUSION

This paper has examined the history, status, and long-run effects of distributional
requirements toward foundations. After presenting a brief historical review of the
current law, the paper concluded that any pay-out requirement should meet certain
tests of equity across foundations and efficiency in jhe distribution of their funds. In
particular, foundations should not be penalized for conservative investment,policies,
and neither the pay-out rate not required distributions should vary much from year to
year. To accomplish these goals, (11,fou ndations should no aired to distribute
actual income when it is greater than the pay-out rate tim net worth, (2) a consistent
relationship should be maintained between the pay -out rate and the long-term real rate
of return on an average foundation portfolio, and-(3) required annual distributions
should be a weighted average of-the previous year's distributions and the pay-ouVrate
times current net worth.

With regard_ to the foundation sector, we have demonstrated that the pay-out rate ,41,0
can be used to limit the accumulation of funds by the sector relative to its current
contributions and to limit the share of national wealth held by this sector. There exists
a wide range of pay-out rates which will limit this accumulation without threatening.
the perpetuity of the sector.

Finally, with regard to the broader charitable or ph(latthropic sector., we nod that
a pay-out rate increases efficiency by encouraging distiwo,n.rd c re tl
recognized needs of society. However, current pay-ow requiremenr are a s
inefficient since they encourage distributions to rise in prosperity and fall in recession.
As for the growth of the charitable sector, it was found to be even less affected by a
pay-out rate for foundations than was the growth of either individual foundationsor
the foundation sector as a whole.

Foot notes

1. See IRS Code Section 4942 for taxes on failure to cilstribute income.

2. "U.S. Treasury Department Report on Private Foundations" (Washington, D.C... U. S.
Government Printing Office,j965).

'-'31- "Foundations, Private Giving, and Public Policy:, Report and Recommendations bf the
Commission on Foundations and Private Philanthropy," (1970).

4. IRS Code Section 4942(e)(3).

5. In Chapter II we deal-with the propriety of that partidilar measure.

3

6. For instance, nominal yields rose in 1974,, indicating an increase in thexpay-out requirement for
1975. However, the volatility of most asset markets in that year led Treasury to delay the
adjustment that would otherwise have occurred.

7. Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, Giving in America, (1975), pp. 175-176.

8. Aggregate fair market value is based on a montly average of fair market values of securities
when market quotations on those securities are readily available.
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9. If t e pay-out rate were actually based upon tte annual "real" return to all asset, the
fluctuati)iin in required distributions would be reams, since the value of all assets and the pout
rate (calculated in part by changes in value of ikeltr16,n ortpaffrrise-alid falk-logstbect - 4wir

10. Stabil ty of pay-out requirements is of course supported by the foundations themselves. For
instance, D . John .Knowles, president of the Rockefeller Foundation, has commented that "the
pay-out req irement should be sufficiently stable so that foundations can plan for the management
of their por ollos and the,development of programs without the disruption of shortrun changes."
Hearings bef re the Suocommittee on Foundations of the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
November 24,1974 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974), p. 60.

11. For instan e, a 500 common stock price index demonstrates a median "lead" time of 5Y2
months over peaks and troughs in GNP. See Victor Zarnowitz and Charlotte Boschan, "Cyclical
Indicators. An E Valuation and New Leading Indexes, "Business Conditions Digest (May 1975), p.
XV. Ul

_412. Interestingly, r ons (2) and (3) coincide at the margin with the vending requirements
21evisecrtiy"titvac , et. al., for endowment income. Concerned with insuring the perpetuity of an
endowment, these economists argue that the ideal spending rule adopted by an institution would
"protect the real value of the corpus endowement fund" (i.e., e Iona:term rate of spending would
not be greater than the real rate of return on assets and "make spepdable endowment
income relatively stable from year, to year." See Ja s M. Litvack, Euston G. Malkiel, and
Richard E. Quandt, "A Plan for the Definition dowment Income,' American Economic
Review (May 1974) LVI V, p. 433.

13. Since new coniributions will not offset Dt in formula (1) or (3), an increase _in contributions Ct

will require an increase in payout equal to ((3(x) At+1 = (Oa) Ct

14. Robert Smith, Pew Memorial Trust, statement before the Subcommit e (*.Foundations,
November 25,1974, p. 117.

15. Note that if contributions are i stable portion of national wealth, w=e.
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FOUNDATIONS AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: A LOOK
AT SPENDING PATTERNS

MichaelS. Koledat, Daniel Bourquetand Randall Smitht

Introduction

This report addresses the findings of a comparative analysis of foundation grants
and federal expenditures in selected areas for 1973. The work was undertaken at
the National Planning Association's Center for Health Polity Studies.

Private philanthropy has historically .supported activities, instilJtions, and
purposes generally deefied worthy within the framework of national goals and
values but outside the pale of governmental operations. At a time when federal
expenditures were both smaller in size relative to GNP and narrower in scope than
it the case today, the role of private philanthropy was more easily discernible. As

. recently as 1930, for example, philanthropic expenditures in support of health and
health-related activities nearly equalled pe mbined expenditures of the federal
government's health progiams. Today, w the- growth durihg the 1950s of federal
outlays for "biomedical research and th edicare and Medicaid financing programs
introduced in the 1?"60s, philan*ropic health expenditures have declined relatively
to approximately one-seventh ffiose of the federal government. With the adveht of
some forfi of National, Health Insurance and the growth of a federal presence in all
aspects of the health care system that this,will imply, the decline in the magnitude
of philanthhopic expenditures relative to federal outlays in health can be expected
to ,continue. . ,

While perhaps less dramatic than in health, the trend in other areas is Much the
same. Growth in federal expenditures and the' existence of federal programs in
nearly all aspects of American social, economic and cultural life has created a
situation in which private philanthropy once distinguishable from federal
government spending, more by its purposes than its relative financial
magnitude now contributes alongside the federal government as a partner, often
junior, in theinational pattern of support to areas such as health, education, science,
socialmelfarerand arts and humanities. ., , ,

.

Against this background of change, there is incrdasing desire both from, within
and withobt the philanthropic community to describe more clearly the contem-
Poraryrrole of private philanthropic spending in thp national pattern of support to
'these and other areas. In part, this cornqs from persons within government and the
,philanthrdpic sector who wish to see the maximum achieved from the combined
'effect of public and private expenditures while preServine a pluralistic system
supporting a multiplicity of approaches to meeting our nation's social needs.

It is widely agreed that proposals for improving the funding of alternative
',approaches to meeting public needs, including those that would alter the tax treat-

meilt orphilanihropic-contributions and charitable- bequests, must, take into account
the impact any such changes might have on the magnitude of philanthropic
spending in the aggregate and on the national pattern of support to specific areas of
interest. . / -, -- .-

We report here the results of a modest attempt to understand certain aspects of ,
the role of philanthropic spending in 'six broad areas: health, education, science,
social welfare, arts and humanities, and public affairs. The data in the first five of

.
, I
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these categories were developed by comparing the exptriditures of foundations the
institutional care of the private philanthropic sector with those of the federal
government. No attempt was made to relate foundation outlays to those of the

.federal governnvot in the area of public affairs since for many functions falling
under this title there are no comparable federal expenditures.

It is worth noting at the outset that in all but one category in which such
comparison was made, expenditures of the federal government dwarfed in
magnitude those of foundations. With the exception of support to arts and
humanities, whek-e foundations outspent the federal government by nearly two toone,,
foundation grants represeated le than 10 perceut of comparable federal expenditures.

In using the data prAented Ilere the reader should bear in mind several paints.
The data on foundations are drawn from a sample of grants reported in the Founda-
tion Grants Index and may not be representative of the total expenditures of all
foundations since this data base is developed largely through voluntary reporting.
The grants sample .ryas allocated 4g the broad areas noted above on the basis of the
information contained in the descriptions of the grants as reported in Foundation
News. It is likely that more complete information_ would have resulted in a
reclassification of some grants.

Moreover, this comparison of the spending priorities of the foundations and the,
federal government by, selected areas does not distinguish federal spending from
foundation spending according to the flexibility, riskiness, stability, or innovative
characteristics of that spending. A dollar of foundation support to health research,
for example, is perCeived for the limited purposes of this comparison as the same as/ a dollar of federal support.

A more detailed description of the methodology appears in the Appendix.

Table 1

Foundation and Federal Support in Selected Areas,. 1973
(in millions of dollars)

Health

Foundation ' Federal

Foundation
as a Share
of Federal

S 626 $26,130 Nth

Education 4 1,005 13,600 7 4

Science 328 ,.._,.. '18,300 18

Social welfare services 135 10.022 1 3 ,

Arts and humanities 194 108 180

Public affairs 411' 25,0 n a n a

E 3 -r -

- HEALTH

Collectively, foundations allocated, an estimated $626 million or 31 percent of
their budgets to health and health-related activities during 1973. By way of
comparison, this was approximately 0.7 percent of national health expenditures, 5.4
percent of state and local health ,expenditures, and approximately 2.4 percent of
federal health outlayS.. (State and local figures, as reported by the Social Security
AdministratiOn in Cooper, Worthington, and Piro, "National Health Expenditures,
1929.73," Social Security Bulletin, Februarys 1975.) Although small in the aggregate
relative too, federal _speriding44e4gnificance of foundation health - expenditures
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becomes 'more apparent when broken down by activity. For example, federal
expenditures for the direct financing and provision of services dwarf those of
foundations, reflecting both the relative importance of this activity in the federal
health budget and its lower priority for foundations. (See Table 2.)

Table 2

Foundation and Federal Support To Health, By Activity, 1973

Foundation Federal
Investment

S 10 S
.Research
Manpower 26 04
Constrution 26 , 04
Improving organizJtion dm]
delivery system 27 01

Consumption

Financing provgion of servites 04 79
Prevention control dttivities 02 04_
General support to health

trot itu tton/ageney OS 4
Total 1 00

Total Spending tin mdlonst 626

See Appendix for sources

I 00

26.130

In other areas the story is different. Health manpAer activities and health
facilities construction each received 16 cents from foundations for every dollar of
federal support, and foundations spent approximately two thirds of what the federal
government spent per dollar for projects to improve the organization and delivery
system in health.

Viewed another way, foundation expenditures flow toward investment in the
healthcare system of tomorrow and federal outlays toward consumption of services
today. This can be seen clearly in Table 2, where projects to build the .knowledge
base, train health manpower, construct facilitiEs, and improve the organization of
care and the efficiency of the delivery system receive approximately 89 cents of the.
thundation dollar. By contrast, 83' cents.of the federal health dollar supports the
consumption or delivery of health care seryices, principally through the Medicare
and Medicaid programs of the Dppartment of Health, Education and Welfare.

II

EDUCATION

Based on the definition of education used in computing federal outlays,
ediscatilKlal expenditures by foundations in 1973 totalled $1.0 billion or
appLoTdrnitely half of total foundation outlays that year. The foundations
colle-ttively spent 7 cents on education for every dollar of comparable federal
spending. We found that the distfibution of the foundation dollar both by
educational level and by nature of the support differed substantially from that of
federal spending.

Specifically,' foundations and the federal government were similar in their
priorities toward pre-school and adult education, allocating only a small fraction, of
expenditures to the former and approximately 15 cents on the dollar to the latter.

348
4
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(See Table 3.) The principal difference.in spending priorities was in the support of
elementary/secondary and higher education. Federal education outlays were split
almost evenly between the two with slightly more going to higher education than to
elementary and secondary education. The foundation dollar was overwhelmingly
directed at higher education, where the foundations spend 14 cents for every dollar
of federal money.

Table 3

Foundation and Federal Support To Education, By Level, 1973

Foundation federal

1 aril tillid)100d CliUL50011 S 112 11 04

LiellICIllay and e,Londsny OS 19

Higher education 78 4 ;

Adult and other IS la

1 otal 1 no Inn

,,, Total Spending on mullions) roils !thou

Sec AppendiA for ourtg

While foundations spent only -1.2 cents for every dollar of federal money on
early childhood, elementary, and secondary education combined, the support from
these two sources differs markedly by (See Table 4.) For example, 87
cents of the federal dollar is in the fo m of direct operational support to
institutions. By contrast, almost two. thirds of the foundation dollar goes for the
training of personnel, the purchase of *Rifles and equipment, and for education-
related research. These three purposes togethbr received 10 cents from foundations
for every dollar of federal support. "

Table 4

Foundations and Federal Support To Education, BylLeverl
and Activity, 1973

Early Childhood, Elementary.
and Secondary Education

Higher
Education

FederalFoundatton ag*Federal Foundation

Operating Support S 26 t S 87 S S 17

Student Supps,rt 04 4A- 05 73

Endowment 06 18

Personnel Training 22 03 01

Facilities/Equipment 14 02 28 .08

'Research 28 03 26 .01

Total 1 00 100 1.00 100

° Total Spending On millions) 70 5.802 ,t784 5.800

See Appends for sources

In ,higher education, foundations spent 14 cents for every federal dollar. Nearly
three, quarters of the federardollar is in the form of student support. Direct support
to institutions for operations amounts to only 17 'cents of the federal higher education
dollar. As with the loWer education levels, foundations gave greater priority,to

'
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personnel training, facilities and equipment Ourchases, and education-related research
than did the federal government. Research and facilities and equipment purchases
accounted for over half the foundation higher education dollar and less than 10
cents of the federal dollar. Stated alternatively, foundations spent 81 cents for every
federal dollar for these two purposes combined.

III
1

SCIENCE

Foundations spent two cents for every do t-of, federal.putlays on SCience,and to
science-related activities in 1973 according to our estimates. Theiftstitutional .
recipients of this support were the colleges and universities, other nonprofit
organiiations, and certain foreign institutions. Slightly more than two thirds of the
foundation science dollar, was spent in colleges and universities. By contrast four
fifths of the federal Oence dollar was spent either internally, in -industrial firms, or
in federally funded research and development centers. (See Table 5.) While the
federal government allocated only 13 cents per dollar of its science funds to
academic institutions, this still represents better than ten times the comparable
amount spent by foundations owing to the magnitude of federal science support

. -Jr Table 5

Foundation and Federal Support to Science,
By Recipient Institution, 1973

foundation Federal
Colleges and umversitte. S 68 I &.je"
I oreign institution, e

IA 01

Other nonprofit and other in.titution. I7 04

!idera' intramural i _1 .,
28

I ederally funded RAI),enir.
10

Industrial firms 44

Total 100 1 011

Total Spending (in trtdhonst 128 IN 100'See Appt:IRIP, tin solutes

f

Looking more closely at academic institutions, several differences in the spending
patterns of foundations and the federal government emerge. For example, 71 cents
of every dollar of federal science support to academic institutions underwrote
research and development activities, compared with 19 cents of the foundation
dollar. (See Table 6.) A little less than half of the foundation dollar went to train
science perscinnel and slightly more than one third for construction of research and
instructional facilities. Together, training and construction activities account for four
fifths of foundation science support in academic institutions and less than one fifth
of the federal dollar. Within academic institutions, the priority of the federal
'expenditures is Coward funding of research and development,projects whereas the
foundations place their emphasis on training the scientists- and constructing the
facilities, spending 27 cents for 'every federal dollavon the.former and $1.69 for.
every federal dollar on the latter. ,

350 "N
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Tab). 6

Foundation and Federal'ockupport To Academic Science,
By Activity, 1973

Academic Institution

Foundation 'Federal

S 19 S 71Research and development

Science personnel training 43 15

Construction of research and
instructional fachief 36 02

Other activities 02 12

Total 1 00 1 00

Total Spending (in millions) 223 2,379

See Appendix for sources.

N

VCIAL WELFARE SERVICES

Apart from the $77.7 billion of federal outlays for cash benefits to citizens, for
which dee were no comparable foundation expenditures, the federal government '
spent $10 billion in 1973 for social welfare services programs programs in areas
such as food and nutrition, housing, employment and for a variety of programs'
under the general heading, "social development." Comparable foundation
expenditures during this period were estimated at $135 million. (See Table 7.)
Stated alternatively, the foundations in 1973 spent 1.3 cents for every dollAr of
federal money on social welfare services programs. Just under three fourths of the
federal money was split almost evenly, between food and nutrition programs and pro-
grams in social 0,yelopment. The foundations, by contrast, allocated nearly all of their
expenditures 88 cents per dollar to social development programs. For housing,-
employment, and food and nutrition programs combined, the foundations spent less
than three tenths of one cent for every dollar of federal money. While federal

ift expenditures fog social welfare services are better than 70 times as large as those of
the foundations, -the latter sp-ft Akcents for every. federal dollar on` social
development,, legal= aid, juvenile delicy,_ drug abuse, alcoholism, services to
convicts and ex:offendersAnd a variety of other social welfare service programs.

: ....
Table 7

Foundation and Federal Slipport For
Social Welfare Services, l973,4

1,

Programs

Foundation Federal

`e'Foodand teutrition S .03 S 18

-Housing 07 .17

Employment ...,, .02 10

Social development 88 35 i

Total a 100 1.00

Total Spending (in millions) 135 ' 10,022

Sec Appendix for sources.

.
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES
7.4
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6thicrareas we considered in our comparison of foundation and federal
_ _ Otitlays-.-arts'and humanities was the only (She in which foundations outspent the

government.

From the point of view of the type of redipient institution, foundation grants
wire nearly indistinguishable from federal expenditures. (See Table 8.) The same
app,roximate share of funds from both sources was allocated to museums, state and

' local governments and associations, and professional performing gjoups. The principle
difference in the allocation of support appeared in the case of educational institutions,
where the federal government spent 84 cents for every dollar of foundation support.

- Table 8/ .

Foundation and Federal Support to Arts and Humanities,
By Recipient Institution, 1973

, Foundation Federal

Museums and other repositories 3 .27 $ .22

State and local governments, associations
: and public media 26 25

Educational institutions .22 33

Professional performing groups 16, 19

Other Yom. .09 ,01

Total q 100 1.00

Total Spen(in millions) 194 108

See Appendix for sources.

74118.-
However, when, the funds are allocated according to the type of activity

supported, the picture is substantially altered. Better, than two fifths of foundation
f,upport t9 Ifle.41.4npumanities was for. educational programs'and activities. This
was niore. th than twice the share of fedll funds for this purpose. The foundations
spent $3.76 for every fed al dollar n educational programs in the arts and
humanities.. (See Table 9.)

5

Table 9 .
...Foundation and Fed al Support to Arts a Weil.

Activity; 1973 1 ,
0 Foundation "Federal

EduatiOnal activities $ .44 $ 11 ..:
p Museum and art galleries 19 1 'ti'-.

- ,
Performing arts% `21., 18

, ..... Music -4 (.10) (.11)
Theater (.07) (.04)
Daiice ( 04) (.03)

,Expansion. programs . -.04 . .15

Other - ;12 .33..,

Total ::, .: 1.00, 1.00

Total Spending (in milliens) 194 . 108

See Appendix tot sources. 352 ,.
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Both sources spent approximately the same share of funds on the perferrming
arts, with music being favored over dance and the theater in both cases.

Apart from share of support to educational 'activities, the other apparent
difference in spending by activity oas in, expansi6n programs in the arts and
humanities. These programs were given higher priority by the federal government
than by foundations, with the former spending over .$2.00 for every foundation
doltar.

VI
4Int

PUBLIC A'FFAIRS

Foundations allocated an estimated $250 million to public affairs in 1Q73,
approximately 13 percent of total fOundation giving during that period. (See Table
10.) The bulk of this support was distributed among activities directed toward
improving the processes and competence of government, clarifying and defining
issues of public policy, and ensuring the rights of and participation of all members
of society. Since no data,were readily available on comparable federal activities, no
comparison with foundation'rsupport was undertaken for public affairs.

Table 10

Foundation Support to Public Affairs, 1973

Foundation

Research and communication S 37

Training of p)ibbc serve rsonncl 10

Civil rights. economic opportunity and
public interest 18

Community and economic development 20

()the l5

gic Total 1.00,

Total Spending (in millions) 250

The cladi presented. above contribute to an area in which much more research can
and should be done. To the extent that the data are representative of foundations
as a whole, they suggest substantial differences in spending priorities between
foundations and the federal government, particularly in health, education, and
science. As a broad generalization, in thele three areas the federal support
emphasized consumption of services and the foundation money was biased todard
what might be termed investment activities the support of manpower training,
research, construction, ptirchase of special facilities and equipment.

The social welfare expenditures of the foundations were biased toward a range of
service programs while the federal money emphasised the perhaps mow eaSic needs A
of food and nutrition, housing, and employment. In each of these areas, of course,
federal money dominated foundation spending. In the area of arts and humanities,
where the foundations outspent the government; the pattern of support by activity
appeared less divergent, although folindations placed a much higher priority on
educational programs.

Much is said and written about the uniqL-role of the foundation .dollar in the
national pattern of support in areas of public need. Foundations are subject to
different pressures and constraints than is government. Thete is some freedom,

13
5
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therefore, for foundations to apply different criteria to supporting these areas than
does government. We frequently hear that foundation support is in some aspects
different from government money, that it is more flexible or innovativ . But little
hard data exist to support this eithe$s a general statement for all found ions or as
more accurately reflective of some foundations or particular programs. noted
earlier, this study does not address such differences between foundation spe 'ing
and that of the federal government: A dollar of health research support from eit er
source is viewed the same. A more detailed examination of the activities supporte
might reveal that foundation health research' is more likely to flow to high-payoff;
high-risk projects and federal money to more conservative projects, but for now any
such assertion must rerkain conjectural.

44% Appendix

Methodology

This analysis is based on a sample ofgrants reported in the Foundation Grants Index
compiled by the Foundation, Center. The sample consisted of 4,954 grants reported in 1973
with a combined dollar value of ;463 million. This represents approximately 65 percent of the
total dollar_amount of grants reported in the Index during 1973 and more than 20 percent of
total foundation giving during that year, estimated at $2.0 billion in 1973 by the American
Association of Fund-Raising Counsel. Inc. Relying for its data on voluntary reporting' by
foundations of grants over $5,000, the Foundation Grants Index tends to be biased toward
larger foundations. Nonetheless, it is the most comprehensive source of detailed information on
individual grants available. Sources of federal outlay data included the Office of Management
and Budget, the Social Security Administration, the National Science Fffintation, the National
Endowments for the Arts and Humanities, and the Natiorial Planning Xisociation.

The sample of grants was distributed to categories so as to be comparable with av4ilable data
on federal expenditures in the areas of education, health, science, social welfare, arid arts and
humanities. The distribution of thb sample by area was then taken to be the AAFRC estimate
for total foundation giving in 1973, by 'area.

It is important to note that the categories for gathering data overlap. The fact that some
federal outlays were allocated to two or more categories resulted in double or even triple
counting. For example, outlays of the National Institutes of Health for fiscal year 1973
reported by the Office of Management and Budget under Education, Health and Science totalled
to more than twice the budget of the Institutes. (More specifically, NIH support for training of
biomedical researchers could be classified under all three of the .above titles.) In order to
construct foundation totals by area in a manner that would allow for comparison with federal
spending patterns and priorities, a tingle foundation,grant was sometimes allocated to more than
one area. As a result our totals for fotmdation giving by area differ from those reported by the
AAFRC 1-77n Giving USA, where the foundation dollar is reported in nonoverlapping categories.

Sources of Data on Federal Expenditures

Table 2

Data on federal health expenditures were taken from a recently completed study' performed at
the Center for Health Paley Studies of the fictional Planning Association: L. Russell, D.
BourqUe,`C. Bourque, C. Biirke: Federal Health Spending, 1969-74.

\Tables 3 and 4

Federal outlay data in this area were drawn from Analysis H of the SPecia/ Analyses, Budget of
the U.S, -Government, Fiscal Year 1975, Office of Management and Budget.

Tab/es 5 and 6

Two major reports periodically compiled by the National Science Foundation provided the data
on federal science expenditures. The first report, entitled Federal Funds for Research,
Develokment and Other Scientific Activities, Fiscal Years 1972.74 estimated federal obligations
for R & D, R & D plant, and other scientific activities at $17.8 billion in fiscal 1973. The second

/5 1 ,
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report, Federal Funds for Academic Science, Fiscal Year 1970-71 estimated federal support to
academic institutions at 3'2.5 billion in fiscal year 1973*, about one-half billion dollars higher
than the comparable estimate in the first report cited above. The difference between these
estifnates was dug primarily to the inclusion of funds for science personnel training and other
science related activities. An estimate of total federal science suppsrt of 318.3 billion in fiscal
1973 was developed by integrating the figures in the two reports.
*Figures for fiscal year 1973 were obtained from the National Science Foundation.

Table 7

Data on federal social welfare expenditures were derived froin Social Security Administration
estimates cdmpiled annually: Alfred M. Skolnik and Sophie R. Dales: "Social Welfare
Expenditures, 1972-73," Social Security Bulletin, January 1974. 'These outlay data were
reorganized to exclude health and education expenditures, and to break out cash payments from
welfare benefits in the form of services (in-kind benefits).

Tables 8 and 9

Data for the National Endowments wer extracted from the Annual Reports of each
organization for fiscal 1973. Data for othe organizations were derived from the Appendix to
the Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1975, ,Office of Manag ment and
Budget, Washington, D.C. These include: National Gallery of Art, Woodrow Wilson Int nat'onal
Center for Scholars, Smithsonian Institution, John F. Kennedy Center for the Perform rts,
Battle Monuments Commission,.Bicentennial Commission, Commission on Fine Arts, Commission
on Highwa% Beautification (Department of Interior).

*
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COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS

Norman A. Sugarmant

I

BACKGROUND

0.

A Brief History of the Community Foundation Movement

The community foundation movement began in the United States in 1914: The,
concept of the "community trust" originated with F.H. Goff, then president of The
Cleveland Trust Company.' Goff was concerned with, the "dead-hand" restrain-4)3n
charitable funds imposed by deceased donors and maintained under the traditional
legal concepts that testamentary charitable trusts are to be used solely for purposes
specified by the testator, except when a variance is permitted under the cy pres
doctrine. Under this doctrine, if a court finds that the originally specified purpose is
impossible to accomplish, it may select another charitable purpose which it determines
is most closely related in kind to that specified by the donor.

The dead-hand control by the donor and the limitations as well as the delay and
expense involved in the application of the cy pres exception motivated Goff to
propose that the donor, in funding a charitable trust, agree at the same time that if by
reason of changed conditions, his original specification of charitable use becomes
obsolete, a responsible group of citizens be authorized to order a diversion to more
widely beneficiary purposes.

The "Cleveland Plan," as Goff's proposal came to. be known, also provided
additional protections for charitable funds by dividing their administration, so that
investment responsibility was lodged in a professional corporate trustee iererig in a
fiduciary capacity and the power to make charitable distributionsand varywcharitable
uses was lodgedoin a distribution committee. The distribution committee is chosen to
represent the broad interests of the community to assure that charitable distributions
from the endowment are made by persons who are knowledgeable and experienced as
to community needs. To engender,confidence, in the integrity and independence of the
committee on the part of potential donors and the public, the Cleveland Plan provided
for its selection by public officials, such as fedel'al and state judges, and individuals
acting in their institutional capacity, such as presidents of universities, bar or medical
associations, and similar organizations. Over time, the charters of some community
foundations sought the' same end using other methods for selecting members of the
distribution committee. See p. 1693.

The genius of this plan is That it provides to testators or donors the stability of
professional manageMent or Charitable funds and the continuity that could by
expected from such management in.a bank or trust company as the corporate trustee;
at the same time, it provides ass nce that while the donor's ch4ritable directions will,
so long as they are benefici onored under fiduciary concepts governing atrust,
the charitable uses and p rposes will not be rendered obsolete or harmful, since a
responsible'group of community leaders will be in a position to exercise their best
judgment vgar'ding the beneficial use of such ftinds in the events of changed
conditions. All of this wouahbe accomplished without the delays, expense, and
possibly narrow limitations that would be involved in the only other legal,alternative,

° that is, application to a court for exercise of the cy pres doctrine. From the standpoint
of a testator or donor who has an interest in the community and also a desire toave a

+Bakor, Hostetler,86 Patterson, Cleveland, Ohio.
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permanent, me ningful memorial in the form of a perpetual. chairtable fund, the
community-trus -concept could and did prove very attractive.

The original c iicep,t of the community foundation related only to testator's gifts.
The mechanics involved a bequest to a bank as trustee, with the contributed p.rbpe.rty
to be held and administered under the "declaration of trust" of the bank which
.established the community foundation with terms as described above. Because the
community foundation was conceived of as a vehicle -for receipt of testamentary gifts
it was slow to develop; and, of course, it had to prove its usefulness before it became
more acceptabtfas a method fbr charitable giving by persons of means.

Since the community foundation concept originated with a banker and with
emphasis on following fairly traditional concepts of trusts, with a bank or. trust
company as trustee,, the community-foundation movement for many years consisted
almost entirely of community trust's formed on the Cleveland Pla

It was inevitable that because the concept was that of a trust r t commun
. other banks in the same community would seek to participa s trustee of a

community foundation originated by one bank in the community and that a group of
banks in some communities would agree to form a community foundation with a
number of banks as participating trustees. Thus the pattern that developed in many
communities was of multiple bank trusteeships of community foundations.'

However, as the communitrfoundation movement spread throughout the country,
other variances took place. In some comrunities groups of civic leaders conceived of
organizing a community foundation in corporate form, with arrangements whereby
the corporate .community foundation would either manage its own investments or
would, by agreement, authorize investments to' be held and administered by local,
banks. Another variance was adopted in a few communities in which a corporation was
Tossed to perform the functions of the distribution committee and to act in
association with a corporate trustee, which r.eceived and invested community trust'
funds under a declaration of trust.

)ust as variances deyeloped in the fornvof communityjoundations, it was inevitable
that differences would develop in the geographic scope of such foundations. Although
the communityfpundation concept was initially built upon serving public needs in
administering cebaritable bequests of testators in the community, the eniphasis on
"community" brought to the fore the concept of the ;ommunity foundation as an
endowment fund primarily to meet the needs of a particular community or geographic
area Wh' community foundations flourished in large cities like Cleveland, Chicago,le
New ork, and Sap Francisco, the Cleveland form was also copied in smaller .

comm sties. Howiver, as the concept of an endowment fund for community needs
developed and as the idea became of greater interest to civic-minded persons in various,.
walks of life, a broader geographic base had to be considered. The Rhode Island
Foundation, which in 1973 had an endowment of $16 million, was founded in 1921.
In New Hampshire, a state with a compaiatively sparse Populatiqn and with a good
highway system promotim easy access and communication, a s(ewide community
foundation was establishM incorporate form in 1962. Thi'conce0Y8,f_the community .
foundation for 'a state ,has similarly been put to use in other states. Likewirw, as
metropolitan areas have grown, community foundations in small communities liave '

found it more difficult to carry out their purpoies efficiently, and the community
foundation as a regional concept has become more attractive.

In smaller communities which have aditionally relied upon funding from bequests
(which is at best sporadic), growth community foundations has been particularly
slow. In some areas, community foundations have also been slow to grow because the
original impetus (as in Cleveland) stemmed froth the bOking sector of the community,6
but (unlike in Cleveland) other leaders in'the community did not take up the idea and
actively support the community foundation as an important vehicle for community,
funding.

The strength of the community-foundation movement lies in the recognition by
persons in all, sectors of the community that there is_ a great advantage to he

Jo7
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-community's having an endowment fund for community needs and that the
community should therefore provide a proper vehicle for this purpose,one that will
enable persons of means to leave their funds to berused in the community primarily
for the benefit of the community, rather than having their funds dispersed by
investment and used in areas outside that in which the funds originated. The

f ndation is conceived of as a proper vehicle for encouraging people whoi , .community
made their ney in a community to return part of it to that community by adding to
an open-en yd endowment to meet community needs.

Community Poundatiq is differ from the United Way and similar funding groups in
that they do not solicit annual gifts for specific charitable and social welfare agencies.
Rather, they seek primarily to attract bequests and larger inter vivos gifts to be applied
over the long term to a broad spectrum of community needs. The separate roles that
community foundations and united funding groups fill in meeting community needs
were well delineated in a 1956 Speech by Ralph Blanchard, then executive director of .
United Community Funds and Councils of America, Inc., in which he noted:

... Although the possibility of acquiring endowment funds might Seem
attractive to Chests at first glance, there are inherent dangers which outweigh the
apparent benefits. The building up of such funds might give a false impression to
annual Chest givers of the amount of money that isravailable for operation. As a
result there may be a tendency on the part of contributors to re ce their gifts
in the belief that the Chest has more funds at its disposal than actually the
case. Pub4izing sizeable reserves at theAisposal of the Chest_cK have serious
consequences in av cartipaign; 'hence Chests are reluctant to Vie out such
information.

The holding of capital funds by Chests is not necessarily most desirable
because of the probable necessity of using these funds to supplement the regular
budgets of members agencies. The money would thus be used for current
operations at the expense of forward-looking projects in research or
experimentation. Both endowment funds for future benefits and current funds
for opttating expenses should lay a vital role in financing communal
enterprises, but it would seem be not to mix the two ,iin a single organization.
In addition, found4tions set up a operated by Chests probably produce less
money from donors than do indepeh, nt foundations...

Community foundations constitute ideal partners for Community Chests and
United Funds in rounding out the financing picture to the end, that private
health and welfare agencies may continue to play the vitally, important role
which they must maintain in the total American health and welfare picture.

Some Basic Data on Community Fipidatfpiis"''---,

tatistos as to the size of community foundations, from the Council on
Foundations and the Foundation Center, indicate that in 1973 the nearly 250

2community foundations in the United States and Canada had assets of almost' $1.15
billion and made grants of approximately $60 million.

There is evidence of substantial community foundation growth in the period since
enactment. of the Tax Reform,Act of 1969. The estimated assets of community
foundations grew by 30 percent from 1970 to 1972 and another `I0 percent in 1973.2
The report of the Council on Foundations to the Filer Corninission (August 1974)
indicates that a portion of this increase came from the termination` of private
foundations. Data furnished by some 60 community foundations for a 1973 Council
on Foundations survey of contributions to community foundations indicated that 46
percent- of the $40 million in recent gifts to these foundations came from private
foundations. In another survey, 20 community foundations indicated that between
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January 1, 1970, and mid-1973, they received assets of 9r dissolving private
foundations, with the transfer* assets having a market value in excess of $60
million.' '

z

Appendix A is a currents list of the community foundations in the United States. It
suggests the wide geographic range and the variety in the size of communities that have
created them. Table B-1 (Appendix B), which is based on 1970 data, provides a
breakdown of community foundations by asset category, and indicates that those with
a $ 1 million or more in assets just over one-qtiarter of all community
foundations account for better than 95 percent of total community foundation
assets. Based on reports for 1973, usually the niost recent year of record, there are
about 70 community foundations with assets exceedine$1 million, accounting for
More than $1 billion in total assets. Community foundafion asset valups have
undoubtedly diminished in the face of current economic conditions, and this will be
reflected as 1974 year-end data become more fully available. However, primarily
because community foundations can and do attract new funds, they are much less
likely than private foundations to have to make significant grant cut-backs.4 Table B-2

t( Appendix B) lists those community foundations currently reporting assets in excess
of $10 million. Table B-3 (Appendix B) shows the proportion of community
foundation grants by region, according to 1970 data. Distributions by community
foundations are discussed in more'cletail 'n Chapter II.

. to

Characteristics of CoMmunity Foundation

While the, foregoing brief history indicates that community foundations evolved
from a variety of circumstances, these foundations nevertheless have certain distinct
characteristics which set them apart from other forms of philanthropic institutions.
The following are the typical and traditional characteristics of a community
foundation;

1. A community foundation may be organized in Mist form, in the form of
vdt-for-profit corporation, or a combination thereof. As previously indicated, the

'' :'oldest form of community foundation is created under a declaration of trust with a
,bank or banks as corporate trustees and with a distribution committee composed of
representative citizens having power to distribute the income produced from the assets
held in trupt. A contributitm may beheld in a fund of such a community foundation,
indentified by the name of the donor, or in a general fund of the foundation; bin in
either case the gifts in trust are a part of the community foundation and subject to the
ultimate authority of the distribution committee. More recently, community
foundations have been created in corporate form, in which case the governing body Of
that, iorporation may itself manage both investments and distributio,ns or it may
invqlve, participating or cooperating banks in the investment function by having them
serve as trustees; agents, or custodians. I a few instances, community foundations
have been formed with an incorporatOMstribution committee and with banks serving
as participating trustees, so that the association of such corporation and trustees
constitute the community foundation.

2. It Is organized to serve 'as a community agency or resource. The community
foundation is a vehicle ,for different persons in the community to combine their
charitable gifts and bequests to support charitable projects in the community. It also
permits charitable funds donated in the past to be reallocated among those charitable
organizations that are able to ,perform the service5 most needed by the community at
any particular time.

.

3. 0 is designed to attract gifts and bequests from many persons In the community.
Although it seeks bioth large anti small contributions, it does not compete with local
annual fund raising' organizations, such as community chests and united funds which
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pay out the funds collected each year. Rather, the community foundation seeks
capital or endowment funds to meet short-telm and long:term needs of the
community. It seeks its funds by working thr,ough banks, attorneys,,and other
professional people, as well as through communitywide programs calling,attention to
the community foundation as a recipient of gifts and bequests for the benefit of the
community.

4. It administers charitable gifts and bequests in a fund or funds under the
direction of responsible and representative persons The dual nature of the
responsibility for operations is a,unique aspect of the community foundation which
is part of its appeal to donors as well as a basis for its public-service role. Distribution
of funds is the responsibility of die governing body (or distribution committee). Terms
are provided for turnover of the membership of this body, and its members are
periodically selected by a variety of responsible and representative persons or
organizations in the community, such as judges, educational institutions, county*
welfare associations, or uponstandards that insure attentioh to the wide range of the
community's charitable needs. Over a period of time various methods have evolved for
selection of the distribution ,,committee or other governing body. A number of
different methods are employed to'make the governing body representative of the
varied interests in the community.s. For example, in New Hampshire, the New
Hampshire Charitable Fund has a memberghip that is required to be geographically
representative of the state; the membership elects the governing body which in. turn ig
required to be representative of. the various interests, both geographic and other,
throughout the state.

Investment of assets of the community foundation is generally the responsibility of
.banks or trust companies in the community. This division of labor permits both
distribuf and investment functions to be performed by bodies that have the greatest,
expertise r their jobs.

5. The g erning body of the community foundation acts in a fiduciary capacity
and without ing restricted or stifled by the "dead hand"of the donor. As indicated
above, oil of the primary advantages of a community foundation is its power to
utilize gifts in trust for current community needs. Gifts and bequests are accepted for
unrestricted purposes or for the benefit of a particular ,charitable purpose or
organization (provided such use is consistent with the charitable purposes of the
community foundation); but all gifts and bequests are subject man overriding power
in the" governing body to cause a variance in their use ira specified use becomes
impractical, impossible of fulfillment, or if a variance is necessary or desirable to
implement The charitable purposes of the foundation.

6. The community foundation operates for charitable puposes It functions
exclusively as a vehicle to provide, support for the conduct of charitable institutions or
objectives primarily in the geographic area that it serves. It normally digtributes all of
its net income within the year realized or the next year. It serves as a supplement.for
local ,ctiar. ities in need of additional funds for special projects and programs and also
initiates activities on its own.

7. The community foundation is operated priMarily for the benefit of the'
community. This characteristic is unique to the community foundation. The area in
which it operates may comprise a towifor city, one or more counties, or even an entire
state. This permits the endowment funds dedicated to charitable purposes to focus on
salving the problems of an entire area. The community foundation is a suitable vehicle
for a donor or testator who wants to benefitliis community or area but is uncertain as
to wh4t the future needs of the community will be:,

8. The community foundation Is accountable,nd respons to'the publie. This is
another reason for public confidence in the com' 'nity foundation. It is a
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long-standing ptactice among 'thmmunity foundations to render an annual accounting
.. and report to the public. In this way, the public can see how funds are being applied

and what projects are supported by the foundation. Accountability and responsibility
are immedia IY enforced on community foundations by their obligation to
continually s ek additional funds. This responsibility is discussed at length in the
following Oa ter.

II

THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS

Operations of-Community Foundations in General

Structure for Attraction of Gifts or
Bequests from the Public 4

In viewing the operations of community foundations, a proper starting point is
recognition that the community foundation is structured so as to attract gifts and
bequests from the public. The organizational structure is such as to gain public
confidence, with regard to the security of funds and their distribution for charitable
purposes. Under the Cleveland' Plan, the structure was designed to inspire public
confidence based upon the role of the bank, as the guardian and investor of the funds,
and the selection of the members of the distribution committee, primarily by
appointment by various public officials. Recently, many communities have found that
public confidence can be obtained by structures that provide for a broader
participation or representation in the apparatus of the community foundation and that
attractiveness to donors is developed through the reputation of persons who serve on
the distribution committee (or the governing body) and through the good experience
of others in connection with the community foundation. In some oommunities a
combination of these factors may be employed to make the structure attractive to
donops. Thus, in N4 York there are two entities; the New York Community Trust,
which is based on the Cley,6Iand pattern, and4ommunity Funds, Inc., which is a
corporate community foundation with which the banks have no special role. The
reason for and use of these two entities is that the New York Community Trust is
operated in the"--traditional form , but only for gifts that are large enough to be held
and administered as separate trust funds by participating banks, while Community
Finds, Inc., will accept smaller gifts. The investment vehicle is kept simple; funds are
pla d in a savings account or in a mutual fund, depending on which is more
app opriate for income or growth under the circumstances, att

..

Efforts to Seek Public Support

Commlmity foun tions reach out to the community to seek gifts or bequest
Here the traditional role of these foundations is that of a "soft-sell" approach; f e
community found ion, as an endowment-type organization, is seeking capital funds
and does not want to interfere with the annual fund drives of other organizations.
Thus, community f ndatiOns tend to reach prospective donors by informing lawyers,
trust officers, accou tants, and other professional advisers who are in a position to
recommend gift pro ms to donors and through the good wilt developed by projects,
published ,reports a d other literature, and word-of-mouth reports from satisfie
donors. In recent years community foundations have mol, often used public meetin
and the press, radio, and television to tell their stories.

, . . .. - .^- 3 1
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In some communities the role of banks in the development of community
foundations is pafficularlY important. Obvious benefits can accrue to a community
foundation from the interest of trust officers in encouraging individuals to make gifts
or bequests in trust under the declaration of trust of the community foundation.
Regardless of the form of the community foundation, banks can serve an important
role, not only as trustee or agent Tor investing charitable funds, btu also in advancing
the public interest in the development of the fOunda.tion. However, the development
and growth of community foundations depends, in the final analysis, upon a broad
Vase of community support, impetus for which should come from varied segments of
the community's leadership.

-Types of Gifts or Bequests Encouraged

The third aspect of the operations of a community foundation involves translating
general public support into the act of a specific donor making a gift or bequest to the
foundation. In this connection, one of the most important functions of the
community foundation is to educate would-be donors, lawyers and other advisers as to
the proper farm of gift to be used

An important development in the community-foundation movement has been the
trend away from restricted gifts of donors. Originally, donors were attracted to making
gifts to community foundations on the concept that their specific designations in the
instrument of gift would be followed unless, due to changed conditions, the
distribution committee ordered a variance. Now the emphasis is on unrestricted gifts,
so that the distribution committee will have a freer hand to use the income from
endowment funds for current community needs. This does not prevent the donor from
specifying,an area of charitable interest, such as support of educational institutions or
meeting health needs in the community, nor does it prevent community foundations
from seeking additional gifts by establishing special-purpose fuhds in'the foundation to
which_donors may be attracted to contribute (such as funds for medical research or
adWricement of education, library funds or scholarship funds).

. Another important development is the effort by some community foundations to
obtain special gifts for funds for internal purposes, that is, to have funds that may be
used to cover administratk costs (employ staff or reduce overhead charges on other
funds), to conduct research, or to initiate community programs to be conducted by
the foundation or by qther organizations.

These developments are more fully discussed later in tonnection with the
distribution and grant programs of community foundationi

Investments and Distributions

Two prime aspects of the operation of community foundations involve the
administration of their investment and distribution programs. Here, of ,course,
procedures will vary depending upon the form of the community foundation; but

.fundamental concepts will not necessarily vary because of the presence of basic
fiduciary concepts in the investment of funds for charitable purposes and in the
distribution of funds (generally, income) for charitable purposes.

As previously noted, where a designated fund is large,nough, it may be invested
separately; but frequently, funds of community foundations are invested in common
because of the savings in costs and the benefits of diversification in the investment of
larger funds.

Distributions by community foundations are made under several different
procedures. In the, case of funds that are for specified purposes, such as to distribute
the income to a local environmental agency, distributions are made to named grantees,
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subject to the responsibility of the distribution committee to assure that the grantee
continues to fulfill its charitable functions. In the case of funds for general or
unrestricted purposes or for grants within a program field, such as education,
diStributions are made at the direction of the distribution conimittee, based upon
proposals made to the distribution committee and analysis and recommendations
generally prepared for the distribution committee by the staff of tht community
foundation. Advisory committees may also make recommendations as to distributions
from some funds, with the distribution committee having final authority.

Almost all community foundations go through a period when yield from
endowment is insufficieQt to engage staff. During this stage, they are dependent upon
the commitment of Time, talent, and energy of volunteers, primarily distribution
committees that serve pro bono. Community foundations without staff tend to
emphasize grants for the general support of established agencies and institutions.

If they have been founded in an area with sufficient population and resources and if
their leadep and the . community stick with them through these leaner years,
community foundations will,, over time, engage staff, likely part-time at first. As.they
get full-time staff, and it grows, their grant programs tend to be more resourceful and
to serve a wider range of community needs. The growth process is well exhibited by
the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving, which this year (1975) is celebrating its
50th anniversary. At the end of 1973, it had more than $40 million in endowment and

1974 it distributed $1.4 million, responding to the full spectrum of community
needs. In its first 10 years, however,lt was not large enough to m ke a grant.

All of the larger community foundations, such as Cleveland, ew York',
r

Chicago,
San Francisco, and many others with much more modest endow ents have staffs that
are capable not only of analyzing proposals made to the founda ns, but in acting as a
positiveiactor in developing projects for the community w will make meaningful
use of funds available from the community foundation an ther resources. As shall be
discussed later, the size of the community f and the role of its staff are
important in suggesting how these foundations might be better organized to meet
community needs on a broad level.

Staff and distribution committees attempt to attract funds to community
fpundations that are_subject to grant discretion by the foundation's governing body
rather than being limited to designated charities or narrowly restricted charitable
purposes; fq, over time, there has been increasing recognition that the community
foundation's unique value to the community can be realized more fully, as its staff is
able to relate funds to newly perceived needs.

Nevertheless, a community foundation achieves its purpose by accepting various
kinds of funds, including "donor advisory funds." These funds, which may be given
various designations by community foundations, are unrestricted funds for which
donors during their lifetime have the privilege of making recommendations not
directions for charitable distributions within the community foundatipn's purposes.
The authority to accept or reject such recommendations resides in the governing body
of the foundation: This type of fund has the advantage of control by the community
foundation but also provides for a continuing relationship with the donor, thereby
maintaining his interest in the foundation with a view that over, the years he will add
to the funds that he has established. Such funds, of course, are almost entirely_ a
function of lifetime gifts by. donors, as distinguished from bequests. They reflect the
incentives provided to donots by the tax laws to make lifetime gifts because of the
income tax savings resulting from such gifts. Thus, the trend in community
foundations is to invite more lifetime giving,to maintain a,.cohtinuing interest by
donors to add to' charitable funds created during lifetime by making bequests under
wills, and to attract funds that are undesignated and, therefore, subje to the broadest
discretion of the distributing directors.
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The Role of Community FQU ndations in Community
Public Service

Community, Foundation Distributions in General

4 Table B-4 (Appendix B) shows the field preference for community foundations
compared with general grant distributions by all foundations (1972-1973). It indicates
that community foundations spent approximately 60 percent of their grant dollars for
welfare and health pruposes, which is a substantially higher percentage than that for all
foundation grants (34 percent). While community foundations also made substantial
grants to education, this fielci,ranked third with community foundations as compared

Iwith a ranking of first among foundat ns generally. While care must be taken in
generalizing from the figures in Table Bj4 it can be reasonably co" cluded that the
"community" orientation of communi foundations comes through quite clearly in
such data

Uses of Community Foundation Grants

As previously indicated, the community foundation is a community resource for
community projects and programs. However, it, is not merely a grant-making
organization: it can be a positive factor in efforts to develop and accomplish
community goals and solve community problems. Such efforts were among the first
activities undertaken by community foundations, for example, the study of the
criminal justice system in Cleveland undertaken by the Cleveland Foundation in 1920.
Similar efforts have been undertaken by other community foundations and today are
an important and unique function of the foundation., The fact that the community
foundation is perceived as an independent, unbiased third party by many in the
community makes this role particularly appropriate. Often the community foundation
is perceived as the only mechanism for sponsoring such studies, particularly on more
controversial issues.

This role of community foundations may take various forms and ay be variously
described. The following examples are illustrative of current efforts of community
foundations in public service:

When, in 1972, proposed changes in federal regulations threatened to cut off
government grants to day care . and other service agencies, the San Francisco
Foundation's endowment provided a margin of safety for the community. It jejned
three other Bay Area foundations to set up a Community Emergency Fund of
$360,000 to respond to applications of agencies that would need time to adjust to the
shift in federal procedures. Tate $250,000 committed by the San Francisco
Foundation, together with $110',000 from the three private foundations, has beein
'allocated inftgrants and -loans to save worthwhile agencies, to ease their cash -flow
problems, and to give them time to develop new constituencies and other sources of
funding. A committee which includes representatives of the foundations
and United Bay Area Crusade passes on grants to the agencies that are in.need of help.

In 1972, Winston - Salem's PTA Enrichment Project, a school-curriculum-related
program designed to match principal/teacher/student needs with community

;resources, was threatened with extinction at the end of its initial six months funding
.period under the Emergency School Assistance Programs of HEW,,,,Interim support
from the Winston-Salem Foundation enabled the project to continue its
education-enriching activities affecting some 50,000 students until new federal funds
could be secured the following year under the Emergency School Assistance Act.

364
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Endowments of community foundations have also provided local service agencies
with a central source of capital to build or remodel new facilities. Evidence of this role
is to be found' in the annual report of almost every community foundation, including
thit in 1973 of the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving. Among other grants it
reported were 20,000 toward the cost of additions to the West Hartford School of
Music, $25,000 toward the cost of restoring Grey Lodge Shelter for Women, and
$66,000 toward the cost of installing and equipping a new 10-bed post-coronary care
unit for San Francis Hospital. A 1970 study of its sister community foundation in
neighboring New Haven showed that it had over many years followed the pattern of
other community foundations in making grants for capital items, such as additions to
the truck fleet of Goodwill Industries and new automobiles for the visiting nurses
associations and other agencies in the community. It is notuncommon for community
foundations to come to the rescue of charitable services when the roof begins to leak,
the boiler dies, or another capital item gives out.

Community foundations are also a source of uncommitted funds without which
the community would find it more difficult to respond to newly' perceived needs. The
need to preserve open spaces and natural areas has always been with us; but public
perception of that need has reached a new height in recent years. In many
communities, no environmentally oriented service agencies exist to respond to the
need, or if they do exist, they cannot fin&money beyond that needed for annual
operations for such a purpose. Recognizing such needs in their communities, the New
Hampshire Charitable Fund recently established a natural-area acquisition fund, and
the Chicago Community Foundation in 1§73 contributed to a fund with a like'
pilrpose. From these funds, money is borrowed or granted private and public
environmental agencies to purchase, as they come on the market, natural areas that are
better preserved for public use than subjected to other, kinds of development.

And in a'similar vein, the New Haven Foundation, working with the New Haven
YWCA and thi Connecticut Department of Corrections and others, is helping to
translate the idea of community-based residential facilities for criminal offenders iiito
a working reajity at the local level. A substantial grant in 1973 of $57,000 to the "Y,"
coupled with assurances that the State of Connecticut would assume future financial
responsibility if the project proved out, enabled the "Y" to become one of the four
planned groujAhomes to accept, after careful screening, selected inmates from the
state's female correctional facility at Niantic. The f6undation has a significant role in
the planning and evaluation of the project, as well as providing dollars. It sees the
project as furthering a variety of goals --, helping to change d improve the
Connecticut corrections system and reduce its costs; providing a model for similar
projects throughout the nation; constructively affecting public attitudes'Aowards
offenders; and allowing further research and development of community -based
rehabilitation tech n iques.6

The role of the 4Community foundation in serving as a catalyst for evaluating
community 'problems and augmenting available services dealing with those problems
is well illustrated by recent projects:

iNn'1972, Thq Cleveland Foundation's outh Program Develop ent Project
assisted in the development of some 225 summer-time neighborhoo programs
under a broad master plan that resulted, in employment of 12,000 yo ng peo,ple,
daily meals for 12,500 youngsters, and bus trips for 3,500 youth and 0 elderly.
These programs, affecting the entire metropolitan area, were funded pr marily by
meshing some $500,000 in funds from at least 8,local foundations with $7 million
available from a wide assortment of federal funding sources.7

ASPIRES, the acronym for "A Science Program To Improve Reading Through
Environmental Studies," supplements the Hartford Connecticut School Department's
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limited `budget for Science instruction and contributes (o its efforts to improve
reading levels of youngsters in grades.three through six throughout the city's public
schoOl system. Supported by a three-year $50,000 grant made in 1974 by the
Hartford.Foundation for Public Giving, classes in astronojny, ecology, and geology
are carefully planned to utilize the stimulus of the sciences to improve basic reading
and writing skills. An evaluation component is built into the grant so that changes
in reading achievements, and habits over the grant period can be studied and
measured. Four other school districts are considering or have already adopted
similar programs.

. s
An initial grant of $25,000 by The Lincoln Foundation (Lincoln, Nebragka).

helped its community undertake a comprehensive effort to deal constructively
with drug problems on a countywide basis. The grant produced a coordinating
mechanism that provides guidance to all community agencies active in the field. The
grant also played a catalytic role in spawning a series of programs: statistical
research to help identify and quantify the extent of the problem; a referral serce,
the costs of which are met by federal and local funds; a drug analysis center; and
new approaches in drug education for youth and adults.8

While nongovernmental service agencies tend to be the principal beneficiaries of
comm nity foundations, in fulfilling their mission community foundations often
make grants to governmental units. In its 50th-year report, the Grand Rapids
Foundation highlighted such a grant<of $9,450 to the City pf Grand Rapids for a
communication system to "tie the cityL's four major hospitals together in an
emergency medical care and cardiac program.,: . .

Often a comm pity foundation provides the initial support for a community
program in agree ent with United Way, Catholic Charity, or a similar umbrella
organization by making a grant declining in amount over three to five years. This
use of the ,community endowment enables a program to get under way and sustains
it until the umbrella organization can gradually absorb its continuing operating
support. An illustration is the three-year $6{),000 grant to Community Service
Society by the New York Community Trust in 1974 "to help establisha/friendship
center for the mentally frail elderly on the Lower East Side, Manhattan. °

Often a community foundation acts as a stakeholder for activities that contribute
to community betterment. ,honors may be reluctant to contribute to the
endowment of an agency whose services they value but whose capacity to manage
endowments they doubt. Such individuals give their funds to the community
foundation to be used for its desired purpose. Similarly, some donocs consider it
safer to give the community foundation title to the real property that is to be use
by an operating agency for its program, since the former is likely to 'endure even
though the, operating agency later falls on hard times. The Winston-Salem.
'Foundation, for example, has held title to a municipal fairground and its 9,000-seat
auditorium, YMCA and YWCA buildings,f,?nd a community building housing the
United Way and a number of othdr charitatfle agencies.

The above are examples of varied and imaginative services by community
foundations for the betterment of the communities they serve. There are, of course,
numerous other examples, but they would only be repetitious of the same
point namely, that community foundations serve a unique role in j/Iroviding not
only support but necessary services in meeting community needs.

Community Foundation Services in Utilizing
Other Community Resources

Another aspect of the role of the community foundation is to serve as a resource
for other charitable organizations in the effective use of their own grant programs.
The .Hartford Foundation for Public Giving, the Chicago Community Trust, and
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Boston's Permanent Charity Fund have joint service programs in their communities.
Community foundations such astthe Cleveland Foundation and the New Hampshire
Charitable FLO maintain regional- collections of the Foundation Center. The New
York Community Trust sponsors a regular series of luncheon meetings for
foundations emphasiiing local grant's to fill needs in New York City; similar groups
have been developed in Winston-Salem, San Francisco, and Cleveland. Community
foundations make their information with regard to community needs and their
evaluation of grantees' programsavailable to other grantors in the community,
including private foundations, bank trust officersand the like. All of these services
are part of the role of the community foundation in providing philanthropic
leadership as a community service. This role will be discussed further in Chapter W
in connection with the future role of community foundations.

4 III

COMMUNITY. FOIJNDATIONS AND THE TAX LAWS

Pre-1970 Status of Community Foundations Under
the Tax Law

Community foundations have long been recognized as operating for tax exempt
charitable purposes; in fact, section 501(c)(3) and its predecessor statutory sections
have expressly recognized "community trusts, funds or foundations" as exempt
charitable organizations.

Attention was focused on the precise nature of a community, foundation for
income tax purposes as the result of legislation enacted in 1964. The 1964 act
expanded the category of charitable organizations qualifying. for gifts deductible up
to 30 percent of a donor's adjusted gross income (as distinguished from the 20
percent limit otherwise generally applying) by the addition of section
170(b)(1)(A)(vi) of the Code, reading as follows: ,

(vi) an organization referred to in subsection (c)(2) which normally receives aL
sabstantial part of its support (exclusive of income received in the exercise oaf
Orformance by such organization of its charitable, educational, or other
purpose or function constituting the basis for its exemption under section
501(a)) from a overnmental unit' referred to in subsection(c)(1) or from
direct or indirect ontrjbutions from the general public.

Treasury >partm t regulations issued under this provision of the statute
presalbed, two tests 'for deterniining whether an organization qualified as a

"pu,blicly supported organization"; one test was the "mechanical test" and the other
was a "facts-andcircumstances test." It w recognized in the development of these
regulations that community foundations were not likely to be obit to qualify under
a mechanical test which required that at least one thii'd of the support of the
organization normally be derived from current contributions from the public or the
government. However, it was also realized that community foundations are by their
nature publicly supported clrganizations; but by reason of their traditional reliance
upon bequests and the acquisition of endowment funds, their current support could
be sporadic and their investment income could be substantial. Accordingly, the
facts-and-circumstances test became the basis for the classification of community
foundations and certain other types of organizatipns as "publicly supported
organizations." In fact,'the regulations delineating the facts-and-circumstances test
gave examples of comrunity foundatibns that met such tests. The basic concept of
the facts-and-circumstances test was thar without satisfying a mechanical, rule for
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current public support, an organizAion could nevertheless be regarded as a publicly
'supported organization based upon a number of factors, such as a program to
attract public support, a publicly representative governing body, publication, of
,annual reports, and related factors.

The principal value of the regulations issued under section 170(B)(1)(A)(vi) lay.
not only in this recogpition of the community foundation as a "publicly supported
organization" but in the fact that, by the examples given in the regulations, a
community foundation in trust form was recognized as an "organization" or entity-
for tax purposes, rather than each trust or fund ot the community foundation being
treated at ,a separate organization. Both of these concepts be art re---of---major
importance under the subsequent Tax Reform Act of 1969.

Classification of Foundations Under The 1969 Act;
Application of Rules to Community Foundations

Congress in the 1969 act did not change section 170(b)(1)(A)(vi) of the Code,
which was the basis for the classification of community foundations as publicly
supported organizations. Indeed, the first classification of public charities, under
section 509(a)(1) of the Code, merely picks up section 170(b)(1)(A)(i)-(vi); and,
therefor; it is arguable that Congress intended no change in the classification of
organizations that would be treated as publicly supported organizations under the
regulations prior to the 1969 act. Nevertheless, the Treasury Department has taken
the position that the greater importance of public charity classification engendered
by the 1969 act required a reexamination and clarification of the tests under the
prior regulations for all types of publicly supported organizations.

Following is a_ brief review of the tests and procedures developed in the
regulations under the 1969 act for classification of organizations generally as public
'charities by reason of being "publicly supported organizations" described in section
170(b)(1)(A) (v :

(1) Mechanical Test. The regulations under the 1969 act retain the basic
ingredients of the mechanical test under the prior regulations, although there are a .
number of changes and amplifications in the rules. The basic requirement is that at
least one third of the suplport of the organization must be derived from
contributions from the general public or support from the government, measured
over the preceding four years. An important change made in the new regulations is
thatrin determining contributions from the public, up to 2 percent of total support
from any one person may be included, instead okfnly 1 percent as under the prior
regulations. However, for reasons previously indicated, it is likely 'that many
Community foundations with substantial endowment income will not regularly
receive one third or more of their current support from new gifts and bequests.

(2) Ten-Percent-of-Support Test. This is substantially the facts-andcircum-
stances test, modified so' that while it is applicable where the current public support
is less than one, third, at least 10 percent of total support is required to be derived
from the public and/or government. The closer the support from the public or the
government is to the 10 percent minimum, the more the organization must establish
that under various other facts and circumstances, it has the characteristics of an
organization that is normally publicly supported. The ten-percent-of-support test
also uses the four-year peod 'for determining whether the organization is normally
supported by the public and th4agovernment and also uses the 2 percent limit for
classifying gifts as derived from the "public." Some community foundations are able
to meet a ten percent-of-support test. Nevertheless, since this rule is generally limited
to satisfying the requirement within a four-year period, it is a difficult test to meet
since most community foundations have traditionally relied upon support through
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bequests which cannot be expected each year. Particularly in smaller communities,
qualification under such a support test is unpredictable. Further,' the more
successful a community foundation is in obtaining endowment funds, the greater
will be its investment income and hence the more difficult it will be to meet a test
of public support if applied only with reference to a ,short- period (such as four
years) as compared with the perspective of a longer period over which the
community foundation received such support.

The generally applicable regulations for publicly supported organizations also
prescribe special procedures for new organizations (which obviously do not have a
prior record of public support) to obtain advance tentative rulings as public
charities, based upon representations that the organization will meet either the
mechanical test or the ten-percent-of-support test within a five-year period. Also,
wider the statute, a 501(c)(3) organization may terminate its status as a private
foundation and become recognized as a public charity upon satisfying requirements'
similar to those described above for a new public charity.

A community foundation, which is reeehiled as a tax-exempt organization
under section 501(c)(3), should be classified as a public charity by satisfying the
requirements under the Treasury Regulations, as described above, thl same as other
organizations. In fact, a number of community foundations have been recognized by
the !KS as public charities under the 1969 act.

However, special factor'i enter into the ability of n3lny community foundations
to gain recognition as pqhlic charities. Lirst, there is the necessity of recognition
that a community foundation is an "oriarNa*.ion." There has been some confusion
on this matter, particularly in the case of community foundations in trust form.
Second, there is the problem of the ability of community foundations to meet the
public-support test in the comparatively short period prescribed, in The generally
applicable regulations under the 1969. act. The Treasury Department, taking these
factors into account, is considering adopting clarifying rules which prescribe the
circumstances under which a community foundation will be treated as one entity ,

and which add structural or operational requirements, as well as special support
tests, for classifying a community foundation as a public charity. However, final
Community foundation regulations have not yet een issued by the Treasbry
Department. While under existing procedures most Anors making current gifts can
rely upon the public-charity status of community foundations-which have claimed
such status (by filing Form 4653 with the IRS), this does not give them any
long-range assurance. The community foundatiOns without favorable public-charity
rulings are in limbo; they have no assurance or recognition" by the I.R.S. of
public-charity classification nor a set of rules for achieving that status. The
unevenness of the present situation is a deterrent to Many community foundations
Which it is hoped will be corrected in the near future.

Differences Betwlor een Community Foundations
and Private Grant-Making Foundations .

While community foundations may be thought of as having charactyrisjcs in
some respects similar to those of other large grant-making private foundattdB, there,
are important and fundamental differences.

A surface similarity may stem from the fact that a family-created foundation
may have developed a governing body consisting of a more representative group
than the members of the family who originally created it: However, substantial
praCtical and legal differences exist in the selection of the governing body of a

foundation as compared with that of family foundations. A community
fou dation must have a governing body representative of the broad interests of the
public. The other characteristics of community, foundations previously described
clearly indicate unique features, .poth legally and pra tcally.
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Attempts to- describe community foundations in erms of family grant-making
foundations are largely a throw back to the historical beginnings of some
community foundations which were desigried to find a better way for donors to
establish charitable trusts. However, the,modern community foundation is no longer
-egarded as simply a collection of 'sikkaitorcharitable mist funds'established- by
various private donors in the communify,Iktrather it is regarded as an entity with
a life and purpose of its own and with a mission of building endowment funds to
be administered in furtherance of the charitable, educational, and similar public
purposes of a particular community. The development of these modern concepts of
community foundations has come largely from recognition by community leaders of
the force that a community foundation can exert in community developMent and
betterment with broad-based support from the, private sector.

This concept of the community foundation fits precisely with the objectives Of.
the Congress in the Tax Reform Act of 1969. That act imposed restrictions on
private foundations becaus'e that was where Congress found abuses to exist and
because Congress believed that only through federally imposed, sanctions under the
tax law would proper discipline and public benefit be assured. On the other hand,
Congress did not find such abuses in "public charities" and ascertained that the
accountability of the latter to the public, because of their need to seek and obtain
public support, would provide the necessary ctiscipline in lieu of further federal
regulations. If this premise of accountability (at related to dependency on public
support) is correct, then the same standard can be applied to community founda-
tions as is used for other types of public charities,-whether they `be 4ducational
institutions (which derive support from tuition payments and grants, including those
for endowment) or United Fund type organizations (which derive support primarily
from annual campaigns plus contributions, in some cases, for endowment purposes).
It ys particularly worthy of note that the record of community foundations has
been singularly. free from abuses of the type (brought to the attention of the
Congress during the consideration of the 1969 act.

A question to be considered is whether the concept of responsiveness to the
public applies with equal force in the case of a community foundation, which
attracts endowment funds, at distinguished from, an annual campaign type organiza-
tion such as a United Fund. However, in both types of organizations support is
sought and received from the public and current distribution's are made; the
difference'lies in the factjhat in the one,tase (United Funds) the organization acts
as a Conduit receiving and distributing principal funds, while in the other case
(community foupdations) distributions are primarily (but not exclusively) income
from an open-ended errdolvment. The difference between the two methods of
distribution may involve a difference in timing qf benefits from distributions, but
this is not a difference in public fund raising as such. In attempting to evaluate
responsiveness to the public, it is reasonable to bzlieve that die community-founda-
tion method of administering donated fods and distributing the income therefrom
is not less likely to involve continuing and long-term responsiveness to .the public
than where an organization serves as a conduit. In any event, the evidence of public
responsiveness is refle ted in continued public support, which it is assumed will be
given only if it is ed. Thus, support of a community foundation by a

°representative number ersons in the community over a long period of time
' should be equally as go d, if not better, evidence of pubic responsiveness than
,short-term support in the case of other organizations.

Moreover, there are various other aspects of accountability present in the case of
community foundations, and when these other aspects are taken together, they
proyide more elements of accountability than may be present in other public
institutions. Fors example, the characteristic fiduciary role of the distribution
committee with 'respect to distributions and the separate fiduciary role of trustee
banks with respect to investments, provides a unique dual responsibility which is a
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long-standing reason for public confidence in community foundations and a basis
for their good record of freedom from abuses. As the recitation of other character-
istics of community foundations indicates, responsiveness to the -community is

fundamental to the nature and purpose of a community foundation.

The lrhportance of Public Charity Classification
Under the 1969 Act

While the importance of classification as a "30 percent organization" was
recogniqd prior to 1969 by some community foundations which desired to attract
substantial gifts from donors during their lifetimes and which foresaw the possible
future importance of such classification amidst rumblings of "tax reform," only
about 30 community foundations sought and obtained rulings as publicly supported
organizations prior to 1970. However, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 has made it
crucial for community foundations to qualify as publicly supported organizations.
Classification of community foundations, or funds of community foundations, as
"private foundations" would be so inconsistent with the basic concept of the
community foundatierrrras well as the purpose of the t969 act, that it would be
destructive of these foundations' ability to carry out service to the community. A
brief examinaton of "private foundation" classification shows the following adverse
co ntequ ences:

(1) A community foundation would b4 subject to all of the restrictions on
private foundations, including the 4 percent tax 'on net investment income, so that
there would be no advantage to a donor making a gift or bequest to a community
foundation at distinguished from creating his own private foundation; and, to that
extent, the creation of endowment funds for community needs would be
discouraged. Moreover, funds already given to community foundations on the basis
of "public charity" treatment would be discriminated against, compar6d with similar
funds given- other "public charities." The administtative burdens and loss of
integritf of community 'foundations in the descrimiriatory treatment of funds could
destroy the continued usefulness'of these foundations.

(2) Operation of community,foundations would be rendered more difficult
antexperisive by reason of the necessity to seek to comply with private foundation
rules which were enacted fpr other types of organizations (family and company
foundations). For example, while the fiduciary standards of community foundations
restrict self-dealing in the legal sense, compliance with the arbitrary rules of §4941
(such ,as tracing the genealogy_ of all givers to determine `:disqualified persons")
would be perilous and frustrating because of the substantial number of donors over
the years, and hence'discouraging to effective management of community founda
tions for their primary purpose, ta-t--isrto-fund charitable programs.

/' "(5) Community foundaticins would not be able to offer the same advantages
asother, more narrowly focused institutions in the community that are classified as
public charities, such as colleges, universities, hos itals, Symphony orchestras, United
Fund type organizations, andother psiblicry sup kted organizations, which have or
are capable of creating endowment funds to rec ive gifts and bequests of the type
traditionally givento community foundations.9

(4) Specifically, a community foundatior>I that is a private foundation could
not provide for donors desiring to make contributions of ap reciated property the
same benefits as would be available for them were they to ake such contributions
tq other public charities. Gifts of appreciated property to a public charity may be

ducted at full value up to 30 percent of the donor's cont ibution bast (or up to
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50 percent of his contribution base, with a reduction of the value of the gift by 50
percent of the appreciation), and, to the extent the deduction cannot be fully'utilized
in the year of the gift, it may be carried forward for up to 5 years as a deduction. In
the .case of a gift of appreciated property to a private fotindation, the value of the
property is generally reduced by 50 percent of the appreciation, the deduction is
limited to 20 percent of the donor's contrjbution base, and there is no carryover of the
excess.

(5) A community foundation would, as a private foundation, lose the benefits
provided under the 1969 act in the form of incentives to grantor private founda-
tions to make current distributions to public charities or to terminate by transfer-
ring their assets to a public charity. Thus in additioh to being put at a disadvantage
in attempting to receive gifts from individuals, community foundations would lose
out as potential distributees from private aundations that may be prepared to turn
over their incorne and possibly their assets to other public institutions.

(6) If a community foindatioN, or its funds, are treated as private founda-
tions, then separate returns as private foundations must be filed. Not only does this
involve additional expense, which, together with the 4 percent tax, reduces the
income available for charitable purposes,. but it also results in greater theoretical
exposure to potential liability of trustees and other foundation managers. The latter
could have a particularly adverse effect on attracting responsible community leaders
to serve as -members of the distribution committee. or other governing body of a
community foundation, especially since members serve without compensation.

0-

(7) Program restrictions imposed on private foundations under the tax law
would raise serious questions- as to whether a community foundation could carry
out one of its fundamental objectives namely, to take a leadership role in the
development of innovative prbgrams for the benefit of the community. The Tax
Reform Act Of 1969 places emphasis upon private foundations making distribUtions
to public charities and imposes restrictive requirements iiii grants for new innovative
programs that may, not be so qualified.

. 1

(8) Additional provisions of the tax laws designed to endourage,- augmenting
the funds of public charities would not be available to community foundations.
Such provisions include those encouraging charitable remainder trusts and poole
income funds for the benefit of public charities and the establishment of supportiN
foundations for the benefit of public charities.

(9) Community foundations, if categorized as private fou dations, would'be
considered second-class citizens, compared With other' servic agencies in the
community that- also must' seek,' public support and would los the prestige now
associated with thOir standing as institutions for the benefit of t e community. This
could hive important long-ra'nge consequences if state and ,federal legislation,
present and future, impose further restrictions and burdens on private foundations
not, impcsed'on organizations classified as public charities.

The net effect of these adverse consequences resulting from "private foundation"
classification would be that community foundations could no longer fulfill their
mission effective Other publicly supported organizations might seek to replace

'them by establis g endowment, funds for community benefit,,but as pointed out
by the former he d of United Community Funds and Councils (see p.1691), such
organizations, would not actually provide the same unique characteristics and

' services of com unity foundation. A gift or bequest establishing a fund in a
limited-purp se or anization, such as a college.or hospital, obviously does not have
the flexibilit of a similar gift for community purposes to' community foundation.

of the spectrum, a gift or bequest t establish. or add to an,On the other en
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endowment fund of an organization whose principal function is to raise funds
annually for operating purposes in the communtiy does not give the donor the same
sense of security that Ile obtains upon making a gift or bequest to a community
foundation, which is basically an endowment type organization generally making
grants only out of income; donors would be concerned that the establishment of a
fund in an annual campaign or operating type organization in which .both the
current programs and the endowment program come under the same manage-
ment can subject funds created for endowment purposes to dissipation because of
the neec,to,meet current operating programs.'0

. In short, the failure of a commnity foundation to be classified as a public
charity could relegate it to the same`status as that of private foundations which
serve certain purposes in the community but which do not develop a broad base of
public support needed for a community endowment to meet current and future
needs. Philanthropic gifts or bequests which otherwise would be made to a

community foundation would likely not be made at all because no other organization
serves the same purpose. Thus, private-foundation classification would assuredly
slow the growth of community foundations and, ultimately, threaten their
continued existence.

IV,,

EVALUATION OF COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS:
CURRENT ISSUES 'AND FUTURE ROLE

Current Issue's Involving Community Foundations .

The prior discussion, has pointed up a number of issues involving community
foundations. Because of the impact of the tax laws on philanthropy, many of these
issues are inexorably tied to the tax law treatment of foundations. Accordingly, any
statement of issues involving community foundations must contain elements derived
from both the tax laws and public policy.

Despite the risk of being repetitious, it is helpful to state some of the major
questions frequently raised about community foundations and which can be taken
as a statement of current issues:

1. What is a community foundation: does it have identifiable characteristics to
qualify for particular treatment or a role in the spectruin of philanthroPy?

2. What interests are to be` served by a community fOundation, that is, to
what extent shoRld, a community foundation serve charitable purposes
selected by donors or charitable needs of a geographical area otherwise
determined?

, .
3. What is the appropriate geographic aria to be served, how.small orlarge

should it be? , i
4. What should be the nature of the governance of a community foundation?

5. What concepts of accountability and responsibility should be applicable to
cbmmunity foundations?

6. Where do community foundations stand in an evaluative scale ranking
philanthropic organizations by importance, responsibility, and devotion to

11publi interest?
I ,,

7. Com red with other _types of charitable organizations, should community
fou ndations, as charitable endoWmeht, funds for a community, be

encouraged? t
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8. Are community foundations subject to particular abuses?

Different responses may be given to these isssues, depending on the approach
taken. Like the traditional story of the Wind men examining an elephant, a

of

ex ?mination may result in wholly different conclusions than would a
\road view of the entire animal. For example, a perSon looking only at the grants

of a community foundation may regard it simply as anothdr form of grant-making
foundation. On the other hand, a broader view of sucessfully operating community
foundations will establish that they have uniquely useful characteristics that mark a

'-( worthwhile public institution.' The good record of community foundations servingts

the public interest without abuse is not an accident but is attributable to the very
design and purpose of the community foundation.

With this perspective, the following comments may be made on each of the
above issues.

Community foundations do have identifiable characteristics, as described in Chapter
I of this paper. While the form and emphasis will vary, the combination of the
factors described in Chapter I makes the community 'foundation unique. The
Treasury Department, in its proposed regulations with respect to community
foundations, has apparently had no great difficulty in defining the community
foundation in terms of its basic characteristics.

With respect tot the interests to be served by a community foundation, the
primary ptirpo-se of a community foundation quite clearly is, and it should be,
to serve the chari able needs of the community or area for which it is designated.
Indeed, this is of the unique characteristics of'a community foundation. That a
community found tion accepts gifts or bequests for charitable purposes initially
designated by do rs also contributes to the usefulness of the foundation and
should not be vie ed as a negative factor. It should be understood, of course, that
such designation by donors is permitted only in the initial terms of the gift;
subsequent directions by donors are not permitted. Such original designation by a
donor does not amount to donor control because the' donor des not have
continuing control, and, in fact, in a community foundation the goverang body has
the power to alter such designations. Perhaps more important is the fact that the
community foundation, by'acceptirvg gifts with an original designation by donors,
accomplishes the purpose of keeping the charitable gifts of yarious donors among
the resources of the community'and therefore encourages greater philanthropic usp
of funds that might otherwise be lost' as a communjty,r source. While a relatively
greater proportion of unrestricted gifts are sought by om nity foundations,

perienced persons in this field recognize at the commu ity is ben fitted b
i ducing more total philanthropic giving thr ih a combina in of rest cted an
nrestricted gifts.

The matter of the appropriate geographi area to be se ed by j a communit
foundation pc:es a difficult question. The are should be.lar e enough to attract
broad base of contributions which can be fficiently administered but the ar a
should not be so large that the foun ation is r moved from the area nd people it s
to serve. As a practical- matter, the problem tends to take care of i self:because if
the area sought to be s Ned is too large, the community foundation will general y
not be supported, and f it is too small there will not be sufficient participation f r
it to be efficient or of ective. There is no indication that any community foun a-
don has been formed to serve other than an area with some geographic
homogeneity.

Many different selection procedures have been employed in determining the
governance of community foundations, but they all ha in common the concept of
responsible leadership t at will serve the public in rest. As previously stated, the

'concept set forth in e Treasury Regulations that the, governing body should
represent the broad i tereistsiof the public clearly conforms to the approach
applied by a respons; e and responsive community foundation in its governance.
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The Treasury Department is also considering limiting the terms of members of the
governing body and assuring that neither substantial contributors nor participating
banks be 'overrepresented on their boards; but this represents good practice among
community foundations anyway. The governing body of the community foundation

*erves in a unique rosition. It must be representative of the broad interests of,the
public and operate so as to attract continuing public coofidence and support.
However, the governing body must be "independent "; that is, while maintaining
fiduciary standards, it is not controlled by donors orAjany particular constituency
and must maintain a broad philanthropic perspective in order to carry out the
purposes of the foundation in the community.

With regard to accountability and responsibility to the public, community
foundations have had a tradition of operating under fiduciary standards and public
reporting. In this respect, community foundations have probably been ahead of
most other public institutions, whether universities or United Fund type organiza-
tions. To a substantial extent, this tradition stems from these foundations' origin as
trust funds for the benefit of the community, and.both the distribution committee
and the participating banks have traditionally applied 'fiduciary standards in their
respective roles. While, historically, community foundations have made reports to
the public, in recent years the nature and extent of these reports has grown,
consistent with the widening base of supporrof community foundations-from living
donors.

Any attempt to 'evaluate community foundation relationship.s to other philan-
thropic organizations may (depend upon the premise from which One starts.
Obviously, a community fouhdation 'serves a different need than that- of a uni-
versity. On the other hand, a community foundation serves a unique purpose
different from an endowment fund for other community agencies and institutions.
As indicated in Chapter II in the listing of various projects in which commilnitc,
foundations have provided the leadership, in many communities there would be a
void or failure in meeting coMmunity needs if were not for such a foundation. The
goal should be that every comMunity foundation will play a similar role in the area
in which it serves.

The question of whether community foundations should be encouraged may
depend upon one's point of view as to the importance or need for community
endowment funds. One might argue that endowment funds should be dispersed
among various community agencies, such as universities, hospitals, and social
agencies; but it should immediately be recognized that such division of endowment
funds eliminates the flexibility that exists from having a general endowment fund
which can m t varied community .ne dS and is likely toj result in a lessenin of
such funds aV ilable to the total com unity. A community foundation helps eep

,. such funds i the Community, withou a community foundation, money earn d in
the communi y is more likely to be eft to .national orgSnizations w ich mai be
removed fro community needs aryl c ntroi.

There tle in past experience o suggest that community foun ations have .

been subj ct to particular abuses.' This is not to deny the need forj community
foundatio s, ,like other institutions, to be constantly alert to the fact that some
persons y seek to take a vantage of the role and reputation of the foundation to
try to do inate or contr it or direct its activities into particular channels. Indeed,,-`
the structure of community foundations the nature of their governing bodies and .

their public accountability .should put 'them in a position to be more resistant to
abuSes than some other types of public institutions. ,

The encouragement given by the Tax Reform Act of 1969 to distributions from
private foundations to community' foundations and the creation of funds by doors
din community foundations present both opportunities and challenges to community
found tiOns to maintain their traditional fiduciary standards and public responsi-
bility. Both the Treasury Department and the Council on Foundations are in a
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position to convey, and have in fact conveyed, the message that the treatment of
community foundations as public charities is based upon a record of freedom from
abuses, which must be maintained.

Community foundations are not static instrumentalities. As the prior history has
indicated, they have evolved and adjusted their methodg of operations to fit :the
needs in the communities in. which they serve. The most successful community
foundations are those that have attracted wide support and provided philanthropic
leadership in the community in the public interest. Their example should be
followed by other community foundations. The Treasury Department also has a role
in achieving this objective by providing proper standards in the Regulations the
absence of such Regulations makes this, process more difficult.

The only national organization which is in a position 'to provide private sector
leadership among community foundations is the Council on Foundations. Inter-
estingly, the council originated as the "Nastional Council on Community Founda-
tions." It began- with meetings of executives of community foundations, who
exchanged views on distribution prOgrams, including evaluation of ,community
needs, and how to improve the administration of community foundations. Over the
years, the number of community foundations that recognized the advantages of
such meetings grew. The council's conventions attracted other philanthropic
organizations similarly interested in the effective use of charitable funds, and this
led to the association with the council of other charitable organizations that were
not community foundations.

The Council on Foundations has now grown to a much larger organization but it
maintains a sdong body of community foundation membership (115 community
foundatiOns are membeis). The council has a separate Community Foundations
Committee which provides information and guidance, through communications and
educational progranis, for the benefit of community foundations generally.

The C,Ouncil on Foundations has an ongoing program to help citizen groups form
''community foundations and to enroll community foundations that are not
members. Council staff also assist existing community foundations, particularly the
newly developed ones. The c_ginScil plays an important role. in helping to establish
standards, providing forums for interchange of ideas with regard to community
service, and providing suggestions based on the experience of others, so as to
improve the management and public service of community fou*tions.

Thus, the mechanisms are present for maintaining high statflards in community
foundation operations, through leadership in the private sector, in the form of an
organization like the Council on Foundations, and through go\cernmental pressures,
i the form of Treasury regulati ns. The fact is that community/ fctundations have
d monstrated that they can and do play a valuable and necess* role in public

rvice in the community. The esolution of current issues ,involving community
f undations, should, therefore, hot tu'rn on the viability, of the concept and
s ructure the values of which have been established but rather on whether

'proper standards are maintained, assuring responsiveness to the public interest. This
is the same challenge faced by I public philanthropic institutions, and community
foundations should.te encourage along with the other public charities that 1.e able
to meet this challenge.

The Future Role of ComMunity Foundations in Private Philanthropy
.. .,.. .. ;

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 has had an jmportant effect upon the directions of
philanthropic support. Clearly, the act was intended to and has accomplished the
p r pose of channeling greater philanthropic support to. public charities as -,
di tinguished from private foundations. It is well known that the birth rate of
prvate foundations has subsided. °Nevertheless, the need for support from the

..
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.private sector has not abated, and it is in this connection that community founda-
tions can play an increasingly important role. The elements of that future role
would appear to be the following.

The Community Foundation as a Prime
Object of Philanthropic Giving

The community foundation has certain unique characteristics which make it
particularly attractive and important as a community resource to which
philanthropic funds should be given. Its purpopesare as broad as the community
needs. When this is coupled with the fact that the community foundation is operated
under fiduciary standards anti governed by a representative governing body, it offers
the greatest opportunity for meaningful charitable gifts from those whose interest
and concern is the welfare of the community. The community foundation should
appeal to those who want to be effective and supportive but do not kant their gifts
channeled narrowly or to become outmoded. It is the vehicle best suited to serve
such a purpose.

Development,of Associations of Foundations

In some stcitie corn nity foundations have taken the lead in encouraging
associations of foundation for evaluation of community needs and making
common grants based upon such evaluation. The staff of the community foundation
can provide analyses and recommendations that would probably not othervioise be

available to many family foundations. This does not destroy the vitality and
independence of private foundations, but. it adds direction and leadership which a
community foundation can supply in meeting community needs.

The net effect of this kind of program should be improvement in philanthropic
efforts in the community and a greater leadership role on the part of the
community foundation. While this should contribute to the more effective use of
funds of- private foundations, it will also demonstrate the rolg'that community
foundations can play, and, in that sense, it should augment the use, as well as the
funds, of community foundations for community betterment.

.

Conversion of Private Founslations into
Supporting Foundations oftomniunity
Foundations

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 gave recognition to a particular type of privately
endowed charitable fund which could be classified as a "public charity" by reason"

4. of being a "supporting organization" appropriately affiliated with a public charity.
(IRC §509(a)(3).) Public-charity status is based upon compliance with rules
requiring that the supporting organization be operated for the benefit, or in
furtherance of the purposes, of one or more specified public charities and be
operated under their suptivision,or control or in connecti n with them and not be
controlled by the supporting organization's substantial contributors or members of

One of the
their families. I

possibilitie for the future is that in the c of some family-,crew
.

foundations, the family. will turn over control of its foundation to the communi4,
foundation to "operate thereafter under the rules of section 509(a)(3) as a

i supporting organization for the community foundatio . This maybe done, not as a
tax gimmick, ibut for the purpose of augmenting thit immunity foundation while
at the same time ainyning- a separate identifi tion for the family-created

3 '7
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foundation in the interest of inducing further support. Community 'foundations that
accept such funds must exercise the same care as schools, hospitals, and other
institutions that accept them. T Treasury Regulations precisely define what
attributes of supporting organizati s must be present and provide safeguards
against misuse. It is not out of order r community Foundations to encourage such
affiliations, as long as the com nity foundations are willing to take on the
responsibility of properly supervising the supporting organizatio*.

Termination of Private Foundations
into Community Foundations

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 specifically encourages the termination of private
pfoundations into public charities. While this may be regretted in some quarters,

because it eliminates some of the pluralism of decision making that private
foundations provide in our society, it should not be regretted if it has the effect of
making more effective use of charitable funds by aggregating them hinder a common
responsible management in a community foundation. For example, the absorption
of a number of small unstaffed private foundations by a staffed community
foundation might be beneficial because it achieves economy of operations and
brings a staff capability to the-use of charitable funds. The Treasury Regulations

,recognize that private foundations may be so terminated into designated funds of
community foiNdations (as _well as those of other public charities). data
reported in Chapter I indicate that in fact there has been a subglaitial shift.of funds
from iNivate foundations into community foundations. To the extent that this
represents the shift to community foundations of private foundations too small to
be economically administered, this should contribute to more effective use of
charitable funds for.public purposes.

V

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The possibility of community foundations growing substantially through the
acquisition of assets of private foundations emphasizes the greater. role and
responsibility of community foundations in the future. The thrust of the-1969 act in
.restricting private foundations and in encouraging public charities puts great emphasis
upon t e role that a community foundation can play as the bne overall organization
for a mmunity, designed to harness the resources of private philanthropy for publi
needs., ommunity foundations must approach this new role studiously, energetically
and res onsibly.

Both the structure and past record of comm nity foundations justify co
)f-idence

that these organizations can serve a sound purpose in providing major phila thropic
support in the Community and a leadership' role in community projects iri th future.
These foundations must, however, be prepared to justify their continued privil ges and
should constantly evaluate, and be prepared to strengthen, their operati ns. The
following are developments or recommendations that look to the strength ning of
community foundation operations:

1. Community foundations should be adequately staffed. The positive ole that
many community foundations,play is due not only to participation by co munity
leaders but also to the presence of professional staff who can make the anal ses, Plan
the projects, and provide expert guidance for the philanthropic secto of the
community.
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2. ,Community foundations in smaller communities should reexamine their role and
responsibility where the community size- is not sufficient to support the growth of the
community _foundations, or expandigi, to serve a larger population on a regional basis,
so as to obtain sufficient public support to both provide staff and take a positive role
in meeting charitable needs in the community.

3. It is important that new community foundations obtain some gifts at the outset
, to carry them through the lean start -up period. Such funds will speed the day when

they can have staff and a program calculated to attract maximum community support.
4. Community foundations should strive for greater understanding by the

community of their role. This is not merely for the purpose of improving their image,
but rather it is to fulfill the need for broad-based participation and provide leadership
in support of private philanthropy. More community foundations should take an
active role 4n the community to focus on community needs and help to bring together
community resources to meet such needs. This leadership role is illustrated by
examples previously given in Chapter II. .

5. In connection with the 18t point, more community foundations can follow he
example of those that are providing service to community agencies and her
foundations for the more effective use of community resources. Such services include
evaluating grant requests, coordinating proposals, holding meetings on community
needs, and in other ways seeking to improve the use of funds available from private
and-governmental sources for the benefit of the community.

6. Community foundations should continue to broaden their base of support in the
communities they serve. They should do more to encourage medium-sized gifts as well
as large ones. The creation of Community Funds Inc., as an affiliate of New
Community. Trust, is an example of one method of accomplishing this. They shOli(c1

.. encourage 'more lifetime gifts to obtain current interest and support, rather than be
dependent upon bequests. There are many ways of encouraging people to build up
funds during life, including the use of charitable remainder trusts. In short, a goal
should be to encourage more people to have a stake in their community's future
through the community folthdation.

,r

7. Community foundations should encourage greater participation by the
involvement of more citizens. The use of advisory committees for various projects or
to advise the distribution committee as ..to grants are some of the ways to expand
involvement. Another means is to 9iate special-purpose funds for subjects of
community interest, such as library fun , arts funds, scholarship funds. The New
Hampshire Charitable Fund is providing an example of this type of. involvement on a

-,%. statewide basis.
...1,; -." ..---

The above sugge
serve

tionsr flect practices already undertaken in many communities.
ltny represent m ans w ere by community foundations can and do see to

71-I onstrate the value o private philanthropy in a community. Coinmun
foundations should be encourag9-to be a model for involvement of the private sector
in the community as an alternate and supplement to governmental programs.

,

o -



Appendix A

GEOGRAPHICAL LISTING OF COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS

ALABAMA

The Greater Birmingham Foundation, Birmingham

ARIZONA

The Phoenix Welfare Foundation, Phoenix

CALIFORNIA

The Alameda-Contra Costa Counties Community Foundation, Oakland
California Commumiy Foundation, Los Anie les
The Corcoran Community Foundation, Corcoran
Fresno Regional Foundation, Fresno
Glendale Community Foundation, Glendale-
The Humboldt Area Foundation, eureka
Monterey Foundation, Monterey
Newport Harbor Foundation, Newport Beach
Novato Civic Foundatidh, Novato
Pasadena Foundation, Pasadena
Riverside FOundatiop, Riverside
The San Francisco Foundation, San Francisco
TI San Mateo Foundation, Burlingame
Santa Barbara Foundation, Santa Barbara
Community Trust of Santa Clara County, Santa Clara
Santa CruzEl Pajaro Foundation, Waterville
Santa Rosa Foundation, Santa Rosa

. COLORADO

Colorado Springs Community Trust Fund, Colorado Springs
The Denver Foundation, Denver'
The Greater Englewood.Foundation, Inc., Englewood
Mesa County, Foundation, Inc., Grand Junction ,

CONNECTICUT-

The Bridgeport Area Foundation, Inc., Bridgepprt
Greenwich Fou ndation for Community Gifts, Greenwich
The Hartford Foundation for Public Giving, West Hartford
The Meriden Fou ndation, Meriden
New Britain Foundation for Public Giving, Ne'Britai
The New Haven Foundation,.New Haven
The Greater Nprwalk Community Foundation, Inc., N rwalk
Stamford Foundation, Stan'tford
The Torrington Community Foundation, Torrington
Waterbury Foundation, Waterbury .

DELAWARE

The Delaware Foundation, Wilmington

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA .
The'Community Foundation of Greater Washington, Inc.

^-0

.00
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The Broward Cou4 Foundation,lnt., Fort Lauderdale
Dade Foundation, Miami
Palm Beach County Community Foundation, West Palm Beach
The Greater Jacksonville Area Community Foundation, Jacksonville 414
The Comrriu nity Foundation of.Sarasc;ta, Sarasota
Pinellas Cou my Com mu n ity'FOu'ildation, Clearwater

Park Community Trust Fund, Winter Park

G ORGIA

Metropolitan Foundation of Atlanta, Atlanta
IThe Atlanta Foundation, Atlanta
Metropolitan Augusta Foundation, Augusta
Savannah Foundation, Inc:, Savannah

HAWAII

TheHawaiian Foundation, Honolulu
Han a Maui Trust, Hank,

.:1ILLINOIS

The Alton Foundation, Alton ,
The Aurora Foundation, Aurora
The Centralia Foundation,-Centralia
The Chicago Community Trup, Chicago
Community Foundation of Champaign County, Inc., Champaign
The Moline Foundation, Moline
Oak Park-River Forest Community Foundation, Oak Park -
The Quincy Eoundation, Quincy
The Rock Island Communityloundation, Rock Nand_
Rockford Community Trust, Rockford
Sterling-Rock Falls Community Trust, Sterling

1

INDIANA '
The Btookville Foundation, Brookville
Fort Wayne Foundation, Inc., Fort Wayne
The Greencastle Foundation, Greencastle
The Indianapolis Foundation, Indianapolis
Kosciusko County Foundation, Warsaw
The North Manchester Community Foundation,-InZ, North Manchester
The Portland Foundation, Portland
Community Foundation of St. Joseph County, Inc., South Bend
Sullivan County Foundation, Sullivan
The Wells County Foundation, Inc., Bluffton
The Winchester Foundation, Winchester

IOWA

Ce4r Rapids Community Welfare loundatiorl,.Cedar Rapids
Davenport Area Foundation, Dave port
The Waterloo Civic FoundatiOn, Waterloo
Waverly Community Foundation`, Wayerly

.

'NANSAS

The MATherson Community Foundation, McPherson
Salina-Charities FoundatiOn, Inc., Salina

p

/

it
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KENTUCKY

Blue Grass Foundation, Inc'., Lexington
Lexington-Fayette County Foundation, Inc., Lexington
Greater Ashland Foundation, Apland
The OwensboroDaviess County Community Foundation, Owensboro

LOUISIANA

Baton Rouge Area Fo6ndation, Baton Rouge
Shreveport-Bossier Foundation, Shreveport

MAIIOt

Maine Charity Foundation, Portland
The North Haven Foundation, North Haven

1

MARYLAND

The Community Foundation of the Greater Baltimore Area, Inc., Baltimore

WASSACHUSETTS

Attleboro Fou'ndation, Attleboro
BrocktorrCharitable Fund, Inc., Brocktcin
Committee of the Permanent Charity Fund, Inc., Boston
The Cornerstone Charitable Foundation, Boston
The Cambridge Foundation, Cambridge,
Dover Foundation, Inc", Dover
Greater Fall River Foundation, loc., Fall River
Old Colony Charitable Foundation, Boston
Perpetual Benevolent Fund, Waltham

"MICHIGAN"

The Ann Arbor Area Foundationddinn Arbor
-Greater Battle Creek Foundation, Battle Creek
Berrien Community Foundation, Benton Harbor%
The Colon Foundations Colon ,
Detroit Community Trust, Detroit
The Flint Public Trust, Flint jk
The Fremont Area Foundktion,..eremont
Grancr Blanc Community Foundation, Flint
Grand Haven Area Community Foundation, Inc., Grand Haven
Grand Rapids Foundation, Grand Rapids
The Greater Holland Community Foundati n, Inc., Holland
The Jackson Foundation; Ja kson
kalamazoo Foundation;Kal mazoo
The Greater Lansing Found tion, Lansing
Leeianau Township Founda ion, Inc., Northport .

Midland Community foun ation, Midland
Muskegon County Commu ity Foundation, Muskegon
Oakland Counti, Communi y Trust, Detroit
Port Huron District Foundation, Inc., Port Huron
The Pontiac Foundation, Pontiac
Thornappie Foundation.HastIngs
Vic ksburg.Pou ndatIrVir,ksbu rg

MINNESOTA

Duluth Community Trust, Duluth
The Minneapolis Foundation; inneapOlfi
The Rochester Foundation, Rochester
Saint Paul Foundation, St. Paul

1715
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MISSOURI

Kansas City Association of Trusts & Foundations, Kansas City
St. Louis COmrdunity Trusts, St. Louis
Pea War Charitable Foundation, Peculiar

NEBRASKA
..

The Lincoln Foundation, Inc., Lincoln
Merrick Foundation, Central City

NEW HAMPSHIRE
- ,

Dublin Community Foundation, Dublin
New Hampshire Charitable Fund, Concord
The Randolph Foundation, Randolph

,NEW JERSEY

The Plainfield Foundation; Plainfield
Trenton Community Foundation, Trenton
South Jersey Foundation, Moorestown

4 l
40

/

NEW YORK

The Buffalo Foundation, Buffalo
Community Foundation of4entral New York, Syracuse
Greater Endicott A rea,Foundation, Endicott
Glens Falls Foundation, Glens Falls°
Lyndonville Area Foundaf n, Inc., Lyndooville
MohawkHudson'Commu Foundation, Inc., Albany A

Mow York Community Tru is & Community Funds, Inc., New York
Poughkeepsie Area Fund, Inc., Poughkeepsie .,., .

Greatet-Rochester Community f oundation of the Genesee Valley, Rochester
Scarsdale Foundation, Scarsdale
The Schenectady Foundation, Schenectady

Foundation, Inc., IthacaThe Tompkins County
The Community Foundation of Unadilla, New York, Inc., Unadilla
Utica Foundation, Inc., Utica
The WatertoWn Foundation, Inc., Watertown '

NORTH CAROLINA

Greater Charlotte Foundation, Inc., Charlotte
-t Durham Foundation, Inc., Durham

Elizabeth City Foundation, City
Granite Falls Conimunity Fou dation, Granite Falls
Hickory Com unity Foundation, Inc., EtiCkory
Landis Com nity Fouridation, Inc., Landis
Rocky Moun Foundation, Rocky Mount 4
Salisbury Co munity Foundation, Inc., Salisbiliy
Thomasville ommunity Foundation, Inc., Thomasville
The Winston altm Foundation, WinstonSalem

, 4

NORTH DAKOTFA

FargoMoorhead Area Foundation, Fargo

OHIO f
Akron Community Trusts, Akron
Ashtabula-Foundation, Inc., Ashtabula

' Bryan Area Foandation, Bryan
Canton Welfare Federation Community Memorial Trust, Caron

r
1,56,3

11/4 rt
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The Gr ter Cin c in nti Foundation, Cincinnati
The eveland Foundation, Cleyeland
The Columbus Foundation, Columbus
The Dayton Foundation, Dayton
The Fayette County Charitable Foundation, Washington court House (Fayette)
Galion Commtoltyloundation. Galion
Hamilton ttimmu nity Foundation, Inc., Hamilton
Lake County Foundation, Painesville
Licking County Foundation for Public Giving, Newark
The Lorain Foundation, Lorain

, The Marietta Community Foun'dation, Marietta
Mercer County Civic Foundation, Celina
The Mount Vernon Community Trust, Mount Vet'
-Richland County Foundation of Mansfield, Ohio, Mansfield
Salem Community Foundation, Inc., Salem
The Sidney Community Foundation, Sidney
The Springfield Foupdation,Springfield

, The Stark County Foundation, Canton
The Tipp City Foundation, Troy

. The Toledo Community Ftion, Toledo
The Troy Foundation,
Van Wert County Foundat' , Van Vert
Youngstown Foundation, Youngstown
St. Clair Foundation, Lewisburg

OKLAHOMA

MUskogee County Community Action Foundation, Inc., Muskogee -
sa Permanent Community Trult Disbursing Committee Funds, Tulsa

kiahoma City Community Foundation, Inc Oklahoma

OREGON

The Benton County Foundation, Co Ills
Oregon Community Foundation, Port d

° The Pendleton Foundation Trust, Pendl on
Salem Foundatio

PENNSYLVANIA

The Altoona Fouhdation,Altoona
Ashlancl-Trusti, Ashland
Bethlehem Are' Foundation, Bethlehem
Emporium Foundation, Inc., Emporium,
The Erie Community Foundation, Erie
The Greensburg Foundation, Greensburg
The Grove City Foundation, Grove City
The Harrisburg Foundation, Harrisburg
The Lancaster County Foundation, Lancaster;
Central Montgomery CountrFqundation, K Mg of Peussia
The Philadelphia Foundation, Philadelphia
The Pittsburgh Foundation, Pittsburgh
The Scranton Area Foundation, Scranton
The Warren Foupdaticin, Warren
Williamsport Foundation or Cominunity Trust, Willirsport
York Foundation, Mork

RHODE ISLAND

'The Rhode Island Foundation, Providence
)

r
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yiltiTtl CAROLINA

Anderson Community Foundation, Inc:, Anderson
The Greenville County Foundation, Greenville
Hilton Head Island Charitable Foundation, Hilton Head Island
The Spartanburg'County Foundation,Spartanburg

TENNESSEE

Community Foundation of Greater Chattanooga, Inc., Chattanooga
'Community Improvement Foundation of East Tennessee, Knoxville
The Memphis-Plough Community Foundation, Memphis

TEXAS

Amarillo Area Foundation, Inc., Amarillo
Bellville CoMinunity Foundation, Beliville
Central West Texas Charitable Foundation, Abilene
Dallas Community Chest Trust Fund, Dallas '
Dallas Fou ndation, Dallas
Gray-Pampa Foundation, Inc.,,,Pampa
Navarro Community Foundation, Corsicana
San Antonio Area Foundation, San Antonio
Waco Perpetual Growth Foundation, Waco
Waxahachie Foundation, Inc., Waxahachie

VERMONT

Northwestern Vermont Community Foundation, St. Albans: _

Vermont Charitable Foundation, Waitsfield

VIRGINIA

Norfolk Foundation, Norfblk
Portsmouth Community Trust, Portsmouth

, The Richmond Foundation, Richmond, .
The Greater Richmond Community Foundation, Richmond

WASHINGTON

Foundation for Enumclaw Community, Inc., Enumclaw
The Seattle Foundation, Seattle
Spokane Foundation,Spokane
Stanwood-Camano Afea Foundation,Stanwood

WEST VIRGINIA

The. Greater Kanawha Valley Foundation, Charleston
Parkersburg Community Foundation, Parkersburg

WISCONSIN

The Ashland Fotindation, Ashland
Beloit Foundation, Inc., Beloit
Cambridge Foundation, Cambridge
Fort AtkinsorfCommunity Foundation, Fort Atkinson
Kenosha Foundation, Kenosha

-La Crosse Foundation, La Crosse
Madison Community Trusttund, Madison-
The MilWatikee FoundationpMilwaukee
Oshkosh Foundation, Oshko0"

WYOMING

Cheyenne Community Trust, Cheyenne
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Appendix B

FINANCIAL AND OTHER DATA ON COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS

Table B-1

Assets of Community Foundations By Size Category
.(Based on the 1970 status report figures)

Size
(in thousands)

Community Foundati4s Total Assets
Number Percent

so-ko 148 62.19% S 14,483,879 1.82%
500-1,000 28 11.76 20,399,586 2.57
1,000-5,000 38 1 5.97 82,727,074 10.42

-5,000-10,000
10,000-50,000

8,
12

3.36

5.04
60,660,305

256,891,959
7.64

32.35
50,000 and over 4 1.68 358,975,508, 45.20

Totals ' 23a 100.00 $794',138,311 100.00

Source: Council on Foundations

Table 8-2

List of Community Foundations With Asseti Over S10 Million

Name of Community Foundation

The New York Community Trust
The Cleveland Foundation "
The Chicago Community Trust
Committee of the Pirmai)ent Charity

Fund, Inc. (Boston)
The San Francisco Foundation
Vancouver Foundation
Hartford Foundation for Public Giving
The New Haven Foundation'
The Philadelphia Foundation .
The Winston-Salem Foundation
KAimazoo Foundation
The Pittsburgh Foundation
California Community Foundation-
Dallas Community Chest Trust Fund
The Indianapolis Foundatimp
The Columbus Foundation
Kansas City Association bf.Trusts &

Foundations
The Rhode Island F'oundation
Grand Rapi4,Foundation
Winnipeg Foundation
Saint Paul Foundation .

-4 The Minneapolis Foundation

,Totals

Source: Council on Foundations

Fiscal/Calendar
Year

12/31/73
12/31/73
10/31773

6/30/73
6/.30173

12/31/73
9/30/73

12/31/73
4/30/74

'112/31/73
12/31/73
12/31/73
8/31/73

10/31/73
12/31/73
12/31/73

12/31/73
12/31/73
.6/30/73
10/3/73
12/31/73
3/31/74

386

Market Value
of Assets

5193,190,648
168,614;000
90,014,038

79,360,230
48,7016,843
47,163,102
44,679,684
-32,649,689
30,216,807
28,986,330
25,953,321
25,286,186

"21,564,372
19,000,000
18,219,919
17,489,747

17,000,000
16,704,259

, 13,434,986
1'2,896,08.7
10,988,629
10,305,695

Total Grants

$ 9,826,996
5,741,989
3,747,175

3,387,239
4,203,911
2,685,294
1,374,655
1,198,522
1,618,460

932,987
1,175,461
1,150,977
1,842,173"
1,163,414

701,759
1,104,589

6511,915
685,459
786,236
575,631
343,841
013,084

$972,434,572 $45,817,767
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Table B-3

Number and Distribution of Community Foundati ns By Region
(Based on the 1970 status report figur )

Region
Numbei of

Community Foundations Total Distributions

New England 25 10.82% S 6,486,975 15.54%

Middle AN: ntic 31 13.42 . 7,957,189 19.06

East North Central 76 32.90 14,711,412 35.24

West North Central 15 6.4 1,595,648 3.82

South Atlantic if 13.42 4,017,921 9.63 , 4

East South Central 6 , ?.60 225,246 .54

West South Central. 15 *6.49 653,465 1.57

Mountain. 6 2.60 43,117 ) AO

Pacific 26 11.26 6,051,0484 14.50

Totals 231 101100 S41,741,121 100.00

,Soorce: Council on-Foundations

Table B-4 -I
. . ( 0.Field Preference for Community Foundations Compared With

- -Grant Distributions 6f All Foundations, 1972-1973

1, ,
..--

Field - 50 .-

Commuc- nity Fouusdation Grants Total Foundation Grants

Amounts
(in millions) Percent

.

.

Amounts
(in millions)

1-

f

.,

..

Pefcent

Welfare' ?
Health

Humanities -

'Religion s
.

Sciences l

international Activities
Education

S18.56

12.72

5.65

. la8
P4
0.17'

.10.69
.

-....

- 35.58%
24.34

10.82

3.41

- 5.05

0.32

20.46

,5200

295

122

26

217 .

161

404

13.50%

20.00

8.00
2.00

14.50.
10.50

$2.50
1.

Source. Council on Foundations. Figures are from the Foundatioh Center Data Bank, bated on
reports to the Foundation Center in 1972 and 1973. The data do not include all m-
munity fOundation grants but are based upon approximately 550 million in grant

7%*
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Footnotes

1. The terms "community trust" and "community foundation" are hereafter usedinterchangeably, with no distinction intended uhless specified. The term "community trust"
originally reflected not only the concept of funds held in trust for the benefit of the community,but also that the trust form was used with a bank as trustee. The ternq"community foundation"
became more commonly used to describe the concept, whether given effect in the form of bank
trusteeship or corporation. Thus today some "community foundations" are established under adeclantion of trust and some "community trusts" are independent nonprofit corporations. The
Treasury Department has used the term "community trust" in its regulations, but the more
frequently used term, and that used herein to describe all such organizations, is "community
foundation."

2. American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, (nc., Giving U.S.A., 1973, pp. 15.16 and 1974,pp. 16-17. '
-

3.'uncil on Foundations, "Private Foundations and the 1969 Tax Reform Act," paper prepared
for the Commission on Priv ate Philanthropy an d Public Needs, 1975, pp. 1560.61.

4. The nation's second largest community foundation has already ahnounced a substantial increase
in its grants. Ouosed in The New York Times, January 15, 1975, as saying this "is the time tospend," Homer C. Wadsworth, president of The Cleveland Foundation, reported that the
foundation's spending would be increased 25 to 30 percent in 1975, notwithstanding an estimated
24 percent decline in asset values. _

5. The "facts and circumstances test" prescribed by Treasury Reg lations under§170(b)(1)(A)(v"7i both prior to the 196 9 Act and since contain a req irement for a"representative governing body" which is generally descriptive of the conc employed in
community foundations. The present statement of this concept in Reg. §1.1 A-9(e)(3)(v) is asfollows: "(v) Representative governing body. The fact that an organization has a 'governing body
which represents the broad interests of the public, rather than the personal or private interests of alimited nutnber of donors (or persons standing in a relationship to such donors which is described
in section 4946(a)(1)(C) through (G)), will be taken into account in determining whether an
organization is 'publicly supported.' An organization will be treated as meeting this requirement if
it has a governing body (whether designated in the organization's governing instrument or bylaws
as a Board of Directors, Board of Trustees, etc.) which is comprised of,public officials acting in
their capacities as such; of individuals selected by public officials acting in their capacities as such;of persons having special knowledge or expertise in the particular field or discipline in which the
organization is operating; of community leaders, such as Vected or appointed officials, clergymen,
iducators, civic leaders, or other such persons representing a broad cross-section of the views and
interests, of the community; or, in the case of a membership organization, of individuals elected
pursuadt to the organization's governing' instrument or by-laws by a broadly based membership."

6. See William T. Swartz, "How New Haven Created a New Corrections Center," Foundation News
(May/June 1974), p. 21.

7. See Pat Geisler, "Getting It All Together," Foutlatio.n News (March/Apiil 1973), p. 27.

8. See Gary M. Hook, "Organizing A Fight Against Drug Abuse," Fthindation News(November/December 1974.p. 23.

t is interesting to note that in some communities other operating and fund-raising institutions
have been instrumental in the formation of a community foundation because they,recogize that a
community foundation may be more likely to attract endowment funds for the benefit of the
community and its institutions than they are.

10. See prior discussion, 1704 and note 9, supra.
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THE ?HARITABLE FOUNDATION:
ITS 3OVERNANCE

Lawrence M. Stonet'

Introduction

e
Private foundations have several characteristics that distinguish them from other

charitable institutions: (1) they are generally dependent on a single donor (or
family) for their funds and derive none of their financial support'from broad-based
public fund raising; (2) they have a unique independence since they often retain
contributions received as a capital fund and spend only the income which the
capital fund earns; end (3) rather than operating charitable aid programs or research
activities themselves, they usually make grants to other charities, institutions, or
individuals to carry on such work. Thus, they are a relatively permanent, nongovern-
mental source of floating capital endowment for alternative public purpose
activities. This uniquely uncommitted endowment gives the private foundation its
singular freedom to act, a freedom that is at once its greatest virtue_and its most
vulnerable point--

The private foundations' independence, flexibility, and ability to respond to
changing times and inew problems' make these organizations perhaps the most
valuable and most essential segment of the entire private nonprofit sector. No other
private charitable institution or organizational structure seems so perfectly designed
to respond to the changing needs of a democratic, pluralistic society.

Despite the apparent advantages of the private foundation, it has been the object
of more criticism than any other single area of private philanthropy. As a result it
has increasingly been placed in a less favorable position than other so-called publicly
supported charities with regard to federal tax benefits.

,There are several explanations of what has led to the private foundation's
susceptibility to criticism:

1. Contributions to private foundations come from wealthy families. Any
controversy or criticism regarding-such large concentrations of wealth in our society
is easily transferable to the private foundation4 which have been created with this
wealth. Indeed, such criticism of .the private foundation may actually be an
expressiOn of dislike for the institution of private property.2

2. Large tax benefits are usually associated with both the creation and operation
of foundationC These benefits lower the cost of charitable giving. However, as the.
burden of taxation becomes heavier, especially for the middle-income taxpayer,
scapegoats are sought. The private foundation, having only a small,, albeit wealthy,'
voting constituency is especially vulnerable to criticisrh in this regard because of its
image as a tax hayed for the wealthy.

3. Some private foundations have been set up and operated for the private
purposes of their donors; some pursue goals that have little if any relation to the
public interest; still others have accumulated income while spending little on current
charitable or public needs. These clear abuses of the tax benefits already received
and of the public-trust status of contributed funds have brought criticism to bedi"on
all foundations, and indeed on all philanthropy. Increased enforCement efforts and
Changes in the law, especially the Tax Reform Act of 1969, have done much t

Professor of Lap, University of California, Berkifey.
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7

reduce the possibility of such abuses. But some needed ,stepssuch as ensuring
gradual relinguishment of donor control have yet to be taken. Furthermore, what
some view as overly generous "grandfather" clausessuch as requirements in the
1969 act for divestment of business control3 have Weakened the reform. In any
event, the public image of the private foundation has been slow to change.

4. For foundations to fulfill their promised role, they must exploit their unique
independence by engaging in new, innovative, and often controversial activities.
Because of this, foundations have from time to time been heavily cirticized from all
sidesby fepublicans,and Democrats, tax consenatives and tax liberals, populists
and propertied interests Such criticism is usually a sign of the vigor of the institu-
tion and will, we would hope, not be silenced.

5. Many foundationsincluding those that may have performed their fiduciary
obligations flawlessly, without self-dealing or private benefitshave nevertheless
remained truly "private." Generally speaking, thi's means that they are controlled by
a small, self-perpetuating group consisting either, of the donor and the donor's
family or of others who have gained control through their relationships to the
original control group. Furthermore, foundationsevert those not so closely
controlledhave with few exceptions drawn their directors and chief personnel from
a narrow and relatively homogeneous base. Many foundations also have been
reluctant to disclose adequate information about their finances and activities, doing
so only under the heaviest of criticism or because of government regulation,

Since private foundationsare dependent on neither public fund raising not public
imembership, it is not surprising that they have tended to exhibit characteristics of .

"privateness." Yet such uncontrolled, narrow based power, especially when it enjoys
the benefit of tax support, cannot be expetted to be popular in our. society., The
few private foundations that have managed successfully to emerge from this

stereotype and have progressed beyond this state of privateness might be well
advised to refer to themselves as "charitable foundations" or. "public founda-
tions"even though the effect is,cancededly cosmetic.4

The purpose of- this paper is to examine current ploblems in the governance of
private foundations, some of which hve, been summarized- above, and to suggest
possible solutions to help quiet the private foundations' critics without undermining
the foundation's essential role. While directed at private foundations, much of what
is discussed is also applicable to other charitable institutions that are' similarly
characterized by privateness or "t on- publicness" -and that also may share some of
the alleged weaknesses of the foundations' governance structure.

I <, -

LONG-RANGEL STRATEGY

The grant-making private foundations will not continue to play an important role
in American society unless it is determined that they are, worth the price 'society

4 must pay -to sustain them. The ."price" has two aspectsone, monetary (tax,
incentives) and the other, independence which in effect gives to private persons the'
right to appropriate monies that would otherwise, be tolletted as taxes and
appropriated by the legislature.5 Foundations, notwithstanding the considerable'
progress of recent years, continue to be, in a prkarioUs 'position. Therefore, a
lOng-range strategy must be developed to iinprove the image of the private founda-
tion: .

.

There clearly are limits to what can be dprie to lessen the political vulnerability
of the private foundation. Once its public- image lass been tarnished it is very

1.
...
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difficvlt for an institution or group to rid itself of such a stigma. This is an era in
which it is-fashionable to challenge existing institutions as being "irrelevant" or in
need of "radical" change.' There would appear, .however, to be an appropriate
strategy for the private foundation. Such a strategy should be based first and
foremost on fulfilling the theoretical promise of .the foundation to be the "cutting
edge" of philanthropy, the sympathetic ear to the "voices in the wilderness, and'
the patron.of pathfinders.

However, as a precondition to their ability to act,with such independence,
foundations must avoid making themselves easy targets for political criticism.
Abuses, and the potential "for abuse, must be dealt with forthrightly and promptly:
Foundations as a group should themselves be responsible for playing a "watchdog
role." Since there is always the possibility that criticis'of some charitable org a-
tions will spill .over to all charitable institutions, the willingmaas of _foundation to
take the lead in encouraging sound government regulation_of all charity, subject to
the proviso that such regulation not interfere with their own vital independence or
that of o,ther charitable institutions, is equally important to this long-range strategy.
Foundations 'should be in the forefront of delineating for the 'public and for
Co9gress those areas of all charitable activity that should be open to reasonable
government regulation.6 The ;imitations on self-dealing and -control-of-business
provisions recommended in 1965 by the Treasury Department and enacted in 1969
should, under this strategy, have recriked strong and unqualified support by the.
foundation community. Similarly, fouridations should be receptive to reasonable
demands for disclotuTe and public accountability.7

However, it is not necessaryor 064461ethat foundations and their supporters
accept as permanent any unnecessary concessions to government regulationsuch as
the present tax benefit discriminations against gifts to foundations in favor of gifts
to "public charities."8 Furthermore, an approach aimed at preventing all possible
abuses is unwise if it risks the serious curtailment of the foundation's independence
and flexibility: to do so could ultimately lead to the destruction of the institution
we seek to preserve.° Some criticismsfor example those 'relating to financial
self-dealingshould, and can be, and to a large'extebt tiii,ebeen met by direct arkig,
rigorous government regulation. Unfounded criticism such as charges that founda-
tions control the economy or are responsible for high income taxesyshould be
repudiated ,vpciferously, just as are such irresponsible attacks on free speech,
academic, freedom, and an independent judiciary, three other important bulwarks
of a free society. To dee'l with problems that fall somewhere in between, solutions
are discussed below that would'combine pthate regulation with semigovernmental
controls or legitimacy-creating devices.

If foundations have kept their own "skirts clean," they will then be in a position
to carry out the more important part, of a long-range strategy of secpring their
'recognition as vital to American society. This simply calls for the fulfillment of
their promise. Foundations -should Pe far more active in supporting through their
graht-makihg process those ombudsmart ac9vities now permitted by_law.1° In this
era when voters are -called upop to decide' on complex matters such as what degree
of safety is required for nuclear power plants, how much. military power ddesthe
United States require to defend itself, and what is appropriate pconomic_policy to
maintain full employment and avoid inflatIori, free. press, town hall meetings, and
academic freedom do not suffice to allow informed, democratic decisions. What are
needed are extensive privately supported research attivities that will provide the
necessary information on complex' issues for the Mess and others to disseminate.
Siinilarly, in these days 91 .almost overwhelming power of. government, the protec-
tion of individual rights fecidil-es in' many cases,%ustained and complex litigation' that
can be carried on only by 'public interest group's.

Moreoverrfoundations and their supporters must convince Congress that privately
supported, nonprofit organizations are needed to counteract corporate and, other
private interest lobbies itt federal, state, and local legislatures. These activities are

. 3 1
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I
now iargcly foreclosed to charitable cirganizatiOns,1 r while business interests are

afforded wide latitude to conduct non-grassroots lobbying with tax deductible.

dollars in matters connected with their businei,s interests. If private foundations

were permitted to make grants in support of lobbying activities, they would provide

the requisite and vita) countetforce to large government and its consequent private

business lotibiet.1 2
.

11

SOME SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

Areas.of Appropriate Government Regulation

To maintain public confidence in the integrity of the management of private
foundations, government regulation should be exercised in_a reasonable manner to

. achieve

(a) prevention of sdlPdealing or other forms of private benefit;

(b) prevention of privateness" through full disclosure of foundation operations;

(cksoundness of foundation investments;
ti

(d) a balance-between accumulation of capital and spending for present peeds;

(e) proper application of foundation funds, for example, avoidance of impro

"rprieties, such as giving for political purposes; and

(f) to a limited extent, the prevention of "privateness" in the form of indefinite

control by donors or doneet over any particular foundation's. ' ..
Areas in Which to Avoid
Government Regulation. .

To preserve foundation independence and to allow foundations to carry °tit their

missions, there should be no government regulation of the grant-making process.

This includes both the foundation's selection of areas of interest and the actual

making of grants.to donees. -
r

1. 41...

Area of Experimentation With Different
Regulatory Approaches

.

To encourage the continued growth of the private foundation chile attempting.

to satisfy the justifiable demands for regilaiion, there,should be experimentation

with private regulation, The Financial Accounting Standardslioard," established by

independent public accountants, and private regulatory boards with compulsory
membership under ftate law, such as the State Bar of California2 4 can serve as
possible models. These efforts might not !Aar significant fruit and 'could pave the

'way for direct government regulation of program selection and geant making.

Despite such drawbacks, however, the narrowness and the unresponsiveness of some

private foundations demand such experimentation. Two of the principal goals of
such experinientation 'should be to encourage the Vofuntiry broadening of founda

tion management, and greater foundation tesponsiveness to the controversial and

changing needs of our society.' 5,

.43
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While it does not at regent seem necessary to limit the size or He of private -

foundations, there sh Id be limits placed on the. time during which a donor and
related parties or do ees may at 'first control, and late/ substantially influence, the
conduct of the private foOndation. To encourage new ideas and approaches, and to
avoid prolonged .control by persons falling Outside the5tionor and relatedparty
group, it'may also, be necessary to.place limits on tee term of any single director.

Equal' Tax Treatment forfoundations
and Other Charitable 1n$titutions

Finally, in order to promote the continued growth orj5rivate foundations land to
eliminate the 5tigma attached to them, th'i= present tax'distinctions between pri ate
foundatiOtTs and other charities shoiltd be abolished. ,ponors to private fo
should be 'entitled to the same. tax benefits now giOen to donors Jo-ptivrtifst
tions; private foundations should not be subject fo heavier taxed, or aUcjiting fe
than other charithble organizations; and many of the existing prohibilltlis such as
that against self-dealing and control of business now impoed on private foundations
should logically be extended to all charitable' institutions..Elimination of existing
legal 'differences_ between private foundations and other charitable institu.tions is
needed not only 'to remove an-unfortkmate stigma on: foundationsrand not onlyto
eliMinate the unwise distortion of charitable giving which such distinctions maycreate, but also because these existing distinctions themselves invite 'further
discrimination, repre'senting as they do a kind of, legislative presumption of inferior
status.

HI
.

- AREAS pF POTENTIAL GO'VERNIVIgNt REGULATION:
A:'HE PROBLEM OF "PRIVATENESS"

Solicitation of Funds

By definition. the private foundation obtains funds from'a single donor or family.
To require public funding or to, otherwise restructure the support base would
destroy the very nature of the private foundation. While there are admitted virtues.', to the. contention ,that publicly suppor'ted charities must continually '.prove
themselves in order to, 'maintain a fit:v of donatkons, one of the unique aspects of
the private fouhdation is its independence from such popular 'support. This makes
the foundation lesS likely to be subject to Oublic passions and prejqdices of the
moment than almost any other' institution in ou society., Even the .wealthiest
private -university knows that "monet [of its doors) talks."- Therefore, any
suggestions that foundations be requires to solicit at least some funds from the
public sector or perish is a ro te to "pubittness" that should not be considered.

Selection and Composition of the Governing
hoardDonor Control

'Only a limited amount of direct governmental intervention can be safely brought
to bear on...,.the' composition' of governing boards of private foundatibq without
destroying the independence of existing foundations and without negatively

393
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affecteg the establishment of new _foundations. Some objective 'legislAtive limits
restricting, only the scope and duration of .donor, and donee--control may be
tolerated. These legal minima could be sOpplemented by semiprivate mechanisms
that would ,indirectly seek to accomplish 'goals not safely' attainable. through 'direct
legislation or direct governmental regulation. -

T_ ie governing, boards of foundations must 'be nondemocrkic. They must remain
sil if they are .to provide any' alternative;to,..:the political Bstablishroent. This
necessarily involves a certain risk of "narrowness." Yet, for foundatiorp to, play a
signifitant role they must be prepared to respond to changing tinies and needs.
They must therefore continuously seek to brOaden their outItiokeither thrdrigh
.hanges in4their staffs or their boards or at least through the scope and outlook of
their grant-making programs. In sum, they must, endeavor to act in a "public" and
"responsive." fashion '(even though such concepts are not amenable .to' precise
definition} or their future will not be secure. More importantly, unless they so
behave they will, not fulfill the promise of their role as an independent source of
power on the frontiers of charity,, probing new and controversial causes, to give new
strength and vitIlitA to ,4 tlemocratic society and to 'challenge the democratic
majority and the conventional wisdom.

Furthermore, if any single factor preponderates In subjecting foundatioris!to
political criticism, it is the image of nondemocratic control by. the donor or his

. surrogates. Donor control or substantial influence on a board creates,. 4 least,
apparent possibilities for Selfish operation and self-dealing. The rules promulgated by
the Tax Reform ,Act of 1969,' 6 extensive as they are, have not eliminated the
possibility. One of the key elements of the Tax Reform Act of 1962. is section
4943 which imposes a penalty' tax on certain excess business holdings and which
is designed to prevent foundation control of business. Section 4943 was recommended
by the Treasury Department and adopted by the Congress on the theory that
foundation control of business can be harmful because, among other reasdns, it

. 'kfords the opportunity for very subtle and difficult to detect forms of self-dealing:
It was for similar reasons that the 1965 Treasury Department report recommended
that control of foundations by donors be limited to a twenty-five year period-. "

It [the propo0d limit on dono control] would limit the time period within
which abuses could occur through the exercise of substantial donor arifluence;
and, by assuring the4 'donor that his actions would ultimately be subject to
independent review it would tend to,protect the foundation from abuse even
during 'its fir'st 25 years. By enabling independent private lolarties to evaluate
the peFformarye and potentiality of the foundation after 25 years of
operation and granting them power to. termi-Rate the organization, then or
later, the measure would provide a method for eliminating foundation[s]
which have --doubtful or minimal utility. Finally, in broadening the base of
foundationanagement, the, recommendation would bring fresh views to the
foundation's councils, combat parochialism, and augment the flexibility of the
organization in responding to social needs and changes.' 8

)
The Corigres) did not act dtfi r ma t ivej y on this recommendation. However, for the
reason above citedt the same kind of recommendation is...made here.
- More specifically, the, recommendation has two main parts: (1) .adopt a gradual s
reduction of donor and related-party presence on the board, and, (2) limit the term
of 4ny person other than the donor. Substantial donees" of the foundation and
essentially nonindependent persons such as direct or indirect employees, attorneys,
accountants, and bankers of the dohor or his family should also be included within
the relatedparty category. Since the details of such a recommendation cannot be
derived .from pure logic but must be based on a subjective balancing of objectives,
the rules sketched out below are suggestions to demonstrate the kind details that /
implementation of the main recommendations would entajl."

4
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Slightly different rules would be needed for inter vivos contributions and for
contributions made on the death of the donor. Inthe case-of a donor who created
a foundation and funded it during his lifetime, the donor himself could be allowed
to remain on the foundation board for his lifetime. This would leave unimpaired a
significant motivation for the formation of ,foundations by wealthy dnors. On the
'other hand, the make-up of the board should be limited as follows in the case of
such inter vivos foundations': .'-'

1 "Control" of the board by the donor and related parties should be eliminated
after a relatively short p,,eriod of time such as seven and one-half years. Persons
within the "donor group should be defined even more broadly than the category
of "disqualified persons" under existing law and, particular, to include-substantial
donees_of the foundation. "Control" 'COuld be defined as the ability, to cause the
foundation to 'act (normally evidenced by more than 50 percent of the voting power of
the board or other governing body).

.

2. After -relinquishing control, the dOnor group as defined above would be
allowed "substanttl influence" on the board for another period of seven and

, one-half ye.ars. ','Substantial influence" could befdefined as more than 20 percent,
but less' than 501'percent, of the voting power of the board. Thereafter, only less
than substantial' influence would be permitted.

. ,

' 3. In any event, th6 terms of all persons serving on the board (except the
principal donor) would be limited to a-period of no more than five years, with no
possibility of reappointment. In some cases, this might result in the elimination of
donor control and substantial influ.ence oyra-shorter period than stipulated above.`

..s,.. . .
In the cage of foundations that are substantially created by testamentary gifts,

Ithe following should apply:. . .
1. So that the donor' has some assurance that his charit.able goals will be carried

out, it might be reasonable to'allow his immediate family to control the fouhdation
for the same seven and 'one-half year period speCified for inter vivos foundations.
The '"immediate family" would be limited to the donor's gpouse, children, and
grandchildren. q /,.

4 . .

'2. There appears to be no compelling policy reason to allow other, more remote,
donor-related parties (such as his attorneys, accountants, or business employees),to )

control the foundation after the donor's death or to play any substantial role in
assisting the immediate family in its initial control role: Therefore, during thej)nitial 1
seven and one-hilf year rieriod these other disqualified persons could serve, along with
the immediate family, -in the capacity of a control group, but should themselves be
limitedito no more than 20 percent of the board. '

3. After the initial seven and one-half year period following the dondr's death and
thecreation of the foundation, the donor's familS, together with other disqualified

---'-parties would be allowed no more than substantial influence (more than 20 percent,
but less than 50 percent,' of voting power) on rfie board for another seven and
one-half years. Thereafter; only less than substantial influenc4 would be permitted.

4. The teuns of,all 'board members would be limited to one five-year.fern, %grill
the possible exception of the donor's spouse, children, and grandchildren Who, as
surrogates of the donor, might be allowed to serve more than five years (per7haps,
ten years) but not a lifetime. In' any event, this exceptiop'should not be used to-
circumvent the provisions requiring no control- after seven and one-half years and,
less than substantial influence after fifteen years.
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These periods of permitted donor control and substantial influence shobld be
sufficiently generous so as riot to interferetNgnificantly with the, principal donor's
motivation to impress a desired iharActer on 'the foundation, and this should not
lessen the ,donor's- incentives to create and fund the foundation. And 'yet. these
limits are an Obisctive and enforceable way of dealing witb one pressing aspect of
the need to atliieVe publicness foi foundations. , Alone they will not ensure
publicn6s, but at least they are an attempt to ameliorate one aspect of privateness.
Such governmental regulation need not be an incursion on the foundation's
independence, it merely limits the control of the foundation by one exclusive
private grOup. .. .

In. addition to these suggestions fur the grad al elimination of donor control and
substantial influence over a fifteen year period, cfrong anti-self-dealing, anti-business-

, "control, and anti-accumulation. rules (as contained in the Tax Ref6I'm Act of 1969)
must be maintained. Full disclosure of foundation finances, grant malting proedures

litand results'would also significantly improve foundation publichess.

IV

PRIVATE OR SEMIGOVERNMENTAL REGULATION'
. 'OF BOARD COMPOSITION AND CONDUCT

)

t ,..
. D'irect govesnmeAtal regulation dt. the selection and composition of the board is

generally inconsistent with the desired pluralistic and independent nature, of the.
foundation. While all.of the recommendations in the preceeding section voy-ld go a
long way toward removing some of the attual and politilal weaknesses and
vulnerabilities of the private foundation, foundations would still be susceptible to
the charge that they are nonpublic and nonresponsive even when they are not
cOntrolled by the donor (or parties related in some way to the donor). These could
be allegations .tliat the composition of foundation boards is narrow in origin,
'background; oiftlook, and interests; that they are elitist, unimaginative, and
unsystematic in setting priorities, that they are not accessible to some groups. Suck,.
characteristics, sand especially the fact that foundation boards are not democratically
repre5entative, are not necessarily faults. Indeed, these characteristics may be
virtues, since a foundation whose directors were chosen like legislators would
present no real alternative to governmental support. .

',..,_ However, if it could be shown that these characteristics actually limit the ,..

foundation's ability to respond to public I needs or its ability to provide a real
.' Alternativegito public sector support, then V. ch privateness would be not only a

political disadvantage, but also diametrically in oposition,to the avowed goals of
t.the fo. dation in our society. Polity alternatives in this regascl might be to

(a) : ismiss the charges as minor impei'fections which..should be ignored 'since
they wi cure themselves over time and canhot Ile handled through any kind of
regulation without' seriously damaging the/foundation; * . ,

(b) accept the charges as serious but limit their-correction to nongovernmental
,,,...._ methods'of regulation, perhaps, with minimal intervention in providing "legitimacy"

to otherwise private regulators; or
k .

(c) treat the charges as serious and risk the damage that might ensue from direct
_ Igovernmental regulation. N4,

, .'
The first course involves no action `ether thin defensive argumentation and ."

possibly vague exhortations to foundations to "do better." Little more can be said
_about this first alternative which4 involves a complex balancing of questions such as

3 9 6'
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the political strength of the foundation and the seriousness with which one views
governmental or private intrusion into this'area. A realistic assessment would 'reject
this 'do-nothing" position as neither necessary for the'breservation of the most vital
aspects of foundations nor politically safe. Certainly noone would argue`that there
are no limits on who may be ,a fiduciary. For example, it would probably. not be
problematical if government were to provide that the following persons could not
'sit on a board: a-minor, an alien, 5,convicted felon, an elected government official,
-a major supplier of services to the foundation, or a repeating and willful self-dealing
board member-2' Limits on the terms of fiduciaries. and on the extent and duration
of donor control areesurely more serious matters 1:4=are still relatively mechanical
re uarto ns which need not involve, i4irectAoysrri'l tat intrusion into foundation
de huthir^t"-Itteffi aMe'Thest-i5 -,fejected outright as simply
inconsistent with the raison d'etre of the foundation-,

The second alternative, limited private regulation, seems superficially attractive;
however, the-probleMs with thistapproach are,also serious:

How could a private regulatory body be endowed with the "legitimacy" or
enforcement sanctions necessary to make,it effective?

Mow could it obtain independence from the persons and institutions it regulates?
.,Could it set any uniform and obrectiOe 'standards for behavior that would be

useful and sensible?

As previously noted the Financial Accounting Standards Board in khe account-
ing field is one possible model for self-regulation. However, the process of setting
standards is extremely difficult in the foundation area. There is no,single standard
for correct. behavior in program selection, grant-making, or in board composition,
perhaps because foundations must be pluralistic in such respectsthat is, promotive
of differences,, not uniformity. Moreover, even if regulations could be 'devised, there
are no ready-made sanctions for. failure to comply in the foundation area as there
are in the,accounting field. The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants'
eartras part of its rules of eth'ics, require its members not to certify, statements that

*are-coptrary to the standards set by the Financial Accounting Standards Board.
,Furthermore, certain government agencies such as the Securities and Exchange
Commissibii have also adopted certain of these standards thereby legitimizing. them.
In view of the lack of possible uniform standards, it is difficult to conceive of

-sithilar sanctions in the foundation field. Finally, it should be noted that there are
already serious criticisms of the FASB which raise questions about its ability to act
independently enough- to fend off'direct government regulation. Nor 'would any
California lawyer..be completely sanguine about the success of the California State
Bar as -a model of effective semiprivate regulation.' ,

Nevertheless, because the charges of foundatibn privateness and narrowness are
serious,. such semiprivate models musrbe considered, and something Tike a Founda-
tion Evaluation Board should be tried,, at least on an experimental basis. 8uch'a
board could be given financial independence in several ways. It is conceivable that
the largest foundations might agree to fund the activities of a Foundation
Evaluation Board over an extended peridd, _such as .ten years. This would allow for
the appointment to the board on a full-time, long-range basis of capable.and
independent persons. Their tenure could be sufficiently longfive to seven years, for
exampleto provide them with true independence. The financing could also provide
for adequate staffing.

An alternative financing method would be to combine private regulation with
some form of' governmental participation in order to provide legitimacy. Such a
course might require that all private foundations register with the Foundatidn
Evaluation Board solely for the purpose of paying a certain amount of dues per
year. Government could also help by making it mandatory to supply the board with
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needed data. Even if nothing further were done this would provide such a Founda-

tion Evaluation Board with more prestige, legitimacy,' and indepehdence than if itd
were merely fury:led iqy the ten or twenty largest foundations.

While it would relatively easy to provide some degree. of independence
through financing and tenure, selecting the board members of a Foundation
Evaluation Board would pose more serious problems. Here one could conceive of a
variety of sources of appointmengs that would guarantee a modicum of
independenCe. Some- members might be selected by the foundation themselves;

others by the Secretaries of the Treastlry and'Health; Education `anolfWelfare; still

others by various, associations of charitable organizatioqi.
An adequately funded and legitimiied board with S.dequate staff could develop,

over an experimental period of ten years,4.iseful functions for itself that would meet
some of the challenges in..this area. For example", it could draft standards for the
fair and prompt processing of applications and for publicizing the areas of
foundation interest and results of the award process; it could systematically gathri
information abodt the composition of fouriciation boards and key staff personnel; it
could encourage broadening the areas of both foundation concern and governing

board composition.
Setting up a board of this nature could pave the way for an eventual takeover of

its functions by a government Agency. Moreover, the very ,criticisms raised by this
board might be used by some critics of private foundations a-s further evidence of
the need to curtail or eliminate the foundation as we know it today. However, it is
believed that these dangers are, op balance, worth risking in view of the dangers of

a "do-nothing" policy.2 2
Moreover, government regulation can continue to play a role in the manner in -

which the board and key staff gcwern the foundation. A board essentially performs

two major functions: first, it manages the foundation's funds and oversees

budgetary planning; second, it selects areas of program interest and determines who
will receive individual grants. Government can directly regulate the fir'st function
without detriment to the foUndation'sple. On the other hand, the very heart of
the foundation is its independence in selecting areas in which grants will be made
and in making the individual grants, and these must be kept free of government
regulation and should be su,tijected, at most, to systematic, privately supported or
semigovernmental evaluation and criticism.

V

COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS: AN INAPPROPRATE MODth.,

Another possible policy alternative fiir regulating private foundations inight be
modeled on regulation ow being developed by the Internal ReVenue Service which

would establish cri to del.Ermine whether "communip foundations" will be ,

treated under the e ing tax laws' as publicly supported charities rather than r*
private foundations. Many bf these community foundations receive substantial

amounts of their support from a limited number of donors and cannot meet the
usual test for publicly supported charities. This approach would begin with a
government definition of 'publicness," dependent on a variety of fattors. There
would be several ways in which a [711101te foundation might satisfy the requirements

that it be "public." For example, possible factors would include thC'vxtent to
which the foundation's directors are chosen by outside agencies, such as public
officials or groups of donees; the extent to which the foundation seeks to raise'
outside funds; and the extent to which a foundation formally chbosgi' its board
members from different fields and different representative grout*: such as

clergymen, educators, civic leaders, or,university officials.23
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The comparison between community ffpridations mkt private foundations doesLnot hold up under close analysis, however, and this alternative is probablyinappropriate in the foundation sphere. Community foundatiohs are essentially localinstitutions; they obtain funds from the general public, generally 'engage in rathernoncontroversial' charity programs of a local nature, and even where there iscontroversy there is often a tendency to move toward a.consensus basis. Any effortto, implement this 'kind of approttch for private foundations would comedangerously close to democratiling them, 'which would undermine their role asan independent alternative, or would, commit their funds to ongoing activities suchas are the endowments of operating charities, which would seriously undermine thefoundation's flexibility.

VI .

LIMITATIONS ON MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM SIZE

Many critics claim that government-imposed limitations on foundationsizeeither on a. minimum or a maximum basisshould exist. Some contend thatsmall foundations are apt to abuse their public trust since they are too numerousand too difficult to pblice. Furthermore,it is argued that they are not apt to douseful work in view of their limited funds and limited staffing. While this is, aquestioh of competing alternatives, many small foundations have been useful and haveplayed- an important role in the general scheme" of foundation affairs. It'oppearsmost unwise to eliminate the small, .but varied and unique, foundations withoutserious evidence that the government is indeed unable to police such,foundationsand that indeed they are wasteful: .No such evidence is as yet available. 10 fact,government regulation already imposed by the Tax Reform. Act of 1969 has proven,to be too expensive and onerous for manyosmall foundations, so much so that many'have been .terminated. And it is suspected that new ones havb not been formed inview of the new requirements.'
As to maximum size, some would contend that 'it is unwise to give as muchpower to a single board as is now held, for example, by the board of The FordFoundation. In view of the fact that many of the' largest foundations have'performed better than average, these charges are probably not substantial. There isno evidence that ,large foundations have acted lest adventurously than the averagemedium-size foundations, nor that they have stifled or molded research to thedetriment of thepluralisfne:We -seek.'It would seem that we need more, not fewer,large fouTiditioris at-he present time. Furthermore, it seems that -like good wines,foundations also 'improve with age; generally the "horror" examples of the Treasury1965. report and others are riot the Carnegie 'and other "mature" foundations.),if thepreviously discussed recommendations forwegurating foupdations are carried out,'there. would be no cogent reaibris to limit the size of foundations or to limit theirlife or duratibri.

- V.
.

VII

CONCLUSIONS 1'

Since by definition the, private foundatiA normally obtains its funds from kw.,single donor or family, to require' public support or to change in any way thissource of fun ing would be to desttoy the vaty nature of the private foundation.To require suc publicness is nor.a,feasible or desirable alterhative for the founda-
0.
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tion, as we know it While little government regulation can be safely brought bear

in the area of selection of the governing board and management of a fo ation

without destroying its independence and without adversely affecting the crea on of

new foundatibns, some modest limits for restricting the scope and duration of

donor control and influence might well be adopted. The benefits from such limits

appear to outweigh the possible risks of such action or nonaction.

Footnotes"

1. These attributes have been described by the collective term "venture philanthropy."

2. See Liles & Blum, "Development of the Federal Treatment of Charities," 39 Law &

Contemp. Prob. no: 4, (1975):

3. See generally Worth, "The Tax Reform Act of 1969: Consequences for Private Founda-

lions," 39 Law & Contemn. Prob. no. 4, (1975).

4. Cf. the recommendation of the Commission on Private Philanthropy that a new category

"independent" foundation be established. See Giving in America, infra, note 6, at 172. "Such

organizations wou(d enjoy the tax benefits of public charities it; return for iiiminish'ed influence

on the foundation's board by the foundation's benefactor or by his or her family or business

associates." Under the recommendation, governing boards of such foundations v4ould be

restricted to at most a minority" reeresentatiori by the donor, his family and associates. In

return, such organizations would not be subject to the limitations on giving thaOprapply to

private foundations, including the ceiling of 20 percent of the giver's income that can be

deducted from income taxes of gifts to private foundations, the restriction against endowment

gifts from income of °titer fohndations, and the exclusion, from full eligibility to receive

appreciated property that is deductible at market price. Ibid at 173. -

. .

5. For example, a donor, in the SO percent marginal tax bracket, is able to give to the

university of his-choice $100 for each $50 sacrifice in after-tax dollars. For a discussion of the

effect this has on giving sce Kirkwood & Mundei, "The Role of Tax Policy in Federal Support

for Higher Education," 39 Law & Contemp. Prob. no. 4, at nn. 81, 85 (1975). The other $50,

tax savings, are monies which the donor is allowed effectively to designate to the university

rather than paying directly to the government m"be appropriated by the Congress. This latter

plemeV, of present tax policy focuses on what is believed to be the central issue of foundation

governance. The precise tradeoffs in terms of efficiency or equity of the tax (or other monetary)

incentives to the donor and the desired level of total giving are beyond the scope of this paper,

which will deaf with only the second aspect, the "private appropriation'''. or'"private

governance" price that society may have to pay in order to sustain a desired &el of-giving to

private foundations. This same non monetary incentive may also- be necessary in order to

ach,ifve and retain foundation independence and flexibility, the two characteristics that are

se believed to be their key values to society. The tradeoffs here are very delicately balanced,

especially when independence and flexibility. at stake and a somewhat higher margin of

safety may be called for than in the case of the' onetary (tax) incentives.

6. The-many independent studies sponsored by the Commission on Private Philanthrcipy and

Public Needs are good examples of this potential role. For a list of these studies see Commission

on Private Philanthropy and'Public Needs, Giving in America: Toward A Stronger Voluntary

Sector, app. 1 (1975) [hereinafter cited as Giving in America]. The Commission also sponsored

a "Donee"'Group, a coalition of public interest, social action, and volunteer groups. This group

published its own report entitled ,e'Orivate Philanthropy: Vital and innovative, Or Passive and

,Irrelevant?" (1975) [hereinafter cited as Donee GroupReport].

7. See, for example, the_recommendation of the Commission on Private Philanthropy and

Public Needs "that all tax-exempt organizations be required to maintain 'arms-length' business

relationships with profit-making organizations or activities in which any principal of the reiiipt

organization has a financial interest... (and) that a system of federal regulation be established

for interstate charitable. solicitations and that intrastate ?solicitations be more effectively

regulated by state governthents." Giving In Americo at 24-25. The Commission also
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recommended that larger tax-exempt organization's except churches and churcheiffiliates "be
required to prepare and make readily available' detailed annual reports on their fiances,
programs and priorities" and further that "larger grant-making organizations be required to hold
annual ri,6b lic meetings to discuss thetr programs, priorities and contributions." The Donee
Group also recommended expanded public informatidn requirements and annual public
Meetings. See Donee Group Report. In both cases the recomnlendations for disclosure and publicaccountability would expand the requirements now imposed on_foyndations and would extend
them to cover almost all charitable organizations.

4,--foraoomplate-synopsiszt_thele regulatory provtions see Worthy, supra, note 3. See also.
Wadsworth, "Private Foundations and the Tax Reform Act of 1969," 39 Law & Contemn,.
Prob.71o. 4., (1975).

.9. Attempts td provide absolute assurance that dollars committed to private foundations
not be.- diverted to personal uses or spent in 4a narrow i.e., not truly public , and',
unresponsive way will destroy the very reas2n for the existence of the private foundation. An ^
essential and vital function of the private fonidation in our society is to provide venture capital
to initiate and support avivities in new and controversial areas where government will not, or
cannot, provide assistance. Under these circumstances, some degree of elitism,is natural, isome
"slippage" will occur, and many mistakes will be made *- just as all of these imperfectionaccur
daily in governments, in private enterprise, and in publicly supported charities.

10. Examples abound: consumer law' firms which challenge unfair business practices in the
courts; public auditors, such as Tax Analysts and Ailvocates successful low-budget crafts of
the Internal Revenue Service, the Treasury Department, and the Congress, whose persistent and
careful efforts led to the audit of President Nixon's tax returns; the Brookings InstieVe which
presents in. an objective, scholarly fashion alternative courses of action for governMntal figtal
and economic policy.

To some extent both the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs and the Donee
Group recognized the need to expand foundation gtants in these ateas. There was a difference of
emphasis, however. The Donee Group Report states that "althopgh the dommissicin recognizes
The'support of organizations`such as these to be one of 'the enduring pragmatic,functions seen
for non-profit organizations,' it does not make recommendations to remedy the lack of support
which these issues and organizations have received from the non-profit sector.',',

11. See Worthy, supra, note 3; Wadsworth, supra, note 8.

12. See the recommendation of the CommissiOn on Private Philanthropyf and Public Needs:
"That nonprofit organizations, other than private foundations, be-allowed ithe same freedom to
attempt to influence legislation as are_business corporations and-trade-assPciations, that toward
this end Congress remove the current limitation on such activity by charitable groups eligible to
receive tax-deductible gifts." Giving in America at 26. See also the re,tommendations of the
Donee Group Report.

j
13. The Financial Accounting Standards Board is voluntarily financed,:on a long term baisis by
the ten largest accdttnting firms.

, .

14. All practicing attorneys must maintain dues paying mernbership.:The Bar hi turn carries
out, among many other activities, regulatieVf ethical practices of att4eys.

.

It is interesting to note that, effeetiv.e. January 1, 1976, California law requires that six
non-attorneys be added to the California Bar's Board of :Governors, apparently a first for any
governing body of an American-Bar. Cal. Bus. & Prof Code §6013.5 (West Supp. 1976). The six

,lay persons will be appointed by the Governor of-California subject to confirmation by the
California Senate. The new law also requires two lay members each ,On the,Committee of Bar
Examiners and the Disciplinary Boal of the State Bar.

15. Both the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs and the Donee Group strongly
urge these two recommendations, the Commission by exhortation and the Donee Group "by law."
The" Commission feared that the latter would "undermine an important distinction between the
voluntary sector and government" The Donee Group, impatient with exhortation, claimed that
compulsory expansion of governing boards to, include significant representation from the
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"general public," "non-profit agencies," and in particular women and minorities" would
"actually make philanthropy more pluralistic." Notwithstanding the Donee Group's claim, this
concept of "plurAlism" is not pluralism but is either "democratic represeritativeness" or "propor-
tional representation," in either event an entirely different matter and, as noted by the Commis-
sion, essentially not distingUishable from govefriMent. Aside from- definitional arguments, the
Dorice Group unfortunately makes the frequent mistake of those impatient with pie pace of demo-

cratic progress when they confuse means and end. The Donde Group is concentrating on end re-

sults. However, if they choose the means of forcing democratic or propdrtional representations on
philanthropy they might lust as well direct their efforts to government and do away with private
philanthropy, having done away with its essential characteristics, namely, independence from such

government interference.
.4

16. The Tax Reform Act of 1969, Pub. L. No. 91.172, 85 Stat. 487, added chapter 42,
sections 4940-48 to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, which rival in their coniplexity such
notable areas of the Internal Revenu& Code as subpart F dealing with "tax haven" corporations
and, more recently", the'provision of the Employees Retirement Income Security Act of 1974,
88 Stat. 829 (codified in scattered sections of 5, 18, 2¢, 31, 42 These rules provide a
comprehensive pattern of prohibitions and control of foundation behavior enforced through a

series of sanctions in the form of severe penalty taxes.

17. U.S. Dept. of Treasury, 89th Cong., 1st Sess., Report on Private Foundations 57 (Comm.

Print 1965).
.1

1§. Ibid.

19. Defined as a donee that received __more than 5 percent of the foundation's total grants for

the year or- for the Iasi "x" number of years.

20. In this regard compare the recommendations of Sen. Edward Kennedy, the .Donee,,Group,

and the Commission. It is the, recommendation of Sen. Kennedy that, after the first 25 years of
existence of the foundation, the creator,and members of his family be limited to 25 percent of
the 'membership of the managing board of Ate-foundation. In the case of organizations in
existence for more than 10 years, the period "would be 15 years from the effective date of the

new law. 122 Cong. Rec. 3755 (daily ed. March 18, 1976). Senator Kennedy noted that

"(i] (though the recent [Commission on Philanthropy] study did k,not make any specif
recommendations to restrict donor control of private foundations:the above proposal is

consistent with its statement that Congress examine the issue. The Commission did espouse 'the

general vie that openness and accessibility are as important for donor-controlled foundations as
for other philanthropic, non-profit/organizations. IC in any particular organization, relintiuishing

a degree of donor control serves to further theetause of greater accessibility, then tht course
should, we feel, be positively pursued.'", Ibid at 3761. While Sen. Kennedy's recommendation

would glove more slowly than that recommended herein, the impatient Donee GroUP
recommended that the governing boards of all foundations be required by law "to have no less
than 1/3 public members immediately and no less than 2/3 public members after 5 years. Public

members would be defined negatively tb eliminate donors, their relatives and- business

.associates."

21. While these latter rules are undoubtedly less objectionable even to the most ardent
opponent of government interference, jt m stated that it is not here suggested evidence

-that such persons are today sitting on boardtsj.V.

22. The Donee Group, evidencing a rather short memory considering the relatively recent Water-
gate experience, riticized the Repor of the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs

because "fear o government perva the- Report." Even were not the,experiences of Watergate
so fresh in our memorieseiUould easy to recall that the basic reakin for philanthropy, and in
particular for, the private Wridatio , is as an alternative to government. Fear of government
intervention is thus quite sensible. e Donee Group also criticized the Commission for excessive
confidence in self- regulation. Th Donee Group dimly remembered Watergate when it recom-
mended the removal of the supervisory function regarding exempt organizations from the IRS and
the creation of a new, independent regulatory commission with a presidentially appointed board
reflecting all elements of private philanthropy, including donees. It forgets that Watergate can
f egif h even agencies such as the SEC It also recommended a permanent standing committee in the ,,

1-io e and Senate having oursighl responsibility over such an agency. '
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The Commission recommended that a permanent national commission on the nonprofit
sector be established by Congress whose role would be to continue, in effect, the work of the

" Commission itself, One half of the commission's membership would be named by the President,subject to Senate confirmation, and the other half by the presidential appointees themselves.
Funding for the commission would come half from government, half from private sources. SeeStone, "Federal Tax Support of Charities and Other Exempt Organizations: The Need for aNational Policy,".U. So. Cal, 1968 Tax Inst. 27, 77.

23. See Proposed Treas. Reg. §1.170A-9(c)(10)-(19), 36 Fed. Reg. 19598 (1971) and Proposed
Treas. Reg. §1.507-2(a)(8), 36 Fed. Reg. 19601 (1971).

24. See Worthy, supra, note 3.
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CORPORATE 'PHILANTHROPIC PUBLIC
SERVICE ACTIVITIES

James'F. Harris' And Anne Klepper*

. )
Foreword

aIa

:,
Voluntarism and private" philanthropy are deeply rooted in our tradition. In

recent years the U.S. corporation .and its employees have been major factors inpreserving that tradition. Currently; 'corporations contribute about $1.25 billionannually to various charitable organizations; their Philanthropy-related businessexpenses and the time their employees at all levels contribute to public 'service
activities are valued at roughly up to 1,billion dollars.

What Motivates corporate ,giving and public service activity? Are these activities
principally public relations efforts or are there other 'motivating forces at work?.What is the impact of existing`tax incentives for corporate philanthropy? Do the tax_and Other incentives have an equitable impact.on different classes of corporations,
regulated and other? These are among the questions this study begins to explore. Itis a first effort of this kind, not a definitive examination; it opens...ts Klany newquestions as it resolves. '

The study reported on hers received partial funding from the Commission on
Private Philanthropy and Public Needs. In addition to presenting data on the typesof corporate philanthropic and public service activities and the amounts expended onthem, it explores the role of the chief executive officers, chairmen and presidents indetermining their corporations' responses in this area.

The questionnaire used in 'this study was developed in cooperation with
Yankelovich, Skelly and White, Inc. Thig report also includes recommendations to
the Filer Commission developed by a Business Advisory Committee, members of
Which reviewed and interpreted the study findings. 4

The Conference Board and the authors are grateful to the ,members of the
Business Advisory Committee for their guidance throughout the research process, to ;Ruth Clark of Yankelovich, Skelly):,and' White, Inc., for her aid, and to the chief
executives and corporate philanthropy directors who made available the information
for this study. Sfecial thanks are extended to Conference Board staff. members
Luke McSherty arid Michael Papantoniou for providing extensive computer. services,
and Lillian W. Kay for invaluable edyorial assistance.

David G. Moore, Acting President, The Conference Beard

;1

INTRODUCTION

Just over 20 years ago, the New Jersey Supreme Court uphel the legality of a
corporate contribution to Princeton University in the landmark recision in the caseof A.P. Smith Manufacturing Company v. Barlow. The Suf1reme ourt of the United
States dismissed' the appeal, allowing the decision to sta d. The New Jersey
Supreme Courtsaid, in part:

Director of Social Responsibility Research, The Conference Board, ew York.
*Research Associate, The Conference Board, New York. This rep rt is reprinted with permission
of The Conference Board, Inc.
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.. the contribution here in question is towards a cause which is 'intimately tied

4
into the preservation of American 'business and the American way of, life. Such

giving may be called an incidental-power, but when it is considered in its essential
character, it may well be regarded as a major, though unwritten, corporate power. It
is even more than that. In the Cobrt's.view of the case it amo9nts to a sotemn
duty."

What is the prevailing situation today? What are the motivations for corporate
public service activities that are philanthropic in nature? What are the incentives
and disincentives for corporate contributions ?What is the extent of corporate
philanthropic public service activities? ThIse are some of the questions this study
attempts to answer.

Corporate Rbles and Philanthropy

Historically, corporations hay, fulfilled their obligations to society by con-
centrating on their principal function, which is economic. In the last quarter of the
20th century, however, society increasingly appears to be expecting business to
exhibit social concern per se. On the one hand, a variety of laws and regulations
mandate expenditures that total hundreds of billions of dollars a year. Some of these
mandated actiVities require the transfer ofincome by the payment of. taxes -7 social
security, welfare, unemployment insurance, for example; others suth as

.-Compliance with safety codes, cleaning up-the air and water, providing employment
opportunities for women and minorities require direct expenditures. Some
companies, of course, voluntarily assumed ,(and still voluntarily assume) obligations
of this nature, as witness the growth-of employee benefits.'

As mandated costs for a variety of social programs increase, there is a tendency to`
lose sight of voluntary assumption of social obligations. Corporate philanthropy may
be small whth compared with such mandated costs, but it represe)ats the American
heritage of voluntarism ,in principle and a not inconsiderable number of dollars in
practice. Most easily identifiable are the contributions to charitable Organizations,
reported the Internal Revenue Service. For 1974, suctfcorpotalte contributions
were estimated at $1.25 billion. In addition; bbsines% expenses that benefit
philanthropic activities (for example, cash grants, donated time of employees, cost
of special employment programs for drug addicts and ex- convict use of corporate
facilities, loans at less than martet fates) are estimatedtd total urto another billion
dollars annually. And company participation in United Funds, including payroll
deduction, yields an additional $450 million from individual employees.

The mood in which .corporate responsibility_ for voluntary vhilanthropy is'

-'accepted is summarized in these' typical statements from three chief executives
participating in the study.,

"1 am_convinced_that the health of any corporation' epends intrinsically on the
..social, as well as the economic, vitality. of its environment in the city, in the

nation, and-, around the world. Thus it is in the enlightened self-interest of a
corporation to support important public service undertakings."

Chief executive officer of a major bank

"The alternative to effective participation by alsegments of the private sector
institutions as well as individuals is government. For many problems, government
programs are ineffective at best. The corporate community exists at the sufferance
of the public; and if public expectations are not met, the corporate sector will tend
to fail,"

Chief executive officer of a major insurance company
a

. 4 6
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"The corporation has a resPonsibility to contribute from its incon\e to public
programs of education and ommunity welfare as a good citizen. Business
manageinent has ,sound judgt nt on needs, and can -contribute to efficient-
management of funds."

Chief executive officer of a major energy company
A

COrporate Contributions, 1936 1972

Table 1 sumrharizes "corporate 'Contributions reported- to the IRS as, charitable
deductions from 1936 the first year in which such reports were made to 1972,

.the last year for which IRS data are ,available. Fluctuations with profits notwith-
standing,_4rom 1961 to 1972 contributions have averaged almost 1.1 percent of net
pretax income. . .

There is-a three -year lag before the Publication of these data by IRS. It has been
estimated, however, that contributions increased to $1.14, billion in 1973 (0.97
percent of pretax income) bnd $1.25 billion in 1974 (0.95. percent of pretax
income).2 Contributions for 1975 nay return to the one percent mark.

Stockholder Influence

As the challenge to corporate philanthropy that led to the New Jersey Supreme
Court decision in A.P. Smith Manufacturing Company v. Barlow was a suit brought
by a stockholder, it is interesting to note present-day evaluations of stockhOlder
reaction to corporate philanthropy. Of 417 chairmen and presidents responding to
the questionnaire, 88 percent say that stockholders have "no real influence" over
the level of the company's, contributions. Among the 33 companies whose top
officers say that, stockholders do influence the level of the contributions budget, in
8 cases this is in the direction of increasing the budget; in the. remaining 25, the
effect is a smaller budget or no further increase.

Four hundred chairinen and presidents rated stockholders' reactions to the
company'S contributions programs. Of those, 70 'Percent indicated that there were
"no stockholder reactions." Among those, who did report reactions, 22 percent
assessed them as "maiply.fivorable"; 5 percent as equally divided between favorable
and unfavorable; .and 3 percent as "mainly unfavorable." Four hundred and six
chairmen and presidents answered a question on whether any apprehension over
possible native reactions from stockholders tended to keep the dollar level of,
contributions from growing larger. Ejghty-six percent replied in the negative.
Responses tothese two questions suggest the posibility that corporate philanthropy
per se is no longer a controversial issue. However, one quarter of the leaders 'in the
survey,said they would increase contributions if they thought that the stockholders
approved. This, in turn, suggests that .the lack of controversy relates to present
levels of philanthropic activity but might not apply to higher levels. These data
reflect the impressions of top management.

Shareholders have accepted contributions as an integral part of a corporation's'
activities. In the few cases where contributions have been challenged in the courts
by shareholders, the challengers have rarely gained as much as 3 percent of the
stockholders' vote. In addition, institutional investors including colleges,
universities and foundations, many of Whom would encourage corporate contribu-
tions constitute a major proportion 'of shareholders..

Cost to Stockholders

.Costs ,to the shareholder have been modest, as the following data show.
Contributions as a percent of pretax income have averaged about one percent for all

4
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Table 1
4

Corporate Contributions and Corporate NetIncome Before Taxes

11

Year
A`I,

Net Manna
Befcife
Taxes° ,

(in millions)

Contributions

Amount
(in millions),

As Percent of
Net Income

Before
Taxes

1936
1937
1938
1939
1940

$ 7,771
7,830
4,13T
7,178
9,348

$ 30
33 .

27
31 '
38

i
0,39%
0.42
0.65
0.43
0.41

1941 17,700 58 0.33
4942 21,500 98 0.46
1943, 2525,100 ) 159 0.63

1.
1944 24,100 , 234 0.97
1941:.. ,: f . 19,700 266 1.35

1946 .;. 24,600 214 0.87
1947 31,500 1 241 0:77
1948 35,200' 219 0.68
194g - .

ft,. 28,900 :223 0.77
19594 I 42;600 . 252 0.59

'1951
,..?

43,900 343 0.78
1952 38,900 399 . . 1.03
1953 A 40,60p 495 1.24

-1954 38,300 't 314 0.82
1955 48,600 415 0.85

1956 48,800
'

418 0.86
1957 47,200 419 1 0.89
1958 *

0
41,400 -..._ 395.0 0.95

1959
1960 N. 52,100

49,700."
482
482 -/

0.93
0.97

1961 50,300 512 1.02
1962 55,4011e ---6gb-' 1.07

--)463 \ 59,400 657 1.11
' 1964 66,800 729 , 1.09
1965 4" 77,800 785

i
1.01

1966 84;200 805 "0.1 96

1967 . 79,800 830 1.04
1968

4. 87,600 1,005 1.15
1969 , 84,9b0 1,055 1.24
1970 . Is. 74,000 797 1.08

1971 .
0,

83,600 '865 1.03
1972 99,200 1,009 1.02

41.' Reflects total consolidated corporatinei income before tpxes.

Sources: Department of Commerce, Internal Revenue Service, The ConferInce Board.
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corpora from 1961 t3 1974. However, based on e48 percent tax rate, almost
half of the contributions would have been spent as taxes if the company did not
make deductible contribdi.4. The federal government encourages corporate
contributions`tbrough _tax i :r:tives that can be looked upon as a type of matching
grant progarT iii Which the federal government-pays aPproximately half and the
companies pay the other half. Dividends lo-.sfiarehols, would represent a much
,smaller part of the company's share.

r...A__,
. Survey Methodology

efr

e

The findings in this study are based upon the views and practices of 457 major
U.S. corporations. The Conference Board, in consultation with Yankelovich, Skelly
and White, Inc., and a Business "Xdvisory torrimittee,'designect. a two-part, self-
administered mail questionnaire which was sent to the 1974 Fortune magazine
1,300 list the 1,000 largest U.$ industrial corporations, and the 50 largest
commercial banking, life insurance, diversified financial, retailmg, jransportafion,
and utility companiesr,Part I was to be completed by, the Corporation's chairman or
president, and PartII was to be fkrwarded to the ,professional person in the
company krtowledgeable about contributions and public service activities. the
survey findings were supplemented by a series of ,personal interviews, analysis of
extensive corporate literature,,ereview of Other pertinent studies, aria 'evaluations by
the Business Advisory Committee.

The Fortune 1,300 list was selected becauk:_,

It is a commonly accepted and well-defined list of 'companies for researc
1.

have histAcally contributed the vast rnajory of

purposes.

The listed companies
phillanthropic funds reported to the Internal l?,evenue Service

.Supplemental data from other Confdrence Board studies could be used to
enrich the interpretation survey 'is the target populations were similar.

The findings are based on infctrfnatron from 457 major corporations la 35
percent return). Questionnaires were returned by 417 chairmen or presidents (78
percent of whom are also chief executive officers), and by 445 other management
personnel.

Fcir purposes of this survey, public service activities thatare philanthropic in
nature include:

corporate contributions and/or company foundation grants

business expenses that benefit philanthropic activities, such as cash rants,
donated time of employees, additional costs of,special employment programs (hiring
drug addicts, ex-convicts, and so forth), and the use of corporate facilities

other programs includinglors at 'less-than-market rates, price subsidies.

The members of the Business Advisory Committee were:

Kenneth Albrecht
Vice President
Corporate Affairs
The Equitable Life Assurance

Society of the United States

Henry M. Boettinger
Director of Corporate Planning
American Telephone and

Telegraph Company

4U9
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Hent.)-(R. Brett
Corporate Coritributions

Counselor t ,

Standard Oil Co. (California)

Lowell Harriss
Professor of Economics and

Consultant to the Tax
Foundation, Inc.

Columbia University

William Herbster
Senior Vice President
First National City Bank

J ames4HciseV -
Vice President and Execut ive

Director
U.S. SteelFoundation, Inc.

4

4.

E.B. Knauft
.Vice Presidents Corporate

Sociar.Responsibility
Aetna Life & Casualty

H.C. Rosier, Jr.
Manager, Community Development,

Programs -
Exxon-Corporation.

(

Gabriel G. Rudney
Director of Research
Commission on 'Private

Philanthropy and Public Needs-

Hayden Smith
Vice President,
Council for Fin4ncial Aid to

Education, inc.

Wayne Thompson
President
Dayton-Hudson Foundation

H

LEADERSHIP

. From the survey return, analysis of extensive corporate literature on 'social
responsibility, and discussions and interviews with corporate executives, two major
concepts of corporate leadership emerge.

The first is the importance of the involvement of corporate leaders (especially
,chairmen and presidents) in upgrading all areas of corporate public service. This
includes a wide range of financial and manpower contributions, Plus concern for the
quality of program content. This type .of leadership is not "letterhead leadership."
It involves commitment both philosophical and practical.
' The second, which emerges naturally from the first, is that there are "leading
edge" practices, in this area just as there are in most otherpas of management
concern; These leading companies are far ahead of the vast majority of firms in
their respective industries or of similar size in terms of both .the size and the
quality of programs. In addition, trade associations and industry groups play an
important leadership role in upgrading-public service activities by gathering data,
stimulating a higher. level of dollar contributions, encouraging more extensive use of
personnel loaned, to nonprofit organizations and governrilentaj entities (such as
school systems), and encouraging cooperation in public service causes.

Involciemen't of Top Corporate Leaders

The importance of top, leadership chief executive officers, chairmef, andAesi-
dents in influencing the size and quality of a corporation's philanthropic activities is
typical in all aspects of a firm's relationships to outside pub4s.3 It may be
enhanced in at area because of personal interests.

410.
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The Corporation's Social Role

Fofty -five percent of the corporate chairmen and presidents responding to the
Conference Board survey believe that " the corporation should be a leader in public
service activities because this is required for its long-range success and survival." An
equal numbewubscribe to the idea that "the corporation should engage. in more
than the millimum amount of public service activities because such activities can
benefit the corporation."-Thus, nine out of-ten of these respondents endorse public
service activities against less than one percent who take the position that business'
should adhere strictly to its traditional economic role (see,Table 2).

Table 2

What the Corporation's Social Role Should Be and What Present Role Actually Is
(Responses of 388 chairmen and presidents)

d Role Corporation's
Corporation Actual Present

Should Follow Role

Percent ' Percent

The corporation should adhere strictly to its
traditional role of providing products or
services to customers at a maximum profit
forthe owners rather than engage in
voluntery.public service activities. j 0.7

The corporation should engage in the minimum
amount of public service activities essential
to maintain satisfactory relations in the
communities where it conducts its business. 9.3 17

The corporation should engage in more than the
minimum amount of public service activities
because such,activities can benefit the
corporation. 45 53

. The corporation shouldbe a leader in public
service activities because this is required
for its long-range success and suncival. 45 . 30

Less than 0,546.

. -

As the table also shows, there is a discrepancy between the evaluations of what
top corporate leaders believe the company's role should be and what it, now Vs.
While 45 percent of the respondents believe that their companies should be leaders,
only 30 percent feel they are. On the other hand, more than half the presidents and
chairmen believe that their companies are doing '--more than the minimum" a goal
also subscribed to by 45 percent.

Most important Philanthropies

The philanthropic organizations
associated run thej gamut of volun laitivity in the United States. Most of the

.. . t

with which corporate leaders are personally
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respondents are engaged in the basic triumvirate of voluntary activities health,
education, and welfare with a major emphasis on participation through,federated
campaign's (such as Uriited Funds, Community Chests).

When these corporate leaders were asked to list the three organizations
considered most important (of those with which they were associated during the
past year as a board or committee member, as a member of a fund-raising campaign,
and so forth), educational institutions dominated (see Table 3). The iavolvement of
one out of every two respondents in United Way activities reflects the fact that
businessmen have been instrumental in establishing such federated campaigns in
order to bring professionalism and coordination to fund-raising activities. In their
support of the arts, top executives may again be taking a leadership role: Nineteen
percent of the respondents rank the arts among their top three philanthropic
interests although only four cents of every 1972 contributions dollar went to such
cultural activities.

..-

Table 3
4tf

Organizations Considered Most Important
(Responses of 334 chairmen and presidents) %

I

Organizations

Percent of
Executives
/nvolv

Education. ,
Universities and colleges 48%
Educational groups (United Negro CollegejFund, the

Council for Financial Aid to Education, etc.) 18

Secondary and-primary schools 5,,

Total Education 71.a.

.. .
United Way organizations. United Funds,

Community Chests, Councilsr

Health.

50

',...
Hospitals 18

. Health agencies, other medical activities r 44 -.1.....

Total Health 29

Cu'tural activities (museums, performing arts,
nonacademic libraries) 19

,
Youtbligen'cies
Urban affairs and minority activities,

16

12

Fou\dations 17,
Religious organizations (Catholic Charities,

Protestant Council, Jewish Federation)
.,

and churches 1 t

' Ecdnomic development groups 6

International organizations -5

Other charities (Salvation Army, Goodwill Industries, etc.) 5

Other organizations (public television, environment, community
'centers, pdpulation control, law and justice, etc.) 15

1. Percentages do not add tot 00% because of multiple responIV

4 1.2 ,
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America's corporatetchreis lead and participate in a wide v'tialityroiphilanthrapjc
causes and devote a substantial amount,of time to pyblic service activitiestjffey________

as chairmen or members innumerable boards, fund-raising drivs,Aming
and fi racial committees.

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the data on the number of p-hitai-ctfiropic organizations
they were associated with in the past year'and The amount of time 'spent on such
activities. The middle 50 percent were active in 3 _tie organization.,,_ On the
average, these individuals spent 6.8 hours a week equally divided, between, their
own and company time on philanthropic interests. Some corporate leaders point._
out that it is difficult to distinguish belweeo hours-pf, perso time-and houri of
company 'time devoted to philanthropy.

Table 4

Number of Philanthropic Organizations Associaied With During the Past Year
(Responsis of 384 cluumen and presidents) -

Number of.
Organizations

Percent

None
8%

One
5

Two
Three

14
Four

11
Five . . ,. 12
Six

13Seven.......... ......... .......... 7
Eight

6
Ten

5
Twelve . 2 3
Fourteen

1

Eighteen
1

Twenty
1Twenty.f ive
1

a
100%

Mean (arithmetic average) E 5.3
Median (miclobint equal number above and below)

Some Leadership Examples

There is evidence that strongly committed co orate leaders exert a potent'
influence outside their own companies on their respective industries,
business-related...oganizations, peer companies of comparable size, and on other
businesses in the mmunity. Some examples of the tone and dimensions a such
examples are presented` here.

One 'company, which has contributed 5 percent of its taxable income each
year for 30 years, has encouraged other companies,,to,commit themselves to this
goal over a period of year Approximately 10 major companies in the Midwest have
joined this "Five Percent Club."

4
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Table 5

Average Number of HoursPer Week Devoted to Public Service Activities
(Responses of 378 chairmen and presidents)

Hours per Week

Percent°
Company

Time
OW()

Time

O-

- 3

.. 6%
18

7%
20

2 21 19

---7S 15 ,. (15
4

4-- ,.-

14 , 12
5 13 13
6 3 5
7 1

8 4 4
10 or more 5 . 5

Mean
- 3.4 3.4

Median 3.0

Less than 0.5%.

a. Do not add to 100% because of rounding.

Not as ambitious, but of significant note, is the Corporate One Percent
Program for Higher Education, which includes more than 100 companies. It is being
promoted on a national basis and seeks to gain corporate support for contributing
one percent of domestic taxable income to higher education alone. This does not
include moneys given to health, welfare, civic and arts activities. No percentage is

J set for these.

The insurance industry's $2 billion inner-city Urban Investment Program in the
late 1960s and early 1970s, as well as its current $45 million program to finance
ambulatory care centers in conjunction with $30 million in grants from the Robert

.Wood Johnson Foundation, illustrates an industry's leadership.

Business-related organizations and industry groups have played an important
leadership role in upgrading public service activities and in encouraging cooperation
in public service causes. The activities of the Economic Development Council of
ple* York City, which seeks to solve problems of government, is an outstanding
example. In one year, New York-based corporations loaned the Economic
Development Council the equivalent of 50 full-time executives to work on city
governmental problems. The salaries of loaned personnel were paid by the corpora-
tions at a total one-year cost of $1.$ million. Budget savings of $78 million per year
were made as a result of their acaities.

While continuing to pay the employees' salaries, one corporation lends more
than 100 employees to various colleges and universities; another company lends
more than 100 employees to other social institutions.

Leadership companies frequently, contribute 1.5 to 3 times the percentage of
pretax income as the average companies in their industries, and 3 to 5' times as
much as the average of the botricilartile.
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The "Leading Edge

'The Internal Revenue Code allows corporations to deduct contributions to
charitable organizations up to a maximum of 5 percent of the corporation's taxable
income, with a five-year carry forward. Only a handful of major corporations give
the maximum amounts allowed; they tend to be family-controlled companies.
However, some S1,Q00'small companies contribute at the 5 percent level (with an
average contribution of $7,100), according to "COrporate Giving Measurements," a

I paper prepared by Thomas Vasquez for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and
Public Needs.

The average for all of the 1.7 million U:S. corporations has been approximately
Ll percent of pretax net income from 1961 /0 1972, the last year for which
Internal Revenue Service data are available. Although contributions as a proportionof pretax income is one of the most widely used yardsticks of corporate
philanthropy, it is not a perfect measure and should be used with care. Although it
is helpful in making comparisons, it is not indicative of the quality of the programs
supported nor does it include contributions in the form of business expense
deductions (see Chapter V).

l'oisiblY the most important problem with this measure, of course, has to do
with the absolute amounts involved. A small company, as noted above, can reach..the limit of 5 percent of taxable income by contributing $7,100 or less; a multi-
million-dollar contribution from one of the largest companies, however, might not
come anywhere near meeting this limit.

Table 6 illustrates the fact that there are Marked differences in the percentages
of pretax income contributed to philanthropy among the 25 largest donors in dollar
amounts. In 1973, one company's contribution of $16.73 million represented 0.43
percent of pretax income; another's $16.76 million accounted for 1.62 percent of
such income.

The survey sample (457 companies) repotted on in this study is heavily weighted
by large companies. Their aggregate giftS of $350 million account for almost one
third (31 percent) of all corporate philanthropic contributions in 1973. The group
as a whole nevertheless contributed only 0.74' percentb of pretax net income
reemphasizing the difference between the dollar amount and the percentage defini-
tions of "leading edge" contributions. When the reporting companies are grouped by
asset size, there is thp same lack of pattern as when net income alone is the basis
for comparison (see Table 7).

. THE REASONS FOR GIVING

While the size and quality of corporate philanthropy is primarily a reflection of
the interest and enthusiasm of top corporate management, these individuals base
their decisions on'company-related considerations. There are corporate motivations
for philanthropy just as there are individual motivations and in this instance
the former arc the prevailing influences. MOtivatiOns differ with subject area and
may differ, sometimes markedly, from one grant to another.

In this survey, corporate leaders' were asked to check moSt Important reasons
from a company viewpoint for undertaking corgributions aaivities in three fields
United Funds, higher education, and the arts (see Table 8). Corporate citiienship
and improving the business environment two motivations with considerable
overlap understandably rank particularly high for United Funds the "business-
like" approach'to, community organizations and their need 'for funds.

In the area pf higher education, manpower considerations doMinate, reflecting a
long - standing concern of U.S. business with the development of manpower

4,.

4
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6):

Contributions of 25 Lar4est Dollar Donors as Percent of Pretax U.S. Net Income, 1973

Company
Contributions

Dollars
U.S, Net Incomei
'Before Taxes

Contributions as
Percent of Net '

Income Before Taxes

...t
,, 1. $18,082,081 . $ 574,600,000 3.15%

2. 16,762,400 1,034,250,000 1.62
3. 16,730,702 3,92000,000, 0.43
4. - -11,981.740. , 1.08

i , 5-. : 11,100,0e0
.:1,113,402,000
1,382,06,000 0.80

6.' 9,701,966 1,326,000,000 0.73
7. 7,624,692 871,000,000 0.88
8. 6,000,000 504,000,000 1.19
9. ., ' 5,669,000 990,000,000 0.57

10. 5,000 , 000 340,000,000, 1.47
11. . . 4,988,239 189,585,000 2.63

1 12. 3,393,996 66,855,818 _5.08
i 13. 3,306,250 1,080,000,000 0.31
"rs...1f4::-:i6."%:...-"---"'`--'"---°- 5,300,00*, 220,000,00%. 1.50...4-;.;

15. `..---'`.3-4130;1304r!'"A'--23.17004:40'1011` 1.43

16. 3,125,000 186,000,000 1.68
17. , 3,021,000 452;000,000 0.67
18. .4 2,939,000 618,677,060 0.48
19. 2,781,744 292,476,000 0.95
20. 2,620,921 118,1 opAeo 2.22
21. 2,605,933 454,465,000' 0157

22.. 2;579,483 260,000,000 0.99
23. 2,578,274 181,250,006 1.42
24. 2,557,000 570,006;000 0.45
25. -2.53.1.000 346,000,000 0.73

Mean 1.32%; Mpsitan 0.99%elean.arl-U..4...,torporations 4. 1.1%.
= ,

"able 7 ,

ares-r--
rercentkofseo ntributions to Domestid Net Income Before Taxes, 1973

wr----(CoMpanies giouped by Size of U.S. assets)

Assets

Number of
Companies

Contributions
Top '

10 Percent
Top

20 Percent
'Top

25 Percent Midian

Under $100 million 58 3.16;5.23%a 1.66-5.23% 1.50-5.23% 0.86%,
$100200 million 58 3;08.7;22 1.70-7.22 1.60-7.22 0.79
$200.300 million 34 2.98-3.69b 2.00-3.69 1.77-3.69. ,0.91
$300.5001billion 39 1.68.2.00 1.30-2.00 1-.18-2.00 0.72
$500 million- .

1 billion 54 1,51-5.08 1.29-5.08 1.11.5.08 0.68
$1-3 billion 88 2.10:4.40 ' 1.51-4.40 1.35-4.40 3.71
$3-5 billion '<.-i-y. 20 182-34 5 1.67-3 15 1.63-3.15 0.88
Over $5 billion 6 25 1;62-2.71 1.27-2.71 1.20.2.71 0.93

All asset gr,oups 376 2.09-7.22% 1.55-7.22% 1.38-7.22% 0.77%

a. One atypical company in this asset-class reported 14.03%.

b. One atypical company In this asset class reported i6.2.896.
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Table 8

Reasons for Undertaking Contributions Activities
(Responses of 417 chairmen and presidents)

ft

Possiblefleasons for Undertaking
Contribution Adtivities

Specific Activities!"
United
Funds

Higher
Education

The

Arts

Corporate Citizenship: Practice good corporate
citizenship. . . 74% 49% 48i.

Business Environment: Protect and improve
5vironrnent in which to live, work and
do business 68 46 43

EMployee Benefits: Realize benefits for company .
employees (normally in areas where company

operates). 47, 31

\

31
Public Relations: Realize good public

relations value.
, . 34 20 32

"Pluralism: Preserve a pluralistic society by
maintaining choices between government and
private-sector alternatives. 28 40 10

Commitment: Of directors or senior officers to
partitular causes, involvement. 23 . 31 28

Pressure: From business peers, or customers
a ndior supplierst 12 8 17

Altruism: Practice'altruism with little Or no direct
or indirect company self-interest. ' 10 8 15

Manpower Supply: Increase the pool of trained
manpower or untrained manpower, or access .
to minority recruiting. 5 63 2

No contributions or activities in this area 2 2 7

a. 4dcl to more than 100% because multiple responses were reqdetted.

resources. Corporate citizenship and the business environment are also major
considerations as is pluralism. Only, with respect to the arts is there no one reason
Zincked by as many as half the respondents.

Pure 'altruism is not a dominant factor in any of these forms of philanthropy
nor is what may be considered its opposite, "pressure" from one source or another.
The less specific reason of good "public relations," ho yer, is considered important
by between one fifth and one third of the respQndfThts, varying with the philan-
thropic field.

Personal Viewpoints

"In order to gain eater insight into underlying motivations, chairmen d
presidents were asked t \express their personal points of view as to why thei
companies should or shout not have a contributions program and other public
service activities.' The response to this open-ended questionwere classified and the
results are slj,own ih Table 9:
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Table $ )

Reasons for Company Public Service Activities
(Responses of 309 chairmen and presidents)

if

Reason Percents

Social responsibility (good corporate citizenship) 63% \
;elf-interest (public service necessary for long-range survival) 49
Leadership support (sets the pace, example to others, etc.) 264:"
Community climate (progtote a healthy community in

which to live and 'work) -25

Employee benefits (contributes to personal growth of
. own employees)

Offset government controls 11

Necessary forsurvwal of charitable organizations and programs 6

a. Adds to more than 100% because of multiple responses.

The Pros

' ',..5.amPles-of.the_statements favoring corporate contributions follow:
<

"A corporation is an integral part of our society and as such it should be a
responsible and responsive member of society. By virtue of its role as a producer of
products, - employer of people, and generator of funds, it h's a unique capacity to
provide benefitsbenefits for the public gqod on a large and pervasive scale. Accordingly, the
corporation should utilize its resources to respond to the challenge to improve our

Zsociety in those areas where it can make a significant contribution."

7- Chairman, a map. r insurance company,-

"A corporation exists in a community local, regional, national, even World-
wide. It must ,be concerned with the condition, of that community, with the-

'development oT the best and broadest possible base of talents, and with the quality
of life: The corporate citizen, like the individual citii'elt, benefits from a tlealth
community and should encourage efforts to make the community better."

- --
President, a major communications company

"The corporation opergtes as part of a greater society. In its operation it can and
does recognize areas where help is needed. It should provide that help. It takes a
healthy society for ..c.grporations to operate; they should contribute to that health."

President, a machinery manufacturer

"Our free erkerprise system, which has contributed so much to the well-being of
our people, will continue to grow and prosper only to the extent- that it meets the
needs and expectations of society. This requires a continuous effort on the part of
government, industry and private charities. Industrial corporations need to support
private charities so that they can take innovative and practical steps to meet
important human problems. Such support on the part Qf corporations is an _essential
ingredient of corporate responsibility."

President, a major Insurance company

"Any company has the ability to address itself to public service activities. I

believe this is most effectively done by applying the company's capabilities to

'4...8
(
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specific social issues which can benefit frotn-those capabilities, One company can't
address all issues, but should Concentrate on those where it has expertise." .

Chairman, an electrical Machinery manufacturer

4 "Corporate/financial support should be given to organpions that are affected,
by its operations and that traditionally depend on gifts forfinancOg. 'The corpora-
tion' cannot'lead only peOple'can. 'The corporation' should permit and encourage
employees to participate i, public service ,activities'which are of interest to the
employees."

Chairman, an oil company
\>

"A corporation should return some of its profits to the public through contribu-
tions. Also, corporate Involvement in public service activities will carry with it
sound management pract1ces sand expertise that are . so often needed by the
nonprofit organizationssuppqrted."

President, an electrical machinery manufacturer

"A company:. particularly one that is large and diversified, cannot sit back and
rely on the outmoded concept' that its only objective -is Profitability. We live in a
volatile society that is in fluxur minorities are now sophisticated in the political-
legislative area and arelbcal and well-organized."

Chairman, a chemical company

POtir deMocratic society Would be in darter if corporations aid P-A, participate
in public service activities. In the void that rould- be created, the government
bureaucracy would take over." , ,.

,

President, an 'electricl achinery manufacturer
sa..,

The Cons aild the Maybes
1 ,

minority of respondents were more cautious about corporate philanthropy
or" opposed it. Some typical" views Rallow: t <t

"The.central question relates to the corpor4ion's need to restrict use of stock-
holders' money to those activities that have a demonstrable relationship to the
interests of the business. In areas other than this, contributions.are a matter for the
individual stockholder."

Chairman, a major chemical company

"A company has to- have some'contributions program to maintain a satisfactory
posture in. the communities in which it is locatecl...tts broad social purpose,
however, is to furnish its products and services at competitive prices. In the
communities in which it has locations, its purpose is to provide satisfactory and

4 stable employment."

Chairman, an optical aid photographic equipment manufacturer

"There is an undesirable _trend to put more and more load on business to come
up with solutions to social problems and finance them."

Chairman, a machinery manufaefurer

"We must keep primary the role of making a profit so as to continua operating
in order to supply jobs. Withotyrofit, there will be nothing."

4 9 President, a mahufacturing company

4.

j
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In establishing the budget level for expenditure that will be reported to the

Internal ',Revenue Service as charitable contributions, companies use a variety _of
reference points. Table 10 summarizes the major factors in determining these budget

4 levels, as they are reported.by 442 executives responsible for corporate giving.

ry

tACTOFtS DETERMINING BUDGET LEVELS ,

Table 10

Major,Factorsfin Setting the Level of Dollar Expenaittires for Contributions
(Responses of 442 officers responsible for Corporate giving)

Factor Percent°

Based on prior year's-contributions .- t 52%
No fixed figure, each contribution assessed separately , 44
Based on the amount necessary to achieve philanthropic goals

I, ' 33
Based on peer company comparisons 0\.

29
Percernage of pretax net incoitie 26
Based on industry comparisons 22
Based on average of prior 2.3 ye&s' pretax net income
'Other

. 8
4. 10

a. Adds to more then 100% because of multiple responses.

The most frequent single determining factor in this, as in many budgetary
decisions, is last, year's budget. Other considerations relating to the company's
finances involve Pretax net income. Some businesses set the budget as a percentage
of pretax net in me; a considerably smaller number bases contributions, at least i
part, on an averag of prior years' pretax net income. ç

The second_an third most frequently mentioned determinants relate not the
firm's finances but to the situation to which it is responding. Forty-four pert t set
no fixed figure bu assess each revestseparately.-And 33 percent of the resp ndents

-, say their compan s give what is necessary to achieve philanthropic goals.' ! ,

Then there i the _question of what others are doing. Twenty-nine percent
consider the contributions of companies of comparable siA, stature,. and
philosophy; 22 percent are influenced by others in their industries. /

Industry Comparisons

Industrial classification is one of the most widely used yards 'cks for comparing
contributions (see Table 11). When this approach is used, it be omes apparent that
manufacturing firms contribute a higher proportion of pretax et domestic income
than do nonmanufacturing firms (0.84 percent as against 0.51 cent). This pattern
reflects the number of regulated industries in the nonmanufac uring sector. The low
rate for public utilities (0.17 percent) reflects the restrilions of some state

'regulatory bodies that prohibit Including the cost of contri utions in'the computa-
tion of the rate base, as well as high capital and manpower sts.



Table 11

Contributions as a Percent of Domestic Net Income BeforeTaxes, 197T
(Companies grouped by industry class; insurance companies excludeda)

Industrial Classificalion

Number
of

Cdinpanies

Domestic Net
Income '

before Taxes
(in thousands)

Contributions
(in thousands,

^Percent of Contributionl to
Net Intbme before Taxes

All
Companies

Range kfr Top
25 Percent of

Companiesr\

Chemicals and allied products . , 35 , $ 3,778,660 $ 31,044' 0.82% 1.60-6.65%
Electrical machinery and equipmet 23 2,934,417 24,998 0.85 1.43-7.22
Fabricated metalliroducts \ ., 32 4,798,642 23,090 0.48 0.95-1.96
Food and kindred products op \ 25 1,077,785 9,119 0.85 1.64-5.23
Future and fixtures 2 24,926 425 1.71 b
Lumber and wood products 3 359,400 3,694 1.03 btiMachinery, nonelectrical' . . 14 2,296,061 17,245 0.75 1.81-3.07
Paper and like products 18 1,347,807 9,522 0.71 0.95-2.58
Petroleum refining 19 5,605,721 50,788 0.91 1.15-3.1,5
Primary metal industries 25 2,577,281 23,428 0.91 1.24-3.33
Printing, publishi4 .- ' 8 246,362 8,929 3.62 229-263c
Rubbers miscellandous plastic products ............ 9 489790 3,906 0.8,0 0:92-1.68
Stone, clay and glass products 10 410,383 5,207 1.27 1.27-1.84
Textile mill products : 13 372,942 5,635- 1.51 2.16-4.13
Tobabco manufacturers 3 579,429 2,944 t'0.51 b
TransOortation equip nt 14 1,697,689 21,742 1.28 1.19-2.00
Miscellaneous man cturing Industrie% 47 2,792,083 22,0114 0.79 1.31-4.26

'iota!: Manufacturyig , 300 31,389,388 263,800 0.84
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bible le 11 (Continued)

{'^'''.-/ Contributions as a Percent Of Domestic Net IncoMe Before Taxes, 1973
, .

d.

lnduhrial Classification

Nitinber
of

Companies

pomesyc Net .
Income

before' Taxes
(in thousands)

Percent of Contributions to
Net income before Taxes

Range for Top
25. Percent of

tompames
Contributions All
(in thousands) Companies

A

/ "
king 39 2,026,393 24,677 1.22 1.64-4.40

Oversified financial 6 208,008 908 0.44 b
Public utilities 22 731,619 13,123 0.17 3.47.2.49
Retailing , 12 1,902,892 19,735 1.04 1.33-3:79
Tranicsiga}ipp 41 658,657 6,208 0.94 1.29.2.20
Other nonhliaAufacturing 5 365,573 2,197 0.60 b

Total; Nonmanufacturing 94 13,093,1.42 66,848

Total: All companies 394' F* $44,482.530 S336,648 , 0.7496

b.

C.

Insurance company figures-ere based on "net gain from operations after dividends to, policyholders and before federal income tax, excluding
capital gains and losses" the closest measure to pretax net Income of corporations generally. On this basis, data for 28 insurance companies"
showed: Total net gain from operations: $2,132,349,000. Total contributions: $17,729,000. Contributions percent: 0.83%. Range for
top 26% of insurance companies: 1.22-3.60%.

Classif leationi with less than 8 companies omitted.

Eliminating one atyPical company contributing 16.25%.

4
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Because of the very small samples for sever -al -industries, the data in Table 11
should be interpreted with great care. This is particularly true for the printing and
publishing industry, where one company channeled an atypical 16.25 percent of
pretax income to philanthropy through its foundation. Among the nonmanu-
facturers, the banking group was the leader as it had been in 1972.

Insurance company data are excluded frorn'the calcula,tions in the table, bwt they
are shown in a footnote. The closest measure to pretax net income of corporationspoi this industry is "net gain from operations, after dividends to policyholders and
before federal income tax, excludingrcaPital gains and losses." On this basis, 28

/insurance companies showed contributions averaging 0.83 percent of net gain from
operations before taxes.

A more detailed analysi' of the contribution rates of the top 10,20, and 25
percent of companies in each industry classification is presented in Table 12. For
additional tables on contributions as percent of net income before taxes see
Tables 1, 6, and 7.

Recipient of the Corporate Dollar

Tja4 study did not include the collection of data on the distribution of
contributions among the several categories of beneficiaries. Table 13 is reproduced
from the 1972-survey,based on a similar population, as an indication of how the
funds are distributed.

V

PUBLIC SERVICE ACTIVITIES

In addition to the estimated $1.25 billion contributed to various' philanthropies,
sand reported to the Internal Revenue Service as charitable contributions, corpora-

, lions spend up to an additional $1 billion a year, reported as business expenses or
representing other social corts to business (for example, low interest loans for
social purposes) on public service activities. Beyond that, nearly half a billion dollars
is also raised annually by fund-raising drives companies conduct among their
employees for United Way programi. A great divdsity :and depth of corporate
involvement in such activities is characteristic of "leading edge" companies.

0

Costs

Corporate contributions reported to the IRS as charitable ($1.25 billion
annually) is the, only component of public service activities for which national
statistics are available. Under present reporting conditions, it would be impractical
to assemble cost figures for other public service activities on a national basis.
Although these costs are obviously considerable, this Conference Board study
indicates that very few companies have gathered and published these data because
of the difficulties and costs of doirig so. For example, if the cost per company were
$25,000, the cost of assembling and publishing such data for the Fortune list of
1,300 would be $32.5 million:, if -the cost per company -were $50,000, the tasks
Would require $65 million. As a consequence most corporations do not know the
total costs of their own philanthropic activities.

Because national data are not availabie, the- co-sts,-ofthese programs,
respondents were asked to make rough estimates of the costs of_. public service
activities, using their charitable contributions as thebasis for comparison. --



Table 12

Contributions by Leading Donors as a Percent of Domestic Net Income'Before rakes, 1973.

(Companies grouped by industry class)

.

lndustrial Classification Tr-"'

Number of
Companies
in Sample

Grouping by Contributions
Top

10 Percent
Top Top

20 Percent 25 Percent Ifedian

Chemicals and allied products 35 3.68-6.66% 1.88-6.65% 1.60-6,65% 0.69%
tlectrical machinery and eNipment 22 4,62g.22 1.56-7.22 1.43-7.2,2 , 0.75
Fabricated metal products A 31 1.53,11 1.19-1.96 0.95-1.96 0 70
Food and kindred prodbcts 23 4.46-5.25c 1.85.5.23 1.64-5.23 1.14

_Machinery, nonelectrical 14 . 1.81-3,07 1.35 -

Paper and like products 18 3402-2:58 - 1.10-2.58 0.95-2:58 0.67N
Petroleum refining 19 1.613:3:15 1.15-3.15 0.59
Primary metal induistries 25 2.41.3.33 1.42-3.33 1.24-3.33 0.72

- Textile mill products 13 t 3.66-4.13 2.55-4.13 2.16-4.13 1.50
Transportation equipment 13 1.85-2.00 1.19-2.00 0.66
Miscellaneous manufacturing 45 1.74-4.26 1.40-4.26 1.31-4.26 0.71
Banking ' 39 2.71-4.40 , --I:804;40 1.:64-4.40 1.21
InsUrancea 28 2.10-3.60 r" 1.32.3.60 1-22-3.60 0.69
Public utilities 22 1.21-2.119..sa 0.47-2.49 a.S
rtetailing 11' 11 3.64 -379 2.36-3,79" 1.33-3.79 Li 1.07

Industrial Classification (10 or less companies per classlb

Printing and publishing s'Air 8 .2.29-2.63d 0.96
Rubber and miscellaneOus plittic products 9 0.82-1.68 0.83
Stone, eiey and glass products 10 1.27-1.84 0.73

- -Transportation companies 9 1.29-2.20

a. For insurance companies, percent of contributions to net gain from operations after dividends to policyholders and before taxes is the measure used.

b. Detailed groupings omitted for classIfIciftions with fewer than 8 eompinies.

e. Ono. typical company in this classification reported 14.03%.

"-d7"'Oneratypical company this classification reported 16.25%.

,
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Table 13

pany Contributions Dollar,4972

1761

443 Companies

Percent of
Total

Thousands of
Dollars

Health and welfare

Federated drives: United Funds and the like
National health agencies (not included above)

$ 85,951
3,3040

National welfare agencies (not included above) 5,935
Hospital's

-
, :Capital grants 15,974

Operating grants 1,919
Other local health and welfare agen ies 14,392
Capital grants (excluding hospitals)

, Total health and welfare '
.4

8,037,
135,514

EdUcation

Higher education
Scholarships 13,837. .Fellowships 4,559
Research grants (not treated as a business .

expense) .

' ,
8,102 ,

Capital funds -o,
17,740

Direct unrestricted grants 37,299
Grants to state, area and national
fund-raising groups 8,497

Educationrelated agencies 3,151
Other 15,341

26.6496
1.02
1.84

4.95
.59

4.4.6

2.49
42.01

c

4.29
1.41

2.51'
5.50

11.56'

2.63
.911

4.76
Secondary education

Capital grants , 645 .20
Other 7,700 -_ 2.a9

Total education -116.876 36.23

Culture (culturatcenters, performing arts, . .

musepo, etc.) I
Operating fOnds 10,462 3.24
Capital grants 2,729 i 851.1frir

Total cultural : .13,192 4.09
.11

Civic causes (municipal and community

improvement, good government, and the like)
Total civic 29,47 9.14

Other
Religious causes n 1,211 .40
Groups devoted solely to economic education 2,314 .72
Groups in United States whose principal

objective is aid to.other countries - 3,418'
Causes other than above 16,60 ,

Total "other 23,634
dollars not identifiable because donee is upknown 3,850

GrandTotal $322,564. 100.

1.06
5.15
7.33

Source. Table 1, Conference Board Report No. 606, 1973.

425 ?..+
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The largest number of companies (297 or 71 percent of those answering this
question) said they 'could not make even rough estimates.

Sixty companies (14 percent) estimate that public, service activities cost one
If the amount they contribute to charity.

Fifty-one companies (12 percent) estimate that they spend more on public
service activities than on charitable contributions.

4.;

Thirteen companies (3 percent) estimate that.they spend equaramounts on the
two categories of activities.

The Business Committee for the Arts, Inc., (BCA) commissioned the motst
extensive study, that has been able t9 document a ratio between charitable
contributions and business expenses that benefit charitable institutions. This BCA
study, which was limited to the arts, estimates that corporations contributed $144
million to the arts in 1973. Of this amount, one dollar was given as business
expense for every dollar given as a charitaille contribution.

No comparable national data are available for health, welfare, education) or other
areas of corporate involvement. Therefore, it is not known if this dollar for dollar
ratio is maintained in those areas as it is in the arts, Such data as are available,
however,,,would suggest that business expenses for chatitable purposes might well be
up to an additional 80 percent ($1 billion) of the dollars contributed as charitable
contributions ($1.25 billion). A number of contributions executives believe that
business expenses to a corporation could be much moreth4n $1 billion, but doubt
that corporations will be willing to take the time and effort necessary to document
these costs.

Administration

There is general agreement among contributions executives that ,costs of
administering a contribution program may total up to an additional 10 percent to
15 percent of the contributions budget, Based on $1.25 billion of.pmpany
charitable contributions, administrative costs would total $125 million an $187.5
million respectively.

This amount does npt include administrative costs of urban affairs and
community affairs programs. In some companies. the number of staff members in
these two areas is as large as or larger than contributions staff.

'`Company Facilities
4.111N,

Many companies make their facilities available without charge for various
charitable purposes; but very few keep dollar figures on the costs only 22
companies supplied figures in this survey. The overall total was $840,000. The
lowest figure reported was $1,000, the highest was $385,900, with a median of
i10,000. Ten of the 22 companies supplying data were' banks or insurance
companies; the remainder were scattered in a number of industries.

MiscellaneOus Cost Data

.. Only 58 companies (13 percent) report ,that they have calculated the financial,
cost of employee involvement in at least one corporate public service activity, but
not all of these companies supplied, specific data. Twenty -eight companies did give'

4 6
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figures usiness expenses exclusive of contributions. The total cost of these was
$4 million. The range was from $1,000 to $2.1 million, with a median of $22,500.

Ten eorripanies supplied Cost figures for a variety of other public service
activities, including 'a daycare center, a retired employees community service
program, an internship progr-am, and deposits in minority banks. The costs range
from $1,000 to,$3,000,000, acid show no particular industry pktern.

Only a few corporations could determine the total cost of donated time of
employees who work with charitable institutions while the company continues to
pay their salaries.'Sah a determination would have to include time spent by

loaned employees (in 4) percent of the companies surveyed) who worked on a
full-time basis with charitabre organizations

loaned employees (in 73 percent of the companies surveyed) who worked on a,
part-time basis with charitable orgarlizations

' employees (in 13 percent of the companies) who were granted leaves of
absence to assist charitable institutions, including teaching assignments at colleges
and universities.

Only 40 companies had calculated the donated time of employees, and this was
normally' limited to one volunteer activity, rather than including the whole range of
volunteer activities. The aggregate cost to these 40 companies was $3 million. The
lowest figure was $1,000; the highest was $625,000, and the median was $39,000.

In 94 percent. of the companies, employees were encouraged to take part in
public service activities on their own time. In 78 percent, employees were
encouraged to volunteer for public service activities on company time.

The variety of participation and the associated costs would have to include time
spent by

j a company's chairman or president (6.8 hours a week of which half is on
company time)

part-time employe involvement with United Fund organizations, which may
involve up to 10-'percent of the total employee population in each company, a
percentage recommended by United, Fund organizations in conducting, fund-raising
drives

employee involvement with thousands of charitable, organizations at all levels.

Areas of Corporate Involvement

The broad range of philanthropic activities in, which corporations participate is
suggested by the list located at the end of this chapter. Although all of these areas

. benefit from corporate charitable contributions, most of them also benefit from
business expenses including financial contributions and skilled manpower.

Activities in some areas (employment and training; civil rights and equal
opportunity) are heavily weighted toward business expenst5s and manpower involve-
ment, with modest grants of a philanthropic nature. Some areas involve both
voluntary and mandated activity. Activities curreritly of ay voluntary nature are
described below. ,

United Way

There is wideq?ead support for United Way (also called United Fund) activities
at every employee level in corporations.

2
4s,was indicated earlier, one out of every

4
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two chairmen' or presidents is active in a United Fund as a board or committee
member and considers it one of his most important philanthropic associations. Up
to 10 percent of company employees are actively involved annually in soliciting for
local campaigns,__

In 1973, the United Oar or attitationrraisdd approximately $975 million.
Approximately $27.7 million (28 percent) came from corporations; $450 million (46
percent) from individual employees and executes of corporations; and others gave
$248 million (25 percent).

The extent of corporate involvement is not surprising. Businessmen have been
instrumental in establishing United. Funds to bring professionalism and coordination
to fund raising to replace splintered fund-raising activities. A coordinated
fund-raising approach can lead to efficiency and effectiverfes with the setting of
standards and an accrediting program.

United Funds received a company contribution from 99 percent of the
companies in this study in 1973, and there was a solicitation of personalcontribut
tiqns from employees in 97 percent of the companies. Moreover, 79 percent of the
corporations loaned employees to United Funds to assist in their fund-raising
campaigns, in addition to using company employees to solicit fellow employees.

Blood Banking

Blood banking is another area in which industry has made significant but
unmeasured contributions by encouraging employee blood donations and providing
the mechanisms for them.

Blood storage has been a key to modern surgery and other forms of lifesa;iing
therapy for a generation. From the start, the nation's blood banks have regarded
places of employment as major and indispensable sources of supply. As a recent
Conference Board report noted, such work places have attributes that, taken
together, are unique andpotentially powerful.'"They can provide the blood-banking
system with access to large numbers of people who are within the donation-eligible
age range" in a setting that "offers favorable conditions for education and
persuasion" and that "minimizes donor effort, inconvenience and time."5

But the potential of the workplace is'realized only to the extent that business.
management takes certain organizational steps and assumes certain costs
principally the salaries and wages paid for time spent' by employees in organizing
blood drives and in making blood donations.

The cost of this kind of contribution to the company is modest relative to a
considerable social gain. The portion of the nation's blood resources accounted for
by employee contributions is not known, but the American National Red Cross has
identified "plants and firms" as the source of at least 28 percent of the blood
collected by its network of 59 regional centers anci Red Cross officials believe the
true figure to be still higher. In New York City, two thirds of the blood collected
by the Community Blood ,Center of Greater New York comes from corporate
employees. The use, of commercially collected blood frequently, leads to the trans-
mission of major diSeases, such as hepatitis, at a heavy cost tthe individual and
the health'system. Increased use of voluntary blood donors serves a real social need
and acts as a preventive health measure.

Coordinated Busines.4 Approaches: Economic Development
Council of New York City

tn recent years, the trend has been toward involving the business community
more and more in Urban issues and public administration. A most striking current,
example is, of course, business' help in the Management of New York City's fiscal
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crisis. But, even prior to the current crisis, one of the most ambitious plans in the
nation was being operated in New York City by the Economic Development
Council (EDC).

EDC is Dne Model of how to bring the capabilities of the business community to
bear oh vital urban problems. EDC business assistance task forces, composed of "on
loan" managerial personnel, work to improve the organization and operation of
major city government agencies. Managerial specialists on full-time loan from their

,companies have used their ,skills to improve ,governmental services to the public
while actually reducing the costs.

EDC business assistance task forces have wor ed in three major areas of govern-
ment the administration of justice, the oper tion of welfare and social services,
and the business management of tke public s hoot system. Currently, a, twelve-
executive task force is focusing specifically on problems of middle-income housing
projects. Task forces concentrate on problems of organization and administration,
and focus on changes which can be implemented readily by administrative (rather
than legislative) action.

EDC has tried to document the "cost of voluntarism" as well as theactual
savings to government agencies. In January 1973, EDC adopted a policy of costing
out the contributed services of loaned executives, and a value for such services has
been reflected both as income and as expense in the balance sheets which have been
audited by Price Waterhouse & Co. Since 1969, some 104 person -years of executive
time, valued at $2.6 million, have been contributed to the EDC task force program
by New York companies at no cost to the city. Actual annual budgetary savings of
$78 million a year, plus a one-time saving of $48.5 million, have so far been
recorded as a result of their various activities. EDC estimates that potential
additional savings, as a result of the reorganizations, could reach $676 million a
year.

National Alliance of Businessmen

r
Another example of public service activity not reflected in ch4ritable contribu-

tions dollars is the service rendered by the National Alliance of Businessmen.
Formed.in 1968 after the outbreak of urban riots in the previous year, the NAB
objective was tor find jobs'for the disadvantaged in the private sector. The figures
are impressive: From the end of 1968 to mid-1975, nearly 4 million persons. have
bden plated as a result of NAB efforts, which included both corporate and govern-
mental expenditures:

1,952,942 disadvantaged

1,191,155 young people (disadvantaged high school and college students in the
Summer Youth Program, operating since 19%

726,066 Vietnam veterans (since 197i)

More than 20,000 ex-offenders (since,1974)

O

Ten Areas That Receive Corporate Support4

Education:

direct financial
refunds

aid to schools, including scholarships, grants

support for increases in school budgets

donation of equipment and skilled perLnnel

4 9

and 'tuition
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assistance in curriculum development

aid in counseling and remedial education

establishment of new schools, running schools and school systems

assistance in the management and financing of colleges .' \

Culture and the Arts:

direct financial support to art institutions and thi performing arts

development of indirect support as a business expense through gifts -in- kind,
sponsorihg artistic talent, and advertising

participation on boards to give advice on legal;labor and financial management
problems

Government:

helping to improve management performance at all levels of government

supporting adequate compensation and development programs for government
executives and employees

working for the modernization of the nation's governmental structure

facilitating the reorganization of government to improve its responsiveness and
performance

advocating and supporting reforms in the election system' and the legislative
process

designing programs to enhance the,effectiveness of the civil services

promoting reforms in the public welfare system, law enforcement, and other
major governmental operations ,

+..

Medical care:

helping plan community health activities

designing and operating low-cost medical-care programs

designing and running new hospitals, clinics and extended-cire facilities

improving the administration and effectiveness of medical care

developing better systems for medical education, nurses' training

deviloping and supporting a better national system of health care

?*
i

Civil Rights and EqualOpportunity:
,

ensuring employment and advaikement opportunities for, minorities

facilitating equality of results by continued training and other special programs

'supkirting and aiding the improvement of Black eddcationdl facilities and special
programs for Blacks and other minorities in integrated institutions

encouraging adoption of open-housing ordinances

building plants and sales offices in the ghettos

430



proyiding financing and managerial assistance to minority enterprises;
prticipating with minorities in joint ventures

Urban Renewal and Development:

leadership and financial support for city and regional plaping and develop-,
ment

bullding or improving low-income housing

wilding shopping centers, new Communities, new cities .

improving transportation systeps ,

Employment and Training:

active recruitment of the disadvantaged

Spdial functional training, remedial education, and counseling

proviiion of day-care centers for children of working mothers

improvement of work and career opportunities

retraining of workers affected by automation or other causes of joblessness 1./

establishment of company programs to remove the hazards of old age and
sickness

supporting, where needed and appropriate, 'the extension of governMent
accident, unemployhient, health and retirement systems

Coriservation and Recreation:

augmenting the supply of replenishable resources, such as trees, with more
productive species

preserving animal life and the ecology of forests and comparable areas

providing recreational and aesthetic facilities for public use

restoring aesthetically depleted properties such as strip mines
07

improving the yield of scarce materials and recycling to conserve the supply

Pollution Abatement:

installation of modern equipment

engineering new facilities for minimum environmental effects

research and technological development

cooperating with municipalities in joint treatment facilities

cooperating with local, state, regional and federal agencies in developing
improved systems of environmental management

developirig more effective prograins for recycling and reusing disposable
materials

0

a.

Economic Growth and Efficiency:

increaSing productivity in the private sector of the economy

431
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improving the innovativeness and performance of business management

, enhancing competitio

cooperating with the ggvernment in developing more effective measures to
control inflation and achi e high levels of employment,

supporting fiscal and monetary policies for steady economic growth

h Iping with the post-Vietnam conversion of the economy

Commu nications

ThKignifica involvement of corporations in public service activities and actual
philanthropic con *butions is not widely known or understood. HOweVer, a growing
number of compani are already including a special section on such activities in
their Annual Reports, ome are issuing special reports on contributions and other
public service activities. t is believed that such communication leads to better
understanding of the corpo Lion by shareholders, employees, customers, recipients
of the contributions, and the mmunities in which the company operates.

Only a small number of com ny foundations produce reports and make them
available to the general public. 1,000 company foundations, fewer than 50
publish foundation reports.

VI

COMPANY FOUNDATIONS, AXES, AND
THE TAX REFORM ACT F 1969

As a private foundation, the company foundation is sub ect to-the provisions of
the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (TRA). It has been observed t t this legislation has
made gifts through company foundati6ns less attractive as an ternative to direct
corporate corsributions.6 A company foundation makes it posse le, amongObther
things, to divorce contributions from possible fluctuations in compan earnings to
avoid the peaks and valleys and to maintain tl3e same leyel of giving periods of
reduced business activity when needs of charitable organizations are,usu y greater.

The percentage of corporate contributions that comes from cofnpany f dations
as opposed to direct corporate giving has decreased in the last few y s. In

1973, ,,414ercent of the $350 million given by 424 companies came from company
foundations. In 1974, only 35 percent of the $438 million given by 799 companies
came from grints by company,fokndations. This decline in foundation activity may
reflect continuing impact of the TV Reform Act of 1;969.

Tax incentives are among the major fictors in corporate giving. However, they
are not the only determinants: Profits and philosophy are the other two linchpins.
Similarly, tax incentives are not the only reasons for company foundations. in the

o 1973 Conference Board study. of Me effects 9f the 1969 act, many respondents
noted that the formation and use of company foundations led to more profes-

. sionally managed programs.

0

Effects on Existence of Company Foundations

The firSt approach tq the igipact of the TRA on company foundations has, to do
a with the very existence of such institutions. Four hundred and twenty;three

executives responsible for corpcNte giving answered the question, "Did you diSsolve

4 3
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or inactivate your ampany foundations because of the impact of the Tax Ref Orm
Act of 1969?" The responses were

a Number of Companies Percent
Yes 29 ' 7%
No 219 52
Does not apply 175 41

Total 423 100

The complementary question,4"If your corporation was planning to form a
foundation, did you abandon such plans because of the impact of the Tax Reform
Act of 1969?" was answered by 377 executives in this fashion:

Yes
Number of Companies

10
Percent

No 24 - 6
Does not apply 343 91

Total 377 100

The negative impact on 10 percent of existing or planned foundations is consistent
with the findings of the previously cited Conference Board study of the impact of the
act. That 1973 studr&und that 24 of 240 company foundations either had been
terminated or were in the process of being phased out.

Effects of Spedific Provisions

Table 14 summariies the responses on the subject of specific provisions of the
TRA that create difficulties for the corporations in this survey. The 4 percent excise
tax on foundation net investment income was mentioned most often (29 percent

'included it among their responses). This tax reduces the funds that would othdrwise
be available for a foundation's program. In effect, it penalizes potential recipients.
The 4 percent tax is the only such levy on hitherto tax-exempt organizations.

Restrictions° on gifti-in-kind and gifts of appreciated property are the next
mpst frequently mentioned difficulties. Prior to 1969, business corporations making
charitable gifts-in-kind in the form of property they had created (also known as
inventory donations) were allowed a tax deduction on the basis of the fair market
value of such prqperty. The 1969 legislation altered the valuation basis of such gifts
to cost. Wire than 3 out of 10 corporate leaders-say they would increase charitable

.donations if gifts of inventory were deductible at fair market value instead of it
cost. The significance, ,of, this consideration appears to vary from industry to
industry (see. Table 15'. Again, the very small samples for some industries make
interpretations of these data difficult.

Both this study and the earlier Conference Board report on the impact of TRA
indicate, that a considerable majority of company foundations are managing to cope
with this legislation although it does have a depressing influence overall. This
raises the question of, the possible effect of other changes in-dye tax structure
including some designedlii encourage such philanthropy.

433
t-
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Ns:1,

Effect of Provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 on Company Foundations
(Responses of 336 executives responsible for corporate giving)

-10

Table 14

Provision

Percent
Considering

Provision a Source
of Difficultya

4 percent excise tax on foundation net investment income 29%
Restrictions on gifts-in-kind 21

,Restrictions on gifts of appreciated property 20
. Requirement{ on minimum distribution 6

Restrictions on self-dealing transaction; 5

RequireMents on foundation holdings of company stock 4

Restrictions on expenditures for lobbying, campaigning,
and awilds and grants 1 4

Other 5

Clerical procedures
.r,

4

Does not aPPlY 41

a. Percentages exceed 100% because of multiple responses.

Potential Effects of Alternative Tax Changes
:. . .

The chairmen and preiidents who responded to this survey were asked tb
consider the potential effects of a series of tax changes on their companies'
contributions, The- results are summarized in Table 1.6,__ 41,* 3

Increasing deductibility beyond 100 percent and a tax credit appear to be
the most powerful incentives among tax changes that' have been .discussed. ),

Reestablishing the deductibility of gifts-in-kind at fair market value, instead of mitt,
has inore limited appeal possibly because of its.varying significance fa different
indusKial groups. In that same connection, the tax credit was particularlvfavored'
by the insurance industry because of the special tax situation under which it
operates. Thp head of a major insurance company said: o . .4-, tv.--.

,. 1-
om® Under the present federal tax formula ll cgrit% insurance panies,,Og

. large, companies obtain no effective tax deduction for their charlta.,
contributions. This is so because these companies pay a tax grounded: n
taxable investment income under Section 804 (Phase L). The chaOtable
deduction, however, is only recognize& in the computation of gain or loss I
from operations tinder Section 809 of the Code (Phase II). A tax aredit would
rectify this anomalous situation. Alternatively, a specific deduction for
charitable contributions thi the of taxable ,investment income
under. Section 804 would serve to give an effective tak deduction to all -,

companies.

EStablishing a contributions floor (specifying a- _minimum 'percentage of
Contributions to net income before taxes) that w,ould have

i
to be inet before the

total of all contribUtions would be deductible would have # depressing effect on
charitable donations. And, as the table shows, the higher the floor, the greater the
deterrent effect.

The present requirement that limits deductible contribu ions td 5 percent of
taxable income has had virtually no effect on the level of c ntributions of major4"

1 .1 1
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Table 15

Anticipat d Effects of Reestablishing Deductibility of Gifts of Inventory at Fair Market'Value
(By industry classification; insurance companies excluded)

Industry Classificaiion
Number

Responding. Increase
No

Change Reduce

,
Manufacturing ' 274

Percent

41%

Percent

58%

Percent

1%
Chemicals and allied prodycts ' 32 72 28 0
Electrical machinery and equipment 19 47 53 0
Fabricated metal products 33 39 61 0
Food and kindred pieducts 21 52 48 0
Furniture and fixtures 2 .100 0 0
Lumber and wood pr ducts 3 67 33 0
Nonelectrical machineiy 14 43 50 7
Paper and like products \ 16 38 63 0
Petroleum refining \i 17 12 88 0
Primary metaLindustries 'elt?2 23 77 0
Printing, publishing 19

33 56 11
Rubber and miscellaneous plas tic-

products 9 44 56 0
Storie, clay and glass products 7 29 71 0
Textile mill products 12 33 ' 67 0
Tobacco manufacturers 4 50 50 0
Transportation equipment ...... 9 11 89 0
Miscellaneous manufacturing 45 40 58 2

Nonmanufacturing 85 18 81 2
Banking 35 14 83 3
Diversified financial . 5 20 80 0
Public utilities 22 9 91 0 '
Retailing . 11 55 46 0
Transportation companies 7 0 100 0
Other nonmanufacturing 5 40 60

Total Companies 359 35% . 64%

corporations. Commenting on the effett of this limitation, 439 executives
responsible for corporate giving responded in this way:

Percent
Negative effect 7%
Positive effect 2
No effect 86
Does not apply r 5

Although there are very few major corporations, at the 5 percent level, as has
already been noted, 51,00,0 smaller companies may be affected by the limitation.



Table 16

potential Effects of Alternatilk Tax Changes on Company's Contributions
(R,sponses of 417 chairmen and presidents)

Alternatives

Allowing more than 100 percent of contributions

No Effect
(or Stay Eliminate No

increase the Same) Reduce Program Answer

' Percent Percent Percelir Percent Percent.

as a deductible expense. ' . 48% -47%
ri

,et
5%

Providing a tax credit that would result ina lower
"after-tax cost" than the present 100 percent deductibility. 49 42 4 5

Establishing a contributions floor.(specified minimum
percentage of contributions to net income before
taxes) that would have to be !Tie before the total of
all contributions would be deductible:

1'percent minimum flopr bf contributions to net
income before taxes. , 12

2 percent minimum floor of contributions to net
income before taxes. r 17

Reestablishing deductibility of gifts of inventory at fair'
market value instead of at cost. 32

50 24

28 31

59 1

6

12

8
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Other Factors Affecting Contributions

Increased tax incentives are undoubtedly the most important single factor in
increasing contributions. However, chairmen and presidents would consider
increasing their companies' contributions (as percentage of net pretax income) by
50 percent or, more over a two- to five-year period if other conditions including
stockholder approval of increases prevailed (see Table 17).

Table 17

Conditions frit Increasing Company's Per age of Contributions to Taxable
Income by 50 Percent or More over a 2 to 5 Year Period

(Responses of 408 chairmen and presidents)

Condition Percenta

If tax incentives were increased 53%
If I thought stockholders approved increased contributiohs 24
If I had more confideAce that our contributions program

is successful 23
If peer companies would increase their percentage 21
If my industry as a whole would increase its percentage 10
If earnings and profits increased 7
Depends on ability tci,give 6
If need fir our support were justified 04,2

a. Exceeds 100% because of multiple responses.

The sncial tax situation of the insurance industry has already been discussed.
Public utilities also face a special situation, as do transportation services.,The chief
executive officer of one utility replied. "Our contributions policy is governed more by
the extent to which the Public Service ,Commission will approve the contribution
than by any other factor."

The response of almost one quarter of these executives that donations would
increase "if I had more confidence that our contributions program is successful" is
intriguing. On the one hand, the question of accomplishment and how it should be
evaluated is fundamental to all types of philanthropy. On the other hand, the
question of how to evaluate effectiveness may well be one that plagues management
with respect to all its non-profit-making activities.?

Charitable Deductions and Business Expenses

A majority of the responding executives (59 percent) responsible for corporate
contributions, regard the 100 percent deductibility as a tax incentive; the remaimder

a substantial minority do not Of those who consider deductibility as a tax
incentive, one third noted that charitable contributions are not interchangeable with
business expenses and cannot always be deductedrauch. The spokesperson for one
leading oil company elaborated on this: I

An eligible charitable expenditure cannot be deducted as a charitable
deduction or a business expense. Section 162 of the Intel-hal Revenue Code
provides- for the deductibility of trade or business expenses and further
provides in subsection (b) that no deductions shall be allowed .as a trade or
business expense for any,contribution or gift which would be allowable as a
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charitable deduction were it not for the percdnta:ge limitations and other
,'limitations applicable to charitable contributions. The position of the Internal
}Revenue Service...is that an expenditure will be classified as a charitable
contribution if the payment is completely gratuitous and will be classified as a
trade or business expense if it bears, a direct relationship to the taxpayer's
business and is made with a reasonable expectation of a financial, return
commensurate with the .t mount of the expenditure.

Shown below are categories of reasons for thinking the 100 percent deductibility
provision is or is not an incentive:

The Present 100 Percent Charitable Deductibility Provision
4110, Viewed as a Tax Incentive

165 executives responsible for corporate giving believe it is an incentive
because:

Percent
Mentioning a

All are not necessarily deductible as business expenses . 33
Assures tax decide-bons for contributions 19

Nondeductibility would be a brake on giving 18

Easier to administer as Charitable contribution than business
expense 8
Encourages formation of company foundation 3

Other 20

1 12 executives believe it is not an incentive because:

Percent
Mention. ing

No reason given 38
Contributions not based on tax incentives 36
5 percent limitation 8
Other

. . 19/.....=----
a

Do not add to 100% because of rounding.
.

Sample statements from those 'who believe the 100 percent deductibility
provision is an incentive include this one from the assistant treasurer of a major
automobile firm:

"Deductibility is not an incentive or a disincentive. However, If deductions were
not allowed for charitable giving, they would be the only corporate expenditures so
treated. As such, this would be a tax penalty indicating that charitable giving by
corporations was against public policy (which is not now true).:'

And the spokesperson for an electrical machinery company put it this way;

"Operating philosophy plus ability AO pay provide incentive to give not tax
deductibility (but a lack of, or reduction in, tax deductibility would be a
disincentiv,e to giving)."

4
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A major company involved in government contracts made 'a special point:

"Charitable contributions are not alloWable for pricing purposes under govern-
ment contracts. Therefore, tax deductibility is a factor in determining the amount
of contribution."

Among those who believe that the deductibility provision is not an incentive are
those who say that it makes no difference because a charitable contribution can be
treated as either a deduction or a buSiness expense. (This is clearly a different view
of the Internal Revenue Code than that quoted above.) This comment is from a
major oil company:

"Contributions are made because of the corporation's desire u.}- participate in
solving problems. The fact that there is a tax advantage in giving is of secondary
importance. It costs more dollars to give than not to give after tax or by any
other criterion,"

Highlighting the utilities'.special problem is this statement:

"As a utility our chartable contributions are treated as business expenses for
rate-making purposes, and thus the two methods become indistinguishable. There
are no tax incentives involved, in our judgment."

Charitable ContribUtion or Business Expense?

Financial contributions and gifts of property are overwhelmingly reported as
charitable deductions. According to 431 executives responsible for corporate giving:

89 percent report them primarily as charitable deductions

3 percent report them primarily as business expenses

percent report them in both categories

4 The, remainder make no contributions

The reasons for reporting primarily as charitable deductions or as business
expenses are summarized in Table 18. Unsurprisingly, the major reason is how the
corporation considers the expenditure,_

Table 18

Reasons for Choosing Method of Reporting Contributions

Percents

Primarily as Charitable Deduction 89%

Considered more as charitable than business expense 59
For simplicity of administration due to IRS classification 48
Required' nder regulations 4
Funding of corporate foundation 1,

Primarily as Business Expense 3

Considered more a cost of doing business than a
charitable donation '55

Discretionary grants made for business reasons, many times at
the local level 13

Other ,. 27

a.,, Do not add to 100% because of multiple responses.

1144-, 439
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The tabulation below shows the responses of those companies that report in both
categories. Here, again, the donor's perception appears to be the major guideline:

Percent

Do you have ,guidelines for determining which contributions are
business expenses and which are charitable deductions?

Yes

No
68
32

Are distinctions clear and clean cut?

Yes 73
No 27

Are guidelines in written form?. 9

Yes 43
No 57

Ho vl are determinations made? mulliple responses)

By recipientorganization being classified as closer
to business-related interests than charitable interests. 60

By purpose of grantheingcloser to busintsf elated
interests than charitable iiitereits';', 58

Other'
. 14

MANAGEMENT AND STAFFING

A number of leading corporations have been examirtlr their financial
contribtitions and other public service activities to make certain the recbive the
same quality of management attention that other corporate funct' s e ive, with
carefully .thought-out policies, goals and objectives characteristic of we managed ,

activities. These-colVafions'are being More thoughtful about their r ionales for
social responsibility -activities. Goals and objectives are being ned in the..,
contributions and other public service areas asthey are in the productiOn and selling
of goods and services.

The earmarks of a well-managed social responsibility program include clearly
defined policy, goals and objectives; Eltidgeting for contributiops and public service
activities; well - organized' screening and admialistrativeprocedures; and application of
performance standirds to new and ongoing grants. Effective management might
entail full-time or part-time staff and the use of outside cbnsultants and;organiza-
tions.

The organization of corporate -public service activities, including contributions,
must be tailored to the size and character of the corporation. Some corporations
find it effective to organize on a broad basis, using a total resource approach. which
coordinates management of contributions; urban affairs, community affairs,
voluntarism, individual senior management efforts, loans at lower-than-market rates,
and any other pertinent activities undertaken by the company.. Other corporations -
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'find it appropriate to structure such activity on a narrower ha;is with limited staff
attention.

In either type of organization, it is important that the top corporate leadership
have good staff work and receive appropriate analyses on public service activities in
which they are engaged. Management personnel slated to move into top leadership
positions might also be involved so that they will be cognizant of their-responsibil-
ities as they move up the corporate ladder.

Unfortunately, the earmarks of a well-managed program are not characteristic of
, most programs examined for this study. A random sample of 50 companies revealed

that fewer than 10 percent had such characteristics.

Contributions and Foundation Staff

Fifty-five perent of Cthe companies surveyed had less than the equivalent of onefull-time professional person working on contributions. Only one out of four
companies had one full-time professional working in this area. One- out of 5
companies had snore than one professional staff person; the largest staff was 20
peo0e. Table 19'- slipws the.size of professional and supporting taffs. L

Table 19

Number of Staff !ambers Charitable Contribut ns and/or Foundation Activities

Number on Staff

FullTimea Full-760
Professional

Staff Sta

Percent) 4 Percent

Less than 1 55% 58%
1 - 26 27
2 7 93 1 , ,

":.tr: : , ,
3 1.

5.10 3 '2
Over 10 ' , 1 ,

1..

a 410 executives responsible for corporate giving provided d)13 on professionals, 405 on
clercalstaff. , , s '

b. Do not add.-to 100% because of rounding.

Less then 0.5%.
*G.

Table 19 should be interpreted carefully. in . addition to .the contributions
personnel, other company employees 'usually participate in various aspects of the
co'ntributions, progfam. This includes an urban affairs or community affairs staff
(usually as large or larger than the contributions staff), elus members.of a contribu-
tions committee, and the services on an occalioiial basis of company experts toxleal
with special programs in the fiekg of medicine, engineering, and other areas. In 77
percent of the companies,,contributions committees,are responsible for overseeing
contributions activities. Ninety-nine percenf of the companies made contributions,
and 93 percent ,have a' formal program with budg.ets; The, officer responsible for

,6torporategiviQg is most commonly a vice-president (45 percent of the responses), but
`responsibility b-r-the function is placed under any of a number oflbrporate

\ ,
. - ..",
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Accountability and Evaluation

A few corporations are beginning to utilize evaluation techniques more fully to
measure the effectiveness of their public service activities, new and ongoing grants,
as well as the '13iiti3formance of donee organizations. Corporate accountability entails
responSibility to e sure the money is well spent, and a number of corporations are
measuring their performance in their social responsibility programs.

Some corporations are beginnint to insist upon accountability from the donee.
They are asking donees to identify their objectives clearly; to define the use they
want to make of corporate resources; to set up standards to measure their own
performance. They appear to want consistent, thorough information from donee
organizations. As a minimum requirement, annual audit reports, prepared by an
independent certified public accountant, need to be readily available and routinely
submitted with requests for assistance. Greater accountability and documentation by
donees as to their performance are needed to instill corporate confidence.

It was noted earlier that there is a 4estion in the minds of some chairmen and
presidents about the effectiveness the corporate programs. Part of the problem
may lie in the matter of definite. of goals and policies, quality of personnel in
a word, professionalism.

The top corporate officers are more likely to be involved in setting, goals and
budget levels even setting priorities than in determining the sizeor validity of
specific contributions (see.Table 20). This may leave a gap in the very area where
clues to effectiveness`might be found. .

Table 20

Role Played by Chairmen and Presidents in Corporations' Contributions Programs
. (405 responses)

Activity
Major
Role

Moderate
Role

Minor
Role

No
Role

' Setting goals' .
Setting priorities t
Setting budget levels
Determining specific contributions

Percent

"14%*
61

69
31

Percent

`-' '20%
.. 31

'24
` 39

Percent

3% .
6
4

23

Percent

3%

2
3
7

, .

The techniques used by corporate contributions and foundation staffs to evaluate
new and ongoing grants are summarized in Table 21. SeVeral companies specifically.
mentioned using committee analysis, employee participation in the activities of the
potential recipient, and evaluating agencies (such as the National Information
Bureau and the Council of Better Business Bureaus) for judging recipient organiza-

tiohs.

VIII

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE BUSINESS
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The Commission on Private' Philanthropy and Public Needs received assistance
and guidance from approximately 120 official consultants and advisers. Eleven

4 4.2
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Table 21

Procedures Used by Contributions and/or Foundation
Staffs to Evaluate NeU, and Ongoing Grants

(Responses of 445 officers responsible for corporate giving)

Almost
Always Frequently Occasionally

Seldom or
Never

No
Answers

irofessional staff

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent

analysis 39% 18% 13% 10% 20%
Written guidelines 34 18 ° 11 14 24a
Analysis of audit

..
reports 8 16 25 17 34

Cost-benefit
analysis 5 11 22 27 34a

Other 7, 11 4 1 1 83

o not add to 100% b use of rounding.

me ers of this group were asked to form a Business Advisory Committee to make
recommendations concerning various aspeCts of corporate philanthropy of interest
to he Commission. The recommendations that follow are based on The Conference
Beard study and other studies completed for the Commission.

Leadership

Committee Recommendation

That strong corporate commitment, an essential 'element in upgrading
corporate public service activities, be encouraged as being in the best interest of
society and in the long-range interest of corporations. There is significant corporate,
leadership in many* public sendae activities, but there are great differences between
the committed companies on the one hand and those with average and below-

'average interest on the other hand.

Comment: This recommendation stems 'front recognition_of the fact thatJeadership__
is th vital component an corporate contributions and othr public service activities.
The wareliess, knOwledge and determination of the top corporate leaders set the
tone dimensions and policies for the programs in the companies they head.

The Conference Board study has revealed significant differences between the
leadership companies and other companies in various public service activities and in
contributions as a proportion of pretax income (see Chapters II and V).

Although this study is primarily based on quantitative data, there are also
qualitative aspects to leadership particularly innovativeness. Corporate leadership
takes many forms philosophical commitment and financial commitment mong
them.

True leadership is not "letterhead" leadership. Leaders in the corporate world
take their responsibilities Seriously, become genuinely involved in organizations, and'
diligently pursue the realistic goals they have helped to set. In. addition to the
"leading edge" companies, reflecting their top officers' concern, trade assOciations
and industry groups can play an important leadership role in upgrading public
service activities.
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Management and Staffing

Committee Recommendation

That financ' di contributions and other public service activities of corporations
be reexamined to make certain they receive the same quality of management
attention that other corporate functions receive, and deserve with carefully
thought-out policies and goals characteristic of well-managed activities.

Comment: The Business Advisory Committee believes that the management of
public service activities is a complex matter, requiring a thorough' understanding of
the goals sought and the specific methods used to attain them. Goals should be
defined in the contributions and other public service areas as they are in the
production and marketing of goods and services.

The earmarks of a well-managed social responsibility program include: clearly
defined policies and goals; budgeting for contributions and public service activities;
well-organized screening and administrative procedures; application of performance
standards to new and ongoing grants. Effective management might entail full-time or
part-time staff and the use of outside consultants and organizations.

Whe organization of corporate public service activities, including contributions,
must be tailored to the size and character of the corporation. Some corporations
find it effective to organize on a broad basis, using a total resource approach which
coordinates management of contributions, urban affairs, community l affairs,
voluntarism, individual senior management efforts, loans at lower-than-market rates,
and other activities undertaken by the company involved. Other corporations find it
appropriate to structure such activity on a narrower basis with limited staff
attention.

In either type of organization, good staff work is important so that top cor-
porate leadership receive appropriate analyses of public service activities. Management
slated to move into top leadership positions should also be involved so that they will
be aware of their responsibilities when they move up the corporate ladder.

Accountability and Evaluation

Committee Recommendation

The committee believes .that corporations should fully utilize appropriate
evaluation techniques to measure the effectiveness of their public service activities,
new and ongoing grants, and the performance of donee organizations.

Comment: Corporte accountability entails responsibility that money is well spent.
The corporation must measure its performance in its social responsibility programs.

The corporatioh should also insist upojp accountability from the donee. In turn,
donees should clearly identify their objecTives, define the use they want to make of
corporate resources, set ujytandards to measure their own performance. There is
need for consistent, thorough information fromtdonee organizations. As a minimum

.requirement, annual audit reports prepared by an independent certified public
accountant should be readily available and routinely submitted with requests for
assistance (see Chapter VII).

Nearly one out of four top corporate leaders surveyed said they would increase
charitable contributions if they had more confidence, that the programs were
successful. Greater ,ccountability and documentation by donees as to their
performance would help to instill such confidence.
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Committee Recommendation:

That an agency, based in part upon Organizations presently performing this
function on a more limited basis, be established to set minimum standards in the
chariable field and oversee their application on a widespread basis.

Comment: Although standard maintenance work is now performed by the National
Informaticiamiluzau and the Council of Better Business Bureaus, it is limited in
scope. The Business Advisory Committee finds need for an agency to establish
minimum standards in the charitable field, and to oversee the performance of
organizations and their adherence to such standards.

Communications and Public Disclosure

Committee Recommendation

That corporations voluntarily fully disclose their public service activities,
including contributions to meet the expectations for increased public accountability
and to demonstrate the corporations' continuing interest and involvement in public
concerns

Comment: More than nine out of ten companies responding to The Conference
Board survey participated in some form of public service activity. It is not generally
known that corporations are this deeply involved.

Some companies already include a special section in the Annual Report on
contributions and public service activities or issue a special report. Such communica-
don can lead to better understanding of the corporation by stockholders,
employees, customers, donees and the communities in which the company. operates.

Only a small number of company foundations and corporations actually produce
a report for distribution to the general public. Some leadership corporations are
doing this,- and the Business Advisdry Committee believes that this practice has been
benqicial and shoul be encouraged. This would help meet the expectation for
increased public, untability and would demonstrate 'the corporations' ceintinUing
interest and involve nt in public concerns.

Diversity

Committee Recommendation

That corporationsand Congress avoid Imposing unnecessary restrictions or
forcing confofmitY.' Rather they should encourage dive Ity, which represents the
strength, of voluntarism and the richness of our heritage.

Comment: The committee calls attention to The Conference Board study which
revealed a great diversity of responses to society's needs while demonstrating the
depth of commitment in time, money and manpower tothe solution of social
problems (see Chapters II and V). This diversity and depth or,involveSent is most
characteristic of "leadip& edge companies.

$trk

Corporate Foundations

Committee Recommendation .
That the Tax Reform Act of 1969, which has had a depressant effect upon.

the formation of new corporate foundations, be reexamined to encourage the
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formation and retention of corporate foundations Significant numbers of corporate
foundation executives believe that corporate foundations can lead to better-managed
programs while others believe direct.corporate contributions' son be most effectively
managed. Both methods of giving shStild be encouraged as Viable alternatives

Comment. In making this recommendation, the mmitteereferred to evidence in
The Conference Board survey showing the Tax eform Act of 1'969 has had ari
unfavorable impact on about lb percent of comp y foundations in the study. This
10 percent figure is consistent with an earlier (197) Conference Board study which
showed that 24 companies out of 240 with company foundations had terminated or
phased out their foundations since this legislation was enacted (see,Chapter VI).

Although some corporate executives feel that direct company contributions can
be better integrated with the goals of the corporation, others favor a company
foundation because it can stabilize donations and often results in a better-managed
program. Because the formation and growth of company foundations have been
hampered to some extent by the Tax Reform Act; the committee believes it would
be desirable to review,the act as it affects company foundations.

Taxes

Committee Recommendation

That the 4 percent excise tax on foundation net investment income for all
Private foundations be reduced or eliminated, because it is in effect, a "t0" upon
recipient organizations depriving them of additional financial support.

Comment: The 4 percent tax is,the only such levy on hitherto tax-exempt founda-
tions.

Committee, Recommendation 4

That, except for equitable treatment, no additional tax incentives are needed
including. the Concept of more than 100 percent of contributions as a deductible

expense, or providing a tax credit that would result in a lower "after -ta cost" than
the present 100 percent deductibility.'

comment:. Although nearly half of the top executives in the survey inatcated that
greater tax incentives would lead to increased contributions, many members of the
committee do not 'believe that the need is sufficiently, compelling to warrant
recommending additional tax incentives at ,this time, °

Committee Recommendation

That there be neither a minimum tax floor before any contributions are
deductible nor ceilings on corporate contributions The first, according to The
Conference Board survey, would have a major depressant effect upon contributions
giving; the latter would have a minor effect upon major corporations

Comment: Although limit' g deductibility of corporate contributions to 5 percent
of taxable income has no generally been a constraint (only 7 percent of the
respondents to The ConferenceBoard survey found it so), the committee bellexes
as a matter of principle that there should be neither percentage flooes nor
ceilings. The committee believes the 5 percent limitation should be examined with a

,..
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view toward removing 'itoriiging it appreciably, or recasting it in terms of some
concept other than taxable income.. ), ...

, .Committee Recommendation .

That a more equitable way of calculating deductibility for gifts of inventory,
other than at cost to a corporation, be sought, even though the provision of the
Tax' Reform Act'of 1969 to allow deductibility at cost instead of at market value is
sound irr its correction of previous abuses.-

lokomment: Prio r to 1969, business corporations maJdng charitable gifts of inventory
ere allowed a tax deduction on the basis of the fair'. market value, of such

property. The Tay. Reform Act altered the valuation basis of such gifts to cost.
While ,the committee finds this provision generally sound in its correction of
previous abuses, there may be other more equitable ways of calculating deductibil-
ity. These Should be explored.

Committee .Recommendation

ih-at, in terms of philanthropic activity, the legislative and executive branches
be urged to establish and, maintain the principle of fair and equal treatment for all
corporate and business enterprises

Comment: Companies in certain industries are not encouraged to undertake an
appropriate share of charitable contributions as a result of legislatNe,, or
administrative decision. While such differential treatment may arise fro , or
otherwise reflect, nonphilanthropic considerations of public policy, they h e had,
arid continue to have, serious adverse effects on the levels of corporate ontribu-
'tions. According to the committee, the, public interest in encouraging such
contributions may not have been given sufficient weight in the formulation of these
policies:

Co mmittee Recpminencation

That taxable ,income in Many case' is an inequitable basis for determining
limitations on charitable contributions arrd,that it be reexamined with a view to
removing the S percent limitation, raising it appreciably, or recasting it in terms of
some concept other than taxable Int ome.

Commment: The prbvisions of the Internal Revenue Code do not now apply equally
to all business entities, nor do they give adequate incentives.to all forms of business
giving. Therefore, the committee suggests that these provisions be examined with a
view toward improving the fairness and equality of treatment of business .
enterprises.

Under the present law corporate Contributions are limited to 5 percent of taxable
income, while individual contributions are limited to 50 percent of adjusted gross
income (with special treatment in the case of contributions of capital-gain property
and contributions to private foundations). The definition of taxable income for /
corporate tax purposes reflects the exclusion of certain types of income and the
deduction of certain' accrual types of business expense. As a consequence, 'the
allowable deduction for charitable contributions as a percentage of pretax income,
as defined by conventional'business accounting principles, varies greatly from one
industry to another and froin one corporation to another. Some companies; for
example, often find that 5 percent of taxable income is equal to a much smaller
percentage of pretax income, and in some instances this acts as a disincentive to
charitable giving.
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Committee Recommendation
ri

That tax provisions applicable to the insurance industry,1 which act as
disincentives for...contributions, are out of line with provisions applicable to
corporations generally.and should be reexamined with, a view towatd providing the
insurance industry with the same incentives generally applicable to other corpora-
tions

Comment: The concept of taxable income and the manner in which- charitable
contributions are allowed as a deductioji for tax purposes in the insurance industry
are notably different froM the provisions applicable to corporations generally. As a
result, the incentives for making charitable donations are lower for insurance
companies than they are for other types of corporations. Therefore, the committee
proposes that these provisions of the tax law should be reexamined.

Committee Recommendation

That governmentally regulated utilities in the fields of electric, gas, water,
communications and transportation services are frequently inconsistently treated by
regulatory bodies thus providing disincentives to making grants, and that these
industries should be given incentives for philanthropy similar to those available to
other corporations

,--
, Comment: The many governmental commissions, departments, and agencies that

exercise regulatory, authority over corporate enterprise haye considerable power,
directly or indirectly, to encourage or discourage corporate char'I table contributions.
Wherever possible, the committee ,suggests, these authorities should frame their
policies and procedures in such a way that they do not result in the discouragement
of corporate iiilanthrok that is otherwise in the public interest.

Appendix

Ihe following tables deal only with fliaritable contributions.* They do not cover the costs
io corporations of other volusttapercigrams that,.'aro taken as ndrmal business expenses or do
not ente0 info the accountinMitem for mamlirlt low-cost loans for social purposes.

Table A-1 presents the data on contributions as a percent of pretax domestic net income for
all companies (except insurance conipanies) participating in this survey grouping the
companies by the numberlip.S. employees.

The overall figure of 0.74 percent of corporate pretax income ontributed in 1973 may be
compared with two prior Conference Board surveys: the percenta e was 0.73 percent in 1972
and 0.82 percent in 1970.

The Conference Board percentages are well unde g tonal average of 1 percent for
1970-1973 because of the mix of companies in this surve e Clticher,1). e,

Table A-2 presents the data on contributions for insurance companies providing this
information, again grouped according to number of employees The closest measure to pretax
net income (used for other corporations in Table A1) for insurance companies is ,"net gain
from operations after dividends to policyholders and-before federal= income tax, excluding
capital gains and losses."

From the ,data'provided for this study, it was possible to calculate average contributions per
employee for,companies ;with different-numbers of employees (Table A-3).

Contributions per employee can In a useful guideline when employees receive some benefits
from charitable organizations, for example, United Funds oi;local hospitals. Even in these Cases,

-
, ..\:.

*The Coderence Board maintains a master file of data on corporate philanthropy. Data
_ from this file are available to Associatekon a fee basis. For information, address.,the Board's

Public Affairs Division, 4 4 6 c'
9
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Table A-1

Contributions as a Percent of Pretax Domestic. Net Income, 1973
(Companies grouped loy number of domestiCimployees. Insurance companies excluded)

Company-Sao-- Domestic
-Net Income

Number of before Taxes
Companies (in thousands)

Contributions
(in thousands)

Contributiops
as Percent of

Domestic
Net Income

---

by Nunfber of
Domestic
Employees

.
Below 1,000

1,000- 2,499
2,500. 4,999

. 5,000f 9,999
19,000-14,999
1'5,000-24,999
25,000-49,999
50,000. 99,999

" '''' 1 GO,GOGZIO over

Total

1

9
30
71

79
50
50
66
23
14

392

111/*$ 183,449
505,588 s

1,684,882
2,962,131
2,641,031

' 4,558,466
11,260,002
3,548,681

16,997,655

$44,341,885

$ 765
4,375

12,054
24,457
24,443

, 37,069
105,308
30,121
91,336

$329,928

0.42%
0.87
0.72
0.83
0.93
0.81
0:94
0.85
0.54

0.74%

t.

Table A2

Contributions as a Percent of Net Gain from Operations after Dividends
to Policyholders, Before Taxes Insurance Companies Only, 1973

(Grptiped by number of employees)
i I' 1-

Contributions
t.r. Company Size Net Gain from , , , as Percent of

1317 Number of Number of Operations Contributions Net Gain
Employees . Companies (in thousands,\ (in thousands) from Operations

Below 1,000 1 $ 17,678 .) $ 103 0.58%
1,000- 2,499 '' .8 131,197 875 G.67
2,500- 4,999 4 125,583 1,396 1.11
5,000- 9,999 5 332,910 3,966 L19

- 10,000-14,999 t 2 244,594 1;01 0:43
15,.,000-24,999 4 478,686 3,123 0.65
25,000=49,999 2 506,501 3,552 0.70
50,000- 99,999 2 295,200 3,653 1.24

Total' 28 $2,132,349 $17,729 0.83%

the company's ability to pay and Its charitable philosophy are additional guideline factors in
setting budget levels.

Ability to pay is a more widely accepted measure (or determining contributions budget
levels. The primary guideline is contributions as a percent of pretax income (or similar measure
in the case of the insurance industry,).

It is sometimes useful to consider corporate philanthropy relative to assetsr rather than to
numbers of employees. Table A-4 presents these data for 384 noninsurance companies in this
study.
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Table A-3

Contributions per Employee, 1973
(Companies groupedblumber of domestic employees)

Company Size
by Number of
Domestic
Employees

Number of
Companies

Number of
Employees

(in thousands).-
Contributions
(in thousands)

Below 1,000
le

11 7
.

$ 919
1,01)0. 2:499 38 66 5,251

2,500. 4,999.. 78 274 13,654
5,000- 9,999 66 614 28,525

10,000-14,999 52 617 25,505
15,000-24,999 55, 1,047 40,292
25,000-49,999

'--t
68 2,297 108,861

50,000-99,999 26 1,687 33,775
100,000 and over 14 3,955 91,337

.
Total 428 10,564 $348,119

Table AA..

Contributions
per

Employee

1$131
6

80 ,
50

46
41

38
47

20
23

$33

Contributions as a Percent of Pretax Domestic Net Income, 1973
(Companies grouped by size of U.S. assets. Insurance companies excluded)

"Pr
Domestic
E.

Company Size
by U.S. Assets Number of

Net Income
before Taxes Contributions

(in millions) Companies (in thousands) (in thousands)

Below $100 million ... 58 $ 1,701,826 $ 14,881
$100.199 60 1,169,408 12,023
$200-299 34. 761,706 15,249
$300,-499

$500-999
3 , 39

56
1,899,649
3,852,353

13,806
33,735 ,

$1 billion and over .... 137 34,550,147 237,067

< Total 384 $43,935;089 $326,761

Contributions,
as Percent of

Domestic Pretax
Net Income

0.87%
1.03
2.00
0.73
0,88
0.69

0.74%

, Contributions as a percentage of a company's assets is a less frequently used yardstick than
those previously shown. Table A-5 shows this relationship for all respondents; Table A-6 for
Insurance companies only. Very little in the way of a pattern N established when giving
related to assets.
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Table A-5

Contributions as a Percent of U.S. Assets, 1973
(Con2panies grouped by number of domestic employees)

Company Size
by Number of
Domestic
Employees

Number of
Companies

U.S. Assets

(in millions)
Contributions
(in thousands)

Contributions
as a

Percent of
U.S. Assets

trw 1,000 .
0
:-'... 11 $ 6,990 $ 918 a .01%

1,000- 2,499 37 30,966 b
5,250 a02

2,500. 4,999 76 71,054 13,653 .02
5,000- 9,999 8.3 133,080 28,525 .02

10,000. 14,999 50 70,305 25,506 .04, .,

15,000-24,999 51 ° . 130,786 36,297 .03
25,000-49,999 68 137,349 108,861 .08
50,000-99,999 25 104,817 33,775 .03

100,000 and over 14 151,237 91,336 .06
o

TOtal 415 $836,584 $344,120 .04%

Table A-6

Contributions as a Percent of U.S. Assets of Insurance Companies, 1973
(Grouped by number of employees)

Company Size
by Number
Employees

Number of
Companies

Assets
(in millions)

Contributions
(in thousands)

Contributions
as a

Percent of
Assetsti

Below 1,000 2 $ 2,477 $ 153 .006%
1,000. 2,499 8 10,386 875

-7500- 4,999 5 14,913 1,57' .010
5,000. 9,999 5 27,235 3,966 .014

10,000-14,999 '' 2' 6,043 1,061 .017
15,000-24,999 4 32,663 3,123 .009

i
'25,000-49,999 2 22,389 3,552 .015 .
50,000-99.9j99. 2 65,575 3,653 .005

Total, ,.; . , . 30 $181,681 $17,958 .009%,

Related Conference Board Publications
...,:'.

Unusu2 Foreign Payments - Policies and Practices of U.S. Companies 682 ..
Managing Corporate External Relations: Changing Perspectives and Responses 679
U.S. Business Support for International Public Service Activities- .

Part I: Support frOm US. Headquarters .
593 l'

Part II: Supportfrom Foreign Affiliates- .
..the Philippines , 65'

Colombia 643
A rgeritina 624
Mexico .,...- 617

. Bran ^_ 616
What Troubles the iforld's Business Leaders 628
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'CORPORAITE GIVING: .
RATION k.E ISSUES, AND OPPGRTVNITIES

C. Lowell Harrisst
I

Introduction
'. , . ,..

On' hope for Meaningful enlargement of priiiate philanthropy may rest on a
belief hat corporations will increase their contributionssubstantially sofrom the
annua rage of aroDM 1 percent of prertax income. COrporations would seem to
haVe the financial ability tb give more, and some of them have personnel and
organizations 'that can supplement financial aid in highly creative and useful ways. ,
Other studies for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public ds h e,
documented the needs of philanthropies. An is there not a growing reco ition f
"social responsibility" which would support expansion of business u-
Tions--bnot only dollarg but also the time and effort of staff who could be freed (at
pompany expense) to serve? -

rWhk, would lead to -a significant increasein corporate giving? If nonprofit
organizations, on the one hand, face great financial pressures and, on the other, can
show that they' offer promise as agencies for serving people in constructive ways,
then both the private sector and govertment can ,play leadership roles to raise the-
r'ate of increase in corporate giving. Busineismen can influence their own companies
And persuade others. Congress can alter tax laws to assist philanthropies seeking aid
from corporations. .

Apparently, most, profitable. corporations contribute- nothing. Four out of five
corporations with profit took no contribution deductions- at all in 1970.1 And 69
percent of those reporting gifts deducted less than $500. If cdrporate giving were to
average only, half of the 5 percent allowed byTedbral law, the flow to
philanthropies would more than double. The increase of around $1,400 million
(1974 levels of income) could mean much to thousands of recipient agencies.2 --

Some philanthropies can reasonably, hope, for significant expansion of corporate
gifts of money and the capacities and time of personnel. If the increase in business,
aid is used as constructiyety as appears possible, the general public could benefit
substantially.3 .. ..,

Scope of Study

Other studies for the Commit examine the financing needs of various kinds
of philanthropic programs. Neither federal nor state laws prevent corporations from
making gifts that they are likely to want to malce.4 Federal tax law limits deduction
to 5 percent of taxable income (before contributions); any excess of contributions
may be carried forward and used as dedqction over the following five years.

This study examines certain general issues. It discusses the philosophy of
corporate giving arguments Pro 'and con. It summarizes some statistical findings. A
final section deals with policy alternatives, chiefly some posciile means of enlarging
corporate izntribu Cons.

;
tProfessor of Economics,tolunibiaVniversity; economic consultant, Tax Foundation, 140.
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. Corporations as the Subject of this Report

The focus is on corporations. The term "business" will be used often, however,
because it comes nearer to portraying the economic nature of our interest the
portion of the econcyny that accounts for most produCtion and income creation.
Most output comes from, and most employment takes place Sin, firms using the
corporate form. ,

Nevertheless, unincorporated enterprises, including professional firms, are more
important in the total of the economy than is frequently appreciated. For them the
rules about the dedution of contributions in computing taxable income are those
of personal income tax. The owner(s) of sitch firms, however, will properly take
into account considerations which are broader than those often associated with
personal income tax. The business as an enterprise (although not incorporated) may
be affected by some gifts. The purposes to be considered by corporate managements
in contributions policy apply to some degree to the business aspects of un-
incorporatici-companias,------,,,k , )

Rules and Attitudes Affecting Contributions Are Subject to Change.

All businesses, of course, are subject to conditions made byvarke forces and
also to governmentally prescribed rules, inclilding_those of .1.xations..SUch. rules
influence'' behavior. They an be changed by acts of lawmakers and alsb by
administrative rulings'alid judicial decisions. Political processes constitute an agency,
for deliberate "c.ontrol." Congress can alter the framework within which business
functions; it can do so with non-business objectives in mind, for example, aiding or
discouraging gifts to philanthropies. Laws cannot make Water run uphill or
produce income but they can set Lules about how water or income is to be
used.

Congress cannot create the capacity for corporations to help nonprofit organiza-
tion& Congress can, however'', influence the use of earnings which companies obtain
in the market. , . .

Detisidns about, corporate gifts
.

S are influenced not only by market forces apd
laws,`but also by attitudes, by conceptions of what is acceptable and what is not
the right thing to do under conditions today, by informal discussions and the views'
of peers, by'public opinion reflecting beliefs of what is appro-priafe for businesses.
Some of the beliefS,-- the propriety of supporting community funds may rest on
established tradition. 'Such others as concern for the arts or ghetto conditions.,are
newer. Management actions on contributions (rejections of requests, as well as the
Making cif gifts) may result from gradual or more sudden changes in opinion.
Ai0 portunity exists to influence practices by persuasion.of comparty officials and

vision of tax,. laws. the last section of this study discusses possibilities. Programs
sellcted for help

-.differ
niarkedly from onejompany to another.

Vaiiety'of Business Aids to Nonprofit Organizations

Analysis of business, giving is complicated by the variety of forms It takes.
Some corporations probably limit their involvement to outlays of money. Types

of money payments which some companies treat as 'contributions are classed as
business expenses by others. As a result, figures are less useful than we might wish.

Corporations provide varying amounts of personnel time for direct .participation
in the affairs of nonprofit activities. Some of the most constructive of business help
may be the skill and effort and commitment of employees, from the chairman of
the board on down the line. Time given may be during working hours, or it may be

4
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at night and during weekends In the latter case there, may be question whether the
time is an individual contribution or fact a part of the job for which :the.
employing corporation makes compensation in some form.

Use of company property auditorium or meeting room, truck transport,
computer time,,and so on is frequent, but we have ,no data on the extent to
which this occurs. In this respect, as in others, corporate giving reflects and supports
the characteristics cited for voluntarism.'

Aid may also consist of (1).loans made at concessionary rates and (2) purchases
on terms more favorable to the seller than available to the buyer from some

_ alternative source: Softie banks, life insurance companies, and other financial
institutions provide help in significant amounts which do not appear in totals of
contributions; in' same cases the total sacrifice by the corporatibn will pot be
determinable until the loan is finally closed out.

In all aspects of business philanthropy amounts and results, for example the
differences are great. The author's discussions with corporate officers have revealed
even more diversity than had been expected. Companies in the same indUstry have
programs with significantly different emphases. Current thinking and rethinking of
policies seeks to improve all elements of company particiRation. In some cases,
notably life insurance, the industry itself makg a substantial effort to coordinate
activities of the individual companies., .

No single study can possibly porxray the myriads of details. This" reality flows
from a strength of corporate participation. Business involvement assures diversity
which, among othe'r things, aids the achievement of human potential.

The term "philanthropy" will be used for the entire range of nonprofit programs.
Inevitably, several other terms which have ranges of meaning must be used
contributions, business, social, public, nonprofit, responsibility, and so on. It is
hoped that usage in the context will convey the meanings desired,

Historical Background: A Brief Sketch

Railroads broke with the established tradition against corporate philanthropy
mbre than a century ago when they began to support YMCA's as an aid to their
own operations. The YMCA movement came to this country before the Civil War. It
offered a means by, which railroads' could Delp to provide accommodations to train
crewmen who had to be away over night. The railroad companies supplied about
half of the capital cost of buildings, two thints or so of the operating expenses; and
some other aids on an expanding scale through tire latter part of the century.

The YMCA was also successful in soliciting funds from businesses to help support
'a variety of .services. Nevertheless, although the best data are sketchy, students of
the subject agree that corporate support of philanthropy before World War I was
slight and usually restricted to local situations.

.1-

Some successful businessmen, of cournetidde generous gifts of their per onal
wealth. To be called a "philanthropist" was an accolade. Corporations as ch,
however, were not, under interpretations of the law, authorized to make gifts f
company property. And both prevailing economic theory and the concepts of what
was appropriate for corporations rejected the notion that businesses should
contribute to eleemosynary institutions. Whatever may have been contributed
occasionally for local purposes, the totals were undoubtedly tiny by standards that
have now become widely accepted as appropriate.

,,

World War I brought a major change. The Red Cross and the YMCA both.
conducted active campaigns. Local Wa( Chests (later, to become Community/Chests
and then United Funds) were established in many communities. Corporations
'contributed to them as part of the war effort. After the war some corporations, we
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do not know how many or to what extent, continued to support Community
Chests and other local agencies. State after state passed laws explicitly authorizing
corporations to make contributions.

Social Responsibility

Discussions of business giving have become involved with concern about "social
responsibility." This term means different things to different people and typically
seems more vague than precise.! In an important sense it confuses rather than helps
in discussing policy because interpretations vary. The term can be so broad as to
expand unrealistically the scope of expectations about what any group (or
individual) ought to attempt. What, really, is the meaning of this term for a
corporation (large or small, profitable or suffering losses), 4, labor union, a political
leader, a farm or tradeorganization, a university, or a hospital? Openenciedness
imiites misunderstanding, especially as to what may reasonably be expected, not
only iri-terms of aid but also in accomplishments where recipients do not respond as
hoped for.

Conditions that flow from the actionsOf a company, a labor union, or some
other entity, may be deemed to create obligations something beyond what the
law calls for. The sense of obligation may have expanded in recent years. The
allegation that an obligation exists, and perhaps'some sort of implied acceptance,
may be relatively new and extending beyond the traditional sense of moral obliga-
tion.

Citations for failure to do something that has not traditiOnally been expected
present new problems. Omissions can ,be blamed on,businesses the blame coming
out not only from governmental bodies which have legitimate authority to compel
action but also from private organizations which condemn a business for failing to
do what they believe would be desirable.

A sense that 'things could be better lead ...to urgings that corporations devote
more resources to more problems and to increase their commitments to traditional
programs and without receiving in return any reasonable assurance of a net
benefit, although somehow, at some time, business self-interest may be served.
Vagueness permeates discussion, but lack of precision does not necessarily mean
absence of substance and validity, Spokesmen in and out of the business world urge
businesses to improve their own total performance. Some elements for example,
product quality, accuracy in advertising, and -Personnel practices lie
predominantly within the traditional ranges of business activity. Others, and these
are kinds which often call for contributions, lie beyond what have ordinarily been
considered the normal obligations of corporations. Ihcreasing references to
responsibility" do not assist substantially in clarifying the issues of contribution
policies.' More help-can be found in specific considerations to which we turn after
examining-some general issues.

POLICY CONSIDERATIO OF FUNDAMENTAL IMPORTANCE

ftAi. .

The potential role of busine s contributions involves many issueS..They are
diverse-and -their importance varies. Those examined first, thought not necessarily

... more important than some of the &hers to follow,. are oriented toward broader .

policy questions. Is there persuasive reason for leaders in the private sector
°notably corporate officials And officers of philanthropies to make greater efforts
to enlarge corporate giving? Would government serve the public constructively by
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actions to encourage an expansion of blisfness donations? Can corporations provide
aid of kinds that cannot be expected from individuals and.foundations?

VIP

"... or tote People": The Bill of Rights and Voluntarism

The Tenth Amendme t, the last of the Bill of Rights, reads in full, "The powers not
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States,
are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people." [Italics added.] The Found-
ing Fathers in using these words did more than merely suggest that neither the national
government nor the states (and localities as creatures of states) are to try to do
everything that the people wane Rather, this Amendment would indicate an
intended reliance on voluntarism as against the compulsion of government.

Some applications of the "tax expenditure", concept (discussed later) almost
imply that all group actions should be that of government. This apparent position is
not endorsed openly, but it seems to follow from positions taken on other aspects
of tax deduction theory. .

High tax rates needed for revenue create conditions that the FoundiDg Fathers
never envisioned. As government tries to reduce obstacles created by takes against
private financing of philanthropies, must we conclude that only things pproved by
lawmakers only politically determined actions can reflect the panic will and
advance the public interest?

The Tenth Amendment assigns wide scope to "the people" in their private,
nongovernmental, capacities. Does not .the Tenth Amendment call for government
to do less rather than more to hamper voluntary and dispersed action as "the
eople" wish? The desires of minorities, the preferences of groups formed and
cting voluntarily, are not merely to be tolerated. People deserve protection from

governmentally created impediments not only as provided in the first nine
Amendments but the last as well.

The objectives which groupings of people try to achieve by using non-political
agencies will have many features.4They will have narrow as-well as broad aims. Most
individuals have affinities with many groups; the ,compositions of these groups will
differ widely. The Constitution in reserving "Power to the people" asserts that
government at all levels combined is not to be all-embracing. Moreover, the
framers of the Constitution have not told us that political action,has some claim to
moral superiority over voluntary group action.

Whatever the propriety of the tax-expenditure concept in some usages, the
application to Contributions for voluntary organizations conflicts with the spirit
(and letter?) of the Tenth Amendment. The Constitution does not imply that all
approyable group actions are governmerital. Quite the contrary. A tax law that does
not impose obstacles to voluntary group action for philanthropy is not "doing a
favor." It is refraining from violating the Bill of Rights.

Maintaining and Enhancing Diversity, Flexibility, and Creativity
t in Service Delivery Systems: Corporate Personnel and Funds

Other reports for the Commission discuss the role of voluntarism. Businesses can
play a vital role. One aspect warrants explicit attention: Corporate contributions
aid the maintenance of diversitit in the structure of systems for delivering services.
Nthis connection "service delivery" is brOadly conceived to include, among other
things, the programs of agencies concerned with beauty, the advance of knowledge,
the healing arts, and understanding of public policy issues affecting business.)
Corporate fund's assist. In some cases they provide immensely valuable supplemepts

.to personal gifts. In addition, corporations can sometimes supply leadership, staff
f
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time, and abilities of varied nature which are in fact unique. Selecting the "right"
programs to attempt, and then getting things done, both require more than money..
Corporations, it would seem, can do much more than has yet been provided to
make the nongovernmental sector more effective.

As contrasted with the use of corporation earnings required in taxes to support
governmental projects, some opportunity: for voluntary financing and provision of
leadership .provides more "paints of entry" for practical means of influencing
accomplishment. Private, nonprofit programs- offer opportunities for evolving new
methods to meet needs, old and new. Experimental innovation can be undertaken at
more points than if government were a near monopolist. Corporate financing has
scope on a voltintary basis.

One does not disparage the successes of governmental innovations tf'call
attention to the added potential for the society when private participation has
opportunity. A mixed (governmental and private) system permits virtually assures

some testing, competition, and comparison. More is possible. Year-to-year growth
of serious corporate involvement can bring improvements .of two distinguishable
types. (1) in the allocation of philanthropic resources to reflect judgments on
policy alternatives art4 (2) in actual operations. Positive results from corporate
interest can result in many forms, at many places.

Private commitment corporate, as well as individual to programs of ectucation,
health, art, and so on, has a potential which can add much more to the total
accomplishments than anything yet approximated. The effects of such involvement
cannot be measured. It cannot be put into equations which econometricians use in
trying to quantify inputs and outputs and measure public programs. The rendering
of volunteer -services can foster cooperation and interaction among various
groupings; no separation of the results attributable to particular dements is possible.
But the benefits can be well worth greater effort.

People who otherwise have little or no association with each other, for example,
do have contacts in philanthropic activities. An increase in. the mixture of member-
ship can be expected to reduce friction among persons from varied groups. Such
interaction of volunteers reinforces personal awareness and socially responsible
involvement. It 'helps to foster a sense of community. Corporate financing and staff
participation can contribute more in these ways than is yet the case.

Interaction of this type has existed in varying degree in the more traditional
community service organizations. Some relatively new organizations have been
designed to foster more interaction among groups. Although in theory it may not
be impossible to achieve comparable interaction in activities financed entirely by
governmental funds, practical difficulties are formidable. Various interests (groups)
which are dependent to,some degree upon political sources will not always be at
liberty to participate frankly and freely. private funding provides, opportunity for
entry and the means, and at times stimulus, for flexibility some participants having
disposal of such resources thereby have independence from pressures from which
others cannot be flee. An element of independence joins with responsibility when
corporate personnel are involved.

Mixedsupport organizations of many types now draw upon'both private and
governmental sources for funds and for leadership. Some of these institutions
generate unique contributions by acting as conduits between groups with different
perceptions and values. Various constituencies are represented, not merely as
recipients ana,suppliers but also as participants.

In addition tp voluntarism as ordinarily Understood, benefits from private
support permita richer mixture of .human abilities. Policies to enlarge private
contributions can help in the achievement of results not otherwise obtainable
because alternative means do not in fact exist.

To some eXtent, of course, an expansion of personal giving and individual
participation would lead to this general result. 'But business funds can supplement
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those of individuals. And corporations can sometimes supply personnel, as noted
later. "

Preserving the Capacity of the Business World
to Perform its Essential Functions

Are there important nonprofit organizations that only business will support? Are
there activities and programs that are highly desirable, perhaps even crucial, for the
enterprise system, for the world .of business, and that rely upon it for financing? If
so, then corporate giving should give special attention to needs that it alone can
meet. -

American society has, just such needs for business.support. Managers, in deciding
how to allocate funds for contributions, will consider pUrPoses which to some
observers may not seem philanthropic agencies supporting business iterests;when
issues of governmental policy are debated, business associations' such as chambers of
commerce, trade association activities, lobbying, development'of understanding of
market processes and the world in which corporations seek to operate, and so on.

A corporation is limited in what it can use for purposes other than 4.hose for
rather direct benefit.

What priority scale should be recognized in allocating those amounts? A variety
of nonprdit agencies compete for funds. One responsibility will be to protect what
is favorable to the enterprise and to oppcKe things that would hurt it.8

A corporation as an entitj, has responsibilities which can be distinguished from
th( se of the individuals who are its employees and suppliers of capital or the
customers it serves. Business units as productive organizations need certain services
--for example in lobbying and preparing public opinion which may be provided
only by institutions supported brthe business world.

Many existing conditions may seem to company managements capable of
improvement but require actions outside the scope of any one firm's capacity
changing federal, state, or local law, for example. Antibusiness proposals are made.
Legislative bodies get suggestions that would raise business costs, including taxes.
Proposals that would hamper-operations and impair efficiency may be.'advanced
with goo)i intentions but without full awareness of the effects. Governmental
restrictions are advocated and regulations imposed without assurance that they are
well designed.

Who stands equipped and willing to present the positions of those comanies
that would be hurt? Individually, the great majority O' businesses will notliave
capacity to do a fully effective job. Normal advertising; lobbying, and Obtic
relations programs cannot be adequate. Organizations to perform such services'ake
not adequately financed by the contributions of individuals.

Some of those who are critical of any corporate givingeat all believe thatPth
money should not be contributed but dividends increased. Shareholders as
individuals would then have more funds and could step up their personal contribu-
tions. Their "own" r.nori-ey4-vtould be used to do what is needetto serve their
preferences perhaps, helping'3513Yestrite the conditiOnS for bustnesS. Such an
approach, however, cannot be counted upon to produce all of the results that
managements will believe to -be de5irgble. It is notbalwaVs true that if corporations
do not give (or spend) for some purpose the task will be done by other means.

Corporations have responsibilities to their employees, customers, and those who
-supply capital. Harm to business firms May result.from some actions by government
or others. And opportunities' for improvement in governmental and other conditions
may fail to develop because of inaction by the "public." Decision makerk in govern-
ment cannot be counted upon to avoid harmful policies and to develop potentials
for aiding business. From the point of view of the. majority of the public,
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managements may be right or wrong in advancing or opposing certain policies.
So much that is of concern to everyone hinges upon the production system that its
protection and encouragement do have far-reaching significance. But disagreetrent'd
about specific proposals will sometimes be wide. Indifference may be so pervasive

'that a small minority may exert influence much greater than its size alone would
justify? Part of corporate action to protect the interests of enterprise will be
through organizations that depend upon business contributions.

Amohg the factors influencing the conditions of productivity and business
performance are some in politics. Being good cocripetitively in the market will not
meet all challenges. Normal processes of business will not do all of the' job of
meeting adverse non-market developments. Those corporation funds available for
nonprofit purposes are limited. In competing for them, the organizations that

I operate to protect enterprise may ha e an especially strong claim. Corporate leaders
may realize that much for all. of soci ty depends upon the health, productivity, and
profitability of enterprise.

Business as Existing at the "Toleration." of Society: A Misplaced Argument

Sometimes advocates of corporation giving assert that businesses exist only
*because society permits them to exist.9 Some people are assumed to be acting (in a
way not specified) to do a sort of favor to those (1) who constitute business in
producing, as employees and suppliers of capital, and (2) who consume the output.
Is not the latter group everyone? And are not oducers and their families almost
everyone?

The following seems to be implied: "Good behavior" by corporations perhaps
in the form of larger contributions can protect business firms (1) against with-
drawal of the privilege of employing and prokcing, or (2) from the erection of
obstacles to 'Operating. Corporations may in a -Srise try to take out a sort of
insurance against adverse actions. This line of argument grows out of misconcep-
tions. -

Does society somehow do favors for corporations, for which "extras" can
4 properly be demanded? Corporation charters, it is true, are granted by political
authority. And, certainly, the general environment people living, working,
investing, playing, carrying on -their affairs is the milieu in which the people that
are businesses operate. But the arguments reflect a distorted approach to the
"public" that is, the human interest in business. The assertion almosl says that
people in their capacities as voters or as citizens grant favors to themselves as
consumers or as workers or suppliers of business capital.

Businesses are the, source of most income. Society would be ptimitive indeed
without what people achieve through businesses. From them we get most of our
income, most of the productstand services we consume, and most of the-funds to
pay taxes to support government. If the public, or any influential element, comes
really to-believe that businesses exist at the suffrance of "society," if people believe
that' somehow the community does cciporations a favor to let them operate,, then
such misdirection of thinking can lead to mistaken policies. Businesses may be
pressured to use their resources in ways that are not the best. There is risk of
inflicting self-damage by creating conditions that would make business operation
more difficult and more costly without-net gain.

For the public as a whole, self-interest calls for effort to make conditions more
favorable to business. The role of corporate contributions is to help improve
conditions, not to ward off a'sort of blackmail. The reason forsuch giving is not
that the community does some favor in letting corporations operate. Rather, the
reason is that in an interdependent economy business organiiations can serve us
better in their primary activities by aiding nonprofit organizations.
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The points of this section embrace two rather different kinds of considerations:
(1) the propriety in same sense of any corporate concern for philanthropy and (2)
the extent and -scope Of aid when some is to be given:

The arguments.. range widely. At either extreme clearly appropriate for a
corporation and clearly y-to be rejected there are examples that will involve no
serious differences of opinion. Through a spectrum which includes a variety of
situations, however, marked differences of opihion prevail. They include both (1)
the general, principles of business giving and (2) specific cases, the "why," and "for
what" and "to whom," the "when" and "how,",and the "how much."

Attitudes are in flux._ On many elements, certainly, no consensus is to be
expected. When one corporation makes, contributions to certain recipients, why do
other companies in more or less comparable positions have programs quite different
in amounts and apparent objectives? Argumentswhich apply in !ome cases are
irrelevant for others. The significance attached by those who make them differs.
Several may have some merit, deserve some attention, and yet be very far from
con trolling.

Arguments Against or for Narrow and Limited Corporate Giving

Corporate giving is well established. Arguments in opposition, therefore. may not
seem to deserve serious attention. Nevertheless, they are relevant to the
Commis`sion's interests.10

For the many corporations thaLgive_nothing or almost nothing, one or-more-of--
-the reasons cited below for not contributing must be convincing. Much the same
will apply to companies that give little.

Anyone desiring an expansion of corporate giving will wish to have refuted those
of the arguments which are now persuasive. Perhaps business managers can be
convinced that the arguments do not in fact have substance or that they are out-
weighed by others. Moreover, even among managers whose companies are high on

?the scale of contributor.( lative to the size of activities) some of these considera-
tions may be keeping gifts elow the level that is possible. In one way, or another
the advocates 'of greater business aid for nonprofit activities may try to overcome
the objections and obstacles.'

N

ab Profits Inadequate

One reason corporate giving is not larger, of course, is dial profits are not
greatelt. Business earnings limit the contributions that corporations can and will
make. Disappointing profits restrict giving. Moreover, even assuming that contribu-
tions reflect enlightened self-interest and are expected to raise earnings over the
years, a corporate management may believe that other uses of funds offer better
prospects of improving the company's achieVements. Profitability of business will
play a crucial role, one which colleges, cultural agencies, and others seeking funds
must take into account in their expectations.

Many corporations suffer losses. The fact of loss does not in itself mean that
some contributions would not be wise for the company. But lack _cif profit will
certainly dampen the receptivity to appeals for donations.

461
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Avoiding Confusion of the "Business" with Other Aspects
of Social Activity

For the "good society" should not the business portion of life be kept distinct
from the political and social? Mixing different things may risk the deterioration of
each. Moreover, in this case, mixing the private and the governmental may in fact
invite the extension of government as traditional dividing lines disappear, leaving
areas without clear definition. The business and philanthropic el9ments, it may be
argued, are bound to suffer, in part because politics can use compulsion and expand
without reasonable assurance of competence and efficiency.

Corporate Philanthropy as an Exercise of Undue Power

Business movement out of the strict confines of market-determined use of funds
into the making of contributions which have no evident quid pro quo raises
questions about the exercise of polder. Does not the authority to give afivay funds
permit the unchecked exercise of undue power by some managers? In other aspects
of business in-buying and selling, in hiring and in raising capital market forces
check management decisions. Limits set by competition provide objective stardards.
Errors on any large scale will be difficylt to overlook as profit and loss statements
show results.

Equiliplence governs normal business transactions; benefits received are expected
to equal payments made. What is worth doing will be indicated by what others
acting freely will do in exchange. The recipient must provide as much in value as he
receives' no favors to one as against another. Influence,does not extend beyond
the transaction in the sense that neither party can attach conditions beyond those
for which the terms provide compensation.

Corporate contributions, however, are not subject to comparable guides and
restraints, Freedom from market tests will permit mistakes and their repetition.
Wasteful contributions practices will not tie ended by market forces.

A corporate executive may indulge his own whim or hie; wife's --in giving
away company. property. Individuals may exercise economic power in ways that,
albeit well intentired, are arbitrary. Some may be irresponsible and even
undesirable. In the case of large corporations the amounts given may seem to be
substantial even though as a fraction of company expenditures the totals will be
tiny. The management discretion which makes good things possible also permits of
mistakes which are not more or less self-correcting. Within the rules set by
corporate and tax law, the scope for error may be considerable.

A potential for the exertion of personal will by corporate officers may be
abused." Success in business, it may be argued; does not assure competence to
exert influence over other activities; yet competence may very well be transferable. --

It is alleged by some that corpoite officers can exert undue personal influence
through their selection of recipientrof contributions. However, this argument is in
conflict with the desirability,rfor freedom for creativity, innovation, variety, and
diversity in making contributions. Potential benefits from such freedom, one hopes,
will greatly outweigh any unwelcome results. Will not possible abuse be forestalled
by others in the corporation from the board of directors, other officers, staff,
and a contributions committee? Whether or not checks, and balances within
corporations seem adequate will depend on which judgments are to check. To some
extent,' publicity and the competitiop among agencies seeking funds will tend to
prevent serious departures from behavior that meets generally accepted standards.

The precedent of congressional action to restrict certain of the activities of
foundations may raise this question: If business aid to philanthropy expands, is
there risk of building up pblitical pressures to legislate the substitution of more
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political for private control over nonprofit activities? (Alleged abuse of management
power over corporate funds might prompt lawmakers to try for controls.on
programs financed also by personal gifts.) Not only possible abuse of power but
another consideration light also lead to a fundlmental change of conditions. If
corporations begin to get popular credit for things that politicians believe they
might handle and get credit for, then Congress has incentive to impose restrictions
on corporate giving.

Expansion of the tax-expenditure concept would support such to inclination.
Enlargement of the political role' over nonprofit activities would follow. (Some
recipients might also, wisely or not, prefer governmental action with hope of a
rising flow of tax funds.) The role of business giving might be reduced to facilitate a

'shift to goverrnmental. The effects of such changes would be difficult to forecast.
At the moment, any pressures for enlarging the role of government seem to come

from sources other thanoa desire to reduce business participation. A massive rise in
corporate giving rnight4 arouse more concern than seems justified now. No contribu-
tions increase on ;such a scale seems likely.

4

Unreasonatile Expectations

Business entrance into areas of philanthropy, art, and so on, which have no limitsx.
on what to seek and few or no clear guides about what is accomplished, may invite
trouble. A potential for mistakes and misunderstanding can, at least in some cases,
lead to costly frustration. Good intentions are not enough for good long-run results.
Businesses, despite a sincere desire to act well, lay themselves open to new stresses
and strains, new conflicts in conceding even implied responsibility for some kinds of
progzams. Corporations open themselves to pressures and "demands" which cannot
be controlled effectively by principles that have wide acceptance. Bases for
evaluating results too often lack precision.

Business Sticking to Business Will Provide Increasing
Ability for Individuals to Finance Philanthropy

Using the business system, Americans have made vast economic progress. This
advance has enabled them in their private capacities to improve their levels of living
and to contribute personally more and more to philanthropies. Will not continued
reliance upon the system bnn good results? Were nett ttie,"failures" of the past in
meeting today's standards more the,10 of economic capacity than defects -of the
role of business in sfciety? So e of the shortfalls we see today are less those of
markets than of politics. The corporate world ought not te.pe expected to
compensate for poor governmen I policies. 'corporations sticking to their job will
provide rising real income to permit individuals to enlirge their donations.

,Specialization'

B

Specialization and the division of labor serve mankind powerfully and well. We
and our children, it is argued, will be better off to avoid endangering the role of
specialization in' the producing portions of life. If we induce corporations and their
managers to take on new functions, then the existing, and most basic, ones wilt
suffer.' 2' Efficient production deserves high priority:'

Businesses are the agencies we count upon for greater as against lesser
productivity (efficiency). Funds devoted to philanthropic purposes are not available
for improved capital facilities;.staff time so used cannot help in the solution of
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strictly company affairs. Moreover, the kinds of skills and competitive testing that
have brought persons to success in business do not necessarily qualify them for/ good decisions in philanthropic activities. From the point of view of the broad
public interest, it has, been argued, their time would tend to be spent less well on
community affairs than on the problems of their own enterprise.' 3 I

a
.i.

Stockholder Decisions Preferable
a

Th9 testing and the criteria of the market place, it is said, give the best
indicatio'n of what people really want except as modifications of views are expressed
(1) through other voluntary action by Arsons acting individually and (2) through
the political processes of government. Let the corporation do as well as it can in the
market. Its stockholders will then have the most income to dispose of; they can
make gifts as they prefer, supporting those activities that most appeal to them

or none at all. Such allocation of funds for nonprofit activities, the argument runs,
will come closest to indicating real preferences.

. Competition Limits Ability to Contribute

Firms in highly competitive positions cannot afford much in the way of
contributions. The companies making up much of the business population have only
a little leeway for any outlays 'except (1) those that meet the tests of the market,
(2) those gifts made under arrangements for joint action which in fact (educe the
opportunities for some competitors to gain advantage by failure to match the giving
of others, and (3) contributions that do bring (rather soon) lower operating costs or
larger sales.

Doubt About Worth of Results

The results of contributions may not seem to be worth the cost. Programs with
which managers are familiar do not appear valuable enough to warrant funds. Many
contributions of the company, of other companies, and of individuals may seem to
have yielded results of, at best, only dubious worth. Perhaps hopes were too high
and the intangibles expected both overblown and elusive. Perhaps measurement and
evaluation are uncertain and inconclusive; or busy officers may not take tune to
examine the potentials for what, after al1,4re totals small indeed in company
affairs. And it may., be reasonably clear that some programs for which funds are
sought would not be worth the money to the company, the community, or some
larger interest.

This point in one sense overlai5s most others, but it has much independent
influence. To try to separate it for its,own independent effect would be fruitless.
Yet failure to note it specially would risk underestimating a forge of importance."

Lack of ability to contribute may not be so strong a force, relatively, as lack of
conviction that the probable results would justify larger,commitments of funds to
one or another program or to philanthropy in general. Leaders of nonprofit
organizations seeking gifts may have difficulty appreciating the present point that
corporate contributions are being restrained by lack of conviction that results would__
justify more funds.

Company Could Not Give Enough to Make Any Difference'

Many managers may believe that anything the company's gift could add would
be too small to make any perceptible difference in the accomplishment of a
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program. The effects of the corporation's contribution would be "lost in the
shuffle." The relgively limited size of a corporation, on the one hand, and the
number of potential recipients, on the. other, can support a feeling of futility or
give an excuse for not doing what one knows someone should do.

The total program may produce results hat are recognized as- probably or
certainly favorable to the corporation. But the particular company could not give
enough to make any appreciable differetice that would benefit The corporation. It
has an opportunity for a "free ride." Why not take it? Why sacrifice when nothing
significant can be expected in return? A somewhat related point is that manage-
ments will sometimes hope for an "impact effect" to make a difference. Spreading
the gift total may diffuse results unduly. One explanation of a company's absence
from the supporters of worthy organizations will be a policy of seeking certain
kinds of yesults which cannot be expected from "small" contributions.

Peers and Others Not Giving More

Some corporations would contribute more to a*'-feW or several programs or
agencies Wother corporations stepped up giving. Companies considered to by peers
(more or less equal) and others perhaps larger and more prominent are not giving.
more. Relative position may have meaning. Leadership among businesses to give
more can be expected to have some magnified effect over time.

Numerous corporation's stand ready to match employee gifts to colleges; the
existing level of the company's contributions would go up if employees were to
increase their gifts. And special fund drives with matching relate corporation gifts tp
decisions made outside the company.

Stockholder Objections

Some shareholders have objected to corporate philanthropy. The effect of such
attitudes and the publicity given them cannot be judged with reliability. The
Conference Board Study prepared for the Filer Commission found that only a few
chief executive officers attributed appreciable influence to th element. Whether or
not more subtle and less clearly identifiable influences hav6 operated cannot be
determined.

Arguments in Favor of {Larger) Corporate Giving

Many reasons are cited for the enlargement of corporation contributions: (1)
more dollars and other forms of aid to- agencies now getting gifts and (2) an
increase in the number of organizations helped. They lack the precision that would
help in quantification and especially for guidance on the "how much" that each
argument might justify in particular cases.

A fundamental reason underlies others which differ in many respects: Prudent
managements will seek contributions policies that will be supportive of long -ruin)
earnings. Donations should be directed to favor purposes that give prospect of
helping to maintain and increase profits at some time, in some way as an
"investment" which will make the future better for the co4rnpany. Benefit for the
enterprise lower costs or larger receipts, eventually in some form is the justified
'reason for any use of corporation resources. Corporations that hope to operate
indefinitely look beyond maximizing reported current earnings.

The great diversity-of nonprofit organizations and of their functions leads to
variety in the more specific reasons that influence management decisions. The
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persuasiveness of appeals of the arguments cited Nit" will differ frum one business
headquarters to another. a

Carrying on What Has Brought Good Results in the Past:,
Respecting an Obligation

A feeling of obligation for conditions that have helped to permit success in
earning corporation income provides reason for giving to permit continuation of
these conditions. The _past has left a legacy of indebtedness, intangible, not
legally binding, but morally powerful. What a company and its customers now pay
for in the market place and through taxes cannot cover all the true costs of today's
output. For` example, some of the university teaching and research whose fruits are
being enjoyed now were id for by donations in the-past.

A sense of obligation to continue good works reflects a feeling of responsibility.
Informed concern for the conditions that will make for better business operations in /
the years ahead calls for aid to nonprofit organizations.

Voluntarism Aided by Corporate Giving

Preservation a'nd exparsioii,of voluntarism, many of us are convinced, will make
for a country that is ..tilter,:than if compulsion operates more broadly. Corporate
gifts support voluntarism. Moralism and freedom are valuable, not only as ends of
humane life but also as means for attaining many other goals. Corporations have an
opportunity to help keep and enlarge the effective roles of freedom and diversity'.

,There are conditions in every community, as well as in the whole economy,
which could, and should be better. Trying for improvement is right, part of the
essence of our credo.

Tendencies to turn to government have operated for many years. Doing so
permits the use of compulsion, which sometimes seems tempting. But to some
people the use- of comion is distasteful or repulsive; and unquestionably the
procgses of politics and bureaucracy have weaknesses. Results often fall below
expectations. And nothing like the workings of market processes can be counted on
to aditist, to correct, and to discard the unsuccessful. Moreover, many things that
might to be done are too small or too temporary or too limited geographically to
expect people to deal with them effectually through politics.

The expansiOn of government involiks added restrictions, regulations, and taxed(
They, will affect business, very probably with adverse results. Corporations can
suffer from the expansion of governniental coercion, including taxes, for purposes
which do not in fact achieve reasonably satisfying results. Voluntary means are an
alternative.

The numerous private instruments of a pluralistic society can serve, rather than
the singleness (monopoly) of government. Not only individ als in their personal
capacities, but al5p c rporations as groups of people can h to finance organiza-
tions to meet n hich will not be satisfied by the market system. Corporate
contributions ran he preservation of the diversity, flexibility, adaptability,
freedom, effidiency, opportunity, _and humanity of a pluralistic 'society.

Corporatiops themselves, it is said, will belble to function more effectively in a
society of pluralism and voluntarism as against one more influenced by political
forces (government and' bureaucracy). An expected benefit for the corporatioras
such undergirds this argument for contributions.' 5
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Improving the "Climate" for Business

,The general environment, broadly conceivedaffects, for good and for ill,
business operations. No corporation can "control" all elements of the economic

--environment which influence it. Tangible and intangible characteristics of the
community, locally or nationwide, do make a difference.

Corporations at costs which are not too' high can improve the conditions
"around" the plant, the city and its surroundings, or the country as a whole.
Many elements of the environment affect business for example, age of the
population, education, race, sex, health, and the quality of the culture. More and
more interests, including urban affairs and the arts, come within the 'scope of
concern of some managements.,

Some things that might help to improve the environment for, business cannot be
purchased in the way a company buys a better machine. But dollars and staff time
contributed to private organizations can aid. And in some cases business help for
governmental-agenciesmay assist in building a better community.1 6

This reason for corporate giving overlap's others. But the objectives and the
effectiveness of efforts made aid the possible alternatives-will often be unclear. The
results hoped for will genera4niake for what most Americans consider a better
world, benefiting more than the corporation. But a caution is called for: Not
everything that serves such ends will be worth the cost to business.

4

t

Iinproving Community Conditions Can Help Employee Productivity

Conditions in the immunity notably health, educational, recreational, and
cultural facilities will affect the ability to attract and to retain employees and
their productivity. Amenities can make a significant difference. Note everything.
desirable will In self-supporting to the extent that would benefit businesses.
Provision by government may also fall short of what is attainable and desirable in
quantity and quality. Employers have the opportunity to benefirtheir companies by
using funds, and often itaffs, to supply community facilities which would otherwise
not be available. Aids to improving local government, including the prevention of
crime in the streets; can be favorable to the company.

alleges and Universities Provide Training and Conduct Research

Aid for higher education has been one f the larger forms of corporate giving,
One ieasori is, a belief that colleges d universities are important to the
productivity' of the business world.

They provide workers of higher and mo e varied skills than would otherwise be
available. Even tlibirb employers must expect.to pay -college trained workes hat
their services ate-iiirth, the business world will benefit, it iS argued, from rger,
as against a/moreilimited, body of men and women with advanced education.

Col leges.1 and universities conduct research which directly and indirectly
contributes to the effectiveness Of enterprise. Basic research and other types of
inquiry whoie results cannot be patented will not be conducted to the extent
desirable by Companies which must earn profit to continue.

Corporate aid for private institutions of higher education gets support from an

through taxes, and to reduce the pressure f r more government colleges and higher
..

,

,f

additional consideration. Our system consists of some colleges and universities that
I are s pported predominantly by tax fundsoand some that are private. Corporate tax

upiv rsities will help to meet their needs, balance somewhat the amounts going

pay ents help the first group. Contributions to nongovernmental colleges and

.1
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taxes on businesses. The real purchasing power of income from endowment has often
dropped as costs have gone up; Thus, the need for annual gifts has grown.

.

Personnel from Businesses Can,Supply Usiful Skills
...

Men and women with special skills and experience in business can sometimes
help philanthropies suhstaiktially. Nonprofit agencies can draw upon managerial
capacity which will aid greatly..As a practical matter, the qualities of aid might not
be obtainable on terms of a competitive market.- The potentials from a flexible,
adaptable supply of managerial effort-ar0 greater than yet realized. Large corpora-
tions can provide personnel ability which otherwise would never become available to
nonprofit agencies.I7 This particular development would rarely be possible in an

- economy of small and medium -sized companies: The firm of moderate size
.nationally may be large-enpugh to provide some help to local nonprofit institutions.

Society is evolving a deans of supplying services to nonprofit activities. (Big)
business provides a. form of "social output" which can represent uniquely valuable
services something never "planned" nor considered in discussions of industry
structure. The nonprofit:organizations gain from the contributions of time of staff
of corporations. And the story does not erid with the improvement of philanthropic

. ...

operations. .
_

The employing corporation' may benefit from the experience gained by staff
members as they participate in management or other aspects of thetoperation of
nonprofit organizations. Persons who serve on loan for a tithe can get a broader
perspective and deeper understanding of the environments in which the corporation
operates. Management training may be a byproduct. The experience gained can add
to the valuepf the employee for 'the corporation itself.

,,";

Tax Interests of Shareholders' Vary
III ,.

Owners of closely .held corporations who in falct control the distribution of
profits may in some cases incur less tax for a given amount of contributions by -
having the corporation make the gifts instead of paying tax and voting dividends,
with the owners them contributing from dividends. In other cases, however, the
owners' marginal tax rateswill be such that they should try to get tbe,charitable
deduction. The great majority of sto kholders of larger, torpor tions are subject to
marginal tax rates below the 48 per e t '(plus any state tax) p id by the corpora-
tion. Therefore, more tax will be saved f contributions are mad by the corpOration -
rather than by shareholders. It is doubt ,u1 that such thinking pl ys a significant role
in decision making. But if more sophisticated gain influence,, this

:frconsideration may add some reenforcementfor expansion of co porate giving.
- '

. .
, .

Building Public Respectr I
Contributions help in building public respect. Views about the importance to try

to attach to obtaining recognition differ. Gifts may be made almost regardless of

,project, see .,deseing. ;,,frequently, however, contributions are influ need by
the prospect strengthening the ,corporation's position in the community if a

prospects of aiding -the 'corporation's public relations and advertising rograms..
I Visibility, and ,respect have Value- to a company. They will not subs Itute for

ubstance in business Operations, but without them a company cannot always get
full advantage of its achievements: ,

Staff contacts in the community can be helpful to a business which {must have

d ealings with agencies. of (lo I) government and with other organizations.
-'
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Corporations in various aspects of the total of their activities may be affected by
the esteem in which the company is held. Although philanthropy may seem to be
inconsistent with self-interest, managers will properly try to build favorable recogni-

, flop, perhaps only intangible and chiefly over the long run. Will aid to certain
nonprofit programs not only support activities that are desirable- but- also help
convey a belief that the corporation "does care" and "has a heart," that it is
associated with "quality and exellence," that it "presse5 to advance the frontiers of
...," that "concern for public needs "gets support?

A tendency in some minds to associate altruism with what is proper giving may
seem to discredit any effort by the donor to seek advantage from contribirtions.
Such a view, however, is more misleading than appropriate for a corporation.
Mutuality of interest of donor and recipient is an approvable objective of
corporate giving:8 Facing many and varied solicitations for contributions,
managements in choosing among alternatives can weigh the probable results in
employee, customer, and investor attitudes and in public relations and as supple-
ments to advertising.

Attaching conditions to gifts to benefit the corporation directly would rarely be
part of donor policy. But hope for recognition will sometimes seem to belong in
decision making.

Continuation of Contributions Practices: Commitment

Custom, precedent, and pressures account for som,e giving. Because of (1)
momentum and (2) the actions of those around them, managements may feel that
in fact they have only limited choice. Gifts cannot ..be cut off. In practice 'even
major reduction would be exceedingly difficult. Commitment of directors and senior
officers to particular programs, according to the Conference Board survey, has
considerable influence; pressure from "business peers, customers, and suppliers,"
however, is much less significant.

t
Diversification as a Reason for Shareholders to Support
Corporate Contributions

Many stockholders own shares in several companies. And persons owning
indirectly through mutual funds and p nsion funds have interests In dozens o
corporations. To the ext
contributions of particul
benefits ..(described in t
associated' with a single
serves the entire busin
would justify more and I

nt that corpor to gi
r businesses ar sup
e next section are

mpany:s givi g. A
sector, as well as

rger gifts than might

ving d es aid b siness in,general, th
portly of oth companies. Ekterna
grea , it is rgued, thart anything
corporation i making contributions
thticular co panies. This argument
otherwise be a proved.

:r
.

Ec nomy in Raising Funds i
,

Alninistrative and compliance costs of raising funds for nonprofit organizations
)

may be somewhat reduced per dollar received if corporations rather than individuals
account for some of the total. Large contributions from corporations may absorb
less in human effort and other solicitation expense than dOzens of smaller ones for
the same total. For both the soliciting agencies and the shareholders the. costs of
hundreds of appeals and,payments are larger than a single gift by the corporation.
What are in a sense' "dead- Weight" elements in the total of philanthropy can probably
be reduc d by the development of arrangements for getting funds in larger units.
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Any validity in this point would give reason for some "tilt" of governmental and
p 'vate policy to encourage corporate giving. Nevertheless, however, caution is called
fo ; business giving should be dominated by prospects of benefit to the enterprise.

An additional, and major, argument calls for somewhat longer explanation.
,

Externalities
.

Two distinguishable points are discussed together in this section: (1) A company

can help to finance activities which are desirable to it but whose benefits exceed

any it can capture. (2) The reality of such benefits creates *Suasive reasons for
active governmental encouragement of corporate contributions and for buSiness
leadership to try to expand voluntary giving.

Positive externalities, for the'pUrposes of this study, are good results that do not
become the property of the company which makes them possible. They are outside

external to the corporation, as distinguished from the benefits a company gets

from the sale of a product. The proceeds from sale will be "internal": the company
gets them. The profit motive will not always provide incentive for a business to do

as much as is really worth doing.
Business outlays on art, health, and civic affairs produce benefits which are

spread widely over the community. They can be worth more than they cost. Yet no
single company may feel that it will harvest enough advantage to justify incurring
all or much o the cost. What, then, might induce more of the varied actions which

in a broad s are worth doing?
The econo c theory of externalities supports something "extra" to induce more

business giving or certain activities; society.or the business world as a whole would
,..

get benefits gr ter than the costs.
If many business firms, perhaps 50, were to provide more aid to civic affairs or

recreational or youth aid programs,. perhaps $500 more by each company, the

advantages from the use f the $25,000 might benefeeach company by an amount
greater than the $500 of its outlays. Yet,,if only a few were to provide $500 each,
the others doing nothing, the gain would be too slight to justify the gifts. Certainly
no one alone can make possible what each one can get if they follow parallel
action.

In a competitive, enterprise economy the litalitet will provide most things that
people want badly enough to cover the costs o supplying them. Self-interest
will induce pro uction. Suppliers can earn come by 'rovidi what consumers will

pay for. , Things consumers do not Want with enough n nsily to cover the costly'
will not be fort coming. And those consumers who will of pay a price adequate to

keep the suppl coming, can be excluded from ,getting the items: If amp rson willt
not pay for an her pair of new shoes, he will nOt get t em.

There are, h wever, what economists call "public goods." If they are provided at
all, they automatically become available to about everyone. National defense and
research which adds to knowledge in the ptiblic domain are -examples. Street
cleaning is an example of a more limited kind. Whether the group, benefiting is large

or Small, if the service is provided for one, others also get it regardless. of their

payment or nonpayment. "Free riders" can benefit. Exclusion of:e4thciie who will not.

pay is not possible.
There are some public service programs, some activities of nonprofit organiza-

tions,,that will benefit many companies if the service is provided at 411. If any small

minority of them paid all of the costs, they would be supplying benefits to others
"external benefits" so far as the suppliers are concerned. The advantages to the

few corporations might fall far short of the total expense of supplying the services.
They cannot, then, be expected to finance the supply. But each can afford to bear
part of the cost because of benefits it will receive. And for the group as a,whole the
advantages could be above the total expense.

70
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ere such conditions exist, one method of getting the output is to use political
proc sses and compulsion. Governments can force people to pay. We do utilize
gov nments to supply and to pay for many things of a public -good nature. Are
theme not, however, gaps and shortfalls in the supply of servicd4h6Se total benefits
would justify the total expense needed Of course. Do not the political system and
bureaucracy and taxation and compulsion sometimes leavd much .to be desired? Of
course.

A nongovernment means does exist. We can obtain services which yield benefits.",
beyond those for a specific company or individual by arranging joint efforts. A
group organized voluntarily may agree to finance the project. Each member will be
better off by paying a portion of the cost and sharing in the total benefit than if
the service were not provided. (The group is large enough so that taken together the

'-firms capture the positive fruits.)
Here is an opportunity for cooperative effort of site kind. Higher education and

some kinds of research offer examples. The training of scientific and managerial
personnel will affect many companies. Yet any one company contributing to one
college.or to a group of universities cannot count upon obtaining as employees the
persons wko are trained as a result. Competitors ma benefit. And most of the
students who benefit from the gifts may not in any discernible way be suitable for
the future needs ofjhe particular business. Who can know what' the training may
be?

Companies acting on their, own individually will not pay for as much activity of
sorts with external benefits as would b'e to the advantage of business as a whole -7
and to the community and economy in general. Education, artistic, health, and
other activitiek for whose costs corporations are asked to contribute do have
positive externalities as far as any one corporation is concerned. The benefits paid
for by some contributions cannot be fully "captured" by -the company making
them. A dollar given to a college or a health program may produce at least a dollar
of benefit just as does a dollar spent on labor. But in the first case the benefits
accrue broadly over the community, while in the latter case the company gets the
worth of what the employee produces in return for his wages.

Responsible corporation managers will have reason to emphasize giving for those
programs where benefits to the company at some time, in some way are more
likely to approximate what the company contributes. Companies acting individually
will make fewer gifts than would "pay off" well for them if the total interests of
the community (or country) were considered. However, if the scale, of giving (of
money. and leadership) does expand, the total of benefits can be large enough so
that' individ al companies gain more than they.spend. The total project can be
highly prod tive. (The possibility of a veryfrr4warding eventual re ult does not by
any means a sure such an outcome.)

Voluntar action can elicit widespread support. We do see:Orporations and
individuals f eely and as a result Of various kinds of leadership financing joint
efforts. Uni ed Way programs meet some of the need for cooperative support.
Others mig t be cited. The potentials of consortia as. mechanisms for group
operation o a voluntary nature offer considelable. promise. Leadership, of course,
will ,remain, crucial.

Because of pdsitive externalities, government as an agency acting for the total
public can serve a useful purpbSe by encouraging corporations to make larger
contributions, and for more purposes, than would otherwise be acceptable to
companies acting individually. The. public is using government performance and
taxation to provide services with large elements of externalities. (Indirect methods
through taxation will be discussed later.) The total of benefits, including
externalities, for the community as a whole could be enough to justify ,what to
some critics might seem to be a significant''tax expenditure." Moreover, if the
programs on :balance, over time were_successful, benefits to businesses in
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taxable earnings might exceed any initial tax reduction. Such speculation does not,
of course, prove the result.

III

TAX CONSIDERATIONS

References at numerous points earlier, in this paper have indicated the major
types of tax treatment of business contributions. Other studies for the Commission
have dealt at length with various issues in this area so that the discussion here can
best be limited and directed to selected aspects of the total picture. Importance
attaches to two opposing possibilities:

1. Some erosion of established features (deductibility) may grow out of anew
approach; no immediate challenge appears, but ideas can gain influence. The
tax-expenditure concept may be extended to business contributions. Conclusions
which may be appropriate in some applications of the concept may be transferred
to corporate donations without full understanding of distinctions. There may
follow, then, criticisms which, quite inappropriately, support policy changes that
would hamper the growth of corporate giving.

2. In contrast, tax policy represents one way by which people acting through
governthent can encourage business aid to nonprofit organizations. If lawmakers
favor an improtement in conditions in which private agencies carry on their
activities, the tax law can be altered. Taxation, to restate, is an element of the
economic structure or framework which collective action, government, can alter.
The conditions influencing what people do in voluntary and private support of
nongovernmental activities can be altered by what people do in making govern-
mental decisions.

HigitTax Rates

One fact flows from high tax rates. The-corporatioln that account fof most of
the income earned in the corporate sector pay around 50 percent (federal plus state
taxes) on incremental earnings. Such levies, on the on hand, reduce incomes and
the ability of business to l'elp philanthropies (the "in&me" effect)4 On the other
hand, however, high marginal rates tdo in a se ''se reduce the deprivation resulting
from a deductible Contribution ("price" effect). I

Tax Expenditures

Long-est.gblished tax rules are being questioned. What government does not take,
we are being told, is a "tax, expenditure." Should theset-amounts ndt be examined,
perhaps even determined, by Congress year by year, as are outright federal
expenditures? .

The deduction of contributions does red
Congressiona' Budget and Impoundment Cont
branch to ubmit, with the President's bu
Assuming that donations would be the sam
such an assumption is not valid!) figu s are
does not get because of the deductili ity
tions in fiscal 1976.

ice ,the,the tax otherwise payable. The
oLAct of 1974 requires the executive
get, estimates of tax expenditures.
regardless of tax treatment (clearly;

given as to the amount the Treasury
$440 million for corporate contribu-
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When government takes as much as it does today, not taking still more may
hardly qualify as "subsidy." Yet advocates of treating the "non taking" as "subsidy
making" point to the effect of the tax provisions on relations among alternatives.
The deduction possibility epable4 the taxpayer (individual or corporate) to influence
the use 6f his (its) funds to a greater extent than if he (it) did not make the
contribution and then paid more to government. More choice remains to individuals
and voluntary associations, including businesses, as distinguished from 'collective
action through the processes of government. Because contributions reduce .tax
receipts the decisions of political authorities have less influence on the actual use of
funds (and the things they buy).

Contributions by individuals, of course, provide benefits for others rather than
for the donor." This report, however, deals with corporations. For them, as we

shall see, substantially different considerations apply.
The Influences of tax laws differ, from those of the market place. There, the

expectation of mutual benefit guides as someone sells his labor or a pair of shoes
and someone else makes a payment. Taxes, in contrast, are compulsory. No
assumption of quid pro quo is made. The nonpayment of tax does not as a rule
deprive the non-payer of government services. --

Whep deductibility of a donation reduces payment to the Treasury, the taxpayer
does not suffer by an equal loss of government services. In such cases, then, is it
correct to conclude that the amount that government does not take is a "subsidy"
or a "tax expenditure"? Does government give up something that "belongs" to it?

Amounts that governmeht does not force corporations (or families) to pay when
it has the pOwer to do so do not fit into traditional categories of expenditure by
collective agencies. "Not taking" does differ from "making an outlay."

In allowing the deduction of contributions, government is not refraining from
4 taking something which "belongs" to it in a recognizable sense. Assume that

philanthropies get $X from corporations. Taxes on the companies are $X less than
if the contributions had not been made. Are the $X that the Treasury does not get
the $X that political processes (government) created? Creativity is cited here as a
criterion because it mpst be one source of rightful possestion, of "belongings."
Perhaps creating in the sense of producing is the origin of the legitimacy of acquisi-
tion. Stretching' of the application of words, as in using "tax expenditure" to apply
to contributions, does not establish validity whatever may be the appeal in other
circumstances.

The amount not taken in taxes when a donor deducts a contribution is not
something that economic processes assign to government on the bases of some
"proper" attribution based on government creation. A person works and produce
A business produces. The portions of a family's,°or a corporati n's, earnings that d
not go in taxes can be used indifferent ways. What tax deduc bility does is to alt $r
the relative attractiveness of 'deductible ,and nondeductible es significantly
when tax rates are high. But the gifts are not federal property the outlay is priva
not governmental. Deduction helps to preserve the apparent intent of the Tenth
Amendment.

t-4

Difference Between Personal and Corpora e Contributions

A differenCe between personal and corporate contr butions requires clarification.
An individual making a contribution presumably h pes that the funds will do
something that he approves of. The satisfactions he s ks will be intangible and not
quantifiable. Benefits are not expected to flow to the donor from the receiving
agency; philanthropies do npt offer a quid pro quo o the person for.making the
contribution. He would not ordinarily expect a benefi in the form of larger income
or lower expenses of getting income.

473
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Where intangible satisfactions are a sort of "consumption" ,benefit an
improvement in the quality of his world tax deductibility does reduce the "cost"
of this method of disposi of personal income as contrasted with the use of
income for clothing or othe consumption, or for saving. No way exists, however,
for judging whether such satis ctions as realized are worth, say, one tenth or two
times the costs to the dono normously more important, however, is the fact that
Most of the benefits from contributions accrue to others to a studeent getting a
scholarship, for example..

For a corporation, hOwever, matters are not the same. Generally, although
exceptions ,can be expected, if a company's officers decide wisely in making
contributions, the business will benefit, at some time, in some way. Eventually,
therefore, income on which tax is to be payable will be greater than if the
contributions had not been_ made.2° The deduction of the business gifts that made
the eventual, benefit possible is not only appropriate, it is necessary just as is the
deduction of wages-or the cost of materials to compute accurately the expenses
incurred in arriving at a figure of net income. Deductibility is essential 11151- an
accurate measurement of business net earnings over time. It is not a concession; it is
not a matter of grace.

For corporations, therefore, the allowance of deduction should not be thought of
as some sort of special favor or privilege. Whether or not one may believe that to
some extent the term "tax" expenditures" applies 'correctly to the personal
deduction of contributions, it cannot have validity for properly made corporation
gift's, any more than it would if applied to the payments of wages. For a tax based
on net business income,there is no privilege for the company in dedticting expenses.
To deny deduttion of donations would be to discriminate against one type of
expense outlays deemed promising for helping to achieve objectives of the

-enterprise, in some way, at sometime.
Nor is there reason in logic for restricting the deductions to 5 percent, or any such

figure. Deduction of wages, interest, and other "ordinary and necessary" outlays
that make possible the total results of a company's operations are not limited.
Typically, they are many times as large as taxable earnings. Would anyone contend
that the tax reduction portion, of wage deduction is a "tax expenditure"? Of course,
not all business contributions, will be successful as judged by eitherwell-defined or
quite imprecise criteria. Some, however, may be more rewarding per dollai- than are
some dollars spent on wages, interest, or machinery.

No" tax law could possibly identify degrees of accomplishments of widely
different nonprofit activities. 4n especially important aspect grows out of the
possibility of externalities favorable to the community. Some contributions can
bti g benefits to the public which are greater than the cost to the corporation.
P lic policy, therefore, can wisely give positive encouragement to corporations to
do orb than their own direct self-interest would justify.

SelfInterest Element of Business Contributions

Advocacy pf business giving ite properly stresses the expectation pf benefit
at some .time, in some form. Co panies are urged to giye becau,se in some way they
will be better off. Enlightened self-Interest is widely cited as the chief, the
overriding, reason fdr. business giving. The company will benefit, in the form of
larger receipts or loWer costs, as.conditions are bettered.

One an imagine critics of corporate giving tending to disparage motivis that
have overtones of self-interest. Yet for business contributions the appropriateness of
allowing the deduction must be even clearer than if pure altruism were involved.

A corporation's officers making/the. detision to contribute company funds, as
distinguished from their personal giving, ought to' expect the business as,such to
benefit, now or the future, tangibly or intangibly, to be better off in th?long tun
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than if the contributions were not made. The language of the A.P. Smith Mfg. Co v.
Bat lovil decision supports this conclusion.

i.
Cost of Deductible Gift's

The fadt that contributions are deductible in computing taxable income leads to
the familiar conclusion that the "cost ". to the corporation per dollar given is the
dollar minus the marginal tax rate. Filr the typical large corporation the marginal
rate will be about 50 percent or a bit more 48 percent of federal tax plus a few
percentage points representing the effect of state taxes (net after allowing for the
deductibility of state tax in computing income subject to federal tax).

Some large corporations pay state plus federal income tax at average rates'
appreciably below448 percent of pretax earnings, as computed by standard
accounting methods, because of the investment'tax credit, municipal bond interest,
foreign' tax credit, ancr other factors. For most of these companies, however, the
burden on marginal dollars of income, and the "saving" for marginal dollars of
deduction, will probably be around 50 percent.

A contribution of $100 reduces the net remaining for shareholders by $50. Most
corporations, of course, areof modest or small size. For them the marginal rate will
be nearer the 22 percent that the federal government imposes on the first $35,000
of earnings.

Thinking about the cost of contributions may be more realistic if one looks a bit
deeper. What must the corporation do to be able to contribute a dollar? It. must
make the effort necessary to earn a full dollaP.- In one sense, what it gives up is not
50 cents for shareholders but whatever was required to get $1., of income. Having
succeeded in earning the dollar, it can choose whether governments and shareholders
will each get 50 cents or the philanthropy $1.

A company can provide $1 for philanthropies by giving up; say, 50 cents which
it could have kept. But to replace that 50 cents for shareholders, the corporation
must earn not another 50 cents but another $1. It is hoped that the contributions
will .enable the company to offset what it has given up.

During World War II and again during the Korean conflict, excess profits taxes
imposed exceedingly high marginal tax rates on some corporations. The cost of
giving as ordinarily conceived dropped markedly, sometimes to only a few cents on
the dollar. Contributions rose.

The excess profits taxes, of course, also made the retention for shareholders of
marginal earnings far more difficult. To keep $1 for stockholders, corporations
subject to excess profits tax had tc,),, earn many times as much as $1. These high
taxes, however, were expec to be temporary. It became sensible to use funds in l'
sOme ways which %vele cur ently deductible but which were expected to yield,
benefits over the longer run when marginal tax rates would be much lower. In the' short run, therefore, some contribution.," that is, to company foundations, were
governed by considerations quite different from those which apply normally.
Calculations then applicable had validity -Ifecaulp the tax conditions were assumed
to be temporary, .

----
A different set of conditions applies to life insurance companies. They pay

income tax under separate provWons. Contributions in some cases bring no tax
benefits.! The cost of donations to shareholders of stock companies and to
inlicyholders of mutual companies is the amount of the gift. Whether or not
rater benefits wilt to ,some extent enter into the income on which life insurance
companies are taxed !(their investment income) will depend upon widely differing

--conditions. le `, .
.0

O

"",
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IV

THE RECORli STATISTICS' AND COMMENTARY

The record of ,corporate giving from 1936 to 1964 was the subject of detailed
statistical analysis by Professor Ralph L. Nelson in his book, Economic Facts In The
Growth Of Corporation Giving, which draws upon data fOim income tax returns
and other sources.2I

The Conference Board. has for many years conducted surveys of corporate
giving.22 The Treasury Department has made special tabulations for the Commission

comparisons of 1940, 1950, 1960, and 1970 by asset size and by industry and
data from 1970 corporate income tax returns.

Historical Record

Professor Nelson analyzed corporate giving from the 1930s to mid-1960s as
reported on tax returns. Such figures do not, of course, include (1) some amounts
deducted as business expenses but in fact including elements of philanthropy, (2)
the worth Thf-stafrtirne-an-d-probably most "in kind" contributions (for example,
use of facilities), (3) potential earnings sacrificed when loans are made at
concessionary crates or transactions are concluded on terms less favorable to th(e

corporation than available elsewhere.
The following table shows corporate giving figures for selected years.

Corporate Charitable Contributions, 3936-1970

Year
Contributions
(in millions)

Contributions as a Percent of
Net Income

A.936 S 30, 0.38% IV

.1940 38 0.41

1945 266 1.24

1950 252 0.59
1955 411 0.86

1960 482 1.11

1965 1 785 1.05

1968 1005 1.15

1965 1055 1.28

190 7,7 1.17

So rce:

I
Office of Tax Analysis, U.S. Treasury 4

During the 30-year period corporate gifts rose at a rate three times that'of the
increase in gross national product - from one thirtieth of one percent of GNP in
1936-40 to one tenth of one percent in 1960-64. Contributions also rose as a
percent* of corporate net income.'In the latter period they were dyes times the
percentage of corporate 'profits of the earlier years. Clearly, business- practice
changed substantially.

-
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size of the corporation did not in itself appear to influence the proportion
of earnings contributed. T)e. time-series and cross-sectional analyses both agree on
this point.

The record leaves no doubt thatoontributions were associated with the changes in
tax rates. The higher the marginal tax rate, the lower net cost to donor hat is, the
"price" of giving. From 1956 to the mid-196,0s Congress made 'Teveral major
changes in corporate tax rates. in World War.411 and again during the Korean
conflict, excess profits taxes with very high rates were. temporarily imposed.
Statistical techniques used to study the influence of marginal tax rates as
distinguished from other factors yielded clear results. Corporate contributions
increased when marginal tax rates rose, so that the "price" of deduct9ale gifts fell.
Tax laws did make a difference. -

Although pypfessor Nelson notes that the measurements are subject to, "a
considerable' degree of qualification,'.' in the short run, giving did not appear to
respond appreciably to changes in the rate of return on shareholders' investment.
The number employed by a corporation,. However, did have an important influence
on the'percentage of the company's income contributed. Corporations engaged in
labor-intensive production gaffe more in relatio to earnings than did those that
were relatively more capital-intensive.

The relationship of corporate size to gi mg requires more than casual examina-:
tion. Figures showing smaller corporations relatively more generous than large ones
are somewhat misleading. For one thing, smaller corporations have good tax reasons
for treating what may be profit (earnings on equity capital) as executive (owner)
compensation; the latter, unlike dividends, will be deducted before computing
corporation income tax. Adjusting for officers' compensation, and making'allOWance
for other factors to get corporations .pf all sizes on equal treatment for statistical
analysis, Professor Nelson concluded that "large corporations are neither more nor
less generous, relative to their income, than are smaller ones."23

1970 Figures

We do not, know how 1970, the year for.. Which the Treasury made speciaj -

tabulations, compared with earlier and later years in the respeqs covered. Total ..
corporation profits were about $10 billion (apprOximately one eighth) below those
of 1969.and 1971; as shown in the preceding tabfe,:gifts as a percentage of earnings
were below the 1969 figure but nearly the same as fori,;1968.

The findings from the returns of 1.7 million coripot'atiods for 1970 confirm some
Impressions from other studies an also reveal new facts.

A latge number /of corporatio s -= 80 p cent of thetotal, and al percent of
those ' ith positive' income m de no ded ction at all for contributioris. Did sc;k.
many n fact give nothing? May they have i eluded their contributions as business:.
egben s? A few, 2.2 percent of all corp ration made gifts even though t
suffer d losses.

Th contributions made came chiefly from big businesses. Almost half of thq4. -
dollars contributed were from the 516 that made average total gifts of overt:
$200,000 (the average total amount given was $755,000).,In relation to net income,
donations of those giving over $i200,000 were virtually the same as for all corpora-
tions .making gifts-1.16 percent of 'net income as compared with 1.17 percent.
Nearly 29 percent of total gift came from companies with assets over $1 billion.

The 61,076 corporations giving from $500 to $1,000 in 1970'contributed 1.45
percent 'of their incomes on the average. If all corporaiions were to contribute at
the average of the 99,055 ,giving from $500 to $25,000 approximately 1.45
percent of net income the total would have been'one qu'arter larger.24
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One of the most unexpected revelations of the sp ial tabulation is this More
than one fourth of total corporate contributions, 6.6 percent, came from
companies contributing more than 5 percent of net income. This group made up 3
percent of all corporations approximately 51,000.

The corporations giving 5 percent or more of net income constituted 29 percent
of those making contributions of $500 or more. The 5 percent statutory ceiling,
therefore, may be of more importance as a limitation than national averages have
led observers to expect. These companies, of course, have gone above the ceiUng
and made gifts for which no deduction had been allowed in 1970. Perhaps they and
others would do more if the ceiling were raised." There are companies which for
one or more reasons have policies of giving which are far above average. Some
would probably enlitge their contributions over time if tax considerations were not..
restrictive. The corporations-giving 5 percent or more will for the most part be
smaller and medium-sized firms." The average contribution of corporations giving
from 4 percent to 5 percent was $5,500. Assuming that the contributions of this
group averaged around 4.5 percent of income, the net income was around
$122,000. Quite possibly some of the corporations were firms closely owned;
company gifts May have been to some extent substitutes for personal donations.

Almost half, 47 percent, of all gifts ere made by corporations giving 3 percent114/
or more of net income. They earned o y 9 percent of total corporate income.

Among broad industry groupings, manufacturing stands out as the source of
clearly the largest amounts.27 Almost half of all manufacturing corporations (48
percent) made contributions averaging $3,320 and these accounted for half of
the total of gifts deducted. Yet manufacturing corporations, made up only 12
percent of the total number of corporations and had only 19 percent of assets. The
.companies making gifts' owned 95 percent of industry assets, obvious! the
,non-givers were small in terms of assets. - y:.)

Finance,, real estate, and related corporations accounted for 17 percent of total
lifts, averaging $550. Transportation companies averaged $490 in gifts.

' Communications corporatiOns deducted gifts averaging $5,280; yet 66 percent of
the companies in the grips deducted nothing as contributions. Electric, gas, and
sanitary services corporations made gifts averaging $7,770; they had 4 percent of the
assets Or all corporations artd made 4, percent of all contributions. Contributions of
corporations in both wholesale and retail trade were relatively largeNhan their
assets, but modest indeed averaging $450 and $30 respectiVely. Corp rate farms
deducted contributions averaging $110. Profitable corporations in agriculture making
no gifts had almost half the assets of the industry (48 percent). In services, 37
percent of profitable corporations showed no gifts.

Some firms with assets of over $1 billion and positive inc mes 85 of he 346
. corpotations in the group 1- deducted no contributions. On the average t ey had

earnings which were low relative to assets; they had 37.1 p rceht of asse in the
group and 8.2 percent of net income. But the fact stands t at some big rpora-
tions with het income apparently contributed nothing. Wh ? What large rpora-
tions made no gifts? It may be that some were associated with others t made

s gifts. OF-a corporate foundation may have made contributions and in the articular
year have received none. ,

Among,corporations ma ing donations, those with asset size of $50, 00 and
under gave, on The averagezabout as much in relation to income as did those -with
$500, million and Over. (-WI dollar totals, of course, differ tremendously) As asset
size increases, a larger percentage of corporations reported contributions.(except for
the $1-billion-and-over class). .10 all groups there are enough corporations making
gifts that in relation to earnrogs exceed the average substantially say twice the
national ,aPerage of slightly Over 1 percent to suggest that large potential
remains, not only the many "non-givers" but also those that are aterially below,

1 i

others.
te-,
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To close witli reminders: (1) The gifts of staff time, materials, and equipriwt,
and the free use of facilities, do not appear- in these figures; (2) business expense
deductions may in fact include some contributions; (3) loans and some other
transactions may involve terms that in fact represent some contribution.

4. . .

Other Evidence

Statistics, however, can provide no adequate picture of what the contributions go
for. Figures can convey no conception of what the varied aids from corporations'
actually accomplish. Most funds given help to support programs colleges, for
example which get the bulk of financing from noncorporate sources. And some
recipients in fact serve, diverse groups United Funds. Some companies give to
dozens of programs of wide diversity. The lists differ.

Published accounts of the programs of some corporations and industry groups do
provide varying amounts of detail about what is being undertaken. Cease - study
reports provide revealing accounts of efforts andaccomplishments. Such material
can put flesh on. would be a bare skeleton of figures. Impressions in human
terms yield meanings essential for an adequate evaluation. Yet interpretation and
evaluation are not easy. Sometimes one may identify a brilliant success, a .
moderately good result, and a failure. But, usually, qualitative judgments, secure as
they seem in specific cases, have only limited applicability for general policy
conclusions. .Getting things in proper perspective may always seem difficult,
espieially for "outsiders" and members of Congress, like all the rest of us, must
always be outsiders for virtually all of what nonprofit organizations do in a country
of the size and diversity of our4One argument for pluralism a against government
programs is dip more opportunities will exist for evaluation, as well as for financing.

Among the many results which will always be difficult to judge by the case-study
approach, as well as dollars alone, are those from corporate gifts to organizations
that also get funds from other sources universities, cultural programs, Community
Funds, and so on. Attempting to evaluate the differences made by bus ss giving
will present endless challenges.28 Some of the results intended can come ly after
several years; short -term evaluatjons, therefore, will be incomplete.

The problem of judging results calls for more comment.

F

Judging Results

Donor concern about what is ac om lished from present giving appears in at
least some companies. And manage who are urged to a Ipcate more funds for
philanthropy will want to be able o evaluate results. A increase in giving of
magnitudes desirable from some poin s'of view will add to I gitirhate concern about
the alternatives and possibilities for worthwhile uses of funds. Companies and
industriei expanding their contributio s from modest to m re substantial amounts
will sometimes wilh to take a mor

I

active part in judging what the outlays
accomplish.

The appraisal of individual programs should involve (1) the quality of execution
and performance, that is, the efficiency of operations,. and (2) the worth of what
the activity' does, that is, the merits of the accomplishments. A well-run nonprofit
organization mdlY serve ends that by reasonable standards are of no solid value(per
dollar of expenditure). And an inefficiently managed program may achieve results of
great worth. Corporate contributions officers need to be alert to each of these parts of
the total job of evaluation,. Businesses can do moire than make the guidance of their
own funds more fruitful. Because of corporate I leadersbip, the gifts of individuals
and other companies can also serve to better advantage 1
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No compstiltive market tests the worth of results of philanthropic activities.
Donors cannpt count on objective' and impersonal measures to evaluate the
a.,.,omplishments of individual programs and to compare them in allocating funds in.
the future.. Among the problems is a difficulty that seems inhfnt the managers
and boards of the recipient agencies will often ,be.less than fully objective, they will-
frequetitly ant more for their agency. Yet as the persons closest to the actual ,,,
operations of an organization they will possess some kinds of competence, '
experience, and familiarity needed for judging accomplishments and which can be
found nowhere else. ..

The beneficiaries of nonprofit organizations may, or may not, be aware of
receiving help. Often the financing dirpct and grouped sod that numerous donoicla
are in fact responsible. The absence of ,,any consideration of quid pro quo separates

'recipients from any challenge to try to decide what the program is really worth.
In some cases, youth programs, for example, an important fraction of the

benefits hoped for can come only in the years ahead.29. Intangibles, of course, make
up some of tirt objectives sought. Corporate donors, for example, may be seeking
improvement _in the climate in which business operations are to be carried on. Many
asplccts and facets o to make up the climate for business. The contributionsg
program., may acco plish more than a little and yet be outweighed by'bther.things.,*
Xidging what woo have develoPed if contributions programs had been different in

.emphasis, or larger or smaller, will in most cases be tentative at best.3° ,

INCREASING CORPORATE CONTRIBUTIONS

What methods of encouraging corporate contributions might be considers . What
factors will tend to favor, and which to hamper, business philanthropy?

How Much Might be Exp&cted? r -
4

Are there general standards to indicate the "proper" amount for an individual
company or an industry to contribute? Are there criteria for setting a goal for
the total amount the business world "ought" to be expected to donate?

No basis for prescribing general standards seems reasonable no amount related
to earnings, total sales, value added, profit as a percentage of investment, assets,
e ployment, community, condition , industry 'structure, or some other. Diversity i ,
so large that standards appropria e for on , by any set of, criteria, would b

1

in ppropziate for others. The very sence of voluntarism leads one o expect an
to support considerable different s including,toleratiOn for what may,em to be ,

v,shirking. Responsibility rests ith i dividual managements.
However, expectations of ppreciable increases in corporation 'givi o seem

reasonable. Cannot more of the corporate world move toward prat of the
leaders? For many companies it must be not a lack of ability but of con tion that
is keeping gifts low, Beliefs about what is "right" can be deliberately influenced.
Anyone trying to induce managements to contribute More should, it seems, focus,
on'the ,benefits to business. Much as an advocate may be sensitive to the condition
of recipients, it is the long -run. advantage of the donor company that should govern
its contributions ecisions. .

/
Forthright eff its to raise xpectations about what businesses ought to give may

be defended on he grounds t at pressure on business firms to do more, in quantity
and quality, will inspire tesp nses that do achieve more from which the business

. e, ee
- It
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world will benefit.' Yet resource limits do exist." Outsiders cannot presume to be
competent to judge how a corporation, can best use its limited funds.

The language of advocacy may tend to raise unreasonably the hopes of potential
beneficiaries. Some corporations do have "lots" of money compared with most.of
the agencies requesting aid. The funds that might seem to be available for contribu-
tions could, "meet" the "needs" of any of many desirable pfograms. But not of all.

A responsible program of trying to increase coporate giving will trty to keep
hopes realistic. Disappointments can offset positive accomplishments if rnore had
been expected.32

To the extent that the goal of business.giving is a better "climate" for enterprise
an "environment" in which business can function more effectively varied

public attitudes and intangibles are involved.
For some desirable things, no end to requests for funds will come naturally. A

generation, or even a decade, ago one might have thought that "social" outlays of
government at the present scale (adjusted fOr change's in the value of the dollar)
would have _done far more to "solve" problems than seems to be the case. Corpora-
tions must not be expected to "fill" all the "gaps" remaining. Yet because business
does produce demonstrably improving results in output and employment and
product innovation many of us naturally look to it for things we seek outside of
the normal activities of the market place.

Rising aspirations create targets that are moving. Note that one set of parties
expects gifts, to receive without returning an equivalent. For this reason, keeping
expectations within reasonable limits may call fo'r special attention. The situation
can become especially delicate when the donor tells itself and the pUblic (and the
shareholders), "This giving is good for, us as well as for the recipients." Beyond
some point, however, alternative uses of a corporation's funds must better.
Where benefits are not short-run, judgment of what is best to do now becomes even
more difficult.

A brief listing will indicate some factors which.wiN properly make for differences
in- expectations and in 'practices. Local conditions, reeds, apd resources vary. The
role of government (and hence the role for nongovernmental agencies) is not the
same everywhere. For example, more of higher education is financed by
governments in some Places, than in others. The amount accomplished in the past
differs; among the conditions that will vary as a result will be the demands, for
capital building. Some programs if successful should reduce the need for their very
existence. Some companies have the resources, as well as the desire to take a longer
view, and to sacrifice more at present for the future, than will others. Differences.in
competitive pressures 'affect the ability to incur,cbsts that do not currently bring
tangible benefits. Moredver, when intangibles are as important as they are_foc, much
of philanthropy, managenients' views about what will produce .worthwhile results
cannot be expected to fall into anything approximating a uniform pattern.
Company accountings differ. Some outlays classed as business expenses, by one
corporation will be treated as contributiOns by others. The roles of nonmonetary
aids differ.

Specific drives and annual programs' do at times involve `riuotas; Arrienunity
leaders may agree on criteria for giving by individual companies.eleasonable
compromises rpay be reached from year to year. But the very nature of voluntarism
and diversity will restrict the scope of such guidance. Neither federal tax legislating
nor other governmental processes can claim competence for determining quotas for
company giving.3 3 -

Having noted why no single goal' seeitNogical and why care is needed to avoid
raising unreasonable 'expectations, is there still more to be said? Nothing found in
making this study has suggested that leading corporations are so disappointed with
results to date as to plan a material cut in total donations (as a percentage of
earnings).

481 /
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For the corporate. world as a whole, some appreciable jiimp above the recent
average of a little over 1 percent of net earnings, ought to be possible. So many
companies do little or nothing. Over one third of '1970 net income (35.1 percent)
was earned by corporatioqs giving nothing or under 0.2 percent. More than one
fifth (22.7 percent) of income was earned by corporations that contributed from 0.2
percent to 0.6 percent. Cannot at least half of.these companies be induced to
approximate the average? And those now in the lead to raise their own "norms"?

Profitability of Business

A major factor will be profits. The historicafrecord confirms a priori reasoning
in supporting this conclusion. From company to company, of course, there is no
fixed relation ,between profits and contributions. But for the business world as a ,

whole, year in and year out, the level, and probably also the trend, of profits will
have much indeed t6 do with contributions. The philanthropy of owners of
unincorporated firms will also depend significantly upon 'the prosperity of their
companies.

Professor Nelson's analysis of the historical record found a rate of increase
greater than that of profit growth alone. Philanthropies can expect to benefit from
something of a cumulative byproduct effect of rising profits. The amount that some
corporations contribute depends in part upon what others are giving. An increase in
profits which helps to raise the contribution level of some companies will lead
others to follow suit. A combination of. (1) greater economic ability -in the foFnof
higher profit for business generally and (2) the example of some of some corpora-
tion the working of what economists call a "demonstration effect" will
produce a bigger,increase in total giving than profit growth alone would lead one to
expect.

Conversely, other things being the same, laggard profits will depress contribu-
tions. For many years real corporate earnings (adjusting for the decline in the
purchasing power of the dollar) have been discouraging. The full realities of actual
profit results, such as the inadequacy of depreciation, based on original cost, have
not always, been recognized. What the full facts of the past may. signify for
near-term corporate philanthropy is not at all clear. Nor is the loriger-run outlook
fortirofit one for confidence in amounts or trends of real earnings.

Possibilities of Go.1,vernment Action

Raising the 5 Percent Limit
ti

Corporations responsible for substantial amounts of giving do reach the ceiling, at
least occasionally. One concludes, therefore, that the ceiling does exert some
restrictive effect. Raising the 5 percent limit would presumably' lead, to some
increase in contributions.

.

The ceiling might be eliminated entirely; it is an anomaly with little or nothing
to justify it. If there is to be any limit,,it might more logically be related,to sales,
value added, purchases, payroll, *number of employees, or perhaps some other
measure. In principle, however, the notion of,any ceiling at all is so unreasonable
that reform efforts should probably be devoted to making the existing form as
harmless as possible. -
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Deduction of More Than the Amount of the Contribution

One possibility would be to permit corporations to deduct more than theamount of the contribution itself perhaps 150 percent, or More or less.
Such a provision might be questioned on general policy grounds. In strong

justification, however, one would cite the positive externalities from philanthropy.
Benefits beyond those for the donor are expected. An extra element of government
assistance can be supported as a means of encouraging actions that yield broad
benefits greater than those of normal market transactions. -Government could aidthe many direct beneficiaries of contributions and in addition all those of the
community who are better off because of the programs of nonprofit organizations.

IncrealKi the \Value of Deduclion by Corporations,Not
Subjectto 48 Percent Rate

Corporations with $25,000 or less of earnings might be permitted to deduct anamount which in tax terms would be equivalent to the deduction from income of
amounts subject to the 48 percent tax rate. (Before 1975 that rate applied to
corporations with incomes over $25,000; the rate, now applies to corporations with
income of over $050,000.) MOst-corporations, of course, could benefit. It could besaid that the higher rate of deduction would put them more nearly on a parity with

'larger corporations. Such considerations of equality, among corporations, however,,would be of quite secondary importance compared with Oil% major feature anincrease in tax reduction when contributions are made:
dNo- obvious reason appears to justify c&ting big corporations out of "plans to

stimulate 'giving, if such is the goal. If the objective is to- encourage more businesses
to contribute, and in larger amounts, then allowing all corporations deductions that
in fact are at 48 percent (or the rate applying to largeorporations) may seem to
be 'a reasonable -first step. but if. the rationale is that contributions are properly
expenses of business that will be of Ibng -run benefit to the enterprise, the presentappareht lack of symmetry may seem to be defensible. The earningsbenefit
eventually received will in most corporations be taxed at the lower rate only.
However,' if the business, is successful and grows, then some of the eventual benefits
in earnings may be taxed at the 48 percent rate. The present lack of symmetry does
perhaps. discriminate against' Some growing firms. Deduction at a rate above 22
percent could be justified. ,Yet there is di vantage iri adding complications in the
tax law. . ,

Tax Credit

The worth of contributions to the dotiorcoUld be enlarged by converting the
deduction into a tax credit. Instead of deductibility which reduces tax by 22 or 48
cents contributed for each dollar (somewhat more when state income taxes apply),
a portion Of total contributions could be allowed as a credit against tax dollar, for
dollar perhaps. The entire amount of gifts up to some limit might be credited
againMi tax. 'Comparable provisions might be alloWed to unincorporated businesses,
subject to restrictions. Conceivably,. some types of gifts could lie favored as against
others. r

The arithmetic of corporate giving could certainly bd changed to make such uses
of business funds relatively more attractive tban at'preserit. ContribOtions not now
qualifying on the basis of probable advantages to 'the corporation would become
justified. Depending. upon the terms of the credit, the effects' of changing from
deduction could be modest or large. A dollar-for-dollar tax credit would make

483
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qualifying contributions "costless" to the company. Smaller credits, but larger

fact than the effects of the present deductions, could be provided. A tax credi

could assure big increases in giving. A plan that stimulated giving would raise the

cost to government, but some offsets might eventuate in the form of lessened

demand for governmental aid and in advantages to the general public. Any

assistance for business earnings in later years would raise ta revenues. But such

possibilities are not solid enough for substantiating a change, in ilx law.

Complications would arise in distinguishing between contributions and business

expenses. .Valuing the efforts of executives and ,other staff and gifts in kind would

add complexities and give rise to new sources of dispute.

Establishing.a Contributions Floor

A major departure would follow from a suggestion patterned upon the provision

of, the personal income tax affecting the deduction of medical expense and casualty

losses134 No deduction might be allowed for contributions of, say, the first 0.5 or
0.9 or 1.0 percent or even larger percentage of earnings (or some other measure).

Amounts in excess would then be deducted, perhaps as are other business expenses

(dollar for dollar) or in some larger amount (150 percent or 200 percent of the gift)

or allowed as a credit against tax. (Refer to findings of Conference Board survey.)

Such a plan could be structured to provide a considerable stimulus for at least

some corporations. Amounts above customary giving (conceived in some more or

less arbitrary'manner)_ could be encouraged by proViding large I verage. For

example, if corporations have generally been giving around 1 perce of earnings,

that practice shows a willingness to make gifts in this range der existing

conditions of profitability, tax deductibility, and belief about desirability of use. If

no deduction (or only half:or some other fraction) were permitted for this amount°

but a tax credit or deduction of, say, twice the amount of contributions above 1

percent were allowed, then some corporations would probably step' up contribu-

.tions.
Some combination of terms could be devised to stimulate giving but with

relatively limited revenue effect. A denial of deduction for most of present level of

giving coupled with much enlarged tax benefit for amounts above the level could
change behavior. The reactions could not, of course, be predicted with certainty.

There could also be terms which would materially discourage giving a floor of 3

pereint and deduction only for amounts above. .

A structure whiCh would be reasonably certain to encourage contributions could

represent a form of compulsion. There would be denial of allowance for deductions

that are in fact "expenses" of the corporation's operations intended (or serving) to

enable it to exist as an enterprise and to prosper 'through the. years. Such

governmental intrusion into nianagementtdecisions seems unlikely to improve the

society.
,

The pursuit of one objective, encouraging contributions, would be at the sacrifice

of " per" treatment of expenses of running a business in the modern world. The

asons noted earlier for recognizing.contributions as expenses made to benefit the

company some time and in some way argue compellingly for allowing the

deduction of all contributions. ,

Many complications would arise. The distinction between gifts and business

expenses would take on new meaning. Contributions in kind, especially staff time,

would present problems of administration and compliance.

1:
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Adjustments for Industries and Companies That
biffer From the Average

Utilities. Regulated public utilities are in some cases not allowed to treat,
contributions as expenses allowable for purposes of rate-making. Such conditions
could be changed. State rules rather more than federal rules are involved. Giving
could be encouraged by modifying law and the administration of rules applying to

. the utility industry to make them conform to the more general practice.

Certain life insurance companies. Some life' insurance companies taxed under
separate provisions do not in fac't receive a reduction of tax for their
contributions.35 Without altering the established methods of taxing the income of
insurance companies, Congress could provide for tax reduction equivalent to that of
other corporations. Life insurance companies could, for example, be permitted-to
credit against tax the amount of the company's .contributions multiplied by 48
percent, the tax rate generally applicable at the margin to the earnings of large
corwations. Such treatment could stimulate giving, but evidence for suggesting
amouhts does not exist. The rationale for such action would be a desire to
encourage giving.

Loss corporations. Some corporations incur toss for a considerable period. Their
contributions may not now be fully deducted against earnings during the years of
carryover. They might be given cash payments from the Treasury. What amount
might be appropriate? Presumably, it would be the gifts multiplied by an assumed
tax rate = 22 percent or 48 percent. An estimate of the worth of the contribution
to the general public would in principle be defensible but in fact not
determinable.

The rationale for some provision of this sort would be to encourage both
declining and relatively stagnant, and struggling and growing, corporatiens to make
gifts which have an element of public benefit. Most companies presumably hope to
,become piofitable and thereby able to use the normal carryojer. But all would
'know that if prcifit did not eventuate, the donations would "yield" some return of
tax. One risk of giving would be reduced somewhat. For the public the benefits
from the gifts would, it is hoped, be great enough to justify the cost of the unusual
tax treatment.

Valuation of Gifts from Inventor)/

One out of 'three chief executives of, corporations reporting in the Conference
Board survey said that reestablishing-deductibility at fair market value (asbefore 1969)
would lead to an increase in giving.

_ActiOns in the Private Sector <.

. . .
If corporate giving is to be increased by more than the n(rthal development of

forces already in existence, what ,actions in the private sector can operate? The
discussion here will not attempt to cover fund raising, ill, itself a highly developed
activity.

. ,The Commission's own activities' represent a noteworthy. example of -actions
predominantly' in 'the,private sector. Some or much of the practical impetus for
implementing changes Ili' the tax law as suggested- above would presumably come
from outside the' various branches of 'government. Although discussions of,4tion on
_a' broad (natiodal) scale fiegilefit'N seem to assume that government is inVolliecl, the
role of private groups will often be much more important, Typically, as is_especially

-true in connection with nbnpicifit activities, ifie--.thir,*_being done are, widely,.., .
..).
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dispersed geographically, of course, but also by interest and by function. The
many phases of the Commission's own work testify to the variety.

Whatever government does, and if no tax or other changes are made, the future
of corporate contributions will be influenced substantially by private leadership.
Some will emerge from the side of nonprofit agencies and approach donors with
presentations of needs. In other cases new energies and leadership' can come from
the business. world. The impetus may be a new awareness of need, perhaps some
new. challenge. Qt a sense of success in some program may produce enthusiasm for
additional efforts. The focus and methods of operation will reflect, among other
things, both the .diversity of the country and the values ofevoluntarism. Perhaps the
only generalization that Can be made with confidence is that rntich will depend
upon the qualities of leadership.

One source of initiative which deserves explicit mention will appear within some
corporations. Some companies are now examining existing practices and formulating
alternatives to be considered. Presumably, expansions of giving will 'result.
Innovations can be expected. The examples of some corporations will bring
responses from others, especially if good results appear. _

Footnotes

1. This conclusion from a special Treasury tabulation strikes the author as infprobable. Some
Corporations apparentl deduct gifts to United Funds and other philanthropies as business
expenses, not contributions. For tax purposes, neither the Treasury nor the company may in
practice have any concern about how some dedpction outlays are classified.

2. The 'figure shown is an estimate subject to a wide margin of error. We do not know how
much corporations gave in 1974 and so can only guess about an order of magnitude as to a
possible increase.

3. Net benefit would result only when the fruits of such spending are more valuable than would
be those of the alternatives sacrificed. The fact that the funds and staff effort are not used in
other ways means, of course, that other things are not obtained. Rarely would there be any way
to know what other despable-ends were sacrificed, chiefly, of course, by the corporation (and
some by shareholders). When businesS gifts are as low as at present in relation to company
affairs, the concern for the cost in sacrificed alternatives will Ire slight. More questioning would
be called for if giving were to rise markedly.,

4. Laws may discourage giving in the sense thit reasonable (as against substantial) changes
would assist contributions. In some states, foi example, the regulations governing public utilities
deny the treatment of donations as expenses in determining rates. Federal tax laws governing
the valuations used in deducting gifts of tangible property from inventory are stricter than at
one time. But the gifts can be made.

5, The Conference Board's Study for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs,
"Corporate Philanthropic Public Service Activities,' pi'esents data on staff involvement in
philanthropic activity.

6. An extentive study by the Committee for Economic lievelopm'ent,explored some aspects of
the term.

7. The point here is not by any means to imply that social responsibility is absent or irrelevant.
Rther, thinking about corporate contrithitions can be clearer if guided by less imprecise terms.

8. Membership fees and support for various orgadizations may be deducteda's business expenses
rather than as contributions. Practice varies. Although a corporation may have no fixed amounts
for the total of both kinds of outlays, limits will exist.

9. The term "society" is apparently assumed to mean an entity rather thar; individuals. Yet
human, beings, people, do whatever is done. All thinking is*done by individual minds. And
groups consist of individuals.

4 *06.
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10. The order df listing of arguments5 not intended to suggest relative importance.

11, The picture of a dictatorial officer using company funds fo impose his will on others,
though imaginable, appears only rarely in writings reviewed for, this study. Legislators voting
government funds, andvivil servants exercising discretion, may also exert "dictatorial" influence.
The involvement of government may appear to convey legitimacy election does have meaning'
-. but results are not assuredly wise or even a reflection of majority view. Occasionally, a
nonprofit organization may be sUbject to considerable infkience from a large donor. Conditions
attached to gifts may reflect the-prefe.rences of a corporate official or group. This possibility
relates to the one-sidednes's gf a gift; there is no quid pro quo, and the recipient has a
dependqce which may create a sort of vulnerability.

12. Large corporatioiircan afford to staff some activities, spch as participation in nonprofit
affairs, which are apart from the 'mein elements of busines3. Most firms do not have such
leeway The time of their top officers and employees devotEd to philanthropic projects will be
at the expense of the company's primary tasks.

13. At this point it may be wise to remind the reader that these varied arguments may warrant
attention and have some merit and yet not by any means carry enough weight to be decisive.

14. See Cnference Board study, op. cit.

15. The support paid for by corporate contributions can also yield benefits to individuals which
few will appreciate. Although employees, suppliers of capital, and customers are expected to
benefit as individuals from a larger element of voluntarism and less of coercion, is the use of
corporation funds to advance' e,ven the general` interests of individuals (beyond those of the
company) justified? in principle, it is said, individuals ought to finance their personal investment
in voluntarism out of their own incomes. MAny do so without an explicit awareness of the
reasoning.here. yet the social philosophy which values highly freedom and voluntarism may not
in fact be widely understodd and appreciated, even intuitively. Individual financial sacrifices to
advance it "adeiluately" cannot be counted upon.

16. The Economic Development Council in New York City provides an example.

17, blot all staff loaned by corporations to nonprofit organizations will have exceptional capacities
and strong motivation f2r making an unusual improvement. Many problems arise when businesses
provide perionnel on alemporary basis, especially if the persons involved do not possess high
capability and motivation. file potential summarized in the text is not an unrealizable dream.
But corporations are not surfeited with high quality personnel who can easily be released or
whom they may ibewilling to release on loan to an outside organization.

18. Do we not, however, sense aJndency, perhaps partly unconscious, to disparage
selfinterest, especially to big business and even if '.'enlightened"? Does it cast something of a
cloud on efforts of corporate decision makers to get favorable publicopinion results from
contributions? Persons, e.g., college students, who support self-interest on the part of nonprofit
organizations and their clientele, may criticize efforts on the part of donors to relate gifts to
results in attitudes toward the donor "buyer favor." Be that as it may, corporate
managements in allocating the contributions budget will properly look to what the different
possibilities' appear likely to achieve for the company in pyiblic recognition.

19. Some writers suggest that philanthropy is a form of personal consumption which brings
satisfaction to the donor; to some extent, in some cases, plausibility does attach to the
argument. But should the tax laws, then, treat such uses of funds no differently from 'a donor's
spending on his family? Who could possibly know which personal philanthropic uses of funds
are designed to benefit the donor? Human beings must differ enormously in this range tof
feelings. Do such motivations apply extensively or negligibly? What would be the effects of
implementing such a change on, for example, colleges and cultural activities?

20: The discussion here ignores loss businesses. Deduction of donations in loss years saves, no
tax. Companies that do not have taxable earnings later, while carryover of gifts is possible, never
receive any tax
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21. See also Ralph Nelson's report to' the Commission' on Ppvate Philanthropy and Public
Needs, "Private Giving hi the Arnerican'Iconomy: 1960-1972."

22. See Conference Board study, op. cit.

23. Ralph Nelson, Economic Facts id the Growth of Coriporation Giving, p. 66.

24. Rounding puts all amounts ugder 1500 at zero. Therefore, it is difficult to interpret the
showing for the 228,493 corporations who made gifts of less than $500 each, but for, which the%
table, shows zeroes.

25. Some of the deduction in 1970 may have been carryovers from earlier years when gifts
exceeded the amount allowable. Some corporations will ha/re established practices and perhaps
made commitments so that gifts were sustained in 1970 (a year of-recession) despite a drop in
earnings. -A continuation of low profits would perhaps, or probably, lead to a decline in gifts
that do not qualify for income tax deduction.

26. Companies of largest size account for largest dollar.
than over 1% of net income. If oven a few of the higg
income, the dollar amounts would swamp the other flgtir
f only one corporation with $1 billion of earnings gave
The total for all of the corporations mlking gifts of fro
millroa

s.

amounts but generally give under rather
t corporatigns gavearouod,, sag, 3% Of
s and change the averages. For example,
3.1%, its-giving would be $31 million.
3% to 4% of income was around $68

27. The comparisons here do not coydr life insurance comp
rules which, among other things, may in effect deny them d

o

They are subject to special tax
duction for contributions.

Individual corporations putting funds into United Way c mpaigns will not have opportunity
to get public credit for any specific results' of one or mor of the 'constituent agenciei. This
condition may cause no concern. But anyone asking for enlar ement of corporate giving should
bear this fact in mind..

29. judging their-present worth, i.e., the extent to Which
require, not only evaluations of result1 as they appear In the
a rate of discount. Such sophistication is hardly to be expected

30. Casual observation suggests that public attitudes towar
improVed in recent years when contributions have increase
implying use of the argument that business climate will benefit,
to convert the possibility into reality. Perhaps Commission me
programs can suggest ways to make corporate contributions more

31. If a corporation, must spend large amounts on antipollutio
requirements or training poorly educated employees all to tne
responSibilities but outlays that'--do not produce salable output
contribute as much as it woulaetike to philanthropies.

,

32. Assertions such as in this section are perhaps superfluous. Co
need to be reminded, but other readers might be less aware Of

33. Rules established by government are at times desirable to lar
and must not, do for example, defining the requirements f r re
safety 'Standards. Compulsion can put all companies on all ba
Philanthropy, however, does Rot fall in" this class-

.

acrifices_)are justified today, will
time, but also the application df
in a rough and ready way.

businesses gegirally have not
. Agencies seeking funds; and
ay have some obligation to try
bers associated with recipient

fruitful for donbrs.

equipment or meeting safety
t what are deskated as 5ocial

then it may be less able to

34. The reasons for the two perso'nal income tax provitions
corporate gifts. For casualty losses the $100 figure serves to el min
difficult, to check and which can be considered as a.normal ri k o
been ,justified as amounts that can properly' be borne as m re
personal budgeting.

'

4 8

mission members will hardly
sensitivities and intangibles.

y what each eompan>r must,
ucing pollu tiotf arrd Touting

Is of competitive equality.

r from those proposed for I
to small amounts which dare
life. The medical limit has
r less normal elements of
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35. For certain life insurance companies,,federal,income tax is based on investment income.
Some of them and other financial institutions make "contributions" in the form of loans at
below-market rates. They are not taxed on the interest sacrificed but ger5io tax benefit. Gifts
of cash by insurance companies, and. the expeilses of time of personnel and facilities glade
available, are net recognized in ,the' computation of tax..., . ,
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CORPORATE CHARITABLE CdNTRIBUTIONS' AND
CORPORATE SOCIAL' RESPONSIBILI-TY

) .

Milton Moskowitzt t

What role does philanthropy have in the corporate response to social problems?
-/Has corporate giving changed much since 1968, when the modern movement' of

corporate social', responsibility began? What can be done to make corporate
Rhilanthropy a more effective instrument for social change? , -
. In assessing corporate philanthropy from this vantage point, we are in'imediately

confronted with a paradox, which is simply this. Many people who are closely
identified with corporate icocial responsibility, either us participants or observers,
recoil 'at the term "philanthropy" and consider it at best inappropriate, or at worst
inimical, as a rubric for corporate social respoksibility efforts. The reasons for this
hostility are clear. Efforts to reform corporations or change business practices have
concentrated on corporate behavior as reflected in day -to -day, ongoing activities.
The objective has.been to make the corporate animal a socially responsible creature.
To zero in on philanthropy and 'neglect the basic operations of companies is to beg
the questOn o(corporate social responsbilay. _

In their book, Private Management and Public Policy (Prentice Hall, 1975), Lee E.
Preston and James E. Post noted: , u .

The modern form of corporte philanthropy deriyes directly from the strong
ethical and religious concerns of some of the "robber batons," men who
accumulated fortunes,not always through morally acceptable meansduring
the rapid industrialization of the tale nineteenth century.. .

From its scattered and highly individualistic beginnings, the idea of corporate
philanthr6py became accepted over the following decades of a routine
managerial activity, institutionalized particularly in the community chest
movement., . .

fhe idea expressed herethat philanthropy is really extraneous to how a business
. makes its 'money and survivesis what makes advocates of corporate social'

responsibility uncomfortable abilkt philanthropy. Almsgiving is not what corporate
social responsibility is about. Consider the comments made by Theodore L. Cross in
Black Capitalism: Strategy for Business in the Ghetto (Atheneum, 1969):

In too
.
many cases companies are simply donating jobslike contributions to

the United Fund to b u y, peace in the ghetto. Jobs for hard-core:
tin iemployables are an riwrovement over "care packages.' But when they are
handed out like welfare, or as "reparations" for discrimination of the past,
whose needs are being satisfiedthose of the businessman wholikes to feel he
is "doing his part" or the needs -of the impoverished, untrained black? The
"Jobs Now" programs of the National Alliance of Businessmen finally burid
the black nationalis1 argument of employer discrinaination''which has shut out
the Negro from our economy for a)undred years; yet who needs to bury this
arguneargument we or they?.

.0

The point made heie is that charity, even when it takes the form of jObs, benefits
the giver more than the receiver. It is, jrj short, "conscience money." Those who
have worked within corporations to fashion social programs and social philosophies
are-keenly aware of the shortcomings of a philanthropic approach. In an interview

I ..
`--. -`

r
t Syndicated columnist; Senior Editor, BOsiness and Society Review, New York.
... . . ..
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in 1971 With John, Brennan, then public affairs manager, of the Re-entry., and
Environmental Syskems_division, of General Electric, he noted, that The days of
handing over a $50 check, having your picture taken with some community leader,
then running behind the protective corporate walls, are. gonehopefully forever.
Money alone is not merely meaningless, it's negative. Organizations which donate
money and don't help to solve the problems. will be accused of buying their way
out."

What Brennan and other corpo,rate public affairs officOrs were saying is that any
attempt to subsume social, responsibility under the heading of "philanthropy" is
bound to fail and boomerang. This was expressed most succinctly in 1971 by
Phillip T Drotning, whO:manages the corporate social responsibility programs at
Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Reviewing in Busines3 & Society the evolution of
the corporate social responsibility concel)t, Drotning said:

At the outset, most companies developed social programs,Aely ,in ihe urban
racial' area, as an extension of traditional, support for charitable endeavors. As
a consequente, social expenditures were largely, applied to the symptoms of
public problems but had little impact on causes. They represented minimal
aetual'involvemek of the corporate organization in social problem-solvipg.

As the, appalling ineffectiveness of most of this efforj became clear, recogni-
tion developed that if corporations were to develop significant programs in
social areas, they must be integrated into normal business operations, not
treated as a separate and often ephemeral responsibility.

_The message here must not be misread. Corporate philanthropy was not seen as
the route to social responsibility. What is worse, it was deemed a dodge. Robert C.
Gunness,.vice chairman or Standard Oil Company (Indiana)? delivered essentially the
same message in an article he wrote in 1974 for Business and Society Review:
"Much socially responsible corporate behavior has been simply an extension or
redirection of traditional corporate programs i,i our philanthropic and community
relations programs..'. The business response, ih short, had ?little to do with
corporate behavior, with the way we ran the company. The primary thrust was to

1, :seek new ways to spend moneybut not too muchto support the problem-solving
efforts of ethers."

This derogation of the philanthropic component of corporate social responsibility
, continues to the present time. In an article in the July-August 1915 issue of the

Harvard Business Review, Kenneth D. Wafters. assistant professor of business,
government, and society at the University of Washington, states the case as follows:
"Too often social responsibility is seen as being limited to cotporate gifts to charity
parceled out by top management and the board of directors. But the organiation's
interface Withsociety .is far more complex than this, and employees at all levels
have a4take in the organization's social performance.';

Even more, telling are examplesrom the casebook file of two major corporations.
In 1972, IBM introduced an innovative program called. the "Fund for,ComMunity
Service.", This program was designed to answer some of the traditional complaints
abeur corporate giving, namely, that it is often dominated by headquarters office
considerations and that it is frequently ensnarled--in a thicket of red tape. IBM's
community service fund works this way: Employees who are active in a community
project may apply to the company for financial support of the project, to do so,
they need only to write a brief description of the project and the sponsoring
organization. To gain release of the funds, only two approvals are requir6dthat of
the employee's supervisor and One other IBM executive. There is no upper limit.on
these grants, but in practice they have averaged $700 per projedt.>

In the first two years of operation, the IBM fund dAtirsed More than $1.6
million for 2,255 different projects in scores of communities across dig nation. The
significant aspect of the program that concerns us here is that it is net lodged in the
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regular charitable _contributions area. It is, in fact, aLlminisfeted by IBM's personnel
departnient. And the allocations were not included as part of the $17.7 million that
IBM reported as its charitable. contributions in 1973. 1

t
In a similar category is the innovative training, program for school principals that'

Chase Manhattan Bank helped to fund in 1971. This was a two:year prograni in
which the principals of 12 elem

deal with the issues
tary schools in the 'New York City area were

brought together in a series of c ierences and workshops \t1.1
facing an urban school system. 1' e aim was to involve,,the principals as leaders in

'

the development of solutions. In embarking on this project, Chase decided to
eschew the traditional grant approach. Support funds were appropriated as.normal
operating. exjAnditures. In fact, they became line items on the, budget of a
particular officer who was then made accountable for the results, Benjamin ,Roter, a
yice president' pf ;Chase, pointed out

.

that "this level of involvement ensured the
...

bank that its investment was beinrmanaged from within, and conveyed the fact .
that Chase was making a protractive commitment that went beyond the customary i

practiceof coNortte giving." c, .
These twin 'examples testify forcefully to the uneasiness that corporate executives

feel about 'charitable contribution,. IBM and Chase relieved their uneasiness by
removing these, contributions from the charitable contributions bailiwick. They
.obviously ,felt that such a move would make these ointributions more productive.
That tells usa lot about how th& charity dollar is perceived,..even,by sophisticated
corporate givers. ...,... . ,

These examples also bring us to a' consideration of the legitimacy of the
corporate charitable, contribution. Other papers have dealt at length mall, the legal
basis of corporate giving, and I only want to Underline here what corporate
executives have told me, which is that companies make contributions because tbey
believe t ttit is in their selfish interest to do so. Even critics of the corporate social
responsi i y movement, such as the University of Chicago economist, Milton
Friedman, not object to charitable contributions or corp6rate social programs so
long as the companies involved attribute these actions to the need to take steps to
insure. the viability of survival of the enterprise, What Professor Friedman finds
objectionable is the corporate- Jaypocrisy that attributes these actions to a selfless
desire to improve the lot of mankind. That self-interest is the motivating factor was
spelled out lucidly in «a penetrating article that appeared in 1970 in the Boston'
University Law Review. The article was written by one of the, most astute observers
tif the corporate social responsibility scene, Phillip I. Blumberg, now dean of the
law school at the University' of Connecticut. He concluded: .

.
Corporate...activitlin the social sphere is not, in fact, altruistic: It does not
represent a purel voluntary and gratuitous\act of generosity. It does not
reflect a partial transmutation of the corporation into an instrument of social
'progress. It reflects a tactical. judgment as to the most' advantageous manner
for the corporation to conduct its business in the light of the climale of
opinion.in Me hic hit mutt function...

-Fulfillment of business objectives is the ultimate standard as vital today as a
century ago, when an English court, upheld loss payments by an insurance
company in a celebrated explosion disaster damaging'81 houses although the
policy expressly exciuded liability...

\
. . .widespread unemployment in the early thirties created needs that
threatened to overwhelm the private charitable agencies struggling to assist thb
victims of a depressed economy and kreated a climate where corporate y

contributions to Community Chest and *nerican Red Cross drives *became
40 generally regarded not onry as a proper, but as an essential, element of

buSfness operation...
,A
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The depth of social needs molds both public opinion and the opinion of
corporate managers on what constitutes 'good buiTness,' and thereby in a sense
may be said to create the basis for .corporate powec,to deal with these needs.

The thesis that charitable contributions simply represent "good business's was also
expressed, in more blunt terms, by. George Spater, former chairman of American
Airlines. Writing in the Saturday Review in 1970, Spater. put it this way: "There is
a general belief that corporate benefactions must follow the taste of the head of the
company, and I confess that I 'personally like the things we are doing. But l,would
hope that, if we did not do 'them, som1bne else would. I believe that What we are
doing benefits our gistockholders: It produces more interested, more creative
employees. It benefits the communities in which we operatethe communities from
which we derive our passenger and cargo traffic. It enhances our image among the
tastemakers, the leaders'_of both our economic and our intellectual society. To use
the crass commercial jargon of our industry, I believe it 'sells' tickets. '

This sales justification of the corporAe charity dollar by Spater is interesting in
the light' of subsequent development 'al, American Airlines. The company later
admitted making illegal political contributions. Spater was forced to resign. And
adverse economic conditions threw the airline so deeply into the red that not only
were charitable contributions cut to the bone but the entire social responsibility
function at American Airlines' was elimihated. A cynic reflecting on the 1970
statement by Spater would find ample cause for decrying corporate charity as a
'cover-up for the irresponsible actions being taken by the company in its regular
day-to-day operations. This will always be the case so long as corporate
philanthropy is considered in isolation, as, something apart from. the grubby,
,money-making activitjes that make charity j5ossible.

Companies frequently-Insist that they can't pursue or support -social programs
unless they do make money. This response betrayg, a complete lack of understanding
of what the corporate social responsibility Movemenx is all about. Corporate social
responsibility is *concerned with 'the entire apparatus of the corporationwhat kind
of product,s it makes, how it markets them, how it deals with its employees, how it
treats M customers, whom it,hires, where it locates its plants, what kind of role it
plays in communities. To, imply that these matters cannot be .dealt with
effectivelythat a -company cannot, for example, practice nondiscrimination in
employmentuntil it makes what it considers an'adequate return on investment does
indeed cast corporate social responsibility as-an act of charity, an afterthoughtand
this is probably the central reason why corporate philanthropy is regarded, both
inside and outside the business community, as a "can of worms." Gulf Oil
Corporation- was far More generous to, corrupt politicians, in' South Korea And
Bolivia than it was to poor peoplelk groups in its hometown of Pittsburgh. Why?
Because the illegal payoffs abroad were considered vital to the protection of GUIrs
assests; poverty-stricken Pittsburghers were not accorded that status. And there's no

A3,

way, given the corporate* philanthropy is now, administered, that this wip
change.

In inteNikwy with 12 executives Of some 10 major corporations, I gained a strong
sense of how corporate philanthropy is administered. (Interviews were conducted in
person and via telephonoduring June-July 1975.) Here's a capsule picture:

i It's the rare c4ii;any that tries to be innovative- in its charitable contribUtions,
PrOgam. r)
Most of the corporate charity dollar is 1941-ed up or committed to, traditiona1
establishment groupsUnited Way, lock hospitals, the Boy Scouts, the local

"\ 'symphony orchestera. ,.

Many corporations are very uneasy4,about. their charity programs because they/*
are subjected to various pressures, both from within the company and from =,
without: This results in,too manyWoUld-be.recipients chasing too few dollars.
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In this situation, contributions officers often feel that they do not have
control. As one of them said, "If we,have four members of the board who are
graduates of the Stanford Business School and Spciford is hav,ing a major fund
drive, you know we are going to be hit."

The single most important standard in determining how much money is
allocated to charity is, What's the othd guy doing?

Corporate chiefs see no benefit in having the tax laws liberalipd so that
corporations could give more to charity without sacrificing profits

Corporate officers assigned to the contributions area meet regularly with their
counterparts in other companies. The result,js+charity by consensus. They
allocate along similar lines, in terms; of deciding both what amount will be
given and who will get what.

It's the rare company that has any fresh ideas on how charitable contributions
,,,,440,x,..,,Anade more effective.' When this question is asked, most exec9tivs have

no read*? answers. A typical attitude is the one voiced by Miclyel Roudney,
who is director of public affairs for Del Monte Corporation in San Francisco,
and who is charged with the major responsibility for company contrieutions:
"If there were no tax incentives, we would do it anyway...lf the tax
incentives were fantastically liberalized, it wouldn't make us give more."

Roudnev explained that Del Monte considers charitable contributions "a cost of
doing business. It's necessary for us, just as it's necessary for the individual." He

'added that one of the prime justifications for Del Monte's program is that the
company recognizes that if it does not give voluntarily, the government would step in
and do it. And Del Monte is not keen on governmental social.efforts. One of the
conditions of its giving is that no funds go to groups that have any funding from
the -federal _government.

Roudnev also pointed out that one of the areas where the company has no
ntrol is. the matching-gift program. It must match gifts to schools designated by

employees, although it does consider this "a reward for schools which giveus our
'employees." Roudnev said that he personally agrees with the views expressed
recently by David Packard of Hewlett-Packard that companies ought not to give
yhrestricted.grants to ,schoot that inculcate anti-business attitudes. "No one-likes,to

q;give a present at Christmastide to someone you hate,"-he noted.:
Del Monte's giving is closely in line /with the average for majoi: industrial ti

corporationsit allocates roughly 0.8 Percent of pretax profits. How does it arrive
at 'that percentage? Roudnev said, "Look, if we gave 3.4 percent then our
stockholders would have a legitimate gripe. On the other hand, if we reduced it
down to 0.4 percent then the community would complain that 'Del Monte dobsn't,
care."' N,

One company that takes its responsibilities in this area more seriously than most
o

is the Weyerhaeuser Company of Tacoma, Wash. George Weyerhaeuser, proident of
the company, said that his company -like Del Monte, looks around to see what
others are doing before deciding how much to give. But Weyerhaeuser Company, as
befitting its position as the sales and profit leader of its industry, then seeks to play
a leadership role. It consciously tries to excel herem,it does in Its regular business

t'operations. When the Weyerhaeuser Company Foundition.was established 20 years
ago, it had an annual budget of $100,000; it now dispenses nearly -$3 million a
year. Weyerhaeuser said the company works on a formula of 1 to 1.5 percent of
pre-tax profits, which puts it above,the average for all industrikl corporations.
In the past few years Weyerhaeuser has revamped its giving program in

recogrutitm of the criticism that a disproportionate amount of company contribu-
_
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tions were earmarked for its headquarters area. (This is one of the most common
complaints made against conglomerates of other corporations- With Widespread
holdings.) Today, regions outside the Tacoma area get 30 .to 40 percent of .tbe_
Weyerhaeuser charity. dollar. Along with this move, Weyerhaeuser decentralized its,.
deision-making process,. establishing local review ,committees' composed of
emplOyees, some of them rank-and-filers; to evaluate the allocation of funds. ,,_ -

In still another, move designed tto .transform .its 'giving into a more relevant :
instrument, Weyerhaeuser in 1974' set up a Ventilre Grant program that.seW"to
promote the initiation, development and ,implementation of effective delivery
system for the provision of educational, health and human services." Eiamples of
contributions made under this program include a $75,000 grant to establish a-skills
development center in Plymouth, North Carolina, for low-income persons; a
$116,000 gra t to the Oregon Department of Education to develop new models forqtii
community pa icipation in school; and a $60,000 grant for the development of a
film series designed `to instrban environmental ethic in fifth-'and sixthtrade
students. .

Weyerhaeuser is, of course, not alone in its effor'ts to innovate in the charitable
contributions.area. But its program, which George Weyerhaeuser describes as "doing

'our thing," remains the exception rather than the -rule in the corporate world. More
typical,is the "boxtop" approach that Was had national exposure under the aegis of
Colgate-Palmolive Company. Since 1972 Colgate, has been running a national
advertising campaign in which it ties a charitable contribution made by the
corporation to the votes of consumers. Colgate asks consumers to send ,in proofs of
purchase of Colgate products and at the same time to indicate which of six
organizations (including Boys Clubs, Girls Clubs, 4H Clubs) they would like tk see
receive a charitable contribution from Colgate (the latest sum available f4allocation
was $365,000). The company has touted this program as a shining example of cor-
porate social responsibility. o4

An example of how a corporation can go beyo d this pa3tern of giving to
established organizations is provided_ Iv Sygtex rporation, the Palo Alto
pharmaceutical_inanufacturer. Under the$irettfonof_ ank -gochthe company's
public affairs director, Syntex has kept Vet of tornmuni ationarid fundingopen
to groups that do not normally get f4des1 by the .Unite Way. Syntex has done
even more than pass out its own dollars. It has featured 20 organizations which do
not enjoy high visibility in full7page advertisements in the local newspaper/
'describing the organization and suggesting that since it, Syrktex, supports thege
organizations, others might also want to consider making c6rftributions to them.
The Syntex message in the ads: "These organizations handle a variety of community
problems, creatively and constructively. That's Wby SyntoCkielps support
them...Why not join us with your support] top? An investment in (heir work,is, vie_
think, a good investment in a better society. difl d ;AT .a I I profit from that."

If- there is one corporation tfiaf best.' exemplifies flow a business can make
philanthropy an integral-OK 6-rii5 -operations, it is the CuMmins Engine Company
of Columbus, Indiana.- This- is not only because Cummins is one of the few
companies that rigorously tal<01efull,.,5,,percent charitable deduction, year ip and
year out. It is the ,philosophy and content of its givieig program that snake it a
model for emulation by those corporations that profess to be serious about their
social responsibility concerns. (James A. Joseph, vice president of corporate action
of ttImmins, ditailed this approach in an article in Journal of Contemporary
Business, which is reproduced in the, Appendix to this paper.) .. I s

, Syhtex's Frank Koch believes strongly that corporate,philanthropy would be far
more effective if managements would apply to this area the same disciplines they use
to' solve every-cliy business problems. "Corporations have no difficulty shifting,
funds internally, 'he.says, but setting hard priorities and evaluating 'the effective;'
ness of their contribution programs is another matter. It's time we treated corporate
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giving with the serious concern we give to the rest of our businessand why not? It
has become an integral part'of it."

Whether philanthropy has become an integral part of business operations is open
to debate. I suspect that what KoCh really means is that he wishes it were soand
that brings. me back to the theme introduced earlier in this paper, which is that
corporate giving remains a stepchild in the family of business.

As a stepchild, it is often ignored or dealt with summarily or treated in a manner
different, than the ways in which regular members, of, the family are treated.
Businessmen are constan;ly parading before legislative -committees, suggesting
revisions in laws that affect them. One can count on the fingers of one hand the
times leading businessmen have made serious -175poSals to change the laws and
regulations governing charitable contributions. For them, it is simply not a matter
of high priority. And as noted earlier, thq, advocates of corporate social responsi-
bility realize how philanthropy is regarded in top management circles. This is why
they bridle at, having their programs assigned a "charity" label. They see this,
probably correctly, as the kiss of Beath in the business world, as far as getting
anything done goes.

Tbere is a philosophical question that needs to be met here too. Poverty is as old
as manand so is charity. Down through the ages charity has, understandably, been
resented by recipients, and this problem is still with us. If charity is seen as a
handout from corporations which perpetuate poverty and discrimination, then it is
not likely to become an effective social instrument. Those pf us who have advocated
social responsibility in the corporate world want to see the disadvantaged become
part of the productive -economyas workers and even as owners of productive
capital. We want to open up options for peopleto create the conditions that will
make philanthropy less and fess necessary. In short, the objective of corporate
charity should. be to attack our social, and economic problems so that charity is
eliminated. That would tie it closely to social responsibility concerns.
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Appendix
,

Corporate-Philanthropy and Community Development:
'The Cummins Engine.Company's Approach

, James A, Josepht

- IntrodUctton

No one whip is seriously interested in the survival of American society and its cities can limit
his (her) reflections about, the responsibility of the business colation to what is now called
"social responsibility," For example, what a business does with its charitable deduction& is
important to the common good of the society, but the decision it makes about the location 9f
a plant may Make the difference between the life and death of a community. Therefore, this
article is concvned not only- with special corporate projects in the public sector, but also with
the manner !Patch a' cciiptiratMn cOnduCts ordinary busihest'in the priy'ate sector. '-

In the 1960's when the cities were bucning and the poer were more visibly discontented,
there war an apparent sense of urgency in corporate board rooms about saving cities. Business
responded with a social responsibility movement'which led to new community projects and the
appointment of new corporate stiff. But the projects were severely limited and the corporate
appointments simply involved a few marginal' people on the periphery of the corporation.

[Cummins Engine Company. Reprinted by permission of The Journal of Contqnpot;ory
Business, Graduate School of Business Administration, University of Washington, Nancy /L.
Jacob, editor. Copyright Soling 1974.
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Primarily, business was responding to the immediate demands of thetocial reformerlo.Far too
much time was spent debating whether business has a social responsibility .rather !hart institu-,
tionalizinl a long-term process for fulfilling its corporate responsibility.
41, What a company does in the communities in-which it operates must be seen' within the
con te,xt of what it perceives corporate responsibility to mean.'When we were primarily ,a nation
of fariners and merchants and the boss of each farm or store wis' the owner, the boss saw the
primary corporate responsibility as that of producing goods and services. This pleased customers
and, at the same time, rendered profit.

But today the business corporation is something far different. It influences the place where
one lives, what one eats, what kind of air one breathes, the kind of water one drinks and the,'
kind of piltduct one buys. Therefore, it is only fitting and proper that new citizen groups suggest
that the right of incorporation is a privileged status granted by government on behalf of tht
people not simply a right to maximize profits as a self-serving economic institution, but one
that enables the corporation to function in accordance with the well-being of society at large.

Corporate Resp9nsibility as an Institutional Process

A company's ,ability to respond to society's isroblems depends on how it chooses to use its
total resources. Institutionalizing corporate responsibility- begins with an effort to define and
Nig into some sort of balance the responsibility to all who have a stake in a_company's
operation. These people include employees, customers, creditors, distribuhirs', suppliers,
government's, the communities in which the compahy does business, specialized publics (media,
financial community, etc.) and shareholders. The responsibility to thesis stakeholders, which
sometimes results in competing claims, should be considered in.all -decisions regarding expansion,
acquisition, investments, new plant locations, new markets, response to social conlext,etV

It is clear that one of the first steps toward fulfilling the responsibilities of business tic its
stakeholders is development of a'process which provides formal direction to the company's
efforts. To monitor and provide ,forrnal guidance in its efforts to be responsible, Cummins
E.ngine Company set up a Corporate Action Division, headed by avice president who reports
direaly to the president, sits or the management and policy committees and provides advice
and counsel on all business decisions. Tire Corporate-Action Division is divided into an internal
and,`an external focus. The internallocus is directed by a department of corporate responsibility
concerned with the responsibility to employeesusbareDoldersustomers, suppliers and
distributors. T-he- external focos--isAtreatecr toMdepartment at Cummins which is concerned
with the company's public responsibility to stakeholders outside of the companycommunities
in which it does businesi, the government,,specialized publics and the sqciety at large.

;11

The Public Responsibility

In 1954 the directors of Cummins Engine Company decided to contribute up to 5 percent
of domestic pretax profits to a separately incorporated foundation. 1p retrbspect, the boldness
of this effort was not simply in the decision to contribute up to the maximum deductible

allowance; rather, it was in the willingness to support and develop nontraditional projects. The
first of these occurred ih 1958, the year in which the foundation's directors decided to devote
its major resources to the improvement of local public education.

Cummins' concern with the relationship between educational environment and educational
process led to a proposal to the local school. board to develop an architectural support program.
Since then, the offer was expanded to include other public buildings. As a result, Columbus,' Indiana is a distinctly different community.

The foundation offers to pay the architect's fee for selected public buildings provided /here
is a willingness to accept' one of a group of five architects recommended by an international
panel of experts.' The foundation has spent several million dollars in architectUral fees and more
than twenty buildings now have been designed.

As Cummins grew from an Indiana company to a national and then international company,
it became' necessary to re -e*amine the way in which philanthropy should be used to fulfill the
responsibility to the broader society. The experience in Columbus demonstrated that in addition
to providing maintenance grants to community charities, it also was possible to be innovative in
a carefully;defined program rea.

;
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A
Min ity Commun ty Development

Cummins' long-standing commitment to an egalitarian society led to the selection of
minority community development as a major national focus. But we were determined to do
more than simply copy past approaches, thus, we decided to design an approach based on what
we knew about the social problems of the 1960's.

The first and most obvious problem which influenced our thinking was the state of power-
lessness of minority communities. Support for efforts to build self-determined and self-con-
trolled institutions seemed to be needed much more than human relations grants.

A second problem was, the increasing obsolescence of national and local institutions and
bureaucracies designed to meet citizen needs. Far too many institutions were operating as if
their primary objective were to insure survival rather than to serve people.

A third problem was the failure of a pluralism which had been hierarchical rather than
egalitarian Minority groups were being asked to conform to those standards and practices which
whites considered normative. Thus, the social change systems often were designed for minorities
by whites rather than by minorities for minorities or by both groups working together to deal
with common problems.

With this in mind, Cummins decided tedivide philanthropy into two major areas
corporate contributions program to support social priorities in the communities in which it does
business and public responsibility grants aimed at special priorities of the society at large.

People and Power

The central thrust of the minority community development emphasis was on providing
services as well as funds, making people available as well as grants. Like many other
corporations, Cummins'as been/involved in release-time programs in which company personnel
are available for a variety of social needs. Development of the Delta Enterprises in Mississippi
was made possible through the loan of two company executives. Fine Vines, a subsidiary of the
Delta Corporation, is now the largest bladeowned manufacturing busjness in the South. But
many economic development protects do not go far enough: There is a need in many.
communities not only for management skills, but also for people who balance social perception
with social change experience.

The second aspect of our approach was hiring nontraditional .Stalf. A study completed 2
,years ago by:the Russell Sage Foundation and the Foundation LitkaryCenter reveals some,other interesting information about foundation staff:,

' Less than 500 of the 25,000 foundations in tHe United States had paid staff at the time
of the study.

Forty percent of all fqundation 'staff were fcirmer college of university teachers.. ,,

_ Twenty-five' percent of all foundation 'staff came from college or other, nonprofit
administration.

Thirty perceht of the staff came from business administration, including accounting and
banking.

Less than 2 drcent of ,tptalstaff Was black Sr other mino4r

The absence of minorities from rporate foundation staff or contributions coinmittees often
has resulted in the isolation of *sion-making from direct contact wi.h being
evaluated in minority communities. s explains the tendency to disniist4aW very,sood
projects as separatist or "too militant." 'ite miffs Often fail to recognize that to be proBlack
is not necessarily to be antiwhite.

The third aspect of our approach is one of powerment. The Cummins Engine Foundation
has 'five program officers operating in five ma r urban areas (one of whom also serves as
direc)br of community development programs). ese officers were selected on the basis of
experience and expertise in community developm t. Although they are high-powered and
experienced community change agents, they do not seek to superimpose a grand design on the
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,cities in which they operate. Rather, they assist and empower people in building their own
-..institutions and in developing indigenous approaches based on the particularity of their own

situation.
. This approach does not lend itself tot the clarity or the drama of the grand design, but in the

long run, it is far more healthy and, We hope, far more effective. Community development
program officers are partkipant observers. Because many foundation people are former
academicians, it is not surprising thw-ther-terrel-ter spend-most-of4theit time in their offices
analyzing proposals. The Cummins Engine Foundation style is designed to be out where the
problems are, where people are struggling against all sorts of odds.

The program officers are servant-crliks. They are not simply out there to evaluate a proposal
to determine, whether it is good or bad; rather, they are there to assist people in making a good
idea better. They are available as a community resource not just as a foundation critic.

The program officers are also a source of funds. Each program officer has discretionary
funds which can individually be called upon to support projects. We found that the key to our
success is the ability to respond with immediacy early enough to have a large multiplier effect
and soon enough to keep a good idea alive. The program officer also works to find the larger
resources needed .to bring the idea to full fruition. Then, he (she) can submit a proposal to the
Cummins Engine Foundation or decide to contact another foundation.

The program officers are also a national resource. Their services are available to staffed or
nonstaffed foundations without charge, provided these foundations are in program areas of
major concern. In addition, they continue to monitor and influence a wide variety of national

1 and local organizations in minority communities. They were actively involved in the recent
organization of the National Association of Black Foundation Executives, a group which is now

- available to the foundation and philanthropic community to provide some of the services
formerly provided by the Cummins program officers. This organization (ABFE) has a data bank
on people who Are available to serve as trustees and staff for foundations and has a consulting
team available to consult with foundations and corporations about program priorities. In
addition, it is aggressively promoting equal employment practices in the foundation world.

The Philosophy of Grant-Making

The practice of making people available for technical assistance in community development
,should 'complement rather than replace granmaking. In an era when federal resources are being
directed elsewhere and private foundations are still frightened by the Tax R.eform At of 1969,
corporate contributions can play a very importarit role in influencing the future shape of the
American society. But effective grant-making requires guidelines for determining priorities. A
distinction should be made between consensus charity and creative philanthropy. Consensus
charity involves support forthe maintenance of the best of traditional service institutions and
community charities. However, creative philanthropy refers to the support of new ideas and new
projects on the basis of objective assessment of long-range priorities rather than as an attempt to
cover the entire range Of traditional philahthropic options.

My personal approach to evaluating projects in minority community development is based on
the conclusion-, that inequities in the distribution of wealth and power in the American society
provide the basic deterrent to social justice. Therefore, a grant should seek to facilitate the
efforts of minoirty communities to acquire or influence,the distribution of power. It should
involve at Least one of three basic approaches:

Domesticating power making, bureaucracies more responsive to the, needs of those
citizens they are designed to serve.

Democratizing power forcing traditional institution's to share the goods of pbwer.

Developing power supporting the development of indigenous power systems.

Domesticating Powsie

There is a tremendous need for support for efforts to qtablish a new relationship between
bureaucrats and the citizens whom their agencies are designed to serve. The rebellion of welfare
clients against the humiliation and insensitivity of the welfare system has been almost ignored

4,,9
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by busineis. Yet this movement reflects an increasing rejection of the old strategy-Cif rehabili-
tating the pzoducts of the system rather than reforming the process. -

'At any point in which a public institution grants an individual the per to say yes. or no ina way that substaptially affeets another individual's life, that institution should be subservientto an independent authorityfor adjudication of complaints. This should apply to'the welfarebureadcracy as well as the police system; it should apply to educational institutions as well aspublic housing authorities.
Michael Harrington was appropriately prophetic in suggesting that the clash between

bureaucrat and citizen might come to be regarded as just as important to the`common good forthe country as was the' clash of management and labor in the 1939's. But this not to say (assome do) that centralization of functions is inherently bad. In fact, the major problem with
federal efforts in many cases is not the result of too much power at the top, rather, it is the.result of too little. For the black and other poor, the federal government often has been closerto them than city hall.

Making bureaucracy functional and responsive requires the support of programs that seek
elimination of distant, insensitive structures which breed staff who are more interested in reportcontent than in the-quality of service. But domesticating power involves far more than anattempt to personalize bureaucracies. It remains for imaginative tall groups to design programsand suggest approaches, but we must begin to sensitize our own management, boards ofdirectors and, in some cases, the American public so that we can revitalize and hum'anize thesocial infrastructure needed to deliver community services.'

Democratizing Power

Domesticating power will not be enough. We must move"to democratize power, forcing.,-traditional institutions to share the goods of power. Our educational, legal, economic and
political institutions must be the primary targets of this strategy. It is increasingly clear that oureducational institutions have been agents of social elitism rather than vehicles for democratizingthe professions. Business has contributed heavily to education; however,,,it has had very littlepositive impact on the nature of the educational enterprise.

We have supported "credentialing agencies'r in which individuals are granted the union cardfor economic success. As a result, we are now a credential society. One's educational level isoften more 'important than what one can do. Young blacks, Chicanos and Puerto Ricans whoare forced by economic immediacy to drop out of the educational enterprise cannotijet jobs.
Meanwhile,.many companies which project an image of corporate responsibility-continui to useculturally conditioned criteria for the evaluation of potential employees.

Business should continue its support of ,education as part of an overall responsibility forse ry ing the public welfare, but we musV: use our leverage to transforrri educationdeemphasizing it as the raajor credential for professionalism. This involves the support ofprojects which allow "subprofessionals" and "nonprofessionals" an opportunity to contribute at'whatever levels their experience will allow.
While we are supporting efforts to put the educational enterprise back on the right track, wec also must give support to attempts to democratize our legal institutions. MuCh has been saidabout prOviding legal services for the poor and many programs have been devised to do so.However, the only effective programs are those with enough independence to attack not only

injustice but also to call into question the practices of those legal institutions which administerjustice. -
The major challenge to our legal and economic institutions may turn out to be in the area of

consumer protection, an area of special sensitivit,y_to business. But, in my opinion, it is strtrur-'that the, poor who can least afford to have their earnings ditninished by higher prices nay morefor the same merchandise which is available at much cheaper prices to the-middle class.*
Finally, not only our economic, legal and-educational institutions must be democratized, butalso our/ political institutions. While corporate contributions prograrh are restricted by. the TaxReform Act of 1969 ,toSthe support of nonpolitical enterprises, there is still much that can bedone to enable minority,eqinmunities,ttLacquire

the- tools to break down the doors of closed
political processes.

*David Caplovitz, The Poor Pay More (New York: Free Pres's4,1 963).
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Developing Power

Power will not be substantially domesticated nor democratized until nonwhite minorities
develop a power base which will, in some instances, allow them to confront power with power.
Where it is not possible to transform the "establishment," it may be necessary to develop an
establishment oh the outside. Democratizing power concerns sharing existing resources, but
developing power has to do with creating new Dower systems;

Finally, some corporatiory must continue the developing trend toward pooling resources
with others who are interested in embarking on cooperative ventures. A technical assistance

project has just been set up in Atlanta and a few people have been meeting with representatives
of business and foundations, in New York to discuss how these two types of institutions might
cooperate in minority community development efforts. We are seeking to integrate philanthropy
with new 'business starts, the use of suppliers, the selection of plant sites and the total function
of the corporation. While business still has a long way to go, the advantage of the Cummins

approach is that we have made a start.

Conclusion

Some people still argue that,business has no public responsibility. I believe that our survival

in the very long run is as /lependent upon responsible citizenship as it is on responsible
technological, financial and production performance. Therefore, I conclude 'VA the same
warning with which I began,No corporation Will long survive unless it operates in a healthy
society. it is in the self-inteRst of business corporations to toe.4their resources to help save the

communities in which they operate if they are to save themselves. .

4
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'CORPORATE GIVING MEASURES

Thorhas Vasquez t

I

DEVELOPMENT OF CORPORATE GIVIN 1935-1970

In 1935 an amendment to the Internal. Revenue Cop allowed corporations to 't
deduct charitable contributions in computing taxable into e. While this amendment
limited the deduction to 5 percent of net income,' the Sverage contribution leve12,
was only about 0.4 percent of net income until after W rld War II when the level
of,- giving increased to about 1 percent of net 'income. T is level of corporate giving
remained relatively constant through 1970. Table 1 sho s the pattern of corporate
charitable contributions from 1936 to 1070. The pea years for corporate giving
were 1968 and 1969, when corporations gave more th n 1 billion, more than 35 -r
times the $30 million given in 1936. Of course, orporate- profits also grew
dramatically during the period, but only' one third as Och, as contributions; which
is indicateil by the change in the level of contribution as a percent of net income,

:an increase from 0.38 ;percent in 1936 to 1.17 percent in 1970. The most
meaningful statistic of Table 1 is the ratio orcontriputions to net iocome.whittr

°Most closely represents the attitude of corporation to charitable giving. While
clearly not a monotonic function, the ratio has bean increasing during the entire
period. The few obvious deviations art in 1945, 19 2 and 1953, but beginning in
1958 at 1 percent of net- income, the ievei increase- fairly steadily to 1.28 percent
in 1969 and then decreased slightly to--1.17 percent i 1970.

The corpor,ate sector in the V.S. comprises a, I rgenumber of firms, most of .
which are relatively small and contribute little to .tal economic activity. The few
giant corporations dominate investment, produc, "on, and most other business
activity. While. not as pronounced in earlier ye*, these giant corporations also
dominate charitable giving. In 1970, 0.2 percent of all firms accounted for more
than half of total corporate charitable contributions.

Table 2 indicates the inctOsing role played, by large corporatibns in the realm of
charitable giving. Firms with- 140h,, of $190 million or more controlled 48 percent
of total corporate assets9n 1940ricut this percent increased only slightly to almost
57 percent in 1970. The percent of all corporate, charitable contributions made by itthestfir, however, nearly tripled during the same period, from- 20.5 percent in
1940- la 54.5 percent in 1970. The major reason for this is not a large increase in
the percent-holding of_pet income by this class of torporatiOns, but rather a more
than four -fold increase in its level of giving, from 0.21 percent of net income in
1940 to 0.98 pei-entof net income in 1970; These giant firms are not the only size
class to show an increased concern toward charitable contributions. With the

;exception of the class of firms with $100,000 or less in assets, all classes show an 1

increase in the Level of giving relative to their net income. The implication is that
corpocations, for whatever reason, are making charitable contributions a more
substaniaLpart of their business activity.

Whit e tabulations in Table 2 indicate substantial changes in the pattern of,
charitable giving by asset, size, Tablet 3 shows that the-distribution of contributions,,
by industry 'group has remained relatively constant during the 36-year period,
1940-1970. The only two significant changes are in the retail trade sector, which
shows a 4 percentage pertht reduction in percent of total contributions made, from
13.3 percent to 9.3 percent. And the finance, insurance, and real estate sector,

--.
New York State Economic Development Board; fdrmer financial economist, U.S:Npepartment of

Treasury.
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Table 1

Iv
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Corporate Charitable Contributions, 19361970

Year

1936

1937

1938

1939

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957
1958

1959

196`0

1961

1962

1963

641... 6

1665

1966

1967

1968

1969
1970

/

Contributions

(in thousands)

$ 29,968
32,727

27,233
30,730

38,124

58,000
98,296
159,221

234,194
265,679

213,872
-241,228
239,337
222,566
252,366

343,039.4

398,57,9

494,51,
313,764 ,..

411,082
,

417,996

415,074
392,404
481,575
482,151

10'
511,872

I 594,713
656,602

W9,389
785,366

8050*'-
829,757

1,004,803
1 0554370

797,029

ill

Contributions as Percent

of Net Income

A
0.38%
.0.42

0.66
0.43
0.41

, 0.35
0.

. 0.42

0.57
0.88
1.24

0.84
0.76

4 0.69
0.78',
0.59

0.78
1.03
1.24,

'0.85
0.86

0.88
0.92
1.00
1.01

, 1.11
e

1.08

1.09
1.11

1.19
1. ct

. ;99

1.05 ,

1.15

1.28
1.17

Office of the Secretary of Treasury,

Offid of Tax Analysis

which shows
Q7a 7,7 percentage point, increase in the percent of total contributions

made. \,c
. ) 1 . 5.,

SOm'e of the change in the distribution of contributions is due merely to a,
'change iri the distribution of net income as indicated by the divergent increases in
the ratio of contributions to net income. While the all-indpstry average ratio oft\contributions to net income increased nearly .thrlifold fro 0.41 percent to 1.17
percent, the ,increase in specific industries' varied consider bly. Agriculture, -tor-
e'katiiple, increased its,ratio by more than seven times the 0.5 percent level in 1940,
whereas mining, communication, wholesale trade, retail _'irade, and .the service
industry only doubled their giving ratio. '......crtyi

,, :4: ,?p: ,
".-
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Percent Di n of Firms, Assets, Contributions, and
Con as a Percent of Net, Income by . .
Asset la Selected Years, 1940 -1970

w

. Pe cent Percent Percent ContributionsAsset Size of of Total of Total as( Percent of(in thousands) Firms Assets Contributions Net Income

Total . 100.6% 100.0%
Less than $100 - 69.1 2.6
10050 14.3 2.9
250-500 6.7 3.1
500-1,000 4.2 3.8
1,000-5,000 4.3 11.5
5,00-10,000 .6 5.7
10,000 - 50,000 .5 5
0000-100,000 .1 0
10b.200 and over .1 48.

Total 100.0 100.0
Less than 100 59.4 2.1

' 100-20 19.6 3.0
250-500 8. 71.- 2.9
500-1;000 '-. 5.1 ... 3.4
1,000 - 5,000 A 5.4 10.9
5,000- 10,000'? .9 5.8
10,000 - 50,000 .7 14.2
50,000-100;000 .1 6.9
100, 000 and over .1 50.8

-1841

1940

100.0%
'', 6.5 1.60

5.9 .81
5.8 .63 t,
7.0 .62

19.5 .52
9.2 .50

18.2 .37
7.4 .30

29.5 .21

1950

100.0 .59
1.64

5.9 1.08
7.0 1.09
8.6 1.07

22.3 1.00
8.6 ' .81

17.2 .62
4.8 .38

22.4 .30

1960

'
61.1 2.181 1i

100.0 100.0Total 100.0
Less tlfan 100 1.9 2.4

'100-250 19,8 3.0 3.7 1.25

' 500-1,000 . ' 4.8 3.2 5.5 1.62 fig

250-500 9.3 3.1 4.7 1.46

1,000-5,000 4.3 8.6 14.7 1.57
5, 000-10, 000 ,7 -4.9 6.8 1.45
10,000 - 50,000 .7 13.5 15.4 1.20
50,000-100,000 ' .1 . 6.4 7.8 1
100,090 and over .2 55,4 .7238.8

712

_---1970
14?

..
Total 100.0 100.0
Leas than 100 57.7 1.2

100.0
1.9

100-250 ' . 20.2 2.0 ' 2.8..
vA 250-500 10.2 2.3 3.9

....1 . 500-1,000 5.6 2.5 4.8',
1,000 -5,000 P 4.5 5.7 .ii 11.3 -s
5,000-10,000 .8 3.4 5.1
10,000- 50,000 .8 10.9 11.2
50,000-100.000 4.1, 5.5 4.5
100,000 and over .2 56.5 51.5I
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1.17
2.53
1.07
1.33

/1.67
1..75
1.77
1.45
1.21
.98
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Table 3 A

Contributions as a Percent of Net Income and the Percent Distribution
occontributions by Majot Industry, Selected Years, 1940-1970

1940 1950 1960 1970
Contfl- Contri- " Ccuttrt- Contri-

.

buttons .4*. buttons 'e buttons buttons
As a Percent.* As a Percent As a Percent As a Percent

Percent Total Percent Total Percent T,otal . Percent Total
of Net .Contri- of Net Contri- of Net Contri- of Net Contri

Income' buttons Income buttons Income. ,butions Income buttons
*0.

Total . .41% 100.0%, '.59% 100.0% 1.11%. 100.0% 1.17% 100.0%1
Agilculture

.
.50 .2 .32 .4 3.92 1k, .3 3.88 .3

Mining . ' .28 1.5. .31 1.3 .74 \. 1.1 . .40 t!,,, *.

Contract construction t .58 1.0 .99- 2.2 2.93 2.p 1.62 3.1
Manufacturing' .35 48.6 ' .55. 52.1** 1.21 56.1 1.29 49.5
Transpoitation '

... . - .18 1.6 .21 1.7 1.22 2.1 1.9,
Communication .32, 2.3 .36 1.1 .43 2.5 .58 3, 0

.31 ...414.1:8Electric. gas and sanitary.services ._ .47 2.8 .55 3.3 & . .92 4.0
*

..- 14,
Wholesale' trade - .64 7.4 .97 10.7 1. 54 6.8 1.23 6.8
Retail trade - r. '.95 13.3 1.11 13.8 1.69 7.7 1.43 9.3
FinaticI3,,Insurance, real estate 2.6

,
94 .41 9.6 74 14.2 .87 17.2

4ervicet 1.30 3,7 1.31 3.0 3.0 2.52 3.8

*Negative net income

Office of the Secretary of Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis

.

Jo
September 9, 1974
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As seen in Table 4, corporate charitable contributions account for about 8'
percent of total contributions. With the exception of a.large decrease in 1970, this
percentage has held fairly steadily. since 1956.

Table 4

Totaligisonal and Corporate Charitable Contributions as
Reported on Income Tax Returns, Selected Years, 1956-1970

Year
Total Contributions

(in billions)
Percent of Total Contributions

Made by Corporations

1956 $ 5.30 IP.
7.9%

1958 6.08 6.9

1960 7.23 6.7

1962 AO 8.12. o 7.3

1969 ' 9. 06 8.0

1966 9.2.3 8.1

1968 12.19 8.3

1970 13.69 5.8

Office of the Secretary of Treasury,
. Office of Tex Analysis ,

.

II

September 9, 1979

CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW OF CORPORATE GIVING, 1970.,

Tht information presented in the first section of-this paper is valuable in that it
places in perspective and traces the development of corporate charitable contribit_
tionsl over the last 35 years. Certainly, it is of some interest that since the
mid-1950s corporations hate, fairly copsistently made contributions averaging 1 ,
percent of net income. As will be shown in this section, however, averages are
particularly misleading in the area of corporate charitable contributions.

1970, 1.7 million corporations filed income tax returns but only 20 percent __

-of these firms made charitable contributions and only 6 percent of the total-number
of fir ade contributions of over $500. Table 5 shows the distribution of firms
by siNcontribution: The most striking figures are that nearly, 50 percent of total,
corporate charitable contributions is-made by less than 0.03 percent of all corpora-
tions.and more than 75 percent of all contributiOns is made by the 0.4 percent of
firms that contributed at-least $10,000.

Also shown in Table 5 is that 2.2 percent /of, firms'with negative income made
charitable contributions. Given the 5 percent of.net income limitation on, charitable

506.
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Table 5

Percent Distribution of Firms and the Amount of Charitable
Contributions by Size of Contributions, 1970

A

Contributions Percent of Total
Firms.With

All
Firms

Size of Contribution Amount
Gn

thousands)
Percent Net

Income Deficit

;110
i) $ 0.0 0.0% 67.9% 97.8% 80.2%

1.7 Less than $500a 0.0 0.0 21.9 1.9 35.7

$500-1,000 61,076 '7.8 6.1 .2 3.7

$1,000-5,000 79,29e 10.1 2.8 .1 1.7

$5,000-10,000 43,592 5.6 .6 .4

$10,000-25,000 61,037 7.8 `..4 -4, .2

$25,000-50,000 47,936 6.1
flti

.1

$50,000-100,000 52,088 6.6 .1 .1

$100,000-200,000 51,934 6.6

More than $200,000 388,816 49 5 .1 4.

Total $785,776 . °100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Offlgtof the Secretary of the
Offierof Tax Analysis

Less than .05%.
. .

a. Entr ies on the corRorate file used to generate this table are rounded to
thousands of dollars. Entries of less than $500 are rounded to zeros An in-
dicator is used to differentiate zero entries from entries rounded to zero.
Whiles count of firms with rounded entries can be made, the amount of con-
tributions cannot be determined.

February 18,'1975

cohtribdtions, these r s are not allowed to use the contributions as.a deduCtion.
The data base is comprised of unaudited returns, and these deductions will eventually
be disallowed.4 excluding firms with a deficit, the percent of firms making a contri-
bUtion is 32.1 peitent of firms with positive income; 10.2 percent of firms with net
income rnadeOrtributigns Of more than $500.,

Table 6 stiows 'the. number and percent of firms making contributions and the
average contributiori'hy the same size class of contributions used in Table 5. Table
5 indicated' that the largest siie class accounted for 50 percent of total contribu-
tions. As indicated irr Table 6, there are only 516 firms in this class; they gave an
average of more:thari 4750,000 which was 1.16 percent of their net income.

While Tables 5 and 6 clearly indicate that only a few firnti dominate charitable
giving, this result is consistent with the general nature of U.S. business. The U.S..
economy is Charatterized, by a large number of 'small firms and a few very large

Nf'S
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Table 6

,Islitutber.anci,Percent Distribution of Firms Making Contributions, Average
Contribution, andContributions as a Percent of Net Income by

Size of Contribution, .1970

. .
-

''''?:-f-7-Size of
, --Firms Making
, Contributions, Contributions

As a Percent
of Net Income

Average
Contributiona
(in thousands)Number Percent

Less than .$500b 228,493 69.1% 0.0% $ 0.0
a, t

$500-1,000b 61,076 18.5 1.45 1.0

$1,000 -5,000 28,350 8.9 1.45, 2.8

$5, 000-10, 000 5,811 1.8 1.49 7.5.
$10,000-25,000 3,818 1.2

...
1.44 16.0

$25. 000-50, 000 1,339 .4 1.33 35.9

$50,000-100,000 751 .2 1.21 69.3

$101,000-200,000 377 .1 1.17 137.6

More than $200,000 516 .2 1.16 755.3

Total 330,532 100.0% 1.15% $ 2.5

7

Office of the Secretary of.the Treasury, 'February 18, 1975
Office of Tax Analysis

a. Excludes firms with a deficit.
b. Entries on the corporate file are in thousands of dollars, thus,ainounts less

than $500 are rounded to zero and amounts between $500 and $1,900 are
rounded to $1, 000.

firms which dominate production, employment, investment, and most other business
activity. The absolute levels of charitable contributions show a large variance Worn
zero to more than $1 million for a few firms), but clearly a second, and perhaps a
more meaningful, way' to, compare charitable contributions is to look at contribu-
tions as a percent o(net income. Table 7 provides such a tabulation, and the results
are somewhat striking. Twenty-seven percent of charitable contributions are made
by firms gi4ing at least 5 ipercent of net income, and while only o3 percent of all
firms with positive net income give at this level, this 3 percent represents 29 percent
of firms making contriations. Another interesting result of Table 7 is that firms
making contributions at a level of 1 percent or less of net income tend to have
higher average absolute levels of contributions. The highest average contribUtion
level of $17,700 is made by firms giving between 0.6 and 0.8 percent of net
income.
',Tata 8 disaggregates the results of Table 7 to 11 industry sectors. The "total

-cow of Table 8 is calculated directly from Table 7 and shows that 60.4 Paycent of
firms making contributions of more than $500 made contributions of at least 3
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Teals 7

Percent of Firms, Percent of Total Contributibri. Percent of Net,
Income, and the .Average Contribution'PeriFirm for Firms lyith
Positive Income, by-Contributions as a Percent of Net Incorne,., pk

Size Classes, 1970 . 1 .1.

Contributions as a Percent Percent of Percent.
Percent dr Net of Condi- of Net

Income Firms buttons Income

Altrerage
Contribution,
(in thousands

0% 89.8% 0%

0-0.2 .2 .9

25.4%

9.7

0

5.0
t

.0.2-0.4 .3' 4.8 13.8 12.3

O. 4-0.6 4.r 8.9 10.2'

0.6 -0.8 1). .3 , 7.7 10.4 17,7

0.8-1.0 .4 646. 7.0 15.0

1,0-1. .3 3.8 3.2 0.1

-1.4 .3 4.2 3.0 10.7

1.4,1.6 .3 3.5 2.2 9.8

1, 6-1.8 .3 4.8 2.6 13.9
tk).3 2.1 1.0

2.0-2.5 .6 4.3( 1.8
Of ix2.5-3.0 .5 5.8 2.0

911. 1 4

3.0-4.0 1.4 9.7 2.4 i
4.0 -5.0 1.7 11.7 2.4 "..,01 1,545

5. 0.and °tier- 3.0 26.6 4.4 44 7.1

Total 100 :0% 100.0% .100.0% $ 8
t

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, July 25, 1974 r
Office of rix Analysis

A";

*4.
i
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percent of net income and' that these firms-'accOunted for 47 percent of total
contributions. With' the exception of the utilit Artclustries-communication and the
electric, gas, and sanitary service industry-eac 'industry sector follows, a similar
pattern. More than half of the firms making con utions of more than $500 give
at least 3 percent of net income. The utility industri deviate from this pattern due'
to a number of reasons. One reason is that these i dustries are regulated, and a
critical legal-quefitjon arises over the right of a regulated company to request higher '
service rates dueto the cost incurred in making' a charitable contribution. Low
percentage levels of giving may be adceptabl to regulatory agencies. 'A second
reason rests on thd behavior of large firms in general. Independent of the industry
or level o'f government intervention, large firms,,whIld giving large absolute ,amounts,

5 u
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Table 8 _

Percent-of Firms and Percenfof Contributions Made by Firms, by Seleeted Leveli of Contrib-utidns
as a Percent of Net Income, by Industry (Corporations 00y), 19701

Contributions As A Percent of liet Income,

At Least 3
1

Percent At Least 4 Peicent 5 Percent or More

Industry

Number of Firms as %of
Percent '
of Total
Contri-
butions

Number of Firms as % of
ercent

Total
contri-
irtions

Number of As % of
Percent
of Total
Contri-
butions

All Firms
With Net
Income

firms Making
A Liontribution

of $500 or
More

All Firma Firms Making of
A ContributionWith Nef of $500 orIncome More

AU Firms MakingFirms
With Net .

A Contribution

Income v. More

Agriculture

Mining

Contract construction

Manufacturing

Transportation
Communication

Electric, gas and
Sanitary services .)

Wholesale trade

Ritail trade
Finance, Insurance

and real estate
Services

Total

2

2.7%

5.3
6.e

10.1

3.2
4.6

2.8
. 8. 0

5.7

4.6
4.0
6.1%

.

^

,

1

61.'6%

4E5 , ,

64.1
18.6
58.3

,-)
. 47.6; 1

-.. ,

28.4 '.
59.1
71.0

59.6
69.4

.60.4%,

59.3%

33.6
61.0
41.1
67.5
27.4

-..)

23,9
62.8
47.3

60.5
61.2
47.0%

2.1%

3.9

5.0
7.8

2.4
3.8

1.8

5.9
4.4 er

3.6
3.2
4.7%

48.4%

35.4

47.1

37. 7

-48.2

38.5:

18.8

43.3

55.6

46.5
54.9

'46.5%

.
)

(38.0%
29.3

, 47:9

33.7
58.2

27,0

20.3
(50.1

35.6

50.4

15.9
p8.3%

(1.4%

1

2.2
I, 3.1
j 4.9

1.7

1.6
3.6

2.4

13.0%

.

31.3%
20.3
29.3
23.8
24.1
25.'

16.4
26.7
35.4

31.2
37.0
29.4%

27.0%

15.2

31.2

24.2
46.5

7.5

16.5

32.2

23.5

35.9
32:5
26.6%

Office of the Secretary of the Tieasury, Office of Tax Analysis
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tend to limit their contributions to a lower than average percent of net income, and
clearly the utility industries are, for all practical purposes, dominated by a handful
of giant cOmpanies.5

Tables 5 through 8 are concerned priMarily with the size of contributions both
in absolute terms and in relation to the net income of the firm. Tables 9, 10, and
11, however, are concerned more with describing the firms making contributions.
Table 9 provides a description of charitable contributions by industry group. While
only 36.5 percent of all firms with net income made charitable contributions in
1970, these firms controlled 83.4 percent of total assets, which supports the
contention that contributing firms are larger than average. This fact holds in every
industry group of Table 9 with the effect most pronounced in the two utility
industries where more than 95 percent of the assets are controlled by firms making
contributions. The two utility 'industries are also*differentiated. by their relatively
large average contribution which is more than S times the average contribution for
all firms, $790.

The manufacturing sector stands out most notably in the area of charible
contributions with 48.1 percent of firms with positive income making a contribu-
tion. These firms control 95.1 percent of the assets in the.manufacturing sector,

.which is the highest participation rate of all sectors excluding the utility industries.
In addition, this sector accounts for 50 percent of all contributions while
accounting for only 19 percent of total assets and 12 percent of total firms.

Tables 10 and 11 look at much the same items as in Table 9, but are tabulated
by asset size rather than by industry group2The first four columns of Table 10
show the percent distribution of selected items by asset size class. As indicated
above, the large firms dominate most business activity. Eighty-five percentof all
firms own only 3.9 percent of total .assets and produce only 12.8 percent of net
income. The role of these firms in the charitable contribution area is also minimal.
They account for only 7.1, percent of total contributions with gifts averaging less
than $100 at a level of only about 0.4 percent of net. income. .

Of course, as asset size increases, the absolute level of average contributions
increases, to a high of nearly $650,000 for firrnwith $1 billion or more of assets.
More interesting, however, is the pattern shown when contributions are expressed-as
a percent of net income. Relatively large firms with assets of between $5 million
and $500 Million give at a level of about 1.2'percent of net income, higher than the
level given by smaller firms. The percent drops to 0.8 percent for giant companies
of $500 million or more of assets which is slightly lower than 0.9 percent average for
all firms.

Table 11 shows the participation of firms with net income in;,the charitable
contribution area by asset size class. As asset size increases, the percent of firms
making a contribution increases. While there are only slight variations in the higher
asset size groups for firms with net income, for all firms the participation rate drops.
tot75.4 percent in the $1 billion and over ,asset size class from a high of 86.7'
percent-in the $500 million to $1 billion size class. Eighty-five of the 346 firms in
this clag del, not report charitable contributions. The percent of assets owned by
firms reporting contributions follows much the same pattern as the percent of firms,
With the reption of the largest size class. Apparently, those making contributions
in that cla

e

(are smaller than the class average. Of course, contributions as a percent
of net income are higher when noncontributing firms are excluded, and the pattern
changes considerably across asset sire classes. While the pattern is not monotonic,
the general trend is an increase to 1.6 percent of net income in the $500,000 to $1
million size class and a gradual decrease to 0.9 percent irr the two largest asset
classes.

-.6ev.
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,...
Percent Diieribution of Firms, Charitable Contributions, and Average Contributions for Firms With

Net Income, by Major Industry Group, 1970 .

Table 9

Agriculture

Contract.Construction

Copp enicition ,

Electric, ga-e, anal
sanitary services

Whofemile

Retail trade

Finance, insurance, and
real estate

Services

Firnis

Firma Malang
Contributions Percentas a Percent ofof Total of TotalTotal Firma in

the Industry

Assets

Total,

2,0%

.7
8.1

Assets of Fir Rerseet of
Maki* a Co ri- -""\, Charitable

*guys of All
Percent ' Contributions

, Firms k thewustry;-

20.0%
32.5

<,

34.4
12.0 48.1

.9 25.4

44.3,

.4 26.9
11.8 41.2
21.9 35.7

24.9 2. 8
14.8 27.

100.0% 38.5%

Ayerage
Contribution
(in dollars)

\
78,,..7 v .6 .4)17'41.1"14441\444*41-

... 52.2%`

--,.1.2 68.8'..,- _ ."'

,-.../1-10. . 95.1
, 1\.5'i!;1; --

----,`.
'

1.7 -.." ____ --75.4"-
_97,7 't '

ah

t 290
.1

3,320

4.2
2.7
3.3

47.0
17.2

100.0%

95.7
76.0

75.3
ti

A
79.5
62.6

83.4%

1.8r\ -r

3.1

4.1

9.1

17.2

3.6
100.0%

490

"-5,280

770

450,
3.1

5501224,\,

190 (:,zs

$ ;790

Office, of the Secretsfry of the Treasury,
p ,. Office of Tax I ysis February 18, 1975
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Percent Distribution of Firms, Assets, Charitable Contributions, and Vet Income and
the Average Contribution Per Firm and Contributions as a Percent of Net Income )

for Firms Having Positive Income, by Asset:SI.ze classri970

Asset Size
(in thousands)

4,

Percent Distribution Average
Contribution

(In thousands)

Contribution
as a Perces*
of Net IncomeFirms Assets Contribution, Net Income

$0 2.1% 0.0% .5% .8% $ .2 .5%
$0-25 16.4 .1 .1 .6 .0 .1
$25-S0

"*...
1..24.5 .2 .2 .8 4 .2.

$50-100 , 17.6 .5 .5 1.8 4 .3
$100-500 36.3 3.1 5.8 8.8 .1
$500-1,000 7.0 1.8 4.7 4.4 .5 1.0

,$1,000-5,000 5.6 4.2 11.5 9.5 1.6 1.1 '
$5,000-10,000 1.0 2.6 5.2 3.9 4.2 1.2.
$10,000-25,000 .8 4.8 6.2 4.8 5.9 1.24111.

$25,000;50,000 .3 4.2 5.2 4.1 12.6 -1.2
$50,004-100,000 .2 4.5 4..6 4.4 20.9 1.0
$100,000-500,000 .2 13.2 18.3 14.2

4e85.9=
1.2

$500,000=1,000,000 7.7 ' 8.6 ;9.9 229.9 .8
$1,000,000 and over 53.1 '28.6 31.9 643.7 .8

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ) 100.0% $ .8 .9%

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis`

Less than .05%
**Less thin $50

3
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July 26. 1974
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Firms, Assets, an.cfraefitigome for Firms Waking Contributions as a Percent of All Firms,
by Asset Size Class for Firms With Positive Income (CorpOtationspnly), 1970

Asset Size
(in thousands)

Firms Assets _ -,*;Netincortte,,

Average
Contribution
(in thousands)

Percent
of Total
Firms'

Firms Making a
Contribution as a Percent
P°1.°04 Pl Total of TotalFirms in the'
Asset Size Class,_,

Assets of Firms
Making a Contri-
bution as

cent of total
Asses in the

Asset Sizil Class

_ 2 Net-Incontte.of -
Firms Maldng a

Percent' 'Contribtitients
-Or-Total Percenl'OrTotal

, Net income in the
- Asset Size Claris

contribution
as:a Percent -

of Net income

$0 1.0% 15.5% 0.0% 0.0% ---- .5% 53.0% j 1.2- 1.0%
$0-25 6.2 18. 0 S 18.4, .1 14.6 .9
$25-50 7.4 23.8 .1 !- .2 20.0 .1 1.2

9_
.24.1

$50-100 13.0 29.7 I .2 0.0 .6 26.3 .1 1.0
$100-500 42.4 4E4 .- 46.0 4. Y 42,9 .3 _1.4
$500-1,000 11.9 58.1 1.4 58.6 3:4 . 62.4 1.0 1.6

7vr'$1, 000-5,000 11.5 67.9 4.1 v 68.6 9.0 76 2.5 1.5
$5, 000-10,000 2.4 79.0 2,9 79.1 4.1 _84.4_ 5.3. 1.5
$10,000-25;000 2.2 83.5 5.7 83.8 5.1 86.4- tit 1.4
$25, 000-50;000 .9 85.4 5.2, '85.1 4.5 14.7 1.3
$50,000-100,000 .5 83.3 5.3 83.0 4.6 84.6 25.1 1.1
$100, 000-500.000 .4 84.4 15.9 84.7 16.6 88 "_ 4 101.8 .; 1.4
$500, 000-f, 000, 000 1- 86.7 9.7 87.4 11.5 94.5 265.2 .9
$1000. 000 and, over .1 '15.4 47.7 62.9 36.1 91,8_ 854.3 .9

Total 100.0% 36.5% 100.0% 70.0% 1000% '-"--rattk - j 2.5 1:2%

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis

Less than .05%
*Less than $50

5,14

February 18, 1975
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Footnotes
tie

, .

1. The 5% limit is computed without regard to the charit able deduction.

2. A corporation may contribute the use of its employees ratheithan making a gift of cash nor
property. If the former type of gift is made, the deduction is repprted as a business expense
rather than as a charitable contribution. Contributions reported as business;xpenses cannot be
tabulated, and thus are not included in total zontributions..This qualificatioA holds for all such
references in the papery

-

3. The statutory limitation is 5% of taxable income pli/s The charitable contribution and
excluding "certaih items such as the deduction for domestic dividends received, interest on U.S..
obligations, Western Hemisphere Trade deductions and a few ocher less important items. These
ex9,Iusi,ons, in effect, limit the deduction to 5 percent of net income. plus thip amount of the

contribution.

4. Charitable' contributions above the 5% limit may be carried over to the 5 succeeding taxable
years, and these years are also subject to the 5% limit. This fact points out one further
shortcoming of the data. The contriliiirfbns in the corporate file refer to the amount taken as X
deduction in 1970. To the extent of carry forwards, the deductions reflect contributions made
in prior years.

5. Forty-one companies, which is only 0.5% of the number of firms in the two industry sectors,
have assets of more than $1 billion and control more than 70% of the assets of the two
industries.

t
1
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CORPORATE CHARITABkE CONTRIBUTIONS

R. Palmer Baker, Jr. t and J. Edward Shillingburgt,
mot

Introduction

Business corporations, which control the most dynamic aspects of the nation's
economy and much- of its wealth, provide less than 5 percent of all philanthropic
contributions. Estimates of total charitable contributions, by source, for 1972 and
1974 are as follows:'.

. 19721 , 1974
Source (in billions)* (in billions)

Individuals $16.91 74.6% 1;19.80 78.5%
Bequests 2.73 12.0 2107 8.2
Foundations 2.20 9.7 2.11 8.4
Corporations .84 3.7 71.25 4.9

. . . .

But the amount provided by corporations is an extremely important portion.. In
absolute amount it is greater than the 1971 federal income taxes raised from
individuals .in each of 32 states and is slightly less than the 1973 federal
expenditures fol. agriculture and rural development.2 The average size of gifts made
by corporate donors is usually substantially greater than those of individuals. Finally,
individual giving in large part goes to religievo, organilations, while corporate
contributions are concentrated in the health, welfalt, and higher education fields.

Although corporate giving is an important element in philanthropy, ii averages
only about 1 percent of pre-tax corporate incomesubstantially below the percent
level permitted by the federal governratit for charitable deduction purposes, At.a
5 percent level of contribution, corporate giving for 1974 would be approximately'
$5.8 billion. This $4.63-billion increase would cost corporations only $2.22 billion,
with the remainder, through the tax deduction, being made up of funds otherwise

,

paid as taxes,
As a number olk commentators hate recently stressed, the charitable deduction

represents an indirect allocation of government funds for private action and thus
embodies some policy decisions on the appropriate role of private action.4 The
corporate contribution, in addition$6involves assumptions of customer and stock-
holder relationships. These assumptions are, seen most, clearly in the case of
regulated utilities, where the allo ance of the contribution for rate-making purposes

Unresolvedan resolved issue. '
Notwithstanding these poll es and tensions, it is generally accepted that the

business corporation has a substantial responsibility to the community in which it
does business'and 'that this responsibility is only partially met through the existing
level of charitable contributions. The purpose of this paper is to review the legal,
and tax considerations related to corporate givin& the sources and the disposition of
the bulk of corporate contributions, and to consider a rationale for corporate giving.

1Lord, Day & Lord, New York.
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I

CORPORATION LAW AND TAX FRAMEWORK 5

\

Historical Background

The legal authority for corporate giVtdrhas developed from very restricted
.beginrItngs. In the 1800s the courts, applying the general principle that a
corpofation possessed only limited povors, concluded that corporate support of
charitable causes was an ultra vires action since it was not expressly included among
the purposes for which the corporation had been organized. This problem faded as
states began toward the end of the 1800s to liberalize their corporation statutes to
authorize actions that were incident tc), the principal corporate purposes.

The next degrlopmental phase involved the judicial requirement that charitable
contributions benefit the corporation. CentributionsAvere sustained where they
rqflected business considecations and NyiliN they resulted in a reasonably direct
benefit to the corporation. These cases lai-gely involved what might be referred to as
"c9mmercial" contributions. Examples were contributions by railroads to attract
industry to the areas they served. Contributions involving' individual need wereprimarily directed to employee programs, such as programs for tubercular
employees, death benefits,, and business school's which were a source of manpower
for the donor corporation. Perhaps the first se to break witl).this pattern c4 giving
was the approval in 1924 ora railroad prictic of giving free passes to ministers.

One of the- reasons for the vitality pf the rporate benefit test was the federal
tax law, The Regulations und the 1921 and su sequent Revenue Acts permitted a
corporation only a limited d uctionas a bysiness expensefor those "donations"
made

)
for purposes connected with the operation of its business, .. whetz limited to
charitable institutions, hospitals cii educational institutions conducted for the
benefit of its employees or their dependents ..: [or] hich legitimately
represent a consideration for a benefit flowing directly to t e corporation ai
an-incident of its business.6

The' courts rigorqusly applied the benefit test of the,Regulation5, and thus upset
many contribution deductions. Congress, howeter, in 1935 extended to corporations
the charitable income tax deduction which had been available to individuals since
1917. 4sr. ;.,.i ,--tr.

.
... DevelOpments were significantly accelerated by Professor Merrick Dodd's
assertion in 1932 of the responsibility of corporate directors to conduct business in
the, interests of employees, cbnsumers, and the general publicas well as stock-

\ -holders. He argued that . , \
, .

' ... public opinion, which ultimately . makes law, has made and is today
\ making substantial.strides in the directidn of the view of the business corpora -
>tiop as an economic institution which has a social service as well as a profit-

aking function, that this view has already had some effect on legal theory,
that it is likely to have a greater increased effect upon the latter in the

r future.'

Present Corporate Law Situation

Bu mess. Corporations

T corporate law governing charitable giving is dominated by a New Jersey
Supre e Court decision and by legislative developments in almost all of the states.

tir7
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In the A.P. Sinith Manufacturing Co.case a New Jersey corporation with 300
employees had contriliuted $1,500 to Princeton Uoiversity prior to the enactment
of a New Jersey State law permitting corporate charitable gifts.8 The Supreme Court
of New Jersey sustained the validity of the gift on three altethative bases:

1. That the donation reasonably'promoted corporate objectives and benefit-
ted the corporationeven if only "viewed strictly in terms of actual survival of

'
1 the corptration in a free enterprise system" by virtue of a claimed interaction

of private institutions of higher education and the free enterprise system;

2. That the statutory con if of the corporate power to make
"charitable contributions was retroactive; and

3. That corporate haritable contributions were validaside from the
presence of a direct benefit or express statutory authorizationbecause of the
responsibility of business to the community.

This last basis for the decision is considered the most important since it
recognizes that business corporations have an affirmative duty to ,support the
community through _contributions. Howder, even under the broadest reading of
Smith, it is clear that there must be some reasonable nexus between the corpora-
tion' bus' ess and the contribution. Thus, a contribution fo a charity exclusively
for the enefit of an officer, or dominant shareholder would be open to question.9

On the legislative side, all of the states (except Arizona and Idaho) beginning
with Texas in 1917 have adopted amendments to their corporation law which
expressly authorize corporate contributions. These measures vary widely in their
detail, but typical of their basic principle is §4(m) of the Model Business Corporal
tion Act, which provides that every corporation shall have powe.r make dona-tions for til public welfare or for charitable, scientific oreducational poses."1°

Regulated industries

The legal otevelopments for charitable contributions by business corporationsprimarily reflected changed in attituclys toward the nature
of

Powers of
corporations. The question of who bears the economic burden of such contribu-
tionsthe consumer or the stockholderv as not directly raised.'' However, that
issue has been sharply presented Ifor' utilities and other regulated industries in
relation to the rate4naking, process. Blumberg' found that only a slim majority of
the 19- jurisdictions considering this issue at a judicial level had permitted a charge
against tie rate payers. Of the 26 jurisdictions that had considered the issue on an
administrative level, only 6 had permitted their allowance.12 A study published by
the Council for Financial Aid to Ed ation in 1972 found the following results:13

Favorable
Unfavorable
No policy

Policies Regarding the Allowance of Contributions as an
Operating Expense for RateMaking Purposes

judiciar Agency Staff
Ruling Ruling Lettera

lib
9

lb 15
19c 18

4

a:\ Responses of state public utility commissions to a 1971 AEC survey.
b. Does not includ&one federal rate ruling.
c. Does not include three federal agency rulings.

5184

4,
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Those authorities who disallow contributions as a rate, charge generally find an
absence of corporate benefit, as well as a concern that they reflect a levy on the
rate payers. Those favoring the allowance speak in terms of benefit and community
responsibility and frequently refer -to the reasonableness or modest nature of the
contributions themselves. The council study, analyzes these arguments in detail and
provides a convincing brief for allowance of contributions for rate-making

-
purposes.' 4

An interesting recent development.in this field is a proceeding filed in the Ohio
Public Utilities Commisssion by the Ohio Citizens' Council for Health and Welfare.
This action was sparked by a decision of the Ohio Utilities Commission to move
away from allowance of charitable contributions for rate-making purposes. The
complaint (attached here as Appendix A) is interesting for tI'e detailed reasons for
reversal and for the regulations proposedlto deal with such expenditures.

Present Tax Law

The federal charitable income tax deduction for corporations islimited to 3
percent of taxable income computed without regard to the charitable, net operating
loss, and certain other special deductidns.15 Contributions in excess of tha limita-
tion, ma.r..be carried forward and treated as contributions made in the five following
year's. Unlike the charitable deduction for 'individuals, no distinction is made for
percentage limitation and carry-forward 4purposes between contributions to public
charities and to private foundations.16

For individuals;Ithe standards for what constitutes a charitable contribution are
that the gift must be made to domestic governmental units for "public purposes,':
to do'mestic trusts, corporations and associations organized exclusively for "religious,
charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes," to certain veterans organiza-
tions, and to certain fraternal-societies. These standards also apply to corporations,
with two exceptions: (1) corporate contributions to trusts and other noncorporate
donees must be used within the United States, and (2) no corporate deduction is

.- allowed for contributions, in support of the charitable programs of a fraternal
'?crciety.1 ,

The rules applltable to individuals in computing the amount of a charitable
contribution of property for deduction purposes also apply to corporations. Thus,

_ fair market value_is the starting point, Gifts _of inventory ancrother property which
if sold would produce ordinary income or short-term capital gain are deductible
only to the extent of the contributor's cost or other, tax Basis.18 As a result, a I,
corporation generally will. claim no. Charitable deduction for the gift of an inventory
item but will take the usual bysines&-expense deduction for cost of goods sold. This
treatment of inventory items, adopted by the Tax Reform Act,of 1969, has reduced
a type of support that wits of great assistance to many charitable organizations.
Gifts of appreciated tangible personal property which if sold would produce long-
term capital gain are taken into account at fair market value, reduced by 62.5
percent of any appreciation, if they are given to a private foundation or are,given to
a public charity but put to a use not related to its exempt purposes.19

One current issue affecting corporate donors apregs, to be contrary to the
limitation that most contributions be used in the United States anid to the principle
of business responsibility to The -community. It involves the proposed rules for
allocating deductions between United States and foreign source income.20 Thee
rules treat charitable contiibutions as not directly related to the corporation's 6

income. The result is to require a corporation to allocate a contribution to a local
community fund between its United States and foreign source incomeon a pro rata
basis. This has substantial consequence for foreign tax credit and other technical
purposes. The comment of one group of tax professionals urging the allOcation of
contributions having a specific connection with a particular country to income from
that country is set out in Appendix B.

i9
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In sum, at present there remain_ no general corporate or tax barriers -to the
principle of corporate contributions. However, there remain difficulties over
technical aspects of the dedtictions, as well as the generaland subOantiafissue of
what in fact is "charitable:"

THE pSOURCES AND RECIPIENTS OF CORPORATE ONTRIBUTIONS

'Rate .of, Giving

. --The American Association of Fund- Raising Counsel, Inc., estimates 1974
corporate contributions at $1,250 miliion; about 0.8 percent of estimated corporate
pre-taX income and about 4.9 percent of estimated total contributions made from
all sources during 1974.21

)
Data for the period 1965-1974 p corporate-ccotributioni at slightly above 1

percent of taxable income: , 41
r

- - '1'..' 1
..,

...

Philanthropic Contribtajons ot4ortiorations
, 19654974

Year
Profits Before Tax

(in +billions)

..
Amount Contributed

(in millions)

._
. -., Contribu tionst- as percent of

pre-tax income

1965 S 77.8 S 785 1.01%
1966 84.2 .... 805 .961967' 79.8 830 1.041968 87.6 / 1,005 1.151969 84.9 1,055 1.241970 74.0 797 1.081971 83.6 ° 865 1,031972 99.2 1,009 1.021973 122.7 1,140 ' .931974 140.7 1,250 .89

Source: American Association of Fund-Raging Counsel, Inc., Giving USA (1975),pp. 168, revised October 1975.
_

Y

The rate of -corporate giving, compared with taxable income, has shown a steady
growth from 0.4 percent for 1936with peaks during the excess profits tax years of
1945 and 1953 of 1.25 'percent and 1.24 percent, respectively to .84 percent for
1974.

The Conference Board has conducted surveys of many corporations,both large
and small, for a number of years.22 The Conference Board's most recent biennial
survey of company contributions was conducted in 1972. It covered 443 companies
who contributed a total of $323 million, estimated by the survey to be a little more
than one third of all corporate giving.23 (See Appendix C.) The survey figiires
would not necessarily match tax return figures since it aggregates ditect company
giving with distributions made by company foundations and does not include
company contributions tq company foundations. However, the survey includes
estimates for gifts of materials and equipment.

5'40
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The Conference Board's '1972 study of 358 noninsurance compranies24 reflected
groupings of companies by rate of giving as shown in Table 2.

0',

ar, ,

Table 2

1972 Ratio,of Contributtons to Pre-Tax Net Income,
GrouPed by Rate of Grifing 1

linsurancecompanies excluded)

%Contriaiops
to Net Income
Before Taxes

1%
, 1-1.99

9933f .99
4;4.99
5.5.99
6.6.93
7-7.99_4
8-8.99
Over 9%

Total

tuber of

190
.10?

30
12..

3

2"
z... ., \ _ ; \ 2

... r-,
.. ' 1" , \

i , ,,` . .
......, ...,-, .0,-, P. ...' ..,..y: ,,, . , 0 .,,......\\-. \\

./: :::' ',..t I ' ' 0

sN , 5
....

\.,
-7 352a .

'

a. Income deficits were reported by 6 of the 358 companies.

Source: Conference Board, "Biennial Survey of CImpariy Qontributions," Report No. 606 (1973),
Table 4.

Other youpings of the companies in' the Confeience Board survey by size of
assets and by number of employees indicate that companies with smaller
employee groups and with smaller assets gave a substantially higher percentage of
their income to charity than did,,the larger companies.25 All of-these tabulations
indicate that the 5' percent charitable deduction" limitation is not a substantial
limitation on giving ,for many corporations. However, several corporations did
contribute in excess of that amount'

Recipients
--oto

The Conference Board Survdy also contains a detailed analysis of where
corporate contributions went. The companies surveyed primarily channeled their
J972 contributions into health and. welfare (42 percent) and higher educatiOn (33.6
percent), while civic improvements received a, smaller proppstion (9.14 percerit).
Only nominal amounts went to religious causes (OM percent); museums, performing
arts, and other, cultural groups received a so ewhat,higher, proportion (4.1 percent).
Table 3 gives a detailed breakdown of the Purposes for which amounts were
contributed.

The Conference Board's surveys during the period 195%1972 reflect a'nurnber of
trends: (1) Health and welfare and higher education are the 13rihcipal recipients of
corporate giving, although in recent 'tears they have declined a few percentage
points; (2) amounts given to culturaliand civic groups have increased substantially;
and (3) capital grants, about 14 percent of total giving in 1972, hav
substantially (e%pecially those to hospitals) from the approximately 20 per
found in 1965 and 1968. Table 4 summarizes the results of the Conference Board's
surveys 'made during*the period 1959-102.

5 2,11.
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The survey also' indicates that support by large corporations of public
broadcasting is a recent and substantial development.26

A 1973 survey conducted ,.by the insurance industry and limited to insurance
companies reflects a simItAr distribution of grants." The 135 companies,
representing more than 80Percent of the assets of all companie-s-belonging to 3
major insurance trade grOups, reported money contributions in theWnited States of
about $17.54nillion for 1972, as shown in Table 5.

III

COMPANY FOUNDATIONS
o

Use of Company Foundations

A number of business corporations employ affiliated nonprofit organizationstAr.
commonly called company foundations to administer part of their charitable
giving. (For purposes of this report, company fotindations do not include those
charitable organizdtions that were established primarily to carry out the 'charitable
purposes of the principal shareholders of the company.) The Foundation Center

--Istimates that there are about 1,500 such foundations. The Conference Board found
in 1972 that 223 (about half of . the 443 companies surveyed) had company
foundations and that grants from companies with foundations made up about.58
percent of the total $323 million of .charitable gifts made by the-dtpanies
surveyed.2 3 r

Use of a company foundation does not appear to lead to a different pattern of
distribution of funds. The Conference Board's 1972 survey (see Table 3) indicates-
that there is little variation in the fields supported by Companies with foundations
and by those without. However, a company foundation does enable the business
corporation to utilize additional techniques. Direct corporate giving, largely
determined by the company's profits for the year, reflects the fluctuation in the
company's year-to-year performance. By using a foundation, the company can
contribute in profit years and build upr a small corpus which is available to
supplement smaller contributions in lean years. This permits more consistent and
continuing suppbrt to charitable recipients and permits more long-term planning in
grant making A company foundation also permits better management by central-
izing responsibility for the program. And by concentrating Mil-1y of the charitable
programs in-one place, personnel will develop expertise in program development and
administration. Finally, foundation grants produce publicity for all divisions and
affiliated organizations. "

Typically, a business corporation having a number of plants and offices around
the country will divcje its philanthropic budget bdttveen local giving, and the
company foundation. the local plants and other operating units will contribute
directly to local community funds and health and welfare agencies, while company

,

_foundations will 'concentrate on higher education, including capital and research
grants and scholarship.

' Effect of Recent Legislation

The Tax .Reform Act of 1969 adopted a number of restrictions on the operation
of foundations that derive their support from a few contributors (so-called "private
foundations"). A 1973 Conference Board study found that these restrictions have
led tcr the reduction of the funds distributed through company foundations for a .
number of reasons, including the new rules relating to gifts of appreciated property
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Health and welfare
Federated drives: United Funds and the 1Dce
National health agenciel(not included above)
National welfare agencies (not included above)
Hospitals

Capital grants
Operating grants

..."1::/vili/ther local health and welfare agencies
';e..apital grants (excluding hospitals),

Total health and welfare

.F.dtication
Risher education

Scholarships

.

a

Fellowships bF

;Research grants (Qot treated as atisjueis
expense) 4

Capital funds
Direct unrestricted grants

..aits to state, area and 'national
:fund-rusing groups.

*duration-related agencies
Other

SecOndary education
Capital grants
Other

;Total education

Table 3
23.

The Company Contributions Dollar, 1972

. 443 Companks
220 Companies without

.Foundation
223 Companies with

Foundation
Thousands of

Dollars,
% of

Total
Thousands of

Dollars
% of

Total
Thousands of

Dollars -

% of
Total

$85,951 26.65% $38,372 28.50% $47,579 .'"
', 3,304 1.02 1,275 .95 2,028 1.08

-5,935 1.84 2,390 1.77 3,54,5 1.89

"* 15,974 4.95 6,231 4.63 9,7 5.18
1,919 .59 '699 .52 1,21 .65

14,39X 4.46 4,652 3.46 9,73 5.18
8,037 2.49 4,041 3.00 3,99 2A34, 135,514 42.01 57,662 42.82 73,852 41.43

\,/ .

13,837 i. i-- 4.29 - .. 4,993 3.71 8,844 4.71
4,559 41...1.41 2,135 1.59, ),424 1.29

4142 '-', , - 2.51"- '-- -----2;998 5,103 2.72
17,740 5,50 7,264 5.39 10,476 5.58
'37,299 18,867 14.01 '9.81

?`"-
,11.56 .4.8,431

8,497 2.63 3,356 2.49 5,141 2.74
3,151 .98 999 :74 2,151 1.15

'15,341 4 76 4,657 3.46 10,684 5.69

645 164' .12 480 .26
7,70130* 2.3k 3,659 2.72 4,040 2.15116X76 / 36.23` 49,096, 36.46 67,780 36.07
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Table 3 Cont.

The Company Contributions Dollar, 1972

t ;
443 Companies

220 Companies without
Foundation

223 Companies with
Foundation

Thousands of
Dollars

% of
Total

' Thousands of
Dollars

% of
Total

Thousands of
Dollars

% of
Total

Culture (cultural center rforming arts,
museums, etc.) * , .
Operating funds 10,462' 3.24 4,407 3.27 6,055 3.22
Capital grants 2,729 .85 870 .65 1,859 .99

Total cultural 13,192 4.09 5,277 *3.92 7,915 ..,,. 4.21

Civic causes (municipal and community
improvement, good lovernment, and the face)

Total civic 29,487 9.14 .11,962 8.88 17,524 9.33

Other .
Religious causes 1,293 .40 642 .48 651 ,35
Groups devoted solely to economic education' 2,318 .72 696 .52 1,621 .86
Groups in U.S. whose principal objective is . :-aid to other countries 3,418 1.06 633 .47 , -. 2,784 1.48
Causes other than above 16,604 5,15 7,984 5.93 8,620 4.59

Total `'other" 23,634 7.33 9,956 7.39 13,678 7.28
Dollars not identifiable because donee unknown 3,859, 1.20 699 .% .52 ' 3,159 1.68

Grand Total
..,

1. 322,564 100.00' 134,654 100.00 187,910 100.00

Source: Conference Board, "Biennial Survey of Cotripany Contributions," Report No. §,06 (1973), Table 1.

0
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Table 4

Percentage of Gifts Made for Various Purposes,
by Major Category

1972' 1970 068 '145' 1462 1959
>Number of

companies
reporting 443 401 401 ' 540 465 280'.
Total gifts $322,564 $%308,165 $263,387 $209,296 $154,142 $101,400
Health and
welfare 42.01% 38.57% 37.15% 41.5% 40.9% 45.1%
Education 36.23 37.64 38.81 38.4 41.9 19.1
Culture 4.09 5.32 4.95 2.8 5.3 2.9
Civic 9.14 8.14 7.19 5.8 - -

...Other 7.33 8.10 10.39 9.2 10.3 9.5Not
identifiable 1.20 2.22 1.51 2.3 1.5 , 3.5
Source: The Conference Board, "BiennialSurvey of Company Contributions," Report No.606 (1973), pp. 10-11.

1972 Compel));
(Number of companies

%

\\pan

Table 5

Contributions
reporting, 135)

Contributions
(in millions) Percent

and environmental affairs $2.17 1T4%

Social services and community affairs 8.45 48,2

Medical education vid research 1.71 9.8

General education 3.70 21.1

Research and education in business .82 4.7

Other .68 3.8

Total $17.53 100%

Source: Clearirtghouse on Corporate Social Respontibllity, "Results of the 1973 Reportini
Program of Lifeand Health InsurancecCompanies

on CorporatiSocial Responsibllity Activ ties'XDecember 1913), p. 11.c
le 1

and the damaging effect on foundation innovation created by the various excise taxprovisions." Indeed, the Conference Board found in its survey of 223-companies
with company 'foundations that 5i5, had made no contributions to the foundationsduring 1972,30'

To a considerable extent, many comAny foundations would seem to have morein common with the so- called public charities than they do with the traditional
family-foundation, Certainly the operations !of a foundation affiliated with a
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publicly held company are closely confined by the pressures of the shareholders for
dividend distributions and of the company for favorable publicity. And the
managers of the foundation are closely tied to the management of the company
itself. Family foundations have no similar pressures and restraints. Thus, it would
seem possible to draft legislation that would exclude from private foundation
treatment those foundations controlled by the management of companies whose
stock is widely distributed among the general public.

As a general matter, it seems probable that several of the private foundation
provisions should, in themselves, have little long-term effect on company founda-
tions. The self-dealing provisions (Code §4941) are not objectionable. While they no
longer 'Permit company foundations to invest or loan funds under any 6Ircumstance

_,to tliejr affiliated companies, that practice was never essential to the existence of a
company foundatidn and probably dld not have widespread use."

The minimum-distribution rules (Code §4942) should not be burdensome since
one of the reasons for utilizing a company foundation is to provide continuity to
charitable giving, These rules may, however, pose some problems to those company
foundations that have low income investments since their income may be
insufficient and they will have to use principle to satisfy the contribution require-
ment. Similarly, the excess-business-holdings and jeopardizing-investment rules (Code
§§4943, 4944). should not in themselves inhibit the use of a company 'foundation.
Indeed, through the exception for so-called "program related investments," these
rules provide a clear basis for a program that formerly was in a gray area between
income-producing investments and charitable grants. Loans and equity investments
may now be made in ghetto businesses where the primary purpose is to assist (that
is, "charitable") and there is no significant purpose to- seek a return.32 Similarly,
the lobbying and election activities rule (Code §4945(d)(1)-(2)) do not pose real
problems,for company foundations. The affiliated business entity may deduct as a
business 'expense the costs orits direct expenditures for lobbying on matters of
direct interest to it. However, it may not deduct expenses of ';grass roots" lobbying
for legislation, or any expenditures relating to political campaigns.33

On the other hand, the expenditure-responsibility rules on grants to organizations
other than public charities and the detailed steps required for grants to individ-
uals,34 combined with the potential foundation-manager tax," have a substantial
dampening effect on company foundation grant programs. Company fdundation
managers, although experienced business managers, may find these rules so
bothersome as to lead them to prefer outright grants to established charitable
organizations.

In addition, the costs of operating a charitable program through a company
foundation have increased substantially. First, Qle 4 percent tax on net investment
income reduces the funds otherwise available for the foundation's program, although
the tax rate is less than that applicable to the business corporation itself on
dividends (7.2 percent) and interest (up to 48 percent).36 Additional administrative
costs are now necessary 'to satisfy the expenditure-responsibility rules on grants to
nonpublic charities and the procedutes for grants to individuals. Additional legal
costs are incurred to interpret the detailed regulations and to monitor grant
procedures and other matters. Finally, the annual returns (Forms 990-PF, 990-AR
and 4720), requiring extensive information, lead to additional accounting costs. A
company could eliminate many of these costs byconducting its charitable program
d irectly.3

There is ohe issue that is unique to company foundations scholarship programs
for employees and their dependents. While the regulations adopted under the Tix
Reform Act of 1969' provjcle substantial guidelines for the operation of such
scholarship plans by company foundations,38 the IRS has adopted an administrative
position that no grant under such a plan will be a qualifying distribution (and thus
not a taxable expenditure) if grants are made to more than 25 percent of the
applicants, The rationale is that programs benefitting any greater percentage of the
eligible employees are compensatory, rather than chairitable.39 This results from the
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IRS success in Johnson v. Bing ler, 394 U.S. 741 (1969), where the Supreme Court
hey jhat monthly payments made by a business corporation directly to _employees
on editcaroft leave who were required to return to its employ for a commensurate
period constituted compensation rather than tax-exempt scholarship payments. The
same result has been reached with respect to tuitiongrants.49

The IRS strict approach to company foundation scholarship programs appears to
be a misapplication of the Bing /er rationale. Such programs do not provide a means
of evading the Bing /er consequences on direct payments since it is doubtful that any
company foundation would, in view of the self-dealing rules, condition its grants
upon continued employment by the,company of the recipient or his parent.4.2 In
addition, while Bing /er dealt with a monthly substitute for a salary payment and
with a former and future employee, company foundation scholarship programs
involve tuition for qualified dependents of employees and have no relation to the
values of the services rendered by the parent-emplOyee. See Revenue Ruling 131,
1953-2 Cum. Bull. 112. (Amounts paid to assist \the rehabilitation of employees and
their families suffering injuries or property damage from a hurricane were not taxable
to the employees because the payments were not related to services but determined by
need.) Indeed, the Regula,tions expressly confer tax-free treatment on one type of
educational assistance for employees. Section 1.117-3(a) `provides in part:

If an educational institution maintains, or participates in a plan whereby the
tuition-of a child of a faculty member of such institution is remitted by any
other particip4tint educational institution attended by such child, the amount
of the tuition so remitted shall be considered to be an amount received as a
scholarship.,

If a percentage test is to be imposed, it would be appropriate to set it much higher
than 25 percent, at, say, 80 percent.42

ry

OTHER CORPORATE SUPPORT

Gifts in Kind

In addition to gifts of may, business corporations are an important source of
other support. Gifts of equipment and material are important, especially in the
scientific fields, since the availability of an item' may be more important than its
cost. The Red 'Cross and other relief organizations rely upon business for gifts of
medical supplies, food, blankets, and the like. Chemistry, physics, and medical
facilities depend upon corporations for gifts of expensive or unique .scientific
instruments, computers, and other equipment. Vocational training., schools receive
substantial support in the form of machine, tools, demonstra-tion equipment and
related materials.

Prior to 1970, corporations were permitted to deduct the 'fair market value of
such gifts. Under present law, the amount of such gifts,. for charitable deduction
purposes, is limited to the donor's cost in such items." We believe thit the
deduction provides no real incentive for such gifts. ConSideration should be given
to permitting a deduction in excess of basis where the availability of the item is
essential to the donee's exempt purpose, such as scientific equipment for a college
and food, and blankets for a disaster relief organization.

Moreover, there currently exists some uncertainty about the relationship of the
charitable deduction to the business, expense provision. Recent cases evidence some
resistance to the Internal Revenue Service's apparent position that the charitable

5 :7
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deduction is limited to instances of "disinterested generosity!: But these cases -Also
indicate that the Service may take the position that a particular transfer is too
connected with the donor's business to constitute a charitable contribution, but so
unusual as to fail to qualify as an ordinary and necessary business expense.44 This
uncertainty inhibiti. desirable innovations in corporate giving.

Personal Services

Business corporations are a very substantial source of personal services fOr
charities. This takes many forms. It includes financial, scientific, engineering and
similar technical personnel who 'are loaned, salary paid, to charitable and
educational organizations far definite periods of time. It also includes corporate
executives Who'participate in operating organizations, fund drives, and study panels,,
such as the Committee for Economic Developmea, on a largely after-hours basis.

The value of volunteers affiliated with corporations to charitable organizations is
immeasurable. The United Way community fund organizations alone estimated-they
had 20 million volunteers in 1974.45 The 1972 insurance industry survey of 131
companies estimated that 48,044 employees were involved in community or civic
work, with about 4,300 released during normal business hours fOr volunteer work
and 156 loaned to government or community agencies full time with the company
paying their compensation.46

The charitable income tax deduction does not extend to gifts of services. While
salaries of such employees are ordinarily taken as business expense deductions, they
would also be deductible by employers as an indirect contribution in the same way
that the parking and other out-of-pocket costs of a volunteer are deductible. And,
there is probably little abuse. The employer, even with the salary deduction, still
pays more than half of the cost. Substantial administrative problems would be
presented by efforts to allocate salaries between business and charitable work,
'especially when after-hours time is used. Motives for undertaking such work are
often mixed, involving consifidations of community welfare and detached
generosity, as well as company presence, publicity and good will, and personal
advancement:

The real problem with ContribUted services, is the inability of the self-employed,
in ludirlg partnerships, and the employee pursuing his own charitable work to
o rain similar treatment. They are limited° to their ,out-of-pocket costs, such as

sportation, incurred an connection with rendering services to charity.
Corporations 'Contribute in other "ways, such as making donations to match those'

of its employees and Organiin work-study plans, teacher assistance, and a, variety
Of programs tailored' to spef corporate assets and charitable need.

= 0

CORPORATE
s

CORPORATE PART

1

,

Most of this report deals with outright gifts for. purposes that are clearly
charitable in'the traditional sense. I n creasi ngll, however,,business corporations make
expenditures and take actions involving their business activities that take into
account considerations of public need and benefit which are very similar to those
invdIved in a program of charitable giving. These actions range from decisions to
modify prodiliEts in view of environmental concerns to decisions to !Nest in ghetto
areas and to, hire and train minority workers." Are these part of a corporation's
program of charitable giving? e 4 4,

1
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The answer, of course, depends substantially on the details of the particular
individual program involved. However, tbere seems to have developed a larger
concept often referred. to as "corporate social responsibility" of which
charitable giving is only a part. For example, we find the following statement of the
purposes of a program one presumably consistent with corporate responsibility to
policyholders and. shareholders under which,the life insurance industry
committed $2 billion to. urban housing and employment-creating enterprises during
the period 1967 -1972:

The premise of the program, born of the studies and analyses into urban
blight and disorder in the mid-1960s, held that the inner cities were not
attracting investment capital needed to slow and reverse their physical and
social deterioration. The response of the life insurance companies was a pledge
to make investments that they would not have undertaken under normal
standards because of location, risk, or yield. Because the life insurance-
business has an important stake in safe and healthy urban areas, the program
was viewed as a buSiness response to a business problem and not as a philan-
thropic enterprise. (Emphasis added)"

The same life insurance group reports on involvement in community projects
employment of women and minority groups, environmental impact actions and
investments together with company contributions and individual voluntarism
under the rubric of corporate social responsibility."' Similarly, a Senate sub-
committee study on corporate responsibility lumps together efforts for product
safety, environmental protection, consumer education and consumer services with
public, service legal contributions, public broadcasting contributions, and similar
charitable efforts.5 0

Some of these activities, such as support of ptiblic broadcasting and public legal
services, doubtlessly represent new applications of traditional concepts of corporate
giving. Others represent new standards for what constitutes acceptable business
conduct or new principles of social-cost allocation. In any event, it is clear that the
concept of corporate giving is expanding and thato rationale for corporate philan-

, thropy must be equally dynamic.

VI

A RATIONALE FOR CORPORATE PHILANTHROPY

Accommodation of the conflicting economic demands and responsibilities of the
business corporation, its customers and rate-payers, its shareholders and .its.

-,commtinity is not easy. The legal standards adopted in the SmIth cake and ,mOit
statutes only mark' the outer, boundaries: First, t'a business corporation may
contribute to the community notwithstanding the absence of a direc't benefit.
SeEond, there mustbe some nexus between the donor and the contribution_ or,
perhaps better put in the negative, the contribution must not be made primarily to
further the individual purposes of the corporate managers. A universal guide is
needed, however.

The following excerpts illustrate efforts to adopt a thorough rationale for
corporate contributions.

Dr. Alfred C. Neal, "A More Rational Basis for Nonprofit Activities," 5 The Confer-
ence Board Record (January 1968) pp. 5_7.51

"In the clasSical system of economic thought, a company's objective is to
maximize its profit; it has nothing to give away. Philanthropy, like politics, is a
personal matter'. The business pays what it rnustras little as possible-f-for what it
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birys or uses anal-eturns a profit to the owners who in turn engage in such philan-
thropy as they tiocrSe':,.A number of economists and businessmen still subscribe to
this.View.

"With the separation of control from ownership and the growth of companies to
very large size, and with the income and inheritance taxes restricting the number of
'very wealthy individuals, corporate management became concerned with its social
responsibilities. The power and wealth of the company became very apparent; the,.
power and wealth of the individual became less important. But social needs
remained. Managers, being human Ancihaving consciences, could not remain blind to
disease, crime, injustice, poverty, and ignorance. The individual conscience and
humanity of management could be transferied to the company as an expression of.
company social responsibility

"The 'social responsibility' theory, at least in my view, derives in considerable
measure from this type of motivation, and I know a number of corporate executives
who think in these terms. It is a theory that must be invoked to support some
types of corporate philanthropy, but it is to me an intellectually unsatisfying one. If
it can be included in the so-called 'prudential' theory, I will be relieved.

"Another theory can be developed out of a realistic appraisal of the pressures for
Participation in philanthropic endeavors that are felt by companies. I prefer tcvall
this 'a 'Political Theory of Corporate Nonprofit Activity.' It derives ;from such
corporate ,objectives as protecting the investment; earning the good will of the
commu y; and achieving better relations with labor, customers, .and other interest
grow . Corporate powers are exercised with the consent of those who are subject
to em. Nonprofit activities are supported to assure the good will of groups and
interests whose favor is essential to the continued existence and growth of the
company and' the freedom of management to manage. I hardly need emphasize that
this objective is a very real one and that it can never be totally ignored. It is the
basis for much corpcirate activity these 'days to improve conditions in our core
cities.

"There is, however, a third theory that can be made to encompass virtually all
bjectives. It derives from 'the maximum benefit-to-cost notionthe 'prudential

i estment' theory. It is the corollary, in the nonprofit area, of the profit-
m imizing formula for classical economics. Benefits consist of objectives success-
ful pursued: protection of investment, better employee health and education,

,community and 'labor good will, a neighborhood that is attractive to executives.
'These benefits, in-the end, become part of the intangible assets of the company..."
Richard Eells, "A Philosophy for Corporate Giving," The Confer nce,Board.Rtcord,
(January 1968) pp. 14, 16- 17.52 '

"During the past dec'acle, there have been two different approaches to ,this
philosophy of corporate ,giving. Some say that the real imotivation for corporate

'giving is and should be entirely philanthropic done, thatls to say, for the love of
mankind alone, and completely as g public service: Others say that corporate giving 4
is a matter of straight tSusiness expediency and therefore a completely self-regarding
act. There are variations of these extreme positions, as well as modified views in

'between. There is a good deal of truth in spine of these position's,.but probably the
whole truth in none of them.

"The prudential basis of the donative rationale has always appealed to me as the
most reliable one in the long run. By the prudential theory' I mean that managerial
reasoning for good donative decision-making has to do with good business practice
far more,thanvith philanthropy. Corporate giving should not, I think, be governed
mainly by philanthropic principles but rather by the principles of prudent corporate
management. Managers should'eetainly take every deduction that the law allows for
gifts made from'corporate funds, but these gifts are justifiable mainly because there
are good reasons for such expenditures in the pursuit of a company's business
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objectives. The business objectives of corporations must not, of course, be narrowly.
limited to profit-maximization alone.

"There are similaritkes between this theory and a general theory of prudential
investment of corporate assets. Long-term benefits from wise investmentsay in
research and developmentare certainly within the range of good and rational
business practice by responsible corporate managers. Yet this term "prudential" as
applied to corporate giving has been questioned on the ground that it calls up
antiquated economic theory. To base corporate giving on prudential grounds, it has
been argued, is to ,elevate the pursuit of corporate gain erroneously to the level of
noble action in the public interest, much as the conventional wisdom in.economics
had seen the wondrous work of the invisible hand in an economy of shopkeepers.

"This allegation of wrong-headed economics as the basis for a prudential theory
of corporate giving is of course misdirected. A prudential theory of corporate giving
is not rooted in an economics Of corporate selfishness. It must be conceded, further-
more, that there is a substantial corpus of legal reasoning to substantiate managerial
donative action on straight philanthropic grounds. We should all welcome this happy
deve o pment. This legal reasoning can very well form a part of the rationale of
cor 'orate giving. But not the most impprtant part. For corporate giving, which I
bet eve to be far below what it ought; to be both in dollar. amounts and the things
suPported, ought to stand logically on its own feet. It needs to be justified in its
o,Wn terms as an appropriate corporate funftion, and should not merely follow on
the tail-of public policy... ' .

/ "As business has come to be regarded as a -profession and the corporation as a
major social institution of our time, there is also a strong trend toward the idea thatt,
corporate 'social responsibility' -demands corporate giving. It is sometimes said that
this responsibility theory competes with the view of corporate giving on prudential
grounds.

"The prudential approach requires those who'd() donative work to begin with the
company's purposes, its aims as a business, and to consider each donative proposal
as a means toward one.or more of these ends. Corporate giving can sometimes be
shown to be a very good, often the very best, way to achieve a company's business
objectives, Nor must it for one moment be conceded that this linkage necessarily
means pursuit of corporate self-interest at the expense of public interest. BOth can
be served.

"But under the responsibility theory of corporate giving, one is likely to begin ,
with completely exterior considerations with reference, for example, to those on
the outside to which a company presumably owes responsibilitiesand then to seek
a linkage of logic with company interests, if indeed any such linkage is sought at all.
It is quite appropriate to begin and end the logical process with reference to e

external. institutions in foundation philanthropy. But not, I think,. in the don Live
by a comPany component.r(A foundation is a non-businesS entity.)..."

'i .e.ii .,

W. Homer Turner, "The Societal Role of the Corporations," 5 The Conference Board
Record (January 1968) pp. 11, 1/53

"The corporation has been responding historically to five Internal pressures.
These have been, and continue to be, those from (1) stockholders for dividends, 2
employees (and their unions) for working compensation and other benefits, 3
governments for taxes, (4) customers for quality goods and services, and 5
suppliers for purchase of their materials and equipment. To these five forces, under
today's conditions and as a large part of the private sector, corporation managers
must now reckon with a sixth pressure. It is to save some part of the cash,flow for
the not-for-direct-profit eleemosynary institutions. The role of management is to
balance out these claims' prudently, including the newer claim for contribution aid
or philanthropic grants by thousands of units serving societal needs. Contribution
aid and philanthropic grants must be neither too large nor too small, and always
timely, if A healthy enterprise is to continue to be sanctioned.hal i d
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"And where do sanctions come in They arise from six external forces. Four ofthese are (1) the millions of units comprising the family, (2) the varieties of
spiritual experience represented by the church': (3) the state and its subdivisions asgoing institutions, and (4) the total economy including all the rest of economiceffort beyond that of the corporations. These four-family, church, state,
economy-are catalyzed by two other basic institutions, one designed for education
and training, and-the other (for fueling the whole of our changing society) science
and technology. It is the medley of the six, the anal public as the composite
electorate which sanctions and continues, halts or inhibits the life of the corpora-
tion as a social norm, and lays down rules affecting the right to manage risked
capital on an incentive enterprise basis.

"CoMmon prudence requires appropriate actions, to the degree commensurate
with a corporation's position and resources, to assist the march toward desirable ,social goals. Although no certainty can exist, it appears reasonable to suppose that
the corporation which is expert and alert in dealing with all these intwally andexternally posed forces 'is the more likely, to receive the needed sanctions to
continue to produce gdods and services profitably with the needed freedom ofactioA..."
W.J. Baunaol, "Enlightened Self-Interest and Corporate Philanthropy," Foundati ns,Private G*ing and Public Policy: Report and Recommendations of the Com Ion
on Foundations and Privale Philanthropies (University of Chicago Press, 1971) pp.
262, 274-275.

(Mr. Baumol. suggests that a way to increase corporate ontributionsis
cooperative corporate action. As a background, he notes that (1) corporations,seeksome benefit from their contributions, and (2) contributions purchase what
economists call "public goods"-items whose benefits flow to others as well as thedirect consumer.)

"The tonse9ence is another difficulty that characterizes the supply of all public
goods. The company that makes a contribution toward their provision is, strictly
speaking, not acting in accord with its own interest.' The term enlightened self-
interest is a euphemism which refers to a compound of facts: the public pressures
for a 'socially responsible' stance on the part of the firm, the social conscience of
management, and its hope that its own contribution will serve as an example to*
others. Yet as with other public goods, the output of these philanthropic services is ,likely to be well below what is optimal from* the point of view of all companies
taken together. Each one of them by itself will finance far fewer of such activities
than it would wish to do if att other enterprises were to undertake to match its
contributions.

"In this the irm is the victim of what has been described as 'the tryanny of the
small decision. Each company khows that its own contribution can make little
difference to, for example, the overall future of Itigher education. If others fail to \contribute, our firm alone cannot save the private universities;Vhile if others do
provide- sufficient funding, our company's benefaction will not add very much. The
net result is that education will not receive as ,much from industry as it is in.the
interests of private enterprise, as a whole to contribute.

"The resolution to the dilemma may perhaps be found by taking a lesson from
other public-good cases. The consortiut of business donors-may go far in dealing
with the difficulty. Consider a group of firms which benefit from the presence of aregional theater in their community. If those companies form an association, n

,,which each %pledges tO bear its share of the deficit of the theater, provided all other'
members also do so, then the connection between the outlay and the return will
become 'a direct one. The externalities will have been internalized. Each manage-ment will indeed be able to say to its stockholders that the outlay is a simple
matter of economics and sblf-interest. Morecrier, the cost incurred by each will be
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small, but the effectiveness of its contribution in preserving the activities of the
theater will be very substantial..."

VII

Changing-Concepts of Charity

A persistent problem is the evolving concept of what constitutes a charitable
contribution. While still retaining its core meaning of relief of the distressed and
support of the arts and 'sciences, charity today ranges broadly. In the past efforts to
recognize this evolution frequently took,the form of adopting statutes or regulations
designed to include, and thereby authorize, these developments. But those efforts
often lagged bend events; and the Statute, when enacted, soon had a limiting
effect, tending to freeze a meaning past its prime. A rationale for charity that
would avoid this process should be developed.

t,

Corporate Law

Professor Blumberg urges two changes." First, he recommends the adoption of
§4(n) of the Model Business Corporation Act to provide clear authority for
localized 9?rojects of a civic or quasi-governmental nature. That prov4ion would
authorize a;5`..leprporation ."to transact, any lawful business which the boird of
directors shall find will be in aid of governmental policy." In- addition, Professor
Blumberg urges the amendment of §4(m) to read as follows (brackets indicate
deleted material; italics indicates additions):

To make ,Idonations] expenditures for the public welfare or for charitable,
scientific, [or] educational, or civic pu rposes, .or for the betterment of social,
economic, or environmental conditions in any state or other Jurisdiction In
which the corporation is conducting business or in which its productare
sold.

Regulated Utilities

° As the Ohio Citizens' Council for Health and Welfare proceeding indicates (see
Appendix A), the status of charitable contributions for rate-making purposes is a
significant current issue. The elimination of contributions 'from the rate base will
undoubtedly diminish the funds available from regulated utilities and perhaps
provide a rationale for non-regulated companies to follow. There should be
developed a rationale for the allowance for rate-making purposes of a reasonable

.cotlevel of charitable contributions.

Tax Considerations

Aside from the treatment of gifts of equipment and other inventory items, some
problems of company foundations, and certain .technical aspects, the most
significant tax aspect is the lack of incentive provided by the charitable deduction.
The 5 perc nt limitation has little actual impact. Consideration should be given to
the, allow of credit against a corporation's federal tax liability for charitable
contributi s. The credit could be available for contributions of all kinds, subject to
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a specified limitation. Alternativitly; the credit could be limited to contributions to
certain types o organizations or in support of specified functions. The existing
investment tax c divand individual charitable deduction limitations provide suitable

,structural analog s.

Appendix A

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

OHIO CITIZENS' COUNCIL FOR
HEALTH AND WELFARE

Room -200
8 E. Long Street
Coltimbus, Ohio 43215

1

vs.

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
OF OHIO 4-$,

COMPLA /NT

1. The Ohio Citizen? Council for Health and Welfare was organized over .60 years ago, Is
incorporated under the Ohio non-profit corporation laws and is qualified as a public charity
authorized to receive tax deductible contributions pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code. The
Citizens' Coun01 encourages and stimulates citizen involvement in the improvement of voluntary
and public health, welfare and criminal justice services throughout Ohio. The Citizens' Council.
receives substantial financial support from United Way campaigns in more than 50 communities
throughout Ohio.

2. On November 28, 1973 The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio issued an Opinion and
Order in the Matter of the Application of The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company for
Authority to Amend and to Increase its Filed Schedules for Fixing Rates and Charges for
Electric Service, Case No. 71.634 -V. After partially disallowing the applicant CEI's charitable
contributions as an operating expenditure ft:1r rate making piirposes during the test year, the
PUCO announced the following policy:

...we hereby signal the industry that we are =Wing towards a policy decision that
charitable contributions should not be included at all as an appropriate item fOr rate base
purposes. j > '

3. In announcing this intended change, the PUCO has moved abruptly from,a position of
more than 25 years'during which reasonable charitable contributions were permitted as an
operating expense for rite making purposes to a position'of not including charitable contribu-
tions at all as 'an appropriate expense and, in Fl doing, the PUCO has Aot given due cmisidera-
tion, on the record, to the many implications of this policy change for regulated utilities, for
ratepayers and for the communities throughout Ohio/ whovhave a sake in this matter.

"Conoquently, the Ohio Citizens' Council, by this Coniplaiiiiests this announced poky
char* both on its own behalf and on behalf of all other dempt charitable, educational, health,
social, service and, like organi;*ations throughout Ohio.

4. The Ohio Citizens' Council recognizes an obligation on the'part of the PUCO to apply an
equitable rule in the regulation of charitable contributions as an element in the rate making, but
the Citizens' Council belleasIand avers that the announced policy is arbitrary and unreasonable
in failing fo, take into consideration a number Of-relevant factors including, but not limited to,
the following:-

Any PUCO ,policy which denies reasonable charitable. contributions of a legitimate expense
for rate making purposes ignores a commitment to the general welfare particularly applicable to
a regulated enterprise whose Identity with the public interest is inherent in the legislation which
gives rise to its existence.
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Any PUCO policy which denies reasonable charitable contributions as a legitimate expense
for rate making purposes will result in serious financial losses to a wide range of services in such
vital areas as health, rehabilitation, youth development, senior citizen concerns, education, child
care and human relations and will hamper related charitable organizations having as their basic
purpose the alleviation of human needs.

Any PUCO Policy which denies reasonable charitable contributions as a legitimate expense
for rate making purposes will result in the serious Impairment and disruption of the growth tnd
development. of essential community facilities dependent on contributions for their construction
and maintenance.

Any PUCO policy which denies reasonable charitable contributions as a Igitimate expense
for rate making purposes, with the resulting inevitable decrease in corporate contributions by
utilities, will have a compounding adverse effect upon the contributions of utility employees and
other individuals and companies who look to and expect pace setting leadership from utility
companies.

Any PUCO policy which denies reasonable charitable contributions as a legitimate expense
for rate making purposes tends to reverse the American tradition, firmly embedded in Ohio
public policy and practice, that voluntary organizations and the private sector shall maintain a
paramount tole in discharging social responsibility and in implementing social c nge.

Any PUCO policy which. denies reasonable charitable contributions as a legiti to expense
for rate rpaking purposes tends to stifle the evolving partnership between the ublic and

private sector which has, become a vital part of national and state policy as most recently
reflected in the 75.25, public-voluntary, financing of social services under the Social Security
Act.

Any PUCO policy which denies reasonable charitable,,contributions as a legitimate expense
for rate making purposes flies in the face of established public policy, buttressed by tax law Ind
nationwide leadership, that business corporations be encouraged to support charitable endeavors.

Any PUCO policy which denies reasonable charitable contributions as a legitimate expense
for-rate making,purposes places regulated companies at an unfair disadvantage as compared to
non-regulated businesses in discharging their community obligations.

Any PUCO policy which denies reasonable charitable contributions as a legitimate expense
or rate making purposes tends to deprive regulated companies and their employees of the direct

.

benefits of community, services, such as first aid training, which enhance the regulated
companies' productivity and ability to serve the consuming public

Any PUCO policy which denies reasonable charitable contributions as a legitimate expense
for rate making purposes disregards the interest of ratepayers, as citizens, in assuringethat
quafity services are available,as needed by any person in the community.,

Any PUCO policy which denies reasonable charitable contributions as a legitimate expense
for rate making purposes is without business precedent in according to customer_ratepayers a
special voice in determining bUilness expenses.

Any PUCO policy which denies reasonable charitable contributions as a legitimate expense
for tate making purposes confers, no appreciable benefit on ratepayers since the impact on the
rate structtire A minimal and, o the other hand, by reason of the foregoing considerations,
portends serious consequences.to tepayers as citizens and to the communities in which they

'reside.

5. The Ohiq Citizens' Council proposes, as a regulation consistent with the foregoing
considerations, and in discharge of the obligation of the PUCO to regulated companies and to
the ratepayers and communities these companies serve, the adoption of the following:

The PUCO shall, in any utility. rate proceeding, allow charitable contributions as In
appropriate item of operating expense for rate making purposes provided such charitable
contributions meet the following conditions:

A. Reasonableness of Expenditure. The charitable .contributions expenditure shall be

reasonable in relationship to the size and scope of the company's operations and shall not in
any event exceed that amount which is deductible as a charitable contribution for the purpose
of determining taxable income of the company for federal income tax purposes.

B. Public Charitable Recipient. The recipient of an allowable charitable contribution shall be
an organization which qualifies as -a "public charity", and, accordingly, is not a "private
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foundation", within the meaning of Section 509(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, asamended; that is, such organization shall be a religious, charitable, scientific, literary, educa-
tional or other organization which qualifies for exemption under Section 50l(c)(3) and which
receives a substantial po'rtion of its funds from the general public or otherwise meets, therequirements of Section 509(a).

C. Benefit to the Service Area. The recipient of an allowable charitable contribution shall be
an organization which conducts its activities "in substantial part" within the service area of thecompany or, in the case of a recipient whose activities transcend the service area, it shall
conduct Its activities "in substantial part" within the State of Ohio.

D. Status of Company Foundations. In order for a charitable contribution to a "privatefoundation" controlled by the company (a "company foundation"), to be allowable as a
charitable expenditure under this regulation, an amount equivalent to such contributions shall
be distributed to one or more "public charities", as hereinabov.e defined, not later than the last
day of the year following that in which the company made the contribution to its company
foundation, all in accordance with the principles contained in Section 4942 of the Internal
Revenue Code.

E. Contiibutions in the Nature of Employee Fripge Penefits. Contributions which do notqualify under the foregoing provisions of this _segujation may nevertheless be allowed as an
expense for rate making purposes if such contributions qualify as employee fringe benefits, such
as, for example, matching gift programs to educational institutions wherein the company
matches all or a portion of a voluntary %employee contribution or grants to colleges, universities
or technical schools, wherever located, if such institution conducts instructional or research
programs in subjects related to company interests and where there is a reasonable likelihood
that graduates would become employed within the contributing company's service area.

WHEREFORE, the Ohio Citizens' Council prays (a) that the PUCO consider and adopt the
foregoing regulation under which qualified charitable contributions by a utility may be allowed
as an operating expense for rate making purposes; (b) in furtherance thereof, that a hearing be
conducted at an appropriate future date wherein all utility companies and other interested and
affected parties may appear and give evidence in response to this Complaint; and (c) that until
the disposition of this cause the PUCO suspend further disallowancesof charitable contributions
in pending rate proceedings.

i'v
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OF COUNSEL:

Iho-mOsOn; Hineliid Flory
1100 NatiOnal City'Bank Bldg.
Ctevelanci,,Ohio 44114
(216) 241.1880

OHIO CITIZENS' COUNCIL
FOR HEAL AND WELFARE

By

0

Matthew J. Hatchadorian, Esq.
One of its Attorneys

1100 National City Bank Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
(216) 241-1880
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4ppendix B

NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
TAK -SECTION,

Proposals fiiitt Improvement of Rules for
Allocation of Deductions Between Foreign

and-U.S. Sourie Income (1974) §IX-13; pp. 169-171*

D. Charitable Contributions

The 1966 version of the Proposed Regulation stated in paragraph (a) (3) (vi):

"The deduction for charitable contributions allowed by section 170 shall be considered
a deduction which is not definitely related to any item or class of gross income unlessIt
was Incurred in whole or in material part;os a result of, or Incident to, the taxpayer's
trade or business. For example, if a corporation, which is engage in manufacturing.
activities in city A in the United States and city B in a fore' country; claim a

,deduction for a contributiorr to the Community Chest of city 47, ch deduction shall be
considered to be definitely 'related to the items or classes incothe generdte'd

...its manufacturing activities in city A." (Emphasis adde

Certainly this approach seems more realistic than.the one (requiring ratable allkatlon for all
chatitable contributiohs) reflectein the new Proposed Regulation.

Account should also be taken of the fact that the deloction granted by 1.R.C. Sectio6 170 for
nstr charitable contributions is generally limited to contributions made to U.S. entities. M eover,

the provisions dealing with nonresident aliens and foreign corporations (I.R.C. Sectio 8791%)
(2) and 882(c)(1)(B) permit such foreign taxpayers to claim a full deduction for charitable
contributions allowed by Section 17'0, without having to apportion such deductions between
U.S.-source and foreign-souree income. The same is true, as we have seen, under Sections,
911149 and 9311d)(2)(C).4" These considerations raise the question whether Congress could
reasonably have intended that foreign taxpayers (and U.S. taxpayers entitled to th'e,benefits of
Sections 911 or 931) should be entitled to attribute their' charitable deductions entirely_ against

a
U.S. taxable income, while all other U.S.' taxpayers should be required to apportion,their
charitable deductions in part to foreign-source gross income (antiiiherebrein substahii, 'tisk kiss .

of part of the tax benefit for the deduction, since it is not likely that the foreign tax system
involved would Omit a deduction for these Items). It seemsynost unlikely that Congress could)

1have intended this result .,-_). .

Accordingly, we believe thg the proper treatment of charitable deductions under I.R.C.
,SEctions 861-63and the one (lost consistent with other pertineo.I.provisions of the Federal

. Income tax statuteis to treat them as being definitely' related to Cf.t;source income and not as
..- falling within the katabie category. .,-- .

*Reprinted in 29 Tax Law Review 397 (1974).
149 See Reg. HL911-1(a)(3); 1.911-2(d)(6). 1
ISO The Proposed Regulation does not indicate how the taxpayer should resolve the conflict
between its provisions and the conflicting provision of Section 931, whicit is an, "operative

dsection"
for purposes of the Proposed Regulation. Clearly however the statutoly provision

would 4prevall (as in the case of the similar proVisions of Section 873 and 8112, `which are
41/4 expressly recognized by a cross'refereoce in Prop. Reg. §1,861:8(e)(9)).
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Appendix

BIENNIAL SURVEY OF COMPANY CONTRIBUTIONS;

)(Miff H. Watson III

A ReKarch Report From The Conference Board (1973)

1875

Company eontribbtions to health and welfare, education, the arts, and civic and other causes
in 1972 showed an increase when compared with 1970, although the gain in corporate earnings
outpaced the rise in giving: Conseqtiently, according to the Conference Board's survey of 443 .
companies, contributions as a percentage of corporate pretax income stood at 0.73% compared
with 0.82% for 1970.'

'The uival tendency for higher rates of giving to prevail amonglmallei companieswas evident
in this survey as it was in earlier ones. However, companies ith 25,000 and more employees,
which made up one fourth of the sample, accounted/ f two thirds of, the contributions
reported.

The distribution of the gift dollar among the sever categories of beneficiaries remained in
much the same proportion as in 1970 despite a slight gain by health and welfare agencies. The
most significant change reported in the allocation of the ;323 millions in grants was a marked

reduction in capital giving in all areas of support.
Grants by company foundations as opposed to direct company grants accounted for 58% of

all giving in 1972 as agajnst 60% for 1970. Moreover, 35 of 'the 223 companies with founda-
tions^reported that they made no grant to their foundation. during the year (see Table 1). It is
too early to say whether the Tax Reform Act of 1969 was a significant factor in these
dcvelopments.2

t. About This Survey

This survey presents an analysis of company contributions paid out to beneficiaries in the
United States during 1972. Ba,sed on the experience of 443 companies, it provides data which
will enable those in business 'and industry who are "concerned with distribution of the contribu-.
,tions dollar to relate their company's giving.to thattif other Urn* of tmilar size and interests.

Approximately one and a half million corporateincome tax returns are filed annually with
the Internal Reve'nue Service. Though the Conference Board's sample.of 443 companies is small
and is heavily weighted by, large companies, the aggregate gifts of ;323 million reported by
participating companiett account for a little more than one third of all company giving; also, the
report is'unique In that the analysis of the contributions dollar by major areas of support and

- the presentation of most of the giving ratios are not to be found elsewhere.
For companies with foundations this report includes payments by the company to 'various

causes as well as similar payments made by Its foundation. It does not include payments by a
sponsorin); company to its foundation since pith, funds may not necessarily reach charitable and
philanthropic causes for some. time, remaining Instead a.s,part ot the. corpus of-the fpundation.
Thus, Conference Board figures are not necessarily the same as those a company reports to the
Internal 'Revenue Service for tax purposes: Like those statistics, donference Board estimates
intrude tag deductions taken+ by companies for gifts of material and equipment.

The number of companies reported in the several tabulations varies for two reasons: (1)
cooperators ts the survey did no always reply to all questions, and (2) "Net income," as used

,0y industrial companies, is not applicable for insurance companies which are not included ip,the
tables reporting net income.

4 444

*Reprinted with 'permission of The Conference Board, Nevi'Yerk, New York.1
The Bure'au of Internal Revenue Service estimates corporate contributions for 1972 at 5%

above 1?70.; corporate net income before taxes rose 32% during the same peridd.
2 The Impact 6f the Tax Reform of 1969 on Company Foundations, ,Report No. 595, The
Conference Board,- 1973.
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Table 1

The Company Contributions Dollar, 1972

s

443 Companies

Thousands of
Dollars

229 Companies without
Foundation

223 Companies with
Foundation

% of , ,thousands of
Total _ Dollars

4toafi Thousands of % of
Dollars e:.% Total

lieFalth and welfare
ederated drives: United Funds and thdlike

National.health agencies (not included above)
Nationpl welfare agencies (not included above) .

Hospitals'
Capital/grants. .....
Operating grants... . ,

Other fecal health and welfare agencies.. .

Capita grants (excluding hospitals).... .

otal health and welfare... ....

Educa ion
HIg er education

holarships
ellowslilps. . . : .

Research grants (not treated as a be. siness
expense)

Capital hinds. .

Direct unrestricted grants .

Grants to state, area and national
fund-raising groups,

Education-related agencies...... .

Other..... . ...... . .1
Secondary education

Capital grants__ .

Other
Tidal education

S 85,951 26.65 -$ 38,372 28.50 $ 47,579 25:32
. 3,304 1.02 1,275 .95 2,028 1.08

e 5,935 1.84 2,390 1.77 3,545 1.89

15,974 4.95 6;231 4.63 9,742 5.18
s 1,919 .59 699 .52 1,219 .65

14,392 4.46 4,652 3.46 9,739 5.18
8,037 2.49 4,041 3.00 3,.996 2.13

135,514 42.01 57,662 42.82 77,852 41.43

13,837 4.29 4,993 3.71 8,844 4.71-
4,559 1.41 2,135 1.59 -4 2,424 1.29

8,102' 2.51 2,998 2.23 5,103 2.72
17,740 5.50 7,264 5.39 10,476 5.58
37,299 11:56 . gign,867 14.01 18,431 9.81

11,497 2.63 -., 1,356 2.49 5,141 2.74
3,151 .98 .74 2,151 1.15

15,341 4.76 4,657 3.46 10,684 5.69
e,
645 .20 164 .12 480 .26

7,700 X.39,,..1 '' 0,659, 2.72 4,0401 2.15
11E876 49,36:33.. .4 , 49,096

a -,1v
' 36.'46 67480. 36
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Tablet (Cattt.).&:-

1

s

i Culturecultural centers, performing arts,
1

museums, etc.);
Operatinrfunds ,

Capital grants. . .... '. . . ...... ...
Total cultural .....

Civic causes (municipal and community-"
improvement, good government, and the like)

Total civic.... ..... ... . . . . . ..... ..
7 .44 4,4 7

Other .

Religious causes.. .. . .

Groups devoted solely to economic education..
Groups in U.S. whose principal objective is

aid to other countries. ..,.. . .. .. . ...
Causes other than above . . .

Total "other"
Dollars not identifiable because donee is unknown

Grand Total

10,462
2,729

- 1.3,192

29,487

4

"
1,293
2,318

3,418
16,604
23,634
3,859

322,564
4

3.24
.85

4.09

9.14

'.40
.72

1 1.06
5.15
7.33

. 1.20.
- 100.00

4,407
870

5,277

11,962
17

642
696

633
7,984
9,956

.699
134,654

'-...--,

:

3.27
. .65

3.92

8.88

.48

.52

.47
5.93
7.39
.52

1130.00

-

. 6,055
1,859

. , 7,915

17,524

7 ...t.

651
1,621

2,784
8,620

13,678
3,159

187,910

3.22
.99

4.21

9.33 -

. .35

... .86*

1.48
4.59
7.28
1.68

100.00
,.*

.
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The tabletable (entitled "The Contributions Dollar," following Table 111 provides a tabulation of
the contributions dollar for each survey beginning in 1959.

Additional Data Upon Request

The storage of these data on the Master Data Base File makes it possible, for a fee, to
prepare additional tabulatiqns if requested by Conference Board Associates.

The Rate of Giving

Changes in corporate giving generally parallel changes in company income. Historically,
however, fluctuations in contributions are of a smaller magnitude than variations in profits. This
pattern is continued in 1972, when tbe gain in contributions failed to equal the rise in company
earnings. Since tRe annual operating budgets of nonprofit agencies are less volatile in their
movement than profits, this pattern of giving offers them a greater degree of stability,
'particularly when corporate income is falling, than would otherwise be the case.

Table 2 shows that the lowest ratio of contributions to pretax income was 0.68% reported
by 87 companies with 25,000 and more employees. This ratio contrasts with 0.87% for
companies in the next two smaller categories and 2.40% for firms in the smallest category.
However, the magnitude of gift budgets is sharply higher for larger than for smaller companies.

Table 2

Percent of Contributions to Net Income, Before Taxes - Companies
Grouped by Number of Employees'

(Insurance companies excluded)

Company Size
by Number of

Employees

Net Income Contrs. % of
Number before Taxes. in Contrs. to
of Cos. in Thousands Thousands Net income

Below 250
250-499.
500-999-

.8
3

12-

$ 8,037
'\ 7,000

81,31V-

S 192
136
713

2.40
1.94

4..r..13,
1;0004, . 96 1,948,033 17,912 .92
5,000-9,995 65 2,541,457 22,021 .87

10,000-24,999 k 6,291,650 54,961 .87
25,000 and over. 87 29,179,383 198,276 .68, Total. . 358 40,056,371 294,211 .73

Mr'
Understandably,. much the same giving pattern 'obtains when companies are grouped

according ta'assets rather than numbers of employees -(ee-Table At .will be seen/ however,
that among the smaller companies the correlation of gift-income rat os to'company size is hot as'
sharp as when the companies are grouped by number of employees. ''''

There are companies in every group that consider themselves to*be leaders. Their high
propensity to give also makes fbr, wide variations about the average of 0.73%. For example, it Is
the policy, of several companies to give in the neighborhood of 5% annually. Accortg to Table
'4; ten companies contributed 5% and more. For Federal income tax purposes, companies can
deduct 5% of their pretax income for contributions but are allowed a fli:reLyear -carry fortvard.
Slightly more than half the companies reporting contributed at a rate 4f lessthan-1%,41th
another 30% setting their budgets between 1% and 2%.

4

Contributions per Employee

Contributions per employee is another yardstick commonly used for making comparisons.
Unlike 'the-ratios" dirctissed- above; this. megsp,pe. is applicable to all industry groups including

. r
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Table 3

/

1

Percent of Contributions to Net Income, afore Taxes-Companies
Grouped by Size of Assets

(Insurance companies excluded)

Company Size
by Assets
in Millions

GP '

Net Income Contrs. % of
Number cbefore Taxes in Contrs. to
of Cos. in Thousands Thousands Net Income

Below $15 .15 $ 225,180 $ 4,926 2.19
$15-24 4 13,733 135 .99,

25-49 , 12 57,566 972 , 1.69
50-99 27 282,201 3,672 1.30

100-199 . 41 729,826 6,566* .90
200 and over 260 38,777,466 278,039 .72

Total 359 40,085,973 294,310 .73

Table-4

Percent, of Contributions to Net Income, Before Taxes-Companies
Grouped by Rate of diving

(Insurance companies excluded)

% Contributions
to Net Income
before Taxes

Number of
Companies

190
1-1.99 107
2-2.99. 30

3-3.99 12
3

5-5.99. 2

6-6.99 1

7-7.99. ,,,,, . . .

8-8.99 . 2

Over 9%. 5

Total. . .3521

Incomldeficits were reported by 6 of the 358 companies.

F
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insurance companies. These calculations for companies in various size classes are shown in Table
5.

----highest-support per employee is fo mong the, smallec sompanifs,3 with_a ,tenflency for
grants to diminishas the size of the company expands. The overall average of ;34 is the same
as the record high reported in the Board's 1968 survey and compares with ;31 for 1970.'

An analysis of the firgues for individual companies shows great dispersion about this average.
For all reporting companies, gifts per emplo4ee ranged from ;1.45 to ;858.97. The twelve least
generous and the twelve mpst generous donors are depicted in Table 6. It is worth noting that
among the most generous companies are three with budgets exceeding $1 million.

3 For an analysis of practices in smaller companies see Corporate Contributions In Smaller
Companies, Report No.'603,1The Conference Board, 1973.

512,40,

../
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Table 5

Contributions Per Einplioyee -Companies Group'ed by Number,Of Employees

Company Size
of

Number of Contrs. Contts.
f Number Employees in pe$by Nuoolmob

Employees of Cos. in Thousands Thousands Employee

. , 11 1 ' $ 274 $ 174
750419 7 2 209 83

-500099 . 20 14 1,310 88
1;000-4,999.. . 133 344 24,039 69-

t--P*,;.....1.000-94999 . 78 564 26,622 47
10.*&147111%...t.1_, )7,0,1u...41467 62,739 40
25,000 and over . .., 92 , 11 . 204,575 29

Total. . 438 9,506 319,770 34

4W,

Table 6

.
lte Twelve Least Generous and Twelve Most Generous Donors-Contributions

Per Employee

Number of Contributions
Employees Contributions per Employee

LEAST GENEROUS

Company .1 2,736 $ 3,982 $ 1.45
I 2 5,000 8,000 1.45

14,000 27,000 1.92
4 -. 17,000 58,337 3.43

.5 3,000 16,000 5.33
- 14_00 - 16,991 5.82 -

7 5,000 30,750 6.15
8 ,900 60,963 6.84
9 11,000. 82,000 7.45

10 , , 14,555- 117,020 8.03
11 57,000 459,000 8.05
12 34,100 278,200 8:06

MOST GENEROUS

Company 1 1,450 $ 1,245,518 $ 158.97
44- - 2 - ?-- 168 -1 77,593' - 461.86

3 `-3,000 1,074,300 358.10
4.... . 1,255 385,850 307.45

., 5.. 3,750 1,116,672 297.77
6. 2,000 517,641 258.82
7. . 1,700 431,000 253.52

200 50,475 252.37
203 51,152 251.98

10 1,400 345,628 246.87
11... ,., 175 41,620 237.82

1,974 424,714 215.15
-
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4
Colaribtitions Related to Assets

r

Contributions as a Percentage la a company's assets is yet another yardstick for measuring
contributions, though it is employed less frequently than the others. Tables 7 and 7A show
these relaubnships for all participants and for nisurance companies only. Although in each
instance the highest- ratios are to be found in the smallest companies, there is not the same
tendency as with the other yardsticks for the ratios \to clirnipish as size of company increases;
indeed, there is very little in the way of a pattern when giving is related to assets., In the
instance of the Insurance companies, whose assets ar of an entirely different character from
industrial companies, contributions are minuscule When mpared with assets.

Percent of Contributions to Assets-Companies Grouped by
Number of Employees

Company Size
by Number of

Employees
Number
of Cos.

Assets in
Thousands

Contrs.
in Thousands

% of
Contrs.

to Assets

Below 250 11 $ 762 $ 274 .04
250-499 7 708 209 .03
500-999 18 6,771 1,097 .02

4,900 -4,999 0126 98,127 22, 310, .02
5,000-9,999 76 110,579 25,778 .. 02

18,000-24,999 95 193,650 60,249 .03
25,000 and over 91 708.810 203,776 .03

Total 424 1,119,415 313,696 .03

q0 Table 7a,

Percent of Contributions to Ease ts-CoFipatiies Grouped by
Number of Employees

(Insurance compinies only)

Company Size
byNumber of

Eciployees?-,
Number Asset
of Cos. Thousands

ij-11in Thousanas to*Aslits 1.4

Below 250 . 3 $ 391 $ 81 .020
250-499 4 4 , 73 ,010
500-999 4 2,503 150 ,006

1,000-4,999 23 32,693 3,254 009'
5,000-9,999 9 28,800 3,566

10,000 - 24,999 8 31,789 5,288 .01
25,000and over . 4 390,638* 5,500 .001

Total, 55 487,491 17,915 :003

Industry Comparisons

When the cooperating companies are grouped by indutry, it is apparent that manufacturing
firms give at a higher rate than nonmanufacturers (see Table 8). This is a familiar pattern and
is explained by the nurhber regulated industries in the nonmanufacturing sector. For
example, the relatively low rate for public utilities reflects the restrictions of some state
regulatory bodies on including time cost of contributions'in the computation of the rate base. A
'rate of 0.83% for manufacturers contrastswith 0.55% for nonmanufacturers.

544
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Table 8

Percent of Contributions to Net Income, Before TaxesCompanies
. Grouped by Industryrlass
(Insurance companies &eluded)

Net Income
4/ .1 No. before Taxes

of
Industrial Classification Cos. Thousands

% of\
Contrs. Contrs

in to
Thousands Income

Chemicals and allied
products 33414,326,122 , 36,668 .85

-Electrical machinery and
equipment 21 2,786,588 21;340 .80

Fabricated metal products 25 4,901,686 21,289 .43
Food and kindred products. 18 2' 1,033,114 9,974 .97
Machinery, nonerdctrical. 15 2,014,402 19,519 .97
Paper and like products 10 ' 501,967 6,743 1.34
Petroleum refining 15 3,454,333 28,633 8,3
Primary metal industries 19 1,010,206 14,828 1.47
Printing, publishing 6' 196,50 1,088 .55
Rubber, miscellaneous

plastic products . 7 268,117 2,187 .82
Stone, clay and glass

products 8 360,555 5,077 1.41
Textile mill products 10 193,145 8,122 4.21
Tobacco manufactureri. 2 749,000 2,868 .38
Transportation equipment 11 1,612,824 16,495 ' 1.02
Misc. manufacturing

industries.'. . 30 2,628,191 20,696 .78

Total: Manufacturing 230 26,036,850 216,536 .83

Banking . 40 1,595,902 17,141 1.07
Finance, real estate 6 523,343 3,137 .60
Public ,utilities a ,.52 7,233,008 31,820 .44
Tode, wholesale and retail 12 4,044,072 18,633 .46

' OtiVer ninmanOfacturing.- - 47 - -625,487 - 6,684 1.07.

Total: Nqnmanufacturing 127 14,021,894 77,417 .55

Total: All companies 357 40,058,744* 293,954 .73.

The highest rate recorded (4.21%ris for the textile group, again as in 1970. The'next highest
rates prevail, amtmg the following groups: primary metals, 1.47%; stone, clay, and glass, 1.41%;

paper,. land like products, 1.?4%;and i.transportation equ ipment, 1.02%. Among the non:,

manufacturers, the, banking group leads yittia rate of 1.07%.

Labor- vs. Capital - Intensive Firms

One of the basic principles that underlie sound corporate giving postulates that mutual
benefits stem from corporate contributions. In helping the community the company is
contributing to its own well-being. Since company employees avail themselves of the services of
many of the community projects funded by their companies, it-is reasonableWassume that
labor-intensive firms are on the average more generous donors than capital - intensive firms, other
things being equal. Table 9 shows the rate.of giving for companies grouped according to number'
of employees per $1,000 of assets.

545 -
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Table 9

Percent of Contributions-to Net Income, Before Taxes-Companies
Grouped by Number of Employees Per $1,000 of Assets

(Insurance companies excluded)

Employees per
$1,000 of Assets

Number
of Cos.

Contrs
in

Thousands

Net Income
before Taxes
in Thousands

% of
Contrs. to
Income

Less than .001 12 $ 8,308 $ 853,961 .97
.0010-.0029 33 10,236 1,259,240 .81
.0030-.0049 28 18,569- 3,598,192 .52
.0050-.069 19 16,913 2,471,270 .68
.0070-.0089 2 883 54,400 1.62
.0098-.0099 5 789 150,011 .53
.010 -.029 '109 , 137,193 16,483,230 .83
.030 ..049 79 58,779 11,368,636 .52
.050 -.069 38 28,436 2,291,925 1.24
.070 -.089 16 7,944 1,229,004 .65
.090 -.099 4 356 27,301 1.31
.1 and over 12 5,543 271,571 2.04

Total 357 293,954 40,058,745 .73

1883

The statistics would seem to bear out is hypothesis, for higher rates of support are
generally found am ro4gthe taborintensive co anies, rising as high as 2.04% among companies
having the largest number of employees ,per $1,000 of assets. Some companies below the
mid-point on the scale are, however, contributing at a rate equal to owbove, those nearer the
101,

Beneficiaries of Corporate Support

Who are the beneficiaries of corporate support? Health and welfare, and, education together
received about three quarters (78%) of the funds budgeted by industryr for ,contributions.
Although during the past two,suryeys each, nonprofit segrrientshared aimostiequally, health and
welfare won 42 cents of the gift dollar .in 1972, compared with 36 cents fdr.education.
Education's share seems to have stabilized thus far during the Seventies, following two decades
during which it was able to command an increasing portion of company gift budgets. As is
noted in Table 10, however, the support of both groups is broadly bald, with virtually all
companies (99%) supporting health, and welfare and 97% budgeting funds for higher education.

Civic and cultural programs, areas next in importance, fared about as they did for 1970 with
,civic causes receiving 9 cents of the gift dollar and culture 4 cents. The balance of 9 cents was
distributed to "other" causes as shownin Table 1.

Among the "other" causes are those groups in this country whose principal objective is aid
to other countries. Since U.S. business is expanding abroad, a number of companies foresee a
growth in support of such groups. A recent Conference Board survey" shows- an-increasing
concern among companiei for involvement in public service activities and their impact both on
themselves and their relationship with host countries.

Health and Welfare

More than half the grants (27 cents out of 42 cents) made to health and welf,.re are
channeled through federated drives. Another 5'A cents goes to hospitals, the next major

4
U.S. BusineskluRport for International Public Service Activities; Port 1: Support from U.S.

Headquarters, The Conference Board-, 1973.

546 ...,
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Table )0

Frequency of Support in Major Areas of Giving
(443 companies)

Area of Support
Frequency of

Company
Support

Health and welfare '
Federated drives: United Funds and the like . 98%
National health agencies (not included above) 43
National welfare agencies (not included above) 37

Hospitals
Capital'grants 66
Operating grants 38
Other local hospital and welfare agencies 76
Capital grants (excluding hospitals) 34

Total health & welfare 99

Education
. Higher education

Scholarships 56
Fellowship& 25

Research grants (not related to business
expenses) 22

Capital funds 52
Direct unrestricted grants 78
Grants to state, area, and national fund-raising

groups 52

Education-related agencies 41
Other . 43

Secondary education
Capital grants `. ' 9

) Tota, ;education
,

Culture
Operating funds 75

Capital grants 27

Total cultural. 79

Civic causes , . 83

Other
Religibus, causes . . 21.

Groups related solely to economic education 41
Groups in U.S. whose principal objective Is

aid to other countries . 18
Causes other than above . 56

+

.q..
recipient. Less than 3 cents is contributed directly to national health and welfare agencies,
underscoring industry'sp,reference, for local community causes.

Table 11 indicates that nonmanufacturingicompan. ies generally devote a larger share of their
budgets (54%) to health and welfare than manufacturers (37%). This same tendency is evident
among smaller .companies (see Tables 12 and 13). Table 12A, whith reports on insurance
companies only, reveals that one half (52%) of their budget is directed at health and welfare.

;

.tA

Ir'""
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Table 1 1

Beneficiaries of Company Support-Companies Grouped by Industry Classification

.

Industryllassification
Number of
Companies in

HEALTH AND WELFARE

Total
Giving United

Thousands Funds
National
Health

National
Welfare

Hospital
Capital
Grants

Hospital,
Opbrating

Grants

---/
Local

Agencies

Misc.
Capital
Grants

Total
Health &
Welfare

Chemicals and allied products
Electrical machinery and

equipment:- .

Fabricated metal products
Foodand kindred products
Machinery, nonelectrical .

Paper and like products
'Petroleum refining,
Primary metal industrtes ,
Printing, publishing .'
Rubber and miscellaneous

plastic products -
Stone, clay, and glass products
Textile mill products
Tobacco manufactures , .
Transportation equipment :'
Miscellaneous manufacturing

industries .,

Total: Manufacturing'

Banking
Insurance
Finance, real estate
Public utilities
Trade, wholesale and retail.
Other nonmanufacturing ..

Total: Nonmanufacturing . .

Total: All atnpanies.

37

21

26
.20
16
12
16
20

6

7
8

10
, 2

11

39

le
251

44
57
6

53
12

20

192

443

,

*.

.

'

S 40,795 18.7

22, at, 27.6
21.369 23.8
10,137 21.5

.19,651 19.0
6,883 22.4

29,407 17.1
15,283 29.2

1,088 2541

2,187 38.1
5,077 19.7
8,122 5.9
2,868 13.0

16,496 24:1

21,783 30.2

223,492 22.0

17,535 36.5
20,668 31.9
3,137 33.1

31,923 45.4
18,633 36.9

7,174 18.7

99,072 37.1
.

f22,564Nr. 26.6
.1'

Percentage Distribution
2.1 2.2 3.0

.3 .7' 5.0
.4 .9 3.8

'1.0 5.9 '& 2.8
1.0 1.9 9.3
.5- 1.2 r-

3.0
1.0 '.9

7k.
...,

2.2 .8 8,

.8 5.4 7.7

.7 1.2
*7.9

1.5 7.1 5.4
.6 1.8 20.0
.2 5.9 1.1
.2 .7 3.4
_

.1.8 1.9 5.4

1.1 1.8 f 5.1,

.7 .8
,)

4.3
1.5 4.3 3.8
1.4 .3.4 2.6
.5 1.6 6.3
.3 .9 3.7

1.2 ?9 2.5

:8 2.0 4.6

1.0 1.8 5.0

c,..

..,,

.7

.3

.5

.6

.2

.5

. 5

.4
1.3

.6
.5
.3
.4
.3

L6,

.6

1.0

1.5
.6
.1
.7

,6

.6

2.6
,A

3.0
3.7
6.7
4.1
5.2
3.8
3.6

11.9
..

1.8
9.5
1.0
4.0
.6.8

4.8

4.0

4.5
4.3
7.7
2.8

10.9
7.9

5.4'

4.5

-1.2

2.4
2.6
2.0
2.7
1.5
.7

1.6
3.5

-
.7
.3-

10.6

1.2
7
(., 2.3

1.4
4.5
1.2
5.3'
.1

2.2

3.1

2.5

30.5

39.3
35.6
40.5
38.1
34.3
28.6""
44.5
V.5

50.3
44.4
29.8
24.6
46.1

47.0

36.9

49.2
50.9
51.0
62.5'
52,8
36.0

53.6

42.0
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(Com.)r
Beneficiaries oftompany Support-Companies Grouped by.Industry Classificati

;
)

Industry ClaWsification

EDUCATION

Secondary
Re. Direct Un. Indirect Un. Education. Education SecondaryScholar. Fellow. search Capital restricted restricted 'related Capital Education Totalships ships Grants ,Funds Grants , Grants = Agencies Other Grants Other Education

. Percentage,Distribution
ez.'"osChemicals araallied pioducts. 2.9, 2.9 3.3 7.0 ' 20..2

ectrical machinery and ,
equipment p; ... 6.0 .3 7.6 3.4 , 18.6.. ..:..

Fa ricated metal products... 9.4 .5 2.2 4.0 2.3
Food and kindred products . . 3.8 1.4 1.7 5.2 9.7

.Machinery, nonelectrical .. 1.7 3.4 4.6 10.5 19.0.
Paper and like products.` .. . 6.2 ' 1.5 .6 2.9' 5.8

-* . Petroleum refining , 6.5 1.4 4.7 5.0 9.7
Primary metal industries.... , 7.5 2.8 4.0 7.8 6.1' .'Printing; publishing. . . . 4.9 - .6 4.8 14.3
Rybber and miscellaneous - .-

"^'F---4Ei, lastic products... . , 6.5 ---....,-,... 3.7... -79.7 4.1
Stone clay, and glass produits. 4.7 1.5 .6 8.2 2.4
Textif mill products ..... . 3.4 - .1 .6 11.7 3.7
Tobacc manufactures . . . 8,j
Trans rtation equipment. 5.1
Miscella eous manufacturing

Industries. . 5:0

- 4.5-'::::.,. 18.7 3.9
1.3 4.7 13.1.1 ,

3.8 ,.7, 3.0 10.6

Total: M nufactu ring . . .. 5.2 1.8 3.3 , 6.0 . 12. b
Banking. . ....... . . .. . .7 .4 .9 7.2 7.9
insurante .... .. .. . 3.7 .4 .8 4.2 ,10.6
Finance, rea ,estate. . : . 7.2 .2 - 8 12.9..-
Public uttlitie . , . . . 1.6' .2 .7 5.7 9.3
Triade,whotes le and retail" .. .5 - .1 .2 13.4
Other nonman acturing. . 6.2 4.1 3.1, 3.9 e 1; 13.3

Total: Nonma ilfacttsring .. 1.2 .5 -.8 4.3 10.5

Total: All comp ni4"........... '4.3 1.4 2.5 .5.5 11.'
..-,

'

2.4 1.1 4.6 -
2.2 7 1.0 5:6' .1
2.8 .2 , 11.0 -
3.2 .9 2.0 .4
2.9 1.4 .6 .1
2.7 ' 1.4 1.3 -

6 18.3 -
2.5 3.7 -

2.4 .8 -
9.1 .9 4.0 .1
1.6 .1 5.0 .6
2.2 .8 4.1 .4
6.1 - 2.3 -..
1.8 .3 2.0 -
4.9 1.3 2.6 :3

. - a
2.8 1.0 6:1 .2
1.1 1.5 1.6 .2
3.0 .7 1.5 .4_,
.6 '1.6 3.0 -

2.8 .3 1.7 .1
1.3 1.3 1.4
4.9 1.0 2.8 .5

...6

2.3 1.7 .2

2.6 1.0 4.82.6
,

2.2 46.6

.6 45.4
12.4 44.7
1.6 31.1

.1 44.3
8.4 30.9
.9 - 48.7
.5 38.2
.5_,....- 29.8-----

.3 311.3
ft 6 25.3,
1.3 31.3- 44.3
9.0' 37.5

.2- 32.3

2,9, 41.4
4.3 25.8

.9 26.2
.9 27.1
.3 2Z.7- 18.4

2.1 41.9

1.2 24.7

2.4 36.2
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Table 11 (Cont.)

Industry Classification

Percentage Distribution
.a)Chemicals and allied products '3.0 .5 3.6 6.9 .3 .9 5.6 4.1 11.0 1.5Electrical machinery and ,

equipment, . .. .. . 1.8 .5 2.3 3.5 .1 .8 .7 4.1 5.7 -.3.9Fabricated metal products.. ... 1.5 .3 _9 9,0 .1 .5 .4 7.8 8.8 .1food and kindred products.... 2.2 3.0 --- . 5.3 14.8 .4 1.2 ,1 '4.6 6.3 2.0Machinery, nonelectrical . 2.0 .6 2.6 11.3 .2 r .2 .8 1.8 2.9 .6Palper and like products . . 1.4 .3 "1.7 6.4 .2 .7 .1 25.4 26.4 .4Petroleum refining . ti ..' 3.6 .4 - 4.0 7.5 : .1 .8 .8 11.4 13.0 1 .1Primary metal industries.. . 3.6 .6 4.2 5.3 .2 .5 .4 6.6 7.8 -Printing, publishing 2.0 3.2 5.2 - 5.8 1.,0 .3 :6 .6 2.5 .1Rubber and miscellaneous
plastic products.. . . 1.3 - 1.3 5.3 .1 1.8 .2 1.7 3.8 1.0Stone, clay, and glass products 13.3 .8 14.1 13.3 ' .1 .9 .1 1.7 2.8 -Textile mill products... . L7 .5 2.2 33.8 1.3 ..1 .2

,,
1.6 1.3Tobacco manufactures ..., . 2.8 .1 2.9, 5.1 .4 .1, - 22.5 23.0 -Transportation equipment. ., . 2:5 .1 2.6 6.3 - 1.2 .6 3.9 ' 5.8 1.7Miscellaneous manufacturing

_ ni dustries. .... ,. .... . 5.0 .6 ,5. 6 8.5 .7 .7 .5 '2.5 4.4 2.2 i
,

---Total: Manufacturing. d. . . 3.0 .6 3.6 8.6.4 .3 .7 1.4 5.9 8.3 1.3
Banking.. 1 .. ... ..... . 4.7 1.7 6.4 13.1 .6 .9 .7 1.9 4.1 , 1.5

., 2.3 1.2 3.4 12:1(N-Insurance ,' .1 .4 .1 5.2 5.8 .9Finance, real estate. ... `' . : . 4.1 - 4.2 10.4 2.3 .4 ' .4 '3.4 6.4 .9Public utilities. , ...s... .... 3.1 .9 4.1 4.7 1.3 .5 - ' 3.7 5.5 _ .6Trade, wholesale and retail . 5.5 2.9 8.4 14.1 .1 1.1 .1 3.1 4.4 . 1.9Othermanufacturing..... ... . 4.4 .2 4.7 12:4 .000..3 1.1 .6 2.7 4.8 .2...
. Total: Nonmanufacturing. . 3.8 1.4 5.2 10.4 .7 % .7 .2 3.5 5.1 1.1

Tot81:411 Companies .... ., 3.2 .8 4:1 . 9.1 .4 .7 1.1 5.1 7.3 1.2

4%5 OTHER AREAS
t .Culture Culture i OtherOperating Capital Total Civic Religious Economic Country Other Total 1 DOneeFunds Funds Culture Causes Causes Education Groups Causes Other Unkn.pwn
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The Contributions Doll* I. V.

1 1972 ., 1970
443 Companies 40 Companies

Thousands of
Dollars

56 of
Total

Thousands of
Doll*

t;`(-

Health and welfare
Federated drives: United Funds and the like . . $ 85.951

...,,,National health agencies (not included above) . 3,304
National welfare agencies (not included above)_ 5,935

Hospitals
Capiral grants.. . . . . . . 15,974
Operating grants.. . 1,919 ,
Other local health and welfare agencies. . .. 14,392
Capital grants (excluding hoipvitals)... 8,037

Total health and welfare.. 135,5141

Education
Higher education

Scholarships .. 13,837
Fellowships .. 4,559
Research grants (not treated as a business °

expense) 8,102
Capital funds 17,740
Direct unrestricted grants . . 37,299
Grants to state, area and national

fund-raising groups . . .

Education-related agencies
Other., . , .

Secondary education
Capital grants
Other.. .

4' Total education. .

8,497
3,151

15,341

645..
7,700

116,876

S 74,168
3,146'
3,929

17,156
2,404

7,721'

118,172

13787
4,539

6,711
2.0,123.
32,580 -

7,418
3,345

18113

1,138
4 8,233

115,990

. ,
1968

401 Companies

% of Ttiousand, of
ifOtal Dollar ;

$ 57,257
4,210
4,882

15,210.
1,564
9,462
5:317

97,840

10,212
4,802

" L761
25,289
26,948

5,884
3,376

11,189

453
5,294

102,208

- I
CO
00
CO
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The Contributions Dollar (Cont.)

:Culture (cultural centers, performing arts,
museums, etc.)
Operating funds 10,462
Capital grants .. 2,729

Total cultural .4... ..... . 13,192

Civic causes (municipal and community
improvement, good government; and the like)

, Total civic

Other -
Religious causes 1,293

2,318
, .40- , 1,020 1,952/

Groups devoted solely to economic education .72.:,:i: 1,970 1,388
Groups in U.S. whose principal olijective is

. L06... 10,738
° aid to other countries 3,418 5,171

Causes otherthan abdve I. 16,604 5.15 16,787 13,296.
Total "other"

,
23,634 7:33 '24,949 27,374)

7,903
8,505

.16,408

5,750
7,299

13,049 ,

".. 4.p .

ic
Dollars not identifiable because donee ..

is unknown .. 3,850 ' . _ 6,845 3,968
, . .

Grand total 322,564 100.0 308,165 .'100.p 263,387

552
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The Contributions Dollar (Cont.)

1965
540 Companies

Thousands of
Dollars

...

Health and welfare united
Fedetated drives: Funds and thialte .. $ 50,558
National health agencies (not includtMove) . 3,176
National welfare agencies (not included above) 4,043

Hospitals
Capital grants ........ , ... . ... . 17,172
Opgrating g r a n t s . . . ... . . 2,018

Other, local health and welfare grants. 5,301
Capital grants (excluding hospitals) 4,653

Total health and welfare. 86,921

Education
Higher education

Scholarships. . . . 10,569
Fellowships.. . . . . 4,715
Research grants (not treated as 'a business

expense) . . 5,073
Capital f u n d s. . . . . . 15,180
Direct grants . . . . . . 20,487
Grants tostate, area and national

fund-raising groups . .. 1,068
Education-related agencies 3,741
Other.. ... . ...... 8,513

Secondary education
Capital grants . . 765

4,233

Total education . 10,344

-

1962
465 Companies

of Thousands of
otal Dollars

$ 39,280
2,183
4,114

369.,

1,016- 1,
5,140
2,002

63,104

7,832
4,211

4,040
9,695

18,813.

1959
280 Companies

otoafl Thousands of
Dollars

$ 25,450
1,520
3,340

9,330
1,410
2,830
1,820

45,700

4,860
4,050

3,440
9,930
8,010

4,791
1,793 1.2 1,310
9,740 1:1' 3,340

537 . .3 100
3,019 -2.0 1,720

64,531 41.3 ' 39,590 39.1

% of
Total

4
1.7



The Contributions Dollar (Cont.)

Culture (cultural centers, performing arts,
Museums, etc.)
Operating funds ..

1
3,332

Capital grants.. ... 2,501

. Total cultural.. 5,833

Civic causes (municipal and community
improvement, goo(' government, and theklike)

Total civic
,

12,099

Other
Religious causes . . , .. . 1,053
Groups devoted solely to economic education 1,788

..:Groups in U.S. whose principal objective is
aid to other countries . , . . 7,868

Causes other than above . . . 8,474

Total "other" 19,183

Dollars not identifiable because donee
is unknown.. . .

Grand Total. .

4,916

8,239 2,940

589
1,756

2,726
.41 10.856

15,927

2.3 2,341

209,296 100.0 154,142

400
1,520

500
7,200

9,630

3,540

101,400 100.0

.

8 C

554
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. Table 12

BeneficiarietifGompany Support-Companies Grouped by Number of Employees
-

4- ,HEALTH AND WELFARE- .Total
-Comg.any%ize Giving Hospital Hospital Misc. Totalby Number Number of in Thousands --United National National Capital Operating ..Local Capital. Health &of Employees Companies of Dollars - Funds Health Welfare Grants Grants Agencies Grants Welfare,

Percentage Distribution
Below 250, . ... . 11 $ 274 25.3 1.2 .2 .. 4.5 .6 32.4

500 -999,:
/

20
' 209
1,310

18.0
33.3

2.2
1.3

LI
.6

1.5
10.1

4.1
2.1

-, _ 4.6
3'.9

4.3
3.1

35.8
, 54.31,000-4,999 .. .. 133 24;039 30.9 .5 1.0 5.1 1.2 4.5 2.4 45.5 ,5,000-9,999 , 78 26,622 31.2 2.0 1.9 4.9 ' 1.5 ". 4.8 . 1.7 48.010,000- 24,999 .... 97 62,739 23.3 1.6 3.1 5.6 .9 , 5.3 1.4 4 41.325,000 andAver

Total.
92

438
204,575
319,770

26:4
26.6

.8
1.0

"1.6
. 1.9

1 4.8
5.0

.3

.6
.4.2
4,5

3.0
2.5

' 41.0
42.0

EDUCATION . ,

SeCoodary. .
, .

Company Size Direct Indirect' Education- Education Otherby Ntittiber Scholar- Fellow- Research Capital Unrestricted Unrestricted Related : ,Capital -Secondary 'total .
of Employees ships ships Grants . Funds Grants Grants Agencies Other Grants dUcation, Education,

Below 250, ., ',.. 250.499 .

500-9991
1,000-4,999. .

5,000-9,999..
10,000-24,999..
25,000 and over

Total

2.9
12.3
3.7
4.4
5.3
3.9

" 4.3
4.3

.

-,
.

"

- -
.8

2.7 .
'.8
1.1.,
L4
1'.4'

..:.,-

-
1.3
1.6
2.2
.8'

3.2
2.5

-

.1
1.1
7.7
5.4
5.3
7.4
5.0
5,5

20.0
9.3
5.1
8.6

10.3
8.8-

13.0
11.6

Percentage Distribution
.8 2.0

3.2 2.4
.4 .8

1.7 1.1
3.1 1.0
2.8 1.3
2.7 .9
2.7 1.0

.

3.6,
.3

1.7
'2.1
2.8

'3.3
5.8

0,4 0.8 .

',2

.

-
.8

.7'

.2'

. ,

Z.3'
:2.8

.<147,

-,. 14 ,'

2.4;
:

.

31.8 .

.32.1

29.0'

4E0 .

, 36.3
. , ,

^"



Company Size
by Number

of Employees

.CultureC
Operating

Funds

,
, Cultute

4

" Capital
- Funds

- Total
Culture

.

Ctvic
Causes

OTHER AREAS, " ,

Religious
Causes

Economic
Education

Other!, - $1
Country _00161
Groups -Causes

..-,
*Total
Other

,

Donee
Unknown

Percentage Distribution
Below 250 di . 6.5- \ .3 6.8 11.7 '1.7 '.8 .1 14.7; 17.3 -4

250-499 7.1 1.2 8.3 5.0 12.6 1.3 - 1.0 3.8 18.4 ,

500-999 . 3.7 .4 4.0 12.2 1.8 .7 .1 ,2.7 5.3 .4
1,000-4,999 3.7 1.9 5.6 14.4 .6 3.4 '4.7 .8
5,000-9,999 2.7 .9 3.6 9.9 .3 .8 .5 2.7 4.2 1.7

10,000-24,999 3.6 .9 4.6 11.2 .7 .7 3.6 5.0 10.0 1.9
25,000 and over 3.1 . .7 3.9 7.5 .3 ' .7 :5 5.7 7.2 1.0

Total 3.3 4 .9 4.1 9.0 .4 ' .7 1.1 5.1 7.3 1.2
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Table 12s
Beileficiaries of Company Support-Companies Grouped by Number of Employees'

(Insurance companies only)

Company Size
by Number

of Employees

Below 250
250-499 . .

500-999 ..
1,000-4,999 . .

5,000-9,999. ..
10,000-24,999
25,000 and over ,.

Total .

HEALTH AND WELFARE

Number of
Compapies

Total
Giving

in Thousands
of Dollars

.

United
Funds

National
Health

National,
Welfare

Hospital
Capital
Grants

Hospital
Operating

Grants
Local

Agencies

Misc.
Capital
Grants

Total
Health &
Welfare

r4

Percentage Distribution
3 $ 81 28.2 1.9 .1 .6 4.9 2.1 37.8

-4,21- 7 73 29.7 2.3 . .7 2.1 43 7.2 8.1 543
,, 150 49.3 3.0 - . 3.7 6.6 1.9 -- 64,6

23 3,254 35.7 .8 .6 2.9 1.0 5.0 -3.3 49.4
9, 3,566 35.1 2.1 1.0 3.3 .8 3.3 .64'-` 46.2
8 5,288 27.6 1.5 13.5 4.9 .3 4.2 3.0 55.1
5 6,299 / 27.4 1.9 1.8 4.9 1.0 5.7 9.9 52.756 18,714 30.5 1.7 4.7 4.2 .8 4.7 4.9 51.6

,' EDUCATION

SecondaryCompany Size Direct Indirect Education. Education OtherbK Number Scholar. Fellow. Research Capital Unrestricted Unrestricted Related Capital Secondary Totalof Employees ships ships Grants Funds . Grants Grants Agencies Other Grants Education Education

Below 250 - - - :4 + ,-161.6
250.499 6.6 - - 3.2 2.7
500-999. 11.4 - .5 - - 5.8

1,000-4,999. .-, 2.9 .1 .1. 5.1 12.2
5,000-9,999 6.3 .2

,

.4 8.5 4.6
10,000-24,999.. 2.6 .8 .2 1.6 17.7
25,000 and over 4.7 .6 2.1 4.9' 7.5

Total 4.1 .5 .9 4.6 10.8

Percentage Distribution
.......- - 5.7 -.- .2 48.0

9.0 .1 .8 1.4 1.0 24.8
.3 - - .5 .3 18.9

1.5 1.2 4.7 .4 .3 28.5
6.6 1.0 2.0 1.9 .5 32.1
3.7 .9 .7 - 1.7 29.9
2.0 . '.3 .6 1.0 23.6
3.3 .7 1.6 .5 1.0 27.9

...r.ae5-

557



Table 12e (Cont.)

OTHER AREAS
any Size
umber

vi .yees

Culture
Operating

Funds

Culture
Capital
Funds

Total
Culture

Civic
Causes

Religious
'Causes

Econom c
Educati n

Other
Country
Groups

Other
Causes

Total
Other

Donee
Unknown

Percentage Distribut on
Below 250 .1 1.1 1.2 11.8 - .4 .2 .5 1.1 -

250-499 4.1 3.4 7.5 5.9' '.1 2.6 .1 4.6 7.5 -
500-999. 1.6 - 1.6 6.9 - - - 8.0 8.0 .1

1,000-4,999 3.7 2.6 6.3 12.3 .3 i .6 - 1.7 2.6 .9
5,000-9,999 2.6 1.8 4.5 11.4 .3 .5 .1 .9 1.8 4.0

109000-24,999 . 1.8 - 1.,9 9.6 - .5 2.7 3.2 .3
25,000 and over 1.9 ' 1.3 3.2 8.9 - .3 .2 11.0 11.6 --

Total 2.3 1.3 3.6 10.2 .1 -I, 5.0 5.7 1.0

N

558
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Table 13
t

Apportionment of Contributions in Companies with Twelve Smallest Contribution Budgets

Company

.

Total
Contributions

HEALTH AND WELFARE

United
Funds

National
. Health

National
Welfare'

Hospital Hospital
Capital Operating Local
Grants Grants Agencies

Misc.
Capital
Grants

Health &
Welfare

1..

5.
6

10
11 ....

..

.

.

$ 2,090
3,000
3,540
3,982
6,144
6,613
6,991
7,500
8,000

14,633-
16,000
16,346

$ 900

2,675

2,752
2,447
1,380

, 1;520
250

3,000
5,595

8,500
1,875

$200

350

660

505

'256
500

$130

1 100

.

S 5... $ 300
1,000 .

ia
'ovoo

510

4,!.

20
..

... 4Z .26
..,

.. ..,

' 500

2,550 ...*

...

...

$1,530
1,000
3,265
2,807

.2,375
1,520

350
_t. 3,000

6,380,
9,000

\ 4,425
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Tablio 13 (Conti',;'

Scholar-
ships

. Re.
Fellow- search Capital
ships Grants Funds

EDUCATION

Secondary
Direct Un- Indirect Un- Education- Education
restricted restricted .krelated CapitalGrants Grants Grants Other Grants

Secondary
Education

Other
- Total
Education

Company 1

2

3 .

4

5

6

7

8

9

11 ,

12

$ $ $ $

,

..

, 25

1,100

3,000

6,668 100

$ °'

450)

$

1,107

200

.

$ $ $

50
f

5,056

0 2,000

1,675

500

$200

750

200

$ 200

825

1,107

1,100

5,056

2,650

3,000

1,875

500

6,768

Culture
Operating

Funds

Culture
Capital Total
Grants Culture

Civic
Causes

Religious
Causes

OTHER AREAS OF SCIPPORT

Economic Other
Education Country Other

Groups Groups Causes
Total
Other

Donee
Unknown

Clpilany 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 ...

12

$ 20

50

350

1,125

400

100

1,000

300

500

$ $ 20

50

350

1,125
, 400

. 100

1,000

300

500

$ 120

1,165

2,133

1,000

5,455

2,000

2,6U

ler
$

4,500

200

$ 50 $ $ 170

2,000

125 100

300

605

315
,

300 200 423

400 200 600

200 1,566

$ 220

2,000

225

300

605

315

4,500

. 923.

1, 2clo.

1,965

.4/

$

3,000

ti

560.
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' Education ,as'

Unrestricted grants remain the principal means by which industry offers its support of
education. Such grants made directly to the institution are four times as large as those made
through educational fund-raising organizations. The 'total of unrestricted gifts is 2Y2 times the
magnitude of student aid in the form of scholarships and fellowships.

Turning again to Table 11, it will be seen that the manufacturing sector allots 41 cents of its
budget to education, compared with 25 cents for nonmanufacturers. Petroleum companies
allocate about half (49%) of their budget to education; they are followed by chemicals and
allied products (47%) and electrical machinery manufacturers (45%). Judged by the 12 largest
budgets reported in the sample, and analyzed in Table 14, our largestvcompanies are more
inclined to aid education than other causes.

Civic Projects

Althoirth receiving but cents of the gift dollar, civic causes continue to gain in importance
in the eyes of businessprimarily because they represent local needs, many of which have to do
with inner city problems and the disadvantaged. .

Chart I glows the order of priority assigned by companies to six categories of civic projects.
The funding of programs having to do with community improvement generally is provim to be
most attractive to business whereas mass transportation is of least concern.

Culture

Culture is another aspect of society that has caught the attention of the business community
during recent years. Eight out of ten participants in this survey report Zcpenditures on such
projects accounting for 4 cents of the-gift dollar.

Among the manufacturing firms, much above average support was provided by producers of
stone, clay and glass products; and in the nonmanufacturing category, by the wholesale and
retail trade and banking community.

Chart 2 enumerates some of the options for business involvement. Music, museums, and
educational radio/TV 'are the art forms most frequently chosen by industry. Music, especially
symphony orchestras, and museums were the top favorites in earlier Conference Board surveys.
The present survey reveals the dance to be gaining in favor. Individual artists still fare badly
when seeking noncommercial assistance from business.

4
Capital Gifts

Capital grants to all classes of beneficiaries of business were at a lower level than In 1970. Table
15 and the table [entitled "The Contribu tions Dollar," following Table 11J show the relative decline
in capital giving in health and welfare, education, and culture. Funds contributed for other than
operating expenses for hospitals, colleges, and universities represented the smallest share of the
gift dollar ever recorded in these surveys. It is the experience of some cooperators that
contributions to capital campaigns these past few, 4ears have enabled institutions to expand their
facilities sufficiently to cope with current demands.

Business and Social Responsibility

Company contributions of dollars and gifts-in-kind to health and welfare, education, the arts,
civic and other causes is but one of several ways in which business Is exercising Its leadership in
social change. To cope with the many social issues facing our society, companies are introducing
top-level changes in policy, in organization, and in operations. Numbered among such
developments are: encouragement of employee participation in community affairs; hiring, and
training practices to screen in the hardcore; investment in ghetto enterprises; participation in
government-sponsored construction and rehabilitation of low-cost housing; creation of pollution
control procedures to pretest the social and ecological effects of new products; establishment of
policies setting forth social as well profit objectives; and the formation of public affairs
departments or appointment of exe tives in charge of public affairs.

The costs of such activities cannot be measured, but would exceed manyfold the equivalent
dollar value of contributions and gifts analyzed in this report.
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Talfitisl, 14
./14Apportionment of Conirikutions ompanielliith blue artost Contribu.tion Buc4ets

contrkilions Dollar ;

Total
Contributions

HEALTH AND WELFARE

United
Funds

National'
ltealth

National
Welfare

Hogpital
Cabital-
Grants 43

Hospital r
Operating' Local. -

Grants Agencies

Misc. " ;
Capital
Grants

Total
Health &
Welfare

Company
.i

1
2

3,
4
5

6

7

4
9

10
11

12

.

.

,

..

'$16,542,000 $3,445,000
14,089,000 7,174,000
12,5$1,000' 1,613,800
12,300,000 , 3,800,000
9,121,230 1,722,934 ,..'
6,732,000 1,05,000
6,618,960 920,086
6,577,881 1,724,788
5,326,000 904,000
4;06,860 1,972,410
4,500,000 993,000
3,804,500 647,500

1:35,000 ,
64,000

168,950
'10,000.
25,000
38,000

114,100
2,000

68,500
31,000

2,000

$ .

350,000?,Y

321,050,.

150,000 ,!,,i
90,000

55.000 :
171,750
106,243
160,892

40,000

. 22,000

$ 494,0004' $11,000 ;$ , 335,000
1,110,000 .243,000

° 1,200;000 -166,900
400,000 , ; '1,60;000
345,750 .. 695;166

- 34.000 , ,. 86,000
129,540 -57,750-, ,- " 513,421

. 314,850 40,3041 '" 109390
60,000 11,000'.

''

'..' 139,000
222,500 42500 '
16,500 30,700
20,000 500 33,500

$ 450,000
1,113,000

290,000

911,141,
300,000
36,300
78,534

187,000
74,000
15,000

$ 4,777,000
10,054,000

3,960,700

3,816,998
1,920,000
2,012,947
2,376,3,09
1,274,892
2,532,910
1,145,200

740,500

--.7
EDUCATION

Scholar-
Ships

Fellow-
ships

4
Re.

search'
Grants

Capital
Funds

Direct Un- Indirect Un- Education.
restricted restricted related

Grants Grants Grants

o

Other

Secondary
Education

Capital
Grants

Secondary
Education

Other
Total

Education.-

Company 1

2"

3.
,`4

5

6
,7
8
9

10

11

12

$1,69300
. 25,000

. 239,000

618,150
'. '

10,050
: ,

, :.
43,000'

283,500

I-58,000
22,000

654,000

. .

31,700
33,000

190,200.

10,500

$ 383,000
20,000

902,800

217,000
293,000
173,500

1,525,150

59,750
157,000

40 342,500

$ 711,000 $ 130,000
824,000 829,000

1,385,200 3,391,200
'2,000,000

455,500 1,213,807
705,000 .2,056,000

95,000 524,600
304,513 641,277

2,061,000
365,000 65,000
55,000 2,027,200

173,300 601,000

$447,000
545,000
235,500

157,500
57,000
50.000
25,000
32,000

210,000

151,500

$ .

.
254;900
230,000
38,750
50,000

,

120,300

26,000
227,500
53,700
46,000

$2,215,000
342,000

250,000
286,000

2;224,311
599,964
246,000

32,500
,375,000

23,500

5

.', .

$2,602,000
19,000
7,400

1.463,545

242,334

460,000

-;

18,309,000
2;626,000
7,070,000
2,480,000
,450,252

(43,161,000
3,351,565
3,259,204
21825'000
1,149,950
21710,900 -:
1,632,000 -

' /
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Table 14 (coot.)

Culture
Operating

Funds

Culture
Capital
Grants

Total
Culture

OTHER AREAS OF SUPPORT
8

Cwic
Causes

Religious
Causes

Economic
Education

Groups

Other
Country
Groups

Other
Causes

, Total'
e Other

Donee
tinkly:win

Comp-any. 1 $218,000 S 27,000 $ 245,000 $1,592,000 $ , $ 55,000, $ 74,000 $1,490,000' $1,619,000
so?

$2 408,000 , 191,000 599,000 80,000 387,000 43,000 5,000 295,000 730,000
3 260,700 39,000 299,700 1,038,000 28,300 114,200 70,100 212,600"4 700,000 500,000 '1,200,000 2,200,000 200,000 10,000 ',. 210,000
5 241,295 241,295 587.594 156,094 86,600 382,397 625,091 si 729,000 .1, 729,000 48k000 16,000 39,000 387,000 442,000
7 273,875 30,000 303,875. 535,988 53,920 75,000 285,665 414,585

. 8 . 48,411 10,750 59,161 344,419 154,156_ 17,546 347;286 538,9889 1,000 1,000 80,6000 1,730 109,000 25,000 283,378 419,108 . .10 119,250 .119,250, 110,500 --.. . .744,250 744,250
11 70,000 70,000 158,000 2,000 5 99,000 101,000 314,100 .-12 240,500 8,000 248,500 169,000 23,000 40,000 12,500 939,000 1,014,500

Table 15.

Capital Grants

Company
Size by 'i Number of

Employees
Number of
Companies

Total -i
Contributions
in Thousands

CAPITAL GRANTS`,
% of Capital,

Granklaa
To

Contributions

Total,
Grants

_.. n
Thouisands

t
Hospital

in
Thousands

' Other
Health and
Welfare in
Thousands

Higher \ Secondary
Education \ Education

in \ in .

Thousands \Thousands

--,-,
Culture t..

in
Thousands

Below 250 . . 11 $ 274. r2 $ 5 ,-- $ . 2 $ 2 $
--
... \\$ .. $ 1250-499.. 7 --209 8 18 3 -..- 9 2 \ 1 ..- "2500-999. . 20 , 1,310 22 298 132 40 101 \ 1 4 41,000-4,99. 133 . 24,039 15 ^3,605 '1,220 566 1,307 51 -- 4605,000 - 9,999. '." 7,8 26,622 13 3,508 1,314 442 .1,398 125 .-- 22710,000-24,999 . .. 97 62,739 16 10,093 , 3,520 908 4,673 421 56825,000andOvert

Total ." . Y.

92

438
204,575_

319,770,

13

14

27,569

45,098 -

9,755

15,948

6,069

8,037

10,254

17,738

26

645

1,464

2,729 .

rr'
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Music

Museums

Chart 1

Nonprofit Ait Form

Educational I

Radio /TV

Arts Funds

or Councils

Theaters

Dance

Art

Education

. Literature' .47.

Crafts ED 36

Film a 30
Individual n
Artistsc-

Other 41

%,ommunity

Improvement

Environment and
. 4.-Ecology

tr

Justice and Law I

Housing and
Urban Renewal'

Municipal, State
Governments

Mass

Transportation

and Parking

1.112

1

207

1%0

240

339

564

J
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1500- .
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120-0

900

600

300
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